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PART I 

WTROOUCTI ON 
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IMPORTING INDUSTIHAL TECHNOLOGY: AN ANATOMY OF THE PROCESS 
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Industrial technology nay be imported i6 j"~ide variety of fonns and 
through many different channels. Wittlin this complexity, it is useful to 
make a rough distinction between two general patterns. On the one hand 
there are flows of imported technology which pass more or less directly 
and irrmediately into use in industrial production. On the other, there 
are flows which reach the industrial sector only indir.ectly, and usually 

' after a significant time lag. Among the latter are, for example, flows of 
industrial technical knowledge that are associated with various kinds of 
training and education carried out within the educational sector. In 
this case the students and trainees constitute intennediate 'stores' of 
technology. These may then move into the industrial sector, where the 
technology is brought into use. Similarly, technology may be imported 
embodied in technical journals, books, etc. Again, these imports often 
flow indirectly into the industrial sector, via libraries, infonnation 
centres, data banks, and so forth. 

Our central concern in this book is not with these more indirect 
fonns of technology transfer - important as they often are. Rather, we shall 
focus on the process of importing technology directly into the industrial 

. sector for more or less inmediate use in productive activity. Within 
this flow of technology, it is useful to distinguish between (i) imports 
that are associated with investment in major new production facilities {or 
in substantial expansions of those which exist already} and (ii} iraports 
which may be acquired in order to modify the products, processes, materials 
or organisational aspects of existing production systems. Although the 
issues which we discuss are conman to both these flows of imported technology, 
we shall focus primarily on the first - on imports of technology which are 
used to realise plans for investment in major new sets of production 
facilit~~ Imports of this type probably constitute by far the largest 
proportion~total 'direct' imports of industrial technology in most 
dev&lo~·bg countries; and they certainly constitute the main focus of 
interest for those who have been concerned with the policy problems of 
technology transfer to those countries. 

' I 
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In the two chapters of Part I we outline a framework for analysing 
this important feature of late-industrialising economies: the use of 
imported technological inputs in order to create new units of industrial 
production capacity. In doing so, we shall emphasise that what is involved 
in the technological dime,nsion of investment 1s a relatively complex 

' 
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process. By this we mean in out11ra that (i) it draws on a range of different 
inputs, (ii) it involves an interrelated sequence of activities and decisions, 
and (iii) it generates a range of different outputs for the parties 
and societies involved. We shall also stress that this process can be 
highly variable. International 'technology transfer' is not a relatively 
homogeneous phenomenon. The inputs involved can vary widely, the 
structure of interconnected activities and decisions may take a range of 
very different fonns, and the composition and nature of the outputs 
generated by the process can vary widely. 

This diversity of the phenomenon is important. Considerable confusion 
can result from a failure to recognise that quite different things may be 
occurring under the label of 'technology transfer'. Analysis which ascribes 
to such an undifferentiated phenomenon particular social, economic or 
political featares of late-industrialising economies may be misleading, since 
those features may be associated with some of the possible forms of transfer, 

I 

but not with all. To the extent that polic,y is influenced by analysis, 
such perspectives can be misleading in that they fail to ide~tify the range 
of diversity involved~ ·and hence the range of policy options available. 

In elaborating on this view of technology transfer as a complex 
process which can occur in a wide variety of fonns, we face one particular 
problem. Very few studies have 'pulled apart' the process of transfer and 
examined the different fonns that it may take - either along the lines of 
the framework outlined in these two chapters or along any other lines. 
This has forced us to present the framework with a degree of abstraction 
that is undesirable. We have not found it possible to introduce very 
much ~pirical material even to illustrate different forms of transfer, 
and it has been more difficult still to marshall evidence about the relative 
importance of different· patterns. The anatamical framework is therefore 
rather a bare skeleton. 

The framework is outlined in two parts. In Chapter 2 we focus on the 
. / 

different inputs to the process, and on the structure of deciiions and 
activities within which they are used. In Chapter 3 we examine the ir..in 
outputs that may be generated by the process. 
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Chapter 2 THE TRANSFER PROCESS: STRUCTURE AND INPUTS 

Tnis chapter is organised in two parts. In the first we examine only 
the technological dimension of industrial investment projects, without 
introducing the canplications that arise when·this dimension is stretched 
across international boundaries. In the second we add in the international 
transfer component of the process. 

The Technological Dfmension of Investment 

11 

For certain purposes it is useful to see investment as a single •act': 
for example, as·!!!. allocation of financial resources to create a set of 
productive assets. From a similar perspective, technology transfer 
associated with investment may be seen as ~.single transaction - the 
purchase of a package of technological inputs needed to realise a particular 
investment p 1 an. For our purposes' it is more useful to emphasise the 
fact that the technological dimension of an investment project constitutes 
a process -wflich involves an interconnected series of activities that are 
often spread over a considerable ·period o.f time. 

A central feature of this process is the progressive transfonnation of 
•technology'. If one uses the term rather loosely, 'technology• is an input.to 
the process and 'technology' is its output. _However, a new production system 

which is created by investment is a very concrete and specific form of 
technology and much of -it ri:nvolves technology that .is embodied in particular items 
of capital equipment. _ T_his 'techno_l~gy' is quite different fror.1 .the various kinds 
of technical knowledge which are mobilised and drawn upon in order to 
create that particular production system. In effect,' then, technology is 
fundamentally transformed during the investment process, and it is clearly 
not very satisfactory to use a single term to cover such different things as 
the inputs to, and outputs from, investment. 

Economists {or, at least, some of them) have used different terms to 
describe the technological inputs and outputs of investment projects. The 
particular technical systems tnat are brought into use by investment are 
described as 'techniques'. Thus the very specific configuration.of an industrial 
production system which is actually in use co·nstitutes an industrial 'technique' 
Mansfield (1968), for example, refers to a technique as a •utilised method 
of production" • Hence change in that production method is described as 
technical change. On the other hand, the technical knowledge which is 
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drawn upon to create new (but not necessarily novel) techniques is 
described as 'technology'. Thus Mansfield, for example,refers in 
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general to 'technology' as •society's pool of knowledge regarding the 
industrial arts• (our emphasfs), and Freeman (1974) refers to technology 
as •simply a body of knowledge about techniques•. Given this distinction, 
we can describe the central feature of the technological .;dimension of 
investment as the transfo".'8tion 6f technology into technique •. --·· 

However, that terminology may still be confusing,.·· In popular use the term 
., tech no 1 ogy' genera 1 ly refers rather 1 oose ly to both production systems 
themselves and to the tecfln'fcal knowledge which 1s drawn upon to create them. 
The issue is confused even further by the fact that even specialised 
analyses of technological aspects of development adopt yet other 
definitions. 1 We shall therefore use the term ':tecnnology' in its popular 
sense - as a rather vague tenn wnicfl encompasses both (i) technical knowledge 
of various kinds and (ii) the particular production methods and systems 
which may be created on the basis of that knowledge. However, we 
distinguish between these two fonns of technology and, in examining the 
technological dimension of investment, we therefore focus on what Salter (1969) , 
has described as the process ~f 'translating' one fonn into the other: 

•At any one t1me there exists a body of knowledge relating known 
technical facts and relationships between them. This knowledge is 
at a number of levels which differ in their proximity to production • 
At one level is the knowledge dealing with basic principles of physical 
phenomena: the properties of fluids, the laws of motion, the 
principles of metallurgy and, in general, the area of knowledge we 
associate with pure science. At another level is the knowledge 
concerned with the application- of these principles to proauction, 
the field of the applied sciences. Knowledge of this character 
bridges the gap between principles and practice, such as the 
transition tram the formulae of organic chemistry to the design ot an 
oil refinery, ••• consider the various steps in the transition from a 
fund of such knowledge to techniques of production. Knowledge is in 
the form of technical facts and the relationships between them: the 
properties of steels and alloys, the means of transfonning one type 

· of motion into another, the tennal content of different fuels, and so 
on.· Engineers and applied scientists have the task of translatinf 
such know1ed e. some o1d and some new into feasible techn1 ues o 
pro uc p. • our empnas s 

1 For example, Stewart (1977) detines technology as a collection of 
techniques: "Technology consists of a series of techniques. The 
technology available to a particular country is all those techniques 1t 
knows about· ••• and could acquire.• 
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What we descibe here as the technological dimension of investme"t 
covers more than this 1trans1 ati on 1 process. It goes beyond the defi ni ti on 
of feasible production techniques (i.e. production of the specifications 
for an industrial facility), and incorporates the activities which are 
involved in further transforming specifications into the concrete realities 
of operational and used production systems • 

• 
One can obviously break down this transfonnation process in a large 

number of different ways. 1 salter, for example, refers to 0 three stages 
in the transition from a fund of knwoledge to technqiues of production". 
On the other hand, engineers and managers who are directly concerned with 
investment projects will usually disaggregate the technological activity 
involved into a very much larger number of discrete steps and stages. 
Cortes (1976) identifies seven 'stages' of technological activity that are 
required for investment in petrochemical plants: 

1. Preliminary Studies 

•Their objective is to organise available knowledge into 
investment projects ••• to analyse the relations between the 
knowledge to be used and the socio-economic and physical 
envirorunent to which it will be applied." 

2. Pre-project Studies 

The purpose here is "to present a detai.led study of the possible 
efficient alternatives. The main decisions concerning the project 
will be taken on the basis of these comparative studies•. These 
will identify for the alternatives such items as plant scale, 
product types and output levels, basic process technology, main 
equipment items, cost estimates, planning timetables, location, 
employment patterns, financing needs and sources, etc. 

1 For elaboration on this type of disaggregation of the technological 
dimensions of investment, see, for example Kamenetsky (1979), Junta del 
Acuerdo de Cartagena (1976) Chapter VI, and Teece (1976). · 

13 
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3. The Project Stud.>' 

This involves further development of details of the chosen system. 
Th~ main task is •elaboration of the basic engineering of the plant. 
This entails adapting the basic principles of the process to the 
specific conditions of the plant.• 

• 
4 •. Detailed Studies 

•The objective of this stage is to p~pare the actual instructions 
for the construction of the plant.• These instructions incorporate 
such things as detailed specification of equipment and materials. 
civil engineering plans, construction specifications. process 
flow charts, and installation instructions. 

5. Procurement 

Procuring the various·goods and services needed to create 
the new facility involves such things as preparation 
of tender specifications, calling for tenders. analysis 
of the bidding. selection of suppliers, placing of orders. 
control and inspection of fabri~ation and co-ordination of 
supply. 

6. Construction and Assembly 

This stage brings together the various goods and services specified 
earlier and integrates them into an operational new facility. 

7. Start-Up 

This involves 'running in' the facility to achieve its designated 
operating performance. 

14 

Cortes leaves out froa this structure the important activity of actually 
transforming engineers' specifications into the particular capital goods, 
manuals, procedures, etc. which are needed. But she identifies two other 
sets of activities which will take place during this transformation of 
technical knowledge into technical systems: (i) provision of detailed 
quality control procedures. and (ii) provision of training for plant operation. 
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The end result of such a process is a functioning production system. 
Such a technique will incorporate not only the pnysica1 apparatus for 
production (the 'capital-embodied' technology) bu.twill also incorporate 
the particular operati~g knowledge and skills of the various human 
~omponents of the system (human-embodied technology) together with the 
input and product specifications. the op~rating procedures and the 
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associated man~geria1 structures and systems. What is involved in the process 
of creating such a system is the progressive transformation of technical 
knowledge. At the start of the process (and at intenned1ate stages) 
technical knowledge in a disembodied _fonn is drawn upon. This is usually 
knowledge which is generally applicable to a wide range of particular 
production systems. Elements from this body of knowledge are selected 
and then made increasingly specific and detailed, while being progressively 
embodied fn particular components of the final facility. Thus 'technology', 
in the sense of knowledge, principles, experience etc., is transfonned 
into 'technology' in the sense of a particular production facility - into 
a technique-of production which incorpo~ate~ a specific set of technical 
information in its equipment, specifications, procedures, 
routines and peop·1e. 

As indicated in Figure 2.1 below, Amsalem (undated) identifies five 
similar stages for investment in a pulp and paper mill up to the point of 
procurer:ient negotiations. However, he also makes explicit an important 
aspect of the process - that it involves a 'stream' of overall decision-making 
which is somewhat distinct from the more specifically technological 
activities. These decision-making components of the process (shown in 

, emphasis in Figure 2.1} constitute a stream of activity which runs in 
parallel with the process of transforming technical knowledge into techniques. 
The main function of that 'stream' of decision-making activities is to 
control the transformation process itself.1 

Al though it is possible to disaggregate these technology-transfonning 
and decision-making tasks in a wide variety of ways, for our illustrative 
purposes here, a reasonably simple structure wi11 suffice. The sequence 
of technology-transfonning activities can be split into four groups: 

1 Am;alern also provides an outline of this decision-inaking process 
with respect to investment in a textile plant. "lhis is reproduced in 
chapter 7. 
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Figure 2.1 KEY DECISIONS ON NATURE, SOURCING ANO TERMS FOR TECHUOLOGICAL 
IUPUTS TO THE EARLY STAGES OF INVESTI-IENT IN A PULP ANO PAPER MILL 

·-·· 

·-·· 

FULP AUii rAPER FIRM 
DEC IS I OHS ...... -

.... , .......... .. , ... 
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ewct-•--- ( ...._,.. ... 
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• •"""9P , •• 

....... ._,,._, _____ .,..'--al ,_., ., .... _. , ... _,_ 

y..._. fer_, .. .,,_. __ ..,... II• ,_ _,_ 
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SOURCE: AMSALEJ.1 (undated), p.214 (Figure 7.2, •The Choice of Technology 
Decision Process•) 
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(i) Most 1nvestment projects will involve a set of pre-investment 
and feasibility studies. These usually examine a rather general 
proposal for possible investment, and usually ~pecify 1n broad 
outline the technical characteristics of one or more kinds of 
production.system. Whatever the n~ture of the detailed activites 

(ff) 

involved, the output of th1s step in the process will usually 
consist of documents which specify in very general ten:is ~e 
characteristics of one or more systems, and which 
evaluate in S'Ollle way the costs and benefits that would be 
associated with bringing those systems into use. 

A second stage will involve various kinds of design and 
engineering activity. ·1he output from this stage will consist of 
a set of detailed specifications which define very tightly the 
characteristics of the production system which is to be created. 
In effect, the initial· outline specifications which emerge from 
the feasibility study w111 be transformed into a· very elaborate 
description of the specific new facility. This description will 
define in precise detail the characteristics of the plant 1tself 
and all its components, the product, its inputs, and i_ts operating 
procedures etc. 

17 

(iii) Some of the specifications emerging from the design and engineering 
stage w111 usually have to pass through a further sta_ge of 
transformation before they constitute real productive assets. 
Various kinds of capital goods production will be needed to 
transfonn the specifications of the hardware components of the 
system 1nto the realities of machinery, equipment, buildings, and 
related infrastructure. Some of these component elements of the 
production faci 11 ty w1 11 be produced as standard items. wh11 e 
others will be specially built for the particular facility. 

(iv) A final stage will involve assembling the various components of the 
system into a-functioning operational facility. This wil I include 
on-site installation, testing, corm1issioning and start-up. It will 
also usually include various kinds of training in order to embody 
in operat1ng personnel the skills, knowledge and expertise 
required to run the facility accordi11g to specifications. The 
output of this stage will consist of an operational, integrated 
production facility. 



This four-step disaggregation is highly simplified,1 and what have 
been described above as discrete stages will usually in practice overlap 
with each other in different ways. We have also chosen somewnat 
arbitrary start and finish points for tne investment process. For 
example, some would argue that the investment process should not be 
regarded as complete until operatf1g performance has reached the level of 
efficiency that was initially specified for the facility. They would 
extend the investment phase of production to include the whole of the 
~tart-up' stage during which the system ts 'run-in• to achieve full 
operating ~fficiency. 2 

18 

Perhaps more important are questions about the starting point of the 
process. As we shall see below, some investment projects will incorporate 
innovative elements. Some features of the final production faci litiy will 
constitute the first c:onmercial application of quite novel system 
characteristics. In these cases, the investment process may be linked back 
into prior phases of technological research or development. Suen R & D 
activities will often themselves have been preceded by their own 
feasibility studies - studies designed to orient the direction of investment 
in creating new technical knowledge.and to assess the viabil1ty of 
investment in specific R & D projects. 

If we •stretch' the investment process back in tnis way, we arrive at 
a critically important activity or 'stage' in the whole process: the 
identification of the problem or opportunity wnich an investment project 
might solve or allow one to grasp. Whether one is talking about innovative 
investment which draws heavily on recent R & D or a6out investment wh1ch 
draws wholly on existing technical knowledge, a key 'first step' is per-
ception of the possibility that a set of technical means may be used to 
solve a probleJD or to grasp an opportunity. This is the task carried out 
by the 'entrepreneur' - although one need not limit 
that role ~_-perception.of the_-kinds of radical, revolutionary opportunities 

1 For example,· in his analysis of the technological activities involved in 
the process of investment tn an oil-well, Anez (1978} defined four broad 
stages.: geological exploration, drilling, l~gfng and well-testing etc., 
and completion ~nd stimulation of wells for production. However, he found 
it useful to sa5dfvide them fnto 19 suf>-categories, with some of those 
yet more finely disaggregated. 

2 See, for example, Teece (1976), •The definition used in this study is that 
the plant is considered to be on stream when it has reached the design or 
expected productivity level.• We treat the process of moving trom . 
CDlllllercial start-UJ> ~o design-level efficiency as a post-investment' 
phenomenon • ~e Chapter 4. · . 
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that were stressed by Schumpeter. This stage may be critically important 
in the whole process since it can set bounds around many of the important 
options at later stages. This is not only because of the way in which an 
opportunity 1s defined at this stage (for example, as an opportunity to 
manufacture automobiles or as a problem of transportation),but also because 
bounds may be set at this stage aro.und both (i) the nature of the technical 
system to be aimed for, and . (11) the nature of the process to be 
emploYed for bringing such a system into use.1' Subsequent pre-investment 
studies and engineering activity may be unable to move outside tnese bounds 
to arrive either at different possible solutions or at different ~ays 
for realising those solutions. 

We shall also use only a simplified breakdown of the various techno-
manageri al activities which are concerned with taking key decis1ons about 
the technology transformation process. The most i111>ortant of these fall 
into tour broad categories. 

(i) Defining tne tenns of reference for any particular stage in 
the transformation process. 

1,. ;,. 
. . 

To some extent, what is done at each stage in the transformation process 
will be determined by the output of preceding stages. For examp)e, 
machinery producers will (usually) produce the equipr.ient specified by 
the eng1 nee rs at tne preceding stage. However, there wi 11 
often also be considerable f1ex1bility about what should be done 
at any stage. For examph, a 'feasibl1ty study' is a highly 
variable animal. It can be a cursory assessment of a limited set 
of aspects relating to a single system option, or it can be a 
much more thorough, w1de-ranging examination of a range of 
possible alternatives. What it actually consists of will aepend 
not so 111.1ch on the activities of tnose who carry it out as on the 
nature of the tenns of reference set Dy those who comission the 
work. Similarly, what is carried out under the heading of 
'training' _at the comissioning/start-up stage (or indeed at any 
stage) can be highly variable. What is actually done will depend 
in large part on the tenns of reference set by those Who· have 
overal.1 res~~nsibility for the proJect. 

1 These kinds of concern lie benind Farrell's emphasis on the fact that a 
society's technological capability should incorporate a •problem sensing0 

capability ("an ability to identify one's problems and needs•) as· well 
as a problem solving capability. .Farrel 1 . ( 1979). 
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(iiJ Identiflying and decfding upon the agents who will carry out 
the various activities at each stage in the process. 

A search for, and selection of, suppl~ers of the relevant 
knowledge, services or goods must precede activity at eacn 
stage in the process. There are usually a very wide range of 
possible agents for each technological activiey in the 

20 

investment process. These agents may vary wiaely in terms of what 
they can do and what they are prepared to ao. Moreover, their 
tenns for undertaking the activities may vary widely. The 
execution of this set of techno-managerial activit1es will 
usually, therefore, be cri~ically important for the outccme of 
the investment project. 

~(iii) Negotiation and acceptatance of the tenns upon which activities 
I • 

will be carried out at eacn stage in the process. 

As we shall discuss in chapter 3, the terms upon which 
technological inputs are provided usually cover far more than the 
financial price to be paid for the kno~ledge, service or goods. 
While the price-related tenns are usually important, so also are 
the associated 'non-price' terms. Negotiation over the nature 
of this package of conditions can often be complex; and the 
decision to accept a given set of terms can have major 
implications - not merely in the snort-term and in relation to 
the specific project, but also over long-periods of time and in 
relation to wider areas of the econoiqy. 

(iv) Monitoring each stage of the process and the evaluation and 
acceptance of its 'output'. 

Specifying terms of reference for a set of technological 
·activities is one tning, f>ut ensuring that they are implemented 

1111.)< be another. Ensuring that implementation actually matches 
requirements-will usually involve a distinct set of tecnno-
•nager1al. activities. This may involve relatively straightfontard 
mnitor1ng of the particular activities. However, 1t nay also 
1nvolve detailed evaluation of the output of particular stages in 
the process. Also, of course, the output of some stages in the 
process may not provide a single defi n'i ti ve basis for proceeding 



automatically to the next stage. For example, the conclusions 
of a feasibility study may be open to qualification and/or to 
alternative judgements. Such a study may identify more than 
one option with differing sets of considerations associated with 
eacn.. Similarly, the output of the initial outline design stage 
may texplicitly or implicitly) present similar requirements for 
evaluation and cfioice. In this way, key techno-managerial 
decisions about the 'outputs' from particular ~tages in the 
transfonnatfon process may constitute cri ti ca 1 '11 nks' between 
such stages - links which can only be made by those with 
overall techno-managerial responsibility for the project as a 
wtlale. 

All of these four sets of techno-managerial activity will usually be 
necessary 1n relation to each of the stages 1n the mainstream technology 
transfonnation process within tnvestment projects. As illustrated in 
Diagram 2.1 above, they therefore constitute a paralle I stream of tasks 
within what we have called the technological dimension of 1nvestment. This 
stream of decision-making activity will usually be critically important in 
determining the nature of the transformation process, and hence the nature 
of its ultimate consequences for the user of the final system ana for the 
economy within wfticfi that system 1s located. 

The imnediate inputs ·to the technological dimension of invest:raent 
fall into two categories: 

21 

inputs· of services (both techno-managerial and technology-transforming 
services} 

- inputs- of technology-embodying capital goods 

Behind these inputs of goods and services lie s't9cks of technical knowledge 
and expertise. These in turn can usefully be separated into two broad ~ategories 

(a) The technical know~edge which 1s intrinsic to the production system 
itself - the.. knowledge and informatton which defines the production system. 
This 1s the knowledge which is progressively incorporated into the specific 
elements of th.e technique ·- into its physical· apparatus, its 
labour force, its operating procedures and manuals, its product and input 
specifications and its 111a.nagerial structures= and processes. 
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(b) lhe technical knowledge which is required to carry out each of the 
activities involved in the process of investment. lhis knowledge consists 
of the informat:fon, skill and expenence that ts drawn_ UJ>,On in order to 
transform the system-intrinsic knowledge into the system itself. 

lhus each stage in the transfd'rmation process will draw on two kinds 
of knowledge input. For example, preliminary studies will draw on knowledge 
and information relating to the proposed pniduction.3·ystem itself. ·1n illlny 
situations this will consist of existing• availat>le knowledge (botn 
technical knowledge about the particular type of system, and economic 
knowledge about such things as product and input markets). However, in some 
situations .Im! system-related knowledge may have to be generated. This is 
perhaps most evtdent in the. case of investment projects that are concerned 
with processing local raw materials. For e~le, the extent and nature 
of mineral deposits may fiave to be determined, or the soil-climate 
conditions for an agricultural crop ay have to be identified along with 
the technical characteristics of the agricultural crop itself. Besides 
these types of system-related knowledge, this stage of the technology 
transfonnation process will also draw on the knowledge and experience that 
fs requtred to carry out the various activities that are involved in such 
studies. lhis may involve the kinds of sk111 and experience required to 
draw upon and analyse existing technical and economic intonnation; r>ut, when 
new system-related knowledge is needed.other types of skill and expertise 
will be required (for example, the skill and expertise needed to carry out 
geophysical surveys to help determ~ne ~e location, scale, well-
characteristics etc., for an oil production system). 

The engineering and design stage will again draw on two types ot technical 
knowledge. First wf 11 be knowledge about the system itself - about the basic 
process characteristics, types of equipment, materials, product 
specifications, operating procedures and so forth. In many cases this will 
be ~isting technical knowledge wnich can be drawn 'from stock' by the 
engineers involved. However, in some cases the available stock of infonnation· 
may have to be augmented. For example, 1f technical information about 
relevant aspects of the environnent of the proposed facility has not been made 
available during the feasibility study stage, it may have to be generated 
f>efore engineers can finally specify the a~propriate.,haracteristics 
of the system. Alternatively, 1f the facility requires some novel feature 
which has not previously been used or about which the engineers do not have 
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knowledge and experience. various kinds ot tests, trials, development or 
research may be needed in order to generate the necessary knowledge. The 
second type of technical knowledge which is drawn on at tnis stage is the 
knowledge, skill and experience whicn is necessary for carrying out the various 
activities involved - not so much the -system-related knowledger about·what to desion 
~nd engineer, but the technical knC>Wledge about~ to design arid engineer. Also 
n new:'. system-related knowledge is needed ·ta augment· wha:t. is already available, 
the expertise required to pro~uce that new knowledge will also be ·drawn upon. 

The stage of capital goods production w1ll also draw on two types of 
technical knowledge. On tne one hand there will De the technical knowledge 
about the system itself - the speciticatons of the various 'hardware' 
items tnat are needed for the new facility. This knowledge wh1ch is prov1ded 

·by the previous engineering stage will be 'semi-transformed'. It will 
usually be embodied in various kinds of bl~e-prints, drawings, schedules. 
material specifications etc. Un the other hand, this stage wil I also draw 
on the technical knowledge about how to carry out the activities involved -
knowledge and experience about how to transfonn the engineers' specifications 
into the various 'hardware• components of the systan. 

Finally, the installation and conmissioning stage will draw first on 
system-related technical knowledge. By now most of tnis will be embodied 
in hardware and in the engineers• spec.itications for products. materials and 
operational procedures. The services required at this stage will involve 
integrating these various system-elements into a tunctioning production 
facility, However, some of the s1stem-related knowledge may sti 11 be 
relatively disembodied - the operating know-how and skills which will have to 
be coll'l'lllnicated to. and embodied in, the various people wno will operate the 
facility. Besides the system-related knowledge which is integrated into 
the final facility, this stage will also draw on the kinds of technical 
knowledge tnat are needed to carry out all the activities involved • 

. Thus, two different types of technical knowledge will be drawn on to .. 
effect the transfonnation process that results in the creation of a new 
production facility. ·The same will be tnie for the overall decision~king 
activities which run in parallel with that process. However, al though these 
activities will .need to deal effectively at each stage with the systec-related 
technical knowledge itself, the main resource that is required to control 
the transforcation of tha~ technical knowledge will usually be the skills, 
expertise and (perhaps most ir:iportant) the experience-based knowl.edge which 
is needed for carrying out the decision-making tasks involved. 
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It should be clear from this rev.iew of the technological dimension of 
industrial investment that the process draws directly on a variety of different 
inputs, and that these in turn are the products of a stock of technological 
resources. This stock consists not only of the techntca.l knowledge which 1s 
incorporated within the particular ~roduction facilities. It also consists of 
(i) the stock of skills, experience and knowledge that are used both to 
transform system-related knowledge tnto systems themselves and to control 
that t~ansformation process, together with (ii) the institutional structures 
and linkages within which those resources are deployed and by which they 
are enabled to function as a coherent technique-creating capacity. This 
structure of technological capacity also includes the human, infonnational and 
institutional resources which are needed to create .!!!! technical knowledge 
which may be drawn into the process of investment. We can therefore distinguish 
between the stock of .technology-capital underlying the process of investment 
and the flows of services, goods and knowledge which are produced by this 
structure of resources and which constitute the technological inputs into 
investment. This framework for analysing the technological dimension of 
industrial investment is outlined diagranatica1Jy·in·Figure 2.2. 

It should also be clear that what we describe here as the technology-
capital of the industrial sector of an econOJQ.Y 1s concerned with effecting 
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change in the technical basis of industrial production. It is concerned 
with creating new systems of production. 1 On the other hand, the skills 
and knowledge required to operate existing production systems we regard as 
one element of industrial production capacity·- similar to other elements 
such as the machinery, equipment, procedures, and organisation structures 
that are required to produce industrial goods. If one follows the terminology 
used by economists like Freeman and Mansfield (see above), our distinction 
here may be defined in terms of a difference between the technological 
and the technical capacity of an econQll\Y. The fonner is concerned 
with creating (and changing) the technical basis of production by drawing upon, by 
using, and by transforming existing technical knowledgei it is also concerned with 

1 Although we focus here on the use of technological resources to create 
new units of production capacity by means of investment 1n new sets of 
facilities, the technical basis of production may also be changed by 
altering {perhaps with relatively Sllllll 1ncremental·investment;outlays) 
the exisdng production systems that have already been laid down by 
'major' investment projects. The importance ot such 'JDst-investment 
technical change, and its dependence on the deployment of technological 
resources, ari discussed in chapters 4 and 5. 
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creating new technical kno\'1ledge. The latter 1s concerned with using and operating 
those g1ven techniques of production. Throughout the rest of the book, then, 

we shall use the tenns •technology-capital', 'technolog1ca.1 capability', 
and 'technological capacity' to refer to the structures of knowledge, skill, 
experience and institutions which are used to create and change the 
technical basis of production. • 

Having outlined general features of the techno1ogical dimension of 
investment, it "'°uld be useful to present data about the relative 
importance of the different types of technological capacity that are involved 
in these stages. This simple issue is important - an area where basic 
description would be useful for enlightening policy~oriented debate and 
discussion~ ·For example, there are some who ·define 'technological 
dependence' in tenns of the proportion of th~ inputs of knowledge, services 
and goods needed for investment in one econOll\Y which are imported from other 
economies. Consequently,. the frequently ad~ocated strategies for diminishing 
'technological dependence' ·and enhancing 'technological ~elf-reliance' involve i 
reduction in this imported proportion. Such strategies therefore require the 
local stock of technological capabilities to be built up within the domestic 
econoll\Y. They require investment in the relevant kinds of technology-capital. 
But which kinds of technological capability are relevant? What is the 
relative importance of these? For example, is the development of capacity to 
undertake R&D as important as seems to be implied in- much of the discussion 
about 'technological self-reliance'? 

Unfortunately the information available to answer such questions is 
severely limited, and 1t seldom identifies in adequate detail the different·~ets 
of tasks and resources involved. In particular, the important techno-managerial 
decision-making tasks are seldom separately indentified. Nor are the resources 
required to carry them out. However, some scraps of data are available. For 
example, Table 2.lbelow provides data on the structure of costs within a 
sample of 38 investment projects in the US in the 1960 1s. The sample . 
consisted of projects involving the initial camnercialisation of significant 
product innovations in-Ghemtcals, machinery and electronics. About half 
of the resource.costs were accounted.for by various research and development 
activities - although these appear t'? include a substantial element of design-
engineering tlhich, in such innovation-intensive projects, often 
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becomes inextricably tied up with development work. Most of the remaining 
costs were associated with supplying the r.achinery, equipment and tooling 
needed to realise the investment plans. 

Table 2.1 Structure of Costs in Investment Projects: US Product 
Innovations, 1960's • 

s 
Applied Research 9.5 
Specifications 7.6 
Prototype or pilot plant 29. l 

Total 'R & D' 46.2 

Tooling and manufacturing facilities 36.9 
Manufacturing start-up 9.1 
Marketing start-up 7.7 

Total 'Non-R & 01 53.7 

Source: Adapted from E. Mansfield, et al. (1972), p.llB 
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A roughly similar picture is provided in Table2.2 below. These figures 
relate to investment projects inv.olving the initial co11111ercialisation of 
process innovations in Canadian industry in the early 1970s. The use of 
R & D resources accounted for more than a third of all costs, with various 
kinds of engineering services accounting for about ten per cent. The 
production of capital equipment etc., again accounted for almost forty per 
cent of total costs. 
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Table 2.2 Structure of Costs in Investment Projects: Larger Canadian 
Process Innovrtions, 1970's 

R & D1 37 
Patent Work 
Product and design engineering 5 
Tooling and industrial engineering • 6 
capital 38 
Manufacturing start-up 9 
Product marketing 2 
Finance and organisation 1 

1 Includes pilot plant and specialised R & D equipment. 

Source: Sta~istics tanad~ (1975) '· p.~1 · 
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A quite different picture is provided in Table 2.3below. This 
information again relates mainly to investment projects carried out in the 
nx>re industrialised economies - although eight of the sample of 29 projects 
involved investment in the more industrialised developing economies of Latin 
America, Asia and Africa. In all cases they involved international 
'technology transfer• - the final production facilities were located in 
countries other than the country-source of the technology • The technology 
involved in these cases was relatively 'advanced' (automotive finishes, 
industrial chemicals, complex consumer durables, office equipment, aerospace 
engine-bearings etc. ) • 

Table 2.3 Structure of Costs in Investment Projects: 
Involving International Technology Transfer 

Chemicals and Machinery** wtlole 
Petroleum Refining:* Sample 

s s s 
Transfer of research results 
and design fundamentals 1 1 1 
Engineering and design, 
production planning 10 8 9 
Construction, tooling and 
installation 81 63 75 
Manufacturi~g start-up 7 28 14 

* Includes projects in ISIC categories 3511, 3521. 3530, 3560 
** Includes projects in ISIC categories 3819, 3825, 3829, 3831, 3832 
Source: D. J. Teece, (1976) 
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In marked contrast to the pattern involved in the two previous 
samples of investment projects, R & 0 costs in this case constitute an 
ins i gni fi cant proportion of the total - about one per cent. With a few 
exceptions (where minor adaptation was involved), R & O activity was 
limited to the coR111Unication of basic, system-related technical knowledge 
to the project engineers. Various ~pes of engineering activity accounted 
for about ten per cent of total costs, and most of the remainder consisted 
of the costs of producing, constructing and installing the various capital 
goods needed to realise the projects. 

The limited significance of R & D activity can be explained by the 
particular characteristics of the investment projects. Unlike the two 
earlier samples, the projects in this case did not involve any significant 
innovative content. As indicated above. the technology involved was 
relatively advanced and sophisticated. However all the projects in the 
sample involved the !!,-use of system-related technical knowledge that had 
already been drawn upon in previous investment projects. In no sense was 
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the technology 'old' or 'outdated' since, on average, less than four years 
had elapsed between the investment project in which it was first conmercially 
used and the projects covered in this sample. However, by the time of these 
projects the basic system-related technical knowledge had already been used 
in 3-4 previous investment projects. In other words, in these investment 
projects the technical knowledge was not CDIJJQJercialised through international 
transfer. It was drawn 'from stock' and !!,-c·ornr.:ercialised. In consequence 
there was very.limited need for R & D capacities and for the knowledge-
creating services which they provide.· 

A broadly similar pattern is shown in Table 2.4 below. This 
information relates to two different kinds of investment project in 
developing countries. Both cases involve the re-conmercialisation of 
existing technology, and hence R & 0-type resources are not involved in 
any.significant way. Again, the supply of capital goods (buildings, 
infrastructure, machinery and equipment) accounts for the main bulk of 
costs. However, ther.e are iq>ortant differences between the two types of 
project. The construction of a pulp and paper mill involves a substantial 
amount of one-off, special-purpose engineering - both for individual 
equipment items and for the plant as a whole. It also requires a substantial 
ani>unt of on-site plant fabrication and equipment-integration to create -a .. 
continuous process plant. A textile mill, on the other hand, usually 
involves the. specification of itandard equipment items within an overall 
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plant design, together with the acquisition of these and their relatively 
simple installation in the facility. As a result the provision of 
engineering, erection, pre-operation and start-up services accounts for 
only about 7-12 per cent of total costs in the textile c~·se, but for 25-35 
per cent in the pulp and paper case • 

• 
Table 2.4 Structure of Costs in Investment Projects: 'Typical• 

Textile and Pulp and Paper Projects in Develoaing Countries 

Infrastructure and Site Development 
Civil Engineering and Buildings 
Machinery and Equipment 
Erection 
Engineering, Pre-operating Expenses, 
Start-up 
Interest during Construction 

Textiles* 
s 

2 - 3 
15 - 20 
60 - 65 
3 :. 4 

4 - 8 
5 - 10 

Pulp I Paper** 
s 

2 - 3 
15 - 20 
,40 - 45 
10 - 15 

15 - 20 
10 - 15 

* Approximate figures for a spinning and weaving mill of mre than 
15,000 spindles. 

** Approximate figures for a bleached sulfate pulp and printing and 
writing paper mill of a capacity of 200-300 tons per day. 

Source: Amsalem, M. A., (undated), p.200 :..,e; 
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Quite clearly the relative magnitudes of the different types of 
technological resources that are involved in investment projects will vary 
quite widely. One important factor in determining what i.s involved seems to 
be the innovative content of the project. If that iS high, with the 
investment being used to comnercialise new technology, then the services 
provided by various kinds of R a D resources will constitute significant 
inp~ts.(although the scale and nature of these knowledge-creating resources 
will vary widely). On the other hand, if the innovative.content of the 
project is low, with -4nvestment being used primarily to !!.-conmercialise 
existing technical knowledge in a new facility, then the use of R & D 
resources nay be insignificant or non-existent. Various kinds of engineering 
and capital goods production will account for most of tHe activities 

'- 'involved. Again, however, within such projects the relative iraportance of 
these different technology-transfon'!ling activities may vary quite widely 
across different sectors and technologies. 



It has often been noted that industrial investraent in developing 
countries does not draw at all significantly on the R & D capacities of 
those economies. Some have sought to explain this phenomenon by suggesting 
that it results from using the R & D resources of the industrial.economies 

: ( as substitutes for domestic R & D capabilities. This is probably misleading 
- at best, a 'half-truth'. The reality may simply be that no R & D 
services are used at all, since what ~s involved is the !!_-use (or!!.-
conmercialisation) of existing technical knowledge. This is not a pattern 
that is peculiar to developing economies. Nor does it necessarily result 
from their being sold out-dated or 'second-hand' technology. As Teece 
(1976) has shown the re-c011111ercialisation of existing technical knowledge 
is a corm10n phneomenon in the industrialised economies. In these cases, 
the technical knowledge involved may be 'r.iodern', 'sophisticated' and far 
from outdated, and there will be nothing second-hand about the technical 
systems that result from these investment projects. However, since the 
technical knowledge which they incorporate may be third- fourth- or fifth-
hand, the use of knowledge-creating R & D services may be very limited. 

The importance of R & D resources for industrial investment will 
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therefore depend on the innovative content of investment. However, ·little 
infonnation. is avai'lable about the fonovative content of investment projects in 
industrialising economies. Some fragments are avaHable •. For example, Cortes (1976) 
reviewed. the technological dimension.of inves1!ment in petrochemical ·plants in 
Latin America. She distinguished between two possibilities for the early 
stages of the processes involved: the use of existing technical knowledge 
and the creation of new knowledge. The latter would involve various kinds 
of R & D activity, but: •1n the establishment of petrochemical projects 
in Latin America this route has been used on extremely few occassions.• 
(p.32). 

Some further light is shed on this question.by infonnation ~rived from the 
unpublished results of a survey of technological aspects of industrialisation 
in Thailand in the late 1960's and early 1970's. Table 2.5 below provides 
data on the innovative content of both the product and process technology involved 
in a·sample of investment projects.·fo·only twO cases out of fifty (4%) did the 
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production-process component of the projects involve any 'innovative element' 1 . at all, and in only one ~f these two cases did that innovative element 
require any kind of R & D activity for its development and incorporation 
into the system. Relevant information about the product.technology coinPonent 
of the systems was available for only 47 of the projects. In only eight 
cases (1 %) did this involve any 'ianovative element', and in only two of 
these (4% of all the cases) was any .kind of R & D activity involved in 
generating that innovative content of the product technology. 

Table 2.5 Innovation and R & D Content of Industrial Investment Projects: 
Thailand 1960's and early 1970's 

Proportion of Projects in Each category 
Process Product 
Component of Component of 
Investmen·t Investment 

I I 

With No Innovative Content 96 83 
With Some Innovative Content 4 17 

- Not involving R & D 2 13 
- Involving some R I D 2 4 

Total Number of Investment Projects 50 47 

This data relates to only one selected sample of investment projects 
carried out during a particular phase of industrialisation in one developing 
country. The relevance of the information 1s therefore strictly limited. However, 
it perhaps suggests that the concern with developing local R & D.resources may 
have been considerably overemphasised within discussions about tlechnologic:al 
Self Reliance' in the Third World- at least with respect to self-reliance and 
industrial expansion. However, two po,nts should be borne in .mind when· : . .. . . . . - . - . -.. . .· -. . ·. . - .- .,~·· ... ... ... .. . 
making any such assessment. . First, it may be important to distinguish . -· . ..... : 

bet•en the structure of investment-re-lated technological acttVity as•it fs 
and the structure as ft should be. · · ·r:or example, ff· technol()gf cal 
strategy seeks not only to substitute local inputs ·for imported inputs, 
but also to alter the nature of the technical systems which · 

·1 Innovative content was defined very loosely fn a way which allowed the 
e·nterprfse managers to claim almost any novel features of the process or 
product technology as 'novel'. 
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result from investment, then the innovative content of investment activity 
may have to be higher than it currently is. In consequence, the use of 
those kinds of resources that are neededtD incorporate innovative elements 
within new technical systems may also need to be highe_r than it currently 
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is. Second, it may be important to distinguish between the (i) use of techno-
logical resources in order to provide services for actually implementing current 
investment projects, and (ii) the allocation of such resources during the 
investment process in order to acquire and absorb technical knowledge for 
subsequent use. As we sha 11 see later, some technology importers (most 
notably ;n Japan) have allocated~technologicai resources (including R & D 
resources) in this way during investment projects - not so.much to implement 
the~il!lilediate project; -but to build up their technological capabilities 
·for future use. 

The International Re-location of Technology during Investment 

The technological dimension of the investment process takes place over 
space as well as over time: technology will be relocated as well as 
transfo~d during investment projects. In some cases, the distances 
involved may be quite small, perhaps·all within one corporate organisation. 
More usually there are larger spatial breaks in the transformation 
process - both between different organisations and across considerable 
distances. Our interest here focusses on those situations which involve 
relocation across international boundaries. More specifically, we are 
concerned with those situations in which the transformation process cuts 
across the spatial, organisational and socio-economic discontinuities between 
industrialised and developing countries. Thus, when we refer to 'technology 
transfer' in the rest of the book, we shall be concerned with a single 
_process which involves ~the transformation _!!!1 the relocation of 
technology. 

, . .. 
To avoid confusion, we should emphasise that this perspective differs 

from others which are-sometimes used in discussions of technology transfer. 
A distinction is often made between 'vertical' and 'horizontal' . 
transfer. Usually, the term 'horizintal' is used to refer to what we have 
called the relocation of technology, while 'vertical' transfer is used to 
describe one or more steps within the process which we describe as the 
transformation of technqlogy. The suggestion is then usually made that the 



international transfer of technology constitutes a type of 'horizontal' 
transfer which is quite separate and distinct from vertical transfer. That 

• is not the perspective adopted here. When technology is i~orted in 
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connection with industrial investment, the reality of what happens seldom 
seems to conform to either of these abstract stereotypes. Both relocation 
and transfonnation are usually invo'loved in a single, integrated process, and 
impor~nt issues can be lost sight of unless both aspects of the process are 
considered together. 

It is also important to avoid confusion over concepts and terms that 
relate to what it 1s that actually flows across international boundaries 
during a technology transfer process. Given the distinctions made in the 
previous section between (i) the different forms of technology at successive 

' stages in the process of transformation, and between (ii) the different kinds 
of inputs required at various stages, 1 t 1 s · often not very useful to suggest 
siq>ly that 'technology' 1s transferred. Quite different sets of things may 
be transferred depending on where relocation cuts across the transformation 
process. The various possible combinations of relocation and transformation 
can therefore give rise to widely differing structural forms of technology 
transfer. We can illustrate some of these possibilities by describing a 
number of al~ernatives to the process described in Figure 2.2 above. In that 
case, no international relocation was involved at all. The basic system-
related technical knowledge originated within the econontY where the final 
facility was to be used. At each step in the transformation process, the 
necessary services and goods were produced by local technological resources 
and capabilities. 

Figure 2.3 below illustrates a •. process which 
does involve relocation - from •eountry A• to •eountry o•. In this case it is the 
initial, basic system-related technical knowledge which is imported to 
Country B. Thereafter, that system-related knowledge is transformed by drawing on 
the services of Country B's technological resources. At the same time, the 
parallel stream of decision-making activity is also carried out by drawing 
on services generated from· Country 81 $ techno-managerial resources, Thus, 
although international transfer is involved, all that is transferred is the 
initial 'd1semodied', -system-related technical ·knowledge. The result is that the 
techno 1ogica1 di mens ion of investment 1s 1 arge ly •endogenous ' to the 
te~hnique-using econOIJ1Y. 
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Economists have usually r~gardec(the situs and dispersio~ of techn!)logy 
as exogenous fact9rs, the concem·~primarily of historians [15]. Although 
differential endowments qf technology are of fundamental importance 
for the central bddy of e~onomiq:'theory and doctrine,· there has been 
little attention given to th~ questip~ of how th~se differences are estab-
lished or II!Odified. This situatio~ is changiqg, however. Many recent 
theoretical models and empirical' studies ii:icorporate the transfer or 
diffusion of technology/ but so far'only a fe\\'. case studies have explicitly 
treated the expected benefits tha( create a demand for someone else's 
technology, and the proce~s and C<?~ls of meeting this demand [3]. 

This paper deals with ~he last 'topic, the process and the attendant 
costs of transferring technology_ a~ong companies i~ highly developed 
economi~s. lt is a case study of four interfiqt transfers to Japan in the 
1950's and 1960's [6, 20]. ~nterfirm transfers· are one of many types of 
international technology transplantation that: are occurri~g with increas-
ing frequency, but the histories q~ these four transfers illustrate some 

NOTE: The views expressed in this p~pcr are tho~e of the authors. They should 
not be interpre1ed <1s rcftci.:1ing lhe views ,of The. RAND Corporation or the 
ofiicial opinion or policy of any of its governmental or private research sponsors. 

1 Examples include: Behrman [4]; Gruber, Mehta, and Vernon [5]; Hirsch ·[7]; 
Kccsing [13); Mansfield [14]: Nelson.'.[17]; Nelson, °Feck,· and. Kahtchek [16]; 
Spencer [20J; Vernon [22]; U.S. Department of Commerce [21]. · 
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j .. : 166 Case StiirJies 
general considerations relevant to all types of inten:iational movements 
of technology. 

During the 1950's and 1960's there were numerous international 
aerospace manufacturing programs, many of them involving the produc-
tion of complete aircraft, as can be see11: in Table 1. From 1950 to 1967, 
more than 10,000 sophisticated aircraft, with a market value of over 
$5 billion, were produced by firms 1:1nder license· from the original 
designers. .. 

During this period, Japan was partiqularly active· in acquiring aero-
space technology, most of it from the United States. ~heir skill in doing 
so confirmed the reputation the Japanese have had jor over a hundred 
years as skilled importers of technology; but economists have too often 
merely expressed their admiration for Japanese astl!teness and left the 
matter there. Sociolo,gical and cultural factors are if!lportant, of course, 
but th.e relevant issue is how the Japanese actually formulate plans and 
proceed to acquire technology. The aircraft manufacturing programs 
to be analyzed here show that the pr~cess involves difficult decisions 
about what and how much technology. to acquire and the process by 
which it is acquired. Correct decisions i!Jlportantly affect the su~cess and 
costs of international transplantation of technology. ;. · . 

SOME CONCEPTUAL C()NSIDERATiONS 

We often speak of technology being transferred or-,knowledge migrat-
ing, but are seldom precise about the process involved. 2 Precision is \ 
important because technology as an abstraction ca·p.not move-thin~ 
and people are transferred. _ ... 

Technology can be transferred in two ,basic forms. One form embfaces 
physical items such as drawings, tooling,· machinery, p.,-ocess information, 
specifications, and patents. The other form is personal contact. Put 
simply, knowledge is always embodied in something·or somebody, the 
form being important for determining the transfer process and its costs. 
The process is ~impler if knowledge ~s embodied ~io. purely physical 

2 Technology i$ knowledge or information ~at permits soine task to be accom-
plished, some sen•ice rendered, or somo product produce~. Conceptually, tech-
nology can be distinguished from science, which organizes and explai[\S data and 
observations by means of theoretical relntionships. Technology translates scientific 
rch1tionships into "practical'' use. ·· 
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308 Case ·studies 
items. If it is embod,ied in people's ex;pertise, a personnel transfer may 

·be necessary-:-often in the form· of.. a technical assistance progratn. 
Within a single organization, the pro~ess may be more informal: _people 
simply meet to talk or work together; 

In any case, the ease and cost of transfer hinge on_ the industrial skill 
the recipient already possesses. A firm skilled in the manufacture of 
some general line of products-vo~tage regulators, let us say-will 
probably have little trouble in mastering the technology for a new 
re!!Ulatof' in turn the· transferring firm will probably find it easy and .:;:> , , • 

inexpensive to impart the required information. The opposite will hold 
if the transfer entails a substantial. a<!vance in the· technical level of the 
new producer. This fact has led- us ~o distinguish among types of inf orma-
tion that may be transferred. We ~efer to these as general, system-
specific, and firm-specific technologie~. . · . 
@eneral technology refers to inf~rm~tion · con~m~n to an indust~, 

profession, or trade("l\t one extr~.m~ this category mcludes such basic 
skills as arithmetic and at the other such specialized skills as blueprint . . 
reading, tool design, and computer. programming. The same general 
knowledge is possessed by all firins in an industry and hence is the 
ticket of admission to the industry. · 

System-specific technology refers _to the information possessed 'by a 
firm or individuals within a firm that diff ercntiates ench firm from. its 
rivals, and gives a firm its compe.titive edge. Some of this specific 
information will have been acquired through engaging in certain tasks 
or projects. It comprises ingenious -:procedures connected, with a par-
ticular system, solutions to unique problems or requirements, and experi-
ences unlike those encoun,tered with oilier systems. System-specific tech-

( nology is when a firm, in manufactu_ring an item, acquires informat~on I 
U that is peculiar to that item. Were a_ny other firm to manufacture that 

item, it too would probably obtain the same technology. 
Finn-specific knowledge differs from system-specific knowledge in 

that it cannot be attributed to ecific item the firm produces. 
Firm-spcc1iiC .Knowledge results from the firm's overall activities. Some 
organizations possess technical knowledge that goes beyond the general 
information possessed by the indust~y as a whole; another firm manu-
facturing the same products would . not necessarily acquire this same 
technology. For example, a firm m·ay have special capabilities in. thin-

' -----r ·-·· { 
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wall casting or metaUurgical .;techniques. not possessed by other firms, 
and not necessarily a~tributallle to any specific item the firm has pro-
duced. ; · . 

To illustr~te the d!fferenc~s among the three types of technology, 
some of the information req~red for th~ manufacture of, say, the F-5 
aircraft is colnmon to.ill! firms: with an aircraft manufacturing capability; 
this we call general technology. The particular firm- _that manufactures 
the F-5 has acquired :.some specific information about this system not 
possessed by other fii~s; ~~ is systeiri-sJ?ecific information. Certain 
other technology is pq~sessed.-_:bY this pr_oducer that other firms do not 
share, but which is not .. attribu{able to the.F-5 (or· other specific system); 
this is the producers ~rm-spe~ific knowledge. 

The kind of inform~tion ney;essary for performing -a certain task, and 
the form in which it is embo~i~d, impocyf)ntly fo.ftu~nce the diffusion of 
technology and its co.sts. Diffusion and its costs in turn imporh1ntly 
influence the scope oi integration of a .firm and the barriers to entry 
encountered by potential new~suppliers.8 •• 

A firw's willingness to diffuse its teclinology depends on the form in . 
"l •• 

which the knowledge i~. embodied and the ·extent to which well-function-
ing markets for technical information· exist. Assume that a. fim1's 
specific technology is protected by property rights, e.g;, by a patent, and 
that pcrf ect markets ex isl for i>roperty Fights, for factors of production, 
nnd for the products or sci·vic~ for which the technology is used. Then 
the firm should be indifTerent. as to wh~tller -it sells the technology to 
other producers or uses it to produce good:j and, services. The value of 
the technology to the- possessor should_'be the same in both cnses. If 
markets ;ire lacking or highly' imperfect",flt'the product level, however, 
the firm may be forceq to sel~ tile property rights in order to realize il 

return from them. Imperfect.~ factor markets may mean, on the one 
hand, that the firm will be up.able to ~btain the res.ources needed .to 
utilize the technology "in-house" at prict.5: as low as its competitors', so 
it may fiud the sale of technplogy rela~ively more profitable. On the 
other hand, effective competition in the labor market may mean that 
the technology is diffused so rapidly thqt in the µbscncc of rccogniz~d 

3 The literature on technology aµd market structures has been more concerned 
wilh 1he generation of technology than with diffusion· of technology. The li11:rn1urc 
i~ wrvcyed anti cxlcncl.:d in Ncl~op, Peck, and K:ilachek [16; pp. 66-88). 
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intelJcctual property rights, the fir~ has no int~llectual capital to seIJ. 
If markets for property rights ai~ J.acking or .iniperfcct, it may p:iy the 
firm to use the technology within its. own organization. If the technology 
is not invested with property rights;' the firm can,µot sell it, and the best 
option is to try to keep the infoqnation secret and use it within the 
firm. In short, the decision to sell technology or utilize it within the firm 
depends primarily on the intellcctu~l property sy~tem and the perfection 
of markets for ideas, factors, and product} 

The case with which a new firm can enter an !ndustry depends on the 
considerations just discussed, as .~ell as on ~~e type of technology 
required to be an cff ective competitpr. Established firms may be wholly 
unable to deter a new firm from obtaining the general technology it needs 
to enter an industry. If this informa.tion is publidy available, as in text-
books, other open literature, and ~kills of peo1~1c in the general labor 
market, any new firm may be able tq master the basic arts with minimum 
expense. However, even if general: technology is not openly available 
to a newcomer, existing firms m~y not try ~o withhold it from a 
would-be new competitor. A well-e~tablished firm: with many rivals may 
look with equanimity on having ·another compc~itor in the industry. lt 
may be willing to render te·chnica~ a~sistance at sqmething like the direct 
costs involved in transferring the !nformation. !'1- firm with few com-
petitors, however, may look darkly on t)le arrival of another one on the 
scene and be much Jcss willing to siell technology. As with specific tech-
nology, existing firms arc likely to )iave some ~ontrol over access and 
this may be a competitive barrier that firms try to protect. 

These coi1sidcrations go for to explain why .international, intcrfinn 
transfers of technology appear to pe more common than intranatio11al, 
intcrfirm transfers. Market position, tariffs, transportation costs, and 
marketing costs arc undoubtedly· more significant internationally. Also, 
"political" considerations arc often overriding ·in determining which 
firms will be ullowcd in a market. 9onscquently, the international nrnr-
kel for technology is undoubtedly l?cttcr developed than national mar-
kets. Internationally, firms often buy and sell teclmol~gy in situations 

·I This d·iscussion ubstracts from unce1tainty, allhough in international markets 
charactcriznl by imperfect information, uncertainty is it vital determinant of th.: 
extent, nature, and cost of technology \rnnsfers. For a discussion of this sci: Y. 
Ah;1roni [I]. 
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where domestically t4ey wouf~ invest or: dq without rather than deal with 
a competitor. · ' ' · ~ :. · · · 

These same consideration~ also con(ribute to the. importance of the 
muiti~utional corporcition as~an agent of transfer. Internationally, firms 
trading in a market 1pay find:. it advantageous to establish local facilities 
whcre~s they would-.'.not do·~.so domestically in· a similar local market 
within a nation in ~hich ~ther production f~cilities. existed [22, 1]. 
The ~ultinationa! coi-poratiqn is particularly well suited to technology 
transfer in such (fircq].Ilstances. If it is :already exporting to the market 
in question, it h~s in.formatiQn about demands, competitive conditions, 

\ -: . 
the political climate,:·and so ··forth. AlsQ,. because technology transfer is 
an intrafirm matter, t;lie respohse to a decision to establish the tech~1ology 
locally may often b~:. quick~[ and Jcss.· expensive than establishing an 
interfinn market relat[onship through a multiple-firm program. 

Thus, international corpo~atc transfers l)f technology may involve a 
market trnnsaction in ·which )echnology .is bought and sold, or a single 
firm may be integrat~d in su9h a mann~r: that the nJar~et transaction is 
replaced by intrafinn activ~~es. Both' .arrangements have been sub-
stantial during the 1950's ari~ l 960's. Although this study is limited to 
intcrfirm transfers, it is impprtant to' note that transfers within multi-
national corporations arc of fqual or grea~er importance. 

Regardless of tlici~ attitude toward general technology, virtually all 
firms regm·d their specific' technology as a valuable asset. Their attitude 
toward supplying information to other firms, however, may depend on 
whether it is firm-specific a~ system-specific technology that is to he 
transferred. If .a firm views its firm-specific technology as giving it a 
competitive edge over its rivals, the firm mny be loath to divulge it. 
There is Jess conccrq over system-specific technology; in fact, there is 
a substantial trade (partlc~larly intern~tional) in designs, process 
information, and the like. Tw9 factors s~cm to be at work here. System-
specilic tcd111ology innore llkcly to be .. protected by patents or other 
property rights, or by generally accepted propriel?ry claims, so the 
original possessor has more protection in using the information and trade 
is easier. Probably more important, the firm is likely to regard the tccii-
nology ns relevant only to 011~: particular product. If another firm sets out 
to produce a compe.ti~ivc product, it ~vill rcqiscovcr the technology. 
That being so, the original producer is. likely to regard transfer of the 
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Case ·stfldies 
technology as merely saving the new producer time and expens~, rathe{ 
than revealing some secret that could ·have been maintained. Ordin:irily, 
then, system-specific knowledge is transferred more willingly than arc 
other types of technology. . 

The important point is that one firm's willingness to transfer tech-
nology to another will partly depeqd on whether the technology is 
embodied in a form that can be sold, ~nd upon the financial inducements. 
Willingness will also depend on \Vhether the firm views the prospective 
recipient as a potential competitor. These factors in tum depend to a 
considerable degree upon the kind of knowledge required-that is, on 
whether it is general, firm-specific, ~-~ system-specific. 

The process of transfer and its ~osis also depend upon the nature of 
the technology to be transferred a~d the form of its embodill!cnt. 
General technology will probably be more _Fostly to transplant than 
will firm-specific knowledge, and firnt-specific more costly than systcm-
specific, because the latter is often e~bodied in \Jatents, designs, draw-
ings, tooling, and other physical fprms. Even when system-specific 
information is embodied solely in personnel, the . transfer is still less 
difficult than in other kinds of technology, since the task is merely one 
of teaching lessons learned in other ways. 

Firm-specific technology may be . embodied both in physical form 
and in "know-how" resulting from Interpersonal working relationships 
within an organization thnt arc in some way diffi.eult to separate from 
the firm as an entity. Firm-specific t~chnology, therefore, can be costly 
to transfer. 

The transplantation of general technology may be the most difficult 
and costly of all, since it requires· intensive yet broad cducntion in 
practices and procedures peculiar "to an industry. Although· these 
practices may be embodied in manuals and standard operating pro-
cedures, it may still necessitate costly experience to master them. 
Transfer of general technology blends into the process of gcncr;1I 
education for development. 

All three types of technology were transferred in the co-production 
of aircraft by U.S. and Japanese compnnics. Although the Japanese did 
not methodically use these categories in deciding what technology to 
acquire, the categorization helps in up.dcrstanding their decisions. 
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Ja~an's imp.resshi~\Vorl~~War ir a~i~tion i~dustry came to n halt in ~ 
1945.":Thc Western :A.Ilies P.~ohibited J3panese aircraft production and ~l··· 
rcsea~ch al}d dev_elo~ment aptivities uqtfl April 9, 1952. When the ban 
was lifted, the Japa~ese had virtually ·no aircraft ·capability. Wartime r 
bombip.gs, earthqua~~s, and·:_other disas'fers ·haq destroyed much of the 
plant. and equipment~· expcri~nced- perso~nel were retired or working in 
{?t~1cr fields, a~d po~~war adyances in p~rospace tecpuology left ~·s 
~lls and eqmpn~enpargely ~sol_ete. ~ ' ·. . 

Tii? rebirth of th~ industry can be rorlghly divided into three periods. 
The first period began with;f the lifting ~of the .ban. in 1952 and lasted 
until ~bout 1954, w~en the :f-86F an4.'f-33A programs began. During 
this period, the industry con,~entrated 0p ·repair and overhaul work for 
the Japanese Air SeJ.f-Defens'e Force (JA.SDF) and the U.S. Air Force 
[20].· At the same ti~e, R&P and protqtype production took place for 
several trainers and_ liaison)Ianes for:,the Japanese Defense Agency 
(JOA). . -~ . ~- ,., 

Jn the second period, froip about 19~.4 to 1964, the ind~istry added 
a substantiat manu!pcluring. effort to. its overhaul and maintenance 
activities. lvfost of t~~ plan~s · produce4 were designed by U.S. firms, 
but Fuji Heavy Ind~strics, Ji,td., 'dc::sign~d and produced two small jct 
trainer~, anti .lsh!kawnjirl1a-Harima lfo<\vy J ndLtstrics Co., Ltd. (1111) 
developed nn<l produ7ed the J-3 jet cngh\e. Several R&D programs were 
begun Urnt have been impor~;:int in the third period beginning in 1965. 
This period has also inclu~ed the p:r~duction of J apancse-designed 
commercial aircraft and sev~ral new de~ign cffqrts. 

Japan's aircraft indl!sh·Y. in 'the mid-~960's wns small, having ?bout 
20,000 employees aqd abov~ $200 million in annual sales. Over 100 
firms claimed membership i~ the industry, but 5 firms accounted for 
most of the output. These firms, compo~ents of major industrial groups 
of zaibatsu, all had license .agreements \vith U.S. aerospace firms the 
tics being shown in Figure 1. The middl~ column of Figure 1 lists 'u.s. 
aircraft and engine systems n1anufactured in Japan f~om 1954 to 1966. 

Between 1952 und 1964,, the· Japan~se industry turned out 1,422 
planes with total sales pric~s amounting to $781.7 million ($787.7 
million adjusted for price changes). Of th!s production, JOA took 1,117, 
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FIGURE·.1 

Co-production of U.S. Planes, Helicopters, and Engines in Japan, 1954-66 

Japanese Companies . Aircraft and United Slates Companies 
Engine SysJems 

Fuji 

Kawasaki 

Mitsubishi 

Shin Meiwo 

lshikawajima-Harima 

UF-XS 

T-58 
J-79 

Beech 

Cessna 

Bell 

Boeing 

Lockheed 

North American 

Sikorsky 

Grumman 

General Electric 

the U.S. Government 27, and domeS.tic civilian customers 206, while 
72 went for export and reparations. Manufacturing accounted for about 
three-fourths of the revenues earned1 and repair and related activity 
for the rest. 
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Japa~~se aircrnft m~nufact~ring activity really began in earnest in 
1957. ~etween 19~7 ~nd 1947, the indtistry turned. out between 100 
and 230 aircraft ~ach. year. ~fost were p~oduced under U.S. license, 
but in later years· the,' .J aparn~,se were increasingly involved in design 

·projects. A sI1ort-rangeJapane·se turboprop-airliner, the YS-11, was sold 
in sever;il countri~s, ~!'eluding the United States. Plans were under 
discussipn for product1on of ~ domestic;ll).y developed interceptor and 
possibly a military· tratlsport. '); 

The point is that in ii very sport period-,--largely as· a result of skillful 
importa~ion of technol~gy-th~ Japanese acquired a ·small but capable 
and profitable aerospace indus(ry. A key element in this accomplishment 
was the Japanese Goyemme9~·s sponsorship of miiitary aircraft ·co-
prodm;:tion programs. :;co-pr~~uction refers to interfirm transfers of 
manufacturing technol9gy in Which the 9eyeloper of an item provides 
data, technology, and other a~sistance to:~nable another firm to manu-
facture the item. Tlie -:first th~~e such prqgrams were the manufacture 
by Mitsubishi Heavy Iitdustrieri:,(MHI) of the North American Aviation 
F-86F fi~hter, and tl1e Kawasa* Aircraft ·{:;ompany (KAC) manufacture 
of the Lockheed Aircraft Corporation's (LAC) T-33A trainer· and 
P2V-7 antisubmarine ai~craft. :TJ1ese programs established the industry 
and faci!itatcd the late~. manufacture of the; more sophisticated Lockhee<l 
F-104J interceptor. ·: . 

This study focuses· on the co~ts of transferring the F-104J technology 
from the United State~ to Japan, a prqgram representative of mimy 
corporate transfers o( teclmojogy between countries with developed 
industrial capabilities . .To set the stage f~r this discussion, however, a 
brief summary of the earlier programs is in order. 

The transplantation of ~9ri~ral information about U.S. aerospace 
practices, firm-specific information about Lockheeq and North American, 
and even some system-~pecific information about the T-33A and F-86F, 
had begun even before co-prqduction was instituted. Japanese firms, 
including those later involved In the prod4ction progress, had contracts 
with the USAF for aircraft wor~; Mitsubishi, for example, had a contract 
for an inspection-and-repair-as-necessary· program for F-86 aircrnft. 
This involved some importation of tech,nology; for example, North 
American Aviation set up a sma~l technical .assistance program to support 
:t-.JHI. Mitsubishi officials state:-that both tpe direct experience with the 
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3l6 Case Stupies 
F-86 system and the general familia~ty the firm gained with NAA 
procedures and systems were helpful' when the F-86F co-production 
program began. 

Co-production increased the rate, amount, and kinds of technical 
information provided the Japanese by s~veral orders of magnitude. Both 
North American and Lockheed provi!fed their co-production partners 
with extensive packages of data aboiit :~orporate policies and practices, 
and there were many more contact~ between Amer~can and Japanese 
personnel. For the F-86F program, for example, a group of MHI 
officials spent several months during 1956 at North American's facilities 
learning about NA.A's operations. Th~ data packages {urnished contained 
detailed information about manageriat, drafting, and other corporate 
procedures. (Much of this information· was embodied in manuals and 
statements of standard procedures.) . .: _ 

It is easily seen that abundant gcne~al and firm-specific information 
was made available; it is difficult to ~etermine exactly how much the 
Japancsy used and how valuable they: found· it. But discussions with 
the U.S. and Japanese officials connected with the programs indicat~ 
that the Japanese airframe manufactur~rs adopted a considerable body 
of u.c:. general.aerospace technology and Lockheed and North American 
firm-sp'' ific technology. It is clear that adoption was neither slavish 
nor automatic. The Japanese innovated and ndaptc<l many of the basic 
procedures they adop!cd [6, pp. 80-89]. 

On the vendor and subcontractor level, the transplantation of general 
and firm-specific technology sometimes resembled that between prime 
contractors, and sometimes did not. The experiel)CC of some firms 
paralleled that of MHI and KAC; others apparently possessed all the 
general and firm-specific information. they were interested in, and: 
consequently desired access only to system-specific technology. Fur 
example, it appears that for generators ~nd other electrical systems little 
tcchno~ogy except system-specific llow¥d to Japan. 

The transfer of system-specific inf9rmation about the T-33A, F-86F, 
and P2V-7 is cnsicr to analyze. In general, the Japanese received all 
product designs and specifications and all process. specifications. Jn 
particular, they ha<l the benefit in every case either of the tooling or of 
the tool design information used by the developer in his production 
activities. They also received a great deal of planning information. 
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And since important data· exist in the notes and black books of foremen 
and other production line per~onnet, th~se too were coUectcd and mad~ 
a part of the data·.pac~age. :·~ . . . . 

The ptueprints, de~fon dr~iings, and:similar ·qata transferred had to 
be adiipted :because of differ~nces betWeen manufacturing practices in 
the two countries._.Fir~t, they ~ad to be '.'upgraded," that is, made more 
detailed, becaus~ U.S. :~oolma~ers and machinists arc expected to surmise 
more than are ~heir Europea4 and Japanese counterparts. 5 Second, the 
data and drawings in:. the early programs had to be translated into 
Japane~~ and into· th~:: metric;;~ystem. o'uring the peak year (1956) of 
the F-86 program, fo~ ··example, th~re \yas a design· group at MHI of 
about sixty people. They de~oted about-70 per cent of their ~ffort to 
translating drmyin_gs ~nd spcc;}ficatfons ~nto the Japanese language and 
converting them into !he me~ic system. ·From t~i~ eKpericnce MRI was 
subsequ\;ntly able to u~c the L.f.>ckheed drawings fQr the F-104J program 
without translation. · / · 

Access to technical· information was not a problem. When discussing 
data transfers, U.S. nei:ospace officials were emph~tic in saying- that 
their co-production partners ~~mid have· access to any document. One 
U.S. executive flatly s~ated, "Vfe, were paid to put them in business, a;1d 
we gave them evcrytl~i11g we ,_.had." No_r ·docs the story change wl1cn 
talking to Japanese c~ccutive~. When asked if they. would have liked 
fuller information ·from their (J.S. co-prqduction partners, the Japanese 
invariably replied that ihcy had no problcin getting blueprints and other 
documents. ·· . 

But what ubout thq kind ~f information not found in documents? 
This "k11ow-how" is usually assumed to ·be a part of Lhc experience of 
men and org<111izatio11s rath~!· tliai1 written. records~ On~ pcrtinl'nt m~asurc 

• b Thi~ fcqui~·cme111 illustralcs ll_ie general probli!rn of 11dap1ing lcchnology to 
1n1cma11011al d11fcrc11ccs in labor sk.ills, training, and prncliccs. The U.S. machinisl 
is expected 10 take man: indcpende.nt rcsponsibiljty lhan is his countcrp:irt in 01l:cr 
countries, The revision of U.S. drn'wings to mnkc ~hem compaliblc with Japanese 
shop practices required a considerable fraclion of the U.S. technical :1ssisla11cc 
efforts. A1101hcr example· of· nec1.:s,snry adiipt:ltion of U.S. praclkes to Japuncsc 
procedures occurred in quality control. To give !heir decisions the ring of au1hority, 
:md to save face among worker~ wh9m lhi;Y. implicitly "criticized," Japanese 
111~pcc1ors had lo be given a higher ra11k in lhy. corporate organization than their 
U.S. counterparts enjoyed. Sec Hall and Johnson (6, p. 82]. The point is obvious 
but vit.11. Sophisticated Ie~hnology ;can seldom 'be tr:msplante\t without mfaplation 
to local practices rind ~kill level~. The costs of such adaptation. arc often $ignific:ult. 

~ . 
. ~ 
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of the extent to which the relevant aerospace manufacturing technology 
was embodied in people is the tech~ic.~l assistance ·!~at was furnished 
licensees. 

For the T-33A program, LAC sent 5~ advisors to J:apan. Because few 
of them stayed the full three years, the total number ·of man-years spent 
by LAC was considerably less than 177. :The team included 5 administra-
tors, 1 manager, 1 "leg man," 1 training specialist, l personnel man, 8 
to 10 tooling specialists (who were in}apan for onl}'. one year), 10 to 
15 manufacturing planners, 2 material procurement• specialists, and 
production specialists or others with. production experience. Lockheed 
hired some members of the group specifically for the program. The 
tooling supervisor, however, was a long-time LAC employee, and Lock-
heed considered it important for the transfer of technology and learning 
to find tooling specialists familiar with Lockheed procedures. 

The P2V-7 program also used a team of about 60 technical men and 
about the same number of man-years .as the T-33 program. The contract 
called for 1,462 man-months of ovcrs~as technical assistance; it also 
provided 775 man-months of technical 'assistance in the United States, 
and an allowance of up to 78 man-months for short-tt:rm and emergency 
specialists. . 

The NAA technical assistance program was muc~ smaller than the 
LAC programs. No more than 29 employees were iJi Japan at a time. 
Fewer ·man-months of effort were expended on F-86F technical assist-
ance; less than 400 man-months were expended on the entire l'rogram. 
Of the 32 people who worked 011 the F-86F, ail had had similar . 
responsibilities on other F-86 programs. 

The technical assistance .teams wcr~ coupled to the Japanese licensees 
in 4ifferent ways by LAC and NAA. _Lockheed used what it calls the 
"counterpart system." Each man who went to Japap was assigned a 
"counterpart" Kawasaki employee at the supervis~r level, and an 
interpreter. This system meant that a group of three· worked together, 
and each KAC employee was able to go up the ~hain of command 
until he reached a supervisor with an American count~rpart, from whom 
he was able to obtain assistance or advice. LAC argues that the best 
way to succeed in a co-production progr~m is 'to par~icipate directly in 

\. 
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· the problems of the pa:rtner. I~deeq, LAC emph~sizes that a forge, 
integrated team is the· key· to co-p~oduction. success .. 

North APlcrican did not integiflte its team with the MHI organization 
nor· get di~cctly invqlveci fo. iv$.rs activiti~s; instead .lhe team made 
itself available ,for agvic~ ·upon :request. NAA believes. that its system 
created les~ frfotion with MI-ll;f a firm proud of "its ~apabilities and 

. • •Ir • . 
achievements. The NAA systcµt also n~quired ·a smaller technical 
assistance "team. . · · ~ 

Both methods succeed~d, but~ LAC believes that its procedures led 
to better airplanes and better sJ~cess in 111eeting schedules. NAA and 
MHI both hold that· schedules -~nd quality were not serious problems 
for the F-~6F program and that .~ome of the .. f-33A assistance provided 
by LAC was redundant. : · ., · . . 

These differences in jt!dgmenthnay be du~ to the fact that the NAA 
and LAC technical · assfstance f~fforts transferred. different kinds of 
technology. The NAA team was}composed· of. NAA e111ployees of long 
standing, lDOSt of whom.'.bad ha4 extensive ."experience with the manu-
facture of:the F-86F.- LAC, by ~ontrast, hired some people with aero-
space experience but wh9· had npt necessarily worked for Lockheed or 
worked with the T-3 3. before they. went to Japan. This evidence indicates 
that NAA ·viewed th~ technical :~ssistance reqµircmcnts as the transfer 
of the technology specific to the'., F-86F, but that LAC was concerned 
with transfers of ~thcr types 'of :technology as well, a fact which may 
explain the dilfcrcnce in ~he size~ of the te!uns. The implication is that 
system-specific technology is more susceptible to transfer in written 
for111. General and firm-specific t~chnology, it appears, require a process 
of education and occupational ti~ining witJ:i .more personal interaction. 

The relative importance attac:\letl to general and firm-specific tech-
nology as opposed to system-specific technology may be related to 
differences between MIU and ~C. When· co-production began in 
Japan, MHI was tcchpically a ni-Ore sophisticated, firm than KAC. Thus 
the difference in the sizes of th~ LAC and· NAA teams may also be 
partly explained by the difference in the technological base of the two 
licensees: the larger the base, the less the general aud firm-specific 
technology rcquircq. It is extre111~ly difficult. to analyze this hypothesis, 
however, because of personal ~onsiderati(in~ that confuse the data. 

l l 
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KAC appears to have been more will~hg than MHi to enter into close 
working relationships with U.S. firms.:.The F-104J .program, on which 
Lockheed worked with MHI, should pr9vide some blisis for comparison, 
since Lockheed is the only American company to'· have worked with 
both MHI and KAC. Unfortunately,:::'.that information is ambiguous. 
MHI felt that LAC preferred Kawasaki as the prime contractor. Suspi-
cions and d.oubts between the two m~y have led to the more formal 
relationship for the F-104J program ·.than had existed between LAC 
and KAC on the T-33A and P2V-7 :program. The F-l04J program, 
then, cannot readily be compared w~th these e~rlier co-produc:tion 
efforts. 

Although the amount of general arid firm-specific technology trans-
ferred depends on tl1e technology base of the licensee, it also depends 
on the sophistication of the system to be developed. Much of the 
technical assistance in the T-33A :Prog.ram was dev~ted to the transfer 
of general and firm-specific knowledg~. The relatively arp,e technical 
assistance effort required for the P2V-:-7, however; acc•_;rJing to LAC 
sources, was due to KAC's need for the systerri~specific technology 
required for producing a more comple~ aircraft. 

The time pattern of transfer 

All programs hnd the same general .~chedule. One or more planes of 
each model were manufactured und =·test-flown in the United Stutes, 
then shipped to Japan. 111csc were followed by othe~ U.S.-manufactured 
aircraft shipped in progressively less .assembled form. These "knock-
down" aircraft were assembled by tlie licensee, \~ho thereby gained 
experience in assembly operations .. At some po!~t in the program, 
when the licensee's own assembly .~ools were c:.on1pletcly operable, 
knockdowns were rcplnccd by ship!ncnts of comp~ncnt purts. As pro-
duction tooling was completed, fapa.nese-manufadturcd parts entered 
assembly. Another major milestone was Japanese.· assumption of full 
manufacturing responsibility, with. lJ.S. material' support primarily 
limited to "hardcore" items. Although the U.S. lic~nsor supplied some 
parts throughout the entire manufoc_turing stage, these decreased in 
number and importance as time went· on. . 

The contribution of this phasc-i_n procedure to" the success of the 
co-production programs can hardly pe overemph~sized. It permitted 

-~-- r - ( - : ;.:_( 
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the Japaµese firm to ~eet rel,~tively tight production schedules while 
learning from the Iicen_s9r. j 

"':'. ., 
~ 

Tooling · ·· /: '· · 

The provis.ion of to~ling ni'.ay be the most important part of the 
transfer -process, insofar. as the-; transfer of iearning· is concerned. It can 
be ar&'lled that a ~onsid~rable d~gree of pr~duction efficiency is embodied 
in the d_esign of .tl~e jig~ and·;fixtures us~d by production personnel, 
because -~ooling ·.design deteri;iines the bnsic physical relationships 
between µien and macqines. !~;-all co-produ~tion :programs, either tool 
design information or tlle actu&.1 tooling was transferred. Although there 
is no way- for us to judge· the relative impbi:tance of these two transfers, 
provisio1r of one or th~. other !~ the primary factor in the transfer of 
the developer's manufacturing efxperience ,to--·~ new company. 
· There was consideraqle diversity among the progran1s. For the F-86F 
program_.NAA provided. Mitsu~~shi with a- ~omplete set of toolirig from 
its plnnf- in Columbus,: Ohio, jvhich was being phased OU~ ~f F-86 
production. MHI had. to refu}'bish some 9f the equipnient, but in 
general t~1ere w;is far le~-~ toolrijaking than· starting froJU scratch .. would 
have required. It is impossible:~to quantify ~his statement, sine~ MHI 
was building up its Inbor force ~nd many people desig1Jatcd for produc-
tion were assigned to t~cil build._ing to keep tliem busy. 

In contrast to the MHI F-'~6F program; KAC r~ccived only the 
master tools required to controHntcrchangea~ility for tlie T-33A.•• KAC 
received copies and plnns nec~ssary to rcpr~duce all of the approxi-
mately two thousand other tool~· required. ' 

Methods used for both the )previous progra~s were used for the 
P2V-7 program. KAC matlc· spme tools; it also bought twenty-sewn 
international master tooling gau~es from LAC to control mating. KAC 
was also ?ivcn two 1arge shipments of production tooling owned by the 
U.S. government and no longer jteedcd by LAC. Naturally, this reduced 
KAC's toolmaking expense con~iderably. . 

The special tooling required fqr each pro$rnm was extensive, involving 
thousands of items. Some items fvere·manufacturcd in the United States, 

6 Masler tools or gauges pre use(to loc;tte sp~cific pqints ~n the airfr:ime for 
maintaining or checking nccurncy. ; : · 
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322 Case Stu4ies 
but most were prod,uced in Japan from designs, models, samples, and 
so forth, provided by the U.S. licensor.~ 

Parts and ma11ufact11ring .support 
The provision of parts and mateiiaf support reqtj.ired tw0 actiyities, 

interrelated and yet separate parts of the licensors•i.contractual obliga-
tions: ( 1) the provision of knockd~wn aircraft,· component parts, 
hardcore parts, and raw materials from:.the United S~ates, and (2) tech-
nical assistance in developirJg Japanese.· sour~es of ~upply. 

The provision of knockdown ass_e~blies and component parts has 
already been discussed as part of the i!lteraction between phase-in and 
scheduling activities of production. Supply arrangements for items not 
produced by the U.S. co-production ·partner varied !n each of the three 
programs. Lockheed dealt directly whh its S1Jbcontractors for KAC. 
MHI procured items for the F-86F program 'directly from the NAA 
subcontractors, but NAA purchased. I!, number of items f~r Mill that 
had been furnished by the U.S. government for the production of the 
F-86F. 

Hardcore items-the components; parts, and materials imported from 
the United States-were defined by. th~ P2V-7 conJr?ct as those items 
"beyond the capability of the JapiJ1wse industry to produce or . . . 
economically unfeasible for production in Japan." Both U.S. and 
Japanese sources emphasized the etr~rt iuade to minip1ize hardcore items. 
The J apancse government was prepared to pay a premium to initiate 
domestic production. The U.S. firms. &ssisted the implementation of this 
policy by accepting most of the items: selected by the Japanese for the 
hardcore list. Many items that wen~· furnished as hardcore in the early 
programs were produced domestically in later ones~.-since each program 
increased the Japanese aircraft industry's capability. 

The provision of tools, assemblies, parts, and materials by the United 
States served a number of ends. It assured inten¥\tional interchange-
ability of certain items. It decreased Japanese ~~oduction costs by 

. . 
1 Much of the technology-and many of.the improvements in technology as a 

result of "learnin~" phenomena-arc embodied in tool 9csign und changes to 
tooling for sophislicalcd products. Therefore, the role of tooling in technical 
assist;rnce programs and mntcrinl support deserves close :illention. For more dis-
cu~~ion of the tooling aml loot designs furnished the Japanese, sec Hall and 
Johnson [6, pp. 94--96, 107-08]. 
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furnishing tooling the fi~s wo~ld otherwi.se hav~ had io build and by f ·. 

r-~-

permitting importaticin 'of part~ that wouid. have been expensive to t~-. 
produce in Japan. As a result;;Japan had: to invest only a little less 
than $17 million in facili~es. Su~ply by the. United- States also permitted 
tight d"elivery s9hedules far plane~ to JDA. Most h~port;ant, manufactur- I· 
ing support pennitlec) thC? transf~r of techn·~logy at reas6nable cost.a f. 

. : f· :. ·,. . . . f. 
A general observation '·. · '.~ ; [ 

., r: 
Some quantitative features of the three ea~ly program~· are summarized 

in Table i. It is h!irder to Sl!mmarize the results of the programs. If.· 

Japan obtained 552 planes for '.~ts military~forces whi~h it could have 
purchased from NAA and LAG assembly Jines, b~t \Ve do not know 
the relative costs of importatimi~and dome~tic production at that time. ~-
There were some identifiable .~irect spillpvers as, for example, the 
landing gear on th~ c9mmerdial airlinei';. the YS-11, which is an 
adaptation of the P2V-7 land.i~g gear. Y~t, in general, these benefits 
are small compared with the ba~ic outcom~ of the early progrnms: the 
acquisition. of sufficient general :ilnd firm-specific technology to qualify 
Japan as a prod~cer of -~dvance:a commerc!.al and military aircraft. 

.. 

THE F-1041 PROGRAM 

The thr~e progrnms previo'us1;· describec(above. exemplify technology 
transfer from an indt1stry with ~~ established capability to an industry 
trying to ·establish a new capability.0 Mitsubishi's production of the 
F-104J illustrates anothf(r type df transfer~between two countries with 
established industries. · ,. 

.. 
D{!scription of lhe program ·.• 

On November 7, 1959, Mitsubishi Heav,Y Industries was notified that 
it would be the prime contr~i:;tor for j~panese pr~duction of the 

s The relationship between extent: of domesti~. production and cost has been 
instructively developed by Barnnsoi}· in [3] and~· in nn International Bank for 
Reconstruction nnd Development report [12J. . · 

~ Allhough Japan did not have :in cstahlishcd"."aircrafl Industry, it did have a 
~ub~l•mlial i!ml wcll-clcvcloped indusirial bnse. Thus, the c;irly ilircrnft progrmns 
dilf er frvm. tech nu logy trnn~fers to iess-developed- countries in whii.:h mon: gen-
eral lechnology mus! be transferred lo m:1ke a ce-produc'tion prngram s111:c.:ssful. 

... 
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TABLE 2 

'· .. . .. 

Japanese Co-production of U.fi; Military Ait~ralt, 1955-63 

Program Feature 

Total number of aircraft 
involved: 

Kncckdowns from U.S. 
Component parts from U.S. 
Fabricated in Japan 

Items supplied from U.S.: 

Dci.ta 

Technical assistance 

Tooling 

l\lanufncturing support 

Companies involved: 
(J .:-;. 

J ll(l;Llll'8C 

P1.:riucl of prndut'liun 

Type ut" Aircraft 
T-3~A P2.V-7 

,. 
21,0 12 

.' 2·0 '·6 
:- ro .:·s 
18~ ·1s 

: .. .. 
limited limited 
rights ~nd rJght:;;· and 
all dat~ all data 
59 rrien·. nbou~.-60 men 

13 key:'. 21 k~Y. 
master~ from mnst«rrs some 
U.S.; ~bout production 

.: 
21,090 puilt tools .from 
in Japnn from U.S. ;:i·cst 
u.:-;.·-.Ji:lsigns bui It Jn Japan 

from {l.s. 
designs 

selected selc~~ed 

parts, ; purls». 
engine:;;, arm- engines, arm-
nmcnt ·. ament, some 

cloc·ft.oni<:s .. 

Lockheed Lock~eecl 

!<nwiisaki Knw;\13n.ki 
.. 

l!lfi5-5!l l\J5S'-;G3 

.. 

.· . 
. . 
t· 

F-86F 

300 
10 
60 

230 

limited 
rights and 
all data 
32 men 

complete 
set from 
U.S. 

selected 
pa1-ts, 
engines, 
armmncnt 

No. Amc-r. 
Mitsubishi 

1!155-Gl 

• 
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Lockheed F-104. Starfighter: .. with Kawasaki Aircraft Company as a r~.:_ 
major airframe subcontrac~pr.10 In t~·e interveni~g period between 
notification 1hnd contract effective dat~'.. ·a two-nation agreement was 
negotiated, the U.S. financial"contribution was determined, a license was ~ 
signed between MI-It' and Lpckheed, and several purchase agreements ~ 
and c~trac

1

ts were m'~de bet~een the co~panies cori~erned. The contract ~: 
between ?vtitsubishi a11d the Japanese Defense Agency, signed March 31, r 
1961, initiated the C-1 program for t~1e production of 180 F-104Js ~_; 
and 20 trainer planes; called:.the F-104I?J. This program ended March t' 
1965; it was· followed eady in 1966· by the C-2 program for 30 
additional aircraft. y: .: 

The total C-1 program· CQSt about $269 million·,: of which the U.S . 
govennnent contributed $7$:. ·mi!lio1~. ~t involved the Japanese manu-
facture of most of "the airfyame and J~ 79 engi1w' components, plus 
assembly of some of the el~ctroni~ itetns. Three F-104J planes were 
manufactured, assembled, and test-flown in the United States; 1.7 knock-.. _ . 
downs and sets of compon~t parts w.ei:e manufactured in tire United 
States and assembled in Japan; 160 F-·1_04J planes _were manufactured 
and assembled. in Japan; and 20 F-104DJ planes ·were manufactured 
in the United States and sh~µld be assempled in Jap.<m. The· 30-plane 
C-2 program increased the ;;proportion: of engine components maTiu-: 
facturcd in Jap:1n aml addcµ additioiial Jap<mesc, responsibilities for 
asgcmbly and rpanufricturc of clectroni~s. 

; ... 
Dma and 1ecl111ical as.ristance :';· 

The involvement of U.S .. _:·finns cari ·be usefully divided into data, 
technical assistmwe, :and rn~terial suppprt. In the data category the 
most important inforqrnti_Qn.:.~transferre~! to Japan was probably tool 
dl:signi?. l'vlost tooling was b~ilt in Jap;1;i from Lockheed designs . .The 
Japanese imported the mast~r tools frQm the United States in some 
cases; in olhcrs, they. impoqcd pfaster·'copies fro~1 which they made 
their own nrnstcr tools. They also purc;i!ased tooling for tricky designs 
or parts hard to produce from blueprints· alone . 

The LAC-MHI license agreement 'specified n technical assistance 

10 Abqnt 70 per cent of !he airframe by weight was manufactured by l\-fitsubishi 
and uho111 30 per ci;nt of Kawasiiki. ln dollu1~. the percentages were lltl and 20, 
lluriko~hi [IO). . · ~; , ' · · 
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program of approximately 1,400 man-months in Japan, paid for by the 
U.S. government. The major subcontractor, Kawasaki, also received 
LAC technical assistance. The third technical assistance effort of any 
size was between General Electric coiPpany and I~hikawajima-Harima 
Heavy Industries Company, Ltd. (lfII) for the pr~duction of the J-79 
engine. General Electric provided thirteen engineers, or about 131 
man-months, at a total cost of $285,000. Other Ii~nsors of parts and 
components also provided some technical assistanc~ to licensees. 

Much of the technical assistance involved d~~ign changes that 
distinguished the F-104J from the ba~ic F-104. B~~ause the Japanese 
wanted a heavier airframe and better: electronics, @ore manufacturing 
technology was required than in the. earlier progran)s .. 

Unlike its experience with Kawasaki, which actively sought technical 
assistance, Lockheed found the Mit~ubishi ~rga~ization much more 
formal. Assistance was requested, but ~here was not ·as close a relation-
ship between the two firms as there had been between LAC and KAC. 
Indeed, Mitsubishi officials expressed skepticism .about the need for 
such a large Lockheed technical a'ss~~tance team.: Since the technical 
assistance was paid out of the U.~. ~ontribution, however, MIU was 
not inclined to protest the size of the .~ffort. 

Material support-airframes 
The hardcore list for the F-104J ~etiects Japan's Ji~terest in increasing 

the capability o_f her aircraft industry. Subject to total budgetary restric-
tions, everything was built in Japan- that could be [JO, p. 3]. 

The budget constraint meant that relative U.S.f an~ Japanese pro-
duction costs influenced the decision as to what technology to acquire. 

· This fact in turn made the size of the program and. rate of production 
important determin~nts of the hardcore list. As aji illustration of this 
point, the consortium producing the European p.:.104G, although it 
had a larger budget, bought fewer hardcore itepis and curtailed 

r 
importation of many items from _th~ United States earlier in their 
program than did the Japanese bc;c~use the Eu~ppean program was 
larger and the rate of production higher than in Japan [11, p. 1194}. 

Japan already possessed most of the required tcch,nology and facilities. 
In the opinion of J. Horikoshi, an MHI officiaL ~uring the F-104J 
program, the important technological capabilities a·~t1uircd by the Jupa-

\ - (___ -

.. 
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nese were limited to c}1cmical, milling te('.imiques,11 the spray-mat process 
to control icing,12 and the_".~improved ·capability tq form and handle 
high-h~at-treatment (_4340) $teel [10, p. 7]. · 

The general qu_alifi~ations :of the Jap~nese firms are indicated by the 
compositioq of the hardcor~. lists. · The initial har<!core list contained 
226 it~ms. By mid-1965 th's number _had faPen to ISL Further, 22 
items originally procur~d as -~nished parts were beip.g shipped to Japan 
as rough castings and forgings at this t}ine. The 181 items on the final 
hardcore list were de~ermin~~ by the three criteria that LAC and MIU 
used at their conferences: ( J) Capital ::equipment expense; (2) Project 
tooling expen~e; (3) Technjcal capability. As shqwn in Table 3, no 
item was classified liardcor( solely from lack of technical capability; 
and in fact, for only 10 ot. the 181 items was this lack among the 
determining factors. . · ··:: 

The price breakdown of T~ble 3, tho).Jgh crude, is ·revealing. The total 
cost of hardcore per aircraf! was approximat~ly $38,000. The items . . 

·; TABLE' 3 

Items (/lc1rpcore) A,cquirecl from Out1idi; Japan for F-104] Progrnm 
(classified by p~flct.i and reason for acquisition) 

~·· 

I 
.. 

N.o. of Unit Priec in dollars , 
-~ 

·Lino 101- GO!- Over 
Herurnn for Acquisiti9n Items 0-10() 500 1000 

lligh capilnl equipment exp~nso (1) .. 25 19 3 
lligh pr0j(•c·t tooling cxpl'llS·~ (2) 70 42 20 
'l'c<·hnitad Ca\pabi lily lim~-l\~~01\s (3) 0 0'. 0 
Combinalion of 1 and 2 .. . 76 27 47 .. , 
CombinaLion of 1 and 3 ' 0 0 0 
Combinntion of 2 und 3 '· 3 O· 0 

' ' Combination of 1, ~, nnd 3 7 0 2 , .. .. 
'l'otnl · ·1s1 88 72 

Hourcc: Lockheed Aircrnrt Corpori1Lion. ... ... 
11 Produced under a Turco P.roducls, Inc., license. 
a Produced under an English:Elcctric Company (NAPIER) license. 
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Lockheed supplied to Mitsubishi we~e ;:primarily in~xpensive; about 
half the total hardcore amount is accopnt_ed for by ite~s costing from 
$100 to $500. ;. ·_ · ¥ 

A hardcore list can be extensive for~eit~er of two ni~tually exclusive 
reasons: an item may be so sophisticajed and comple*- that its manu-
facture would be difficult and expens(ve: to transfer ;!o another firm; 
or an item may be so simple and wiq~~pread in app~cation as to be 
une~onomical to produce except in la~ge quantities. ~~ the firs~ case, 
the high costs of transfer could place ~~iitem on the ~ardcore list. In 
the second case, transfer, although ~r~bably inexp~~sive, mi~ht be 
unattractive because of the economies::of scale. The -~-104J hardcore 
list reflects economies of scale more t~um high costs pf transfer. The 
relatively few expensive items on the F-i04J hardcor~: list include the 
air intake duct inner skins, rndomes, w;ng skins, fuscl~ge main frames, 
fuselage keelsons, empennage beams, an'? fµselage longer~ns. Inexpensive 
items included because of the econmtjie~ of scale WiFe rnostly small 
pieces of hardware such as blind rivets )~d hi-lock bol(s. · 

In contrast to the airframe part of thf?. program, most of the expensive 
electronics items were imported. As wiil ~e discussed iater, these items 
seem to have fallen into the category q~ high transfer :~osts rather than 
the second, or cconon1ics-of-scalc, case~ :; 

•,. o\ 

; 
The extent of tec/1110/vgy l/'a11s/er , . '.. 

The material support from the Unit~~ States raises~the question of 
how nmch of the F-1041 was really JU:'panesc-producl!~, Of conversely, 
how much was merely Japanese assem~ly of U.S. man}tfactured items. 
To answer this question, data were qbtained from l~ading Japanese 
panicipants in the progrnm to separate,- vendor and suGconlractor pur-
chases from value added. The sample:- included five {,uppliers of air-
frame items, the engine manufacturer, ~nq three electr~}1ics companies. 

One conclusion stands out clearly. Tli~ airframe, c~gine, and elec-
tronics firms differed widely in their degree of domestic;production. 

To understand the role of these tliree groups, ang to provide a 
comparison for cost figures to be prcs!!ntcd later, Table 4 shows the 
average costs for sixty F-104Gs purchased in the ~nited States in 
J 964 from Lockheed Aircraft Corpor~tion. The G v~rsion is similar 
to the J version so ii provides a good gasis for cost co0parisons. ·Note 

i 

··. ,. 
; '.i 

-- f, ~ ;~~·:ace (Tecio:ogy. ~:nsfe:.~-: ~~I': '-~~:-~
2 

L I 
. . <: TABLE 4 , . , r-. 

Flyaway Cost of zi:~·-P'°'.tf!K'cd F-10..G Afrcrolt, :Ffaca/ Yea' 1964 I 
:~.: 

Thous,ind~ ;• 

It~m 
._, of Dollars .:-:. 

-- : : ... Per Cent 

Airfr~me · .. ~.~ 789 ........ 
Engin~ • !# 181 
Eicctr6nics11 ~·.\ 

·"'.· 22-7 

65.8 
15.3 
18.9 

:~~: : 
Total 

..; .. 
1200 "· : ~ 100.0 

:• 

Source: B<LSCd on .inforni~}tion prnvl<le<l by the :F- i 0-1 s~·::;tc:m Pro-
gram Ol'ficc, USAF 01~ u fis~nl yeiLI' 196-l-~lilitary As::;istnncc Program 
procuromunt or upproi.:imatcly six~y nircrart. .. . 

alncludcs estimated pric;s on mis~ellancous items of government-
furnished equipm~nt. .. ,".. 

·~ ,""(.' 

that tqe airframe accoµnts for approximately two-tliirds of the cost of 
the system, and th.e engine and. electronif s for about one-sixth each. 

Table 5 pr~sents data on tlie airframe part of the-Japanese program. 
MHT, the prime contractor,. 'produced abqut 80 per cent of the total 
value of the airframe. As the P.1njor subc·onirnctor, KAC was rcsponsil>lc 
for the complcl!! !!lllpcnn;ige, ih!! forward: and afL fu~~higc sections, :ind 
some otl11!r items. 

Table 5 divides lhe MHI a~d'KAC parts of the C-1 program among 
outside domestil! purchases, imports; ancJ the value-added by the tirn:i. 1a 

About 31 per cent of MHI's p~rchases t~~d abont 33 per cent of KAC's 
were imporcc:d. Compared w~~h- the total- cost of manufacture, imports 
were about 17 per cl!nt for ··MI-II and· about 18 per cent for KAC. 
Hardcore items accounted for·:;1bolit 30 per cent of MI-Il's imports. Raw 
nu1ti:rial imports were reh1tiv91y insignificant. Most- of the purchased 
items came from Japnnese firms. 

Tlie valuc-udded percentage~, 45 per _c;ent for :rvlit~ubishi and 46 per 

ia The twenty trainers and twenty knockdowns in which MHI and KAC were 
only miJdlcmcn for LAC urc nqt sho~vn. The._ discussion is limi1c<l 10 lhe 160· 
aircraft porlion of the progrnm a!ld its re luted· spare parls production. The l\·I HI 
figure for the KAC su!Jcontnict differs in Table 5 from the tot:tl of the K.-\C 
column bc:c:1U$C il includes lh..: cosi of KAC's asstmbly.acliviiy for 1hc 20 aircntfl 
ab~.:111bly-onl}' pc>rlion of lhc progr:~m. 
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TABLE·S 

.. 

., . 
' ~ Production Experiencci oJ MHI and KAC in 

160-Aircraft Portia~ of C-1 Prograrii 

Item 

Total importsb 
Raw material 
Parts 
Hardcorec 

Total domestic purchases 
Raw material 
Parts 
KAC subcontract 

Value added by firm 

Total 

in-u 
' .. ' 

$ Millio'.ns_-

19.95:: 
1.89:: 

12.0~ 
6.06· 

Per 
Cent 

17.1 

44.64·= 38.3 -
1.32i -.: 

20.48·; ·. 
22.84~ 

"" :-

51.94; 44.6 
.· , 

116.53~ 100.0 

. !· 

·$:"Mill ions ' ·• 
·: 3.52 

0.71 
2.81 

'--;. 

6.09 

·'. 8.95 

·.l19.62 

Per 
Cent 

18.0 

36.4. 

45.6 

100,0 

aExcludc.-s spare parts and the assembly work on t~e first 20 F-104J 
aircraft. · :· 

bAir.frame oxpericnco only.(excludds MHI import of $23.·15 million of 
electronics). :. ' 

CPurchased. separately from LA9 ;o~t Of U.S. ~ollm contribution. 

·ent for Kawasaki, provide a ·check ;:oq the extent Qf the technology 
transfer. Had the value-added perce~tages been low1 we would have 
suspected tl~at the Japanese firms wer~ inerely importi',ig U.S.-produced 
items and no significant transfer of ~echnology was 'involved; but the 
MHI and KAC figures are about the samtras the value~~dded percentages 
for U.S. airframe producers, implying:,tha!. MIU and ~A~ were_manu-
facturing rather than transshipping the F-104. 

Since Mitsubishi purchased about $22 million w~~th of items from 
Japanese firms other than KAC, we m~s~ go below the prime-contractor 
level and examine the source of inP.uts for the J aP,anese ven~ors in 
order to obtain a picture of the relativ~ Japanese and v.s. contributions 

l __ _ {, . {___ __ l_ __ , l.--

·· . .. 
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'• TABLE 6 . i: .. \ 

Production Experie~~e ~I the 'fbree Largest Mlll Vendors, 
160~Aircra_(f Portion ~f t~e C-1 P.iogumi 

.· 

Item 

Impi;irts 
R~~v material~ 
Parts 

.. 

DolT)~stic purchases 
Rf\,w material~ · · 
P~rts . 

Valu~-added by· firm 

Total 
.. 

Products 

Purchased by MHI · . 

U.S. licensor 

· f (in per ce~t) 

.. ! 
':,°; 

:Shinko Shimad:?u 
Electric . · Soisakusho 
~o., Ltd. Ltd .. 

76.1 
~> 

100·~0 
-~ .. 
·~ 

o· 
9.5. 

5.3 
9.1 . 

gep·erators, 
vojiage 
regulators 

~ .. ·. 

I · ll.3 
BQndix 
CQJP· 

~;·.: 

.· 61.3 

11.9 

. 26.8 

· 100.0 

0 
61.3 

: 3.4 
. ·. 8.5 

air 
conditioners, 
stai·ters 

Garrott 
Corp. 

Sumitomo 
Prncision 
Products 
Co., Lld. 

32.3 

46.3 

21.4 

100.0 

11.S 
20.5 

4.1 

landing gear 

13. 1 

Clt!vcland 
Pneumatic 

to the F-104J. Table 6_ s~pws the prpduction experience of the three 
MIU suppliers. Th~se ·firi}ts, Shinko~ Shimadzu; and Sumitomo were 
not only quantitatively important suppliers, accounting for n third of 
Mitsubishi's purchas.es, but illustrate three di!f er~nt domestic supply 
conditions. H . 

l • 
Shimadzu's experience is an. example of a supplier that made extensive 

use of imports. Over 80 per cent of, fts sales to MIU were accounted 
for by one product-the a~ conditioning system. ~ecause this compact 

H For further information :JI Jupnnesc s~1bcontr,nctors.· and suppliers, see Ilnll 
and Johnson [6, pp. 122-34} ....... 

··, 
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and .sophisticated system was unlike anyfhi~g the firm Ii.ad previousiy 
manufactured, most of the parts were impo!ted from the U.S. licensor, 
the Garrett Corporation. Because of thi~ one product, :.ppproxim~tely 
61 per cent of Shimadzu sales to MHI )ye.re foreign pr~duct imports. 
There appears to have been a severe barriej to the transfer of technology, 
perhaps resulting from the extreme diff cr~n~e in the tec~~ological base 
of the licensor and licensee, because this_; Jreavy relianctr.on imports is 
not characteristic of Shimadzu. Under anothe.r Garrett license, Shimadzu · 
manufactured an electric actuator. Imp9rts for this simpler item~ of 
which Shimadzu was an experienced mari~facturer, accounted for oµJy 
17 per cent of total sales. ·· 

Sumitomo Precision presents an inteqn~diate case of reliance 6n 
imports: It manufactured landing gear components under· ·a license with 
Cleveland Pneumatic, with imports acco~nting for abou~ one-third of 
the total sales to MHI. At the time of t~e C-1 program, the Japa~ese 
industry lacked a capability for forging ~ard steel ( especiaUy forgings 
that required large-capacity double-actiC>n · presses). u Many of the 
imported items required hard-steel forgings· with only m9dest amounts 
of machining. The relatively heavy rel(~~ce on domestic purchases 
reflects primarily the involvement of Daikin Kogyo Company, Ltd., one 
other firm producing landing gear compo~c~ts. 

The experience of Shinko Electric illt)st(ates the thi.rd position on 
imports. Note the very Jow reliance on 'impor~s, eve~ though the 
products are somewhat complex (voltage·. r~gulators, generators, etc.), 
manufactured to Bendix Corporation designs. Shinko offidals state they 
had almost no diffi_culty in manufacturing: th~ items they. supplied. 'fhe 
reason for importing parts from the United States was primarily com-
parative manufacturing costs; the imports ·were not necessarily the most 
sophisticated parts, and there had been prncticaUy no technical inter-
action between licensor and licensee. 

In short, most of the F-104J airframe; was manufactµred in Japan', 
and U.S. imports of finished items account.ed for a small part of the air-
frame value. There was a very gradual and; on the whole, modest decline 
in the reliance on imports during the c~1 ·program; and for the C-2 

15 I apnn was also limited in five-axis milling, precipitation hardening, phosphate 
finishing, and nitriding. ,, : 

- --· --f - - , _ _: __ f 
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program (for thirty foIJow-on craft)' very little import'. substitution was 
programqied ·for MIU, KAC, a~d the three leading MI-iI vendors. 

DiffereQces among the MHI -~vendors in their reliance upon imports 
were substantial and reflect th~ differences in the requirements for a 
successful transplantation of ~~chnology .. When only. system-specific 

I . .. 
information is required, _ transf~r is ~asy _·and inexpensive even if the 
item is complex and the tech~ology sophisticated. Transfer appears 
more difficult for item~ subst~iitially different from a firm's current 
product, with licensees likely to iely heavily on imports _of finished items 

-from their licensors. .'- · 

Material support-engines , . .. 
In sharp contrast to the mo~est decline"in_ imports ·tor the airframe 

portion Qf the .F-104J, the role of impo~ts .in enghie co-production 
changed dramatically. TJ:ie first:'. twenty-nl~e "Japanese" engines (pro-
cure~ by fhe Japan ·Defense A~ency from: the prime cjontractor) were 
actually sµpplicd fro~ th~ Unite~. States as partly assembled knockdowns. 
By the end of the C-1 prograr-i!, imports ·a-ccounted fcir Jess than one-
third of the total inyoice. price}IHI was the prime cQntractor for the 
J-79/GE-JIA ensine, with both"JcAC and MHI as subcontractors. Table 
7 indicates the average ~ost experience fQJ," the C~l program, and the 
IHI cstimntcs for the follow-Qn C-2 program. Note the difference 
between the C-1 and the <;::-2' pr9grams in the reliance on imports. Over 
half the price of an engiri~ can ~e attributed ro U.S. imports in the C-1 
program, ~hile in the C-2 program imports w~re programmed to be Jess 
than one-quarter of the price of the compktcd engine.' 

The list of C-2 program imports from Ge.nera1 Electric Co. contained 
only a handful of components ·having unit· costs of $500 or more-a 
smail fraction of tl~e-number"of.~uch compc,)nents· impo1:tcd for the C-1 
program. A few major ~omponepts were supplied by U.S. vendors, but 
the bulk of the imports were "nuts and bolts," in the words of one IHI 
omcial. . f. . 

Compare the IHI figur~s with _·t!1ose in ,Table 5 for ~1Hr and KAC. 
I.t-JI had a programmeq vplue-aqded of about 44.2 per cent for the C-2 
phase, or about the same as that' of MHI aqd KAC for the C-1 program. 
But note that in the C-1 prograci IHI "i~-house" work uccountcd for 
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Program 

C-1 C"-2 

Items as per cent 
.. 

Imports 51:3 24.5 

31.3 
9.4 

Total domcislic purchases l:f,.2 
Miil subcontract ' 6.1 
KAC subcontract 1. 7 2.5 

·' Other . 5.4 19.1 

Value added by llll 35;5 41.2 

Total 100~0 100.0 

Program size in $ millionsa .' 44.39 7.14 

nContract information supplied by?~A 

only about 35.5 per cent of the total engine price. Domestic purchases 
<lilTer even more. For the C-1 program only 13.2 pe(cent of the engii:ie 
price was spent on IHI purchases ·from Japanese ~firms; comparable 
figures for MHI and KAC were 38.3;a~d 36.4 per c&nt. IHPs domestic 
purchases were programmed for about 31.3 per cen~ for the C-2 pro-
gram. In other words, l.Hl's source~ of supply for the C-2 program 
were about the same as MHI's and MC's were fo1-. the C-1 program. 

·This means that Japan's engine selfrsufliciency lagged behind_ its air-
frame self-sulliciency by about five years. 

Material support-electronics 

Most F-104J electronics were not co-produced in the same sense that 
the airframe and engine were co-produced. The tw~nty F-104DJ air-
craft and the first twenty F-104J airci;aft were completely equipped with 
electronics from U.S. suppliers. For ~he remaining lfiO F-104J aircraft 
in the C-1 program, 160 sets of major)tems of electronics were irQ.port~d. 

To learn more about the J apancse :role in providing spare electronics 
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units, data were assembled on the North American'Search a~d Range 
Radar (NASARR) fire control system procured from Mitsubishi Elec-
tric, the stable platform procured fr~m Mitsubishi Pr~cision, and the air 
data computer procured from Shim~dZu. These thtee items 1;1ccounted 
for about three-fourths of the total ~~cist of the electronics items. (See 
Table 8.) Imports accounted for ovet 7-s per cent of'.the total saies price. 
Discussions with the Japanese cor~orate officials :_~onfirmed that the 
Japanese firms had only assembled ap.d~tested impor~ed parts. 

The relative costs of imports and ~oinestically assembled components 
for the electronics part of the F-1041 ·program wer~. high. The average 
unit cost of the completed items impqrt~d is about 20·per cent lower than 
the cost of the parts for the compo~ei:its assembled. in Japan .. Table 9 
compares the avefage prices paid by the Japanese ·governmen~ for the 
components assembled in Japan with ,~he unit-costs. of complete com-
ponents imported from the United ~ta~es. Subtractj~g the value-added 
in Japan from the unit cost gives the cost of the imported part~ used ip 
assembly. The costs of these parts ~re:uniformly higher than the costs 
of the completely assembled components imported. · 

The implication of these data is th~t the Japanese eiectroaics ~ssembly 
part of the program was subsidized py the Japan~se 'government to 
enable Japanese manufacturers to·~ ~ain familiarity with the I'nore 
sophisticated electronic products. 

.. 
TABLE 9 

Avur.::i<Sc Unit Costs of Scl~cted Items of Electronics 
b • .• 

(thou::iands -of dollars) 

Spmc Unils 
Asscmblod in Ji\pan 

u.s:-suppl ied ToL~I 
U.S. lmpi;>rted Pn1'ls Value- Unit 
Unit Quan- Use<l in 1\d<lc<l Cost, Quan-

llcm CosL lily Kss~mbly in Japan Japan ULy 

N,\S,\HH 05.5 IGO .. l l 9.4 a:u 152.5 27 
Stable platform 31.5 160 36.8 1 !:i.5 53.3 24 

· Ail· dnt~\ comfn1tl'r 2~.2 160 26.5 ;S.l 3•1.6 24 

' 
i 
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Summary of material ~uppo1·t -~ala 
Som!? key features of the F.f.104J program are shown in Table 10. A 

major SQare of the fabi:ication i>f the F-104J took place in Japan, but the 
transplantation 9( u.s: techn_~logy varied.~ considerably among different 
parts o{ the program. Most of;'the airfram~ was produced in Japan after 
the first· twenty aircraft were~.assembled. ·By 19<?6 most of the engine 

. was produced in Japan, but{=it took the entire C-1. program for the 
necessary teclmolo'gy · t~ be ~ansferred completely. V cry little of the 
electronics teChllO}Ogy WaS tra~Sferred.16 ' • ' . 

. Throµgh previous overhauJ and airfrm~e co-production programs, 
Japanese airframe ma~ufacturers had acquireq subst~mtial conunnnd 
over m9st of the gene1•al· airfr~~e manufacturing technology. Since very 
little general te~hnology was Jequired, the transplantation was rapidly 
accomplished. The airframe sijuation also· appears ch~racteristic of vari-
ous component suppli~i:s su~b as Shinko Electric, the generator pro-
ducer .. · . . «t . 

The electronics situ<ltion co}itrasts sharply wi~h the airframe :experi-. ... 
"7-. 
TABLE 10 .. 

Japunese Co-P;od~ction of ;h~ F'-104], 196i-67 -L~ck/Jeccl-Mits11hislii . .·, .. 
;?! 

·' Toln I numbur of aircraft invol~e<l: 
Knockdowns from U.S. -~: 
Componcn t pa rls from U .$. 
Vuliricaled iu Japa,n -_· 

Hum::; supp lied from U.S.: 
Dutn. 
Teohnicnl i.\::>::>istance 
Tooling 

t-.lnnufnctur i ng supp or~ 

;· 
• 

."i: 
L 

!'." 

·~· 

807 
7 

10 
190 

limited rights nnd ull-data 
·ltbout 60 men 
·11 koy mnst?rS and over 5 ,00() 

-_pln.sc.er splashes nnd l\lylnr 
reproductions. 'I'ooling liuih 

·in Jn.pnn from U.S. duslgns. 
selected' pnrls, somQ engines, 

urmamcnt, most electronics. 
-~· . .. 

1~ ln dollar terms, the airframe ·acco~nted for: about <iO per cent of the cost of 
the nircraf1, :ind the other two catjgorics for ri~out 20 per cent each. 

. 1~ I 
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ence. Japan's reputation in the fie~d of commercia~ electronics might 
lead one to expect that the F-104~ ~lectronics gear would be manu-
factured in Japan without difficulty~ fo fact, howev_er, little electronics 
manufacture took place on the C-t program. Mos~, major electronics 
items were imported from the Unite~ States. · .. · 

The explanation given by Japanese executives is. !hat there ~re sub-
stantial differences between sophistic'\ted military ~lectronics and the 
commercial field in which J apanese··:fh:ms are expe~i~nced-io physical · 
characteristics and in spccific~tions~ This indicate( .that production of 
items such as the NASARR or the stable platform would have required 
the transfer of general technology assoc_iated with the. military electronics 
field rather than merely the specific teclinology asso~iated. with the par-
ticular systems. ~ · . 

Through assembly and spare part~ manufacturing,: the Japanese gen-
erally have been acquiring the gencr~l technology of military electronics. 
Future aircraft programs should show a pattern in ~l~ctronics more like 
that in the airframe portion of the F~lq4J program. 

The. J-79 engine expe1ience tend~ tp support thJ~ .predictio~. Unlike 
electronics, the Japanese had had so.me experience i~_jet engine produ~
tion at the outset of the C-1 progr~m; by the end .. of the C-1 program 
the engine was produced almost ent~rejy in Japan. The transfer process 
for engine technology took much lo1'ger than did tll.~ airframe, probably 
bccm1se the fapanese lwd had extensive prior cxp~_rience in airfrnmc 
production, which gave them a relatively large sto~k of general manu-
facturing technology. . 

The F-104J experience illustrates'that the transfe.r :Of technology need 
not be an all-or-nothing matter. Tlie ability to impprt parts, supplies, 
materials, and tecimical assistance permits a gradual and parti&l transfer 
of the technology required for an it~m." This proccs~ is well exemplified. 
by the engine and electronics portions. ·of the progr:ani. 

The F-104J experience suggests that the ease of tn(nsferring manufac-
turing technology for an aircraft importantly depen_cis upon the amount 
of general knowledge that must be i~cluded in the transfer. If the back-
grounds of the firms arc so different ~hat the transftr of general tech-
nology is necessary, a firm is likely ~o limit its initial activities to assem-
bly and repair-activities that appear to facilitate tl~e gradual transfer 
of general technology. 

.\ l. - L._. __ . 
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TlIE ECO"/VOMICS OF .TRANSFER 

Two classes of cost~ are i~curred whe~ technology is transferred from 
one firm to another. First, tliere are diiect '.costs, or the financial outlays 
required to· mov€? th~ neces~ary technoiogy. Second, ·there are indirect 
costs in the form of irtcreased production costs· incurred because manu-
facturing respo~~ibilitY is d{yided rath~r than e<oncentrated at a single 
point. The direct,'and'.indir~t costs of the F-104J technology transfer 
will fir~t be consii:)er~cf; then)he total oost pf producing the F-104J will 
be c0¢pared witq that of anpther F-104 model produced in the United 
States.17 :~ 

~ 

'·· Direct costs ! 

'I'll~· major direct" ~osts ~ere licens~ tees, royalties, and technical 
assistance paymel}ts,18." Consiperiog roya~ties and license fees first, each 
J apan~~e producer of ~-U.S. :proprietary !tern had to make some financial 
anangement for manufactu~ing and data· rights. MHI paid Lockheed 
$1.5 million plus a royalty ohbout $31,500 for each of the 160 F-104Js 
manufacturecJ in Japan'durin~·the C-1 program. These payments followed 
the pattern set in the earlier programs. · ' · 

There wer~ many a~ditio~al license. a.greements at the vendor level, 
usually amounting to. about~ ~ per cent of the invoice price of the 
licensee's product, with a mbdest initial pnymcnt or none at all. Thnt 
portion of the invoic~ p;ic~' rcpresente4 ·by parts and materials pur-
chased by the licensee from}the licens{>r was ordinarily excluded from 
royalty payments. i.;· 

11 O~ly occasional reference \~iii be made to earlier progr::uns, since they took 
place before Japan bud a fully d.eveloped aircraft industry. 

1s The license between Lockheed and Mitsubishi covered ten years. It provided 
for manufacturing rights, development aclivi~ies, technical data, tcchnic;il assist-
ance, and :111 warranties. Only items designed by Lockheed were included in the 
license. LAC provided all data required for n1anufacture, Including revisions dur-
ing the license term. The assembly of the plane and all LAC-designed items were 
w:irrnnted, but not items of other firms' design. '.Mitsubishi had exclusive rights to 
sell the F-1041, but only· to the ;Japanese government. MHI agreed to pay LAC 
$5.8 million to develop tbe I version of the airframe: :i fixed foe of $1.5 million 
for the manufocturing rig!1ts und data, plus 'u royalty on each plane mmle in 
Japan, this to b.; $32,000 for tl1e first phme, dropping to $25,000 on the 20Jst 
ph1ne. On spare parts not'p111·ch?.;ied from LAC, MHI ugrced to pay a 5 per cent 
royalty. . . :" \ . . . 

": .· 
L __ L t. '.l_ ._:, . L ____ ,, l l __ L 
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Estimated total rovalties on the airf.raine portion of the program arc . .. . . 
shown in Table 11. Total royalties have been estimated at 5 per cent 
of the total work performed by Japa1te~e vendors, or $765,000. This 
figure was obtained from Table 5, whic~ shows that fyfHI's purchases 
in Japan were $21.8 million, excl~1ding t~e KAC sub<;~ntract. Approxi-· 
mately 30 per cent of this amount in ~um went to purchases from U.S. 
vendors. For the remaining 70 per ce~t .($15.3 million), we assume an 
average royalty payment of 5 per ce~~· The unit cost _figures shown in_ 

TABLE~ 1~ ... 
Payment for Rights and Technical A~sistance in th~ F-104} Progaim 

(thousands of d9llars) 

Item 

Airframe tech no logy 
Technical assistance 
Total inanufacluring rights 

lnilial payme:nt to Locklwed 
!loyalty to Lockheed 
Vendors' royalty lo Lockheed 

Total 

Engine tcchnolo~y 
Technical assistance 
Tol•ll manufacturing rights 

Initial pnymc-nt lo GE 
Hoyalty payment to GE: \"endors 

Total 

, 
Per Airframe 

~o;sa 
42;s 
7~5b 

aL5c 
a;sd 

63ili 

Per Engine 
1.:1e 

10.:S 
10.,of 
o:sg 

11 :o 
aTechnicnl assistance of $4.16 mlllion/200 n.irfrf:\mes. 
bPayment of .St.Ii million/200 airf1!amcs. . 
cAvc-rage for thi: first 160 nirplane:s, . 
dEsti111atcd as 0.05 x 15.3 milliou/2.00 airframes." 

cTcchnical assistance of $0.28 million/250 engines. 
fPayrnunt of $2.5 million/250 cngipes, < 
gl~slimatetl as 0.05 x •1.1 million/?.50 engines. ,,. 

l 

! 

I 
i. 

I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 

,- : 
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Table 11 were obtained ".by all~ating cost~ (except for the Lockheed ~ 
royalty) to approximately two hµndred airframes.10 

!!::.· 

For the J-79 engine, $2.5 miJlion was paid by IHI to GE for three 
huncjred engine~ on a royalty-fre~ basis. IH{also made royalty payments 
to certain GE yendors. These w5re computed from the data in Table 7, ik·;_·. 

assuming there were no royalty qharges for IHI domestic purchases that 
were ultimately suppliecf by U~S. vendor!!: For the remainder ($4.1 
million) a 5 per cent average royalty was again asslimed. These· charges 1, 

were allocated to 250 engi~es, t~~ approxiIIJ.ate C-1 and C-2 production. ~-
Payments for technical assistance have "been allocated in the same ~-

fashion as payments for rights. J~panese vendors received minimal tech- ~ 
nical assistance from Iice'risors. jhose teclinical assistance programs of l. 
significant size were with MHI, :S:AC, and nn. ~ 

We are now in a position to ~~xamine th~ direct co.sts of transfer in ~ 
relation to total productioJ! cost~. 2° For thi~ purpose the F-1040 costs ~ 
shown in Table 4 will b~ used. :'According to Table 11, direct costs of ~ 
airframe technology transfer amounted to -$63,600 per plane or"·about ~-
8.l per cent of the t9tal F-104G airframe cost. Direct costs for. engine ~ 
technology transfer were $11,90.0 per engi~e, or about 6.5 per cent of ,. 
the comp;irable U.S.-produce<l -~n_gine cost. Together, these represent 1··~: · 
about 7 .8 per ccnL of the t9tal co~t of the airframe and engine. Technical _ 
assistance amounted to more than a quarter ·of the total direct costs of 
transfer. n ' · f 

1~ The 200-airframc figure was obtained by ad1;ling the ,160-unit C-1 program 
lo lhe 30-unit C-2 progrnm and as~i1ming that the production of a subslantial 
number .of sp:1res in 1hc C-1 progrum was equal 10· ten complete airframes. The 
20 F-J04DI's and the 20 F-104J's ~upplicd in the form of knockdowns were 
excluded. Bectiusc there was little oi no Japanese production for these parts of 
lhe C-1 program, it is inappropriat~ to allocate royalties, license fees, etc., to 
these planes. · . .-- ,. .. 

20 No figures arc presented for the electronics· part of the program, since it is 
not clear how much or what type of technology was transferred. 

~ 1 The payments for technical assistance differ from the payments for licenses 
and righls. The former arc payments for a new service-the activities required 
to diffuse knowledge. l,icenses and .royalties, on the other hand, are economic 
rcnis; they nre not pnyments for tli!l production of any new goods or service. 
Thus, lhe "renl" economic cQst of tr?nsfcr of technology is Jess than the nominul 
finuncial costs. Pn:scnt inslitutional ·~rrnngement!j; however, give firms properly 
or qimsipropcrty rights in the ideas, data, mid designs embodied in ;1 tii1ished 
system. Transfer requires payJlli:nts IQ_ the owner of these rights in order to induce 
1hcm to forego thdr rights not to disclose their knowledge. - . 

; .. I , 
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Indirect costs . . 

Production costs are influenced by t(ie rate of le~ming and the econo-
mics of scale. These factors are in tum determined 'by the rate of pro-
duction, t11e volume of production, and the d~livery·schcdule. This re~a-
tionship can be formally stated as :· . __ : -

C = f(x, V~:T, m), 

where C denotes the cost, x the rate o~ output, V th~ scheduled volume 
of output, T the time output begit}.s,:. and m the Iepgth of the output 
period. T and m fix the production: period measureq from th~ time the 
program begins. Note that there art? only three d~grees of freedom; 
specification of any three variables fjxes the fourth}2 

'. 

The rate of production is the centn\1 variable in 'the economic litera-
ture .on costs, while the volume of production is the>central variable in 
the literature on learning or progress curves. O~r present concern is not 
with the total costs of production attributable to eacn variable; it is bow 
these costs vary with the number of producers in a program, and what 
costs can be avoided when productjoJi responsibility: is concentrated in 
a single firm. To this end we will discuss each variaple. 

The relationship between costs .and the rate of ~roduction is tradi-
. ti on ally divided into two parts: the "relationship ·between output and 

investment in plant and equipment .(economies of .scale), and the rcla- · 
tionship between output and variable factors of production (economies 
of plant utilization). Let us consi~er investment fir.st. Both Lockheed 
and Mitsu bishi'Irnd the factory space· and basic equipment :required for 
F-104 production. Few new faciliti~s had to be add7d in·Japa·n specifi-
cally for the program. About $10.1 million worth of capital investment 
in Japanese aircraft capability was· designated for 'the F-1041; private 
investment accounted for about $.8A million of th~s. total. Most of this 
investment was for the J-79 engine. IHI invested ·$5.3 million and the 
Japanese Government nn additional $i.1 million in J~79 engine facilities. 

Tooling costs are more easily attributed to a specific program than 
arc plant and facility investment C?'penditures. The:extra tooling costs 
in a co-production pro!!ram greatly depend on ho\v much tooling is 
trnnsferrcd from tl1e original producer. Usually, this means ·that the 

22 This inform:11ion and much of the discussion to follow is based on the work 
of Alc:hian and Hir~hlcifcr [2, 9, 8]. 
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tooling expense att~ibutable t4, co-productfon depen~ on the extent to 
which pr.oduction jn the new 4nd old locations ov~rlaps. 

Precise tooling costs for th~ F-1041 program are unavailable, but a 
reasonable estimate can be de~ived from MHl's man-hour figures. MHI 
invested abo~1t 1.5 mil~ion nj'an-hours in the original tooling. (Total 
Ml-II man-hours for all portU?ns of the C-1 program were about 7.0 
million.) The MHI tooling e~perience appears reasonable when com-
pared with Lockheed's originaf tooling for the F-104A; about 1.4 million 
man-hours. .:\ 

Costing the Japanese toolii{g expenditure is difficult but if we use . . . . ' 
the J apnnese aviation industry rule of thumb, whicll estimates labor 
costs at $3 per hour, we arriv~ at a tooljng cost of about $4.5 million, 
plus some al1owance for overh~ad and indirect expenses. Added to this 
figure sl1mild be the tooling co~ts of the o~her firms i,n the program, but 
little relevant informntion on that is available. MHI did most of the air-
frame tooling, and it nppears t~at the only other major tooling expendi-
tnre was for the engine, for which no data are available. · 

The cost for MHI's toolin$ is somewhat overstated because some 
personnel destined for work o~ other parts of the program were put to 
work building tools. This extr~ expense, however, is properly regnrded 
as a setup cost that' could have::been avoided if Lockheed had produced 
the F-104Js. ·- · 

" . 
In sum, as a rou~p. and 'probably high estimate, we c;in attribute to 

the investment costs of the airframe porti~n of the C-1 program $3.7 
miJiion for plant and facilities ~nd $4.5 million for direct tooling 'labor. 
Dividing this total by two hupdred planes yields a unit-fixed-cost of 
$41,000. It was noted earlier that Lockheed sold the F-1040 nirframe 
for about $789,000 per copy, and it appears likely that the Japanese 
could. also have bought airframes from LAC for this price. We may 
thereiore concludt: that the avoidable fixed cost amounted to a little 
more than 5 per cent of the airframe cost.· · . 
. It doe~ not appear that the ;elationship,between the rate of produc-

tion and tooling costs should iµiportantly .affect the costs attributed to 
dividing producLion rather thap concentrating it within a single firm. 
The tooling for the original producer would have been designed with 
some particuhlr rate of producti~n and total output in mind. Transfrr of· 
the program lo another _manufa~turer wou~d not ull'cct the total quantity 

L_ -
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to be bought nor should it affect the rate of productio~ unless the trans-
fer required so much time that the tota~ volume for the program could 
not be produced with the originally: scheduled rate of production. In 
that case, either the length of the prpdµction period ~would have to be 
extended or the rate of production would have to be i,ncreascd. Increas-
ing the rate of production would therefore· be a cost attributable to the 
separation. 2s The important conside~at~on is the imP.act of separation 
on scheduling. · 

The usual view is that the shorter tJie period be~w:een the start of a 
program and the delivery of the first. item, the grea~er the cq~t. In a 
domestic program with a specified volume of produeti~n and a specified 
rate of production, higher costs can be: expected if an early target dat~ 
is established for the first delivery. in !ntemational ~a-production pro-
grams, however, the date of first deliyery will partly govern the amount 
and type of imports. The earlier the- d11te of dciliveryi the more knock-
down and component parts will be acq,uired from the original supplier. 
The cost impact will depend on the :i;elativ~ costs of f9reign and domes-
tic production. . 

The schedule may affect costs in. _still another w~y. The longer the 
time between the start of a· program a.nd the date o~ first delivery, the 
less hurried the process of transferring the technology can be. The 
direct costs and effectiveness of tran~fer may be rclat~d to the speed of 
trnnsfcr. Certainly the phase-in process, previously_ e1!1phasizcd us a key 
to successful transfer of learning, is likely to be hindered by a tight 
schedule. 

The important point is that technology transfer is' pot a single event, 
but a series of events occurring ov_~r a period of t_ime. Considerable 
flexibility is possible in adjusting the transfer of p~ograms and tech-
nology to meet delivery schedule requirements. Su"C11 adjustment, of 
course, requires substantial and carefql planning, bQt skillful planning 
can minimize the impact of transfer on the rate of production. . . . 

23 The relationship between co-production and the costs· associated with the 
rate of production dep!!nd on how the co.7pr9duction program is organized. Recall 
the cquuiion C = f(:r, V, T, 111), and assume Vis fixed. Jf T ~md m (the schedule) 
can be udjusted for the time required to ~ransfer the progrnn'I, or if no extra time 
is required to effect the transfer, x is not 11fiected by co-production. If, however, 
tran:;fcr iakes time and T aud 111 arc fixed, ~ will have to increase. If we make the 
usual assumptions about lhe relationship bplw~cn C ;111d x, !here will be so111c 
additional indi1\"l"l costs. · · 

I 
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. Turning to the indirect cosf· implicati~~.l! of the volume of production, f. 
1t should be kept in minu thaf we are codcemed with the cost associated· f: . ~ 

wi_th dividing a single prograaj between t~vo· firms. The underlying deter- r-. 

mmants of ~otal cost are not>t issue. Consequently;· our interest in the f. 
influence of production voluTe centers dn the impact of co-production ~ 
on progress 'or learning curve~ .. In the c9.Psidcration "of progress curves, ~ 
as Hirshleifer has. po~ted o~t, costs ar~- influenced· by two aspects of 1-
volume: the actual output a~~ the sche~:uled to~al ~utput [9, pp. 239- ; 
40]. Increasing familiarity with produc~fon processes should increase ~ 
labor-force productivity and ;thereby prcigressively lower unit costs [8, I. 
PP· 146-47]. For this efiect,~ it is the a~·tµal output that is important. ~ 
An increase in the sche<luleq volume tjf output will lead to different ~ 
managerial decisions about iµvestment iii facilities. and toolin•i and to ~ 
difl'crent producti~m proceduies that shq~ld als~ lead to pro;essively ~ 
lower unit cos.ts [9, p. 240]. _for this lat,~~ effect the scheduled output, 
rather than the actual output, ·js significant. Here, since actual and sched-
. uled outputs were the same;~ we cannot: distinguish betwce; the two 
situations. More generally, ho.wever, in a~alyzing the costs of t;;nsferring 
technology, it is impor~ant to: specify wll~~her actual or scheduled pro-
duction is the measure. ·:·:. : : 
. Two intcrfirm compariso~~- 'of the v?,Iumc-cost relationship arc of 
mtercst. Assume that the fir~t firm lms ·=.a total cumulative· producLion 
equal to N units. Also assume· that the se~pnd firm is going to take on a 
co-production program of 11 ~nits. One c:~mparison is bcLwcen the cost· 
of the original produc~r's first n units and the second firm's costs for n 
units. This comparison indic~tes (assu$.ing all adjustments for other 
cost effects such as economi~s ·of scale Jiave been made and that the 
firms are equally efficient) th·~ ·extent tO:'.~which the first firm's learning 
was transferred to the secortil firm.2-1 : · · - , 

The second comparison is between th~ cost of n units produced by 
t)1e new manufacturer and the cost of un~ts N to· N + n, had they been 
manufactured by the original·· producer. ·:This comparison indicates the 
cost impact of splitting the production: ·run between two firms. The 
comparisons will be considered in order.:~.· 

For the first comparison, if the two ·:.firms have identical progress 
. ~·· . 

2
·
1 L. E. Prcslon and E. C. Kc<1chie discuss'.·Jhc relationship between )earning 

and economic~ of scale f 18]. · · ' .. :· 
-~~ ..... _ 
.. _ .. _ 
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curves, no learning has transferred. lf _~he licensee's ~nit cost is ~ow:r 
for the first unit than that experien~~- by the first _P!oducer, or if hIS 
curve ·shows a steeper "slope," 2~ th~n· some learnin~ has been trans-
ferred. If the new firm's initial unit <;os~ equals the ~i~ensing firtn's unit 
cost at the time of transfer, an4 if t~e -slope of the -vrogress curves for 
both firms from that point on is the: s~me, all learning has been trans-
ferred. - · 

Figure 2 illustrates these relation~h~ps. Following ~the usual. practice 
in progress curve measurement, the µ~re shows di(e~t labor h?urs per 
mrcraft as a function of total numb~.r ·of units produ~ed. The hne A-A 
represents the licensor's progress ctlrve. Assume that a co-production 
program is established at point X af~er·_ten units hav~·'been produced by 
the licensor. If nll of the licensor's, Ie:~rning has be~n transferred, the 
licensee's man-hour requirements fqr: Jiis first_ unit. will correspond to 
those needed by the licensor for the. eleventh unit. ~is 10-unit advan-

' Fmu:Q.:ii : 2 . . 
Learning Tran_sfer Effects; ~llqstrative Progress Curves 

Thousand man-hours per aircraft 
x 
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Cumulalive unil~ of produclion 

2~ "Slope" has a meaning in progrcss:curve analysis different from its matbe-
ma1ic;\I meaning. Herc it refers to the ratio [c,/(cr/2)]100' \~here c, is the produc-
tion cost of the 11h unit of output. 
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tagc would remain wit~ the jicensee thfu.ughout his production. This t. 
situation is shown by the pr(>gress curv~ B-C, which approacbes the ! 
licensor's curve asymptotically/ bf course;)f none of the licensor's learn- ~:-
ing is transferred and interfinlJ.'.differenc;es:j\re ignored0 then the licensee's ~. 

progress curve will be identici\l to that ofthe licensor. ((. 
In m9st programs, some bq~ not ull of~the licensor's learning will be t~. 

transf~rred. Thus, the licen~ee's initia(.position will lie somewhere ~ 
between A and B. Moreover, )he slopes 6..f the two curves may or may ;:;. 

. not converge in the. manner shown, depen4.ing on differences in efficiency· [~· 
and factor prices whic~ have. ·~een ignored for the sake of illustration. ~ 

L 

The important point, however_i is that the:·tran.sfer of learning results ip. N 
the new producer requi·ring f~wcr man-h{?urs for his" initial production ~f 
than were required by ihe original produ~er. . . i 

Let us examine the .F-104j· in this mlinner. Early in the program, ~ 
LAC officials made estimates of the dit"i;ct manufacturing man-hou~s ~-
required by MHI and KAc .. :LAC offic:f~ls statione~ in the Japanese ~. 
plants observed, that these early estimat~·& conformed reasonably well ~ 
to the actual man-hour- expeqditures of $e two firm~. Although these ~ 
early estimate~ have some speculative aspects, they provide a basis for r 
quantitative estimates of the ainount of learning actually transferred. f 

• •.t· [ 

In order to compare the Japanese and Q.S. experience, some data had · 
to be adjusted in the follO\ying manner: ~~ know that a number of air- [ 
frame items were manufactured in the Unifod States, and s0111e were pur- f. 
chased from Japanese vendors; both the~~ factors must be accounted ~ 
for. We estimate the price of .. that P•lrt.::~r the airf_rnmc produced ·at f 

Ii 
Lockheed, which excludes equipmcnt-p.~rchase items, to be about e 
$520,000, or roughly two-thifd~ of the .~btal airframe costs shown in f __ 
Table 4. Imports of hardcqre ·airframe shown in Table S accounted for t 
approximately $38,000 per airframe. LAQ:officials estimate total impor~s 1·. 
of airframe items to be. approximately $5Q~OOO per a_irframe. This, plus 
an estimated $40,000 for airframe purchases from Japanese vendors, 
shows us that approximately 17 per cent ~f the total airframe effort was [ 
performed outside the MHI arid KAC fac;ilities. As shown in Table 12, 
we can now estimate the to~l direct m~».-hours as 21 per cent more 
than the amounts actually speQt by. MRI iifld KAC. 

The. Japanese data arc now in a fori:i:\ that can be compared with 
Lockheed cxperknce. Choosiqg· the LAC $ase is difficult, however. Our 

l. · .. I L 
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348 Case Studies 
TABLE 12 

Direct Man-Hours, Manufacturing: 160 F-104] Airframes 
(in millions) 

MHI 3.98a 
K:\C 1.7la 
Other l, 19b 

Total 6.88 

aEstimated by officials of LAC • 
bEstimated at 21 per cent of the total MIU and KAC man-hours. 

Total outside work was approximately $90,000 per unit. Exclusive of 
equipment purchase items, LAC airframes cost about $520,000, and 
90/(~20-90) = 21 per cent. 

choice is the first 160 F-104As and F-104Cs. However, the F-104J 
airframe was at least 20 per cent heavie.r and in other ways differed 
from U.S. versions. Indeed, on a cost-per-pound basis, as progress 
curves are sometimes expressed, the Japanese experience would be 
much mar~ impressive than on the cost-per-plane basis used here. The 
Lockheed production of F-1 04Gs or F-104J knockdowns might also be 
inlrnduced, but it would be dillicult to adjust the data for learning 
accumulated from previous models or for the assembly operntions not 
performed. Co~sequently, we have preferred to use the F-104A and 
F-104C for the comparison even though doing so may understate the 
U.S. cost relative to the Japanese cost. This means that any statistical 
biases are in the direction of understating the interfirm trnnsfer of learn- . ! 
ing. 

LAC and MHI progress curves are shown in Table 13. For_ the first 
10 F-104s produced by each firm, MHI used substantially fewer man-
hours than did LAC. The LAC man-ho~r rate per plane was slightly less 
than the MHI rate per plane by the time each had completed 160 air-
craft. Direct man-hours used for the first 160 airframes by the Japanese 
were only about 90 per cent of the total LAC man-hours for the first 
160 F-l04s built in the United States. 

The relationship between the two learning curves is shown in Figure 3. 
The rate of learning in Japan (85 per cent slope) is well below tl1e U.S. 

U.S. Space Technology Transfers to Japan 
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Compllrison of U.S. and Jppanese_Direct Man-Hours, Ma11ufacturing 
(in thousands) 

Numbers of Aircraft 

1-10 (average) 
150-160 (average) 
1- 160 (Lo Lu.I) 

First U.S. 
Program F- i 04A, 

F104C 

101.0 
30.5 

7590.0 

First 
Japanese 
Progrum 
F-IOU 

7G.4a 
33. lll. 

6880.0 

aBnsed on Lockheed estimates of MHI direct man-hours, inflated by 
the ratio of total Japanese man-hours to ~IHI man-hours shown in Table 
12 (6.83/3.98 = 1.73). 

FIGURE 3 
Comparative F-104 Progress Cnrves 
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3SO Case Studies 
rate (78 per cent slope). However, the lower cost in Japan for the first 
units meant that the total Japanese man-hour expenditure was lower 
than Lockheed's expenditure for the first 160 planes it produced. f>:.v_er-
age man-hours per plane for the first 160 produced by each firm were 
43,000 for MHI and 47,400 for LAC. 

We are now in a position to answer the first of our two questions: 
How much learning was transferred from ~AC to MIIl'l If we assume 
that the firms were equally efficient and .that the rate of production and 
delivery schedule did not affect man-hour improvement, some summary 
estimates can be made. 

One measure would be to assume that in the absence of a transfer of 
learning, MHI would have had the same man-hours ·for the first unit as 
LAC had for its first unit. Actually, MHI's figure was about 25 per cent 
lower, or about the number of man-hours L;\C used to produce the 
fourth plane. · 

On the other hand, one might take the entire 160-plane program as 
the basis. Since the rate of improvement for MHI was less than for LAC, 
this gives a lower figure, about 10 per cent. The higher estimate of the 
amount of learning transferred seems the more reasonable one, con-
sidering the fact that the Japanese labor system results in high factory 
manning levels. 

Employment by a large Japanese firm implies a lifetime commitment: 
Therefore, one often observes more labor hours per unit of Japanese 
output than are technically required, or than are typically observed in 
the United States. Probably more important, there are large differences 
in wage rates between the United States and Japan. Differences by a 
factor of three are not uncommon in the "blue collar" aerospace skills. 
Capital equipment is, if anything, more expensive in Japan, so it is not 
surprising that the Japanese tend to use larger work forces to reduce idle 
equipment time. In general, because of different factor prices, we would 
expect the Japanese to use more labor-intensive processes than do U.S. 
firms. These considerations imply that more man-hours per plane would 
be expended in Japan than in the United States, regardless of the 
amount _of learning transferred. 

( 

In short, it appears reasonable to conclude that a substantial amount 
of learning was transferred-enough so that the man-hours used on the 
first Ml-Il F-104 were 25 per cent Jess than those required for the first 
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LAC F-104. For the progran~. as a whole, the le11rning transferred saved] 
MHI about 10 per cent of th~ ma~-hours required by LAC for its first 
160 aircraft. :: ~ 

Addressing the second conwarison, i.e., between the man-hours used 
by MIU and those that-would have been required had the 160 F-104Js 
come off the LAC assembly :une, the problem is to compare the total 
MHI inan-hours for 160 ai~craft (6.9 million) with the total LAC 
would :I1ave required. tp prod_uce an additional .. 160 aircraft. Based on 
very lil!liled data about the :f-104G, the total output by LAC of all 
F-104 JUOdels at the ~~me of:.tra~fer, and LAC's rate of learning dis-
cussed ~arlier (78 per cent), we estimate that total LAC man-hours for 
an additional 160 a~_craft would have been ·3.7 million, or about 
23,000 man-hours per plane: On this basis it appears the MRI man-
hours were nearly twic~ what:LAC would have reqpired.20 

Even if Japanese production did require perhaps twice as many man-
hours, total labor costs appe.ar to have been lower. Although interna-
tional comparisons witli Japa_nese labor rates are tricky, knowledgeable 
Japanese officials believe that a good order of estimate might be about 
one-third the U.S. rates~· On tb"e basis of the total cost data fpr the F-104J 
program, this -estimate ;appear~ slightly high, or else our estimate of the 
man-hour requirement~ is slightty high, or most likely, both are high. 
Nonctlwless, the total cost figures to be discu~s6d shortly indicate that 
as orders of mngnitude, these estimates are credible. 

Technology transfer incurs .not only direct ~osts, sui::h as royalties and 
technical assistance payments~ but also the indirect costs associated with 
the loss of economies ,of scaie and with learning and schedu1ing. The 
direct costs can be estiinated -with some precision. For the F-1041 pro-
gram, for example, the direct: costs amounted t9 about 7.8 per cent of 
the price of the complete-airframe and engine. Technical assistance 
accounted for about a quarter of the direct costs. 

Indirect costs are h.11.rder to estimate. Splitting production between 
28 Actually, 87 per cent· greater, were such computational accuracy warranted: 

[(6.9 - 3.7)/3.7] = 87 per cent. The estimate of Lockheed man-hours is under-
st•~tcd f~r tw<> r.:asons. First, ii as~umcs a constant progress-r.urve slope; the curve 
nught have ftaw:ned out. .More important, with each new model of th.: F-104 at 
Lockheed, the progress ~~rve shifted ·upward. Undoubtedly, if the F-1041 had 
been produced in the Unltc:u Staies the man-hours for the first J version plane 
would have becn higher lhun the end-point of Lockheed's F-104 progress curve 
showu fqr the earlier period. · · ' . · 
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Case Studies 
two sources can affect production rates, lot sizes, and schedules. Each 
of these impacts affects production costs. 

The production rate or economies-of-scale effects and the schedule 
effects importantly govern the extent of the "hardcore" lists-the com-
ponents, parts, and materials imported. Extensive economies of scale 
or tight delivery schedules imply larger amounts of imports. 

Transplantation of technology will almost always entail some loss of 
learning due to lower total quantities of production at any single loca-
tion. This impact, however, can be lessened by the transfer of learning 
from the original producer to the technology -recipient. In the F-104J 
program, it appears that between 10 per cent and 25 per cent of Lock-
hee<fs progress-curve advantage was transferred to 1'._1itsubishi. 

Total cost of production 
Let us now examine the total cost of F-104Js to the Japanese gov-

ernment and compare it with the price Japan might have paid for 
finished airplanes in t_he United States. . 

It is well known that the Japanese co-production programs required 
more man-hours than would have been required in the United States. 
It is also well known that certain parts and'materials produced in Japan 
cost more than the U.S. counterparts. Furthermore, some investment 
and set-up costs were incurred that ·could have been avoided by pur-
chasing from a "hot" production line. As a result, i~ has been commonly 
assumed that the Japanese planes cost anywhere from 20 to 100 per 
cent more than they would have in the Uniled States. 'fhe actual cost 
d:tta for the F-104J program confute these common notions, however. 

In fact, no premium was paid. The Japanese obtained the planes at a 
lower cost than they would have paid in the \}nited States. 

The high materials costs for the F-1041 program appear to have been 
more than offset by the lower labor costs in Japan: Although it is 
impossible to estimate precisely the imI?act of the differences in factor 
prices, the figures in Table 13 indica!e that the factor-cost saving must 
have been large. 

Table 14 shows that in Japan for 160 aircraft the cost for an airframe 
was $620,000 as against a U.S. cost of $789,000 for an F-1040 bought 
in smaller lot sizes. For the engine, the Japanese cost was higher-
$232,000 compared with $184,000. Adding these two totals gives an 
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·_.;.TABLE 14 ~-

Co~parison. of U.S. anci ifivane~e Average Unit Production !: 
. Cost!/ for F-104 .4ircralt ~,-:· 
. (lh~~sunds of dollars) f: 

F-104 ~irframea 
J-79 engine 

Total 

., 
Jap-dnese Production· . 

(F.';104J :\ircrurL) 

.•. ..• 
~ .. ~ 

852 

U.S. ProducLion 
(F-1011 G Airc:ral't) 

789 
18-1 

937 

~In~ludes a!I iLems of i~:Stalled equipment other Lhan clcct.ronics. 
Inoludes Ptiyment§ to ~pckhecd for teehnicaJ assisLancc Lools 

dat~, ~nd cntuloging. shown·:~in Table 11! allocnted to 200 ni;fmmcs: 
[~elude<> paymenls Lo General Electric for Lechnical ns<>islnnce 

shown in Table 11, aHocnte1fto 250 engines. · -: . i . . 

F-104J unit cost of $S52,odq-about seven-eighths the U.S. price of a 
comparable plane. ·· .. · 

The Japanese costs· incltj~e. technical assistance ($20,800 for air-
frm~e, $1,100 per engine);'f'ights ($42,800 per airframe, $10,800 per 
c11g111e); tooling and starl-up costs (direct costs were about $41,000 
per airframe;); nnd all oth~r n:hmufocturing costs. The unit-cost estimates 
arc therefore slightly · exag~ernted, because none of these costs are 
allocat~d to the C-2 yrogr~m or spare parts production. The only 
identifiable cost not included·)s the fixed in~estment for the program; it 
was omitted because LAC ~-a~ some governm(!nt-furnished plant and 
equipment, and its facitities--\v~re used on programs other than the F-104 .. 
Therefore, it was not clear w~at the corresponding figure for the United 
States should be. Even Ieavi~g the F-104J costs unadjusted, however, 
and allocating all fixed inves~~ent earmarked for the F-104J pro!:,rram, 
lhe basic conclusion re!Ilains :ihe same. Allocating the investment wo~Jd 
increase the airframe ·c~st by".-$23,000 and the engine cost by $32,000. 
This total increase of $55,000 wquld give a total figure for the F-1-0-U 
of $907,000. This is still apprqximately 10 per cent below the price Lock-
heed charged for ihc F-104q~ · 
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Case St~dies 
Electronics are not included in the calculation for two reasons. First, 

they were not co-produced in Japan during the C-1 program, certainly 
not in the sense tliat airframes and engines were co-produced. Seconfi, 
the J and G versions of the F-104 diffe.r substantially in electronics, even 
though the planes are essentiaUy idep.tical in terms of airframes and 
engines. Since the C-1 electronics were imported, they do not affect 
the .cost comparison. 

Differences in factor prices tend to <;loud the issue. Nonetheless, quite 
apart from any beneficial effects to the Japanese aviation industry, it is 
clear that the decision to co-produce the airframe was economically 
advantageous for Japan. 

CONCLU$JONS 

. This paper has considered the c~sts of lntern~tional transfers of 
sophisticated technology. The reasons fo~ desiring su~h a transplantation 
a~e outside the scope of this analysis, but a few comments are in order. 
Most interfirm transfers, at least among firms in countries with developed 
economies, occur because a firm perceives some prpfit advantage from 
establishing a local production capabi)ity [7]. Some 1ransfers, of which 
the cases considered here are examples, occur for reasons other than 
simple, short-run economic gain. The exportation of United States aero-
space technology to Japan in the 1950's and 1960's resulted from 
Japan's military decisions and its poiitical climate.' There are military 
advantages to local production of weapons, but even more important in 
Japan's case was the political controv~rsy over importation of weapons. 
Because the aircraft manufactured in Japan were regarded as Japanese 
weapons, local support was generated. for Japan's military strategy and 
force-level decisions. · 

It turned out, at least in the F-104! case, that the transfers were also 
economicaUy advantageous. The costs'.of the Japanese-produced F-104Js 
were at least 10 per cent Jess than tQe probable cost had Japan bought 
the aircraft off the Lockheed production line. The benefits perceived 
when the decisions were made, however, were political rather than 
economic. 

Regardless of whether economic, political, sodnl, or· some mixture 
of factors lead a firm or government tQ consider substituting an importa-

,· 
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tion of"·teclmology for' an importation Qf p~odu~ts, the costs of transfer 
are a ~actor in. the decl.sion ~nd its outcome. These· costs depend upon 
the amc;mnt of technology trafi,sferred and the process of acquisition. 

At the start, costs depend qn whether the transfer is limited to system-
specific and firm-~pecific knowledge, or whether a substantial amount 
of general technology- is requi,red to establish the manufacturing capabil-
ity. ~f ·the firm or c~Qntry :·~lready possesses the general teclmology 
reqmrea to manufacture the woduct in question, transfer is likely to be 
relativ~ly inexpensive:_:.Tfans(ers involving· substantial amounts of gen~ 
eral technology· can be extremely expensive. 

Even if the transpl~tatioq· is limited to system-specific technofogy, 
transfe{ is not. an all~or-no~~ing matter .. The .ability to import com-
ponents, parts, and m~teri'!~~ provides ~<?nsiderable flexibility in the 
extent"of transfer. In the F-1J>4J case, for example, the technology for 
the airframe was su~stantia~!Y transferred early in the C-1 program. 
However, the transfer of tecpnology for the jet_ engine required prac-
tically all the C-1 proBram tQ. complete, and little or no manufactUring 
technology for the electronic~ gear was transferred. Japanese involve-
ment in elcctr!lnics co~sisted 9f assembly of components and parts. 

Transfer entails no( only a movement of ideas in the form of blue-
prints, drawings, and o~her data, but a movement of material and men. 
Put <lifferently, a transfer <;>f m~nufacturing technology for a sophisticated 
product usually involves n trahsfer of rights and data, a technical assist-
ance program, and material s~pport. The success and costs of a transfer 
are importnntly influenced, by ~he amount of each cla;s of support. 

ln the rights and data are3, tooling designs and related information 
are particularly important. M~~h of the original producer's technology 
imd learning advantages are ~mbeddcd in his tools and the changes he 
makes to these tools. Transf~r of tooling data, therefore, not only is 
essentiaJ to a technology trari~plantation, but it also influences the cost 
level that the new producer cap achieve relative to the original producer. 

Technical assistance is usually required since much technology, know-
how, or learning is embodied .in people rather than physical items. The 
amount and nature of .technical assistance vari~d considerably in the 
Japanese aerospace co-J?roduc~ion programs. The differences were partly 
related to the kind or ~mount .of technology transferred. System-specific 
knowledge seemed to r~quire ·much less pers~nai contact than did firm-
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specific or general technology. In part, .the differences appear to have 
reflected differences in corporate attitud~s towards technical assistance. 
Since technical assistance accounts for a relatively small part of the 
costs of transfer, however, generous provision of it would seem an 
appropriate transfer tactic. 

Material sQpport may involve furnishjng constructed tooling and other 
equipment, or it may be limited to h¥dcore imports of components, 
parts, and material. As we have seen, the hardcore list will contain items 
with opposite characteristics: low-cost, .sin:iple, standardized items on the 
one hand, and expensive, complex, and specialized items on the other. 
Decisions about the composition of thc'.hardcore list can obviously lead 
to importing too much or too little te~hnology, jud$ed either by the 
costs of transferring the technology or b.y the total costs of the resultant 
produets. 

Costs of transfer are both direct an~ indirect. Direct costs include 
royalties, technical assistance payments~ and similar e~penses. Indirect 
costs occur because the establishment of a new production source affects 
production rates, total quantities of production at a single location, and 
schedules. Put differently, there arc indirect cost impacts due to loss of 
scale or learning economies when prodµction is divided into two lo_ca-
tions. For the F-1041 the dir~ct costs amounted to about 7 .8 per cent of 
the sales price of the nircrnrt. Indirect costs are harder to estimate, but 
it is clear that much of their impact was lessened by a substantial trans-
fer of learning from Lockheed to lvJitsubishi. Analysis of the progress 
curvc.s of the two firms indicates that t?etween 10 per cent and 25 per 
cent of Lockheed's accumulated learnin~ was acquired by Mitsubishi as 
part of the technology transfer. 

The expense required to transplant kriowledge is a ninjor determinant 
of international flows of technology. This case study of intcrfirm transfers 
of the manufacturing technology for a sophisticate~ product among 
firms in countries with developed economies is, of course, only one of 
many types of technology transfer. Intrafirm transfers by multinational 
corporations, transfers from highly developed to less-developed coun-
tries, and transfers of less sophisticated technologies, all have special 
cost characteristics different from those for the United States-Japanese 
aerospace transfers in the I 950's and 1960's. Nonetheless, technology 
transfer will require a process basicall)' similar to that described here. 

. :· 

There will have to be trnnsfers of rights,:·data, technical assistance, and 
material· support. Thcs~ wilJ .be direct c9sts involved in payments for 
these transfers, as well .as indirect costs dq·e to losses of advantnges from 
economjes of scale and leanµng impacts. '1.fore knowledge about ~he 
process for ,international tran#ers of tecbnology and the cost relation-
ships involved should enhanc~· our understanding of international trade 
and investment and promote· fuore effective public and private policies 

l . 
toward trade and· investment. ;= · 
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER BY MULTINATIONAL 
FIRMS: THE RESOURCE COST OF TRANSFERRING 

TECHNOLOGICAL KNOW-HOW* 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The essence of modern economic growth is the increase in the stock of useful 
knowledge and the extension ofits application. Since the origins of technical and 
social innovations have never been confined to the borders of any one nation, the 
economic growth of all countries- depends to some degree on the successful 
application of a transnational stock of knowledge (Kuznets, 1966). In other 
words, the economic growth of every nation is inextricably linked to the successful 
international transfer of technology. Nevertheless, economists have been remark-
ably slow in addressing themselves to the economics of international technology 
transfer. The result is that "at both the analytic and factual level very little is 
known about the international transfer of knowhow" (Reynolds, 1966). 

This paper addresses itself to this need. The starting-point is Arrow's suggestion 
that the cost of communication, or information transfer, is a fundamental factor 
influencing the world-wide diffusion of technology (Arrow, 1969).1 The purpose 
of the paper is to examine the level and determinants of the costs involved in 
transferring technology. The value of the resources which have to be utilised to 
accomplish the successful transfer of a given manufacturing technology is used as 
a measure of the cost of transfer. The resource cost concept is therefore designed 
to reflect the case or difficulty of transferring technological know-how from manu-
facturing plants in one country to manufacturing plants in another. 

II. TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AND THE PRODUCTION OF KNOWLEDGE 

The literature on technological change recognises that it takes substantial 
resources to make a new process or product feasible (Mansfield, 1968). However, 
it is common to assume that the cdst of transferring the innovation to other firms 
is very much les8, so that the marginal costs of successive application is trivial 
compared to the average cost of research, development, and application. This 
paradigm is sometimes extended to international as well as domestic technology 
transfer (Rodriguez, 1975).2 Buttressing this view is a common belief that 

• The findings described in this paper resulted from research undertaken for my Ph.D. dissertation, 
"The Multinational Corporation and the Resource Cost of International Technology Transfer" 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Ballinger, 1976). The trenchant comments of Professor Edwin Mansfield were 
much appreciated during all phases of the study. My particular gratitude goes to the participating 
firms, without whose co-operation this paper would not have been possible. I should also like to acknow-
ledge the financial support provided for this study by the National Science Foundation, under a grant 
to Professor Edwin Mansfield of the University of Pennsylvania. 

1 Arrow asks: "If one nation or class has the' knowledge which enables it to achieve high produc-
tivity, why is not the other acquiring that information? .•• The problem turns on the differential between 
costs of communication within and between classes" (or nations). P. 33. 

1 "Transmission of technology between countries is assumed costless. Thus, it is possible for the 
[ 242 ] 
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technology is nothing but a set of blueprints that is usable at nominal cost to all. 
Nevertheless, it has been pointed out that generally "only the broad outlines of 
technical knowledge are codified by non-personal means of intellectual com-
munication, or communication by teaching outside the production process 
itself" (Berrill, 1964). The cost of transfer, which can be defined to include both 
transmission and absorption costs; may therefore be considerable when the 
technology is complex and the recipient firm does not have the capabilities to 
absorb the technology. The available evidence is unfortunately very sketchy. 
From the case studies of Mueller and Peck, Arrow inferred that transfer costs 
must be high (Arrow, 1962). From the Hall and Johnson study of the transfer -
of aerospace technology from the United States to Japan, it is not clear that this 
is true (Hall and Johnson, 19 70). Robinson believes that economists' views on 
transfer costs are exaggerated (Robinson, 1973) while Mansfield and Freeman 
take the opposite view (Freeman, 1965; Mansfield, I 973). The lack of compelling 
evidence is apparent, and the appeals for further research (Mansfield, 1974; 
UNCTAD, 1970) seem to be well founded~ 

lII. THE SAMPLE 

The domain of this study is the transfer of the capability to manufacture a product 
or process from firms in one country to firms in another. Consequently the trans-
fers can be considered as horizontal,1 and in the design phase.2 Data on 26. 
fairly recent international technology transfer projects were obtained. The 
proprietary nature of much of the data meant that sampling costs were high, 
which in turn severely limited the size of the sample that could be collected. 
All 26 transfers were conducted by firms which were multinational in the scope of 
th~ir manufacturing activity, although they varied considerably in sales value 
(10-20 billion U.S. dollars) and R & D expenditures (1·2-12·5 % of sales value). 
All had headquarters in the United States. The transferees were on the average 
much smaller and less research-intensive. In I 2 instances they were wholly owned 
subsidiaries of the transferor, in 8 instances the transferor and transferee were 
joint ventures partners, in 4 instances transfers were to wholly independent 
private enterprises, and the remaining 3 were to government enterprises. Table I 
shows that 1 7 of the projects fall into a broad category which will be labelled 
"chemicals and petroleum refining." The remaining 9 projects fall into a cate-
gory which will be labelled "machinery" .3 Table 1 also indicates the wide 
geographical dispersion of the transferees. 

country which owns the technology to operate a plant in a foreign country without any transfer of 
factors." P. 122. 

1 Horizontal transfer refers to the transfer of technical information from one project to another. It 
can be distinguished from vertical transfer, which refers to the transfer of technical information within 
the various stages of a particular innovation process, e.g. from the basic research stage to the applied 
research stage. 

1 For the distinctions between materials transfer, design transfer, and capacity transfer, sec Hayami 
and Ruttan (1971). 

1 Chemicals and petroleum refining thus embrace ISIC categories (United Nations, 1968), 351, 
353, and 356, while "machinery" embraces categories 381, 382, and 383. 
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Table 1 

Twenty-six Technology Transfer Projects: 3 Digit !SIC Category and Transferee Location 

"Machinery" --1 = 
"Chemicals and Petroleum Refining" 381: 383: 

tzl 
tzl fabricated 382: electrical C'l 

351: 353: 356: metal products machinery machinery, 0 
indwtrial petroleum plastic machinery and except ' appliances, z 

Location chemicals refineries products equipment electrical and supplies Total 0 
ts:: 

Canada .... 
0 0 0 3 C'l 

Northern and Western Europe 3 I 0 0 4 I 9 ...... 
Australia · 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 
Japan 3 0 0 0 I 0 4 c: 

:o;i Eastern Europe 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 z 
Latin America 3 0 0 0 0 4 > 
Asia (cxcludingjapan) 0 I 0 0 0 I 2 t"' 
Africa 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 13 3 5 3 26 

h:rr .; ... ym717' 31 
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IV. DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER COSTS 

An economic definition of transfer cost is developed below. The emphasis is on 
the resources which must be utilised to transfer technological know-how. Of 
course royalty costs or rents must be incurred merely to secure access to the 
technology, but these costs are not the focus of attention of this paper.1 In order 
to appreciate the import of the definition that will be presented, a distinction 
must first be made between two basic forms in which technology can be trans-
ferred. The first form embraces physical items such as tooling, equipment, and 
blue prints. Technology can be embodied in-these objects. The second form of 
technology is the information that must be acquired if the physical equipment 
or "hardware" is to be utilised effectively. This information relates to methods 
of organisation and operation, quality control, and various other manufacturing 
procedures. The effective conveyance of such "peripheral" support constitutes 
the crux of the process of technology transfer, and it typically generates the 
associated information flows. It is towards discovery of the cost of transfer of this 
"unembodied " 2 knowledge that the attention is directed. 

Technology transfer costs are therefore defined as the costs of transmitting and 
absorbing all of the relevant unembodied knowledge. The costs of performing 
the various activities which have to be conducted to ensure the transfer of the 
necessary technological know-how will represent the cost of technology transfer.3 

Clearly, a great many skills from other industries (e.g. design engineering) will 
be needed for plant design, plant construction, and equipment installation. 
However, not all of these skills will have to be transferred to ensure the success 
of the project. As defined, the costs of transfer clearly do not include all of the costs 
of establishing a plant abroad and bringing it on stream. 

The definition of transfer costs presented at the conceptual level can be trans-
lated into operational measures by considering the nature of a given project 
activity. At the operational level the subset of project costs identified as transfer 
costs fall into four groups. The first group is the cost of pre-engineering techno-
logical exchanges. During these exchanges the basic characteristics of the 
technology are revealed to the transferee, and the necessary theoretical insights 
are conveyed. The second group of costs included are the engineering costs 
associated with transferring the process design and the associated process 
engineering' in the case of process innovations, or the product design and produc-
tion engineering> in the case of product innovations. If the technology has already 

1 Many observers f'quate the cost of technology with royalty fees (Mason, 1973; Gillette, 1973). 
-Royalty costs arc considered in the dissertation from which this paper was taken. 

• Uncmbodied knowledge is the term used here to denote knowledge not embodied in capital goods, 
blueprints, and technical specifications, etc. 

•.All of the relevant costs are included, irrespective of which entity initially or eventually incurs 
them. 

4 Process engineering for continuous flow technology involves the compilation of flow diagrams, 
heat balances, control instrumentation, etc. It can be distinguished from detailed engineering which ' 
involves the translation and elaboration of the process engineering into a manufacturing facility. 

1 Production engineering for a specified item can be divided into two phases: production design and 
process planning. Production design is the modification of the functional design in order to reduce 
manufacturing CO!ots. (Functional product design is the design of a product to fulfil certain specifications 
an.cl requirements.) Given the design, process planning for manufacture must be carried out to specify, 
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been commercialised,1 transmission may simply involve transferring existing 
drawings and specifications with the minimum of modification. However, the 
process of absorption may be more difficult, requiring the utilisation of consider-
able consulting or advisory resources. "Engineering" costs not falling into the 
specified categories 2 are excluded from transfer costs. The excluded engineering 
costs are essentially the plant or detailed engineering costs, net of advisory or 
consulting costs. This residual is assumed to correspond with routine drafting 
costs. Routine drafting is generally performed by technicians under the super-
vision of engineers. Drafting skills dg not have to be transferred for the viability 
of the project to be assured. Accordingly, drafting is not considered to represent 
a transfer activity.a 

The third group of costs are those ofR & D personnel (salaries and expenses) 
during all phases of the transfer project. These are not the R & D costs associated 
with developing the underlying process or product innovations. Rather, they 
are the R & D costs associated with solving unexpected problems and adapting 
or modifying the technology. For instance, research scientists may be utilised 
during the transfer if new and unusual technical problems are encountered' with 
the production inputs. These R & D costs are generally small or non-existent for 
international transfers falling into the "design transfer" category. 

The fourth group of costs are the pre-start-up training costs and the "excess 
manufacturing costs". The latter represent the learning and debugging costs 
incurred during the start-up phase, and before the plant achieves the design. 
performance specifications. It is quite possible that no marketable output will 
be produced during the initial phases of the start-up. Nevertheless, normal 
labour, materials, utilities, and depreciation costs will be incurred, together with 
the costs of the-extra supervisory personnel that will inevitably be required to 

in careful detail, the processes required and their sequence. The production design first sets the minimum 
possible costs that can be achieved through the specification of materials, tolerances, ba.•ic configurations, 
methods of joining parts, etc. Process planning then attempts to achieve that minimum through the 
specification of processes and their sequence to meet the exacting requirements of the design specifica-
tions. The accepted end-point for production design is manifested by the drawing release. Process 
planning takes over from this point and develops the broad plan of manufacture of the part or product. 
A distinction can also be drawn between process planning and the layout of the physical facilities. 
Some process planning will take place during the layout phases of the design of a production system, 
Process plans can be regarded as inputs to the development of a layout. (McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia. 
196o.) 

1. An innovation is said to have been commercialised if it has already been applied in a facility of 
economic size which is essentially non-experimental in nature. Thus pilot plant or prototype application 
is not considered to represent commercialisation. 

1 These categories are (a) process or design engineering costs and related consultation for process 
innovations or (b) production engineering expenses for product innovations; and (c) costs of engineering 
supervision and consiiltation (salaries plus travel and living) for the plant engineering. 

a Drafting costs can be considered an implementation cost rather than a transfer cost, the implica-
tion being that if the host country does not have these skills, the viability and cost of the project is 
unlikely to be affected. The advisory and consulting costs, on the other hand, represent transfer costs 
since these activities are necessary if the technology is to be adjusted to the local circumstance and 
requirements. Clearly, if an existing plant was to be duplicated in its own environment, consulting 
costs could be expected to go to zero, whereas routine drafting would still have to be performro. 

4 Referring to process technologies, it is possible that differences in feedstocks amongst various 
locations may create problems that only research scientists can effectively handle. Similarly, changes in 
atmospheric conditions or water supply could have unexpected consequences for some highly complex 
processes. 
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assist in the start-up. The operating losses incurred during initial production are 
very often a close approximation to excess manufacturing costs.1 

V. TRANSFER COSTS: DATA AND HYPOTHESES 

1. The Level of Transfer Costs 
The above definition was used to calculate the transfer costs for 26 projects. The 
results are presented in Table 2. The costs are given in absolute dollars, and then 
normalised by total project costs. 2 For the sample as a whole, transfer costs average 
19 % of total project costs. Clearly, the data do not support the notion that 
technology is a stock of blueprints usable at nominal cost to all. Nevertheless, 
there is considerable variation in the sampl~ data, with transfer costs ranging 
from 2 % to 59 % of total project costs. The number of factors influencing transfer 
costs is undoubtedly very great,3 but some factors are likely to have a more 
pervasive influence than others. The discussion to follow is restricted to hypo-
theses for which statistical testing is feasible, given the available data. Two 
groupings of testable hypotheses can be identified: characteristics of the techno-
logy/transferor, and characteristics of the transferee/host country. 

2. Technology/Transferor Characteristics 
A critical factor in the transfer of technology is the extent to which the technology 
is completely understood by the transferor. The number of manufacturing 
start-ups' or applications which the transferor has already conducted with 
a specific technology can be used as an index of this knowledge.5 An increase in 
the number of applications is likely to lower transfer costs since with each start-up 
additional knowledge about the technology is acquired. Since no two manu-
facturing start-ups are identical, each start-up provides the firm with the oppor-
tunity to observe the effects of different operating parameters and differences in 
equipment design. Each application can be regarded as a new experiment which 

1 An important consideration is the extent to which excess manufacturing costs correctly reflect 
technology transfer costs rather than the costs of discovcriiig and overcoming the idiosyncrasies of a new 
plant. One way to confront this issue is to consider the level of excess manufacturing costs when an 
absolutely identical plant is constructed in a location: adjacent to an existing plant. Further, assume the 
second plant embodies the same technology as the first plant, and the labour force from the first is 
transferred to the second for the purpose of performing the manufacturing start-up. The assumption is 
that under these circumstances excess manufacturing costs in the second plant will be zero, or very 
nearly so. The correctness of this assumption was corroborated by a subsample of project managers 
subsequently questioned about this matter. The postulated circumstance would be identical to shutting 
down the first plant and then starting it up again. Some excess manufacturing costs might be incurred 
during the initial hours of operation if the plant embodies flow process technology. (For the projects in 
the sample the average duration of the manufacturing start-up was 8·2 months.) However, these costs 
are unlikely to be of sufficient magnitude to challenge the validity of classifying excess manufacturing 
costs as a component of technology transfer costs. 

1 Total project costs arc measured according to the inside boundary limits definition commonly 
employed by project accountants. Installations outside the plant perimeter are thereby excluded. 

1 For a broader view of the spectrum of hypotheses, see the author's Ph.D. dissertation. 
4 Manufacturing start-ups arc synonymous with the number of applications of the technology. If 

a new plant is built for each application, it would also by synonymous with the number of plants that 
arc built which utilise the technology. 

1 Corporations engaged in technology transfer ventures not grounded on their own technology are 
known to have encountered massive transfer problems and costs. 
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yields new information and new experience.1 Transfer will be facilitated the 
more fully the technology is understood. Besides these engineering economies, 
additional applications provide expanded opportunities for the pre-start-up 
training of the labour force. Clearly, ifidentical or similar plants exist elsewhere, 

Table 2 

Sample Data on the Resource Costs of Technolopy Transfer: 26 International Projects 

Chemicals and Petroleum Refining 

Transfer costs: 
Transfer costs: dollar amount 
dollar amount total project 

(thousands) cost 

49 18 
185 8 
683 II 

137 17 

449 8 
362 7 
643 6 
75 10 

78o 13 
2,142 6 

161 2 
sS6 7 

877 7 
66 4 

2,850 19 
7.425 22 

3,341 4 

Machinery 

Transfer costs: 
dollar amount 

(thousands) 

555 
1,530 

33 
968 

Transfer costs: 
dollar amount 

total project 
cost 

10 
42 
59 
24 

45 

then experienced operators from these plants can be used to assist the start-up 
in the new plant. In addition, untrained operators can be brought into existing 
plants for pre-start-up training .. 

The second variable to be considered is the age of the technology. The age of 
the technology is defined as the number of years since the beginning of the first 
commercial application of the technology2 anywhere in the world, and the end3 

of the technology transfer programme. The age of an innovation will determine 
the stability of the engineering designs and the transferor's knowledge of the 
manufacturing procedures. The older the technology, ceteris paribus, then the 
greater have been the opportunities for interaction between the development 
groups and the manufacturing and operating groups within the firm. Problems 

1 The first application represents first commercialisation of the technology. This will result in the 
creation of a set of basic engineering drawings and specifications. Duplication and alteration of these 
for subsequent start-ups will involve a modest cost compared to the initial cost of constructing them. 

1 If there is more than one key innovation embodied in the technology, then the date of commercial 
application of the most recent key innovation is the reference date. 

1 Age is defined up to the end of the transfer programme since any knowledge about the technology 
acquired up to this point is potentially useful for the transfer. For the very first start-up, age will be the 
length ot: the transfer minus the development overlap. 
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stand a better chance.of already being ironed out, and the drawings are likely to 
be more secure. Further, since technology is not embodied in drawings alone, 
there is a great deal of uncodified information - the relevant "art". This kind 
of knowledge is carried by the supervisors, engineers, and operators. As the age 
of the technology increases, more individuals in the firm have the opportunity to 
acquire this non-codified information, and hence are potentially available to 
assist in the transfer. There will, however, be some point after which greater age 
will begin to increase the cost of transfer. When the length of stay of corporate 
personnel begins to be outstripped by the age of technology, then the non-
codified dimensions of design knowledge may be lost to the firm.1 · 

It is necessary to distinguish the cost reduytions resulting from additional 
start-ups from the cost reductions resulting from greater age of the technology. 
For continuous flow technologies, additional applications of an innovation in 
entirely new plants will allow experimentation with scale and with the basic 
parameters of the design. This will generate a greater understanding of the 
technology. On the other hand, greater age, given the number of applications 
or start-ups, generally permits experimentation only with operating parameters, 
the design of the plant remaining fixed throughout. 

The third tecfinology variable to be considered is the number affirms utilising 
the technology, or one that is "similar and competitive". This is taken to 
represent the degree to which the innovation and the associated manufacturing 
technology is already diffused throughout the industry. The greater the number 
of firms with the same or similar and competitive technology, then the greater 
the likelihood that technology is more generally available, and can therefore 
be acquired at lower cost.2 

These technology variables and the attendant hypotheses begin to take on some 
extra significance when viewed together. Taken singly they define the technology 
to only a limited degree. Together, they hypothesise, ceteris paribus, that the most 
difficult and hence costly technology to transfer is characterised by very few 
previous applications, a short elapsed time since development, and limited 
diffusion. Technology displaying such charac'teristics can be termed "leading-
edge" technology. "Leading-edge" technology is likely to be in a state of flux; 
the engineering drawings will be constantly altering, thus frustrating the transfer. 
In comparison, state-of-the-art technology is hypothesised, ceteris paribus, to 
involve lower transfer costs since the engineering drawings are more likely to be 
finalised and the fundamentals of the technology stand a better chance of being 
more fully understood. 

1 In the limit, the firm could terminate its utilisation of a particular technology, and the non-
coclified information associated with it could be gradually lost for ever as the technology becomes 
historic. Further, the drawings associated with technology that is very old may suffer from so many 
small alterations that the very essence of even the codified technology may become quite obscure. 
Since none of the technology transfer projects in the sample were historic in the above sense, the relevant 
range of the hypothesised age-transfer cost function involves an inverse relationship between the age 
of the technology and the cost of transfer. 

1 An identification problem may exist here because more firms may have applied the technology 
because the transfer cost is low. 
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3. Transferee and Host Country Characteristics 
The technical and managerial competence of the transferee will be presented 
as an important determinant of the ease with which technology can be absorbed. 
The years of manufacturing experience of the transferee in a given 4-digit !SIC 
industry (United Nations, 1968) is used as an index of the extent to which 
managers, engineers, and operators have command over the general manufactur-
ing skills of an industry. A firm skilled in the manufacture of a group of products 
is likely to have less difficulty absorbing a new innovation in that industry group 
than is the firm which has had no previQus experience manufacturing products 
in a particular industry group (Rawski, 1975)· Older enterprises, with their 
skilled manufactnring personnel, seem more likely to be able to understand and 
apply codified knowledge to the manufacture of a new product, or the utilisation 
of a new process.1 

Another variable to be considered is the size of the transferee. Although less 
compelling, the reasoning behind the hypothesis that transfer costs decline with 
firm size is that larger firms generally have a wider spectrum of technical and 
managerial talent which can be called on for assistance during the trarisfer. 
A small firm may be technically and managerially quite competent yet unable 
to absorb new technology easily because of the extra demands placed on its 
scarce managerial and technical manpower. Consultants may have to be engaged 
by the smaller firms to perform tasks that are typically handled internally in 
larger firms. 

A third variable considered is the R & D activity of the transferee. When 
unusual technical problems are unexpectedly encountered, an in-house R & D 
capability is likely to be of value. Oshima has argued that the R & D_capability 
of Japanese firms facilitated the low-cost importation of foreign technology by 
Japanese firms (Oshima, 1973)· The R & D to sales ratio of the transferee is 
taken as an index of its R & D capability, and an Inverse relationship between 
this and transfer cost is postulated. · 

The final variable considered is desigp.ed to reflect the level of development of 
the host country infrastructure, which is hypothesised to be a determinant of the 
cost of transfer. For example, the level of skill formation in the host country will 
influence the amount and type of training that the labour force will require. 
Similarly, if the new venture is to acquire its inputs domestically, the quality 
of the inputs available will undoubtedly influence the level of start-up costs. 
There are many other considerations of similar kind which could be discussed. 
However, the high degree of cross-sectional collinearity between indices of 
development (Kuznets, 1966) makes the identification of separate effects statisti-
cally difficult. However, GNP per capita, a measure of productive capacity, can 

1 According to Rawski, recent experience of the People's Republic of China shows that during at -
least some phases of industrialisation, production experience may be a key determinant of the level and 
fungibility of industrial skills. Rawski notes that "with their skilled veteran workers and experienced 
technical persons, old industrial bases and old enterprises find it easier to tackle complicated technical 
problems than new enterprises and new industrial bases. With these advantages, it is the established 
centers which are oot able to copy foreign equipment samples, to extract useful information from 
foreign technological publications, and to apply it to current domestic problem areas." (Rawski ( 1975), 
p. 386.) 
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be expected to capture some of the above considerations, and it will be used in 
this study as an index of economic development. A negative relationship between 
transfer cost and GNP/per capita is postulated.1 

VI. DETERMINANTS OF THE COST OF INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGY 
TRANSFER: TESTS AND RESULTS 

1. The Model 
The basic model to be tested is 

Ci = f( lJi, Gi, E,, Ri, S,, ~. ~. Z,), (I) -
where Ci is the transfer cost divided by the total project cost for the ith transfer; 
lJi is the number of previous applications or start; ups that the technology of the 
ith transfer has undergone by the transferor;2 Gi 'is the age of the technology in 
years; E, is the number of years of manufacturing experience that the recipient 
of the ith transfer has accumulated; R, is the ratio of research and development 
to sales for the recipient of the ith transfer, calculated for the year the transfer 
commenced; S, is the volume of sales, measured in millions of dollars, of the 
recipient of the ith transfer;~ is the number of firms identified by the transferor 
as having a technology that is identical or "technically similar and economically 
competitive" to the technology underlying the ith transfer; ~ is the level of 
GNP per capita of the host country (International Bank, 1973); z, is the random 
error term for the ith transfer. The expected derivatives are: 

o~ o~ a~ o~ o~ o~ 
olJi < 0

' ec, < 0
• oEi < 0

• o~ < 0
• es, < 0

• o~ < 0
• 

Since one of the best tests of any hypothesis is to look for the convergence of 
independent lines of evidence, the testing of this model will proceed in two phases. 
First, cross-section data on 26 completed projects is utilised in a linear version 
of the model estimated by ordinary least-squares procedures. Secondly, cost 
estimates provided by project managers for comparable projects are pooled to 
test a more specific non-linear version of the model. 

2. Statistical Tests: Phase I 
The model to be tested is 

C, = a0 +a1 U. +a2 G, +a3 & +a4~+a5S, +as~+~~ +z,, (2) 

where V, is a dummy variable taking the value I if the transfer represents the 
first manufacturing start-up, and zero otherwise. U. is used rather than lJi. for 
empirical reasons, since the first start-up is often of critical importance. The 
sample was dichotomised because of the large differences between continuous 
flow process technology, and product technology. One category includes 
chemicals and petroleum refining and the other includes machinery (see Table 1 ). 

1 The sample did not include countries where high GNP statistics were grossly dependent on oil 
revenues. 

1 The number of previous manufacturing start-ups was significant in Phase r only when it was 
included as a dummy variable taking the value r if there had been no previous manufacturing start-ups 
of this technology by the transferring firm, and zero otherwise. 

' 
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The results in J'able 3 indicate that in chemicals and petroleum refining 
~. Jli, and E, are significant at the 0·05 level and carry the expected signs. In 
the machinery category the variables ~' Gi, and E, all carry the expected signs 
and are significant at the 0·05 level.~ and E, are thus significant in both industry 

Table 3 
Regression of Coe.fficzents. and t Statistics in Regression 

Equations to Explain C ( The Cost of Transfer) 

Chemicals and 
petrole~ rcfuUng Machinery 

Independent variable Equation (1)* Equation (2)* Equation (1)* Equation (2)• 

Constant 12·79 13·42 16·67 65·98 

Novelty dummy variable Uf 
(6°82) (6·98) (8·27) (6·60) 
6·73 6-11 1·62 

(1·92) (1·75) (0·15) 
Number of firms variable -0·37 -0·39 -1·29 -i-::16 

(-2·06) (-2·22) (-2·28) (-1·95) 
Age of technology -2·43 -2·35 

variable (years) (-3·53) (-2·51) 
Experience of transference variable -0·09 -o·o8 -0·84 -0·85 

(years in 4-digit ISIC) (-1·66) (-1·42) (-3·37) (-2·95) 
Size of transferee variable (thousands -o·ooog 
of dollars of sales) (-1·18) 

Number of observations 17 17 9 9 
Rt 0·56 0·61 0·78 0·78 
F 5·66 4·73 6-oo 3·22 
Significance level of F 0·01 0·02 0·04 0·12 

• Omitted coefficient indicates variable dropped from the regression equation. 
t Note 2, p. 251. 

groupings, strongly supporting the hypothesis that transfer costs decline as the 
number of firms with identical or "similar and competitive" technology 
increases, and as the experience of the transferee increases. However, R, and~ 
were not significant in any of the equations, and although s., carries the expected 
sign and approaches significance in one of the regressions it is not possible to be 
more than 85 % sure that the sign is correct or that the coefficient is different 
from zero.1 

1 Multicollinearity docs not appear to be a serious problem in any of the equations. Correlations 
amongst pairs of the independent variables were never significant at the 0·05 level. The stability of the 
ttgrcssion coefficients further suggests that multicollinearity is not a serious problem. Dummy variables 
were introduced to test for the effects of the organisational relationship between transferor and trans· 
fcrce (affiliate/non affiliate, public enterprise/private enterprise), but they were not found to be statistic· 
ally significant determinant of transfer costs. Application of a forward step by step procedure did not 
reveal a preferred subset of variables. However, it is possible that the correct model is the simultaneous 
equation model Ci = f(N,, .•• ), N, = f (C,, ... ). To eliminate simultaneous equation bias it would be 
desirable to use a two-stage procedure. A predictor of N could first be obtained by regressing N, on 
arguments other than c,. This could then be used as an argument in the transfer cost regression. It was 
not possible to obtain a good predictor of N using the available cross-section data, so this procedure was 
not employed. Consistency was sacrificed for efficiency. It is therefore possible that simultaneous 
equation bias remains in the model. Therefore, the estimates of the parameters may not be consistent. 
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The results therefore generally support the hypotheses advanced earlier, but 

there are differences in the size of coefficients as well as in the specification of the 
equations between the industry groups. In particular, the novelty variable tJi is 
significant in chemicals and petroleum refining, but insignificant in machinery. 
The converse is true for the age variable Gi. The reason may be that there exists 
relatively less latitude for production experimentation with continuous flow 
process technology than with product technology. Once the plant is constructed, 
the extent to which the design parameters can be changed is rather minimal 
because of the degree ofinterdependence in the production system. In compari-
son, many product technologies allow greater-design flexibility. Innumerable 
small changes to the technology are very often possible without massive recon-
struction of the plant. It is also of interest that ~he coefficient of the experience 
variable Ei is considerably larger in machinery than in chemicals and petroleum 
refining. This is consistent with other findings that reveal important learning 
economies in fabrication and assembling (Tilton, 1971). 

3. Statistical Tests: Phase II 
The above analysis is handicapped by the small sample size and the very high 
costs ofadding additional observations. Limited variation in exogenous variables 
coupled with the problem of omitted variables can imply difficulties with bias 
and identification. For the projects in the sample, a procedure was therefore 
devised to hold the missing variables constant while generating large variation in 
the exogenous variables. The respondent firms were asked to estimate how the 
total transfer costs would vary for each project if one particular exogenous 
variable happened to take a different value, assuming all other variables remain 
constant. The responses were taken into account only if the exercise generated 
circumstances within the bounds of an executive's experience. Given these 
limitations, the change specified was quite large in order to provide a robust 
sample. Generally the actual value of a selected variable was hypothesised first 
to halve and then to double. The estimated impact on transfer costs was noted. 
The exercise was performed for the following ini:lependent variables: the number 
of applications or start-ups that the technology has undergone; the age of the 
technology; the number of years of previous manufacturing experience possessed 

. by the transferee in a given four-digit industry; the research and development 
expenditures to sales ratio for the transferee; the size (measured by sales value) 
of the transferee. For each variable this exercise generated at most three observa-
tions (including the actual) or transfer costs for each project. Pooling across 
projects produces enough observations for ordinary least-squares regression 
analysis. 

The estimation procedure is commenced by assuming that the shape of the 
cost function can be represented by the following relatively simple but quite 
specific equation 

~ = V e91XJ. (3) 

C is the estimated transfer cost as a percentage of total project cost, X represents 
the value of various independent variables,j refers to thejth observation. 
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With this specification, the transfer cost for a project asymptotically approaches 
a minimum non-z~ro value as the value of each X increases. That is, as X goes to 
infinity, C goes to V. Therefore Vis the minimum transfer cost with respect to 
the X variable. However, there is no maximum cost asymptote for the range of the 
data, The expression for the elasticity of transfer cost with respect to Xis given by 

(4) 

Thus for a specified value of X, the elasticity of transfer cost with respect to Xis 
determined by <f>. Hence the elasticity depend~ only on </> and X. Ih order to 
estimate the function, the log of the arguments in (3) are taken: 

log CJ = log V +; , 
i 

(5) 

Dummy variables are used to pool the observations across projects. Inclusion 
of dummy variable!! allows the minimum cost asymptote to vary from project to 
project. It is assumed that </> is constant across projects. These as~umptions 
provide a pooled sample with intercepts which vary across projects. 

Ordinary least-sqmfres regressions of log C1 on the dummy variables and 1/X1 
then pr't>ceedeq for five different X variables, and for five data sets. These were: 
total transfers; transfers within the chemical and petroleum refining category; 
transfers in the machinery category; transfers of chemicals and petroleum refining 
technology to developed countries; and transfers of chemical and petroleum 
r~fining technology toles~ developed countries.I The Chow test (Chow, 1960) 
of equality betweeh sets of coefficients in two linear regressions revealed that the 
separation of the sample along industry lines was valid, except for the research 
and development variable. However, there was rto statistically valid reason for 
disaggregating the chemical and petroleum refining subsample according to 
differences in GNP per capita in the host countries. 

The results of the estimatiQn are contained in Table 4. The high R2 values are 
partly because the large acros5:.project variation in costs is being captured by the 
projeet dummies. The intercept term was ~ways highly significant and the 
coefficients ori all .the dummies were significantly different from each other. All 
of the coefficients arc significantiy greater than zero at t4e 0·20 level and the age 
of the technology, the number of manufacturing start-ups, transferee size and 
experience achieve at least the 0·05 significance level in one or other of the 
subsamples. In several cases the c<>cfficients are highly significant, providing 
str:ong statistical support for the hypotheses that have been advanced. The 
number of previous applications once again has a sizeable impacL Diffusion and 
manufacturing experience are particularly important in the machinery category. 

The calculation of elasticities allows interpretation and comparisons of esti-
mated effects. Average or point elasticities for some typical sample values of X 
are presented in Table 5. These estimates suggest that in the chemicals and 
petroleum-refining category, the second start-up could lower transfer costs by 

1 A purely arbitrary classification was used where less developed countries were defined as those 
with GNP/pn capita less than $1,000. 
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34 % over the first start-up, other variables held constant. The corresponding 
change for conducting a third start-up is 19 %. The other elasticities can be 
interpreted similarly. 

Table 4 
Estimated values of ¢ (obtained from regressing log C1 on log V + ¢/ X1) together with 
corresponding I-statistics, sample size, degrees of freedom, and coefficient of determination R2 

Sample Degrees of 
Variable "' I-statistic size freedom R• 

Start-ups 
o·4'i Chemicals and petroleum 4·23 45 25 0·92 

refining 
Machinery 0·19 1·76 20 10 0·91 

Age 
Chemicals and petroleum 0·04 1·29 47 30 o·Sg 

refining 
Machinery 0·41 2·19 21 13 0·94 

Experience 
Chemicals and petroleum 0·007 0·85 52 33 0·78 

refining 
Machinery 0-57 6·o8 23 14 0·91 

Size 
Chemicals and petroleum o·oo8 1·17 54 35 0·88 
refining 

Machinery o·o81 5·18 17 10 0·99 
R & D sales 

Total sample o·o6 1·sS 59 30 o·go 

VII. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN INTERNATIONAL AND 
DOMESTIC TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 

Although this is primarily a study of international technology transfer, it is 
apparent that many of the characteristics of international technology transfer 
are also characteristic of the technology transfer that occurs within national 
borders, but there are differences. For instance, distance and communication 
costs very often differentiate international from domestic transfers. Although the 
communications revolution of the twentieth century has enormously reduced 
the barriers imposed by distance,1 the costs of international communication are 
often significant.2 Language differences can also add to communication costs, 
especially if the translation of engineering drawings is required. The experience 
of Polyspinners Ltd at Mogilev in the Soviet Union (Jones, 1973) is ample 
testimony to the extra costs that can be encountered.3 International differences 
in units of measurements and engineering standards can compound the problems 
encountered (Meursinge, 1971). Additional sources of difficulty are rooted in 

1 Facsimile equipment exists which can be used to transmit messages and drawings across the 
Atlantic instantaneously. 

1 One of the participating companies indicated that travel, telegraph, freight, and insurance added 
about 103 to the total cost of a project established in New Zealand. 

1 The project manager estimated that documentation alone cost £500,000, and the translation 
a simiiar amounL 
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the cultural and attitudinal differences between nations, as well as differences in 
the level of economic development and the attendant socioeconomic structure. 

It is ofinterest to know the magnitude and determinants of the" international 
component" of the transfer cost. Unfortunately, foreign and domestic transfers 

Table 5 
Arc or Point Elasticity of Transfer <;osts With Respect to Number of Start-ups, 

Age of Technology, Experience, Size and R & D/Sales of Transferee 

Chemicals and 
Independent variable petroleum refining Machinery 

0

Arc elasticity 
Number of start-ups 

1--2 0·34 0·14 
2-3 0•19 o·o8 
:t-4 0·13 0·05 
g-10 0·05 0·02 

14-15 0•03 0·01 
Age of technology Point elasticity 

(years) 
0·04 0·41 

2 0·02 0·20 
3 0·01 0·14 

10 o·oo 0·04 
20 o·oo 0·02 

Experience of Point elasticity 
transferee (years) 

I 0·007 0·57 
2 0·003 0·28 
3 0•002 0·19 

1,0 0·001 o·o6 
20 o·ooo 0·03 

Size of transferee Point elasticity 
(millions of sales dollars) 

1·0 o·oo8 o·o81 
10 0·001 o-oo8 
20 o·ooo 0·004 

100 0-000 0·001 
1000 o·ooo o·ooo 

R & D/Salcs of transferee Total sample 
(%) point elasticity 

I o·o6 
2 0·03 
3 C>-02 
4 0·01 
5 0·01 
6 0·01 

are rarely identical in scope or in timing, and so it is not possible to gather , 
comparative data on implemented projects at home and abroad. It was there-
fore found necessary to rely on estimates provided by the firms involved in inter-
national transfers. For the projects in the sample, project managers were asked 
to estimate the dollar amount by which transfer costs would be different if the 
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international transfers in the sample had occurred domestically, holding firm 
and technology characteristics constant. The procedure was designed to highlight 
the effects of country characteristics such as differences in language, differences 
in engineering and measurement standards, differences in economic infra-
structure and business environment, and geographical distance from the trans-
feror. The international component of the transfer cost for the projects in the 
sample could be obtained by subtractfog the estimated transfer cost from the 

Table 6 
International Component* of 1Transfer Cost 

Chemicals and petroleum refining Machinery 

Dollar amount 
(thousands) 

3·03 
o·oo 

-12·81 
43·go 

O•OO 

5•17 
132·75 

o·oo 
342·00 

0"00 
o·oo 
o·oo 

-10•77 
-50·16 

0"00 
637·32 
-1·33 

1,723·81 
1,370·25 

524·25 

& % of actual 
transfer cost 

6·07 
O·OO 

-1·87 
31·00 
o·oo 
1·42 

20·63 
o·oo 

43·84 

o·oo 
-6·66 
-8·52 

72·6o 
-1·99 
6o·48 
18·45 
15·69 

Dollar amount 
(thousands) 

35·55 
-399·37 

5o·o6 
830·70 
-4·59 
226·8o 

0·67 
-134·40 

34·g8 

Ats % of actual 
transfer cost 

17·88 
-110·93 

4·93 
14·20 

-0·02 
14·82 

1·99 
13·87 
12·95 

• Amount of actual transfer costs attributable to the fact that transfer was international rather 
than domestic. (Accordingly negative values indicate that firms estimated that transfer costs would 
be higher had the transfer been domestic.) In general, these numbers were derived from taking the 
weighted average of estimated changes in the various identifiable components of transfer costs. 

actual transfer cost. The data, contained in Table 6, reveal that the difference 
in cost is not always positive. This indicates that in at least some of the cases, the 
international transfer of an innovation was estimated to cost less than a com-
parable domestic transfer. This may seem paradoxical at first, given that inter-
national technology transfer generally augments the transfer activities that have 
to beperformed.1 An analysis ofthedeterminantsofthe international component 
of transfer costs may yield an explanation. 

Several hypotheses are presented and tested. The first is that the difference is 

1 The source of the apparent paradox may be differences in labour costs. Nevertheless, the identifica-
tion . of the transfer for \l.hich international transfer costs less than domestic transfer is an issue of 
importance. 
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large and positive when the technology has not been previously commercialised. 
National boundaries are often surrogates for cultural and language barriers, 
differences in methods and standards of measurement, and distance from the 
home country. During first commercialisation of a product or process, there are 
generally enormous information flows across the development-manufacturing 
interface. The hypothesis is that placing a national boundary at this interface 
can complicate matters considerably, and escalate the_costs enormously. The 
second hypothesis is that transfers to government enterprises in centrally planned 
economies will involve higher transfer CGsts. Transferors can expect numerous 
delays and large documentation requirements (Jones, 1973). The third hypo-
thesis is that the less the diffusion of the technology, measured as befoi;-e by the 
number of firms utilising the innovation, the greater the positive differential 
associated with international technology transfer. The fourth hypothesis is that 
whereas, in general, low levels of economic development are likely to add to 
transfer costs because of inadequacies in the economic infrastructure, this may 
be more than oflSet, in some circumstances, by low labour costs. Labour costs 
can have a substantial impact on excess manufacturing costs, especially in 
relatively labour intensive industries. Since machinery manufacture is relatively 
labour intensive, the hypothesis is that the GNP per capita in the host country is 
positively related to the transfer cost differential in this classification, but is 
negatively associated with the differential in the chemicals and petroleum 
refining category. 

To test these hypotheses it is assumed that 

.q=~+~~+~~+~~+~~+~ 

where .q is the "international component" as a percentage of actual transfer 
cost for the ith transfer. d-i is a dummy variable which takes the value 1 if the 
recipient of the ith transfer is a government enterprise in a centrally planned 
economy, and zero otherwise. The other variables carry the same definitions 
as previously. The expected derivations' are: 

aD, a.q a.q . 
ad, > o, au,, > o, aN, < o, 

81\/o~ ~ o according to the industry category (the partial is postulated positive 
for the machinery category, and negative otherwise). Least-squares estimates of 
the a's were obtained, the results being: 

Chemicals and petroleum: 

Machinery:1 

D, = 0·285+3·8¥,+4·46°' (n = 17, r2 = 0-71). 
(0·91) (5·01) (4·89) 

.q = -8·59 -1·39.N(+o·oo5~ (n = 9, r1 = 0·94). 
(-1·96) (-5·98) (3·90) 

t O, was omitted from the machinery regression since none of the actual transfers in this category 
were to government enterprises in centrally planned economies. 
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The hypotheses are to some extent borne out by the data, but the small sample 

size must counsel caution in the interpretation of these results.1 In chemicals and 
petroleum, the results indicate that transfers to government enterprises, and 
transfers before first commercialisation, involve substantial extra costs. Further-
more, both N, and Pi are significant in the machinery category, despite the small 
number of observations, yet they are insignificant in chemicals and petroleum 
refining, where there are more than twice as many degrees of freedom. 
Apparently, the level of host country development and the degree of diffusion 
of an innovation have no bearing on the international-domestic transfer cost 
differential in the chemicals and petroleum grouping. This calls for an explana-
tion. The diffusiOn variable ~ is taken to indicate the degree to which the 
requisite skills are generally available. The statistical results suggest that the 
relevant skills for highly capital intensive industries, such as chemicals and 
petroleum refining, are more easily transferred internationally than are the 
requisite skills in the machinery category.2 Furthermore, ~ was not significant 
in chemicals and petroleum refining, suggesting that costs of transfer are inde-
pendent of the level of economic development in this category. This is consistent 
with speculation that international transfer is no more difficult than domestic 
transfer when the underlying technology is highly capital intensive. The per-
ceived reluctance of multinational firms to adapt technology to suit the capital-
labour endowments ofless developed countries could well be rooted in the desire 
to avoid escalating transfer costs to unacceptable levels. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

The resources required to transfer technology internationally are considerable. 
Accordingly, it is quite inappropriate to regard existing technology as something 
that can be made available to all at zero social cost. Furthermore, transfer costs 
vary considerably, especially according to the number of previous applications 
of the innovation, and how well the innovation is understood by the parties 
involved. It is equally inappropriate, therefo.re, to make sweeping generalisa-
tions about the process of technology transfer and the costs involved. For instance, 
technology transfer in chemicals and petroleum refining displayed relatively low 
transfer costs, presumably because it is possible to embody sophisticated process 
technology in capital equipment, which in turn facilitates the transfer process. 

The analysis of the determinants of technology transfer costs provided some 
interesting findings with development implications. The success of the more 
experienced enterprises, indicated by lower transfer costs, points towards 
economic models which emphasise the accumulation of skills, rather than fixed 

1 If the second observation on D, in the machinery category is excluded, and the regression results 
recomputed, the estimates of the coefficients exhibit considerable instability and the "goodness of fit" 
deteriorates. The estimated equation is 

D, = -4·96 -0·66N,+0·003P1 (n = 8, r 1 = 0·45). 
(1·14) (2·40) (1·94) 

These estimates arc nevertheless significant at the 0·05 level for a one-tail test. 
1 This is consonant with the views expressed by several project managers in the chemical industry. 

It was asserted that technology could be transferred with equal facility to almost anywhere in the world, 
including less developed countries, assuming host government interference is held constant. 
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assets or capital, in facilitating the technology transfer process. This seems 
consonant with the findings of several economic historians (Rosenberg, 1970; 
Rawski, 1975). 

The results also provide some managerial implications for the multinational 
firm. Consider the costs associated with separating production from development 
(Arditti, 1968). The results indicate that the international transfer of technology 
is most likely to be viable when production runs are long enough to allow second 
sourcing. The especially high cost pf transfer before first.application favours the 
development location, at least for production of initial units. However, transfer 
costs will be lowered once the first production run has been commenced, and 
international transfer then becomes more likely, a finding consistent with the 
product cycle model (Vernon, 1966). However, inter-industry differences are 
important, and the costs involved in separating first production from develop-
ment did not prove to be an insurmountable transfer barrier for an important 
subset of the sample projects. 

A second implication is that since transfer costs decline with each application 
of a given innovation, technology transfer is a decreasing cost activity. This can 
be advanced as an explanation for the specialisation often exhibited by engineer-

. ing firms in the design and installation of particular turnkey plants, 1 a charac-
teristic particularly noteworthy of the petrochemical industry. 

A third set of managerial implications relate to the criteria which might be used 
for the selection of a joint venture or licensing partner to utilise the innovating 
firms' technology abroad. While the manufacturing experience, size, and R & D 
to sales ratio of the transferee were identified as statistically significant deter-
minants of transfer costs for the sample, there was also evidence to suggest that, 
ceteris parihus, any firm moderately matured in these dimensions is a good candi-
date to absorb the technology at the minimum possible transfer cost. It is not 
clear, therefore, that super giant firms have any advantage in this respect over 
moderately sized firms. Nor is it clear that highly research intensive firms have 
more than a slight cost advantage in absorbing technology over firms with 
a minimal commitment to research and c;levelopment activity. However, manu-
facturing experience is important, especially for transferring machinery techno-
logy. In addition, there is evidence that transfers to governments in centrally 
planned economies involve substantial extra costs, perhaps because of high 
documentation requirements, or differences in language and managerial 
procedures. 

Technology transfer by multinational firms is clearly a complex matter. 
Collection and analysis of proprietary data has provided some helpful insights. 
Few issues have been settled although many have been raised. Further analytic 
research and more extensive data collection is required if our understanding of 
international technology transfer is to be improved. 

Stanford University, California 
D. J· TEECJ;: 

Date of receipt of final typescript: November I976 
1 Turnkey plants generally embody state-of-the-art technology. 
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Clearly there i.s no single "best-way-of-doing-things" to which we 
have rigidiy adhered in all sectors of. our economic life: If the 
American experience suggests anything, it is that there has been no 
single institutional formula for success. It is reasonable to expect that 
the success formula will be both different and equally variable in 
poor countries. Without question we ought to attach the highest 
research priority fo finding out what combinations are likely to 
prove successfu I in the special environments of individual countries. 
TI1is is an area where history can provide some guidance and valuable 
insights but certainly no authoritative answers. 
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Selection and adaptation 
in the transfer of technology: 
steam and iron in America 1800-1870 

1l1e acquisition of new technologies by noninitiating countries is a 
subject of m,ajor importance and, at the same time, one which has 
been conspicuously neglected. Historians of industrialization in the 
past have focused attention forcefully upon the identification of first 
beginnings and the examination of the claims to priority of different1 
individuals. These questions, indeed, are of basic hnpqrtance in the! 
history of invention. This preoccupation, however, has led to the/ 
neglect of the diffusion process, 1 even within the initiating country./ 
Indeed, the problem has often been assumed out of existence by 
virtually identifying the date of first technological success with 
economic impact. This has frequently ·occurred because, in the past, 
technological history and economic history inhabited quite different 
worlds - or at least their authors did. Thus, in his classic account of 
the steam engine Dickinson, in describing the consequences of the 
improvement which James Watt had introduced, states that, by the 
end of the eighteenth century, "The textile industry had been 
transformed from handicraft into a machine industry."2 One mtist 
regretfully record that Dickinson, who wrote with such commanding 
authority on technological matters was, quite simply, a half century 
off the mark in his economic history.3 · 

The point at issue is fundamental because, to put it bluntly, the 
social and economic consequences of technological changes are a 
function of the rate of their diffusion and not the date of their first 
use. Since an invention, looked upon as the outcome of an economic 
:.ic_tivity, has the attractive property of having to be "produced" only 
once (unlike tons of steel or bottles of wine), from the point of view 
of world history jhe critical. social process r~~ing ex~miJ!ation is 
that of diffusion. · 

In examin"ing this diffusion process, economic considerations are 
paramount. Even in a world of perfect, instantaneous and free 
communications, with no barriers whatever to the transmission of 
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• 174 Diffusion and adaptation of technology 

lmowledge, the export of goods or the movement of people4
, we 

should not expect a smooth, uniform diffusion of new techniques. 
Since countries differ, sometimes drastically, in the availability of 
factors of production (including, it should be noted, the agu 
structure as well as the size of their existing stocks of capital goods), 
techniques which are efficient (i.e., minimize costs for a given 
volume of output) in one environment may not be efficient in 
another. Therefore, between two countries as differently endowed as 
Britain and the U.S. in the early nineteenth century, we should 
expect the borrowing country to borrow in a highly selective 
fashion: i.e., to borrow some techniques rapidly, others more slowly, 

1 and perhaps yet others not at all. Underlying the selective !li!~U~~- of 
\ the transfer and diffusion, then, is an economic mechanism, based 
1\ upon f~ctor p1:oportions and factor prices, which determined the 
1 expected profitability of different techniques in a new environment. 
i Such a pattern of selectivity, it is argued, would constitute rational 

economic behavior and would reflect differences in the expected 
profitability of the "menu" of techniques which are available for 
borrowing by the noninitiating country. The timing of the transfers, 
and therefore the length of the observed historical lags, would also be 
affected by a second factor related to differences in resource 
endowment. That is, new techniques frequently require considerable 
modijJca(ion before they can function successfully in a new 
environment. This process of modification often involves a high 
order of skill and ability, which is typically underestimated or 
ignored. Yet the capacity to achieve these modifications and 
adaptations is critical to the successful transfer of a technology - a 
transfer which is too frequently. thought of as merely a matter of 
transporting a piece of hardware from one location to another. Much 
of this paper will be organized around these twin themes of 
selectivity and modification and their implications for understanding 
the transfer of industrial technology to the United States. 

The steam engine 

TI1ere are many possible ways of thinking about technology. At one 
level it may be observed as a set of principles and techniques which 
has become embodied in a particular collection of machines, tools, or 
commodities. In its concrete form, however, the technology is always 
more specific than the knowledge which it embodies, because it has 
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been shaped and modified in response to a very particular set o.f 
needs, goals or resource constraints. It is helpful in examining the 
acquisition of steam engine technology in the U.S. to think of h in 
the more general and diffuse sense as a working knowledge and 
capacity for applying the power of steam to perform useful work. At 
this stage the steam engine represented a potential; it was a power 
source which could be used to do many possible things; most 
obviously, it could tum the machinery of a mill or factory or it could 
propel a vehicle over land or water. 

The specific uses to which this newly acquired technology was 
actually put in the U.S., and the timing and .the location of these 
applications, reflected entrepreneurial expectations about the recog-
nized or anticipated needs of this new society insofar as these needs 
were ·expected to find expression in the market place. That is to say, 
entrepreneurs engaged in introducing a newly developed foreign 
technology for domestic, us.e attempted to do so in a manner best 
calculated to promote their future profits. In so doing they were 
necessarily highly sensitive to the size and structure of domestic 
demand, to their perception of relative costs,. and to their expecta-
tion about likely future changes in these magnitudes. 

Within this economic matrix, then, we need to put aside the fact 
that the steam engine had many unique ai1d interesting aspects from 

.the point of view of technological history and regard it as "merely"·a 
new source of motive or traction power. 

Motive power. As a source of motive power the steam engine 
competed with water, animal power and, in some places, wind arid, 
of course, human muscle power. The willingness to adopt the new 
power source depended, first of all, upon the demand for power and, 

·secondly, upon the availability and the cost of alternative forms .of 
power. These considerations explain why, within the U.S., steam 
power for motive purposes was only slowly adopted. Industry in the 
early 19th century was heavily concentrated in New England. 
Although the demand for power was great and the c_apacity to 
produce steam engines was certainly well established by the l 830's, 
an excellent and cheaper supstitute in the form of water power was 
provided along the fall line by the numerous, fast-flowing rivers and 
streams of New England. The growing reliance upon steam power 
was, in fact, closely connected with the westward movement of 
population and industry into geographic regions which offered fewer 
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sources of water power and wlwrc. as a result, the economic 
significance of steam power was greater. 

It is important to note, then, that mechanization in the U.S. did 
not initially involve any massive shift to new power sources. U.S. 
census reports indicate that American manufacturing relied upon 
water as its main source of power unti1 well into the second half of 
the 19th century. Indeed, as late as 1869 steam power accounted for 
barely over one-half of primary-power capacity in manufactur-
ing - 5 I .8% as compared to 48.2% for water.5 In general, it may be 
said that steam power tended to be adopted in locations where water 
power sources were scarce and where fuel was either abundant or 
cheaply transportable. One important consequence of improvements 
in transportation, therefore, was to expand the area within which 
steam power could be profitably employed.6 · 

It is quite clear that the relatively slow adoption of the stationary 
steam engine even in the second third of the I 9th century was not 
due to an inability of Americans to manufacture steam engines. In 
fact, data collected in the late I 830's demonstrate that by I 838 
there were some 250 or so steam engine builders, mostly very small 
scale businesses, widely scattered throughout the U.S. A government 
report on steam engines in the U.S. (known to be somewhat 
incomplete) estimated that there were more than 1800 stationary 
steam engines in operation in I 838.7 American mechanical skills by 
this date were obviously well developed, and there was no slavish 
reliance upon or imitation of British models and techniques. 111is is 
most apparent in the American use of the high-pressure steam engine. 
Although the high-pressure steam engine had been developed 
simultaneously by Richard Trevithick in Great Britain and Oliver 
Evans in the U.S. in the opening years of the I 9th century, British. 
practice subsequently strongly favored 'the low-pressure stationary 
engine while Americans overwhelmingly adopted the hig~-pressure 
stationary engine.8 On the other hand, the American preference for 
water power over steam, especially in New England, was a conse-
quence of the abundant supplies of running water, which Americans 
exploited by the construction of the cheaper forms of water wheels. 
These were, in a strictly engineering sense, highly ii1efficient. 
However, they were preferred to wheels which utilized a higher . 
proportion of the available water power, but which involved a larger 
initial capital expenditure.9 The situation changed after I 84Q as the 
limited number of more attractive water sites even in New England 

was exhausted and demand ·for power continued to grow rapidly. 
Nevertheless, although the effiCiency (as measured, e.g.; in coal 
requirements per unit of horsepower) of the llteam engine improved 
and its cost declined, there were also major improvements in the 
utilization of water power. This particularly took the form, after 
1840, of the water turbine, an important invention of French 
origin.10 The decisive significance of geography in influencing the 
selection of technology is indicated by the fact that, as late as 1869, 
by which time steam had just surpassed water on a national basis as a 
source of power, less than 30% of the power employed in New 
England manufacturing establishments was derived from steam. 11 

New England industry for long remained heavily concentrated in 
communities which offered superior access to water power - LoweU, 
Lawrence, Hadley Falls, Holyoke, Chicopee, Springfield, Waterbury, 
Manchester. 

Tractive power. Although the availability of.a good substitute slowed 
the pace at which the stationary steam engine was acquired in the 
U.S., the situation was vastly different in the application of steam 
power to transportation. The U.S. comprises a land area of 
continental proportions.12 So long as population was confined to a 
relatively narrow strip of land east of the Appalachians, the Atlantic 
Ocean and its bays, sounds and tidal rivers offered a reasonably 
adequate basis for the movement of goods. But the exploitation of 
the trans-Appalachian west was dependent upon innovations which 
would liberate commerce from the prohibitively high cost of land 
transport and the upstream haulage of goods. It is perhaps not too 
much to say that the major economic consequence of the acquisition 
of the steam engine in the· New World before the Civil War lay in its 
application to new forms of transport - the steamboat and later ihe 
railroad - which (together with the canal) provided a network for the 
cheap movement of goods - especially bulky agricultural products. 
The contrast between the relatively slow adoption of the stationary 
steam' engine and the rapid exploitation of the steam ·engine for 
transport purposes is, in fact, highly instructive. It is an excellent 
demo~stration of the manner in which social needs, as expressed in 
the market place, and as they influence business profit expectations, 
shaped and directed the pattern of iimovative activity. For within the 
context of the antebellum American economy the abundance of 
water power in the east and the huge size of the land area awaiting 
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exploitation in the west shifted the attention of inventors und 
entrepreneurs away from the use of the steam engine as a stationary 
powl.!r source and into its rapid exploitation as a device for thl.' 
conquest of space. 

As a source of tractive power, the steam engine in the early 19th 
century had many substitutes - animals and animal-drawn devices, 
running water. (down which keelboats and flatboats could be cheaply 
floated) and sailing vessels. But the geography - the scale· and 
disposition of resources - was such that the vast area of the 
trans-Appalachian west could not be exploited without major 
r~ductions in transport costs from some new source. This was clearly 
perceived by a series of fertile and inventive minds - Oliver Evm1s. 
John Fitch, Robert Fulton, James Ramsey and John Stevens - who 
were aware of the great lag in the reduction of overland transport 
costs behind those of water, and for whom the steam engine 
represented, above all, a new and much-cheapened form of transpor-
tation. If America led the world in the development and exploitation 
of the steamboat by the second quarter of the 19th century, it was 
largely because the economic payoff to this innovation was correttly 
perceived to be very great· in a large, undeveloped country, rich in 
natural resources, and with a vast system of natural internal 
waterways. By contrast with Great Britain and western Europe, 
which were comparatively well served by coastal waterways and 
canals, the steamboat in the immense Mississippi basin offered a form 
of transportation far superior at the time to the available alternatives. 
Although the early experiments with the steamboat were, inevitably, 
conducted on eastern waterways, men like Fitch, Evans and Fulton 
clearly understood that the great utility of the steamboat would be ' 
on the western rivers.13 I 

The steamboat quickly achieved a great success on western rivers I 
and, in this form, the steam engine dominated the economic life of r 
the Mississippi valley for a generation (see Table l ). . 

Even the twelvefold increase in tonnage between 1820 and 1860 
drastically understates the growth in transport services provided by 
the steamboat because of major increases in speed and in cargo 
capacity in relation to measured tonnage. Because of such improve· 
mcnts Hunter concludes that " ... the facilities of steamboat 
transportation on the western rivers during a period of forty years· 
multiplied not twelvefold but more than one hundred and twenty· 
fold.'' 14 

( 
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Table I. Stt•amboats operati11g 011 tile 
11/estcru ri1•ers 18 I 7. I 860 

Year 
1817 
1820 
1823 
1825 
1830 
1836 
1840 
1845 
1850 
1855 
1860 

Number 
17 
69 
75 
73 

187 
381 
536 
551 
740 
727 
735 

Source: Hunter, op. cit., p. 33. 

Tonm1gc 

3,290 
13,890 
12,501 
9,992 

29,481 
57,090 
83,592 
98,246 

141,834 
173,068 
162,735 

The extent to which American exploitation of steam was domi-
nated _by the - steamboat before 1840 may be simply stated. 
Accordmg to the Report on Steam Engines, almost 60% of all power 

· gen~rated by steam in 1838 was accounted for by steamboat 
engmes.15 

If one asks precisely what it was which was "acquired" from the 
Old World by the Americans who created this vast inland fleet the 
~nswer is by no means obvfous. Certainly there was the steam e~gine 
itself,_ and the knowledge of its operating principles as well as 
techniques of construction. Some o.f the steam engines installed in 
the first steamboats were imported from Great BrWiin - indeed, 
Fulton himself had installed a Boulton and Watt steam engine in the 
Clem1ont. But America quickly acquired the skills to provide her 
own engines, and produced ~hem to her own design in. large 
q~ia~tities. in the main centers of steamboat construction - Pittsburgh, 
Cmcmnat1 and Louisville. 16 . 

Basically the steamb-oat at the time of its inception was a clumsy 
~ncrger of the steam engine with an ordinary oceangoing vessel. With 
its deep and rounded hulls, projecting keel, heavy frame and 
~ow-profile superstructure of a sailing vessel, it was remarkably 
111,adapted to the shallow-water navigation of inland rivers. The 
tra~sformation of. t~e ~asic design of the steamboat occurred very 

qu.1ckly, and yet it 1s difficult to identify this transformation with 
~pccific inventions. Rather, the steamboat underwent a series of · 
mnumerable - indeed continuous - changes in structural design and 
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proportions which made of it the maneuverable, flat-bottom, sh•1llow 
draft, high supcrstructurcd vessel which it had to be to ncgotiak 
western rivers with substantial cargoes.17 The steamboats were 
powered by high pressure engines whose wastefulness in ful'I 
consumption as compared with low-pressure engines was more than 
offset by low cost of construction and repair and relative compa,t-
ness. Since cord wood was abundant and cheap along the banks of till· 
Ohio and Mississippi Rivers, economy of fuel consumption was of 
less consequence than in the east, where there was a greater 

• 18 preference for the low pressure engme. 
The story of the steamboat; then, is a story of continuous 

modification and adaptation of a general concept - the possibility of 
propelling a large cargo vessel by means of a steam engine - to the 
highly specific characteristics of a particular environment. The 
end-product of this adaptiveness - one might even say "evolution" • 
was a unique instrument ideally suited to a particular set of 
economic and geographic circumstances. 

Although space considerations preclude any detailed treatment of 
the acquisition of railroad technology, a few remarks are in order. In 
contrast to the steamboat where the U.S. asserted an early 
leadership, the U.S. relied much more heavily upon British leadership 
and prior clevdopment in the case of railroads. 

The U.S. was much more directly dependent upon Britain in the 
application of the steam engine to land transport than it had bee~1 in 
the c•1sc of the steamboat. Britain was clearly the pioneer and major 
innovato~ in the case of the railroad, and America the follower. Yet 
it is notable how quickly the student acquired n competence and 
became independent, <It least with respect to rolling stock. Only a 
limited number of locomotives were imported J'rom Britain even in 
the earliest years. In the early I 830's locomotives began to be buill 
in foundries, machine shops and textile machinery plants, and in 
Phi1<1dclphia the speciulized B•ildwin locomotive works was cstah· 
lishcd in 1832 and the Norris firm two years later. Only 117 of th~· 
450 locomotives in the U.S. at the end of 1839 had been imported 
from England, and most of these imports had occurred before 
1836.19 

The situation was very different with respect to rails, where 
Britain's more advanced iron-making plants and rolling mills confrr· 
red a price advantage on British rail makers great enough lo 
overcome the additional costs of ocean shipping, commissions, c1i:. 

American railroads renrninccJ heavily dependent upon imports of 
British rails for many years. During the western railway construction 
boom from 1849 to 1854, 80% of American railway iron require-
ments were met by imports.20 Ame~can iron-making capacity 
exp.anded thereafter (with some initial emphasis on rerolling), in no 
small measure due to the insistent demands of the railroads. 
Although America supplied most of her own rails by the late l 850's, 
British imports continued to be a significant proportion of the total 
during peak construction years such as the late l 860's, eariy l 870's, 
and, to a lesser extent, early 1880's.21 

In spite of this reliance upon British experience and supplies, 
American railroads showed a high degree of responsiveness to unique 
aspects of the American scene, and American engineers and-builders 
dcmo.nstrated an imaginative capacity to modify and adapt the 
foreign model in significant ways. The relative cheapness of wood to 
iron in the U.S. led to extensive substitution of wood in uses where 
the British had employed iron. In numerous ways capital outlays in 

_ the early years were reduced by building the roads to specifications 
·which British engineers. would have considered intolerable: steep 
gradients and sharp curvatures were tolerated, and the construction 
of tunnels was avoided whenever possible.22 One of the main results 
of such construction was to raise fuel input requirements of railroad 
operation. Given the general abundance of fuel and relative scarcity 
of capital, however, such a substitution of (cheap) resource inputs 
for (expensive) capital inputs was eminently "rational." The Amcri-
c:1ns also reduced initial construction costs by purchasing low-quality 
British rails. 23 . 

Moreover, as the relative prices of inputs altered, so did rnilroad 
practice. For example, up until the Civil War American locomotives 
were almost totally committed to wood as a fuel. 

Within a score of years thereafter, a transformation so. rapid had oc~urred that 
_ 1wcnty times more coal than wood was being consumed annually, and more than 

a_ fourth of bituminous coal output was regularly absorbed by the railway sector. 
lhc underlying mechanism is almost a text book illustration of substitution in 
r~sponse to changing relative prices. To begin with, eastern railroads with large 
coal cfep~sits along their lines, and hence both low coal prices and elastic supply, 
m1•ested m research necessary to eliminate the troublesome technical problems 
ihat had limited the development of coal-burning locomotives. Once successful, 
!he eastern railroads penalized by high wood prices and the western railroads 
fJ1•ored by low coal prices led the parade to mineral fuel. ... 24 
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Finally, we may note that the Russians sought out an American 
cngi11cer to supervise the construction of a railway from St. 
Petersburg to Moscow as early as the I 840's. Such a selection. 
somewhat startling at first glance, may have reflected a shrewd 
awareness that Russian and American conditions closely resembled 
one another, and that an American engineer would be more likely 
than an English one to modify the new railroad technology in 
accordance with the peculiar needs of the Russian environment.25 

Iron 

Improvements in metallurgy were fundamental to that process which 
we call the industrial revolution. The new machines, the remark~1blc 
feats of construction and civil engineering, and the revolution in 
transport would have been inconceivable without large quantities of 
cheap iron (and later, steel). In examining this transfer, we arc 
confronted with the intriguing fact that, unlike the rapid imitation or 
even leadership which the U.S. quickly demonstrated with respect to 
the uses of the steam engine, the country lagged several decades 
behind the best practice techniques of the British iron industry. lt is 
a striking fact that, whereas the mechanical technology of the steam 
engine fairly leaped across the barrier of the Atlantic Ocean, changes 
in metallurgical technology moved at a pace which seemed alm.ost 
glacial by comparison. 

This statement requires some qualification. The lag in the transfer 
of the new iron technology was much smaller at the stage of refining 
the pig iron into wrought iron (the complex of innovations involving 
puddling with use of mineral fuel and the shaping of the wrought 
iron by rolling instead of hammering) than at the stage of smelting of 
the iron ore in the blast furnace. 26 

The introduction of mineral fuel into the blast furnace in England 
was the outcome of a protracted search for a cheap substitute for 
wood fuel going back to the early 17th century. While we cannot be 
detained here by this fascinating piece of technological history, it 
should at least be pointed out that very little is known of the 
diffusion of Darby's coke-smelting process after his initial success, 
apparently in 1709.27 The shift from charcoal to coke in the blast 
furnace was accelerated in the second half of the 18th century and 
was virtually completed by l 800.2s 

The situation in the U.S. stood in striking contrast to this. As late 
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as 1840 almost 100% of all pig iron produced in the U.S. was still 
made with charcoal, and even as late as 1860 only a scant 13% of 
American pig iron was being smelted with the "modern" fuel -
i:okc.29 

In coming to grips with the American lag in the adoption of the 
new iron technology, we must recognize that metallurgy differs from 
more purely mechanical technology in some important ways. Most 
important for present purposes is the fact that metallurgical 
processes are intimately enmeshed with the physical environment, 
linked up with qualities of the natural resource inputs - qualities 
which simply were not understood in any serious scientific sense 
until the latter part of the 19th century. Metallurgy in the period 
under review was still essentially an activity relying upon crude 
empiricism. Variations in resource inputs affected the success of the 
productive process in ways which could be observed experimentally 
but not understood or predicted. Resource inputs wliich were best 
suited could be found by a trial-and-error process much as the 19th 
century frontier farmers might experiment with a variety of whe:1t 
seeds in a new climate until they found the kinds which "worked 
best." Thus, although a long list of Englishmen had attempted - un-
successfully - to introduce mineral fuel into the blast furnace, 
Abraham Darby succeeded where others had failed partly ·because of 
the simple geological fact that the coal which was found conve-
niently near the surface at Coalbrookdale happened to be of :1 
chemical composition peculiarly appropriate for smelting.30 Simi-
larly, Bessemer's success in the mid-19th century had been condi-

. tioned by the fact that he used imported Swedish iron in his 
experiments - iron which, as it happened, was singularly free of 
phosphorus, although Bessemer was.not aware of this fact. Indeed, 
the acute distress of British iron makers who attempted, unsucc~ss· 
fully, to reproduce Bessemer's method with British ores c9ntaining 
substantial amounts of phosphorus was a major event leading to the 
emergence of the modern science of metallurgy .31 

It is the combination of (1) this critical role of particular qualities 
of resource inputs as they determined their economic usefulness with 
(2) the specific locationa! matrix in which these resources were 
embedded, which accounted for the large American lag in the 
acquisition of new British iron technology. The economic im por-
tance of locational factors is seen in the rapid shift of the British iron 
industry to the local fields of the Midlands, Yorkshire, and 
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Darbyshire, and South Wales, as coal was substituted for charcoal. 
Since it required, with the early I 9th-century iron makii1g technol-
ogy, several times as much coal as iron ore to produce a ton of iron, 
proximity to coal became a dominant economic consideration.32 

In the first decades of the 19th century, when it still employed the 
charcoal technology, the blast furnaces. of the U.S. were spread out 
along the eastern seaboard. Pig iron production, requiring large 
amounts of wood fuel, was widely diffused geographically - as it had 
to be. The increasing demand for iron was met essentially by 
increasing the number of charcoal blast furnaces. The new British 
blast furnace technology was not adopted because bituminous coal 
was required for coking purposes, and the known deposits of such 
coal suffered from two deficiencies: (I) they contained substantial 
amounts of sulfur, which made for the production of poor quality 
pig iron, or (2) they were located west of the Allegheny Mountains, 
far from the country's population cente~s.33 

America did, however, possess some very rich coal deposits in 
eastern Pennsylvania. But this was anthracite coal, containing neither 
gas nor sulfur. Although the absence of sulfur meant that it could be 
used to produce high quality pig iron,· the absence of gas made 
ignition much more difficult and meant that it could not be used 
employing the blast furnace technology developed by the British in 
the 18th century.34 

This situation was altered by the development in England of the 
hot blast, an innovation which, by preheating the blast before 
entering the furnace, and later by employing waste gases from the 
furnace itself, permitted substantial fuel economies.35 Here we 
observe virtually no lag at all in the transfer of the technique from 
Britain to the U.S. The method was first employed in England in 
1828 and by 1834 it was successfully introduced into a blast furnace 
in New Jersey.36 But the important point for present _purposes is 
that during the I 830's a Welshman, David TI1omas, disc9vered that 
the use of the hot blast made it possible to introduce anthracite as a 
fuel into the blast furnace. Thomas actually came to the U.S., where 
he constructed the first successful anthracite blast furnace in 1839. 
From that point on, the expansion of pig iron output employing 
anthracite procced~d rapidly. 

Thus, when the U.S. finally introduced a mineral fuel into the blast 
furnace, it was based upon a newly developed British technique. This 
technique was rapidly adopted because it permitted the exploitation 

of a resource which was highly abundant and readily accessible to 
America's main population centers. Anthracite furnaces accounted 
for one-half of pig iron output in 1856.37 · 

The eventual adoption of the earlier coke- smelting technology 
came only in the post-Civil War years. In the late l 850's the 
proportion of pig iron smelted with coke still did not exceed 10% of 
total output. By 1870 this figure was 31 %, by 1880 45%, 1890 69% 
and, in the first years of the 20th century the proportion rose over 
90%.38 The major breakthrough was linked, again, to the subtle 
interplay between the specific resource requirements of a particular 
technology and the sequence in which the resource base was 
gradually uncovered .39 Along with the westward movement of 
population and the more intensive exploration of the trans-Appala-
chian west, came the discovery of the high-quality coking coal in the 
Connellsville region of Pennsylvania. The first blast furnace designed 
specifically for the exploitation of Connellsville coke was built in 
Pittsburgh in 1859. The physical structure of the coal and the 
absence of sulfur made it possible to produce pig iron of high 
quality. This, together with the development of a low-cost transpor-
tation network and further technical developments favorable ·to 
coke, assured the eventual° domination of this fuel in the blast 
furnace. The . dominance of anthracite in 1860, then, when it 
accounted for over one half of U.S. pig iron production, proved to be 
very short-lived. 

Conclusion 

This paper has stressed the roles of selectivity ·and modification in 
the transfer process. It has emphasized how qualitative as well as 
quantitative differences in resource endowments have affected the 
rate and the sequence of the transfer of technology. Certain 
implications of this approach should be emphasized in closing. 

First of all, the recipient of these transfers was a nation whose level 
of mechanical competence and technical skills (aside from its slave 
population) was already very high. The fact of the matter is that it 
required considerable technical expertise to borrow and exploit a 
complex foreign industrial technology. Thi~ should hardly be a 
surprising proposition, but it seems to be worth repeating in view of 
the vast number of foreign aid and economic assistance programs in 
the years since the Second World War which have come to grief 
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bccm1se of the absence of the appropriate skills in the rece1vrng 
country. The selection of a technology as appropriate in a particular 
con text, and its adaptation and modification in order to enable it to 
function efficiently in an environment different from the one in 
which it originated, are activities which typically require a very high 
degree of technological sophistication. Although it is difficuit to find 
data which measure directly the technical competence of a popula-
tion,40 it is interesting to note that the U.S. compares very favorably 
with western Europe as early as 1830 in certain crude measures of 
enrollment for formal education. Although the manner in which a 
society acquires and diffuses technical skills is still only very 
imperfectly understood, and although formal education is certainly 
only a part of that process, it is worth noting that there is a high 
correlation in the early 19th century between such indexes or 
educational attainment and the speed with which individual coun-
tries were able to adopt and modify Britain's new industrial 
technology. 41 

Secondly, our whole conception of the way in which the new 
technology replaces the old requjres drastic modification. This is 
particularly important because our notions concerning the social 
consequences of technical change are often based on an exaggerated 
sense of the pace with which the new techniques replaced the old. 
Our understanding of the nature· and the pace of historical change 
can be substantially improved by more detailed, quantitative 
knowledge of the displacement of one set of techniques by another. 
We have already seen the stubborn persistence of water power in the 
face of steam. In absolute terms the amount of power generated by 
water in New England continued to increase right into the 20th 
century. Similarly, in 1800, by which time Watt's patents had all 
expired, Newcomen engines were not only still being used but, due 
to their low construction and maintenance costs and long life 
expectancy, still continuing to be built.42 Although the primitive 
flatboat would seem to have been no match for the Mississippi 
steamer, flatboat arrivals at New Orleans reached their all-time high 
in 1846-4 7, at an absolute level nearly five times as great as that of 
1814.43 For, although the steamboat had decisive economic advan-
tages in the upstream traffic, its advantages in traveling downstream 
were, not surprisingly, not nearly so great. By 1860 the introduction 
of the steamboat had resulted in a reduction of downstream 
transportation costs by a factor of between 3 and 4 but it had 
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reduced upstream transportation costs by a factor of ten. Even lhc 
windmill, which might have been expected to be an early casualty 
after the introduction of the steam engine, experienced a consider-
able growth in at least one English county.44 

Finally, the absolute output of pig iron produced by charcoal in 
the U.S. reached its peak as l?te as 1890, several decades after the 
mineral fuel technology had been introduced. 

The new technology usually asserted its advantages over the old 
only slowly. Partly this is because the new technique has many 
"bugs" at first which need to be. eliminated; partly because the 
capital goods sector takes time to learn to produce the new machine 
efficiently; and the diffusion of the new technique is closely linked 
to the gradual decline in price which is associated with this learning 
process; partly because there is another learning process in the 
efficient utilization of the capital good after it has been produced 
und installed; partly because improvements continue to be made in 
the old technique; as was the case with the water turbine long after 
the development of Watt's steam engine, and the major improve-
ments in sailboat design after the introduction of the ocean 
steamer;45 partly because the geographic distribution of resources 
frequently gives specific localities transport, power or other cost 
advantages even with the old technology; partly because the process 
of modification to local conditions is often, as we have seen, a very 
time-consuming one. 

Finally, it seems apparent that we need to descend from the rather 
Olympian heights from which history is often written and examine 

· the detailed characteristics of individual technologies as they affect 
the transfer process. Clearly technologies differ very much with 
respect to the ease of their transfer. A theme which emerges from 
this paper, for example, is the contrast between the relative ease w~th 
which the steam engine was transferred and. modified .and the 
difficulties and complexities with r~spect to metallurgy. Although 
the pervasive economic forces influencing the selection and the 
timing of the transfers have been emphasized here, it h~s ~ot been 
my intention to suggest that the economic factors constitute an 
exhaustive explanation. It should be clear, for example, from our 
earlier discussion, that underlying the economic factors are deeply 
rooted technological considerations influencing the responsiveness of 
supply side variables which are, as yet, only very imperfectly 
understood. Thus, the sharp difference in the historical_ experience 
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between the rL'alms of the mechanical and the chemical suggest that 
an important variable may be the degree of scientific understunlling 
which is required before some particular realm of the physical 
environment can be effectively exploited. Even within the iron 
industry those techniques relying more heavily on mechanical 
principles were transferred with less difficulty than those depending 
upon chemistry. Thus, as we saw earlier, the hot blast crossed the 
Atlantic very quickly. Moreover, innovations in the rolling mill were 
much less problematical than innovations in smelting and refining. 
Refining, in turn, was less problematical than smelting because, in 
the puddling process, the use of the reverbe~atory furnace eliminated 
the direct contact between the fuel and the iron. Obviously, this 
distinction between the mechanical and chemical is exceedingly 
gross - as gross, perhaps, and as unrevealing as that between "agric:ul· 
ture" and "industry" - and much more subtle distinctions and 
descriptive categories will have to be introduced before we can 
satisfactorily analyze and understand the-c:·omplex historical phenom· 
ena which are associated with the processes of technological 
diffusion and economic growth. 

11 
Factors affecting 
the diffusiqn of technology* 

l11e rate at which new techniques are adopted and incorporated into 
the productive process is, without doubt, one of the central 
questions of economic growth. New techniques exert their economic 
impact as a function of the rate at which they displace older 
techniques and the extent to which the new techniques are superior 
to the old ones .. Although we are still a very long way from being 
able to assess the exact role of technological change - as distinct from 
all other factors - in generating the rise in resource productivity 
which is at the heart of the growth process, it is, I think, clear that 
the contribution of technological change itself will have to be 
established t~rough the study of diffusion. Only. in this way can we 
develop a closer understanding· of the rate at which new techniques, 
once invented, have been translated into events of economic 
significance. 

Although these remarks are, I believe, sufficiently uncontroversial, 
it is a striking historiographical fact that the serious study of the 
diffusion of new techniques is an activity no more than fifteen years 
old. 1 Even today, if we focus upon the· most critical events of the 
industrial revolution, such as the introduction of new techniques of 
power generation and the climactic events in metallurgy, our 
ignorance of the rate at which new techniques were adopted, and the 
factors accounting for these rates is; if not total, certainly no cause 
for professional self-congratulation. Much of the history of the past 
two centuries or so has been written by scholars with impressive 
credentials for technological history and its minutiae, but with a 
more limited appreciation -of the economic consequences of techno-

*The author wishes to acknowledge the helpful comments and criticism received on an 
earlier version of this paper by the participants in the economic history workshops at the 
University of Chicago, Indiana University, and the University of Wisconsin. I am also 
grateful to Peter Lindert, who was particularly helpful at a later stage. 
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2.2 What is Transferred? 
" 

The origi~ of a petrochemical project starts with an idea, not 

yet a decision, of setting up a productive unit or a complex.as a 

response to some observed (or expected) market conditions. This idea is 

defined by an economic agent who can be a government development agency, 

a local chemical producer or financial group, or a foreign firm (process 

owner or not), who wants to extend. his economic actiVities in (or to) the 

recipient country.· 

2.2.1 First Stage: "Preliminary Studies"* 

The first stage of an investment project starts when the promoter 

contracts or carries out by himself· the technical and economic studies 

required to formulate the original idea in a more defined way and to 

present. alternative ways in which the project can be carried out. These 

studies will provide the initial information for the earliest d~cisions, 

including whether or not to proc~ed with the project. In the event that 

the decision is to go ahead, they will give the basis for the 

implementation of the project. Pre-investment services are provided 

mainly by consultancy groups on a multidisciplinary basis. Their 

objective is to organise available knowledge into investment projects. 

Their task is to analyse the rela.tions between the knowledge to be used 

and the socio-economic and physical environment to which it will be 

applied.! 

* Judet, P., Perrin, J. and Tibergein, R., "L'Engineering Rapport 
Provisoire", IREP, Universite des Sciences Sociales de Grenoble, Mai 
1970; Perrin, J., Place et Fonction de L'Inegenierie dans le Systeme 
Industriel Francais", IREP, Universite des Sciences Socia.les de 
Grenoble, Mars 1973. Our description of the stages of an investment 
project follows closely the categorisation of engineering activities 
and the agents who perform them made by Perrin, J. and his associates 
at the "Institut de Recherche Economique et de Planification" of the 
University of Grenoble. 

I Kamenetzky, M. , "Engineering and Pre-investment Work", IDRC, mimeo, 
Buenos Aires, 1976, p.5. 
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This analysis requires:* 

(i) 

. (ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

( v) 

(vi) 

determination of the range of products to be produced; 

selection of the type of production process, (the specific 

process will be selected later); 

determination of the gross magnitude of the investment; 

verification of the financial viability (or private 

profitability) of the project;-

determination of project-specific constraints such as 

availability of raw materials, water supply, local costs, ·etc.; 

sometimes there is a cost-benefit (or social profitability) of 

the. project. 

A basic decision taken at this stage concerns the know-how: whether 

to create a new technology or to transfer a pre-existing one. The first 
. . 

r.oute wil1 require labaral;ory scale research work and/or experiemental 

development on a pilot plant. In the establishment of petrochemical 

projects in Latin .America this route has been used on.extremely few. 

occasions.i The· usual mechanism is to acquire pre-existing technologies 

under various types of contractual arrangements. 

The consulting engineers who carry out pre-investment studies can be 

part of the organisation of the future project owner or an independent 

consultancy firm. The skills required for pre-investment (or 

preliminary) studies are different from those needed for project 

t . § execu ion. The knowledge required for the first type of studies may be 

* Ferrin, "Place et Fonction", op.cit., p.9. 
It is interesting to point out that the first petrochemical plant built 
in Latin America, an isopropanal plant owned by Yacimientos Petroliferos 
Fiscales (and Argentinian state enterprise) and built in 1943, used 
locally developed technology. (UNIDO, "The Petrochemical Industry in 
Argentina", Studies in Petrochemicals, Teheran·, 16-30 Nov. 1964,:p.694). 

~ Kamenetzky, op.cit., pp.10-11. 
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transferred through formal i?lStruction in the evaluation and selection of 

technologies and in how to conduct financial analysis. This is easier 

than transferring the skills required for the design and construction of 

production facilities. The latter type of study requires the participation 

of people who have previously.designed or constructed a plant. 

2.2.2 Second Stage:Pre-project Studies 

Once the feasibility studies indicate the technical and economic 

viability of the project, the next stage is to present a detailed study 

of the possible efficient alternatives. The main decisions concerning the 

project will be taken on the basis of thes~ comparative studies. ·They are 

closely linked with the preliminary studies, and depending on the results 

obtained, more preliminary studies might be ordered. The group in charge 
'. of these second stage studies will contact the possible sources of 

technoiogy and obtain from them basic technical data· about the process, and 

information about the conditions under which they would be ready to provide 

their technology. The negotiations between the promoters of the project and 

the suppliers of technology will affect the final decisions about the 

equity participation, type of industrial organisation, management structures 

and probably the mode of financing. 

With the data provided by the owners of the know-how, it is possible 

to arrive at a more accurate estimate of investment and operating costs 

than in the previous stage. A decision has to be taken about the degree 

of elaboration of the process information to'be acquired. For example;* 

two basic levels could be: 0 

* de Santiago, M., "La Tecnologia en las Industrias Quimica y Petroquimica", 
paper presented at the working meeting of the chemical and petrochemical 
sector, OAS, S6/P, PPTT/32-b.2, Quito, April, 1975, p,59. 
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(i) 

(ii) 

process know-how, which includes a description.of the process, 

physical and chemical behaviour of the reactants, yields, 

specification~ about ~aw materials, products, by-products, 

details about the conditions of the process (temperature 

pressures, reaction times, etc.). 

process design manual, which includes a more detailed 

description of. the process and the items includ,ed in the 

complete material and energy balances~ information about 

construction materials and equipment specifications, 

security systems and problems o~ pollution, systems of , 

control of the process, laboratory and other necessary services. 

(At his level of elaboration, many elements o£ the basic 

engineering of the plant are already present). 

* The objectives of this stage of the studies are: 

(i) determination of a definitive scale of production and 

range of products; 

(ii) determination of the process tec.."'m.ology; 

(iii) determination of the main equipment and components o~ the plant; 

(iv) more acc1ll'ate determination of the cost estima~e and time schedule; 

* Perrin, op.cit., p.10. 
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(v) deciding on the location;. 

(vi) designatio~ of employment pattern; 

(vii) de~ermination of the mode of financing, equity participation 

and the type of industrial organisation. 

The types of studies performed at this stage are: 

(a) general lay-out studies; 

(b) specification of production equi;iment; 

(c) specification of utilities; 

(d) basic structural and civil ~ngineering studies; 

(e) timing of the different aspects of the project; 

'(f) more accurate cost studies; 

'(g) legal regulatory documents Of the project. 

As in the previous stage, these studies can be carried out by the 

engineering department of the project owner or by an independent 

engineering (or consultancy) firm. 

More experience is needed to process the technical and economic 

information used at this stage than in the.previous one. The main 

difficulty is in the estimation of investment and production costs· 

based on available information. The personnel in charge of these studies 
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must have previous experience in process design and ba~ic engineering. 

Access to the technical il'.lformation about a process depends, to a 
I 
I_ certain extent, on the perceptions that the potential supplier has 

about the technical capability of the interested firm, the economic 

potential of the project and of the capacity of the interested firm 

to implement the project. 

I 
1 2.2.3 Third Stage: The Project Study 
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Once the owner of the project has reached a decision about one 

of the alternatives- studied in the prev;to.us stage, the next step is 

to develop the chosen solution. What Perrin calls the "project" 

include~ (in the case of petrochemicals and all process industries) 

the elaboration of the basic engineering of the plant. This entails 

adapting the basic principles of the process to the ~pacific conditions 

of the plant. It is based on data. from an existing operation or on the . 
results of experimental developments in pilot plants. 

(i) 

t The elements involved in basic engineering are: 

a flow sheet of the main process, with indications of 
I 

temperatures, pressures and o·omposi tions; 

.(ii) a flow sheet of the auxiliary services involving the 

same data; 

* 
.,. 

Kamenetzky, M., "Process Engineering and Process Industries in Argentina 
and Mexico", op.cit., p.6. Kamenetzkyalso gives basic engineering the 
name of preliminary engineering. 
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(iii) a scheme of the pipelines and control instruments; 

(iv) material and energy balances for the main process; 

(v) material and energy balances for the auxiliary services; 

(vi) specifications of the fundamental equipment units; and/or 

(vii) an equipment layout. 

Basic engineering is the concrete expression for a plant of the "core 

technology" of a process. 
. , . 
The information needed to carry out bas~c 

engineering comes from research and development activities, especially 
~ ·. .• . 

pilot plant work. For that reason it is frequently provided by the process 
. ..~ .. ~-~--~" -~·~w::::..~· .. : 

mmer (possibly through a subsidiary engineering firm), or by an independent 

engineering firm which has participated with the process owner in developing 

or. scaling up the process. 

With the information provided by the basic engineering, investment 

costs can be determined with more precision. Prices ·can be obtained 

through direct co~tact with equipment suppliers. Also, a more accurate 
. 

estimate can be made of production costs and possible sales prices for 

the product~ :Q_epending on the . results, a more detailed arra."'lgement can 

be made for the acquisition of credits. 

The other studies made at this stage cover ~reas such as the 

expenditure programme, the credit arrangement programme, utilities schemes, 

et~. They can be carried out by the agan t doing the basic engineering or • 

by another engineering firm in charge of the detailed studies and/or the 

project management. 
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· Detailed engineering is part of the peripheral technology and 

is less specific in relation to products and processes t4an basic 

engineering. The objective of this stage is to prepare the actual 

instructions for the construction of the plant. 

Based upon the in:t'ormation provided by the basic engineering, 

detailed studies are carried out to determine, among other things: 

(i) precise specifications of the ~quipment and materials to 

be used in the plant; 

(ii) detailed architectural and civil engineering plans; 

(iii) detailed plumbing installation plans; 

(iv) detailed construction specifications; 

(v) definitive flow charts; 

(vi) installation plans for.each piece of equipment; 

(vii) detailed electrical network plans. 

The detailed engineering of the main equipment may be carried out by 

the Saiae ageut who did the basic engineering, by an independent engineering' 

firm or by the engineering department of the recipient firm. 
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* 2.2.5 Procurement 

Based on the information provided by the detailed engineering, 

equipment suppliers are chosen along with the agents to take charge 

of the construction and assembly of the plant. The procurement can 

be carried out by the same agent who provided the detailed engineering, 

subject to approval by the project owner (except in the case of a 

turn-key arrangement).I The recipient firm can also contract procurement 

with an independent consultancy firm or procure the equipment itself. 

The activities related to the procurement of equipment and materials 
§ 

are: 

(i) pre.paration of the tender speci:tication.S; 

(ii) calling the tenders; 

(iii) analysis of the bidding;. 

(iv), choice of contractors or suppliers; 

(v) placing the commercial orders; 

(vi) control and inspection of fabrication; 

(vii) co-ordination of shipping orders. 

< 

• * The main equipment for a refinery or a petrochemical unit is composed of: 
columns, reactors, ovens, exchangers and tubes and pressure vessels. 
In a turn-key arrangement·, the general contractor usually assumes the 
responsibility ~or the selection of other subcontractors and e.quipment 
suppliers. 
Judet, et al, "L'Engineering", op.cit., p.19. 
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2.2.6 Construction and Assembly 

The actual construction and assembly works are usually sub-

contracted to speicalised firms under the supervision of the agent who 

carried out the detailed engineering or of some other agent acting as 

project manager (an engineering firm or a technical department of the 

project owner). 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

• I 

* The activities involved are: 

co-ordination and direction of w_orks; 

building and civil engineering works; 

' -

progress control on site, reception of equipment; 

assembly works; 

provisional and definitive reception of the whole plant. 

2.2.7 Start-up Assistance 

This consists of the supervision of the activities which 

both start the plant and then tune it to its optimal production conditions. 

This stage is part of the "core technology" and is usually provided by 

the process owner or the agent who carried out the basic engineering. 

* !REP, "Le Developpement des Capacites d'Engineering en Algerie", 
rapport presented to the Ministere de L'Industrie et de L'Energie, 
Algerie, Feb. 1973, p.9. 
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2.2.8 

2.3 

In addition to the above, there are two further ·elements of .technical 

knowledge involved in the realisation of the project:* first, quality 

control information. It is provided in the form of op.erating manuals 

relating to the control of the quality of inputs and final products. 

Quality control supervision can be exercised by the process owner 

for some time after the start-up of the plant. Secondly, training in the 

operation of· the plant is generally provided by the process owner,either 

through visits of the technical and managerial personnel of the recipient 
f 

to similar operating plants,or through the organisation of training courses. 

The Agents and Roles·· Involved in the Conce.ption and Realisation of a 
Pe~rochem.ical Project 

In describing the various stages in the conception, design and 

realisation of a petrochemical project, we have mentioned diverse agents 

who carry out different technical activities. These agents can be: 

(i) promoters of new enterprises (whb may be shareholders, holding 

companies, existing industrial firms, goveniment development 

agencies, etc.); 

(ii) chemical and petrochemical producers; 

(iii) engineering firms; 

(iv) process development firms; 

* Kamenetzky, "Process Engineering", op.cit., p. 7 • 
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. St~rtups in i!l1achine-lnte'nsive Production Systems 
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'· . ·~ by Nic/zolas Baloff , · 
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ABSTllACT • T/ie ltamfor cune model has bee,. 1.scd as a"'"'"" oj estima/i11e.tl1c prod1u:tivity 
illcreasu thal aecompany 11C1D prodiu:I startups i11 a fc-.o (Ofll.S of /abor-i11tc11sirc nia11ufaclurefor 
1oony years. This arJick su11ests the use of a inodijkd rersio11 of Ilic mrXltl ;,. 1iig/1ly 1iu:chr111i:ed 
11ia11ufaclure. The cjjicie11Cy of Ina nuxlel in dcscrihi11g Ifie prorl11ctirily co11scq11i111ces of u 1111111ber of 
prod11cl a11d process slarlups fromfttt" 111acui11c-i11lci.sfoc iw/11slrics is c.1"anii11cd tinpiric.,/ly. 

a· The "learning -curve" concept was originally formu-
lated in the airframe industry as a means of estimating 

the significant increases in direct labor productivity 
that were oh~erved to follow the introduction of new air-
frame models ( 11). Past research hil$ indicated that such 
gain"s in productivity show a common pattern among 
different airframes that can be efficiently described by a 
particular functional relationship-the learning curve 
model (1) (3). As to the cause or motivation of this phe-
nomenon, the name of the concept is suggestive; the 
regular increases in productivity have been attributed 
to learning or adaptation oi the pa.rt of the personnel 
who are responsible for the manufacture of an airframe. 
As their experience with a. new product model accumu-
lates, these individuals "learn," in various ways, how to 
produce it more efficiently (5). 

Following its formulation, the learning curve relation-
ship found intensive application as a.n estimating tech· 
nique throughout the airframe industry. By the end of 
World War II, a large number of airframe firms were 
using the model for a varietY. of purposes, ranging from 
contract negotiation to production seheduling (2) (4). 

tion, the introduction of new pro1iucts or new prmluct 
models. The usefulness of the concept in describing nnd 
estimating the "startups" of ne1v production processes 
has not been well explored. 

The apparent omission of machi111i·intc11sivc manu-
facture from past applicntions of the learning curve con-
cept is somewhnt inexplicable, since pronounce<! and 
measurable learning phenomcnn d11, in fact. ncconipa11y 
the introductions of new products or procluctio11 pro-
cesses in many mechanized forms oi nm11ufacture. 
\Vords like "startup" and "debugging" arc often us~d to 
describe the large gains in productivity that are 
achieved as the personnel in a machine-intensive pro-
duction system learn how to manufacture n new product · · 
or utilize a. new production process more cliicicntly. 

:." . ." And the passage of time bas not dimmed its popularity; 
' · .. :;··. · the lea.ming curve continues to find a large audiehre in 

Given the existence of such phenomena, it is lamenta-
ble that a. concept like the learning curve .h11s not "been 
develop~d to estimate the productivity increases that 
result. If reliable estimates were available, they could be 
employed usefully in a variety of import~mt planning 
and control functions in the typical tirm. Prior estima-
tion of the productivity gains that attend a startup can 
reduce materially the levels of uncertainty in such com-
mon activities as: 

'· , _, the·afrframe industry to the present day (6) (12). t. Product pricing. 

I 

! 
j 

·· ·· "''." Although the lea.ming curve model has achieved this 
considerable popularity in the airframe ,industry, a sur-
vey of the literature suggests that applications of the 
concept in other industries have been somewhat .narrow 
and few in number. Past applications have generally 
been limited to a small number of labor-intensive and 
labor-paced forms of manufacture that exhibit a high 
proportion of assembly operations; the manufacture of 
airframes, machine tools (7) and electronic components 
(4) (S) are relevant examples. Furthermore, these appli-
cations have been focused on only one type of innova-
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2. Ncgoti11ting delivery commitments. 
3. Production scheduling. 
4. Establishing production standards and wai;c inccnliwo. 
S. Budge ling nnd cost control. 
6. ;Facility analysis. 

It would seem that an extension of the learning curve 
concept, to include machine-intensive forms of m:\11 U· · 
facture, woi1ld be both intuitive!~· reasonable an•l prng-
mntically ad va11tageous. The central purpose of this 
paper ill to demonstrate that such an extension ls also 
feasible. The demonstration will be based on un empir-
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ica.l examina.tion of the a.pplica.tion of a. modified lea.rn-
!ng curve.formula.tion to a. number of new product a.nd 

l ,'· . · new process sta.rtups tha.t occurred under different con-
ditions of highly mecha.nized manufacture. 1 "": 

j: 
I 
I 
I 

. " As.an in'troductio'n to these empirical results, it will he 
.' •: · \!Sefol to discuss the following issues: the modified learn-

. <mg curve formula.don tha.t was a.pplied in this study, the 
· .. compcisitiop of the study sample a.nd the methodology 
.· employed in the empiricnl analysis. 

Th• Concept in Machine-/nlenSJ've Manufaclur• 

In ma.ny forms of continuous, machine-intensive 
ma.nufa.cture, it is possible to divide the ma.nufa.cturing 
history oi a. new product or process into essentially two 
.distinct pha.ses-a "sta.rtup phase" and a. "stea.dy-sta.te 
phase." The initia.lsta.rtup phase represents· a. temporary 
or tmnsient condition tha.t is ma.rked by stea.dy increases 
in manufacturing productivity. As experience with a. 
new pro1luct or process is accumulated, a. va.riety of pro-
ducLion and engineering personnel learn how to utilize 
the ma.nuincturing process more efficiently, nnd signifi-
cant gains in process productivity result. However, if 
the production life of the product or process is rela.tively 
long and continuous, it is quite likely tha.t these in-
creases in productivity will ultima.tely cease, a.nd the 
startup pha.se will give way to a. stea.dy-sta.te phase of 
operation. Following the a.chievement of the stea.dy-
st.'lte condition,. the productivity of ma.nufa.cture can 
va.ry unsystema.tica.l!y about a.n a.pproxima.tely consta.nt 
level for some considerable period of time. 

Although this type of two-sta.te production history 
would appea.r to he a. common chamcteristic of startups 
in a la.rge va.riety of industries, it obviously need not 
hold in a.II cases. In instances where the life of a product 
is re!a.tively short, or production·takes place in a. series of 
discontinuous "runs," the stea.dy-state phase may 
regularly fa.ii to mnteria.lize. The airfra.me industry pro-
vides :1 goocl example of this; it has been demonstra.ted 
that the relatively short production histories of ma.ny 
\\'oriel W a.r II a.irfrnmes fail to sho~ a.ny signs of a 
~tcady-sta.te phase (1). Under·such conditions, the no-
tion of stea.dy-stnte opera.tion obviously may have very 
litLle relevance. However, one should he aware of the 
potential dangers of a.ssuming, a priori, the a.bsence of 
steady-state opera.lion in these cases. For example, a.l-
though this assumption a.ppears to have held in the ma.-
jority of p11st airfra.me sta.rtups, it ha.s been suggested 
tlmt rertain postwa.r airframe sta.rtups ha.ve shown dis-
tinct inclica.tions of a. steady-state condition (3). 

Considering the fact tha.t the origina.l lea.rning curve 
relationship was developed in the airfra.me industry, it is 
perhaps not surprising that the model does not recognize 
the existence of the steady-sta.te pha.se of opera.tion. (The 
"unit curve'' formu)a.tion of the model is assumed here. 
For n discussion of other formula.tions, see (3).) Ra.ther, 
it merely purports to describe the stea.dy increases in 
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productivity tha.t define the initial sta.rtup phase. As 
will be dcmonstra.ted below, the model'does not a.ntici-
pa.te the ultima.te development of the stea.dy-sta.te 
phase, nor the productivity level at which steady-state 
operation occurs. 

From a. practica.! sta.ndpoin t, this deficiency of the 
model ca.uses little difficulty if the sta.rtup and stea.dy-
sta.te phases are treated sepa.rately. Following this a.p-
p~oach, the productivity increases tha.t ta.ke pin.cc dur-
ing the sta.rtup phase ca.n he described in the following 
way: 

,, ... a:rl', Eq.1. 
where 

y=an index of process productivity, 
x= cumulative output of the process over time, 

~ and b= para.meters of the model. 

lThose fnmilia.r with the lea.ming curve literature will 
recognize thnt this stntcment differs from ·past formula-
tions of the model thnt have been used in labor-inLensive 
manufacture. For e.'mmple,. ma.ny past empirica.l studies 
have sta.ted the model as: y=ar•. Notice tha.t b occurs 
as a. negative exponent, instead of as a. positive exponent 
as in Equation 1. However, in these studies, y a.nd a 
have been defined as input per unit of output-the 
reciprocal of the output per unit of input men.sure of 
productivity used here. The compensating effect of 
these changes is a.pp a.rent.) 

Inspection of the model will show that the a para.me-
ter represents the process productivity experienced for 
the first unit of output; tha.t is, for x= 1, y=a(l)•=a. 
The value of the b para.meter is an index of the rate oi 
productivity increase eiq>el'ienced during a. pa.rticula.r 
sta.rtup. As will he demonstrated later in the article, the 
b pa.rruneter has assumed positive values varying within 
the ra.nge 0 to ·LO a.mong the sta.rtups exa.mined in this 
study. 

A gra.phica.l illustrntion of a. hypothetical sta.rtup that 
conforms to the lea.ming curve model is shown in Figure 
1. As ca.n he seen, the production history has been di-
vided into sta.rtup and steady-sta.te phases. The model 
describes the exponential relationship between pro-
ductivity a.nd output during the sta.rtup phase, hut it 
does not a.nticipate the occurrence of the stea.dy-sta.te 
phnse. Exa.mina.tion of Equation 1 will indicate why: 
The model implies tha.t productivity (y) continues to in- ' 
crease with increa.sing output (x) without finite limit. 
Consequently, in cases where the occurrence of a. stea.dy-
stnte plateau is a.nticipntcd, it is necessary to define a.nd · 
~stima.te the steady-state productivity level as a. sepa.-
rnte step. (An altema.tive solution is to reformula.te 
the model to explicitly recognize the stendy-sta.te phase, 
11.~ has been suggested hy Levy (10). However, from a. 
practica.l standpoint, this step is of questiona.ble vnlue, 
for it does not ohvinte the necessity of specifica.lly defin-
ing and estimating the stea.dy-state plateau. further-
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more, the simplicity of the present Conn of the modd 
and its close conformance to previous formulations 
would soom to be advantageous in stimulating wi<ler in-
dustrial applications.) 

20 

Figure 2 illustrates another feature of the learning 
curve model: When plotted in logarithmic coordinaks, .r•• 
the expo11entiu.l relationship betwcecn productivity and f 7 

o,utput nssum~ linear form. As indicated in the figure, · . J s · 
. tJie productivity increo.ses that define the startup pho.se i 
appcu.r o.s a straight line on the logarithmic grids. Of j 
course, this, log-linear characteristic of the model can ' 

: . : :· .. ' · iilso be demonstrated algebraically. Taking logu.rithms · 
. ("'. · · · of both sides of Equation 1,_we have: 

: . . log y .. log a + b log ~. Eq. 2. 

,,. 

1: 
i 

r 

Study Sample 

The above formulation of the lea.ming curve model 
wo.s used in analyzing 28 sepamte c:i.ses of new product 
and new process startups that occurred in Jive compa-
nies from four dilierent industries. A large proportion of 
the total sample was provided by two firms in the steel 
industry. These two compu.nies, to be called Company A 
and Company B, together account for 24 cases of new 
process startups. Company A contributed .17 process 
startups that were brought on-stream in six different 
plants located throughout the United States. The seven 
remaining startups took· place in -a single Company B 
production facility. 

The types of processes that were studied in 'this indus-
try are extremely varied as to function and design. In-
cluded are examples of production processes irom vir-
tually every major stage of manufacture encountered in 
the industry; for exu.mple, iron ore beneficia.tion pro-
cesses, steel-making processes, primary and secondary 
rolling mills and a host of finishing processes associated 

!/-. ..... -. 
... ttup phat• 

_ .............. ~-: I 

fl;uro 1. lllv11totlon al a Hypolhottcol Slortup. 

10 

~--
,. '° 70 100 

Fl;ur• 2. Hypoth1tlcal 5tortup Curto an Lo;orllhmic C:oardlnotes. 

with ·particulu.r end products. All of thllse production 
processes generally can be characterized as exhibiting . 
these features: 

1. Sophisticated mechanization. 
2. Synchronized mechanical pacing. 
3. Large capital inv~tments, genernlly exceeding S l ,000,000 

and frequendy in excess oi Sl0,000,000. 
4. High rates of output, typimlly measured in tens oi tons oi 

product per hour of operation. 
S. Relatively small direct·bhor operating crews, uswilly 

numbering five or six employe~. 
The other startups included in the study are drawn 

from the glass products, electrical products and paper 
products industries. The glass products industry ac-
counts for two startups of new product models that oc-
curred in a single plant. Both oi the product models are 
of the same basic type, a re1atively large, three-dimen-
~ional glass "housing" that is.produced to near optical 
quality specifications. The production operations stud-
ied relate to the "shaping" of the producb from molten 
glass on a large, multi-station process known as a "form• 
ing mu.chine" in the industry. 

Tbe paper industry contributed the startup of a 
highly mechanized paper-making process that trans-
forms wood ~ps into various grades of finished paper 
products through a series of conversion operations. The 
process is physically large, mecbu.nically complex and 
represents a. capita.I expenditure in e."i:cess of $10 ,000,000. 

The startup of an automated electro-plating facility, 
used in the manufacture of electrical conductors, pro-
vides the final case in the study samplii. 1'he function of 
this process is the el!lctrolytic deposition of precisely 
regulated layers of three metals onto multiple strands of 
steel wire. The heart of the process consists of two large 
plating systems thu.t perform over thirty separate plat-
ing, cleaning and heat treating operations. fo addition 
to large physical size, large capital investment and im-
pressive rates of product output, the proces> Ccature5 ii 
high degree of automatic control. Its many operating 
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units are monitored and controlled through sophisti-
cated feedback loops. 

Methodology 

The same general methodolob'Y was employed in 
examining the productivity consequences of the differ-
ent startups described· above. Ea.ch of the startups was 
analyzed in relation to two variables, an index of process 
productivity and a measure of cumulative proce~s out-
put. The progress of the different s~tups was examined 
periodically·in relation to ~he normal production statis-
tics developed by the participating firms. In all cases, 

· these statistics wcrn developed for standard accounting 
time periods of operation (typically, one month). Con-
sequently, the productivity figures used, in the analyses 
summarize the output-weighted average productivity of 
a process during each accounting inonth of operation. 
The output statistics indicate the month-end cum~a
tive output oi a process for .each succeeding month of 
operation. In this manner, the different startups were 
analyzed on the basis of monthly "observations" of 
average process productivity and cumulative output. 

The specific productivity and output measures used in 
the analyses diiiered between companies, depending on 
data. availability considerations. The most frequently 
employed measure of process output was tons of sale-
nble product. The output of the paper-making process 
and nearly all of the steel industry processes were mea-
sured in this way. (Among the Company A steel cru;es, 
the output of the startup, coded No. 6, is measured in 
thousands of lineal feet of steel produced. Surface area 
of steel produced is employed in measuring the output 
of startups numbered 2, 3 and 8. Both measures are 
reliable substitutes for the tonnage measure in these 
particular processes.) Similarly, the output of the elec-
tro-plating process was measured as pounds of saleable 
conductor produced For the two glass product startups, 
the output of the forming processes was calculated in 
terms of number of saleable units of product. 

In regard to productivity, two different tyPes of in-
dices are employed in the study. The first is an "abso-
lute" measure of productivity, that is, s1\leable output 
(in appropriate units) per scheduled hour of process 
operation. This type of absolute measure was used in the 
analyses of the startups of the glass products, the paper 
process and the Company B steel processes. In each 
instance, it was calculated in such a way as to reflect the 
infiuence of unscheduled process down-time, poor qual-
ity output and changes in process operating speed, 
thereby providing an overall indication of process pro~ 
ductivity. However, the startups of the Company ;\ 
steel processes and the electro-plating process were 
analyzed.on the basis of "rel:i.tive" productivity figures, 
which are expressed as a percentage of established, 
standard productivity rates for each process. These \ 
"percentage performance efficiency" (PPE) figures were 
·calculated by relating the actual absolute productivity 
figures achieved by a process to the engineered ·pro-
ductivity standards that were established for that par-
ticular process. 

' Th• Findings 

The results of the empirical analysis of the different 
startups can be summarized in terms of several major 
findings: 

1. There is clear indication that a definite learning phenome-
non occurs regularly in the several forms of ma.nuiacture investi-
gated, and that this phenomenon is common to both new process 
and new product startups. 

2. The productivity conscquencCll of the phenomenon arc gen· 
emlly pronounced; all of the startups were marked by l.a.rge regu-
lar increa.ses in productivity ior some months following the incep-
tion of manufacture. 

. ' 
· 3. These productivity increa.ses do not continue interminably; 

they are typically interrupted by the eventual development of a 
distinct stea.dy-statc operating condition. 

r? 200 
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4. In all cases, the increases in productivity tho.t precede tho 
development of the stco.dy.sto.te phase are well described or 
"fitted" by the modified learning curve model • 

5. The values of the model p&rameters show considerable 
variation among t4e diffcrcn t sto.rtups. 

These summary findings c:lll be illustrated graphically 
in reference to Figures 3 through 6, which show repre· 
sentative examples of the startups included in the study. 
As indicated, the tigures illustrate the startups of the. 
paper-making process, the electro-plating process, and' 
one process startup Crom each of the steel firms. Consis-
tent with the methodology described earlier, the <la.ta. 
points shown in the logarithmic plots represent monthly 
"observations" of the average productivities and cumu· 
lative outputs achieved during each of the startups. 

The four tigurcs illustrate several of the major fin<l· 
ings. To begin with, the cleveloP.mcnt of a steady-state 
operating condition is clearly indicated in the plots. In 
each case, the production histories can be divided into 
two separate phases; that is, the upward productivity 
trend that defines the initial startup phase is ultimately 
arrested by the steady-state phase. In subsequent opera-
tions, productivity appears to vary irregularly about an 
approximately constant level from month to month. 

The presence of a. distinct steady-state operating con-
dition was apparent in the majority of startups; 20 of 
the 28 cases :lllalyzed displayed a sharply delineated, 
two-phase production history of the type illustrated in 
the figures. In each of the eight remaining cases, a 
dllfinite steady-state phase <lid.not appear in the data. 
Instead, the productivity increases of the startup con-
tinued throughout the available production histories. 
The key word is available, since the absence of steacly-
sta.te phases in these instances can be attributed to data. 
a. va.ila.bility constraints. Seven of the cases relate to steel 
industry startups that.were in progress at the time that 
<la.ta for the study were obtained. The fast example is 
that of a. new product startup in the glass manufacturing 
firm. In this case, manufacture· of the product was dis-
continued before a. steady-state plateau was reached. 

The glass product startup has been plotted in Figure 7 
to illustrate the general characteristics of the eight sin· 
gle-phnse startups. :\s can he scci1, no pronounced or 
sustained stcacly-st;1te phase is present, although the 
clnt:i hecamc somewhat erratic toward the encl of the 
plot. The seven "current" steel startups display esscn· 
tinily the same characteristics shown in l~igure 7; that is, 
an uninterrupted upward tren<l showing no sustained 
interrJptions. · 

.Figures 3 through 7 also illustrate another general 
. finding of the study: The productivity increases associ· 
atc<l with the various startups are typically of h1rge 
m~gnitude and lung .duration. 1.£ the productivity levels 
at the beg.inning ancl end of the startup phases arc com· 
pared, it will be seen that the net gains in productivity 
are appreciable in every instance. ~imilnrly, the number 
of monthly observations contained in the startup 
phases indicate that the duration of these procluctivity 
increases are signific:lllt1 varying Crom a low of six 
months (Figure 6) to well over thirty months (Figure i). 

A complete review of the magnitude an<l duration.of 
the different startups is presented in Table 1. The table 
has been org:lllize<l to show the startups by industry, 
and by company within the steel industry. Also inclu<lccl 
are the industrial names of the steel processes and a 
separate code number for ea.ch startup. (The startups 
shown in Figures 3-7 are coded numbers 28, 27, 7, 23 an<l 
26, respectively.) The "magnitude of startup'' figures 
have been calculated as the ratio of two productivity fig· 
ures, the average productivity attained <luring the last 
month of the startup phase cliviclc<l by the a ver;1ge pro-
ductivity achieved during the first calendar month oi 

· operation. As such, these figures provide an index of the 
net changes in productivity experienced during tl1e 
startups. The "duration of startup" figures simply incli· 
cate the number of months during which productivity 
was increasing; that is, the duration of the initial startup 
phase. . 

A survey of,tbe table indicates that the magnitude oi 

/ ...... . 
~ .. . 
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• Star&upaLill In Prot:ftMo 

startup figures a.re genernlly impressive, ranging from 
1.6 to 11.0. Summarizing these figures, it should be. 
noted that productivity tripled during the startups in 
fully one-half of the cases. In over one-third of the start-
ups, the ultimate or ending productivities were at least 
four times the size of the initial levels. 

of the study-the descriptive efliciency of the modified 
learning curve model. Previous perusal of the figures has 
undoubtedly indicated that the data describing the ini-
tial startup phase assume a. linear trend on the logarith-
mic grids. In each of the figures, the a.ppare.nt linearity 
of the productivi.ty trends can be judged in relation t•> · 
the least-squares regression lines that have been litteu to 
the data. 

The pronounced linearity of these data. obviously 
suggests that the startup phases of the production his-
tories can be described efficiently with the moclitieu 

·•·..lea.raing .curve. modeL. ·T.his, follows dircc~ly Ironi. .. thc.~ 
earlier demonstration of the log-linear feature of lhe 
model (Equation 2). Furthermore, the graphical evi-
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' 11 11.ll .1rii 22 13.2J ·"" IOJ -&.;2 .liO 12 a.;n . .81 The tenacity Qf the. startup phase is also impressive. 
As the duration figures indica.te1 the productiVi.ty in-
creases persisted for at least! six months in all but four" 
cases. Productivity continued to climb for a.t least 15 
months in approximately one-half of the startups, and 
six ca&es experienceu durations of two years or longer.' 
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21 ~·'° The graphical results shown in Figures 3 through 7 
provide a convenient illustration of one iurther finding 

Cumulative Ten-Thousands of Units Produced 
"Igor• 7. S1arlup of Glau Prodoct. 

Paper Products lad111Lr}' 21 ,280 .ISi I I .99 

dence is strongly supported by the results of detailed re-
gression analyses of the startups. The modified model 
provides an excellent statistical description of the start-
up phases shown in the ligures. Moreover, the descrip-
tive efficiency of the mo1lcl extemls to 111[ of the rcma.i11-
ing cases as well. 

The detailed regression results are displayed in Ta.hie 
2. In ea.ch case, the results were obtained by regressing 
the data relating to the startup phnse against the log-
tra.nsformed form of the modified model (Equation 2), 
using the lea.st-squares criterion. The table shows the 
coefficients oi determinnlion (r), the I-ratios and the a 
a1ul b parameter v:Llucs uhta.inecl in e:1ch regression, as 
well as the number of ohscrvatio11s (n) upon which the 
rc~ressions ;ire based un<l the starlup code numhers that 
were :15sigJ:ii;d..i.n tlu:-pruvious ta.Lile. .. -- ..---- . 
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l·:.~aminntion oi the I-ratios and coefficients of deter- different startups in a firm ha.ve important implications 
niiimtiun will demonstrate the genera.I efficiency of the for potential applications of the learning curve model. 
iit prr1vidc1l hy the regression model. The 12 va.lues vary If the model is to be used as a reliable basis for estimat-
fruni .88 lo .99, with a. median value of .94. The I-ratios ing the course of future startups, it will obviously be 
ari: also gcncrully impressive, ranging from 6.7 to 41.6, necessary to develop a menns of estimating the param~-
wilh n n1C1lhm value or 13.3. (The l-ralio is obtained by ters of the model for co.ch new startup. On the face of it, 
11ivi11ing the C'J.lculated regression coefficient (b) by its this conclusion seems palpable. Yet, the necessity of 
own sltmdard error.) estimating both para.meters of the model appears to 

These results indicate thnt t11e model provides a very ha.ve been !JVerlookcd in some pu.st applications of the 
e1l)cient. and general description of the productivity learning curve. During the war, there was apparently a 
conscquc'nces':issociatcd with·cach of the dilierentsta.rt,-.• -:, .. tendency.,in·the a~f.riw!c,industr,y to nssume a. constant 
ups. The generality of this finding is particularly inter- value for the b parameter iil estiri1ating tfie sttirtups o[ 
esting, considering the diversity of the startups as to dilTcrent airframes, notwithst:mding differences in m.i.n-
origin, types of products and methods of manufacture. ufucturers, production facilities or types of airframes. 

The last empirical finding concerns the values of the a (See also (2) (6) and (8).) This assumption was subse-
and b para.merers determined for the dilTcrent startups. quently shown to be naive and a careful examimition of 
It will be recalled that the b value of the model provides World War U startup curves has indicated that the 
o.n index of the relative rate of productivity improve- actual b va.lues varied considerably, nnd that the as-
mcnt associated with a given startup. The larger the b sumption of any single value would result in intolerably 
value, the greater the rela.tive ra.te of productivity im- large estima.ting errors (1). 
provement. The influence of different b va.lues can be The results reported in Table 2 obviously will not sup-
illustrated by studying the regression Jines in Figures 3 port the application of any constant or avernge b value, 
through 7, whose b va.lues are .158, .236, .432, .485, a.nd however attractive such a.n assumption might appear in . 
.350, respectively. (Since b is the slope of the relation- practice. Instead, these results suggest that the devclop-
ship between log y and log x (Equation 2), it is also the ment of some rclia.ble method of estimating the b param-
slope of the startup phases shown in these figures.) eter will be a.n important consideration in many at-

The large va.riution in b val~es shown in Table 2 (.104 tempted applications of the startup model. 
to • 713) indicates tha.t there were importa,nt differences There is some indication that this parameter estima-
in the relative ra.tes of productivity improvement ex:- · tion problem will not be easily resolved. Severa.I intui-
perienced in the va.rious startups. Furthermore, con- tive approaches to the problem have been examined, to 
straining the focus to a. pa.rticula.r industry, or a com- little avail. For instance, the startups of similar types or 
pany within an industry, obviously does not eliminate steel processes have been examined in the anticipation of 
all of this variation. For example, among the Company finding compara.ble b pa.rameters. This ostensibly ren; 
:\steel startups, the ra.nge of,va.riation is sgll very wide, sonable expectation is not borne out by the iindings. 
from .17-1: to .713. Among Company B startups, it is also Startups of the sa.me basic types of processes cxpcri-
appreciable, from .104 to .485. . . enced very different b values. (To illustrate, the startups 

An exa.mination of the a para.meter values given in coded numbers 2; 3, 8, 12, 21 and 22 a.Jl relate to the in-
Table 2 will show considerable varia.tion here, also. troduction of electrolytic-tinning processes in the two 
However, this result is not as easy to interpret as the steel firms; among these six startups the b values vary 
va.riation in b values. First of a.11, the a values shown: in considerably, £ro111.1'~4 to. 713. Furthermore, restricting 
the table are "theoretical" in the sense tha.t they were the exa.mina.tion to startups that took place in the so.me 
all determined from a. downwa.rd extrapolation of the firm, or in the same facility, does not eliminate the varia-
regression lines. Since the first observa.tions relate to tion in b values.) 
the average productivity achieved during the entire first 
mont·h of output, the degree of extrapolation to obtain Conclusion 
the a value is apprecia.hle. Secondly, since the a values 
are stated in a.bsolute productivity terms in all bu~ the 
Company A a.nd electro-plating startups, some of the 
variation reflects the inherent differences in the a.bsolute 
rates of output among these processes. Given these diffi-
culties, it is not possible to place an exact interpretation 
on the variation found in the ta.hie. However, consider-
ing only the Company A startups, the very large di!Ier-
ences amortg the reported a values suggest that the 
actual beginning productivities were, in fac.t, quite 
di!forent. 
• Large va.rintions in the a and b para.meter values of 

An obvious, yet significant, conclusion th:1t can he 
dra.wn from this study is tha.t a pronounced learning nr 
adaptation phenomenon does occur in machine-inten-
sive manufacture. The results indicate that an impor-
tant lea.ming effect w;1s present among a lnrge number 
of product and process stnrtups in seveml forms of 
mechani?.ed manufacture. 1-foreover, it seems rcnson-
nhle to suggest thnt the existence of a definite learning 
phenomenon is I\ good den) more extensive than thc:;e 
~pecific results demonstrate. It is suspected that the 
phenomenon is quite geneml in the .capital-intcnsiYe 
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sector of industry. This suspicion is encouraged to some in many applications of the model is the estim:1tion ni • 
degree by the realization that the manufacturing pro- lhe steady-state levels oi productivity. Since the de· 
cesses examined here hear some t~hnologicnl resem- velopment of a. steady-state ph;ise is not anticipated by 
blance to mechanized processes in many other indus- the learning curve model, its location will have to he 
tries. estimated separately. Of course, it is possible simply to 

It is clear from the results of past learning curve re- await the occurrence of a. steady-state condition-in· 
search that a similar adaptation phenomenon occurs ste114 <'f estima.tiiig. it in advance-but the price of such 
regularly in several labor-intensive industries. When inaction may be ttuite high in terms of effective phinnini: 
these results are aggregated with the findings of the and control. 
present study, it is evident that the occurrence of the A ~tting way of concluding this discussion is to note 
phenomenon is not restricted to a particular "type" of . ~~~.1\1~!!~ _for_ (u~_th~.~~cnrcb. .. It· has.bce1uuggested'hero · ··-.. · · 
.manu(a.c~ure, Rnt!ier, one.might hypothesise that some··, .. tliaf b'<ith the startup concept and the modified learning 
form of startup effect is present in a wide variety oi in- curve model may lind useful applic;1tion in a wide 5ector 
dustries that employ different methods of manufacture. of industry. However, considerable empirical study will 
From n conceptual standpoint, all of the essential ele- he required to evaluate this suggestion. Parameter csti· 
ments of a startup phenomenon can be found through- mation represents another provocative prohlem that re-
out industry without reference to any particular mode. quires attention. Finally, it should be mentioned that 
of manufacture. Significant innovations in product or the conceptual understanding of the startup phenome-
process will alter typically the mental and manual tasks non needs substantial elaboration. To cfate, the expla-
of production and engineering personnel. In meeting nations of the phenomenon have been less than thor-
their job responsibilities, these individunls adapt to such ough. As a consequence, empirical research has tended 
task changes as their experience with a new process or to be narrow and inadequately guidcCI hy suhstantivc 
product incre;ises. As long as their adaptation efforts theory. The notable reluctance of the learning curve 
are effective, and can be reflected in the productivity of concept to move from one particular type of labor-in· 
manufacture, the development of a. measurable startup tensive manufacture may be a practical result of this 
phenomenon might be reasonably expected. deficiency. Looking to the future, a better conceptual 

The very significant productivity gains found in this understanding of the learning phenomenon may suggest 
study, a.nd in past learning curve research, indicate that that it has analogues in many tnsk-oriented activities 
the existence of a startup phenomenon !hould be ex- outside the production function, and perhaps beyol"!d 
plicitly recognized by the firms experiencing it. The industry. 
productivity consequences of the startups examined 
here were typically of sufficient magnitude and duration 
to warrant their prior estimation for the purposes of a 
number ol important planning and control activities. 

In this regard, it is interesting to consider potential 
applications of the modified learning curve model. The 
results of this study would seem to argue strongly for 
continued efforts at developing the model into a reliable 
startup estimation technique in the several companies 
from which these data were obtained. More generally, 
there is reason to hope that the same formulation may 
tind useful application in a wider context. Given the suc-
cess of this basic model in describing many startups in 
both lahor- and machine-intensive manufacture, it cer-
tainly should not be ignored in future research. 

One of the difficulties that is likely to he encountered 
in developing the model as :m estimating technique· i11 
the prohlem uf rnramctcr esli111nlio11. If the result.'! here 
arc indicative of future findings, naive approaches, like 
the t\Ssumption of constant p:lrameter values for differ-
ent startups, are of questionable validity. Similarly, 
parameter estimation based on functional o.nd physic:ll 
similarities between rrocesses or proclucts shows duhious 
promise. It appears thnt effective re"solution of this issue 

· ·wiH·require considerahle study an<l perhaps an entirely 
new approach. 

Another related problem that will have to be resolved 
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International Transfer of Technology 

to Developing Countries: 
Implications for U.S. Policy 

Nathaniel Leff 

Introduction 
With the emergence of technology as a prominent item on 

the international policy agenda, considerable attention has 
focused on the obstacles to the transfer of technology to the 
less developed countries (LDCs). Much of the discussion here 
has centered on supply conditions, such as monopoly power, 
which may inhibit the transfer. of know-how to the LDCs. 
Serious problems also exist, however, on the demand side. 
These obstacles must be identified and analyzed if effective 
policy measures are to be devised to accelerate the flow of 
technology for development . 

This paper analyzes two central features of LDC demand 
for advanced technology. We first consider economic aspects 
of Third World demand, focusing particularly on industrial 
technology, where LDC concerns have been most intense. In. 
addition, LDC demands in the field of technology have a 
political dimension. Indeed the political dimension may be 
more important than the economic, particularly in inter-
governmental relations such as the 1979 United Nations Con-
ference on Science and Technology for Development. Accord-
ingly, we will also consider these political demands, which 
are premised on the assumption by many Third World govern-
ments that changes in the present technology transfer system 
would help to solve important development problems. Such 
politically motivated pressures cannot realistically be dis-
cussed, however, in isolation from the overall economic and 
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policy situation in which the oil-importing LDCs now find 
themselves. We must therefore consider that broader context, 
and assess the possibilities for using international measures 
in technology policy in order to help achieve LDC objectives. 
These in~lude the aspiration, often voiced by Third World 
leaders, to diminish their external dependency. This concern 
for reducing foreign dependency appears as a policy goal or 
constraint throughout the paper. 

This analysis leads to a consideration of the scope and 
limitations for utilizing technology as a major instrument 
of U.S. foreign policy in relations with the developing coun-
tries. The paper then proposes several specific measures that 
U.S. policymakers might consider for the coming U.N. Con-
ference. We conclude with a longer term perspective on 
transfer-of-technology issues in the context of U.S.-LDC 
relations. 

Demand Conditions 
LDCs that want to import advanced technology in a specific 

area usually have available several alternative suppliers. Tech-
nical aid, professional education, and equipment salespeople 
are clearly important sources of technology transfer. In addi-
tion, consultant firms that specialize in the design and start-up 
of new factories are another potential supplier of advanced 
technology. Finally, multinational corporations (MN Cs), both 
from the United States and from other more developed coun-
tries, are another possible source of advanced technology for 
developing countrie_s.1 Such companies are available as poten-
tial suppliers of know-how either through direct foreign 
investment or, if the LDC prefers, through licensing arrange-
ments between local and international firms. 

Because many alternative sources of advanced technology are 
usually available as potential suppliers of know-how in spe-
cific fields, monopolistic control over the international supply 
of technology to LDCs rarely exists in practice. A smooth 
international flow of technology, however, requires favorable 
demand as well as supply conditions; and here some problems 
do exist. 
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For LDCs to import technology effectively, they must Qe able 
to identify and articulate their know-how needs. This involves 
both specifying the objectives they want technology to achieve, 
and being aware of the possibilities for using different tech-
nologies to attain similar goals. Further, the technology 
importer must be willing and able to search internationally 
for the best terms available among potential alternative sources 
of know-how. The first supplier contacted for a specific project 
may well not offer the conditions that best suit the LDC. This 
implies the need for expanding contacts among potential 
know-how suppliers, as well as having knowledgeable LDC 
negotiators who can evaluate the merits of alternative pro-
posals. These two conditions, effective international search 
and articulation of technology needs, have not always been 
satisfied in the developing countries. Tli.e "horror stories" 
sometimes recounted in the transfer of technology area-cases 
in which LDCs paid exorbitant know-how fees, or purchased 
technology that manifestly did not suit their needs-usually 
relate to such instances. 

LDC demand conditions may also constrain the interna-
tional flow of know-how in another important way. As in 
any demand context, it is essential to distinguish between 
"needs" and effective demand. In many instances, potential 
technology imporlers may be unable or unwilling to support 
their technology desires with effective purchasing power in 
the marketplace. We will return to this obvious and funda-
mental point below. Before doing so, however, we must con-
sider the costs and prices involved in the international market 
for the transfer of technology, for this is another subject on 
which misconceptions and recriminations of ten prevail. 

The prices charged in technology transfer agreements typi-
cally involve two components. One is payment to the technol-
ogy-exporting firm to compensate for the direct expenses (e.g., 
in personnel training) which it incurs in the transfer. In 
addition, a price is charged for the use of the proprietary 
technology. The MNC may have "off-the-shelf" know-how 
available without cost. But the same technology has a positive 
economic value to the Third World firm, for the LDC company 
can use the technology to increase its returns by reducing 
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costs or by entering new product lines. 
A bargaining situation thus exists to establish the price 

actually charged for the use of the technology. As in any 
bargaining context, the price determined in a particular 
licensing negotiation depends on the specific situation. The 
more numerous the potential know-how suppliers, the greater 
the competitive pressures on a particular licensor to reduce 
the price charged for the technology. But if LDC negotiators 
are not knowledgeable, or have not searched among alternative 
suppliers, this advantage may easily be lost. And even under 
favorable market conditions, the absolute level of the prices 
charged to technology importers can be high. 2 

One further point is essential for understanding the prices 
charged in the international transfer of technology. The MNC 
already possesses che know-how as a result of ics past R&D and 
production experience. At the same time, this know-how has 
considerable value for an LDC firm, for it can increase its 
returns once the technology is made available. As in any case 
involving a good which has value but which has been pro-
duced with sunk coses, the price charged reflects economic 
rents which are determined by negotiation. Notwithstanding 
its undisputed rhetorical appeal (to both sides), the concept 
of "fair" or "equitable" price has no economic meaning in 
this context. A greater awareness of this fact might reduce 
che mutual hostility and resentment that often pervade LDC 
and MNC discussions concerning the transfer of technology . 

Technology and Development Problems 
We have thus far consid~red the transfer of technology 

in a narrow economic perspective. This may miss the essence 
of the story. Current LDC pressures in the technology area are 
preeminently a political thrust, and partly reflect an expecta-
tion that changes in the international availability of tech-
nology will help the countries solve some of their development 
problems. This dimension of LDC demand is especially 
important in the context of intergovernmental negotiations 
and the 1979 U.N. Conference on Science and Technology for 
Development. le is therefore essential to consider the major 
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development problems the LDCs now face, and to assess the 
extent to which changes in technology, and particularly 
international policies in this area, can be expected to alleviate 
the LDCs' social and economic problems. This discussion 
leads to sobering conclusions. But it is necessary to clarify the 
realistic possibilities, if only to avoid unwarranted enthusiasm 
and subsequent disillusion. 

Open and disguised unemployment have been .increasing 
in many developing countries, raising questions of widespread 
economic hardship and political instability. Consequently, 
attention has focused on the possibility that fundamentally 
new, "appropriate" technologies might be devised, which 
would greatly increase employment per unit of output. The 
possibilities for international policy measures to do much in 
alleviating this problem, however, are extremely limited. 

First, there is little empirical basis for expecting that "appro-
priate technologies" can in fact be invented which->twould 
have a sizable impact on unemployment in the developing 
countries.3 Moreover, research and development efforts to 
devise such technologies will require a gestation period. This 
is no justification for failing to search for such techniques. 
But it does indicate that even under favorable conditions, 
"appropriate technologies" should not be expected to have a 
short-term impact ori unemployment in developing countries. 

Further, even if techniques do become available which might 
utilize much more labor and less capital, they will not be 
adopted in LDCs unless these countries correct factor-price 
distortions that now make it profitable for private and state 
capitalist enterprises to substitute capital for labor.• One 
reason that appropriate technologies have not been supplied 
to developing countries is that current government policies 
ensure that they are generally not demanded in the market. 
The situation is complicated by the fact that LDC intellectuals, 
policymakers, and technology importers often have very dif-
ferent perceptions of the technology that is appropriate for 
the country's needs.s For technology exporters to become in-
volved in LDC determinations of what is appropriate would, 
of course, be an unwarranted trespass on local autonomy. 

International policies can do little to correet the LDC factor-
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price distortions that presently inhibit the development and 
adoption of labor-intensive technologies. The policies that 
affect the internal relative prices of labor, capital, and foreign 
exchange are deeply rooted in local economic and political 
reality. Consequently, external proposals to change LDC 
wage, monetary, and exchange rate policies can only be an 
infringement on local sovereignty. And with their current 
sensitivity to neocolonial domination and dependency, LDC 
governments can be expected to be especially hostile to such 
outside interference. Indeed, e~en well-intentioned interna-
tional organizations can expect to have little influence in this 
area. The Employment Missions of the International Labor 
Organization have had a meager policy response to their 
recommendations on changing relative factor prices in de-
veloping countries. 

The theme of "appropriate technology" has also been raised 
in another sense. Attention has been focused on the develop-
ment of useful products suited to the needs of the broader 
population rather than the inappropriate consumption goods 
purveyed by MN Cs and their local imitators. In some instances, 
this theme has blended into a call for LDCs to reorient their 
development strategies toward providing the basic needs of the 
masses in their countries. Again, however, supply can do little 
to change the situation unless demand patterns also shift. 
The elites in control of most developing countries have 
shown little desire to reorient their development patterns 
toward basic needs. They have also been tenacious in resisting 
efforts at income redistribution which would provide the 
effective mass demand for "appropriate" consumption prod-
ucts. In the face of present income distribution and demand 
patterns in the LDCs, the call for appropriate consumption 
goods is often little more than a hollow slogan.6 

International measures in the field of technology can also 
do little to accelerate rates of output growth in the Third 
World. Attention here has centered on policies to narrow the 
international technology gap that now separates producers in 
the LDCs from producers in the more advanced countries. This 
focus neglects the fact that the major technology condition 
holding down productivity in the developing countries is not 
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international differences in technology but rather an internal 
technology gap within individual LDCs. 

In most activities, firms do exist in the LDCs which utilize 
technology similar to that used by producers in the more ad-
vanced countries. Most firms in the same sector, however, 
use techniques that yield markedly lower levels of produc-
tivity.1 The coexistence of high- and low-productivity tech-
niques reflects the weakness of competitive pressures (in-
cluding competition from imports), or the factor-market 
imperfections which lead to a dualistic pattern of development. 
Thus the internal technology gap reflects LDC industrial 
organization policies, exchange rate regimes, and factor 
pricing. In these conditions, increased international avail-
ability of highly productive techniques to Third World coun-
tries will do little to increase overall levels 'of productivity 
and output growth. 

International policy measures can do little to narrow the 
internal technology gap within individual LDCs. As just 
noted, the disparity often has its source in LDC policies 
that distort factor prices and inhibit competition. In agricul-
ture, the slow rates of internal technology diffusion may have 
other causes, but again outsiders have a minimal role to play. 
The U.S. government did in fact develop an important policy 
innovation which could be used to accelerate the spread of 
modern technology in the agricultural sector of developing 
countries. This was the Peace Corps. For their own reasons, 
however, governments in many LDCs have rejected use,of this 
instrument of technology diffusion. 

Finally, the potential of technology to raise overall rates of 
output growth in the developing countries is especially limited 
because of the special conditions that now constrain economic 
growth in the vast majority of LDCs-those which import 
petroleum. As is well known, the countries affected most 
severely by OPEC's 1974 quintupling of petroleum prices have 
been the oil-importing LDCs. This is because the sharp rise 
in oil prices implied a shortage in the foreign exchange 
available for the other imported inputs necessary to sustain 
economic expansion in their countries. With high oil prices 
ir:nposing an import constraint on the economic development 
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of most LDCs, technology is of very limited relevance for 
their short- and medium-term growth problems. Not only has 
this new restriction emerged to limit their growth possibilities, 
but the energy technologies available in the more developed 
countries offer the LDCs little prospect for a solution to their 
difficulties. 

Technology, and particularly international technology 
measures, can thus be expected to have little impact in re-
solving the growth and unemployment problems of the LDCs. 
What are the prospects for technology policy to aid in another 
area-reducing external dependency in Third World coun-
tries? 

Alternative LDC Goals in the Transfer of Technology 
LDC efforts in the transfer of technology area aim at three 

distinct aspects of reducing external dependency. One goal is 
to relax external constraints on the local supply of goods, by 
making available to producers within the LDCs the know-how 
necessary to produce advanced-technology products. This 
objective involves the use of advanced technology for economic 
development. 

Another LDC objective focuses on -the possession, rather 
than simply the use, of modern technology. This objective 
reflects the concerns of Third World countries to utilize 
technology as they see fit-reducing _external controls on 
royalty payments and on local decisions involving technology 
which is supplied from abroad. Similarly, this focus stems 
from LDC aspirations to be the autonomous masters of the 
know-how they import. This cannot be achieved if critical 
elements of technology are controlled by MNC suppliers. 

Finally, recent Third World discussions of technology trans-
fer also indicate a third objective. This is the desire of the 
LDC to increase its capacity to generate technology in-
digenously. Reliance on technology developed in the advanced 
countries keeps the LDCs in a state of neocolonial techno-
logical dependency. Consequently, many LDCs are now con-
cerned with enhancing their internal technology capabilities 
by expending a much larger share of their income for domestic 
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R&D rather than paying for imported know-how. Logically, 
this objective might appear to reject the whole concept of 
technology transfer. It has in fact been included in LDC dis-
cussions concerning the inadequacies of the present system. 

The problem confronting LDC policymakers in the area of 
technology transfer is that these multiple policy objectives 
usually involve trade-offs rather than complementary rela-
tions: policies that achieve more of one goal may do so only 
at a cost of lower performance with respect to other objectives. 
In the present context, LDC policies oriented toward reducing 
technology payments and MNC control over know-how may 
also lead to fewer licensing agreements being negotiated. 
Similarly, the lower the cost and the greater the volume 
of technology transfers, the less Third World countries will 
be able to generate the capacity to develop industrial tech-
nology domestically. For with an elastic supply of technology 
from overseas, firms in LDCs are unlikely to incur the resource 
costs and uncertainties involved in developing know-how 
locally. Indeed, the most effective policy for developing do-
mestic R&D capacity would be dras.tic curtailment of inter-
national technology transfer, for that would divert local 
demand for technology to potential domestic suppliers. Such a· 
policy, however, would entail heavy costs in terms of relaxing 
technological constraints on local production of high-tech-
nology products. 

These trade-offs and complexities are often very much part of 
the context in which LDC governments must formulate their 
policies on the transfer of technology. The existence of mul-
tiple and competitive objectives also helps explain why LDC 
policies in this area may often act at cross-purposes, and thus 
suboptimize with respect to all three of their policy goals. 
Finally, this situation also has important implications for U.S. 
foreign policy. 

Technology Transfer and U.S. Foreign Policy 
Because LDC objectives concerning the transfer of tech-

nology often suffer from inherent inconsistencies, U.S. efforts 
to satisfy LDC aspirations will be beset by the same contradic-
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tions. Thus, if U.S. policy is oriented to be responsive to the 
needs of the LDCs, it will inevitably "fail" in one or another 
of the policy goals just discussed. For example, measures to 
lower the cost and accelerate the flow of international know-
how will conflict with LDC desires to develop indigenous 
technological capacity. If this outcome appears remote, recall 
the effects of U.S. efforts to provide a large volume of cheap 
food imports to the LDCs. Such measures were castigated for 
inhibiting the agricultural development of the LDCs. The 
most effective U.S. policy for promoting enhanced LDCR&D 
capabilities would be a U.S. embargo on the export of tech-
nology, a measure which would shift LDC demand for know-
how from foreign to local suppliers. Such a drastic policy 
would, however, conflict with Third World aspirations for 
increasing production of industrial products and domestic 
mastery of advanced know-how. Similarly, U.S. policies to 
increase LDC possession of imported technology may inhibit 
the flow of new know-how, and thus retard LDC production 
of high-technology products. The United States is thus in a 
"no-win" situation: regardless of its policy on the transfer 
of technology, it will not be able to still LDC critics on this • issue. 

Entering into dialogue with the LDCs on the transfer of 
technology is also unlikely to yield positive results for another 
reason. Fruitful dialogue· is feasible when the participants 
share common premises. This condition is not satisfied in 
the transfer of technology issue. Many Third World leaders 
consider know-how a free good, the common heritage of all 
humankind. This is not the position of American firms who 
possess proprietary technology. And even if the U.S. govern-
ment were to accede to the LDC view, it lacks the means to 
make good on such a stance by controlling the actions of 
private corporations in this area. In addition, LDCs have come 
to believe that changes in the international availability of tech-
nology will have a dramatic impact on their development. As 
we have seen, however, as long as the internal LDC technology 
gap persists, increased international transfer of know-how will 
do little to accelerate Third World economic growth. Under 
these conditions, efforts to intensify U.S.-LDC dialogue on 
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the transfer of technology will not be productive. And far from 
blunting political pressures, more discussion will lead only to 
exacerbated dissension, as disagreement on basic principles be-
comes increasingly clear. Similarly, a U.S. negotiating ap-
proach which appears to validate LDC expectations con-
cerning the result!. to be anticipated through intergovern-
mental negotiations would also have unhappy consequences. 
False hopes can lead only to disillusionment and frustration. 

Finally, forceful American policy in this area is in any case 
not likely to be feasible because of the difficulties the U.S 
government faces with respect to its own policy objectives and 
instruments. These limitations are particularly evident in the 
field of industrial technology, which has been the special 
focus of LDC pressures. Transfer of technology has, of course, 
been opposed by organized labor in the United States. Many 
of the changes contemplated by the LDCs-replacement of 
direct investment by transfers of technology to nonaffiliated 
firms; lower royalty fees; and an end to confidentiality re-
quirements-are resisted by much of American business. More-
over, general public opinion may also oppose changes whicb 
appear to imply government acquiescence to a decline in 
America's technological superiority. 

These domestic political conditions clearly constrain the 
capacity of the U.S. government to formulate a policy objective 
consistent with LDC desires. Moreover, most industrial tech-
nology is in the hands of American corporations. The U.S. 
government lacks the means to control technology transfer 
decisions by these firms. The problems the government faces 
within the United States in this field are clear if we contrast 
the transfer of technology with, say, the shipment of agricul- -
tural surpluses to the LDCs, an issue-area where domestic 
interests made feasible the implementation of an effective U.S. 
policy. 

These considerations suggest that transfer of technology is 
not a promising issue for the United States to cultivate in 
its relations with the developing countries. The U.S. economy 
clearly has a strong comparative advantage in technology. 
But the same does not apply to the U.S. government's capacity 
to use industrial know-how as a foreign policy tool within 
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the context now set by LDC aspirations. And U.S.-LDC dif-
ferences in assumptions and in interests are too wide on this 
issue to dissipate in well-intentioned dialogue. 

In order not to damage relations with the developing coun-
tries, then, U.S. foreign policy would do well to downplay 
the transfer-of-technology issue. This is all the more necessary 
now, to head off proposals that would place technology at 
the very center of U.S.-LDC relations in the 1980s. The likely 
consequence of that approach would be false hopes in the 
LDCs, and subsequently, resentment of the U.S. government 
for its failure to deliver. A refocusing away from the technology 
issue may make the United States appear unresponsive to the 
international policy agenda which is presently proposed by 
the developing countries. But as a major power, the United 
States can also take an active role in determining that agenda. 
And the United States is within its rights to avoid having the' 
agenda give prominence to items that will further impair U.S. 
relations with the Third World. 

U.S. Policies to Accelerate Technology Transfer 
Although transfer of technology is not an issue that our 

government should seek to emphasize in its relations with the 
LDCs, the United States will undoubtedly be pressed to make 
some policy moves in this area. A list of specific proposals 
follows: 

l. A major constraint on the flow of technology to the 
developing countries has been the capacity and willingness 
of the LDCs to pay for imports of know-how. Consequently, 
the U.S. government might consider instituting a policy 
whereby an LDC government would identify specific tech-
nology needs, and the Agency for International Development 
(AID) would request bids from American companies to supply 
the requisite know-how. AID would then pay the costs of 
the ensuing program for consulting, training, licensing, and 
management fees. This new policy would be especially relevant 
for the poorest LDCs, on which U.S. aid is now focusing. It 
could also be used, however, to help other developing coun-
tries translate their technology needs into effective market 
demand. 
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The new policy proposed would be an obvious instance of 
using "private interests for public purposes." The policy 
would constitute a major extension to the private sector of 
"contracting out" programs, such as AID has long utilized 
with universities and other not-for-profit institutio'ns. This 
extension is logical in the transfer of technology context be-
cause most product-specific industrial technology is the pro-
prietary knowledge of private firms. 

The proposed policy would offer American firms the clear 
advantage of an expanded market for their know-how. It would 
also facilitate the unbundling process in activities where this 
is economic, and hasten the transformation of American firms 
from sellers of goods to sellers of know-how.in the developing 
countries. The policy might thus be especially beneficial from 
the viewpoint of overall U.S. relations with Third World 
countries. By increasing the attractiveness, both to firms and 
to LDC governments, of an alternative to direct.; foreign 
investment, it would reduce the intrusive presence of MN Cs in 
the developing countries. Finally, a further extension of the 
policy might email having the U.S. government purchase 
and own specific technologies as a public good. These tech-
nologies could then be made freely available to LDCs as sub-
sequent requests appear. 

2. The greater the stock of new technology which American 
firms possess, the greater its flow to the LDCs is likely to 
be. Consequently, additional U.S. subsidies for domestic re-
search and development by American firms would also be 
beneficial. In particular, vastly expanded R&D efforts which 
would increase the flow of new technology would accelerate 
the depreciation of existing know-how. With their technology 
increasingly transformed into a wasting asset, American firms 
would be less reluctant to sell know-how to developing coun-
tries. And with American technological superiority main-
tained with new know-how, opposition in the United States 
by labor and the general public to export of know-how would 
diminish. Changes in the tax treatment now accorded U.S. 
R&D expenditures would probably be the most effective means 
for implementing such subsidies. 

3. In addition to greatly expanded support for domestic 
R&D, two other tax changes are also relevant. Section 861 of 
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the Internal Revenue Code disallows as a business expense 
the portion of R&D costs that is allocated lO overseas sales. 
At the same time, the LDC authorities also refuse expensing 
for R&D expenditures incurred in the United States. The en-
suing higher tax payments lower the returns to American 
firms which produce advanced technology products in the 
Third World. Such local production, however, can be an im-
portant source of technical progress in LDCs. Consequently, 
a change in Section 861 may well be justified. 

Similarly, Section 911 of the Internal Revenue Code in-
creases the tax liabilities of Americans who are engaged in 
technology transfer activities overseas. Translated into higher 
salary costs for U.S. firms, this condition reduces the incentives 
for technology transfer, or increases the costs to LDC tech-
nology importers. 

4. The transaction costs involved in negotiating inter-firm 
agreements for the license and transfer of technology are largely 
fixed costs which do not vary with the scale of the s~le. Con-
sequently, small- and medium-sized firms that are unfamiliar 
with overseas technology demand may face an indivisibility 
which hampers their entry to the market in exporting know-
how to Third World countries. This limitation on technology 
transfer is unfortunate, for· such firms often face internal 
institutional constraints that would otherwise incline them 
to "go the licensing route" rather than engage in direct 
investment in order to increase overseas returns on their know-
how. Consequently, a U.S. government program to subsidize 
the entry costs for small- and medium-sized firms which are 
potential technology exporters might be helpful. The Depart-
ment of Commerce program for nascent exporters of goods may 
be a useful model here. 

5. Outside of the area of industrial technology, much of 
the know-how desired by the LDCs cannot be supplied by 
American firms, for they do not have the technology to transfer. 
This limitation applies particularly in the area of "basic 
needs" with technology which is relevant and appropriate to 
LDC environments. Consequently, the U.S. government might 
create, jointly with LDC governments, technology centers to 
do research and development ~ork on such know-how needs. 
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The energy, food, housing, and health areas might offer a 
high potential return to such efforts. . . . . 

Established on a bilateral basis and located wuhm md1-
vidual LDCs to increase their effectiveness, such technology 
centers would constitute a source of know-how which is not 
now available. Such centers would also answer to the LDC call 
for enhancing Third World R&D capabilities. Staffed by local 
personnel, they would create a demand for LDC technologists, 
and might thus mitigate problems of brain drain. 

Creation of such technology centers would be an attractive 
symbolic gesture for the American government. Forethought 
and control would have to be exercised, however, to avoid 
having them replicate the disappointing experience of an.other 
institution created in an international gesture, the Vienna 
International Institute for Applied System's Analysis. If the 
U.S. government is interested in having these research centers 
generate helpful technology results, it will have to confront 
potential difficulties which often recur in such projects. These 
problems include the lack of a well-defined res~~rch focus, 
inadequate responsiveness to the needs and condiuons of po-
tential technology users, and poor diffusion of research results. 
The difficulties are likely to apply with special severity in 
Third World countries because of well-known conditions re-
lated to the sociology of science in the LDCs.8 

6. The 1979 Conference on Science and Technology for 
Development may well propose the establishment of a new 
U .N. agency for technology transfer. Such an agency might 
usefully centralize information on the technologies available 
in specific areas, and on the costs of transfer arrangements 
with alternative MNC suppliers. By reducing search and nego-
tiation costs for technology importers, the agency would 
clearly serve LDC interests. It would be especially helpful 
for the poorer LDCs, which lack experience on alternative 
suppliers and terms in the international market for know-how. 

The interest of the United States in the creation of such an · 
agency is less clear. It might well be opposed by. American 
companies that export technology. It would also mvolve an 
additional bureaucratic layer, which may delay technology 
transfers. In view of these diverse perspectives, it would be 
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well to prepare in advance the U.S. government's position 
concerning the creation of such an agency. A relevant condi-
tion here is the fact that the United Nations could establish 
an agency for technology transfer without U.S. assent. 

7. Finally, two policy recommendations which are often ad-
vanced in this context should not be considered without 
extreme caution. One is the suggestion that the United States 
should greatly increase its aid for the education of scientific 
and technical personnel in the Third World. Indiscriminate 
growth on the supply side without concomitant expansion in 
the local economic demand for such technological infrastruc-
ture will not produce the desired result of enhanced local 
scientific activity. As the experience of countries like Argen-
tina, Jamaica, and Chile indicates, the outcome is likely to 
be scientific underemployment, frustration, and brain drain. 
Say's Law does not operate here: an increase in the supply of 
scientific personnel does not generate a parallel increase on 
the demand side. 

Second, the proposal is sometimes heard that the United 
States should act to raise the quality of existing institutions 
for scientific and technological education in the LDCs. The 
problem here is that well-intentioned efforts by outsiders to 
upgrade Third World universities often conflict with local 
sensitivity to intrusiveness and dependency. Thus proposals to 
modernize university curricula are often resented as an in-
fringement on the autonomy of local faculty. Efforts to raise 
educational standards by imposing heavier laboratory assign-
ments or tougher examinations are understandably resisted 
by student militants. Political opposition can also be mobilized 
because of the elitist and antidemocratic character of such 
changes. To avoid aggravation of hostility to the United States, 
the task of improving LDC educational institutions might best 
be left to local people. 

A Broader Perspective 
U.S. policy can gain effectiveness in the area of transfer 

of technology by viewing the issue in its broader political 
and economic context. 
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During the postwar period, most developing countries have 
achieved high rates of economic development. They have also 
made enormous technological progress in terms of the new 
products they produce, and the techniques they use to produce 
them. This experience suggests that LDCs have in fact been 
able to overcome technological constraints on economic 
growth and structural change in their countries. This is also 
indicated by the fact that when the pace of economic develop-
ment has slackened in individual LDCs, the causes have 
usually been aggregate balance of payments problems, or in-
ternal political crises rather than inadequacies in the inter-
national transfer of technology. The mechanisms for this 
successful technological development have varied: importa-
tion of equipment; bilateral and multilateral technical aid; 
international consultancy activities; internal education pro-
grams; international research on high productivity agricul-
ture; direct foreign investment; and licensing agreem.$_nts with 
multinational corporations. These sources of advan~ed tech-
nology have provided know-how directly. They have also made 
possible the production of new goods within the LDCj, and the 
ensuing accumulation of local technological experience 
through learning-by-doing. . 

Notwithstanding the extraordinary growth of their techno-
logical capacity during the last thirty years, the LDCs are 
increasingly unhappy on the issue of technology. This is 
clearly a case where aspirations have increased as a result of 
achievements. Moreover, the more developed countries have 
also experienced rapid technical progress in the postwar 
period. Consequently, the LDCs contemplate an international 
technology gap which has continued undiminished despite 
their achievements. The fact that LDC frustration has mounted 
in the face of this situation is hardly surprising. This experi-
ence does indicate, however, that the international technology 
problem is likely to persist (or worsen) almost regardless of 
what the more developed countries do in this area. 

The Third World's intensifying focus on the technology 
issue also stems from the current economic and policy pre-
dicament of its member nations. As discussed above, the pace of 
economic development in most developing countries is now 
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limited by the oil-price import constraint. International policy 
measures, however, now offer little hope to the LDCs con-
cerned that they will escape the prospect of an impending 
downturn in their rates of economic development. For some 
years, LDCs entertained hopes that implementation of the 
much-discussed New International Economic Order would 
save the day for them. A U.N.-sponsored study by W. Leontief, 
however, made clear how large the increase in aid and import 
expansion of the more developed countries would have to 
be to significantly narrow international income differentials.9 
In the absence of political will in the more developed countries 
to implement such measures, the U.N. study can indeed be 
read as a reductio ad absurd um of the New Order. LDC govern-
ments have in fact now become much more realistic in their 
expectations about achieving a New International Economic 
Order. 

Facing poor economic prospects and with little likelihood 
that other items on the international policy agenda will yield 
them positive results, the developing countries have turned 
to the magical "black box" of technology. As noted earlier, 
however, there is little basis for expecting that technology can 
do much to accelerate short- and medium-term growth for most 
developing countries. This limitation is especially apparent 
in the face of the foreign exchange constraint on development 
which is now imposed by OPEC's pricing policy. Nevertheless, 
the technology issue is not likely to go away, for it has deep 
roots in the LDCs' economic and policy predicament. 

Two implications follow from this discussion. It would be 
helpful if American policymakers would devise measures out-
side the technology area which would answer to the needs of 
the developing countries. The formulation of such an alterna-
tive policy agenda is beyond the scope of the present chapter, 
but two prime items can be mentioned. These are the main-
~enance of .vigorous economic expansion and of open markets 
m the Umted States-conditions which would facilitate the 
growth of Third World foreign exchange receipts from exports 
~nd from capital inflow. Continuing focus on the technology 
ISSue, however, will lead to a bitter learning process for LDC 
policymakers, as they come to appreciate the limited scope for 
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international measures in this area to solve their economic 
problems. In the interim, U.S.-Third World relations will 
probably worsen. 

Learning will also proceed among two other important 
groups of actors in the transfer-of-technology process-MNC 
know-how exporters and LDC technology importers. The 
LDCs are currently attempting to reduce the licensing rates 
and shorten the contract periods of the know-how agreements 
through which they import technology. Their efforts here are 
facilitated by the entry of many new technology sources from 
Japan and Western Europe, and the ensuing intensification of 
competitive pressures on the supply side. In the future, LDC 
negotiators will increasingly probe the international tech-
nology market in an effort to develop new terms and new 
suppliers. 

The international market for technology is thus undergoing 
major changes. Importers and exporters can learn the con tours 
of the new market only by experimentation and evaluation of 
subsequent experience. Thus American MN Cs in some indus-
tries may try to maintain previous contract provisions, and 
attempt to enforce their will by withdrawing from the market 
if their terms are not met. The extent to which they can 
succeed with such an approach is not yet apparent. Similarly, 
it remains to be' seen whether the LDCs can attain their 
price and contract objectives without reducing the volume and 
quality of international technology flows. 

As in any learning process, the adjustment to changing 
conditions may involve pain to the parties involved. Conse-
quently, one can anticipate that continuing outcry will be a 
permanent feature of the transfer-of-technology arena. The en-
suing call for policy action is likely to keep technology transfer 
on national and international policy agendas. 

Thus, both because of the LDCs' economic and policy 
predicament and because of the changing conditions in the 
international know-how market, issues related to the transfer 
of technology to developing countries cannot be expected to 
recede after the 1979 U.N. conference. This is unfortunate in 
view of the conditions, discussed earlier, that make technology 
an especially poor area for American foreign policy. Never-
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theless, because of the need for longer-term analysis and 
policies, it is all the more important that the U.S. government 
develop an analytical and institutional framework for dealing 
with transfer-of-technology issues on a continuing basis. This 
is obvious. It bears mentioning only because of the under-
standable tendency to neglect such longer-term perspectives 
in the face of the short-term pressures for the 1979 conference. 

Conclusions 
Although attention has often focused on possible supply 

constraints, demand conditions also limit the transfer of tech-
nology to developing countries. A smooth flow' of know-how 
requires that LDCs be able to specify their technology needs 
and that they search internationally for the most appropriate 
source of supply. Effective demand also presupposes that de-
veloping countries are willing and able to pay for the know-
how they desire to import. In most technology fields, multiple 
sources of advanced know-how exist internationally. Ac-
cordingly, competitive pressures operate to reduce the prices 
charged for the importatidn of technology. Nevertheless, the 
absolute level of prices can be high; hence LDC capacity to 
pay for know-how is a major determinant of the volume of 
international technology flows. 

Despite problems in this area, the developing countries have 
achieved rapid progress in industrial technology in the past 
thirty years. In agriculture, progress has been slower. Here, 
however, the major problems have not been in the interna-
tional transfer of know-how. Agricultural technology is largely 
specific to particular locations.10 Consequently, what is re-
quired is the development and diffusion of new techniques 
suited to the special environmental and economic conditions 
in the developing countries. Diffusion of the higher produc-
tivity techniques already available is especially important. But 
there is little that outsiders can do in this area. 

LDC pressures in the area of technology also have an im-
portant political dimension. As we have seen, however, LDC 
demands here are often inherently inconsistent. Moreover, 
international measures in technology transfer can do little to 

·, .. ~ 
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increase employment, accelerate economic growth, or reduce 
external dependency in the developing countries. In addition, 
the U.S. government is likely to have serious problems of its 
own in formulating and carrying out an effective policy for 
transfer of industrial tech~ology to the Third World. I have 
proposed some specific measures that U.S. policy makers 
might consider in preparation for the U.N. Conference on 
Science and Technology for Development. For the reasons 
discussed, however, transfer of technology does not appear to 
be a fruitful area on which to focus .future U.S. relations 
with the LDCs. 

It is encouraging to recognize that, notwithstanding the 
problems on which attention currently centers, technological 
progress in the developing countries will probably accelerate 
in coming decades. The present system for the international 
transfer of technology functions far more effectively than is 
commonly assumed. Moreover, a key input for the growth of 
technological capacity is the stock of experience obtained 
through the production of goods with modern know-how. 
This stock has been accumulating rapidly in most developing 
countries. The investments made in LDC agricultural research 
should also yield important innovations, for that research is 
now conducted on an increasingly large scale. Finally, the 
large sums the LDCs have devoted to expanding their educa-
tional systems d_uring the past two decades should also bear 
fruit in higher rates of internal technological diffusion, both 
in agriculture and in industrial technologies. Consequently, if 
one is concerned with LDC technological progress per se, 
rather than with the broader economic and policy issues which 
are raised in connection with the coming U.N. conference, 
there is, in fact, considerable room for optimism. 

Notes 
l. For a formal model, see Ronald Findlay, "Relative Backward-

ness, Direct Foreign Investment, and The Transfer of Technology: 
A Simple Dynamic Model," Quarterly journal of Economics (Feb-
ruary 1978). 
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Technology Transfer in Practice: 

The Role of the 
Mui tinational Corporation 

Samuel M. Rosenblatt 
Timothy W. Stanley 

This chaprer is based on a series of intervi<'ws wirh officials 
from half a dozen major multinational corpor~tions involved 
in international activities that include some· form of t<'ch-
nology rransfer in both developed and developing countries. 
The purpose of these interviews was lo evaluate the findings 
and conclusions of the other research in this study againsr 
the specific experiences of representative multinational cor-
porations in developing countries. (Summaries of rhese indi-
vidual discussions are contained in the Annex lo this chapr<'r.) 
These discussions generally involved two or more individuals 
wirh extensive corporate experience in each company's husi-
ness operations in dev~loping countries. Jn some insrances 
those interview<'d had firsrhand, on-sire operational facrory 
experience in a developing country. In other cases the con1acrs 
were more familiar with the company's overall developing 
country operations and rechnology relationships and less with 
production-line activities. The direction of the discussions 
rhar rook place with rhe,individual companies narurally rr-
flt>cted t lwse differences. 

These inrerviews were not an a11empt to develop g<'n<'ral 
conclusions thar could readily have widespread application 
for U.S. public or private policy in the developing counrries. 
Wi1h <>uch a small sample, no allemprs at quantificarion wnt> 
rnnsiclt>red. The informarion elicited was torally dependent on 
1ht> mc·rnory of 1he persons being inrerviewed, and no sire visiro; 
W<'r<' rnadt> 10 cl<'vcloping countries 10 observe procl11e1ion li11('s 
or 01he1 pla111 operalions. 1 The broad poinr of \'it>w <'xpr<''iscd 
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CHAM'J:;R 10 

THE co:m1TJONS GO\'f.RlllNG Tiii: TllA_!'iS}'fR OF 

A. Introduction 

Tll~ purpoao ~f this and tho following chaptor i• to invoaticato questions 

relating to tho tran~for (or importation) of tecllnolocy !rom abroad and 

tl1e dovelopmont of a loco.l techuoloi;icol C:lf'llbility in tho L..tin Auloricu 

t)To industry. Due to tho rstbc.r "pectllllta:d naturo of tbu h1format1on 

n:quirod tor tbo discussion of tha&e topic&, and th• con•~quont noud to 

rely boavily on primsr; sources (purticulorly intonn11tton obtained tro~ 

tile co~pll.llioa concerned), th• anolysia will bo confined mainly ~o tbo~• 
I 

c:ountriec in which fieldwork research was undertllken. Qofore ontcrin~ into 

tho· detailed discucston, hl>li•ver, it is neceaanry to mop out tho thooretieol 

croundwork of tho analysic. 

A convenient storting point i• the distinction made by Katz bct~con tho 

two 'phasoa' or 'm0111011ta' wbich characterl.to th• proccu1a of tochnoloi;ical 

change in underdovolopod countrie». 1 Tho first phoso, enllod tho 'ph•$• of 

1 Seo; Jori;e .II. Katz, "!p~S.!.!'~!:~.l.!!Jj.!!.._!t!-endiza)c l.nc:al I. Ir:c'.;..!. 
trhlhuctcn llcr!!!9_g..!!.!!;.',. ·J!!:ifJ:!llllo Tc.l'ci.:a'"· Di 'i'clla. Centro <!e £:in,,,-
ti1tuc1oncs Etono~•cns. Uocuocntos de lr~bllJG ~o. 59, Buer.os Aires, 1~71. 

Also: Jorco Al. Y.al.< i. Ricardo Ci bot ti, ·~:ucn de hcl<'r••Dcl' ,.0:·;1 L:>. i>ru~r"-1.u 

de lnv~st _1 ~-c..!~'!.-£!L.!£!'tns de c i£.!1.£.!.f!__y_:r .... c~o!~·:!!!...!:!---!~!.:...~!'-l ! :i'"1~1a • , P ~-o.:-
i:r11ns hlD/CEJ•,\L do lnv1.:stir,:icio1w" c:1• 1·ca.11s do C1oncio. y Toci;oloi;1a, 
llonogrllU& do T1·11b11jo llo. 10, Ducnou Airc:i, 1976. 

"-' ' . l r. l I . - i ,- -- \ .. ' ~ . ' I . .. ·1 . . . . r· . \ I . ' 
•"'l.__ ·~---~---'""'~ ---~------~''"L- J,,,-..J. ____ ~l.,....,,.--1.._ __ -------1 U~.il I . 
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&alroductiou or incorporation' or tho 'phoap "' ocquisitioD' relates to tho 

~tacrof cooditiona undor ~hich tochnoloi;y is trunsferred or iroportod from 

lllroad, 11hilst the •ocond 1 (lha:ie•, called tho '11hr..se of toch110Jo11ic11l lo11rnio&', 

relate• to the process of local invcntille activity ... hicb token place to 

adapt or iP>prove upon tecbnoloi;les after they bn\'e been i10ported. As Katx 

ri&btly points out, much ol tho recent research work on tbo ~roblom of 

'ltcbnoloi;ic.,l dependcuco' in undordevolopod countries baa bcun devotod 

\t tbo an11ly11h• of tho Ciri;t 11h:ia., of tuchnolui:1c11l dellclopment, 11hUi;t tho 

HCODd phnso hno received 111uch lu•n ottontion. ln tho follo•·ing e1<DJ11hiution 

9f tochnologicol chani;e in tho Latin Amerlc111' tyre iuduatry both ph1u10", 

,u1 ho onulysed end, morco••cr, an11ly111" will ul&o bo mnde of tho rolotion11h1p 

..t.-ooD tha two •. ID brond terma, till& cbnptor duals 11itb tha conditions 

1111d11r wblcll tv:hnoloi;y ii; 1cportod fl-om ubrood, whibt the noxt ch11pto1· 

4uU with tho ildr..pt11Uon of forelcn tnchniquo• to local conditiona 011d 

iii• dovelor111ont of local tocbnologicol c11pob1litlo~. 

ID BDnlysini: tho cundi tiona undor which, tcchnoloi:y ill l11111ortod from 

ellroad, oxa111luatiou will bu a:ndo of both the direct BDd indirect coats (or 

tapliclt lllld icpl1c1t prlco) of fi;iporlod iechnolocy. Th• diroct coa ta, c.1· 

.Xplicit. price, of tecbnolocy nre royalt:y payments and licen:;1ni; and tccl:nical 

u1istancc fee&, nnd herenlter tllcso ~lll be re!e~rod to aimplJ us royalties. 

& wldo vnricty of indirect costs of forcii;D technolo&y hllve bcr.D a11:ntloned 

la \be 11tcr11ture, 
2 

aomc of "llich are nou-oconoml c :In clla•nct1H'3 (and hunce 

1 
lco, for "'"r.t:l'le: S.:rcndra J. l'at•l, '!h<" Co11t of Tcchnnlo1;t~nl ll< L.'.'~'l'.!:l!.', 
lli••Q, Geuevo, 1012/73. 

a ·. .. . " for eX:&n(llO, t!ie ar .:=c11t tbnt de(>cndence on foreir.n technolog)· loe<!" to 
tho lOSb of natic.nal so~ur1:1unty and control of nat1on~l atfn1ra . 
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,uuc:ult to qu...,.Utf). In thiM chiapter 1U1Qlys1a wlll be mQdo only of th" 

•n laparlanl economic coats: tho CQJ•itQ11i<ution ot know-how by tbfl tech-

111011 1uppUor; tho ov<:rpricini; of i11ter111edinto inputs and raw •111tcriub i 

Md restrictions placod on tho tochnoloi;y rocipicnu • er.port no ti vi t1.:.J. 

tho detcrnination of tho 'price' of technolob'Yo ho~uvor, is 4iftcrcnt 

a. the case of a transicr between unrolutcd parties than it ia in tbc case 

el a tran,.!er within tho multinational cc.rporution. llbom technoloiy la trQno-

ftrlf9d4 fr<im a tore1cn company to an U>Qff1Uated compQlly alu-ood, it 11ukea 

,.ue to tQlk of tho tu1rkct tor technoloi;y, and tho dctormlr.ation ot tho 

JllU ot tecbnoloi;y b)' market torcea, althoui,th QS will be r-een in a moment 

_.,. aarkot is cbaracteri:ted by certuin apocis1l !euturca. The trunster of 

lecbnoloCY bet,.een a pQrcnt co1:1pany and one ot :lta •ubi.idlary compw1lu1t 

t"r1ou, bo'A'ever, involves a trQnaectfon between separate legQl entit1eD but. 

llOl !>~tween separQto economic entities, na. bot~• comp:ini6s form part ot the 

, ... aultinational company. Tho price• aot for 1ntcr-afl11111to trQn"f"r" 

et ;ooda and aorvicca aro internal Qccc;wiunc price; 1<nd, oa auch, m11y bu 

... lpulatcd by the multinational co1:1pany. Thu.1, aa Kop1ta has polol~d out 

•011 1111apect to royalty paymenta, 'tho royalty paid by o toruiiin aub11idhry 

"Stl domestic pl!.I'cnt may be indepcn~ent ot market force~ or tochnologlcal 

11111111t1on&, except if tho tin: evulu11taa at11lialea on tbo bHU ot their 

&acUvldual profit pertorm®ce (aasu:nini; dccentrQUaod deci51on makilli;) or 

If 1t ta compelled by government r1:culntion to ch•r&e arm'• lc.n11:th prfc.c• 

ta latorual tr®aactfona. •6 

Hcnrallor, tba tnct th1&t the nation 11tato intc.nanc:a (pol'llApll i:or11 ao 

- tb1111 in the pQs~i ·j~ .iP relatloea bOt'A'ccn coa:p401ea in different countrlca, 

• Yaltaos has correctly pointed ou~ that 1t v.-ould be "'"''C .. pprop1·1ato to tolk 
•I the 'co=urcJnli.<~tlon' l'Qtl:cr tt.an th<i '1rnu:.tc1·' ot t"cnnC>loi-y. Cc:.n:.t<•UtU.v 
\'. Yaitso&, ·~~'r.E.~£;!_!'<> TecnoloJ.!.!.?-.~..!!!-~~~·, Instituto 

~~~1 de T.udi<:>r PeT"~os1 •\c•f_""~1·ro1.i 1C' 11~ 1.1['' ,n7:i. 
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Ml aoan tbat u;arkot forcoe cntor into tbo doterm1n11tion of tho price pnld 

ltr tecbnclo(;ll by Soroicn &ub1>ldinric11, and \lint oven in these c1111oa it 

911•• 1on11e to talk of n s:iorket for technology, wllh tho ~ultinotion11l 

Mlllie1 !\II sellers nnd tho underdeveloped countries na buyon. Even •hen 

1 loroisn cou:pany eete up a .. holly-owned subsidiary, the local government 

pU oftsn intervene nnd negollato tho tel'llls under "hicb technology la 

.. H \O the country. Depending on tho structure of the industry nt tho 

tt11d level, thoro will bo compotition (nt times intcnoi~o) between forei~n 

ftl'llll to obtain contracts or licenses to cstablibb plants, and tho tcnns of 

.. cllllology tranafor are ono of tho princl1l11l olom<;nla ov .. r •hiel• coir.petltioi. 

•Jlcl• place. Fina!ly, mnny countrlos now hnvo lcgislntlon ond regulatory 

l!llllCi•• to eovern forcicn investment ni.d the trau•tt:r of technology nnd, 

.i.-oui:h those may otton function is:ipcrfcctly or in ..-oys diffcrf:nt to that 

&l~esidt\I, there la no doubt that tboy hnve &omo impact on the terms of tech-

6 lflOll)' trandcr. 

However, the market for tochnolo~y poasc11se11 1pecia1 cbarnctori1>tic1· 

-.« 11 h~'1lly il?pcrfcct. One of the condition11 ot perfect compolitic;·n h 
I 

9'al the ~uyor should have perfect knowledge of the product hein~ purchn~ed. 

' "'•var, the product in the technolo&y market is basicallJ information and, 

fill lorrow bu point11d out, 'tboru · 11 a fundoi::cntnl paradox ·in the dotercdnation 

-' tle••Dd for iDfori=atlon; ita value for the purchaaor l• not kno .. u until ho 

Ml *ht information, but then ho haa lo efft:ct acquired 1t without coat'. 1 

t G. r. ltopitl, 'lntrafirm Royllltioa Croa11ini Fron\tcr• and Trnnafor Pricinir 
• lebaviour•, Econo:>r.1ic Journal, Vol. 116, Docombor 1076. Pl• '1112. ,·;. 

fllr ox:u:ple, throuc;b n prOCC.511 Of llOCOlintlOD bo\ .. t<·n 1"0'1 iand 111'11 1 'h'! 
Coloa;blnn 'Coa;itc to R.l1:alla"' nducod l"c>yahy p11~:-c,nt" ({or bol11 torui;n 
and oa.tional flrr.») t>y 40\0,. 'f ·~-~i:nd ~CQ in 1970. :0001 Consu11tl:ie \". 
Vaibos., 'lnttircri.~trv lncc.oe Dht .. 11>u11<.n n:a1 i·i·~::,.:>:itlonDl t:ntnrprir.c!.' • 
Chrcndoo,o;iz;.d, 1~7.i7"ii-&:-i01:-l:i"i-:-·-----·-

t lonnelh J. Arrow, 'l:couorriic ~:eltaro ~nd Tho Allocation ot l'ct.ource1 foa· 
loV11ution', in: llnlion11l 1.u1·c"u ot l:cono1dc R1:1u:1>r<h 'Thu l!nlc nn11 lil r<>c:l lr.n 
ot lnv<'ntiv•• Acll~_!y_', 11..iucoton Vnivlluity heub, lt.G:!, i;~-:-ow~;-:--··--

. I 
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'Jbo purchnser will oonoall7 have aomo idea of tho volue of tho information 

betnc purchnaod (for cxn111ple 11a roveulod bJ past expori•oco of tho value ut 

lofOl'lllntiOD of that claSll), but tho f11ct that thie iM Deftr procllill) or 

exact mnkea tho tochnolog7 murkct tnbcn.ntly imperfect. Furtho.,.ore, the 

fact th"t thoro arc few potonti"l forelcn auppl1or11, or sollora, of tocboolog 

In •anr 1ndustr1nl sector&, and that underdeveloped countrioa often bavo 

varf 111adu1juat• JnfC\rl!JAliuo uf tho Jntua'll1&Ucu1al 11111rkul11 fur toclonolo11r In 

which they opornte, add ~ .. tho imperfection of lho i.in1·kct. 

Valtso11 correctly points out thnt tho consoquunce of this is that tllo 

price of to.;huology la determined on tho ba111a of tho relative bnri;nUtir.g' 

power of tho buyer and seller, ct vcn marla.t o.vatloblli tics, but iocorrectl)' 

define• tho barc~1n10, limita. 8 According to him, the ~"r&inal cost of 

tecbnolosy in the proccas of trnnafcr, from tho point of Tic• or tho ~eller, 

ia fr.iquently close to zero (when no adaptation ta re.quired) or no i::oro than 

aeme tena ot thoWlands of dullnra (when adaptation to local condltlona la 

undertaken>. wberea• tor tho buyer in an undcrd•velo11od country tbo mu·ginlll 
I 

coat of dovelopln& a atmilar or nlternaUve tc:chnolocy slth bh Gwn technic11l 

capacity could uount to cl'lty ttUUo~ of dollars. lie atatea thot bari;:.i11lni; 

pin.·er determines tho price at which technology ta actunlly aold bet~een the~e 

•ide llcits. Thia ari:Ulllent is implausible with respect b~th to the seller 

and buyer o! tech:i.olocr. rn the tlr&t place a rece~t ei::pirlcal atudy under-

taken by Teoc:o lndicatea that the reaourco co&ta iucurrred bi' ~1ult1naUonnl 

c:orporntlona in tho trar.11ror o! tochnoloi;lcal know-how ore hr 1torc conaJ!lc.ral:l• 

than au1;i:estc:d by Vait,.o.s •11 Second, oven t:t U1u rollource coat of tr11n~1a1·ri11c 

e ConatanUnoV, Vnitsoli, • I Trani! C."!L!'..!...f£.!.~1!.!'~ .. !'!'E....!'!~.!'_:! ~!!....~~~!~. 
~·, Harvard Coheri.ity, Ce,,ntor 1or l1t\crnnU011al A1:h&u, £cono:uc 
Do\'ulcpC'.Ont nc11ort lio. Hi8, JW\O 1010. 
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tecbnolo~ ill low for the 11ellcr, there w11 l noa-.1all)" be an oprortuntly co10t ,1° 
repre11ontcd tor example by the prlce ..-hh'h kllOther purchaser in the ••me 

•arkot would" pay tor the technolo(;)·. 11 Third, undcrde,·eloped country marketa 

aro not coir.pletely indopondcnt !rem ono another, wid n low pr1co cha1•i:;cd for 

technoloay in one country mtcht lend to pres6Ure tor reductton in others. 

Thi• possibility will make 6ellers •ary of f1x1ni: n low price ln any countri.·. 

Finally, tho buyer'.u barsaining Ulilit b not defined by the (high) cost of 

developing a l!i1111lnr or allcrnath·o teclmolocy, bul by the next best rate of 

return which he could obtain by inve6ttnc ht» Cbp1tnl re&ourcu• in a 1"ay 

whlch doo11 not require tho p11rt1culnr tochnoloey tn quuHtlon. lndoo.d, in 

1111st industrial JiCCtora thore 11re normo>ly otho;r Jiellcr• of .11im1l 11r or 

dtornaUvo tochnoloate" at thu 1nten111ttona1 lo\'el, 1111d cocpotiLton bch.egn 

tho111 may bo tntonso. 12 Thu., althoui:;b Vnttao• !a correct tn •ayini that the 

prico ot tochnoloay ta detorminod by b11rga1ntng t1owor, ho exai:;i:;or11tea tho 

aatont of tho bar~atnlni llmita. 

Two pointa need to ba made ..-1th respect to tho accond of tho two pb11~11Ji 
• 

or .11tai:e• of tcchnolocical cbani:;o in undordavelopcd countriea ncnticmed Gbo.-o. 

firat, local lnventivo activity and thp dovelopment ol local locbnoloclcal 

•kills are likely to have very di flerc11t 1cpl1cationa nccordioi; to ..-hetber 

lboy take place in st:bsi1l1nries or altiliatcs of cultinational c:>:npo:nics 

10 

11 

la 

See D. Gennidis an~ C. Rochet, 'The ~rlc~ of Technolol':' Tr~n~fcr in 
Dovelopinl': Co1·.:itr1c!'', OI:CD, Dcv;-i~i"Ce~:-i"i.C::ustry 'illl'iocbnoloi:y, 
Special Study :;o. a, 1075. 

Thia la of course not U.o case 1'hori tho St.no 1a tho 110111 pi.rcba•<:r or 
a particul"r tcchnolo~y. 

t:vcn when Lhe1·0 is only onlJ! .!i.lllll'•" yr a partic!Jl~r technolor.y, the local 
investor will 11.:.:o::nlly hnve a"'varfcty ot "ltL·r::.:1t h·e i::.\'es ti.:cnt op port L"it le s, 
for exn!?plu 111\·cstc:cnt 111 o.cctorli -.hero cor.pcth.lon bct•ccn torc1i;n tccr.1.o!G(;y 
llupplicra 111 cre<o~er, 1nvestD'cnt in So>ctor~ n<>t r"qdr1ni; 1'ore1i:;n toc!:r.olt.,;)', 
lllld tnvouh:<>nt in Un1.i1('1al or prc;1erty .ciarl<<·ta. 
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or in independent national compWlies. For example, tho development or the 

technological cnpabiU ty ot a t1ubsidia.ry or o. multinationa.l f1 n11 will 11ot lead 

it to no~otiate a lower price for imported tochnolony with its parent firm, 

•hereas, as will be seen in tho next chapter, this may take plaeo when a 

nationally er.med and controlled firm develop• its o~u tcchnologicni cnpabilitlca. 

Shollarly, if a nationally owned company develop.II a new or ei·ently iu;pro\'cd 

product or process, in lnternutional terms, it may well be able to penotratu 

export morkeu, ~r oven a.ell the technoloGY abroad, but if a t1ubt1ldiary 

compo.nT doea likcwioe, exports will only ariuo lf thim ia convonient tor t~u 

11ulUnaUon11l fl111 H a whole in te1·ma of i ta i:lobal aou1·cinc. In thft lnttor 

o••• the innovation 11a7 ju3t aa woll be exploitatod by tbo parent company 

and/or other of 1t& aubaidioriea. 13 

Socon41y, external economics and tho acquisition of sl:illa and ei.:perurn.::" 

outaida tho firn aro particularly important faciora in tho dovolopM1nt of local 

tochnolocical capabiUUea. 'Ibo ut1e of local ena:incertni:- doi;.i~'ll akilla, or 

of tochnc.loclu dev11Jopcd throu&ll local R Ii D, gh'n riae tCI tho accrual of 

benefits outaido tbo tecbnolog-y uaina: enterprise, in the form ot ler.rninc 

bJ doing and tbe acqulsitlon of aklll end experleccc by e~gtnrcrlng tlr~s and 

8 Ii D institutes. Indeed, fur tbe tcchnolob'Y user tbe employment ot local 

eneineerini:- and R. Ii D taeilitlcs is likely to be costly, porticularlY ln the 

abort run, du• to tbe inoxportonco of the latter, If th• developmor.t of local 

•nclnoertnc 

1~ Noto, bc.wever, tbat llcun&iQS _ru:-"eecients bet~een fureicn ond unat!lliatod 
national cci:>pnnies o!tcn contain cl3usea 1.hercby the ricbt to use 11nd 
ltce11se an~-, n;iw methods, products or processc"' di>\'eloped by the li<"eno;t'C 
aro autocir.t1c11lly ;;sstr.n-cd to tho licensor on a ioynlty t1·~c basis, 
nducinc the potential ber.cUts ti·o111 domestically ce\'elo1>ed ln11ov .. ttons 
(uad bonco tho incentivo to innov11to), For ex•~'l>lcs <'f su'b cla,u~.os, 
aoe: C. Cooper, C. FrC>crr.an nnd }"'. Surcovlc.h 1 • '!!\~- ~;E!!.!~!!_!:!.:!!.:_n~~·.!:..!.!...2. 
.An Rolntion to tho hltt!nint jn:u~l 11:..t.-Jnt £\•fitt.11~'i .-un &'o.·~'\°t•lc1111nr. t ... , .• :u 1·:" ~', 

: sc1cr~ ''·?Heyl'.~· -~,1-""ci;-f~-·: i:;.1~---7 ~-;-e_-_ -~~~-;-19.: ·-.-:-·'i:p~;4-- · -·---- f 
L~ 
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and R • D ukills la considered to bo uoclally dcalrabl• (£or CXUlllplo, 

bceauso it lcr.ds to lo"er fon:l1:n exctumi;o coste of tochnolocy tra.netcr), 

there will ~coco be n scrJous dlvor~cncc bot~con prlvnto and aociul coats 

and benefits. 14 In tho next chapter s<>r.e connid.iration wi 11 thus bo> 11111do 

of the acquhil Uon of skills and cxpcrlenco out11ldo ot tho tochnology uo:tni: 

COu:plUllelJ • 

B. Royalty PPy~entd 

'Ibero now oxiat quite comprebenslvu studies ot royalty p11y11:cnt11 aiid 

other toatur•:s ol. technology liconsi.n& c<mtrncta, such 1111 oxport rciitriction 

clauses, for aany Lat.in Al!iericnn counti·los, 
15 

bu1. untortunntoly la nono ol. 

thoao la the level of disni:crci:atton of tha data au!f lclcntly ¥root to lnclu6c 

the tyro industry as a separate aector. It will hence be noceaaury t.o 1·eJy 

on tho data 'll"hich it was possible to collect durtnc fieldwo:a;lt roscarch, 

altboui;h 11ov4 uso of tho published studies wll~ be raad11 to coo:pare the tyro 

industry wHh other aoctors of the economy. 

In table• 1, 2 and 3 infon:u&tlon ia ¥i vcn e>n royalty p1<yrocnt11 in tho 

tyre industry lo v11rious Latin Acerlcan countries. Bqforo &J•alyunc thh 

data 1t la to be noted tbu; there are a nw:ibcr of different kirda of infor-

matlon on roy11ltiea. In the firot place thorc. la balance .ahcct inforu.atlon 

which relates to tho pay111entt< cor1·cspondin: to any fiscal year. The data 

14 
Seo: Charles Coopor, 'Sciencu, Technoloi;y und Production in tho U11derd.i'·"lop11d 
Countrioa•, Op. Cit. 

For exen:plc, see: G;stor. Oxr'an y Francisco Sncostl, 'I.a :rrans!•!r"r.cla ll<t 
~o::ri:i h2t·ia~lo! P.i.l•~s d~l Gn.:po Ar.~i:_~' • OAS, ~rart&amcrao c-.,---
A9Wltos Cicnti:ftco:i, ""~su.1n1;ton ll.~., 197:!; 1:;T1, Rcg15t1·0 !incional do 
Contra1os ti~ Llccncin y T1·.1n:1tort:':-.ci4 (o Tcc11ologia, ·~ti~£~_E!:~~~ 
~-!~-1.!.·:?9.!..!.!!£.t!~!L~~--J.!!.~!.·?t:i_~~!L~!..'~:·~!!.':!~ . ..!!!1 :!.'i .. ~, Llconu> AlZ'(:», 
1074; l'.A. lliatc:., f.A. Gu1un1 .. •':1 11 ll.il. 1'J ... u.~u·odo, '.\ Tuu~iurc·ucl.> ,,., 
~-1·'~!'_2!~_!~.!:.'.'.!.!.', IP£11/ll'LAN, £1> tudo11 l'uri& o l'hr:~·;r.;;;;;u,~1-,---
llrntliu, 197J. 

. I 
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proBented in tllbh:11 l ood 2, on Ari;eoUno nnd l'eru, i• of tbi• klod. 

Secondly, thero i• infonaalioo on royalty rote11 11Up11Jatcd ln te.-hoQlui;y 

contr11ct11, cod tbe data 1D tablo 3 111 ot tbla aort. Thirdly, there ia 

iofOfJll&Uoo on royalty poJJ>CDtll actually re1nit ted or sent abroad in Ul.V 

period. These tbrco different 1Dcosure11 ot royolt)• p11yart:nts sbould of 

course clve approxicatcly the aamc results, but differences are nevertheless 

likelJ to exi&t between then. For e•araple, Central Bank delays in civinK 

pc mission to rct1l t royal tics rr.ay mean that they ere rm.t t ted nrter the 

fiscal year to 11hich tt.cy corre~pond, reaultini: ln a difference brstwoen 

ro7altlea paid (tho first of the nbo••e rnoa&urcs) 1111d royalUee remitted 

(the second mcasure). Flnall:r, in countries w.bere royalty payrr.cnts ore 

taxed, it ill occe11snry to dlstlngul&h bctwcc:n pro 1&11d post ta>: payn>C'nt•. 

Tablo 1 ARCl!ITU:A: RO\'ALn- A~D TF.Cli~IC/,L A!:SJST/.:\CE lTl:S l'.UD. 

~ Equi-ty Amounts !'aid &II i of S1dc:11 
Uceoaoe Licensor ot Licensee 

Hald by Licer.sor 1972• 1973 197t 

lieWilaticos Good- Ciood)"or.r Tire 100 3.2 2.2 
(ll) 

)'ear B.A. C. Rubber Co 

Firestone de la Firt-stone Tire 100 2.0 1.9 
Ari;eotina SA r. Rubber Co 

Pirelli COPLAN Pirelli/DUDlop(b) 100 1.6 1.9 1.8 
S.A. 

FATE S.A. General Tire- r. 0 l.2 1.0 0.8 
Rubber Co. 

Motes: (•) Good7ear si:sr-en~ed its technolocy contract 'l;it!I ite Argcnt1n1n.n 
subsidiary at the beginning ot 1974. 

(b) Subaidiortca in rba Dunlop/Pirolli Union pll)' royalt1c11s to the 
parent cocpany c!l re ct Iy ir.volvo<I "'ith tho c&11i:i;c:on't of ll.1• 
eub&fdiary - in thls cuso, Pirelli. 

Source: Owl! Survoy. 

._Ji 

L-1 i .. ~t f IJMI r- -~ 
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Tablo 2 PEllU: ROYAI.T\" A!ill TfClilllCAL ASSISTA:;cF. Frr.s l'AID 

Liconsoe I Licensor 

·'-' EquHy of· 
Llcen.rcc ___ A_m!>_!!~t:i Pnid ns •, of f;o1Jy_,. ___ _ 
Dold b l~~l 1972 
Li y (n)Pro-tax ' Post-tax l'ro-tax Po:it-tax censor 

Co. Goodyonr 
del Pc1·u 

Lh•a Rubber 
Co. 

Goodyear Tire 
" Rubber Co 

B.F. Goodrich 

Noto: (a) Equity holdiD£a in 1972 

Sourco: Own Survey 

g:; 3.8 1.7 3.9 

37 2.b 

Tablo 3 llOYALTY A!:D Tf.Ctr.:ICAL ASSlS"i~.!'iCE n:rs 5TIPUU.ll ll lN TF:C'll~:OI C'iY 

CONTllACTS FOil \'nRJGUS LA.Tiil 11!-'.f.RICAN T'Jl:E co:ll'A~lFS 

Country Licensee Licensor Royally Rate 

A. Contracts ll'here pny1:1Cnt ta !ixod a• a percentate of 11alos 

Bndl Pirolli S.A. Ctn Pirolli/Dunlop 2.s 
lndustrinl 
Braaileira 

Ar,ent1nA FATE S.A. Genoral Tire I 3.0-0.5(n) 
•Rubber Co. 

l'oru LimA Rubber Co. B.F. Goodrich 3.0 

Colombia ICOLI.lu''Tt.S B.F. <ioodrich 3.0 

B. Contrncta .,,here pnyment ts fixed ncco1·ding to volc:::e of pr<lduction. 

Ar,entina Firestone do la Firestone Tire I: U.S. $ 0.03 per 
Arientlna S . .\. Rubber Co. Xilo 

Peru Co. Goodyear dcl Goodycnr Tiro I; U.S. $ 0.10 per 
Peru Rubber Co. Kilo 

1.11 

lilG2 

1055 

1(142 

1939 

1044 

Note: (a) Slid1n£ •calo accordin& to value of •aica. For detnil•, aee iuxt. 

S~urco•: Colowbin: W.G. Friednnnn LG. Y.al~anoff (eds.), •Jolnt lr.ternnrlon~l 
Business Ventures', Colu.:bia Univorsu:r l'rcss, Ne'lll-Y-;,-1~l~Gi-;-J>C.-3i2 
Othox:-7~-;,;-;:- O•n Survey. 

t: ·• 
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1be llOSt intcru•lln& feature of Tnblo 1 1 .,..h_1ch rcfcrll to pro-tax 

royaltJ ratea, ia tho low royalty paid by the nntionallJ owned and controlled 

compony, l"ATE, cou:purcd to tto other companicll in tl:.v induatcy. trhich nru 1111 

wholly-an>ed foreicn &ubsi~iaries. 16 ':llia ta of particular iutereat bllcnu11e, 

aa can be &een from Tc.blo 4, accordini: to n compreh .. nsive aurvcy of roynlty 

payment• in Argentiniun industry in 1972,nationally-armod finis on averr.ce 

pntd a bii;her royalty rnto than foreign-owned onca. In thia Tablo, FATE 

'd ***• 

coJ·re:sponcla to cMtui:<•r.Y 1.1 (puroly tuctmolo"icnl r'1lnt1on11hip betwecm fourii;n 

liccn&ora uid nattonal ly o~·:icd compunica), for Ybich there was an 11verar,e 

royalty rate ol -t.OG1., 1'h11ut Coodyonr, Fireut"n" nod Pirelli COPLAN curro11-

pond to catecory 2Nl (finrrncial relationship bct..-een forcii;u lic.,nsors 1111d 

aubsidiariea tot - 100:;', owncd by liccusor), for which theru was an nvoJ·aco 

I royalty of 2.56:;. Hence, whilst the i:uocral rule in Ari;•mtinian in<lur;t1·y is 

I that n11Uonall)· ~ncd finr.s I>"Y n hii:hor roynlty rate than tc.retcn ownud one•, 

1 · in the tyre in .. Jatry lho oppollito is the caso. 17 

Thi• relatively low royalty rate paid by FATE is the outcou:e of its 

tccbnoloi:;y contrnct 11i th Gcnorlll Tire, y;hich •tipulatea that the rnte of 

payoent sill te reduc~d procrcssivcly as tho voluoe of sales of the local 

company incn>aliies. A11 can be &cen from Table 3, this alidin(;-scalo a:cthod 

ot pnyoent is in sharp contr:lSt Tith other technolo&y contracts investigated 

durin~ the preseat research, y;hich &tipulate a fixed pcrccnta$e or a111ount ot 

payc:cnt per unit ot snles. 16 An nn.ilysb of the reasons 11·hy FATE haa bcco 

able to ~e.;:otiate thta rather apectal typo of contract ~111 be presented tn 

the next Chapter. 

16 Note tl::.t there i:1 no cl:rnse in tho tcch:ioloi;r ccntract bet>.ccn FATi: :u;d 
Goncrnl Tire stating that tb.ia_ !!l'"P,}.coa:pnny m~:it pay any til::.es 'har,:ed <>n 
royalties, .-eanin,; chnt "uch t11xcs aru d"duceiblo from th .. ar.ountli duo to 
General Tire, sho:.~n in the To!Jlo. 
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Tablo 4 Al!Gl::llTlliA: l!OYAl."flfS AS PI:RCl;!!!;'.•~~~!-S ACCOl!!ll:'iG TO 'l'l'PF. 

OF nELATJOSSllJI' IJ~Tl;f:F.11 LICf!\SOn AHD LIC:[ ::~ 

T1pe of Rolat1onship botween Licensor rand Llcon•cc 

1. 

1.1 
1.2 
1.3 

2. 

2.1 

2.2 

:s. 
3.1 

3.2 

:S.3 

Purely technoloi;lcal rololion:ih1p botwoon fore1r;n 
liccn11ora und: 

National ownod fin>$ 

Foreign o .. ·ned fir~.s (80f, - 1001.) 

ll!ixod coU>pnnlos (l<;, - 7il'1 io1·olcn owncnh1p) 

Finnncla.l relnlionahip botv:cun foreli;n licen11or11 ond:-

Forcign owned Hrna (60:0 • 100,..) 

IAillod co1cpmti ell with oujori ty forcl i:n ov:ncrsh Ip (:JO<;, -
601.) in "'l1ich the contract i:f '"lth tile :Corcti:n par~ncr 
(whoso iudlvidunl capital partic~patlon nay be less 
tt.nn 50'..i,). 

Jntcnnedlntc Cascs:-

1.!lxed cocipanl<"s ..-1th forcl r.n Cll(•it ul partlclpallon of 
betaoen 10:. and 24~. in w.hich tho contract ill with tho 
lore lcu partner. 

J.ll:xed com1•nnies ..-1th 2:'>":. - 41:1. foreign cop!t11l p11rtl-
cipatlon, 1"bero a ccntruct ls 1111<de with a forcli;n 
partner which bus IS - 24); of the e<1ui ty. 

Mixed con:plinies with 25:;. - 491. fo1·e1 en cepU:uJ flllrll-
cipatlon, v:hc1·0 a contract is 111ade 1"1th a torcli;n 
partner whlcb has 25:.r; - 4!11. of the equity., 

Royalt: llate 'l 

4.06 

2.03 

1.815 

2.r.e 
2.45 

1.85 

2.33 

TOTAL 2.51 

811urco: JNTJ, Op. Cit •• T.Wle No. 3. 

Aa 11 final point on Ti;.ble 1, it ls to be noted tl:tat Goodyeur suspen<!cd 

ita technology contract 1:ltb 1'ts Ari;eutinlllll subsidiary in. tho bei;innini; of 

1974. Tbi11 ..-ould 11ppear to h.:wo \Jeon a reaction to a cbll!lgf': in Ari:;entinlu 

17 

18 

Mote ~hnt the data i.1 Tnl>J., 4 a·efcrs co royalties ru:itted ,..!lilst tt.nt 
in Table 3 l'efcrs to royalties paid. lloou\·er, this d.:ies not aUect tl:c 
an11lyala bulni! ""'<!" here, .!1' 1o'e J'ro cor.pari.ni; 1oyaltie .. by type of iirll 
rather thnn 11nal)'11ini; t11e1r'" absolute lev.ol. 

Indeed, from. the glob:il ntudtcs of tcchnolocy cuntr11ct11 ••hlch hnvc i;;u\I :,, ,.,. 
undertala·n !or \'nrioi:s cc.cntrio:i, 1l iii lrno"n thli~ 111 tho v~st 141!jori:r .,,; 
contra.eta 11•1yL~cnt i:i !ir.L·citiod us n 11.xt-d purclr.tn[~O or IJL·ount p~r i.r1it or 
&lllea, 11wklni; ihc l'AT:: •<>ntr.1ct l'.i:hcr u111qut; not 0:1ly In lcrris ot tli•• tyre 
ln<.lu:.. Lr)• bul also in tt:,~t:1·1L l tc:-ms. 
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tax law at the ond ur 1973, 11tlpul 11tlnc that royalty pnymen t• tro11 foro1co-

owned aubsidiorica to tbclr parent cottpnoicu were not to bo deductible for 

tax purposes, and wcro hence to bo subject to corporate profit tax.
19 This 

principle ~as coofirced in the TronGfer of Tcchnoloi;y Low passed in SopteUJber 

of 1974~0 whiCb gorco\•er clean:d up an uncortuinty ot tho new tax lnw, 11tat111c 

tbat tho LUii of royalty payccnts nnd dividends wore to bo subject to the profit 

remlttanco limitationL of tbe foreign 1nveutUJc;nt ln• of 1973. 
21 

Prior to 

those chw•ces, royalty pnyz:outa hnd been deductiblo for tax purpo11ca 1 but 

•ubJoct to a with11oldinc tax oo rcmlttaJ. However, after the nilltary coup 

of &!Arch 1076 1 tbo lll1'"8 cloallni:; ..-1th foreicn investment of tho provioua 

Poroo1st rci:lir.o havo been chani;cd, 22 and it sc.om11 likoly th11t the 11usr1u111'lion 

of Qoodyc11r'• tochnolocy contract will be 11 t11n.por11ry mauor only. ilorciover, 

a• tho •uepension would &eeu to bavo beon tho result of loc11l tax chani:;ea, 

rathor thllll intor11nl cou:1um1 pollcy, tho zo1·0 royulty puid by Goodyollr ln J01t 

i• in no way a contradiction of the conclusion mado earlier concerning tho 

n:lativoly low roralty paid by FATE. A• can be •een from thv TaLle, prlor 

to the tnx chnncea Goodyear paid tho hicbe~t ro)'llll)' in tbe Arcentiniun tyro 

lndiwtry, far in excess of that po..id by !:'ATE. 

Turning: now to the data on Peru in THblo 2, it 1s first of all to bo 

noted thnt accordlnc to Article 21 of Decision 2•1 of tho Andean Pact, 11pproved 

in Doce1:1ber of 1970, roy .. lty pa)·.:ents for 'intnncible • techooloi::ical cont rt-

butiona, as between o fore1iu co1:1pany and its parent con:pa.ny, will not be 

lB 

20 

For detolla, &eo; A. Alberto Dloz, 'Ari;ont1n11: The To><ntlcn SystcQ 
AppUcnblo to Forclcn h:\·c:atora". Jn: S.S. lloll11nd 1111d E.A. Ferrc.r (•d•), 
~:Inc ki:_a.!...f.!'~E!.:g.!!~-l:n l.ntln Ar:arJ.~-l~'!:i~ecu:nt l.c:pl1 <"dt lor.~. 

Vol••:-e l', Cow1c1l o! the .lu:erica>.1, ~c:w ~ur«, Hl7-l. 

Seo Ley t:o. 20.Wt c!e-l 2.1. !I!. jepticr.ibre de 1974. Articulo 14. 

it __ ,~ 
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autbortzod nor allov.-od 11a a lax deduction. A 1nnili;o cot1pnn7 la do fl ned 1111 

ono 1n 11hlch capUal pnrt1c1pal1on by national abo.ruboldora 1a lea• lhuu bo•i 

or, being a:~cat"r• 1a not r<:llccled 1n the "d11lnilitr11tive, f1nllllcl"l• 

co11111orc1"1 o.nd tochnlcal 10an11i;o11;ont ot tho <.oicpu•y. Accordln" to lhlll. 

royalty peymenta 11ould not have been peJ"Uitt"d 1or "1tl:<:r of tho t1<0 l'eruv11m 

tyre compan1ea. D.J>. Goodrich only ha• A zo1n.,r1t1· participation in u,.a 

Rubber Co but, as was noted in Chapter 6, 1 t11 ~cxic:m uf f1 Ualo also l1as a 

aubatunt1nl minority participation in tba compuny, .. eanlog; Uu1t tho oqully 

parUcipnlion of l'o1·uvlnn i;barebold.,r11 iii lea;a than ~o::;. ~loreov«.'r, tbo 

co111pany is under the t<:<"hnicul nnd arlroini11lrat1vo d1rcct1on of Goodrich. 

llowt:vcr, Decree Luv.- 16!1!19 of Peru, n 1110bseque11t legal dispos1 ti on lo 

Docree 18900 whi~b placed 1nto Peruvian law Decision 24, contained an article 

which was 1nlo:rpreted by most co,:plUlica to peniit tile cor.Ununtion of royalty 

payments between aff111atcda:izoponies with royalty contracts oxisting as of 

July 1st, 1971.23 This explnine 'llhy royalty puycents .. -cro rei;lstered 1or 

Goodyear and Lima Rubber Co. for 1971 nad 1072, de~pito the fact that they 

were not tnx deductible. la Uay 1973, however, all royalty puymcnts between 

affiliated c:u:ipunioa on royalty contracts in exfst.ence .,. of July lat, 1!171, 

wore cut off. 24 

21 

22 

23 

24 

For IUl exhaustive ;uialysia Of this la·~. fiCC: nct.ert y. Stebb1nc11. 
'La Loy Ari;entinn r;obro inversior.os Ext.·:u:jclra£ y Su Jn•plraclon en t.l 
llercudo Cc.nun Andino', 1.-,,1ocllo de lu Intl:'"r~dcn, \'ol VIII, 1\01. 111 
and lD, ~nrzo y Julio 1975. -~-~-

:t"or an llll&l)·ab of tho n""' foroi&n invcl'lo1•nt law l'a .. od ill Aucuat ll'7u, 
aoo: D~niol c!o t.norch ,. Etlu.ir1Jo Gitll, 'La Con~oll<lar.iou co lu D.>1,..ndon<:ln; 
La 1-ey Ari:;cntina Sob re ln•·or~lo11es £:..tranjcras•, Co::.,rclo l:>:tcrlor, llol. :~7, 

No. 4, abrll do 1077. 
' ... ' )" 

tltanley I'. Rose, 'The Andean }·oreii:n ln,·csti::Eo1:1~ Col!c- l\eed for Clnrity'. 
ln: S.S. l!ollanrl and £.A. Ferrer (cu,;), 'Ch.in<"n.:; le,,al frwl rc-~l"L•nt ln 
~~-~~!~..=..:_~!l:t.:--e-c-cnt Jr.plt<"ntio_!~ __ \'-;~--!l;-:-Co~Zll-;i ... \iW -:\~O'i·~C~s. 
Now \·01k, 19'i5. 

Ibid Pl!· 45 
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2 

the:: bdoid6een J:rom Tublo 2, Goodyear potd a h1glu:r 

:lo - Lima llubbor Co. This ts tho opposito to 

royalty (pro-tux) 

..-hat mli;ht h11vC1 

I 
l 
' 

been expected on '11 p1·iori' groumls. Goodrich only has n minority purttct-

paUon in Lii:u• Rubber Co. Md dividends are hence paid not only to 11-.clf 

but Ill So to tl10 other 1<h111·cboldoru, both local 1111d foroli;n, 
25 

It may bo 

plausibly eri;uod that thb would net as an iuconlivo for 1t to boost the 

royalty rato tu order to· reduce dccl1u·ed profit•, and hcnco dh•idonda pnld 

to outside ah111·eholdcrs, D.Dd :lnc1·eoso ita OO/ll eJ:fccUve profit "pproprlat1oo • 

"1onczel< et al ha\'e J>rcaented a ir.odcl, hosed on. th!& sort of reu&oi11ni; 

and. t:ID an analp11~ of llc>:icau dutll, in Y:hich tho .-oyalty rate progretialvcly • 

rlscs froa z:ero "·hen l11cro ta 1001., forcii:n O\\Uershlp to attuin a wuxtmum lovel 

when fo1·riA:D o..-oer11h1p la nr<:>und 20'! - ·101, after "·h1ch there 1• no furtl1or 

incroase as foreign c111neruhlp fnlls. 26 It i" explicitly 1u;sll£lctl in thh 

mcdol th11t it is not posi;iblo to offset royaJ.~ict; egninst tux,nnd, a11 J1us 

Ju:>t been noted, this wns tho cnso in Peru in 1972. However, w!.cn royolt1es 

are tax deductible, tho supposition t.hat wholly-oirnod subsidiaries will pay 

zero royalties is unrealistic because, by remlttl~g part of its prolits in 

tho form of royalties instead of dividends, ~ foreign sUbsidiary can reduco 

its tax pll)"ltCCts nod her.cc incroase the overnll rate or profit ot the multi-

national cOLpaoy of ~·hi ch 1t torl!".a a pn•·t. This ts ·d:.y Gcodyeur of l'oru, a 

wholly-u..ned aubsidiery, 11011 paying ro)·11lti~11 to its parent co.cpuny lone 

before the recent chances in Peruv1tin legislation, the orictnol technolo~y 

contract specit)·ing thu payr.cnt of royaltlo;a being signed in 19'14, shortly 

after the openinii; of tho p I ant in UH 3, 

25 
Part of tl:.c dividcnoJ putd t.o the otl•e1· to1·ol('n 1>barelwld<ir, C1a lluJ ... r11 
l:1p:kndt. ore ot courso dfroctl,11-·i!JiPropr111blt1 b)' Goodrich, t:.ocllu:lc ilals 
corr.pnny ls ::nothcr of its a!Uliu~os. l!<wt•\u1· (;oodnch'• purlicll'Hlt>h 
in llulcra f.uz;..ad! 111 leas th all 50'.:, l!U~llnin~ tl,,n only B 611:111 f>l'Oj>Otl!OU 
of such pa:;carnt,; lll"O diroctly lll'l'roprinblo by lt., 
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A aocond fActor v.bich must be t.allon into 11cco"nt whon AnAlysini: roy11lly 

pay1DOnt• u. government loi;hlalton vltb ro11pcct to dividond rcmitt1111cc•. Thia 

la not rolevllllt in the ~cxican Clol.Se, a.s thoro nro no rcetrictlon• on dividend 

remlttnncva in that country, but in Peru the Andollll P11ct lo~i•l•tlon limltinK 

dividend• to 14f. of rcchtorcd caplt.lll 11ppU011. 27 llbon 11uch 111111t11t1011• 

exi•t, tboro 1• an incontivu !or fo~li:n flra.s to iaako roynlly pll)U.cnt•, evon 

U these arc tnxed at tho uame rate '"' dcclnrcd pro!itn, becnuso they represent 

211 a wsy of reml tting pro fl ts in excess of the Uni tat ions on di\•iclcnds, ("8sw:i1ui; 

of course, .that the Ura wants to reJ:Jlt more profits thiu1 penoitte.: by tho 

dividend restrictions). In •uch clrcumst1111ces it 111 of no surpr!se if tho 

royaUy pald by a JOholly-owncd subsidlnry la i:ren.tor thnn that p..Sd by a joint 

wenturo, aa tbla may simply he a reflection of the fact tb11t the foa:icr is 

•akinK a rolatlvoly lar~or of!ectfvo profit remittance th&J: tho lntter. 

A final factor 111hich holpe to explain the t.igher royalty rate p111d b; 

Goodyear than Lima Rubber Co. in Peru la the capitalization of k&oa-ho•. Good-

rich'a oricinal l'llnority capitol contribution to Lima Rubber Co. lorcely took 

tho form of copitollzotion of knO'lf bow, 29 nnd dividJcds pold on the equity 

represented by this cnpitalized know-ho•· a1·e just as much a pay10ent for tech-

nology aa arc royalties. On the other band, thcro ia no cvidunce of DDJ' such 

27 

28 

211 

Jn Aucust 1976 the r.:0111bers of the Pact agreed tc; lift tbe pro!lt repatrit.ti<Jn 
limit :from H~ to 20% of registured capital. 

Aa was aeen above, thi• la not tbo case with the 1971 Arcentlnlr.n ~ransfor 
of Technolocy Law. 

According to Goodrich'• technolo~y contract with LlJ:J• Rubbor Co., thla 
wu to repro:5cnt payc:unt to Cico11:'i<:h for tocha1cnl llM•J tanco in tt~ dc111Co 
and construction of the plant. 
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capltalizatioo of know-ho• 1D tho cnso of Guotlycnr's l'onwian aubaidiary. 

furthermore, it .-ill bo eocn in tho nf1xt section that capitalization of 

li:oow-how baa a dlffci·ont 11i1:nlf1cl\llco for 111holl)'-owncd subaidlorles tban 

joint venture•. Jlencc, 'unlike Goodyciu, Goodrich is rcceivlni; a substantial 

indirect payment for technolo~")' in tho Corm of divldund- oil c11pltalized know-

bow, and tbl• obo help& to Clqllaln tho llia;her ro)"&lly paid by tbe for.mor. 

To ca;plete this nnalysla of roynlty pnymont• ln the tyr11 industry in 

warioua Latin A~crlcnn cuuntries, it CPD be aeon tbat for two cocpaniea 

covered in tho fielC:.,ork roecarch the rO)'olly la speclUed u a tixod amount 

per unit of production. Tllo dls11tlvnntni:o of lhill forg uf paygent, from tho 

polot ot vlt.w of tho !j)n.ii;n .Urm, h thot '*1th tntJuloa tho rual valua of 

tbe rO}"altJ' 1e proi:ressivoly reducod. llov:uvor, tu the ca.so of Goodyear of 

Peru this problem waa to PD oxtent obviated aa thcro ls another clause 1n tbo 

tochnoloa cont.·act atatlui; that, ln addition to the fixed i-oyaltJ', it will 

pay tor the direct costa incurred from time to tlme'bJ Ile parent cru::pany, 

when tbe lattor aska for poyment. 30 11l1a would hnvo £1\-en Goodyear eomo 
I 

poaa1b111ty of adju~tlll~ yearly royalty p111ymenta accordinc to it• profit 

repatrlntioa requ1rcu:onta. 

Tho advantace tor the forclcn firm of a royalty •hicb i• a fixed 

porecntai:e of the value of a11le• la that payccnt io~reases aa botb production 

and prices rlso. Ia otbor words, a royally of this J..ind is 'inflation proof'. 

It c11.n bo aoea froc Tablo 3 that tho two contracts where royalties aroa •peel-

fled at. a flxod 11count per unlt or aalea ... ero aianod in 111311 and 194-& 

I 

~ ~ 'r:• I 

30 Note tbat this contri>ct is not' \ 0 11l1d LIJl<!or the present P&>ruv1.-.n loclalatlon, 
ar.d la no loncor in forco. 
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re•pecth·ol)• nnd, nlthou;;h we do not hllve informotion on a au!Ucient uwubcr 

ot contracta to Doke fira conclusions, it CllY be speculated that thi11 typo 

of colltrnct· correa1>onda to a period when inflllt10ll waa not auch A chorllctertotic 

feature na it bas becor.o in tho post-war period. 

C. Cnpt toliz,.tion of Know-l!c.Y 

For a joint venture, the capttnliz~tton Of know-bow may bo rcprosonte~ 

u a means by which the !orctc:n pllrtner corns a hti;ber rate ot return on his 

financial in\·cstcent than the local partner, to coi;i;iensate for his specilll 

contributions to t.he venture (e.ic. pro11rietory technoloi;y) or, J'£•·hops moro · 

correctly, a mean11 by "hi ch 1ho ioreie•• partner ea:-ns a rate of return on 

his contribution of intang1bl-e a:s •·t:ll '"' tnncible nssct:s. Contributlon11 

auch aa propr1etllry teclinolOC}". cnnufocturin& kno~-how IUld mark«:ttng exportiae, 

which enhunce tho profi\abiUty ot a venture, llre no le•• real for bo1nr. 

intanc;iblo. 

Tho foreign partner ciiD, of courso, obtqtn'a return on it• intan&iblo 

contributions throcuh royalt7 poy~enta (!or tecbnoloc;lcal nnd canagerial 

aaaistnnco). The d1tfeze~ce in tho two ~ethods o! obtainin~ a return lies 

baaically in tho diatrlbutton of c~•t~ and banofita
0

through tii:a botwcon tho 

for•iicn and locnl partner. 1b111 may bo ill~6troted by· a aia:pl•, atyll•od 

axamplo. Suppoaa thot tan~ible rand intAn&lblo as11ot• roproaent oquol pro-

portions ot tho total cost of a projcct, 31 and that 1r.to.ng1~le assot3 ore 
. 32 

contributed entirely by tbe foroifll portner. I! there> lH no cai:.ltoli~atioo 

31 

32 

I 
Tho valuation of kno•-J,<>of. !f!, ~t· cou•·so, oxt::-ca:e!)" diftlcult, and ..-111 
norcally be the subJ<'Ct 0:£ :c•·1;ot1at lun betwee>n th~ foreq;n c.nd local 
p11rtner11. See: Duslr.t ... s. lntornatic.nal Co1•p., ·~~;; ln-.!:rcflrporatu 
Prlcinc Pollclr.n', Sew "iork, 1073. l'C· 63, 

Tllo local partner cuy al!'O a:al:o 1ntc.n;:lblo contributicnH tc. U:c \"OUtur.,, 
auch a11 kncllllc.aco ot ~be l<>clll a11rkot nnJ ecououy. 

~~ .. ~~~lif.,J!Oljr---.,, ............. ,,,_ ..... , ..... .,, .... ,-.. H•,,... ....................... -.-.......... f1)!'f'""'~""''f4 . ...,..tf'J'44!:1\!'-Jti:.l4f'A ..,.,,.i>-1~1 
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of•know-how, and tho foreign ond local partners make oqual financial conlrl-

buttons, they will rocolve equal £bnrcn of tho stre11111 of future proflta 

(assuming the !oreli;n pnrtncr ill not npproprlnting of!ectlvo profit• in 

some other form, e.c. ovorpric1ni;). TI10 foreli;n firm has made a two-third11 

contribution to the totnl cost of tbc project (tnn~ible plus intangible) 

but only ha• a rli;ht to n half of th• profits. It would hence have to char110 

a royalty cqunl to a third o:C effective profit• in order to receive two-tbirdM 

of offectlve profits, and earn tho sau:o rAtO of retu1·n All tho local partner. 

An altornaUve solution ..-ould be for it to cnpitalizo lta onUre 1ntimclblo 

contribution to tbe vonturn and make no flna.nclal contribution. With no 

royalty, it would then receive hnlf of tho equity, in acc'lrdanco with lta 

overall a11aot contribution, and hnvo a rli:ht to h11lf of the prC>fita. 1bo 

difference lies in tho di£trlbut1on or coat• and bonofits. Tho forela;n 

partner has rcducbd its ori_cinnl a&aet contribution, and lta lihAre of future 

profits, ~bercas the locnl partno~ hos done the opposito. It, on tbo othe-

baod, tho foroli;n partner both cnpltallzoa it• know-how.and mnkoe a 50~ contri-

button to tho ftnaacial investment, tho result ls elmilnr to tho firat case 

wbero tbore la no cap1tnUat1on but royalties nre'paid. With no royn1tie£, 

in thi11 case the forei~'ll partner receives two-thirds of both the equity and 

profits, in accorGancn ~1th its overall D&liet coatrlbutlon. 33 

In tho real world wo often encounter a mixture of" both royal t1e11 nnd 

know-bow cnpitnllzatlon. Furt~ermorc, tho aa•w:•pt1on mndo in the above ar11uu:ont 

that tho toroltn and locnl pnrtncra •Arn equal ratoa of raturn la unraaliatlc, 

a• tbo rate of ruturn rccc.ivad by the two will uopond on bar"ainin&. Uowava.r, 

33 
Althouch there are no ditfor.,nw_. bet•·ccn the tlr1.i: 11nd third cnlie5 in 
terms of the dl!itribution or ccs~s and bt'n1:!1t>1, there are other <!lUcn•cccs. 
For exur:ple, •.hca 11>.cd 11!1 a pcrc"ntace of r:ut 1101""• royolt1cs rcp1·.: .. c11t 
a 111oro stnblo return then dividends, ns they aro not n!tcctod h)' tho lu.-al 
of protl t11bility. On tho othi:r haad, unUl:c 1·oyultics cap! tull:<n<lo11 
lncronsea ll.e torclcn partn0;r'11 votini; cont1·01 over tho cnterr•riac. 

1---r '· ~ 
1 OM~· . 



tbe oxample dc.011 uervo to clart.f:r 1.hu 1aauu11 invoh·ed tn the captt 11l1zatlon 

of know-how tor joint ventures. 

Capltalization of know-hcnr baa v"ry difforent tr.ipltcattona !or .. holly-

owed aubutdi11riua of 1'oroi&11 cc.,.pADic•. A• thllro aru no local ahnruholdera, 

there in no problem ot tho corretl d1atr1but iou o! coats and bone Uta betseen 

foreign and local partners, and no need to use know-how capit~li~atton as a 

aeans o! earning n retu1·n on lnta:>1;ible asliet contribuliona, u the 11ultt-

11ation11l coinpony receives all tt.e pro rt t11 onyway. 34 Cupit nl1 zatt on may 

novortheleaa teko placo. Aa 1t ls a woy of 1ncronoing tho equity c1>pltal 

buo 01' a 11uba1d111ry, it would allow a foreti;n cor..pany to 1ncron•• tho 

abaoluto l"vol of dividend rci:aittuce when lhoru aro pro!tt repatrl&tloa 

limits based on re1:isto1·11d t1b11re capltnl. On thu other hand, when auch 

limitations exist tho capit11Uz11tioa of know-how 111 othn prc.hibited. 3:1 Abo 

lncroasing tbe ~apital b11110 in this way may nako it easier to obtain loan 

f•Pital tor projecta. However, thts analysis does suggo:st that k11ow-ho• 

capitalization will be more freq\:eat in tho cuee of joint venture~ tbnn 10holly-

owned &ubsidiaries, and this 1111& found to be tho ceeo in the Latin AmericOlll 

tyn industry. 

Indeed in the cocpantes co"\-ered lo our fieldv.'ork rc.,earcb, the capita-

lization of koow-horr .. as only fo=d in tire c11110 ot certain jotnt venture 

cOl:lpanies. As was trcntloned abott, in Peru kno'll-bow capitaHzatic.n took 

place in tbo case 01' Limo. Rubber Co. Jn Chile it was found tbet Firestone 

intended to capitalize know-how in its joint venture wlth the loGa.l textile 

evrr.p:my, Algorlones lllrr:ias S.A., to establish the ~:.\NF.SA tyre con,pony. 

35 

I 

Ot cour>10 the ccr..p.iny may h1"-c di! licui 1.y ! n rc1Jit Uni; the proU ts, but 
this ls anothc~ l•~uo. 

The cnpito.Uzation o! kno .. -hc.r is not pcn11t1.r.d ••n.!cr tho tcr"s of licl'i:.1 ... 1 
24 ot tl:e AnLOown l'::ict, uor lt:c 19"{'1 Aq:Lnl111iw1 1'11u::>!oh' of To.:chnola::y lu"· 
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la tho case of. Limn Rubber in Pe;ru, this w1111 to be in po.ymont ror tcchnic-ul 

usiatnnce in tbe dcoign and construction or the plllllt. 36 llowever, Firestone 

pulled out of. the i!ANESA project borore tho plant ~•a cor.plcted, DDd"nn 

11grceacnt """ i·e11chod whereby it took 1ta tochnlcul n~.iatnnco payccin: h1 

cash ratbor than sharea. 

With roapect to companies not iuclud~d in our fieldwork research, a 

11tudy of Genernl Tl re' a joiut vc:n tu re with tho Gu:i1 e•.nl an company, Inco.tecu, 

to fc.rm the Gl!ISA tyre cor.irinny, lndicatcli that Ccncral Tire mnLlo no cash 

invoatment but received 10:;: of tho common >'tock or GlNSA for i ta techn1cnl 

u11i11tanco. 
37 

In t.cuodor nnothur study indicutc:u thut <ionornl Tl re reach<·d 

a r11ther difforcnt typo of. acreo111ent with loc11l invcat9rs ln the for•·nt1on 

of Ecuador! nn Rubber Co. Ac<:ordlni tc. ll•h 111;roomont i:cu111Jol"11111 !lubber w11u 

to have on initial cap1t11l 11ubscript1ou of 30 million $Ucro11, 4.0t. of •hich 

was to be taken by <ienen1l Tire 11nd the r<(st ':y Ecuadorian investors. lfo111cver, 

wbilst the Ecuadorlnn illVCStors 'Were to p11y in their f~ll 18 nilliou suci·cs, 

General 11111 to p11y in Ollly 8 .6 mll lion • ucres, 111th tbe rc111ainin~ 3 .4 lllil Uon 
I 

to be paid out of ita technical 11saist1111ce fo~s during tho tir~t tw~ ye11rs 

of oporntion of the company_ 
38 

Thi• ''""" more favourable to tho local lih11ro-

holdora th&ll tile atral&ht cnpJt11liznt1on of know-tio,.· be:ci..iao, al1hough tbo 

3.4 million sucrcs of equity "as not paid for in cash, it w11s paid tor by a 

reduction ill royalty poyr.ent6 ln tho first two yoars ot oporatlc.n of tho 

company. By tho suae tokc.n, it w1111 more fn~ournblc io tho foreiiin cco1>any 

tb11n a atrulcht cash payr.ent tor the oquity, because Lhe new vonturo Jn effect 

lent it the ~oney to pay for the equity at a zero interest rato_ 

36 

37 

38 

Flrcatono also contem,r.la.ted" 11n ctentual cush Ia,.-cst:ient of around SI .in.. 

Soui·ce or intormatJc.t1: J.S. t:wJU(! lllld F. ~.'.cJr.t.:ter, 'h,lcrr.o.rion~l l!t:<IUl>o& 

ltanaccoo<·n.!_._!i.."~~ . ..!'.!!~.E.::.::.!.:.~.', \;"11d~worth, C.:ili torn1;:-l961.-j,ji:17~ :----
Sour co or infonr-ntll.ID: J;arvunl J;uo;i JI( fl,!) St"htiol. I [cuaJn1~J i..n nubbor Cc..i:'Jlltny. I 

In turcol lc1:l atei C;.1i,1 CltH&r1nJ~ JJou!iC., llo.1 tc,n, l!17J. 
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D, Restrictions on f.xpor!.!!_ 

39 
With respect to oxJ>ort reatrictive clnust·s in technology c<>ntractn 

it wa• only· po••iblo to obtain informntton for tbreo cor•1u111i1>a during tho 

cour•e of tho prct<cnt research: Li111a Rubbor Co.; Goodyea1· of Peru nod FATE 

of Ar&cnttna. Tho contructual arrani;esnontn of nono or tho•• companio• 

contained cl11U11e• either prohibittn~ or 1·eLtrictlni; export11. However, ..-hen 

a local co~pany ts effectively controlled by a foreicn one, there ls no 

·need for a restrictive clnuse to be inserted in the technolocy contract for 

control o! the local company's export octlvities to be ~chievod. Ot the 

th1·eo companfea l:!entioncd above, the ti rst two, Lima llubbor Co. and Gc.od;rellr 

ot Peru, aro effectively controlled by roroicc puront cum1u1nies. FAT£, on 

tho othor hand, 1• nationally o•ncd and controlled, and tho caMo ot thi• 

co~pany will be discussed in more detail in tho next chapter. 

Although it ta not possible to mnko any firm co~clusions oa datn for 

so few coc;pa.nlcs, it is of interest that eiqiorts of tyres irom the countries 

coverod in fittl.t."Qrk researda generally have bc'1n vory lo"·· Sii;nl ct cant 

o~,iorto dld till<c place from Peru in 1969-70 "-lld from Ari;cntina in 19C8-70. 

In both coeca this "'"s lar~ely th• result ot export• to tho U.S. aiarkol of 

typos and 11izc• of tyro no loni;cr produced in that countzy, and requircu 

for old models of color veh!clea.
40 

Exports o;t such •. apecial end irre1:ul11r 

character have also taken place in othtr circw;-Qtanccs. For exo.t1ple in 1973 

I Goodyear and FATE cndo substanti&l exports froa Artentina and Chilo, due to 

\. a large drop in tyre praductic.n in the latter. In tho absence of sa:ch :ipocllll 

I 

i 39 

t l 

(0 

For s=ary tn!orc1a~ion o! export restricttve claa:scs in tcchnolo1~Y contrac<~ 
in a nucber of unc!vr<.lo\•ttltlped eOunt1·1cs. 'ct!': GXC-r,·~o, Int.arco\·crn.c.cutc.l 
Group on Tri:.ns!cr ot 1·~chnolo:;~· •• ,_!.a.to;- l..> .... ut·s Art'ii!lr~ 1""1o:i th-: !r:u:s:! .... r 
ot Tcchnolo~· to Dc\'tllonir.~ C.;c11~rTt.S-:-f:~:;-~~.-~-·t;~~l!X~Q;~~-[;ri ·:7• • 
~;. in-i:-:riltwAC: i-11rni~.,:,~·.;-.;--?:·i:.:ii~---------------

Jn tho Argentinian cnsc the"" ""f•orts •·<"re undcrtul:cn ulU1011t exch.sh·cly 
by Goollycnr. 

'--·· i 
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circumst1111ces, exports froa both Peru and Arr.enlinu hu•o generally rc1>reaented 

le•s than 1i of production. Jn Brazil, unlike t~e other countr1oa, export• 

ot 11odern tech11olecy tyres a tarted to be cado to induotriall~od countri"8, 

includinc the U.S.A., hut those have still 11ot attained appreciable quantities. 

The relationship bet•een eAports and the development of local technoloclcal 

capebilities"will be explored in tho next chapter. 

I. Overpricl nr; of Rnw Mat,,r• als and Interr.cdtato Jnputs 

Overpricini: of r1111 materials and intera>ediAte input• 11old by tha tech-

aology eupplici· to "tho recipient rc1>rcl!ientzt o return to thot fonner, 11od the 

l.llportnuco ~f thi• return bas been otreesed ill variou• rocoot eDpirlcnl •tudlea 

ot teoh11ology trL'>•for to underC:o\-oloped countrie11. 41 Thor• are a nwDbcr or 

stroai inducomonts for tochnoloi:y aupplieno to use thia aethod of obtolninc 

a return, and l\Jso soma restriction• on the oxtont to ..-bich may be u..ed. 

1he•o have boen dtucussed in the 11terature,42and will not be i:ona into here. 

llathor, the purpo•O· of t111a section will be to exau:ilno lho potential 1r.:r.ortance 
I 

of th1• 1Jesthod of return lo the Latin American tyro indu11try. 

It 1• very difficult to obtain reliable Information to 1Jako statistical 

eaU111at11• of the rate of overpriclni:, 43 and it proved tmp::11atble du1·tng the 

present research to acquire data to 1Jake such e11timates for tho tyre 111duStr)'. 

42 

For cx..n..~plo: Constu..,,tinc ""· \"u.ltsos. 'Tr:::-sfcr or F.:csourccs ar..d Pre-~PT\'.:i.1i:lu 

of lfonopoly P.er.ts', Op. Cit. 

For a uselul •un:r.i:.ry, see: Sanj:i;·a Lall, 'Transfer Prir.lnc by ~.:ult1nat101>al 
J,tanutil:ctur1ns. Firos•. Oxf.Jr(i 1:ul ~ct Jn ot E'conozc1cs r.nd StattstlC"S, Vol. 35 
No. 3, .Au[;Ua;t 1£173. pi;-:-iJa...~~~---:--:-,; 

43 Publi:;hecl trado •tatl&;tlcs •ro too u1a;ro>.:;·uo in 011tun1 to cako re:Unblc 
estir.1.~tt:fJ ~! irport pricc!I '!or lnt!lvtC~..\l ltcD1s, and J.t 1B really r,cct:t'sa:-; 
to go Lircctly to the cu.:»t<Ji-.s. ir.\'Oict's. !or d.1.: bOOc!s tn qu-:o~a!,>u.Jt J:...!'.c1..:•.:-::1·. 
dif.t:.tcult to obt&a1n ncce~is tu C-\.iStn1~ ln\·olc,•!i and. r.o.reo\'l:l' 1 tht:. \o.&l"l ia 
vory t1i:--o-conl'u:.Ji1l,:. t"'urtt:.•?>Jl oro. tor a;ool!:i whic-b u1·d not tradud on tt.~ 

opon ••arl:ut £erioi..'" di!tici.:lliea 11rise in tlo> o:.tH'ution ol illl<•rnntloa..MI 
pr1c.:i11. 

t - 'i l ~ i - " \ I \ I l I ,, 1 _ _. l. - . 
~~<6f-1""'""'·rr1·•.,,.. ... rT..,,..-.. ... ,"'"1'!'~~:.-JTJT1.~~'""1·•p·,.~...,.. ... P'~; .... -:-~ .... ~-~· ... ,...,~,...,.~,.""'"'....,"" 4

r1 • 
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l!evertholeaa 11omethl111: may 5till bo 1101d ubout the poa111bl1tiea Gf uvc..-prl<.111i; 

bJ oxa11101111 tho structu1·u of imporlud inputa in tho industry, A numbor o! 

i;enoral pointa wlll Ur11t bo modo, nnd tho input ulructuuo of u,., induutry In 

lhruu C(Juotrloa 1ncludgll in the floldwurl< ruao11r"I~ wlll lhun bu 1111nly .. ad tn 

aoro detail. 

A :factor lircitinc tho possibllitloR of overpricing in tho tyr., hidublry 

ia tbot tyro 111anu!octur111i; toch11olollY dotoi-min .. s that aoo11t ot tho utogo11 c.r 

tbe production process tiust be localed ut tho some ceoi;raphical site, roeaning 

tbat tb<i 1ntorchnnca ot components ond seril-flnishod 1•roducts between factorlo:i 

lo di!!ercot ports ut tho v:orld is mlnimol. This mcan:i thot ovorprlcinc o! 

often bii;bly di ffo1·cntloted coL1ponent11 1111d acml-fhLit'h~d products la not 

po:;siblo as it 111 in industries iiuch 011 phormocouticala, ~·hero vurioWI studleo 

have abown tbot hli;b rate11 of ovorpriclng occur 1>reciso·l)' on auch 1nteru:odloto 

products. 44 

Ovorpricini; on inter-1Lil1liote ship1•entll c.f row 111aterinlll for ty1·0 
I 

p~ductio11 •·ouJd, however, 11tlll be a. possibi:i.ity, p1Lrtlcularly who•• tho~c 

aalerinla are producod by ttao tyro companiua thuinsolvo11 ond 1ollip11od d1ruclly 

to atf111atea overJrnoa, but alllo when tho)' ore purc~aacd trom outaide, it 

tb• order• aro pl11cod by the paront compony. Ono factor orculn11 ac11in11t 

aucb overpricing is thl.\t major raw 111ater111ls such as niotural 11nd aynthetic 

r.Jbbor and c~rbon black aro relatively undltierentintod in chnrnctor and hnve 

clearly defined world pric;.,. On the oth"r hand, aany of the spocialiscd 

c:bemicnl5 used in rubber cou.pounds ore ~ore differentiated, sug&estin~ thot 

' JJ 
O\'erpriclni; in th<> 1•ham~ceutica1 industry h::A been atudlcd 1•1uch noi·o 
than tn t:ny other iuu. .. tor. For ntut!tcw 011 c~,}o::b1a, sec; C. Vtltt~oa, 
=~~J.!.!:-~r-~·!-=~O~!~"Sc:!i . ..}1~.!_l_!,r.£t"~~~~-l_!1~~~!;!•f·~'!t _ _!!~-tJ; ... 011. Cit., ru\d. 
S. l..nll, Op. CiL~ on Olh.cr .\ntlu;.;u 1"Uct Cu1..ntJ"h.:1; G .. ();,.r.:an ._nd }'. Snr~.~iti 1 
Op. Cit .. ; on ~:exico~ ~.:.t~. \":ionc~cl• ot a.l, OJ;. CJ.t.; 41C.d OJI Arr.cutit.a: 

Jorco J\n tz. I !:~ ..... J ~~11 ... ;_t rt n !'~!f.HI!:_!" ~!_t ~.£!'_A•.:.r<;11 ! ~2·!' : .. r_!? t!:n~·~ 'J.\~1- r_£~·.1.'? ! : __ ~- ~~11_~ !• ~ • 
lnxtltuto "forcuuto Ui T1.. li.~.tc11tro '!o lnvc:1ti1~--l-l0!'1l·u J:cu11uJ.Jtn.:1.- lh:\ 11 ,.., ,\l.1•::J, 
1913. 
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ove,-rlcing would be 111ore likoly to occur on them. llmoever, 111 hls atudy d 

overpricing in Colowbia in 1966 Vnitaos found that a ..-holly-owned toroi&o 

t7ro subsidiary on nvcrnce paid an FOB price ror natural rubber 40~ 'reater 

than that ~uoted on the Malaysian Rubber Exchance. Although tho oriiln or 

the natural rubber wna )lalnyai"• the pnront com11any was rei:latcred na .the 

interl!lediato seller, and overpricing hcnco rcprl'D(:nted a trunsfer ot ~roctlve 

profits from aubsldlnry to pnront. 45 This •hows that ..-11.:n 11 suboidinry i• 

wbolly-o .. ned, and host govornp.cut constraints on tn11ster priclni; practice• 

are weak or non=exiotcut, Olien tho 111o:it undlff<'reuliut"d ol products, a·lth a 

clearly defined world price, may be ovorpricod. Jlo.,evcr, it a·ould be u11llk<"ly 

tor overpricing ot ·auch product a to take place In the cntil• ot 1111t1onully-

ornod companie• (unless thoro 111 explicit acroemont to tho effoct b<>t\.·e .. 11 

tho local compnny and tho loreii;n tochnoloi;y SUJ1pl1or). a:o .. t •ludioo or 

overpricing do in fact indicate a lower rote tor nllUonally o•:nr:d r:lltllrpriaus 

than toreip owned onea o.nd, in tho specific cas .. of tbe rubber induatry, \'11.i t111<.a 

found n zaro rota of ollorpridnlf on 110portad n11tu1·a1 rubber tox tho nnt1011al'.:.y-

CN'llOd (ao4-tyre) rubber coapnny included in his ColonJ>ian study. 

Finally, certain of tho multlaational tyro co~panles have centrali~ed 

purchnslnlf 117•tems tor their ,.-arldwida oporaUor.s, and the•e would facilitatd 

the implewentaUon cf trnn:sfcr pricin' &cbocos desii::ned to shift pre.ti t11 from 

overtie&a •uhaidlurle• to tho parent co~pany. Firoatone ha• oflicca 1n Akroa 

-C6 

Cona t AJl t lne V. Vo 1 tao11 • • !.1!!£~~!!.!·~ . ..!.!!Z.~~ J!.t~.!.!-~~-~ ~-'!.!.~~!12~.!~ a 1 
Entcrp:r;~·, Op. Cit. T'"o tn:.es c;.! naYurnl rL11b<>r ""ro 1n.-.·:sui;:.tcd, 
atand:u·d .flat br•ck. crepe nnd rubberlio.5 ribbed .. .-ol;ed. A rnto ot ovc1·('r1c1r.i; 
(dcfJncd Dll thll difft>rcnco bot"'D"U tho f0il prico paid b)• the pt.rchr.tilllt 
11at1on and that in di1f.,rcnt n:.ir~.cti; arowid tho world, a• a proportion ot 
tho latter) of 52 .5':. tor tho tora.cr and 25.0~ for lbo latter ..... four.d, 

.... .. ..::J 
\JNCTAD, "llaJC.r Jseutos in the Tranr.fcr or Tec~molo1:L.!2_J'~op!n~~!!.!!.!.!!.'!.', 
Op. Cit. 1•1:· :.>:L 

~J ..... - .. , .... ,,.L,.~~- .. .....J l" __i - .. 1 ;.,....-ii., 
I~ 
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and New York wbich hlllldlo raw material purchasea !or all the company'• ovorsen:< 

aub11idiarios. Ordora aro pluced by tho 6ubsidi nries with the central o!ficc11 

every month, and tho latter then arrw1cc tbo purcha•o•. V.l1cn purcb111u1s aro 

made outside the U.S.A., over~eo11 aubsJdlariea often act na purchasing ugenta. 

Similarly, a study of Pirolli lnternatiunal B.A. (the Swia• holdin~ company 

for all Pirolli compw1ics out11ldo the EEC) atates that tho coru11any has a 

central o!Uce in London which purchaaea tor tho entiro Pirolli international 

eroup. According to th• utudy, 'thi11 la not Qeant to liQlt tho autonomy of 

the aubaidialirioa, moroly to glvo thuru thDhenertt o{ oxporionco and oxportiao 

of the contrul grou11a'. llowovor, it thon coca on to nay that, 'th• subaidiai·ica 

no not boWtd to pµrch1111e as ndvised, except rair matorlal11, and occn&ionally 

production machinery, designed and 1&nnufacturod b:• tho Italian c'lmpany' •47 

This implies that tho dccreo of central control is, in tact, substantial. 

Finnlly, Goodyear boa a central purchasing office in Akron wbich advisoa 

aubaidiary companies whero they can buy raw material•. ~11 aourcea must be 

authorized by llend Offico, but in thoory aubsldiaries are f~e to purchase 
~ 

from any authorized source. Accordlai; to our discusaii>n11 with 601'>11 ·colllplllly 

official• in I.attn Ame1·1ca, howevor, in practlcnl tormls source• are Alloc"ted. 

In contrast with these cocpar.les, Dunlop reports thot the pArent co.-pnny does 

not buy contrally for "11 tho r.roup, ond that oach ovurboP~ aubaidiary l• in 

cbarcc of it~ o~-n purchoslng.48 As a result the a1&oµnt ot buying on an 

lntornational basis is 1&oro llt11tcd than for Firostone, Pirol 11 and Goodyear. 

Business International Corporation, 'Orgru1i:d11g th .. Worl<:w1t!e Corporation•, 
New 1or:t, 1970, pg. 12. 

(8 Note that an ecplrical atc.dy ~y ~!'"P~Di indicat .. s that lntcmi:.tlonal. lntra-
cm·porate pricing i;;steir.s 1'.ro hrtlUt'riJcd l>y pa1·cn't co=pa."1y na-cicnallty. 
See: JeUrey s. Arpan, '.!!!.!£.r!!?_l)_Q!l.!..!._.!.!!.!'.!::£.~~!!t"' Pricing: :;on-A~ulic~n 
Sys_tcr.i" anJ \'ic~·s', Pr.ioi;.:r, 1971. 
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Jn ADJ one country tho nbHolute return which ceu be obtained throu,h 

tb• overpricini: o! intrn-firm saloa depends in part, of coUl"DO, on tho 

ell.tent to •"b1ch raw .. att1r1als are imported rather than producod locallJ. 

Jn this respect there 1• a difference bet•een more induatrialiaed Lat~n 

American countries, such as Arcontina, and less industrialised countrie~. 

auch as Peru and Chilo. Jn Arcontina, as c:m be seen from Teblo 6, imported 

raw materials sere !ound to reprcs.,nt less than •IO'J. or the total for all th" 

local tyre cocpanioa at the tine of !iolcnork research. Uajor raw material•, 

auch u SDR aynth.,Uc rubber, cu·bon black, n)·lon and rnyon c'lrd, boad-wiro, 

and •u.ny rubber cl101>iccls are produced locally. In Chilo data for 1!188, th1t 

1111teat availr.ble, indicate thll1: iar.ported raw nnto1·ials rcproa1ontod 73.li'.i. ot 

tbo total. 49 Sinco then, ho.,ovor, th• pro1>ortlon or 1Dportod raw matoriah 

1hould have fallen 11ubatuntlcally, u local 1n·oduct1on ot ayloa cord wa• 

commenced in 1970 by Nylinsa, a •holly-owned aqbsidiary of tho local ~yre 

company, lNSA. 5° Finally, in Peru over 9~~ ot raw materials woro imported 

in tbe oarly 1!170'&. Ceteris paribus, tbe absolute 1·et\lrn orhicb fo1·aii;a 

technoloi;y auppliers could obtain throui;h the overpricinc ol raw uater1als 

would bcnce ba &roater in Peru thr.n in Arccnt!na.' with Chilo oc,upy!n~ nn 

1ntel"llled1ate po&itlon. 

!xaminatlon ot the structure of 1cported raw ~aterlala per~ltM rather 

more detailed statccents to be m3do about the possibilities ot ove:priclng, 

and the a!>aoluto return to the technoloa :;cppl1er •:laich it could repr1u•e.,t. 

la Argcr.tlna the principal lc1iortcd raw i::aLcrial 1s naturel rubber. Tho \'&iUo~ 

•tudy of Colo.-b13 sho.,11 that C\'Cn tbla relatively t:n<!.ifferantiahd product 

49 

so 

Chilo: Jn~t itU\O r;acional -cl• Ea.tlldl1Hic11s. 'llldu~t rlas 1:anufr.ct urcrtia. 
Ano 1968', Santla~o. 

l'o...-cver thla plant wn• clo!lcd at tho end of 1075 -.·lth tho closure ot tho 
lNSA tyro plant. 

.. --; 
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aay•bo o\'orpricod 1D tbe ca:io dwholly-ownod 11ub,.hliurlo11, 11nd throe ot lhu 

Argentini11n tyro cogpanJes, Goodyear, Fircstono nod Pirolli, are -.holly 

foroii;n o"ned, "'hilst tho othor coll'pany, t'AT£, is nationally o-.ned. iluw.,ver, 

tbor• duos oxi&t a &ystem in Ari;entina •·hor<by the tyr .. cotJpw1ios must obtain 

ap11cial licen&ea fro"' the i11n1stry of Ind-.stry to im1>ort naturul rubber trc:> 

ot duty (instead of tho normal rate of 60':.)
5 !nd, althouch tborc ia 110 formal 

coutrol of prices, tbo existence of this system would dlscour111:e overprlcin:, 

as it would increase the possibJUtlea of host i;ovemr.:ent detection. The 

otber i111portod raw materials aro mainly v11riou11 chC"mlc-al ad!.litivo" nnd 

apeclsl types ot synthetic rubber, and overpricing ol tlu·£e would bo more 

likely, p11rt1cularly as some o! theD are produced and euppliod to the subsi-

dlar1os by tho pan;nt companies. 

Table 6 

IQurce: 

ARGENTIN'IA~ T'lllE Il\ll'GSTRY. Il';POnn:o RAW r.:A1J.RJALS AS PllOPOllTICN 

OF-TOTAL c. 1974. 

Company 

Goodyear 

Fireatone 

Pirolli. COPLA!I 

FATE 

Olllll Survey. 

Imported ~:aterJals 115 
Pcrccnta~e of Total 

34 

38 

32 

3~ 

Details of tbc rav mntcr:el input litructu1·c in the l'cruvian 1.yre 1nduatry 

111 1971 sre given in Tablo 7. The Dsjor i•·{'Ortod DO!tcrials, ln \'alue terro:.s, 

wero nylon cord, natural ru~bor, &yn'tl:etic rubber, spcci1111zcd checicala 

51 Tho aim of this s~·ste:u is to e;nc>QJlc~Cll! -"'e use ot locally produced •ynt.l:ctlc 
rubber. Decreto dcl Po~or £jccutivo ~o. Jf.00/71. 
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(•oat of ~h1ch 1&ro h1portod) 1111d c11rbon bluck. Ovu]lrh·1n& of 011tur11l 

rubber ie not possible 1o tho Peruv11&n case bccauue all i1111>orta ore m~de 

hJ' tho Ai;rtculturnl llevelo1n•cnt Bank, which then re-sells the rubber to 

local consumers. Althoci;h over!Jrlcinc 1:111)· occur on i;ooda not produced by 

tbe p11rcnt co~pllDy, Billply by routing invoices throuch the 111tter, 1t 1• 

particularly likely to take place on materials produced b7 tho p1&rent and 

&hippod directly to overseas at1b111dlar1es. According to cotipany off1c1 als, 

in the enso of Goodyear c.nly spec111lh:"d cl1cmicals are lt:iported directly from 

tbe parent company (or Us sub.sidin.-1e11), ~hilst 1n tho c11s1> ol L1m11 Ht.bber 

Co. spoci1&\ized chel:llcnls plus 11omo ~abrics ttre BO i1Lported. 52 Such direct 

purchase .. 1epr1>sent. around 121 of. total m:lleri11l costs tor ti1c !armer lltio.l 10'£ 

for the latter (or about 61 and 5,; of total production costs respectively). 

Tablo 7 PERU. RAii' MATf.RIAL I1'PUT S1P.t:CTl'ilE IN 'fl:I: n·m: 1::;>1:STI1\" 1911 

Ra• Material 

llatur1&l Rubber 

Synthetic Ri.bber 

Carbon Dlllck 

Bead \l'!ro 

Nylon Cord 

Bayou Cord 

Z1oc Oxide 

Speciftlized Chea-
icels 

Value of input of 
e1&ch caterlal as t 

or value ol total raw National 
11aterial ir.put11 

23.4 28.0 

18.3 

7.1 

1.4 
35.0 

0.7 

1.1 100.0 

13.0 

Source o:r: Yaterials i 

Importer:! 
L\Fl'A Hest of l~c•rld 

74.0 

100.0 

45.0 5:1.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

Source: Inton:ntion prov1t!ed priv1&tuly to author by the J.!1nialry of Ir.<!i:stry 
and Cor.u:iorco, L1i::a. 

52 •• Ad volorec tor1!fo on 1rport&.iir<' eficcttvoly 11 tax on ovcrpr:ch111. The 
11atertals i:.ont1~ncd I.ere pay n tftntf ol .J:?·.t, oucb tt,,. aa.::e at1 1he ~1 Lhl1ol<.u.~ 
tax r11t11 of '10'.:, <•n rei::itled divtt!und ... 

'"""'1 - -. .-i: - l·J~ 
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D1111pito tho nppnrrnt po»dbilitiea of ovcr1u·icln11 in tho Peruviun 

tJro industry, ovldence wa:1 oncounte;rcd tbat the cajor con.pany, Goocyc:ar, """ 

bavin' difficulties in rcmittini; profit& nt tho time of fie;ld.-orlt reiiwarch ID 1974. 

Tbo boad of tho company 11tated tllnt: 

•n1e c<nr.pnny hn• 1:11ll1ona of dullo.ra horo dulni: r.otbln&, 'tal<.b co.1111ot 
be roMiltod. They arc alrendy part of tho capilul bnso - io l~r.al 
ro&orvc11 - nnd thurolore, If rl'ln>'rstcd, 11ouldn't incn1nao ""' c11pJt11l 
baoo of lho ~o~pt.my. Th~)' mi,)' ho r.: lnvt"'1tt:d 1 bocuUHO the c.:g;ipw1y htu1 
1<•t nothill(t !>lbo tu do •ilh thu:o. l:ut thl'IJ la 110 lnconti\·o to 1·1>-
lnvcot in tho 1>lnnt rluu to oll ll:o contn11H. Suite ot tho i:ac.ooy Ju 
boini: lent out. J•nrt of tho 1•hllonophy 1 .. juat ~? huod on .1121d •oo 
what 1111111•01111 • • Ila 

Accordtnc to the oUlcl;a, reoittKnce of the r1·oflts throuch n cb;ir.nel arnch 11s 

overprlcln& or intra-flnn bales ..-ould l1avo o.roui<,'d j;O\"orncarnt i:~p1cion, duo 

to tho drop ln 1•rofito.bUit.J •hlch this loould t.a\'e iirr.lied. Lin" Rl!Lt:<:r Co., 

en tho other hand, reported tiant its dl vi<!cnd p.iy1>ents nt tl1Q tloc 11crc below 

thoso permlttod by the Andean Pact rulo• (duo lo a hiih lcvol or reiLVC~tmont), 

indicat1nc that it waa 11<A;oxperlttncin& rei;:itt11l probloria. 

Althouch it 1110• not t1osslblu to obtain data on r1>.tcs of overpricia•g 

durinc 11eld.,·ork research, the 11bove arcu::ent:: do pcrult n·o i;oner"! conclusions 

to bo made. First, the :fact that intorc!uinge o( sec.i-finlshcd proGacts an•l 

COJDponenta be;h·cen tyre f'octories In dt!(ercnt pa1·ts of t!!e world is 11tnii:>al, 

suggests thut overpriclnc on intra-firm sales is a less important 1o~ of 

return to technology suppliers in this industry than in 1udustrleo;, 111..e 

pharmaceuticals and electronics, lthere such intri.-tir:n trensfcr ot inten11odJut<> 

iuputa 18 substantial. Second, the acounts of i>rofl ts "'bi ch could be revatrl11t<:d 

through overpricin& ts Grcat~r in countries cuch as Peru than Ar~ect1::.a, due to 

a much hli;her proportion of iq•orted ra,., ca::crinls. Sevortheless, ~:.e threut 

of host govorni::eut action r.ppearcd to be <!l:sccu:-:acl::.i:; th.e major Pcn:•·io.:1 tyro 

coC>pany to use lncUrecl rcthods 0~•'11roflt repatn3Ucn, such es o•·e~prlci::i1;, 

at tho tiwo of fieldwork rcseo.rch 111 1!174. 

1)3 
JntMvl<>i. lflith i.uth<11·, l.l!<.a, 1!171 
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CHAPTER 11 

ADAPTA'l'JON OF n:cmml.0.GV ,\~D DE\'1:1.0l'!:ENT OF LOCAi. •rr.cu:-00129_1~ 

CAPAlllLlTlt:S 

'lbia ch11pter ill divided into rour eocll<•ne. TI1t: Hret deacribo• the 

cba11ge11 which h11vo been introduco.J tn roroii:n tt:chnology to adapt it to 

local condl tions, and 1001<11 at tho cauaca 1md con&cqucnco:a ot auch 

adapt.at loo. The iccond dl&cussos the contribution" which mull ination11l 

compunie11 havo made to the developn:.ent or local technological capab1litlca, 

and tho third eXWDines in detail tbc technological dCVOIOp~..Cnl or the 

Argentinian company, FATE. TI10 final section deals with the use of old 

and second-hand machloory. 

A. Aduptation or Tocl1nolo1:Y to Local Condit ions 

Adaptations or technology to local conditions may be cla,;si Ued into 

the following categories: change& in the product in accordance with local 

aarkot conditions; adaptat!ons or tho product and/or proce&s to tao account 

of special features ot local raw material supplies; adaptations of tho process 

to local physical conditions (climate, temperaturu, etc.); modltications ot 

tbe process to tako account of local market si:c; an.i adaptations or process 

t•cbnology to take account or dtftcccnt rolativo prices ot r11ctora ot 

production. 
• . J' 
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Adaptation.a or the product 1n accordnncc with Joc11l .. arkut condlllo•1• may 

b• aul.o-claalllliod i11to change• 1ntroduced to take account ot dlff.,ront 

conauJOOr pro;>.tercncc11, and chnni;'"' lntroducod as 11 N>$Ult ot di Uoronco• in 

tho condll1011• o! uao. Wllh re1111cct to tho Hrat fuctor, in tho USA 

consumers give more i111portance to comfort 11nd rldo than to road-holding 11nd 

handling, whol'o•• in European m&Lrkotli tho opµod te 1• tho c11ae. In cony 

und.,rdovolopcd cow1tric11 l>uth US a11d £uropoun c11•·• ar., uold 1Llld, accordl1111 

to i;ooo industry source,., thla can &1vo riue to conlliclin& tlcma11d11 with 

roapect to Un: abovu-mcmtionod f 1>ctora. Tho lnclll Aq;unl inlun comr11u1y, 

FATE, rcport11 that t t take,s account o! this when cl:lbornUni: t t11 tyro 

dosicna, but 11pori from this there ts little evidence of tyre m"nufncturer:< 

undortaktng changes in their tyre design.a to take account of local co1111uroer 

profereucos. Tn1a 111 not surprising. In Chaplor 4 1 t v11• argued that consumer 

choice is boscd more Oil quality (durability, otc.) 11nd prtco tho•1 on 

factors liko taste, colour, smell etc., which are lmportoot tn industries 

such &• cosmottcs, tolleteries, detergent• anti food producta. In the case 

ot tho l"tter type of industry there i~ evidence of 1'"porfAnt p1·oduct 

adaptations to local consun:er prclur<'nce11 and last.ea, even in und,,rdo~eloped 

counti·ies, 1 but in industries lil<c tho tyre industry U:ero ts Httla acopo 

for such adaptation. 

An exomple of such adupti.tion in ~t.c cosr.etics industry 111 that eeach:uu•s 
Brazill•~ subsidiary developed, tested and int:roduccd a dcodoraot ln the 
era:.Uian market, ..-h1ch ...-as specially adapted to le.cal c-:n:sumcr tnstca. 
Source ot intormulion; ~~..!}..!!..,_~~. ldurch 20th, 19•39 • 

. ·"' 

• I" ·..v,"""' • .,~~~ .. 1~,..,..'1'~""'·""1""''~,~:JW ... 'Ml'::oo~.........,.t:f' ...... ~T'""4""~\••.•~··"Y 4,+~~.., 
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Given the hoport1111eo ol quality in dutormti1ing consuiqo>r chotco, one 

would expect that tho tyro munuCacturors adapt tlleir deaign!I to tnk .. account 

of tho peeuJiar physical conditiona of uoo in tho varioua markotw in which 

tbey operate. This, indeed, was found to be the case in tbe Latin Arul'ricnn 

couutrio11 visited during field.,ork research. n1e modt:Ucattons introduced 

aro i;enerally minor ln nnturo, tnvol vine chani:o11 in tho compost tlon ot 

rubbor compound11, 11J1d in tho do11l11:11 ot tyre troada and Clilrca!l11oa. In 

Aritentina, ror oxa"1plt1, tho local tyro D1anuf11cturer11 incor11oratt1 stroncer 

caa1n;11 than cuatomary in thel r tyro llo11i11n•. This la parUcul111·ly 110 in 

tb• eaao ot truck tyrea, ll!I the overloading ol trucks, R collllllon practice ' 

in underdeveloped· countries auch 11a Ari;enttna, results in h11r&her condl t1011a 

or use tor these tyros thnn is normal ill the USA or Eu1·opo. 3 111 addl lion, 

'bll loc11l comp1my }"ATE h11s dc.volopcd v11rious c.i.:sign3 adapted to tho 11pecilll 

tcu1turea of Argentlni11n ro11d conditions - tor examJ>lo a truck tyro with a 

tread deaignod tor uao on tho i;r11vel road11 common ill' ~ulhy ot tho provlncou 

of the country. Jn Peru Goodyear m1111uCactuer11 t7re11 cont11lninc a higher 

proportion of natural rubber than iM normal, because such tyrc11 are toui;hor 

and bettor auUe~ to tho rond3 ol the cow1try, which nro often in a state 

ot ill-repair 1111d have no shouldera. 3 In Brazil the local company, Pneus 

Tropical, whose strate~y is to pcnetrato the market of the troplcnl p&rl of 

the country where it is located, ls producin' tyres; desi,nod by 8. F. Goodrich, 

adapted to the. climatic condi Uons ol tht: re~ion. It ls repo1·tcd thut these 

tyrca contain moditleations with respect to auch factors as the composition 

2 Source ot intormntion: Own intcrviuw, ltanugin" Director, Dunlop 
Arsenlinn Ltd., Duenoa'Ai~•••*lh14. 

Bourc• of lnformnlion: ••t·1 rm• Fino.I Quall Ly Cuutrol in Puru hu Spec111l 
Doir.nndw a11d Prui.Jum:'", !!_~}~~-•.!..!!. ~!~'!..!"}~!· July 3rd, Hlllll. 
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01 ~he rubber co~pound. 4 Finally, the larceat Drazllian tyro producer, 

Pirelli, rcporto that it uses tread dcsii."lls specially developed for local 

road conditions.li llence, thore la subst1Wtial evidence that tho tyre 

companies Wldortake modifications 1n thoir products - generally minor 

,. 

in nature - tu order that tbcy be b"ttor adaptod to local condltlon11 of woe. 

' 

lo contraat, no evidence"'"• cncountorcd of any uubatanti<:l llOdlUcatlon 

o1 either product or proco11s tochnoloi.-y to tuko account of upoclal features 

o1 local row moto1·inl auppl ioa, Tbia lu In port duo tu tho {act tlu1t 11oat 

o1 tho majur row materials produced locally are manufactured by aubuidlnrlcs 

or affiliates 0£ the co~panle~ wblcb supply then to the tyre man~facturcrs 

to tbe industrialised countries, or witb tccbnolo&Y supplied by those 

companica. 6 One exception to thl!i rule la natural rubber .ihich ls prodacc:d 

lo aomo coWltriua - pri~arily Brazil, but also Poru, Ecuador and ColoD&bla. 

lo Brazl l and Po1·u no ovidonco .,ua_ oncoljDtorod durlnll th• tioldwork 

roaearch 01 any adaptation almod 11pcciflcolly at subatitut1n1 natural rubb*r 

for ayotbotlc rubbor. 7 l t mliht bC> ari,:uod that tbi11 1• dlaadvantui;eoua 

tor tbe boat countrle•, tor oxw•ple trolD • b11lance ot payment11 point ot vlnv. 

Source of lnfonnlltion: "Tropical: Uma £11trntegla para o Pnou N .. clonal", 
PIHtico:i c J:!m!!l!Jru:fil!l, j .. noiro/fevulro, 11176. 

11 Source o1 lntormotion: 0111n tntorvicw, Pinnt Manai;or, S1>11to An\lro factor)·, 
Plrelll S,\ Cia lndusti·lnl llrusil"lra, 197~. 

6 &oo next aectlon for moro detail• on Ari:ontlna. 

Iv 

7 Goodyonr' a i;1·euter use of natur:al rubber in it• ty1·011 in l'"ru, nut"d at>o..-c, 
ia duo tu tho fa.ct that 11uch tyrell are touKh<>r und bottor :1u1tod to Pcru,·1;in 
road11. Tbi:!I ill lu no "'ll¥ .,n fYlll'tailon to local ruw mucrlil.l a1>ppH""; 
the tact that Peru Is • nntural rubber producer la entirely Incidental tro~ 
tbo point of view 01' this adaptation. 

.. -
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-Some 111c1ght i• i;1 vcn to th1s urgugont by tho fact that in Srl 1.n11ka tin• 

atato-owned tyre corupnny, tho Srl Lonkn Tyro Corporot1on, estnbi1shed •1th 

Soviet tecb~ical asslstuncc, ls producing tyres entirely trora n11lu1· .. 1 rubber. 

1be nocossa17 IDOd1f1cntions of tyro de~igns and production processes were 

dovclopcd and tested in tho Soviet Union, for:a1n&: pnrt of the t rnnsfer 

of technology packn~o to Sr1 Lanka, nnd stemmcd lrora the Sr1 Lanka ~overn~cnt'a 

doaire to u10 only locnlly-prnducud nnturul rubhur iu tynt productlon. 8 

However it would 11ocm that auch 1001. use of natural rubber bas rc1>ul led in 

a reduction 1n tyro qu11l1ty, (I ua ono of tho rc111.011a why 11y11thut1c rubber 

llaa replaced natur"l rubber ls th"t 1n certutn uses (e.g. passenger car 

tyre trends) Lt i:1vos n dist1nctl\lcly better perfo;·iaanco than naturnl 

rubber. 10 Such quality reductions need to bu ~c!chcd againat tho bone1ita 

of the increased uso of nnturnl rubber. •to1·eover, in contra&st to the 

countr1o• of SE Asia, tho production of nntural rubber in Latin AlllCrlca 

ii 1onerally Ln~ff1cicnt, and local producL1on hllS becn,unablo to l>OOt 

domestic demand. dcspito the dhplaccmunt of natural by 11ynthotic rubbolr. 
11 

8 

II 

For full detatls and a coe1prchcnsivo 1.nalysis ot this tronsft>r of 
technoloCJ pnckar,o, sco&: UXCTAI>, "Pri!'.£!1'.!~-~-~!!.<:~':.!~'! ... !l!~. ~}'!n~ 
Transfcrt:ncia de J!'£"~!~!...r__!~l~'!_?.o ~onotj~sobro Sri Lr.nl~I! .. , 
Goneva, 1975. TD/U/CE/6. pp.81-iOl. 

According to the UliCTA[) atudy quc.tod in th" lasL footnoto, uv .. llnblc 
•tudioa indicate that the avoni;u life ot locally produced tyros in 
8r1 Lnnka ta io&s11 th1111 tbaL ol in:11ortod tyNi'I. Jb1d. p.116. 

lO Thi• is not to 1'ay that. types of natur.:il rubber could not be developed 

11 

to 6:i"e the snmc (u1· b<lttcr) porformam:o 1n ar"n" "'here synthetic r.,M.er&J 
are at prcseol. su(h!'TlOr. 

Thia nppllcs ""on to Braz! I, ..-hich used to be tho hri:cst pruduct!r of 
na&turnl rubber in the wor14, ~l.Jhoui;h imports lo~l :Crom on a\IOo'a~c ol 
11.5 thousund .:ctric tons in l96J-G5 to 10.0 thou,.aud in 1966-70, they rosu 
sh111-ply t<> 3l.2 thousana to11:1, in 1971-75. Doo:estlc production, un the 
othor h:ond, ~:is stucnant thrc.uc•iout t.hill periu'1, uvcrai;ini: 2·1.5 thou:;nr.d 
tous in 1961-65, 23.5 tho .. snr.u in J!li.i6-7o) '"'d 22.3 thouliaod l.n 1971-7!>. 
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In auch ctrcumst11ncc11 lt 1s difficult to nrcco that the fnilurc of tho ty1·e 

producora to A>dl fy thci r tect.r1ologice• haa boor. dbadv.intaiiaoua for boat 

countrh-a. lndo.,d, in a country llko Dr11z1I •hlch b11a n aynth•tl c rubltor 

tnduatry, an lnc1·easo In domund for natural rubb•r tn rolatton to aiyn1hel1c 

rubltor mi&ht bave led to tha aub&titutlon of do~e•tically produced "ynthotlc 

rubbor by ta•vortod unturul rubbor. 

llodl flcat1on11 of process technology na a r .. :1ult of local phy11lc11l 

condltlons of clir.iato, teDpcrntu~e etc. sere row1d lo bu relatl\·ely unlcportnnt. 

Tboro are some very minor modifications - for exacplu, experiments aro 

12 undortnkcn with, and changes l'Or.ictlmes introduced ln, \'Ulcunizolion cycles 

- but the:10 can b111·dly be said lo bo of c.uch aigolficance. llodlf1co11on>1 ol 

process technology to take a~~ount O{ tho &en~~ally Sm3llcr market &ize in 

. untlerd~vcloped countries are also relatively uoir,>ortant. This is onl)' to 

ba oxpected i;tven tho natu1·e of plant economies of :scale In the indu:1try. 

1'he tact thnt a~erar.e unit costs rise a lowly at scales of production les11 

than tho 111n1muia opU.,al mcana thut there h little, ince11tlvo to aodl fy tho 

proco•11 of production In •moll m;orketa. In very llllllll markets, bowev«r, tburo 

h onu •icniticant lll!fcranco in proccs:s toct.noloi;y on account of a•all 

market aize. In very amall plnnts it ta uoeconoalcal to locate the i;um-

dlppln&: and labric tre11trocnt process loc;i.11)', and tbe talt,rlc ta hence 

importad already truatod and i;u11-dippod. This is the only part ot tba tyre 

production procooa which ta not always locotod in undurdovolopcd countrioa. 13 

12 Thnt ts, smnll chani:cs in tho tic"" tor •·htch 'i;1cc11• tyrca are cured 
in the vulc~nl.zlng prcS><l'S, and in tho tei:-perntures at which the proces" 
ta undcrtol;en. 

... , ....,JT 

13 llonco this in no way contndiclll the ari;ucent c-:u:.: in earlier d111pl<.>rs 
thot in tho tyro in<luury r..o~t of the uar.1o& of production :r.uat "" 

L ai tuatcd locully •lien 11 plnrit 1• ~ct up lu au uu,l.,r.levolo11cd cuunn·y . 

.,:.'Y',-.. ... •1."'!-..,.~·~11t~,,.~ll!Mp-.~•~1 I t,
1
! r~~~,~~"'l\)l":7P':"~~1,.,c,~.~-· 
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,\ It.ls to be noted that adaptation here does not imply ert:ation of new 

tecbnoloi;y, "" there is no i:eneraUoa of now technique• and knowledge. 

Flna!ly, with reapect to tho rclativo pricca of fnctora of production, 

tbe 1111>11t aigulflca.nt adaptation of proccsa technology which 12ay, at least 

In part, bo attrtbutod·t.o dltlcrencos lo tho relative prtcea or tnctors or 

production, lie:1 in tho quite extensive uao of aecond-h1111d nnd old 1Hchi11ery. 
:r. 

1bla, In fact, constitutes the •aJor difference 111 production techniqu~·s 

between tyre planta in de10clopcd and under.:levelopcd countries, and will be 

analysed separately in Section D below. It is nlso nn ndaptntion to local 

conditions •hich does not imply creation. Apart from this, ovldonce wan 

alao encountered or adapt11.tion in 'peripheral' aroaa or tile production 1>roco11a. 

:.· Hence, on the bnsia of visits undertaken to various tyro p!anta in Latin 

Allerlca and tbo UK, and conversation• with pl110t manaccra and encineer11. lt 

aay be co11cluded that th&re la a i:rcatcr uso of non-mc.chnnised uiatorlol 

handlini aystcms in the Latin Alt>Orican ractorio11. The Arcentln1ian com!'a11y, 

FATE, h••• ln fact, dcsi;:ucd and do.-.:lopcd a spcplal non-muchanised trolley 

for banc!Ung mnterlal• in its Buc11os Aires factc.ry. 

To conclude this descrlption of the adaptotlon or product& and processes 

la the Latin AmoTican tyro industry, it i• 11orth omph~aia1n& the distinction 

htwocn adaptation• 11hlch 111vol ve the creallon ot new tochnolo1u•, and h<inc11 

aay bo classirtcd 1111 1nnovatlous (ho•cver minor in nature), and adapta~ioua 

which do not involve any creation of new tcchnol oi;;y. Our rc1111arch indicalcs 

that tho adaptation or product• in accordance with local conditiona of uao 

la tho moat 1mportunt for~ of ud~ptarlon involvlnK aomu creation or now 
;• 

tochaolo,;y, whilat tho '""' of ao~nd-bnnd .. ni.1 c.ld muchlnury h tha moat 

; h:portant fon:i of adaptation lnvolvln.-; no creation of new tcch11olocy. 

( 
l, -- ( l 
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Thill dU1linclion 1Jutw<1on 11d11platlona wl1ich tnvolvo tho cro1&tion of 

now toclmoloi;y nnd tho>au which do not, i• important In undont1uullng tho 

pattern ol ~duplation diacovorod, Thia i11 bocauao tho formor typo ot 

ad11ptatlon require,. oxpendiluro on n a"d P, wbllat tho latlOJr dooa not. A 

priv11to cntorprbe, when f11eini: th" problom of tho extent to which lt ahould 

adapt U11 pruduc\11 1u1d proc.,111w11 to local co11d1t1on10, •ill bll•O u,. llocialcm 

on somo calcul11tion of tho expected fu'turo retun1a r€'1iulting from 

adaptation in relation to tho costs involved. ln thia respect, thoro are 

yary strong ground:1 far a mullinaUonal cntcrpris1.> to use the aura'> products 

and processes in all its plants around the •orld, for this allo .. s it to 

apre11d the same fixed n and D costs over II greater •·olu>oc of soles. • .. 
ltonco, there 11111 bo a bl all 11galnst any fl 1111d D project which has npplicob111 ty 

for only a limited pnrt of tile corporation's 11urld·11ldo actlvlttca. 

lo tho ll~ht ol 'this 1t11alysla it is not difficult to understand tbu 

pattern of adaptation found lo the tyre industry 1n Latin Amcric•. 'l'bo 

coat• of de11ela;>ln& ucw proccsa technology to tak,o ac::owit of 111Dall 1Darket 

•l~o or diller~ncda in rol11tivo prices of factors of production would be 

very expensive (moat pro~ably involvin~ tho dosicn and construction of nc* 

machinery), •hllst the be11cf1 ts to tho fii·ID (or indeed to society) would not 

bo all that en:at. The flat plant scale curve means that benefits arising 

fro11 tho desien of special 'uioall-scale' tcchniquea could not bo all that 

a11n1Ueant. Aod, in th<t Cliffe or the rolotlvo prlcos or lat:tor• Of 

produ~tioo, tho tyro companlc11 have In olloct beon ablo to aolect an alrdkdy 

dcvolopcd ir.orc labour-in tcn11ivc techn lque throui:!>. the use of aecond-b1&nd 

oachinery. h is dl f!icult to 1ma~1ne c1rcu"'5tanc"s in which the beuetl ta 
'.. .. •. 1' 

of a new, £peclally-de.-.>lopcd labour intensl•·ll tec!lnlquc would 5li;nl!lc.;ntly 

outwc.ii;h those 1esulllnc troa. the usa of the old, alroady-dcv\!loped to;chntq•u>. 

& r 
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Tho cu1e ot product adoptlllioo to local condiUo:i• of use Is, h<nrovor, 

YOI')' diatinct. Givon th• importllllco ot product quality In tho proc••• of 

oligopoliatfc compotition in tho iodu-try, th• potential benc!lla to tho 

firm of ad~ptatioo - and the potential losaoa fro• the falluru to ad~ot 

- are both important Wld tangible. ~orcover, aa such adaptation only 

involves minor innovations lo tyre design, its coats are comparatively luw 

and riak free. f'or these reasons, aucb product adapt:iUon la tho mnal 

important form of adaptation involvln' innovation, or tbu creation of new 

technology. 

Turning now io the effects of tho adnptotion of technology, Kot~ 

llu presented a l>Odol to analyse tho co11so11uunccs of tho prooesa of local 

adaptation and minor lmprove~cnt ot imported t~chnolo,lca which, accordlna 

to h111, 111 choracteristlc of the mllJlufncturin, sectors of tho moro 1ndustr111Jlsed 

1111dordoveloped countries such us Argontin!l• Brazil aud lleitlco. 
14 

In hi• 

analyaia Kat~ uses a diagram similar to Fig. l below. Jo this diagram the 

15 uea, P
1 

and P
2 

nrc 111Casul'cs of quality !or a given product - aay a tyro. 

It all thD qualities of tho product cay be a••'lllllariaod lo torma of tlte&o two 

1111asuroa, the product qualities representing the tiost advanced 'atnte ot tha 

art• at o.ny gtveo Umo 11111y bo shown by a vector, "i."' t<P1 , P2). llooce, the 

ao1t advancod 'atalo of the art', or internntlor.al tecbnalo,lcal frontier, 

14 

1~ 

J'orgc Kniz, .. Crt""3Clon de Tecnolor;ia en cl Stctor "!anufacturero Ar1:entin..,,••. 
Pro&rama BID/ClPAL sobrc i~csci~;~lon en Tec.~-;;--dc ci;nci-;iy-T;c~~iC.!;i~ 
Uonografill de Triibajo No, 1, CEPAl./llA/100, 1976. 

Kotz presents hls mudol ln tort>S o~ thrco lndic2tors of product quality, 
ustng o threo-di1u:n• ion11l dt:i~r•D• llo,.·c\·or, tho essential fcolturc11 o.t 
tho model muy bo illu~tr~ted ~lth a two-dlC1Cnsional dia,raa. 
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at Ume t 1 any be represented hy the voc\or, v1 

at time t 2 by the vector v2 u f P1 ct2 ), P2 (t2 ) , etc. Supposo thut at tiD>O 

t 1 , a firm _in a11 underdeveloped country acquires by licenso the technolo1;y 

necclisary to manufacture a product ... hose design la tho most ndvancod l,,nown, 

rcpresontcd by tho vuctor v1 • Suppose ulr.o that tb" firm ndnpll< und h•prov<'a 

tho importod tochnoloi:;y, lllld that the puth of local i.daptntion h ro1>rcec:n tud 

by the point11 l. 2. 3. Accordinl( to Katz, if thb local adu11t1tl1011 n11d 

improvement. ill very 11icnlfic11nt, whilst tho int.ernationnl tcchnoloi:ical 

frontier movaa out only vory '11lowly', it iu po11aiblo to iiaai;ino a allualion 

ot a local compuny • culchinc up• with the int.ernutional tc:chnologicnl 

fronUor. Ho 11ui;j;ost11 tluat Lhlu could n:aull in 11 aii;nillcnnt chW•KO ln 

dynamic compnrntive ndvlllltnco, glvinc rise to t~o possibility of 11ub11tnntiul 

exports from the tcchnoloi;y r•urchasing countr-1 . 
16 If, ho,.·cver, local 

adnptution and i~?rovcmcnt is relatively insignlficnnt, the locnl company 

will find itself oblli;cd to acquire by u_ccnse the latest cene~ .. tion do::iii:n11 

if it is not to fa;.1 behind in the technoloi;lcal •r .. ce' in th1> industry. 

D111cussion of product adaptation to locrl use conditions in th~ Lat.in 

A111Crican tyre industry, in the light of this annlyslti, will not only per111 t 

WI to understand better the nnllurc and consequences of such adn1>t11t.1on, 

but alao suggest 110111<1 required modifications of the Katz model ituelf. 

16 On t.lal11 sec also: Jorce Kat:z: y Edu11rdo Abl In, "Tccnol<-i;ia y Exporl:.dum>rl 
Jndustrlnles: Vn Ano.11"11& M1crocconomlco de la E>Lportcncia Ari;ent ina 
Rcclente", Dus.arrolln Ecunwutco, No. 6:>, Vol. 17, ,\bril-Ju1tlo 1977. 

' _ _., 

~ .. 
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In the first place, the innovations involved in tho adnptntion of tyroa 

to loelll uae condi t1on11 nro vory minor in comparison to tho major innovaUon11 

ill the ind'!stry. Furthermore, 1 f anything the pace of technolo111:tcal chant" 

tn tho industry 111 11<>ro rapid At pru11ent than in the past, 17 and it bcnce 

cannot bo &aid that tho 1ntornational tochnoloi;tcal frontli:r la moying 

outwards more alowly, 011 la a1&ld to bo tho caae in 1<omo othcir ttichnolosicnlly 

advanced indn:itrlca. 18 Thus, on tho ba.,ia of a compariaon ul th• exlont 

of ~dapth•e technoloi;icol chango at the local level with movements in tho 

world technological fronUor, the1e ta no ovldenco of the Latin Ar.ierican 

tyre industry in some uen~e catching up with technological developments at 

the world levol, hor any likelihood that this will happell in tho foreseeable 

future. 

Secondly, the product adaptations described earlier in this chapter 

aro adnptatlons in tho strict sense of the word - that ia, mlnor lllOdi flcatlons 

of tyres designed for use in the USA or Europe so that tbcy perform better 

under tho 15omawbat dilferent conditions prevailing 
1
in Latin American 

countries. II' terms of the Kotz rDOdel, if the prod.uet chani;es re!iultiog 

froJD such adaptation cay be measured by the quality indicators P1 cod P2 , tho 

path of local tochnologic'll change would not be of dtrect relevance for 

tbe dovolop"d count rioll (or, indeed, for any country where cond1 Uon• 'aro 

17 See Chapte1· s. 

11 For exacple, n study untlcrtllken or thu pharruaccutical inC:ustry indicates 
that tho pace of technological ch<&ngc has slo"1ed do"1n apprecii>bly in 
recent )'Ca1·s. See: B. Cuh~n. J. Katz r.nd W. B...:ck, .. Innovation A!ld 
Forctr:n ln'.,!.S.!~-~"~~!..~~-r __ ~f._t_J.1~ Jl.?.J:'.!•.~:r~.~-~..f.!!>!!_1-If~d_;~t 1 -y-;;-;---
NaUonnl Bureau l:couoo.1c Rttaa.arQb. .. lapcr, tiu. 101, tie111 Yo1·k, 1915. 
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not slmilsr to thoso in the p1u·ticul11r underd.,vclopcd country in qu.,ation). 

It, aa seems more likely, adaptation to local condlt1011s csnnot be Deosurod 

bJ tho indicators P1 and P2 , but must be described in ter111S of a further 

indicator (or indicators), auy v3 (which, for cxampl11, could be an indicator 

of tyro pertormnnco on grovel roads), then tho path of local tochnologlcal 

chonge would take pince in a dif fcrent diwenslon to the movements in the 

international technological frontier. Indeed it 1• qullo possible to 

conceive of cases ln. which the modification of a design to loc"l conditions 

rcaul la in an lncrcosc in. product quality as me1asorcd by the indicator P3 , 

but a reduction in qoullty as a1.,asurcd by tbe indicators P1 and P2 • In 

both tho above cases local 'uduptivc' technological chango would not result 

lo the firm in tho undordovuloped country goltlni; 1any cloacr to tho lntor-

national technological fronttor. In terms Of 1ynaglc CQllJParst1vo advantago, 

l11cal •adaptive• tochnologlcnl change la only rolevant for oxport11 to marketa 

with similar conditions to the particular country_ i,n question. 

Thirdly, in the K11tz modol it is cxpllcl,tly assumed thot the inn.ovation" 

involved in the adaptation nnd minor lmprovemenL of imported teehnologiea 

aro genoraled locally, on tho t.11sla of loc:ol R und D and 'other tochn.lcal 

activities' (1.e. work of troublo-bhootinc dopart~onta, plant oaglnooni, 

etc.). Jlowevor, as will be 11ecn in t11c noxt soctiqn, for tbe uubsldtarics 

of multinational LOmpnnles investigated during the present re~earch, most 

It and D work required for tho adaptation of tyre designs to local conditions 

waa found to be undertaken in tho central research laboratories. In tbe 

caao of those subsldi11rica lt is hence difficult to talk of a procos" oc 

local technologic11L development resulting from the adaptation un.~ improvec~n.t 

of 1mport"d tcchnolOl!Y. 
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In coocluaion, tb•r• i• littl• ovid•DC• ot a pr-oc••• ot local 

tecbnolo1lcal development takln& place in th• Latln A•erlcan tyre laduatry 

•blcb wo_uld alsntticantlJ affect th• patt•rn ot dyo.,.lo co11paratlva adv..,ta1•· 

Till• •aJ lo part explain why aaport• are ao low In relation to production. 

I. CoatributtoD of Multinational Corporations to tba [leyelop•ont of Local 

Tocbnologtcal Capahllittes 

Tllo ala ot thi• section 1• to exaaino tho oxteot to which the aulti-

national corporatlooa have contributed toward• the d•velopment of local 

tocbnolostcal capabllitie•. A :report on th• traoafor ot tecbnololD' to 

Latin A90rtca19 ladlcataa tour way• in wbicb aultloatlooal corporation• 

.. , a14 tho do ... lop.ont ot local capahllitie•: ftrat, bJ contrlbuttn1 to 

tho development ot R ..,4 D actlvltloa and qual1~J control laboratorloa; 

aocond, tbrousta adaptation• ot tacbnoloiJ to local c:o~ditloD•i third, 

Uarou&)l amplo7aeot and tralaln1 poltcl•• da•ll(Dod ~o improve the akilla of 

tba local work-force; and, tlnallJ, bJ pro111Dti~1 th• technical capabilitio• 

ot local auppllara and cuato11<1r•. Thia claa•itlcatioo aay be crttlclaod on 

two 1rouoda. rlrat, with reapact to tba aecoad factor, it la difficult 

to••• bow the adaptation ot technolo17 to local condition• contribut•• 

to the davelop..,ot ot local tocbnlcal capabilitia•, "'!'l••• tba oacaaaarr 

technolo1lcal input for •ucb adaptation I• alao mado locally. But, If 

Ulla 111 the cu•, there la not 1111ch dltforonco botw12•n tbt·• :factor and the 

firat factor, na.elJ cootrlbutlon• to the dovolopmeot o:t R and D and related 

actlvitiea. S.coadlJ, a clear eDOU&h dlattnctlon I• not aado betw~en tho 

development of toclwolo1ical akllla within tho ttrm and tho impact of the 
...... .:.:..~ ' .... li 

fira'• actlvitlea on tho acquluition of akill• ..,d exporieoca ID other 

19 UalvoraitJ of Suuaox, Science Polley Reaearch Ualt, ''Tb• Tran11 fer of 
Techno_!-ogy .~!'~_"'..!~', op. cit., pp,28-30. 
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orsaol•atloaa, •uch aa R aad D ia•tltuto• and oa1laoor1a1 !iras. 1bia 

dlatlactloa la l11porlaat hocauaa, ....... arsued la th• 1 .. t chapter, aatornal 

aconoalaa (and dl•oconoaloa) ara partlcularl7 laportaat lo tba devalopaont 

of local tacbaologlcal capabllltlea. 

la wla• ot tho•• crltlcl•&!I, the followlaS cla••lflcatloa of potoatlal 

•ultlaatloaal fi.na coatrlbutloaa to tb• developaeat of local tochnolostcol 

lklll• Wlll ba adopt&d: davelop .. at b7 tbo !11'9 Of lta OWD local R and D 

and relatod actlvltlea; 20 tachalc•l •••l•tance to •uppll•r and cuato~•r 

tlr!Y; utllleatloa of tho eorwlc~= of local R and D lnatltutea and 

on11aoorla1 deel&n !lRl.lli aad oaployaent &&Dd tralaln1 pollclaa wblcb 

inara••• aklll levela. 

Wltb re•pact to tba firat tactor, lt ... found in !ialdwork reaaar-ch 

laduat17 i• ve17 Halted. 'Jbe senaral pattern i• that a and D 1• 

ceatrall••d to auch an extoat tbat avaa •laor adap~atloae o! t7re daaisa• 

to local coadltlona aro undartallon in the central corporata roaaarch 

laboratorloa, aad that tbo tocbnolo&lcal dovalopaeat of aub•idlarloa ia 

YOI')' clo••l7 coatrollad b7 tba parant coapa.ny. Tllia blib d•&ra• of cantrall•atloa 

aad control ••• aucclactl7 daacrlbad h7 tba Laborator7 Cblaf Of Good7aar'• 

Ar1oatiaiaa plant: 

20 Mota tbat all tba oftocta of tha dcv.lop...,nt of local R and D actlvltloa 
b7 torolKD flnaa nood not ho poalti..e. For example, lt aa7 lead to 
biJh•r aalary lovola aad •~pectatlon• tor local oclentlata and tacbnlclana, 
a&&klns 1t 110ra dltflcult IQ.Ii 11aUq~l co11panh1a to oaplo7 tho•. And 
local a and D labor•torloa .. y·act aa a cbanaal tbroush wblch tha boat 
brain• are traaaforrad to tho central a aad D laboralorloa ID tho Aavolopod 
countri11a. 
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"Thc.-o i• no dnoign of nc,w tyre:1 hero, nor 11ny £rlaplat1on of tyro 
dooigna recei vcd fro• Akron. Th<.'rO ia al.so no .:cvclopccnt of 110"' 

coJApounds he re. If the company nc»ds a """' cocpound 1 t a,;ks l.k ron 
to supply it. Compounds in use cannot be chani;crt "'Ht.out 
autbQrisat1011 trom·Atron. Hot nuny changes nro llJAdl! and, t.hcn they aro, 
the:r arc dono ao follow1nc Akron sp"clHcatioOll. All dcvelopniunt 
WOJi<. ill done in Akron 1&nrl Lux1mbouq;, tho two Goorlye11r ft an'1 I> 
centres. tic• products lrom local ""l'PlJ••r f11·1il:l 11ro tc111od locally. 
Tho result• arc then sent to tho USA to be opp.-ovcd. n1ore are 
two cl111111I flcat1ons of approval: flrHt, prcl ir>lnnry nppro,,al and 
~hen final ap1orovnl. Aller thlu the p1·011uct has lnt"rnatlonal 
appro1111l and uoy Guollyca.- plomt in tho 1.-orld can usu 1t. Thuro i• 
also another 1·ntcr.ory of "PIJrovo.l - • cod1;;,o cxpcrta:.ontal • - which 
moans the produ<·t onust undurr,o a period of lcstin1;. l:xperiaicnt11tton 
with vulcnntsat1on tiir.cs 1s also done locully. If a new cycle, or 
time, ta found 1t h;,s to ho chocked by Ak.-on. •·21 

Tho actual mcchan!sm by To'hich adnptalions in tyre dcsii;,ns are broui;h 11bout' 

was 11pcclUed by an eni:incer of Pll·ol U' • Aq;cntinlan sub•idtary: 

"Some chances aro made in European lcchnology duo to the special 
Charact"ristlcs of the Argentinian ma1·kct; for exn111plc the 
lorries here a1·c different, and have lo operato in so:e•hat 
different condi lions. Pirelli here informs Ptrclli t!Uan of 
these ditfcn:nces, and OD the basis of this rt.-blli Nilan 
develops designs for tho Arccntlninn market, The road tests 
ot tho tyrca 110 duvelopod l\ra made hero in Are:entina."22 

Pirolli Brazil report• that not only aro road tc11t• of tyro1 undertaken 

locally, but alao •P*CiPI tyra tread do•i~n• tor tho Brnzlllan market aro 

developcd In conjunction •1th P1rcl 11 ~Ulan, a tyre teal centre havln& 

rocontly been •loctcd in Sao Paulo. 33 However ovoa in thh ca•• (the larto•t 

tyre monufacturin1 co~pany in Latin America) tho extent of local R and D 

ta Umltod. 

Source: Inter,,. I cw wt lb author, Buenos At .-c:., 197-1. 

2a Sourco: 
I ' . >' 

Interview wllb a.utl1or: BucuOli Al rull, 1074. 

23 Jntorm,.Uon pro11ldoll by Plunt )lanacor, Santo Andru rai:tory, 1•1ralll 8.\ 
Cia. Industrial Ora~llc1ra. 
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&li;nl!icnntly. !or the two minority foreii;n owned complilllea covered 

in our field.,orlr. reaearch - Llga Rubber Co. ol Peru (affiliated to 

B. F. Good~lch) and lNSA of Chile (nfflllated to General Tire) - no evidence 

was encountered of a greator degree of local R and D thnn in the majority 

and wholly 011"ned foreign subsidiaries included in the research. The case 

of the nationally o~ned Argentinian company, FATE, which la affiliated to 

General Tire, ls however very different. Thia compA11y undertake• its own 

progr1111U11eP o! research to adapt and lmprovo upon the tyre denlgns received 

from General Tire. Tho technolo&lcal development o! this company, and the 

way in •hich it contrll.!lts with that of the other companien, will be discosaod 

ill detail in the ~0110 .. ·lhg section • 

Howe~er, iu Peru the Industrial Law paaacd lu 1970 (Uccreto-Ley No. 18lti0) 

obli&e• industrial compo.nlea to dovoto 2i of tholr beforo-tax profit• to 

R and D actlvl\ies. This money has to be spent on projects approved by a 

apoclal institute called lTJNTEC, ("lnstituto d" lnvestlgacloo Tecnologica 

Jnduatrllll y de Nonaa:o Tecn1ca11"). Thoae project• m:::y iio carried out by the 

comp11nles thecselves, by public or p:-lvate research inatttutes, by Unlvo•·aittes, 
I 

or by ITINTEC itself. ~ben s company does not develop Its own projects, 

it must pa7 the 2i of bofore-tax profit• directly to lTINTEC, tor uso in tbe 

latter' a K and D proj<:ch. 2" 

Tho two tyre cocpanies developed their own R and D pr~Jecta i~ 
1ccord1mca with thla low, but llt the tluo of our flr.ld..-ork reaoarch in 1974 

tbeH bad uot been approved by tho ITlNU:C. Tho projecu pre.ented deal wllb 

tbo adaptation of lmportod technology to local conditions. For exa~ple 

Goody&;u· pr<•s.,ntcd projects tor the de111>lopccnt oC srccial tyro and tubo 

cc.mpound• for tyres to be u.....t· g~ .I.bit .u11-c:adc rooada of the Peruvian lnto:rlor. 

To a cei·taln extent, thoretore, the ITINT&:c scheD'e .. 111 result in aduptlve 
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a and D belDg undcrtllken locally rathor thlln io thu cuntrol rc"<"arcb 

laborntorioa of tho multinational corporationa. Thia 'rulocatioo' of 

adaptive R and D ahould reGult in a Greater contribution to tho d&velope>ent 

of local technoloiilcal 11kllla th1>n pruvloudly. J.luch, ot coun•u, •lli. 

depund OD tbo quali l)' Of thu local R and p pruJect... Tho actual ar.ount 

which the> coicpllnlea muat 11pund - 2S of protita boloru tllx - repre11out11 a 

considerllbly lo..-er proportion of net iialell th1>n the t>ultinational corpornlions 

apend on R and D globally. In 1972 the llverace rote of before-tax profit• 

lo the Peruvi1>1l tyre industry "'"" llpproxicmluly 20'.; ot nat sales, so that 

the 2" of profits to bu &pr.nt on n and D repre•cnts 0.-lt of aale,;, coualdcr"bly 

leaa thaD tho ratio apunt by tho multinlltionals. Dasplto thla, a• will bu 

aeeD ln the followiDC seetioD, FATE of Arbentina has achieved subatantial 

naulta -..1th PD R nod D budg~t ..-hlch, aa a percentace of sole&, la aiiollar 

to that implied by the Poruvi1m 2'1 rule. llence, the l1D1lted c»pcD;lituro 

i11pliod by Lhia rule dooa not moan that tho n111ul ta whlcll could ho achiuvod 

are inaii:olficant. 2~ 

la i;;oneral 1or1>a theD, the multinational corporlltlonoi havo done litllo 

to duvolop local R and D activitiea. Jt rumuin• to bo accn to vbat vxlunt 

tbill ai tull ti on wi 11 be changed in Peru wl th the imploa.entn lion of tbo ITl!:rrc 

acboCIO. Tb• hti:h duain-u of cuntrali•ation ot R and D activitic• encounl11n><J 

in tho tyro indu11try 111 not di Uicult to oxpluin. The roud condl lion• ol no 

UDdordovaloped co.:otry are unlquo. On tho contrary, i: ta to be expected 

that product adaptation• of thu 'typa d'•crlbod in tho previoua aectiOD hn..-. 

Aaauminc thut 11calc 
0probl~~~ in ndaptivu R and D are not tcportant. 
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•ppUcablllty for a wide ranee of countries. 111 such clrcumst"'1ces It would 

• obviously be uoeconowical for tho multinational corporation to undertake 

adaptive R.and Din each country in which it operate•, a• this would involve 

911 unnccc~aary duplication of expenditure. ~oreover as product adaptationa 

&re minor in nature, it ia probable tbnt thoy can bo undortukcn by tbu central 

research laboratories with little additional oxpenditurea ln equipment and 

personnel. Aa a result, when undortU..en in tho central R and D loboratorles, 

the uri:inal coat of such innovation i• lowor than •01,1ld bo the caae if a 

now Rand D facility woro eotablisbed in llD underdeveloped country. 

Development uf locni quality co11trol actlvlliea •a• found to bo ........ 

aubalantlal than that of II and D actlvlth11•. 1·or a tire plant to opur.iilo 

efficlcntly, it ia necessary not only to check final prod~cts for quality, 

but also to subject raw materials and i:oods in process to strict tests of 

quality and performance. Aa tho resulta of auch testa arc obviously required 

quickly for the proper functioning of tho factory, quality control laboratories 

&re located in plants i~ underdeveloped countrica. In other words, there is 

no eent.·aliaatlon of quality control nctlvlties as there is of R and D 

activities. To take an example, in Goodyear'• Arcentinlcn fnctory there are 

three quality control laboratories: • physic• laboratory; a chemicals 

laboratory; and a textile laboratory. In 1974, a total of 18 peopla were 

employed in theso laboratories, two of which "ore profea&ion .. ls and lbe real 

technielana. 26 'fhua, tho multinatioaal corporations "'al<" a aipitlcant 

contribution towards the development of local quality control activities. 

26 

[ 

i. •• J} 

Information auppllbt. by Laboratory Chi<: t, Neumaticoa Ooodyuar SA. 
employmont in the plant at thu ti:oo '""" around 1,87!1, •o thaL ti•• 
quality control pea·sonnel represent "bout l';l. of tte total. 

I c ___ l L I [_ __ : [ __ ~ (_ ___ , 

"total 
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Turnln&; now to an 11nuly11J11 of thu oxLcnt to which tho 11ultinllUonaJ 

corporations provide technical 1la11i11tnnco to locol auppllor firms, ll la 

tlrat of all tu bo notod th11t Jo couutrU•• Uku l'<1ru auch hr<:hnlcal lluaatancu 

ia obviously very llmlted, aa moat ra• mntorinJs aro imported. Moroov~r. 

even lD coWltriea lilttt Ari;entiDD wlu>re tho mujorl ry of rnw materials are 

produced locnlly, technical ussii;tanco provided by the tyre finis la of 

limited importnncc, because llil>st of tho raw material producers are forei~ 

aubsidiarJc1> and, as such, obvJously depend upon tbci r purcnt companies for 

technical assistance. Table 1 ~ives details of the principal local 

producers of raw Datcriais for the Argentinian tyre industry. As can be 

•eon, the major locnlly produced inputs - nylon, aynthutic rubbor, and 

carbon blnck - are made by majority o~ ~ho)ly owned subsidiaries of US 

aultinatlonol c<>111pa11les. Tho production of nnlionally owned coq>anies is 

bJ and lar&c confined to tho technically simpler che~icals such as sulphur 

and dnc oxide. As these products nre liupplied to other industric5 apart 

from the tyre industry, lllld the lat•er docs not in ~enerul terms requiro 

,'' ~ 
a bi&;ber quality product thllll the former, thoro la little neces:>Jty for 

the tyro corup•11io11 to aupply teclmicul asabtance to lb«> local DAnufllclurera. 

Tho only aii;oi!ic1&nt cue of a lyre company p':o\'ldin&; techoical 

auiatan11:e to· a local supplier of raw materials encountc1·ed in our in\'estir,aliou" 

waa in Ecuador, •bich ~as not included in tield~or~ research. Here General 

Tire, in canjWlctJon v:ith its tyre 111:urn!acturini: operation, initiated a 

procramce to develop rubber plantations. Geoeral did ool beco~e directly 

involved in rubber &ro.,.ing-, but rather set up aa experimental rubber plar.talJC"u 
"' .... ft 

to develop strains ot rubber t1·ecs 11dapted to Ecuador'• climate. The aim i» to 

.· 
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T•ble 1 ARGENTrnA: PRINCIPAL LOCAL PRODUCERS OF MW lo!ATERIAL AND lllT&IUIEDIATE PRODUCT INPUTS FOR 

THE TYRE INDUSTRY 

Petroqu1mica 
Ar1tentina SA 
(!'ASA) 

Po ... Qclc-.iea SA 

Cabot Arsentinn SA 

D11ci10 SA 

Monsanto Arcentina SA 

Santa Rosa 

Ta.cot 

J!t')'SOl 

Cia Quimicn 

Cia de Productos Ccnen SA 

Foroicn Att111at1on 

Uniro)':>.l 
Cities Servieo Co, 
contincntnl 011 co. 

11'1tco Chol\'.ical Co, 
Fish lntcm:>.t1onal 

Amoriea. Co. 

Nntionnlii)' 
ot A:Uil1Dtct 

CSA 
USA 
USA 

USA 
USA 

Do-.· Chemienl co. USA 

Cabot Corp. USA 

Dupont do Neu~ourP ~ Co. CSA 

~onsnnto' USA 

St. Cobain Pont•D•l>loussQn France 

Arbcd Luxombour; 

" Eq11it)' 
!told by 
AUiliato 

100 

100 

83 

~00 

50 

47 

Product11 

SDR Synthetic 
Ruhbllr ' 
N1trll• Syn~hotic 
Rullbtlr 

snR La.tex 

Carbon 8lo11ek 

N)'lon 
llnyon 

An ti-dci:radl!JIU 

Deacl-w1re 

l\oad-,..1 re 

Ru yon 

Sulphl~r 

Zinc Oxide 

Y<"nr 
Production 
Conun<-nced 

19G5 

1974 

1970 

10G2 

J!'Hi3 
-1D·1!1 

1973 

l947 t 
-------------------------------· H 
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foster rubbor plantation development und to rurnlsll l:now-how to pllllltcra. 27 

A• Ecuador w•s not included ln lleldwork roscnrch, however, 1t ia uu!urtunately 

oot poa•lblo to nn•ly•o tho ati;:nt Ucanco ot tlu,. achomo. In l'oru tho two 

loc8l tyro compnnlea a-re not en&li&Od ln thu promotion of nat urnl rubber 

production. In Dr•:dl 1lu1 •tluottoo 1• dtllurunt '"' tho thruu •"Jor tyr• 

compantea - Pirelli, Goodycnr und Flrvatona - hnvo thvlr own natural rubbor 

pl•ntatlC1m1. 1buy do not, howov11r, provtdu tnchntcal D••l•t1mcu to oth<lr 

local growe ra. 

Ia general ter11s, then. it may bo a:ild tlwt the 11ultlnatlon11l tyre 

compaaiea make little contribution to the technlccl devolopment of locul 

•uppllera of raw mntcrlal inputs, 111 contrast with industries lllce thu 

10tor vehicle industry, .-here vnrious studies have :.hmm tho importanco 

of auch assiatance. 28 Technical assistn~co provided to local machinery 

tuppller.11 la Allio not of crcGt ii111ortanco, for the aimple rooaon thGt 11101it 

major itcl:lll of machinery are imported, even lo the more ludustrialised 

countrio.11 such as Argentina. 

It was not po&aible to obtnln dc~ailod information on tho utilisation 

of loc•l enctnvering &o.vtccs, but •omo commentM may ncverthcl~&• bo mado 

OD the basla of evldonco which lt wG• po••iblo to obtuln. Jn the llr•t placo, 

Source of information: Stat.,roent ot tbo Gt;neral Tlrc lnternationial 
Corp., op. cit. 

38 For a atudy ol the i:e.11c11n e.o.!oe, 11ee: U. S. alonezet, C. U. Bueno 7 
J. E. Navarrete, op. cit. 
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it 1• to bo noted that tho tyro industry ia not, in Roberts' tenaluoloi;y, 

•consultancy rntcnsivo•,29 and tho major tyro ~ompanica rel7 on their own 

design ond cn&lnecrtn~ cnpabilltics to a croater extent than lo tboae 

indW1trlos whicb aro 'con:1ultancy iuloneivo' 30 Tbi•, of courae, Hmlta 

the potential sphere of •ctlvity of local couaultancy organtaatlona. Tho 

&ener•l pattern appears to be that the multinotlonul tyre cocpanies the1115elvea 

aasume 110st of tho major responsibilities tor project desii;n and en1:h1eerini:, 

1111d that tills 3ppl1es as much in tho case of IDinority owned affiliates 

as it doe& in the case of 111aJor1t)" and "'holly-owned substdiarlea. For 

exumple, General Tlro, "hich hos specialised in tho use of tbe a1r.or1ty-

owned joint •·entuTe upprouch, nlHo "st3tca tbot it, "specialilics in factory 

construction ubro3d - from planning right throu1:h to product loo". 31 Tbo 

plont of Goodr1-:h's minority-owned Peruvian af!lllote, Li11a Rubber Co., 

••• daai&ned in tbc USA. by Goodrich engineers. And tor the a>:1structiou 

of 1 u plant in Duhia, tbo locally-owucd Bru:lllun company, Pncus Tropical, 

alped on ocroemcnt with Goodrich whereby the lotter furnished en&ineerlog 

and technical assistnnce in the engineering, design, construction and 
I 

32 •tart-up of tbo !nctury. 

29 

31 

32 

.Jobn Roberts, "Eni;ineerini: Consultnncy, Indu5triu11111ttlou and Dcv.,lop .. ei:.t". 
In: Cbarle.s Cooper (ed.), "Scie~co, Technolo.r~cvelopc•rnt", <>;>. cl t. 

According to Roberts, 'consultancy intensive' industries include steel. 
noa-.tcrrous metal!l', power generation, minjnc. and all the continuous 
process industries: oil, petrochemicals, cbcmlc3ls, p~per, etc. 

Geoerol Tire and Rubber Co., Annual Report, 1974. 

Ru~~~~. Aucust, 1971. Goodrich ia also providing on-&o1DC techn1c~l 
asaiatanco to Cla. Pncu~ Tropical. 

. '. . ·- .f. 
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Rather moro detailed information on tho SIANCSA tyru plnnt in Chile, 

a joint vonturo between Flreatono and local intorc11t11, 33 illuatratca \110 

priaary role played by the multi national tyro conpany in project du5ii;n 

and ooctncorini;, 11nd tho secondary role plnycd by local cni:inc:oring :irmo 

whoo they nre brour.ht into a 1>r0Ject. 34 t"lro•llono Dfll>Olntcd tho Project 

Piroctor end aii;11od an ogrcumont wlth )\ANt:!IA ..-hurcby 1t wao to furniab 

technical nssi11tnnce in the deaii;n and construction or the plant. Thu 

plant was modeled on the Firestone plant at Wrexham in the UK, 
35 

openo>d 

in 1967. A team of }'irestono cn1:ineer11 in the USA WO>KCd on the dcs1i;n 

and spcciflcaUune or tho machinery, ond this infonontlon was •upplicd to 

a purchasing committee .;ot up by Firostono in tho UK, whose job 1t waa ·to 

aolcct and acquire the machinery. A llritlsh cni:lnecrini; tlrm, Ru.it 

Eni:ineortng, wn11 e1:11•loyod to n11aist this coDirdtteo. For tho liupply of tho 

aachinery n contract was &igned with David Bridge and Co., a British 

rubber machinery mnnufacturing compbny, 

A local cni;lnocring 1ir111, "Orionos-In1:ocil Ltda.", waa put in 
I 

chari;e ot the construction work and installation of machinery, and appointed 

project co-ordinator with n•poct to tbosu 1 .. cton. llowov•r, a teaa of 

34 

35 

l'or !urtllor dllt•il• on llMiLllA, •eu Appondlx 2. 

Unless otherwise stated, all U1e d:ita on tho )'.A:;r.s,\ project presented lo 
this 11oction is froDI the (unpublished) annual reports of the cocpany 1or 
the years 1968, 1969, and 1970. 

Rubber A~e. February, 1969. 
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firoatone <rnci11cora and tocbnlClllllS ..... al:oo OjJpUint<rd lo auporvi»O tho 

oructlon and putt inc into opurnUon of tho plant, which sui:i;<u•ta lhnt •n1en 

Sn tboao function• tho local englnecrinc firm ployed n 11ubordlnato rolo. 

It ia alenlficant tbot wbcn Firestone pulled out of tbo project in 1971, at 

a fairly advanced ataco of complotlon, it was found nocoa11ary to obtain 

tochnicnl assistance from Gcncrnl Tlro to complete tho pllu1t and put it ou 

Tbl• cvidunco augccsta thot tho multinational tyro co~panlea• contribution 

to thot dove lopticnt of loco I tcchuical capabi Ji t los, through tho umployoaent 

Of oneincoring design firms, la limited. Tho 61ll•O •PJ>lics wUb re:ipect 

to tbe ut1Unut1on of tlau aervicc11 of locoi R and D institutca. As nearly 

all technologlcul inputs arc supplied by parent Companie~, subsidiaries havn 

little nocd of such services. 

Finally, with rotipcct to e~ploymunt and troininc policiea, tho uvidence 

au1:1:e11t11 thot 1t 1• tlac policy of most of. the Dulttnotional co:apanica to 
I 

maintain oxpotrinlo purHonnol in at louat ono or t•o kuy poaitioua in foroiun 

aub•idiario:s. 'Ibo policy ot Pirolli, for example, hoH boon dcacribod lo 

tbe follow1n~ tor-ma: 

3G 

"Pirelli ll!sl:it.s that a small nuc,bcr ot Jtal111o:s, trained in tho 
dococstlc product divisions, be on tho :staff ot cacn of tbe 
foreign subsidlarlc~. The policy is to place the Italian 
elthor in \he position of managing or tcclmlcnl dh·ect(Jr. lie 
usually holds the position for six to e1~ht years before 
roturnini: to the domc:st ic company. Pirc I 11 ha:s tound tbl • an 
excollunt avenue for retninin, informal control. "36 

\ 
Buaincss Jnteraatlonnl Corp., -~JL~l.!!L'!'" ~orld.-lde Corporat!~"', op. cit. 
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General Tire on the other hand maintains a more floxlble policy, reqocstln1: 

the rl,ht to n11J110 the managing dlroctor, treasurer and production ~aoa;er 

In any joint vcnturo overseas, but •lthout these posts noceaaarll7 baviu~ to be 

filled by General Tll·e employcea. 37 Accordlni; to \In: cor.ipany, U haa many 

aorc non-Americans than Amoricon11 in vol vcd in runnl 1111 lt& opor..tiona ovcraea11. 

Jn Tab lo 2 tlctnils arc i;i vcn or the structure of tho lloard of Di rectors 

of some of tho Latta Au:.:-rlcan tyre coapnnlcs cover"d during the present 

research. Aa can bo seen, in relative turu.a there is a 11roater proportion of 

forcicn nationals on tho Boards o( the thre" 111holly-owncd sub1<1&liarlea 

included in tho table \.hall on the Board.11 of tho t .. o m111or1ty fo1·ei'1' o•nod 

Joint v0nturea. Jn tcrlllll of the abaolulo numbora ot Coroign nalional11, ho~cvor, 

thero i& llttlo dl(forunco botwoon tho two aot• of compaoioa. FAT~ of 

Arsentlna i~ an exception, aa it& Board of Directora couaiata cntlr•lY of 

Ar,untinian nationals. 

Ex-patrtate personnel may also, ot course, be, employed at lcaa than 

directorship level, particularly lo technical post~. In this respect tha 

cencral trend would seem lo bu th11t the use ot cx-patriatc pcnon11el is 

auch crcatcr in the initi:il stages of ~ho dcvclopm'JD• of 11 plant than at 

later &ta,oa, with local personnel being trained lo tak~ over tho poats 

previously filled by foreigners. Io well-established pl~nts tbo proportion 

of foreicn nationnls is thus gcncrnlly quite low, ~vcn in tochnlc:il posts. 

For example, all the prof.,3.slonala and tcchnlct:an:i in the qual11y coal rol 

laborotorie11 of Goollyu11r'• Arguntlnian pl11at ar• Ar11•nlh1u 1u&tlo11ula. 

II 
37 Source ot information: llnrvard Business School, "t:cuallorlnn Rubbur 

Company", op. cit. 
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Tabl!J 2 

! • 

Co1>p11oy Couot ry Year 1. Foreign Nu1Dber of Directors 
01rnershlp Foreign Hationnl 

Heumaticos Coodyear Argentina 1974 100 3 2 
SA 

Pirolli corLAN Ara;cotina 11174 100 3 3 

FATE Ar;:enllna 1974 G 

Co. Coodycar dcl Peru 1972 95 3 2 
Peru 

Lima Rubbl'.'r Co. P"ru lil7:a 37 ... 8 

INSA Chilo.: 1071 36 3 G 

,. 
Source: Dasod on Annunl CoQpauy Reports: 

An exlllilplc of the type of trainin& policies pursued by tho multinationn1 

companies is given by Coodyear ot Peru. All the workers in the Lima tyre 

plant are trained by tho cocpnny itself. Jn addilion. aom~ en;ineora lrom 

apprentice school and graduates from the Navy collc;e are taken in each JCar 

for trainini::. Somo ot these are subsequently employed by the com1u1ny, al though 

there ia no obligntion on either sido in thia respect. 
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Tho abovo anl:l)""io auci;cota that the niult1nal1onal co1>pnniea do 1111lko 

a contribution to the development of local tucbnoloi;tc:al alLUla t.broui;h 

tboir quality control ocUviUea and tbeir omploycc1it IUld tratnina; 

policies, but that tbcir contribution in tor•• of tho C:evclopocnt of C~D 

activities, technical aaaiatnnco to aupplior fircia and utilization ot 

local c.nclncertni: f1r1LS and ltLD inat1tutca, hna been ~er;r lh11ted. 

C. Terhuoloflcal 11•1\'dop::-.ent u! the Arf;cnl1nJau Cor.oan\·, IUE38 

Tho tocbnolocical policy ndu11tod by tho natJonally o.-nod Ari:e11l1ni1w 

. eompany, FATE, la •intereattni: in thnt it 111111 JnvohcC: a •"1>stant111l 

dovolop .. cnt of locol tochnoloc;ical akllls, nnd it bence •111 b1t ttXlloiinud 

in deteil in tbis a;cction. The 1&11aly&i11 ia divide<! 1n~o tl".rce parts: th.e 

first doscribeli in am:e detail the nature of the tecl:noloi;tcal dovelop1>ont 

strategy pnraued by tho firni; tho second analyses fioue ~f tbe conscquoncofi 

of tbia otratecy; and tho third diacusaea tho !actors •h1ch bnvo allowed 

tbe strntei:y to be 11ur,.u~d • 

. (1) St1·nt..-i:r of Tcchnol<>;:ic;,1 11..-velopner.t P11r1<U<·d t.v tl:e Ce>uJ!lllli'._ 

In anal)'alnc tho Da"turu of FA1'£ '• toctmoloi;lcnl de~-.:lovc11nt atr..tw&y 

it ia neccaaary to dhUn,uhb betwoon tho porlod beforu &11d attar tho 

coopnny•s affiliation ~1th General Tire in 1957. 

38
unlo11a othtno·ise stUed, al I tho lu1orn3Llon and d:lt.& a~;al)'sCd in th1.e 
acct1on •·aa obtained diroctly from lho cor.ipany durJn;; fie1C:~oz:k re.scar<.!. 

· In Ac1:entlna. 

r---·-. 
l 
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A• •&5 11ee11 i11 Chapter 7 • from the timo wlum FATE first entered inlo 

tyre manufacture in 1947 until tho t1mo wh1:11 it became aff1Uatod 1dth 

General Tire in 1957, it did not recoive technical asat&tanee from MDy 

torel&tt coapany. The &trate~y of technolo&lcAl develop~ent pursued by 

the comp&D~ iA thia period woa boaically one of usinc tho tyro desicr.~ ol 

other manufacturer• to develop its ow11 desi&us, nnd ot obtaining tecb-

111t:al 111fon;atlo11 froa nhroad 'directly', from &ourcea other than tho 

tyre manufacturera. Acc?rdlni to the compnny, ia tbh period it gf:nt•rated 

it• ow11 tyre deaigna 'on the bn11i11' of tho desti;ns exiaUn1: in the lo<:ul 

market. Thia 111volved it i11 undert~kJnc laboratory analy11e11 ol tho tyrea 

produced in Ari;entina by subaidtariea of multinutto11al companie•. 39 Thu 

company also obtained technical i11iorcation from abroad. in tho following 

waya; 

by utillziac i11to:nnntJ011 provided by •upplior& of'equlpment and raw 

matoriala, 

by •tudyiai specializf:d tecluLical dogazinoa and the aaalysea of tyrea 

publtahed periodically by Smither• laboratories of the USA, 

by acqulr1a~ the aorvJce» of independent consultantL who were ~xperta 

Sn variow. aspect• or tyre technolo1:y. 

Althoui;:. the tyres produced in thia period were not al~aya of tho 

ht,hcat &tc11dzrd, it ia reaaonahlc to Msaume that the cuopany ~aJ11cd a 

39
At tho t1cc tha follo~in~ aubs1diaries of aultinatlonal cocpnnJcs 
optorntcd in A:;:e11t Ina: !telll:lhico& G.Jod)•e.:>r .:> •• \. ("hick produced Dunlop 
aa woll na Guodye~r t)·rcs), COPJ •• 1:1 (which pa·od.ico-:t U.S. Jluhber and 
Plral l1 tyrr.,), Fi rc1aoae du 111 Ar,ient1na, aud l!lchcll11. the latter 
abut du,·:n ill the eal"ly J!l!IO'a. 
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couaiderllblo J..uowlotli;o obout tyr_e technology, throui;b a p•·ocesa ol 'lcar-o-

iug by doiui;'. Aa wo shall see lie lo..-, this ls i:i.portunt in explainini:; tho 

compauy'.11 .iubsequcut relut1ont1hip 1"itll General Tiro. 

Witb tbe aignini; of the technical ussiatllllce ai:;r-ee~cnt with Gener~l 

Tiro, tbo CO"-Pany•a 111aJor outaldc tc;chlloloi:;lcal input has becoroo tbo 

1Dfor11>at ion auppl 1cd to it by tho U.S. mul Un at lon .. J. Thia inlormatlou 

baa ennbh:d J"An: to kcep Dbl'uatit ol the 111aJor loclmolo!:lcui tlevelopmont11 

in the industry, but the c-o:r.pany baa not al 10 .. ·eC: lt to repl oco 1tc owo 

tocbnoloi;ical efforts. llalhcr, n str.itcg)" has b., .. n de\"Jsutl lihcreby it 

usea the technlcnl Jnlor-ir.nt Jon und a:;1astance supplied by C.cnonal l'iro 

•• tho basis;: tor tho devclopoent of its oa·n tyre desi;:ns, ..-bJch ore 

apcelally adapted to the cond1tlo1u; ol tyre use in tb& Ari:enl!niau markct. 

Exnmplo.s of dcsii;ns spccinlly developed for Ari;c11Un1an raad coutiitious 

arc the FAn: PCR true!; tyre. whicb has ll treed cr-eeia'lly <!esigned tor ""e 

en the gravel n>ads of tbc Arcentiuiaa interior, nnd the FATE 1'11, 11 bich 

•peed tyre designed for use Ju a;otor sports. 

Tho llOSt outstandinc success achieved by tlie cocpauy to C:ate ia tl1e 

FATE radial. 1'bc co111i;auy started de~·elop::icu: .. ork cu thla fu 1966, with 

technical ao;&istanee froca C.cneral Tire. Visit• .:ere ii11de to Europe and the 

U.S.A., to i,:a1n kno111led&e ol 1·:.i.dial lcchnolo&Y, and, accordlng to one 

aource,
40 

a total o! !:O c,oi;Jneer11 aod techolcirma ~oJkeli on ti•• dc:illl:'n and 

development ut the F.\TL t)'r~. A pa11Meo~cr car radial, •llh a ruyon belt, 

wu lall}lched lD 1970, and thh "&"a11 tho flr11t radial l)"l'e to bo produced 

tO'La Nueva D1:rcnsJon de l'ATI:', ~. Duor:o" 41res, 22 d.i 11bril tic 1017, 
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in tho country. 41 Sinco then 11 completo lino of radial• baa bec11 intro-

duced, and atool belt technolo~y incorpor11ted, 

Tho innovation• m11do by the company 11a n reliUlt ot it• own ntll work 

have been minor in naturo, and this porhaps explnins why none of tht'm have 

been p11tented, For major ionovntiona reliance ia placed upon tho tech-

nicnl aeatatanco 11r.recment with Genor11l Tiro, Howovor thi• doea not noa.n 

that tho company'• Rl:.I> activltica o.re excluoi·1oly coutrc.d oo o"poric.ental 

davelopmcnt, aa it i• evident from tho t)•po of RlD proi;.·llllllllo undertaken 

that &)•plied research to nlso cnrric.d out. In !uct in 11169 an ai:ree111011t 

wu reached with G1mer11l Tire for a co-operntive p1·ocr11ru1.e of reseaz:ch 

to bo carried on in FATE'o f11cilities. Thia waa to bo centred initially 

on exploratory inventigationa to rubber tochooloi;y, but ..-1th loni; ranGe 

alna to include rouoarch in chemiutry, pbyaica 1>11d other tielda. 42 

Expenditure on tyro lll<D projects re11rc11ent• around O. ~'I of tyro 

aaloa, 43 Thia 1• considerably leau th11n ri~D aa 
1
o proportion ol aet aalo• 

f11r both tho multinatieQal tyro com11nnie11 11nd the amllller tyre co111pani11u 

in the indwstrializcd countrie:; for which data is available. llov.-evor, 

u B&.D 11xpenditure by the multinational cot1paatea r.t aub'!idiary level in 

tho underdeveloped cow1tries ta conorally close to zoro, there i• a aharp 

difference between FATE and tho multlnntionala io tbia respect. ln 

41
Goodyear and PJrelli cooJllenced radial producUou ahorLly after FATE, 
follon:d aomev.-hat later by Flrestooe. 

t2 
&ouree11 ot inforr.iation: Goiu:i!!l.!"1"e and nubbor Co., Annual P.efort, 
l81i9; Rubber A~e, ~ay 1960, 

43
FATE also prod:=cca electronic cnlculaton, and devotes n&<D re:sourcea 
to thia sector too. 

L_ L __ ·. !__ L_ r· __ _,. _.l_=---· 
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absolute torms, FAT£'~ JtLD expenditure in 1974 would hnvo been arolald 

J0.4m. A total or 18 Frofesalonals and 17 technicians are employed in 

the tyro llr.D dep111·tment. 

With respect to int<:raal coaipany orcanisation, it ••aa not until 1969 

that a ~uparatu manacPmect departmont ~ns created with special re~pon-

1tb1litiu11 for 11"1> acti.-1tics. In 1074 tho cor,Gtruct1on of 11 tyre h•at 

centre waa coir.plotud. :,. tbia .-era crouped tocelber all tho ile11111 ot 

aachinory nud equl1•1:11·11t for U1e dovoloJ>111<ont and t"1t11111 of ty1·01, •hich 

bad proviou1ly been located lD varioua different .:cctors Of tho tyre 

plant. 

(2) Consequence., of the> Strate>(:\' Pur,.ui>d 

A nwubor of beneficial ef!ecta huv~ been associated with FAT£'11 

tocbnolo&;icnl 1tratoi:y, both in prh·att• tc.rms (which holp to oxplain •·b~ 

the conpDn)• adopted the stratei;y) nod in aocial terl!ls. 

• 
In tho first place, tbe evidence aui:-gcst=> t11at FAT£ p11)'s a relath·ely 

low price !or ii:.ported tec!u:olo1a-. Data on royaltr pay:nents, inll~.catici; 

tbat FATE makes a relati\Oely low payr.icnt au 11 pt>rcenta&;e of sales, a·ere 

analysed in the last chapter. FAT['• tocl1nical a&sistnnce ni;reer:.ent a·ith 

General Tire d~es not specity a !ixcd percentage> rate of parocnt, but 

rather a lilldir.g acale of p;;)·r.c:nt dept·ndJni: on tho vnluo of a11le11. It 

11 aUpulated thot l'ATE •ill pa)· Ccuerlll Tire Lii annual tee t:qual to 3~ 

on tbe Urst 620 million (old) pesos o! net snlr.s, 1.5'.X on the 11eco1.d 

620 million pi>lios, l~ on Ibo llli,r!l .. 020 mtllfou, und 0.51. on all not aaJcG 

over nnd abo\O l,61iO t:1ll1on peso... Jn c.1·clor tll111 rnpid intl11tio11 ar.d 

,· 
-<· 
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depreciation uf tho ArGc11t1niao pcao ahould not reduce lho rate. ot poy-

moot too rapidly, it ia also atatcd thot 'it ia the intent of the 

parties' that 1( thero ia a dro&tic cban~o in tho roto ol exchaoce (251 

eitbor up or down) then the teo ,;boll be cocput'1d ot the rate ot exci.nnce 

in effect at the d_uo dote or ench 1111ymcnt, oi.d poid "t Un: rate of 3:t 

on tho peso equivalent to the fir&t jl7.5 million of net sales, 1.5~ on 

tho aocond jl7.5 14i_llion, 1'%. on the third :17.5 million, and O.!i~ on 1111 

net saled oi;er and obove jl22.5 111lllion. Hence, thero •a a built-in 

tendency tor tbe perce1atace rate _of pay111ent to foll throu;,:b tiao, al1hou1;b 

1t ia difticult to determine tho preetr.o extent of tbi11 reduction on 

'•priori• i;;rounds as it dcoend& on a voriuty of facturs (tile rool valuo 

of the increa&e in l'AT&'11 production, tho extent to wbiclL tbcre ia alno 

an ioerooso in ~or.or term• with no drootic cbc~co in the rate of axchan~o, 

and tho depreciation in the rool Vbluu of th" US dollar). l~raovor, it ia 

alao cloor from tho way the cuntr11ct 111 wordc.J \hnt 11nnual ,pny11•11t• aro, 

to a certain oxtcnt, subject to bn.-i;ainloc between tho two partie•. Thi• 

1• co11Ur11ed b;y a 11tatumunt ot ll hii;h oUiciol of l"A"{E to 111• effect thnt 

'(ic11oral Tire and F/,T& Ucht over tl111 amount to bo pold. •
44 

Date 

preaentcd in the la11t Cluopter show thot by 11174 tbe roto of pO)"lllcnt 

bad fallen to 0.8l of aale11. 

The coocl u&ion 1'hat FATE pay.11 a rel a ti voly lo .. - oa:ount tor iicported 

tecbnolo1:7 ..-ould, ot course, bo Invalid if tho relotJ'Vely low royalty 

were outweii;bcd by relatively h1£h itupllcit payments. ln this ro~pcct 

It 11u11t bo considero::d to -.bat extent it 111 lJJ<ely that }"A'CL 1a aiakioi: an 

... 
44aource: Jntcrvhw a·lth aulhor, D11c11oa Air"a, 197-t. 
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b1pllcit pa)ll:<:Dt t!U'oui:h the ovcr11ricJni; of a;oods rccolv"d !ro111 Gener&l 

Tire, 

It w&S shown in tbu last chnpt'er that the posslt.il itica for OTerpricin& 

in tho Ar&;cntlnion tyro Jnduotry are 1oom<:111hot l1u.1tcd, due to a hti;b 

proport ton of locllllY producod row m11tcrl11l11, In tl1u opcci fie caa• of 

PATE, it la cxtrecely U11l1koly t11at overpricing 11.1 at all s111nlflc11nt. In 

the nrat pl11co, thoro ia 110 cloulio Jn FATE'• tcchnlcul 01.11.1lal1&nro cnn~ 

trai:t with Gc11crol ·ru·o s.,ccl!)'lnc the :iource •here row 111iteriala J11W1t be 

bought, .Cf> Second~ unlike &Omo of the ot11cr 11ultlnnt1onul"• Goncral Tiro 

docs not howo o centr11ll2:cd purchoainc systcia for oll its f.,rcl&D 

afUUated cot:ponlc.s. Third, toblc 3 i.hows thal. tho 11rincJpal raw 

aateriala 1£ported by FATE nro noturnl and •ynl.hetlc rubbers, which ha~" 

quite clo•rly doltnod world prices. As w•• •r&Ul'd In tho last chapter, 

although multtnattonnl compani~s ~oy at times be oblo to ovorpri~c crude 

rubber a hipped to 1&·holly-0111ncd .11uh.11idiorio• oworaen", 1 t 1• JDUch le&s 

likely ;h•t thill could t•ku ploce 111ith nntlonally-pwned compaoteo l1k• 

FATE. Furth.,rll:ore, unUl:o mnny of the othor mul tinntionnls, General 

Tira doc• not produco crude rubt.er on• large i;colo."6 Flnnlly, lt lo 

yery unlikely that a company &uch no FATE, ..-hicb bna i;ho~:n the ab11lt:r 

to develop its own technolci:y ond to bargain 11 1·clatlv"1.Y lo.., oxpl1c1t 

prico for tecbnoloi;y., J;ould not be i>ble to prevent ali;uilicnnt O\rer-

pric1DC 1 eveD for thoao productM which do not havo auch clearly de!JDed 

• 51T10-in' clauso11 ot thi11 ni>turo i>re often u&ed to tac111tllto o.:or-
prtclni;. 

,: 

OTho cor:p:u.y baa no pa·C'duct ion o! l'nturlll ru:>bor -.:hotJ10<:,..ur. IL doe a 
I bavo »o=c a>nLhnLic.rubb.,r pluntn In lhu U.S.A., but thoho rcprui~~t 

r-~ 

l a a111all 1•ro1ior.lon o! tot11l cn1,.1city. 

~ ••. ~~ "'~~~, UMI f"•>~U:. .... t ... iA.i4ffP • ..,...~~~~~ . .,...,· 
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1rorld pricoa aa ca·udu rubbor. 47 Tha oAmo arcuuont •l'J•l11u1 wlth re•pc:ct 

to 1111achiocry importa, althouch in this case the company does use General 

Tire as a purchasing ogeut. 48 

Tbu11, wilbout rulini:; out tho overpr1ch1c of ellhur r11w materlala "r 

11ach1ncry altocetbo1·, it a;ay be concluded ""Hh a i;ood deal o/. certainty 

that it is likely to bo less ia;portant ill the case of •"ATE than tbo other 

companies. It hence Dlllf bo concluded that 1·1.T.t: ia mnklnK a relatively 

low ovcnall pnymeut for ioported teichnolo1a. 

~-·--·~·--·-------·~---·--Poa1icu1:cr Rear tractor I Truck I Van I car tyro tyro tyre tyre 

" " " " 
Locally-produced, 
total 77.l 69,5 ut.4 56.6 

I lt1porlcd 1 total 22.9 30,5 35.6 .u ... 
- 1&ported natural 

rubber 7.1 22.7 20.7 20.7 

- importcd synthetic 
rubber 7.8 4.6 

I· 
8.5 15.7 

- other ioportcd s.o 3.2 6.4 5,0 
~ 

Source: Olo"o Gurvey • 

'
17

Thcrc is alLo littla rca&on to 11uppo&u th"l FATE •·ould 11ctivcl)· cc.lludu 
with Guueral Th·c to tranakr r-rotits abro .. 11 iA the torru ot O\"Crvr1clq;. 

t&This nppliea even lllr the-a:oU· recent plant expan~loo, for "'blcil lt h:i.~ 
been 11r.i:ouncc·a tl:.it h\TE i!I 1•urcht1~in1; fl·IM. uf ;;:ichln6ry Md o:<;u•i'"'"i.t 
froc a v;,rlct)' ui U.S. MupJ>llcr:<, ,.1th (.cneral Tiro Aa v·•rc.ba:>ii:,; •i;<:at. 
111 0 1•1nlc.u, Duunoa Alrc11, 1·1.~. 75. 
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Tho rolat1v<"ly low pnyncnt for iruportcd tocJmoloLY 111 2nt1m<&tcly 

related to -i;bo 1"nct tbnt the co!Lpany hns de:vcloped itu o•n tectc.oloi,::ical 

cap11bilUies. Aa wao pointed out in tho lnst chapter, •hen tcchoolocy 

111 tr1>.iu1!crrcd bet..-c<>u a:orc or lcsa indcpcmlcnt parties th<> price paid 

ia det<>1°1>ined by r"lntivo bnri;nlnini: power. An 1t1porlant var1nbl" 

a!tucUni; tho borr.i.1ntnii power o! tb., bcyor h1 knowloJi;o 1&bout both th11 

tocbnolo;:y being purcbn .. c<I 1111<1 "l tornati vo sourcca 01 QUpJ•ly. Baforo 

entcrini: into 011soc111liou wilh G•·ueral Tire, }"An: rel:l~d upon its own 

capobU1tic11 nnd t•;chn1clll 1niornat1on obtniucd Irom ,;c,urccs other than 

tho major tyro coi;:r,anics, and it hence a;ained knowlod1;0 of tyre tech-

nology. Thia would h"vo ntrcui;thmicd Uo lnitinl n"i;otiotin~ poaition 

With Go11crul Ti re. l"urthcrmorc, tho tact thnt it h:i_e ·cont lnued lo 

develop its c:ipnbllitica "incc then, hos ,.ennt ,that it has been nble to 

aaintaln its rclaUvuly &troni: bar£alninc po:;ition. not only with rus1u·ct 

to tho periodical rc:ne:w:ilo of tho initial- co1otr:ict, but nllio with respect 

to annuul poy111cnts under the contract which, a.s we have sec;n, are to a 

curtain extent open to negotiation. 

Tho rolatively low payuent for i,.vorto<I tc:chnolo.:>· a;e11na thnt, 111 

tho lOll&: run, tile d•:vclopruenl or local technological Ci!pablli tics h£:i 

beon ben~fic1:il both in oocial and private terms. Froa t~o .&ocial point 

of view, the low p:-.yc.,nt rcpr4:!.C11ta 11 sav1ni; or 11carcc 1"orc1i;n cxch;.ni:• 

to>r tho country. :rroc the private point ot view, it has r"sulted in n 

lo• total co1>t o: technology tor the co1.1pany. In 1974 royalties r£prcaen-

led 0.6".:. of snlea and, sine" local Rt.D i" about o.:;:. of sales, the t.:>tnl 

coei of tcchnolo&.:J' ._·ould hnve hcen ab:iut l. 3;:; ot sales. This ia quito 

. _,: ·-~-" 
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low in colilparlson with tho royalty ratca paid b)" uther com1•1111ie•. Eho..-n 

ia tho Jaat cl111ptor. "''°"o, purely in tori:is of fin::acial cowt, tho 

development ot 1 ts o"n tochnolc•i:ical capabil 1 t it·s bas b"en bua.oflcial 
·, 

to FATE tn the long run, as it seems 11Lely tb:il othcnUso tho compo11y 

would bo paying a hii;hcr O\'crall prico for teclu:oiocy. 

A nWl<ber of othor lon~-run bcno!it• havo also resulted fro~ tho 

camp any' II atratecy ot tccbnologi cal dcvvlopircnt. le tho .U rlit place, 

tile atratccy ta on important .foctor in expla1n111c the ra11id incrcaGc 

in FATE'• ahara in tho Arccnt1nia11 Llarket in recent ycar11. A11 can bo 

.eea fro111 Table 4. ita share hlcrcascd :fro .. i:r;; in 1961 to 27l!; in 1913• 

and it ta now the aecor.d largest producer in lho country, behind Goodyear. 

Altboui:h tbia tncreaao ls duo to a variety of :factor&, auch aa the co111-

potltivo pricini: poliC)· pursued, it w:ould acem that the strntccy ot 

techooloi;ical &1avelop10ont baa 111.oo playod a rolo. for t.10 roapona: f1r11t, 

bec11.uae the coz:ipany '• RLI> aUort ba11 boon llircctod ,., dcvolopihC tyr"• 

apcciallv aduptod to Arccoth1hn ro11d condiUoi:~; •Adi uacond, bccuui.u 

the relatively low total cost of technology to the cocpany strengthens 

lta competitive position. The Ur~t of these !actor.e ia ot particular 

icipDrtonce because, aa ha!! been repeatedly i.tresscd; tsro quality iii one 

ot tho principal vorini>lcs detcrriinin:,: consur.ier choice. AI thouj;h tho 

aultinational co~pr.nies introduce socio codi!icatioua lo their products LDr 

tho Ari:cntiniun (11.nd othor Latin Acicricun) carkcta 0 tho oviGence collected 

durioi; our fleld~·ork rcaearcb au&KH•t• tbat tbcau ar• oot aa uxtend ve 11a 

t~o•o devoloped by FATC. It ta to bo noted that tho fact that it• tyroa 

Ir• apecially r.daptcd to Ari;eutiolan condllion• la atruuw"d by fAT£ in 
' . •" ··•'~I 

ha advorU.oinc cnmpoli;i.a, 

L ____ J 
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1961 

1'163 

1965 

1967 

1969 

1071 

1073 
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ARGl"NTINA. "r'il'!:: P!:Of'ITTIO!I: l•V C"O~P..\S\". 

Pi:r«:Emi:s o.- "J::;: -ro7aL1!1 1::n-rs 

I I Goody oar I FATE Firestone 

--- 13 ---
41 16 28 

44 16 29 

37 20 33 

--- 22 ---
38 26 23 

36 27 23 

Source: Own 1111rvey. 

r-. . ..1. ~ .. r---

Pirelli 

14 

11> 

11 

10 

---
13 

14 

On tho other hand, FATE h:is not cudo ouy 11ii;nilicant penutration 

into export markets. This ill d~spite the fact that there ia no cla~se in 
I 

its technological contract prohJbit1ng exports or liciting the areas to 

~hich they may be made. With respect to in!orcal controls, FATE claima 

that General Tire puts no restrictions on its e~port •cti~itiea, except 

thnt,.it it ia ~oinc to export to the U.S.A., it cuat 'talk to' tho u.s. 
1Jr11 belu1·chand. llowovor there ia reason to aup1>0su that Gene.rnl Tiro'• 

influenca over FATE'• export acuvitioa is groatc1· tha:i thia<. Tb• U.6. 

company ..-ould ob•·iously cot vies- f&\'Ourably attccpts by the Ar11:ent1n1an 

company to pcnetrnte markctu .. terc other ol its 11ubnidiar1aa and aft1liate11 

operate, l!Rd 1t sce::s likely that !t .. ould d<:ter any 1rnch attotrpt. Evici<cnc1: 

' " of General Tire exercisicg contro~ ove••r.\TE'• activltles outsid~ o! 

Arcer.Unn "·as, 111 tc.ct, cncounterei: c!urini; ficld1Lork rcse;i.rct ln Peru • 
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Th• 9ovenunont vaa proposing to in•tal a tyn plant in the north of Ul• 

country, uid A1110ngst the forei!ln companiH which ottered to supply tach-

Aical .. aiatanc• wan both FATE and Ganaral Tire. Accordin9 to aourcaa 

in the IUniatry of Industry, whan Gftnaral Tire leomt that FATE was 

intereated in the project, it infor:mad the Argentinian Clllll.PllllY that it 

ahould withdraw its offer, and the latter complied with thi• inatruction. 

Bovever, even if we suppose that General Tire effectively bans exports 

by FATE to countries in which it baa sllbsidiary and affiliated companies, 

there are plenty of other markets - even at the Latin Alllerican level - to 

which the Argentinian ccmpany could export. Thill auggeata that other 

factors, such .. uncompetitive prices, 49 are also important in explaining 

its failura to penetrat• export marketa.50 

49 . A study undertaken by the company indicate• that costs o~ production 
are higher than in the U.S.A. or Europe prill'Arily due to high input 
prices, rather than high production coats in the company itself. 

50 It also seems that the expertise gained by the coa:pany in the tyre 
•ector helped it to diversify into electronic calculator production 
in 1970, ·relying exclusively on its own technological capabilities. 
There is of course little relation between tyre and electronic calculator 
technology, but the expertise gained in the management of irutovation 
in tyres should have helped the cowpany in the electronic calculator 
sector. For a study of FATE's development of calculator technology see1 
E. Lahera Parada, 'FATE y Cl.fAA~ l/ll ~studio de C,,so en Difusion y 
Deearrollo ~ Technoloqia Electrodt'.ca Digital en Argentina', Instituto 
ECLA, Buenoa Aires, 1976. 

· .. 
:-$...-..: • .._ __ ..;. __ .6_ -· --~-· ~--·, 
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A final beneficial effect of the c:ompany's atratec;iy, particularly 

fJ:Om a social point of view, is that it haa played a more positive role 

in tho development ot technical capabilities outside tho firll! than have 

th• other Argentinian tyra comp41lies. It was one of tho founding wembtlr• 

of the Rubber Research Centre (CITIC) 51 of tho National Inatitute of 

Industrial Technology (IllTI) , whereas th• fore19n tyre aubaidiarea ha'lra 

taken no part in the promution of this Centre. 52 The Centre's main 

activity la the testing of raw material• and rubber compoWlda for local 

rubber manufacturere, primarily small, nationally-owned companiea. 

Recently a number of small-scale research projects have been commenced. 

Despite these beneficial effects of FATE'a technological strategy, 

which are primarily long-run in character, 1t is highly probably that 

in the early years, or the short-rWl, the r.t.rategy was more costly to 

the company than outright dependence on foreign technology, due to failure• 

and mistakes. Thia is illustrated by the fact that tyre quality at first 

waa poor, which also means that the strategy involved short-rWl costs in 

social terms. Thia shows that the development of local technological 

capabilities is basically an investment decision, as short-rWl costs have 

to be incurred to obtain tho long-run returns. It is, moreoever, a riaky 

fo:rm of investment, a• th• long-run return• are unc~rtain. 

51 Info:rmation on CI1IC waa provided privately to the autho;pby the 
technical director of the Centre. 

52 Industrias Pirelli S.A., the cable 411d rubber goods subsidiary of 
Pirelli, la however now a member of the Centre. 

. •. .JI 
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(3) ·Fa<"tou AJ ~.!'.!•.•C FATE to Pur...uu its Strot<'FY, nud Us lmpllcationH 
lc,r Other <:01111 t rj cu 

Tbe toctoro .. hich allowed fATE to pur11uo a poJlcy o.t 1n&!epcndent 

tocbnoloi;h:nl •Jc\•clop•1ent when it f1rat entered into tyre prodyction, 

1111re onal)"Gt:d tn Chnptcr a. llecapillllnttng tlte ari;ucumt, it we.11 &ua:a:o,.tcd 

th11t thu ahortai;1: of tyroa lo the ArccuUninn 1ruukct in tbu &iarly po11t-l.'11c 

1rar11, coupled with a polH1c"1 environment Wtfa\·ournl:le !or tho c:.;pansion 

of foreii:n-owncd firms, cnabJcd it to succe1>stully enter into pro<!uction 

wHbout ioroii;u as:J1Gt~r.eo, c!<>:.1=1tu the 1ntcr101· qa:tlity ot its prodl!ct. 

And it waa the rcve.r.6ol ot thcsc cond1t1or.,. :h1 tho o;,;u·l1 1950'a 11;htch led 

1t to i;eck toroi1:n technic!Ll r.~£i.9tnnc.-., in ordor to ..,nlntain 1t11 com-

petith'o poa1Uan. 

The oxpertenco and 0>:11orU:.u which FA"fE &1ur • .,d &luring 1.h1a <iu.rly p11rlc.&1 

of its dcvelop~cnt ore lmportnnt lo e>;pln1n1ni; wby it bas been a.blo to 

purauc a rather uniquo 11trate-1:y in the period sluce i ... asooel:ition with 

General Tire. The fact th&.t thc coi:1-=Y had gair1<:d cOUiiideroblo l.:nowl"di;e 

of tyre tcchnoloc>·, and hod e:.:peri.,nce iu <lcvclopj DG 1 ts own dos lens• made 

it easier to adopt a atratci;y of us1uc foreli;n t(•ehoil'al •&aiiltance aa tho 

baaiu for it• own tyro dcai&na. inatcad of uno of total rcllnnco on £ora1~u 

tcchnoloi;;y, which 1.6 the normal p_attcr_n_ in tho industry. 

Another factor "hicb i. of iraportanco tn oxplalnini; 11·by the cori.pu.ny 

b11 been able to pursue ita atr .. tcuy of tecbnoloiti.::nl de\·clopraeat 1• th" 

llOdo of oversea• oporatlon of tho aultinntional company with 11hlcb it 

S11to partnorablp on a ainority ba.ta 111tb locnl 1nv~•tur11, lllld thut. 10 

tbl• caao at lout, 1t woo willln• 10 1011 tochui,al aaolatnnco •Hh"ut 

L L l - l . - l __ . L_____ l ___ t___ L ____ I 

""~~.;:;::.:;;...._,~~~ .. ..,,__...~,__.......,,.'"-~)'"'"'1'"'•""""118',....•,....,..._..._,....., ..... ~P.llOt'I"' 
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having m11n11ge1:1ent control ol the local company, wero important 'permba1vo• 

factora allowtn~ •·ATC to pur6UO the atr11tei;y ,..hich 1t ba11. It la 1101 l>olni; 

ari:ved that tho different modea ol opor1&t1011 or tho 111ul l111ullon11l co•111antoa 
:,:. 

auto1111t1cnlly &1\'o rieo to dlffe.-.,.,t pattt•r111• ot to<-hnoJO&tcal bcb1111tour 

111 th• wid111-dovelu11nd <:uuntrlolf. On tho contr11ry, it l'&&I aho~a oa.-Hcr lD 
•, . .;_ 

tbla chapter thnt the evidonce collected durtni: Ueld~·urk res..,arch i;u.;i;eat• 

that thero la litllo dUf"1-e:11co boh-ovn tho to<:huolui.;lcnl Uc\•olo111tont ol 

the 11ioori ty foret i;n o .. ncd cocpa111cs covored 1 n tho n••;c111·ch (h.cl ullln& 

JliSA or Chilo, another Cvoer:>.l Tire nf!ililtte) und thut of tho majority 

and •-holly owned !oroti;n flubs1dillr1oi; tnvo:atr:ated. \~hut 1• bell•&: 

ar,ued ia thnt the dii.tincUvo codo of 01u:ratio11 of Gennr:il Tir41 .:1111u 

riae to tho poc111biltty of. au alternative path ol tcclir.oloi;ical dcvelop••ent, 

but that thin possibility ~a• t11ken ndv3nt11ce of ~as tho result of ducla1on,; 

and action• tnk"n by .-ATE. 

It would be worthwhile to discusa briefly thu i;eneral policy con-

clui;ions of this annlysi3. As has just bec11 pointell out, tho aucce.:.s of 

FATE'a atratc:gy in part depended on the pc;cul iur h1ator1cll.l cond1tio11s 

ext.tin~ in the onrly years of its developme11t. As n result. the cor.:pcn>·'s 

expcr1eoco ta not directly &;cneriz~blo to tyre coi::pan1c11 ln c.ther u;uJ~r-

developed countries. It ts ne,·cnheless !c;lt that thu atr11ter;y ~oca con-

t&in lessons ••hich i:;ii;ht bo applied in othor countrks - in modilicd fora 

and on tho b:>.sis ol a detailed study of eac!i p&niculnr cai.o - as it sho,.-5 

that it i11 po&sible to di:vi.lio a •rratet;y "ldc-h, 011 tho one hnad, dooa not 

i1:ply cor.plHo dependence on forel.;n technoloe)·, but, 011 tho other hnnd, 

allo1r• the loci.I coopilny to lo;cep ahrc;,s-:_ of icaJor innovr.tions • 
..... ' •• , I j, ~I ,l~ 

: -

' . 
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• It Dl&ht bo obj.,cted thnt oven a comp"-nY o.o accui;tomed to the Joint 

••aturo poaturo aa Ccncral Tiro, would ho un~ill1n, to ace tho FATE 

eaperienco repeated in other countries, Ho 'a priori' an5wor ~ay be 

Si•cn to thia objection, a• Duell depends on the proccea of nci:otiatlon 

htweell the couc.trlc• and cocapanioll concerned. 1 t i• •-orth..-hllo 11otlnc, 

110 .. ovar, ~hat Cenoral Tiro ha• rl'COntly cntored into AD oi;reemont with 

Indian love&tora, 1'hich contllins tho poulblllt)' of promotlns the tech-

oolo,lcal copocity of the country. Under this •i:ro<•cent Goneral Tire iii 

1upplyin' technical ueai&tnnce for the conatructlon and opcruttou oi tyro 

plant• to five local con5ortia, ench ot 11blch consh;t& ot a mix of o 

pjor exi•tinc lndiun company, a atatd dovolop1:2Cnt cori•oratlon, and a 

croup ot privato Indian investor». It will bavo no rquity in any or the 

nvo vanturoa. Tho lntoraatinc f11aturo of tho acb11t1• ti·om tho pro1u1nt 

point of Yiew h that It h aho pruJ>OHd that a Centro bo o•hlilUhod 111 

India to diuaomlnato Gcnarol Tiro toclrnolu11y to the .,.,,. tyrn factorl11a, 

111d that tb1'• centre 11hould alliO pruvldo a c1•ntral polnt wt.oro ba•ic: 

dnalopment And research can bo carried out •PDCU:tcally for the n"cda of 
tbo Jndion market. 63 Althoui;h 1t i11 as yet too early to naaosa thu 

potential oflecta of this schcuc, tho ocrocmcnt doea lndicato that 

Geaeral Tire hna been willinc: to ne:sot1ate patterns of technoloc1cal 

dovolovc.ent 1;hlch do aot ner.ca11or1ly h:ply cot.ploto torcii;a dependt.nco, 

Sn caae• other than that of FATE. Furthernore, a5 was pointed out in 

Chapter 9, there is soce e\'idc11ce that one or t1'o of the mul tlnationul 

companies •hich ha•·e norcally in&iatod on hio.vini; r.:t.Jority control of their 

torcli:n allbsidlaries, are now aaore '"illing to accept s:lnority pa1·ticipaUon 

only. Thi•, for cxncple, appei.rs to be tho cose of Dunlop ot tho U.K. If 

lbb i• 10, it •ould ic;>ly a .:1denlni; of tbc rcsi;iblo baq;alnlnc opt lons 

for thr: t.:nd.,rd.:v•1lop"d countr.lcs; -~-" 

53sourccs of in!orc.ut1"n: 'llc».ner111;: Out Lic<nainr A1·1·ecr.1.,11te in J1.clli.: 
Three.: Cor-panics J~t"rorr: Thu11· L'.xp111·:101.rc•. llu ... 1r: ... ·¥'·. l1itrrnut.tnn:1l, 
Vol.xx. :\0.12, !!~rLh ~J. 11'7:i• suacucnt o·.t--;.,:c-u~: .. :;;;,1.1:-;;;---
Jnte1·Antio1111l l:t.1 p. op. c1t. 
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t. Ulili7.ntiun or Old ar"I St·c:o1lll-ho11nl '.\1:\t·I~ 

It ..,.,,,. dhu:onir•"I tlurl111r llrhlwC1rk rcH•!arcl. lh:at lho mnjor dH-

dovt>h>1>ctl countricH 11011 in tho qullo cxt<•ullin• u1>0 of old 111111 "''""'"d-

barnd m11cl1lnc>1·1 ln the ro ... 1t•r. 

11\0 11~0 or Old lllld Hl'COllll-haud aa.u:hl111•r)' iii 1orllc.·ul111·ly llOliCOll!.I<: 

vulcouizlnt: pn.•sscs W<.•rn intro1luccd. l)(:(iuin,:- tlat .. ,.e 1u-f'!'a.s1Hl ta» thu 

lntosl gcnc:n1lJ.On of 111achln01·y, Table 5 i.;h·ca; d<:t:>il" or tho l><>rccntui;o 

ot \"lllcnnizini:- prc><ses or lhls vlnla;:c in \"llriOUS L:ll1n ACK:ricn11 plants. 

Jn the devt>lo1.cd co11ntrte .. indu.slry aonrce.s stale tb;;.t Ille general r\llc 

i• tor all presses to be of the 'llai;-o-&latic• l)T.e. i.e. I.ho lalcbt 

vintnr;:e. Dul this is truu ror only one ot the fil . .., Latin A111<•rJ.can 

plants for which it wns possible lo obtain data, -.!&Hst ror llar<'e or 

lbcm less than a quarter or the prc .... o .. arc or t.be 111.tcsl vintt&1,-e. 

Goodycnr 

Firestone 

n:11ns1·.\1;t; (II' \'l:IC\\IZl~lj r·1:1.1•··1 !. to;• •·'"fl.l~LEi:!:.l'.~.! 

1:0: \"l\RlCl'S l.'\TI~ :.'.:fllll".\:-1 'l\llr Pl."-.'-1S. c 1!17-1 

Counarv ~~ ~ 1 ~1• 1 5-t V i n \ .!!.!l2 

~~ ~ 

Argrntina t!)jl 22 

Ar1:<>nt iua UIJI I!> 

Peru '. --111:13. J• .0 

J
--~ 

i. 

' 

• 

Uana llubl:cr 

l'lrolli 

Pt.·ru 19:;1 too 

llro.:r.il 19·11 :io 

S<HUTO: Ot'.h ~lll"\",•)' 
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Thia tslhu.a\.ion t111H come uhout throu~:h the raon-r(.·1>l.nc<:rocnl or 

bond presses ot &ucl1 1>rior \'i11tn1:<:,.. Specific e,..11 .. p1"11 oC tho 

.hportnl ton or ohl-tnoe , ..... , ... ., ...... ,r ...... ,,ountca·•-d char 1111C r lold~Qrk 

resenrch. All t iCty three p1·e:ii.es n•1111ircd for ,. m11,J or ei.1oau11iull of 

Goody<•ar's ArgentioihR pl ... nl in 1959-HU.iO, w<:rc Feco•ul-huml und o( 

an old \"l11t11i.;ull4 •. TI•e)" c:imc !1·010 GUO<l)cnr plants in the U.S.A., 

whoru they had l><>Pn n•plae ..... 1 b) •uac-u-llut.ici.•, aud IB<llly hh<l 11 zc.-o liook 

value. 

In Goodycnr•1t Pcruvt11n 1>lnnt 111an) uf lht~ \"Ulcanir.1nt~ pr•HUH!11 

arc 111oro tlw.n thirty )<"ur:a old, uml mno)· vrctu.;cs a. .• ,.,~ he:on iwportcd 

aocond-hu11d .throui;hout lhc life or the plant. t"or cxam11lo, butwcon 

1!16:i flllll l9G6. fi!tcc» sccp11d-ha11d pn•!lsc;i 01 an ol<l vlnta.i;L-, COIBir•g 

frOlb Luxc-1Bbourt::, l:l1a:ta11d 11nd ll1c U.S.A., "c"c installed. 

A though pnrtieul arly nolicc:.blc in vulcanizini: pr'i'sscs, the us& 

ol old and second-ha.nd annchi11ory is not coufiucd to this sta.i:c or the 

proclucLion (Jroces~. sccohd-hnmt l)'re builaln!: ~chinl!'s t.uvo bt:(.·n 

concorulric the machtr.cry uLilize:ct: 

''The amchi11cry in the plant here is old. ln t!w U.S.A 
the mach111t•s ur<> a 101 £1urc cod.,.a·n. t"or rad ia.1-ply 
Lya·c producLion ba·aud n.cw Dmch1:1cs hrc lH~an~ u:=· ... -..1 1 

buL this iii nn e.'.\.ccpt 1uu... l"hc ciost cu;i1::1on alu.n.; is 
for lhe U.S.A. 1.0 ~cau.J umcliiues tl1cy dc.in'l •ant. 61.Q)" 

.• . I? 
In 197-t there 11cr1> a total Of nl>Oul 95 (lr<>Sl>C8 ill lhO:. f.\CJory 

l---~·~l • 1 r --1 · l _r ·-··-' · .r -- '---' · --~- -- - - ~di_ -----i ... _ ';-- -. --- ,...~--~.,,ll"tP.\. __ ____ \..,.,.~------ ~..,_ ___ _,-.--.... 1_ 
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AcconU1~ lo lhc ungln<'cr who a'l\5 plaut 1111t11:1i:cr of· t'ircstouo•a 

Brazilian sullaidlary wl11'n thu plant wtt• con11lruclcd in lll:lD, nll tho 

11&chi11ory al tho slllrl ot 1n·oduchon wn11 flCcuud-tuud. }'lnally, a1wt 

ln lllDro l.''"""'al l<?l'lllH, In II U.S. D<'l'llrlmr.nl or COUUPurc-<r wlauly ot 

11ulthu.tlo11al coa1111111l1w il i• rr.1>orlcd that 111 !ta 011N·no1111 011urntlon:O 

a multlnaUoual lya·c coo1pany
1 

""ow u~ns nllvanc~d leclll>Olob.')' ¥ih\!'J"£1tlti. <Juriut: the 19·10• a 
and 1950•s .. tho Co1upany ~ct up O\.'t.•r.i;l!:as J)la.nts witla 
cquipmc'ut no loni;cr Ubeful 111 tl1d U.S.A."ati 

II. hence may bo cond Udell tlaa t l11d 11:.porl nllon of ""':01wl-luu1d 

.machinery, und tho non-rcpl11c1·1i1<·11l or machinery su1•<·r•edt.•I hy nuwor 

vintn&:cs, bn\·c hocn quilc com:non ph,~nomc1ui. 

la moro recent yellr•, however, lho 1.mportnllon or •cco1vl-ha11d 

mchlncry has Ileen le1rn common than prt:vlculily. Thia iu r•nrlly lho 
I 

re11ult of l<·i;-lalalion effectively banuln~ 11ucb icportuUon. llut it 

1• alao the ru•ult or U1u awltchu•·cr to r11<1i11J 11roduclio11 now 

occurrrn~ in many cou1<lrloM. AH ~1><'cl11l t1achl11ory la n·r1uln·•I for 

ra.dinl m.anurocturo. it ia 11ot po.1t~iblo lo uasu hccond-ll;u1d u..achiiu:ta•. 

50 

Interview with author, Duenos Alr<:s, 197'1 

U.S. [)Q-&•artmont oC _-.=omm<~rct.?, hur'-~.r,u u! lntcrn.ut1011.al Co:.omcrco, . 
op.ell. 

. . >' 
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The ccncrol !nctora r<:,.ul 11 nl:' in U1u haporl of acco1nl-hu111I 

equl11uie11\ w1d lhc Jo11i:"r use o! ro:ichlr.tH')' lu u11du1·tluvclo1""1 couulr1011, 

57 bavo been qullc "xte11,.iv1:ly nnnlysed in thu lit1•rnlur1: , nn<I will 

not bo enl<:rl--d into iu dota11 ""re. Normnl ly, tho lower y,-agc lcv.,\11 

and hl1:hcr co11lH or cu1>ilnl In unrl<:rtlcvclop•"I ('Ouuta•les llr" eG11'lllu1ilu:t1. 

1J11dor U1eso co11tlilio1111 lal1ow--1111vi ng lc<'lmlcnl 111·01:'rt>Hll cun make oltl 

a11c11inery oh11olC1tc in hl1;11-.. n1:0, tlovclo1Jl'd couutrie11 wllboul tloi1>1t AIO 

rn low-wa1.-c untlcrdcvclc.p<-..J countries. Also, l r the cot.ls of mni11-

tcunnco lnl>our 111·chcn1•cr in th" u11ilcr.tc\'clol'l'tl counl.-ics, Urm" in the 

Juitcr will llntl il pro!lluhlc lo purchllHc 1•nchi111,.-y which Ille ntlvaucotl 

couutricAI £inti !oo cxp<•1111h·u lu 111nlnluin. t'11u11ly, ovlln U now 111•1 

old 11111chln1:a tlU!<·r only in tb<:ir ll!c oxp<•ctum:y (1.u. 111 tho ula:o11<:0 

al' tcchnicnl prol:'rt,i;s) 1l wi 11 t1t lU be pro! ilublc for u11dcrduvolo11ot1 

cow1ldu' lo but oltl u.achinC!s 1 it their p1·icc is dcl"rmincrl 011 the 

blish or the ralc of profit cxistini; in ll:c hi1.'11-w"gc udwrnc<:d COlll•tr1cs58 • 

Jarocs, on tho othi?r t11l11tl, ..-hllst not C}Ul'tJtioninl:' lho lntcruul 

Joi:ic of t11csu llmor6ticul on.-u.1wntA1, d<•Uhl" whclli<•r lhc)' uru Cl•t•nblo 

~? Sc,c; C. Cool'"r 0&11d R. Ka11li11sl:y, 1 S<·concl-fl:,r"I F.'1uipi:1••111 lt1 n 
Dcvclop&nt!" Ccnu~!_ .. -: A St,..-ly of .J11LP-l~·oet-~."-il11Lr 11~ I\.~'• IUJ, 197·1 
Al!)o: Mi". V. Slrafa.iCl.ao, '~!!!.ni~.~i.~al. t:h.u1!!t.!' nnd i.cou1H'1Lc 
Povc·lopnC"nt: °fh'· ~lcan11r:arLUJ"l11·." ;:,p'•!"J.!::>rP .. >I :.h'!:\..lCv nruJ ·~···1·rn rlicc' 
Cornall ln1\·cr~u.ty J•n.:.oi-->, ::cw 'iorK, llJli..'.> 1 pp. :?Of:. ff; s. L. Sc:l.w:tr,z., 
16ocond-ll<illll ~.ichincr)' 111 Llovolopo;out. 01· no .. lo Rcc<>i;nlK" a D~rgaln•. 
Journal o! U"~t:lop0t"'nl !llu<ll<'R 1 Vol. llt, )lo. ·t, July 1973. 

~8 For a lbcorctlcnl prnor, sco; A. K. S•·n, •011 lhc i;,.cfulncss of 
IJa<'tl !lachines I. u--vi·-w or E<'onan.u-~ ",!\:)~al I ... 1., ... Vol. Xl.lV. 
No. 3, ~uj.'\ISt, l!lti:?. ,., ____ •-'-"' -----

L ~· - - r 1- ·• r -, 1--- -
-- ' "'r--~---.c.-",.,.......i_ __ --r-j_l ___ ~""-ll_--. _l"'f':-:1-, • - ·~ """"""" I llMI ,.,.,,,\_ ____ .--.---1- --- -1 
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or cxphai~i ll'' llw •·ulumc of 11cco11J-hamJ machiha't")" uctual l)' tr1u1aCut"1·c•I 

51> 
to und<:rdcv.,10111:.1 counlrl"" • Uc ar1:ucs that it h 11occuu11ry in 

addiliou to lnko uccouul. or " vurilll)· or •,,puctal •llu11lJor111•, ll0-•>110 

111:\,'TCJ:RlUo f.XRWf>l"ll O[ llU<:h 1 ~f>l"Ciul loilw1tlu111;1 .... ., lhnl llCCOhd-hlllld 

1n period!! or p"nk 11.,n11u1<l, plnnt r<-p.iir shops, "le. or l>ccausc it iu 

bcllcr 11daplcd to 1;mallcr w:art;cts, .,._,y he co•·c 111:icna1'1c lo onlrc-

a•rcncuria) iunov:i.11011, clc .... ina.lly, d1£rulvuntui;c• Of 1.u:Co1aJ-hund 

aacJ1i11cry, lm1>e1bug its transfer lo u1Jc.nlcvt!lopt."I cou1•t1·ics, have also 

been diat:U:i!ic!d.. 1--ur L .. >;nmplc • licl.-ond-l1~11d mac.;: ir1et')" mny or ten resulL 

1n poor p..-O<Jucl quality, nnd transportation cosl11 :nay be Qtore 

ali;nificant, due lo shorler oxpcctcd li r c. 

Table (i gives details o( hOW-ly emplO)l'IC!lll CO&l!I of l)TC pruduclion 
I 

mrkcr• in warioua counlrics. As can be •ccwi., lho range 10 '"DlJllO)":O:cut 

i;O.la J11 (.'TC:at. P<:rhnpe lhc moat illlcr.,slin;:- fc•atur" or Lhc tahlc iM 

that lho dll!t•rc1tc.;" 111 cm11Joyrucut. CO'-l" t.KJL,.ot.•11 lho tali:t.-,.·ni.-o dl>••uJ011cd 

counu·it:a (Ll!o U.S.A. a11d Clllk">d:>) 1uad Lho Jow .. ·rii;u dt·volop"d counl1·lu1' 

(Um U.K., Jlal)· nnd J.lt-"\11) la t:Tcatcr ll11111 U,c dilfor1;11<:u bct .. cc•n 

lbo lt.1•-W.A.al;" dOV(JlOf•cd counLr lc.i n11d Uac urMJcrduvelopod COUll\.ric-a 

included in L110 table (Ari:enli :ia nnd S1•ain). ll1;11cc it l hLour costs 

scre the eiajor factor dct1:.rminl11g Lr1u1c in old t.achlncry, n11d tho 

59 
Dllr.u,; J:im1:11, 'S•>coud-11.Ul<I \!:id. the,:~·~ .. l;c·-.::lo..,.,'""L: A Co=-o•.L 1 , 

~~~.!..'!.r.:"1E"!!!:_2.!_~. \ot. lt. :;o. 3, ,\p,·11 1U7S 
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belwcon, ro~ cxnwplc, lbc U.S.A. and Jtoly LO lib Ill lcual 118 l.'TClll 

aa lllB l l.Jntwcou I L11ly und ArgunUn11, nrd lbftl lhcru "'uuld hu c l•ui 11..-

d1Ctr1·c11ccs in Liao length or <-'<juipwent use. 

IN \".\lllOUS u1u·.1111t:s, 1!170 

(includini: Cringe b.>&1•!fit11) 

llullnro Jl<'r hour 

U.S.A. o.oo 
Canada ILOO 

w. Germany 2.ea 

•·ranee 2.3:> 

U.K. 2.2!. 

Italy 2.25 

.Japan 1.75 

Ari.-cnthaa (a) 
1.40 

Spai11 t.o::. 

Mote (a) 1971 

Sourceai Argeniin:•: Calculalc<J on th<- t.as1s or in!eormalion suppiied 
prhatcly to l11c aulhur lly Camara dol Nculb.itJco, Uu<•llus Aires 

Oll1or countru>s: Slalcm>nt ot Rut.I.er !.t .. nufnctur<:r!i 
As,;oclntion l•u!or" tho U.S. Tariff Cuo;1uu1~iun, r.;o•·cralr<:r :?5rb, 
1970 

,,, "" 

llo.-c•·cr, tho l1&·c•1111·or<1 U.h.. ;.lanL of •·1rc11tono (Lim comp1an~·•11 lurguut 

tH'' Cit d . 1 I 
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l!Rdo on tho l>a1.ill or lhh vlsl t. In lhc flrut pluce 1 t """ du:covorcd 

thut some or lho mac.'1incry in the fnclo1·y is \'cry old. Thia "' 

particulnrly lruc or tho mixing room, -..·hcrro much or lho -;iacl11nory 

dotca r1·om lhc plant'11 irl!•tullnliou lu 1!12£1. In udchlion, WO 'A'Cro 

1nformc~ thal }'"1rcsto::c opu1·atc.s a system of truusferrir~ aachlucry 

ootwcon its !ncto1·1es in d1!fc•1·ent parts .:;f the .. orl<l und that som.., 

of tho ir.achin<:ry at l!n·nlfor•l '11rohahly 1 cou1cs fro .. the cocpauy•s 

plants ln l110 U.S.A. On lhc other hnn<I, tho vast 111.-.jorily of vul-

cnnlzini; presses '""re oC the •uaii-o-~ulic• typo (i .t:. of lh<> Jntc11t 

vlntai;c), "hcr,,as th~ '"'" of old wad 11ocoud-htrn<l """ h h"-'rY in the 

Lalin l\llloricl',;\ tilants is p;u-llculnrly UOtiCCahlc 1n thlll slar;e of lh(l 

production procc$S. Also it. was found that for lho tyro buildla!i: 

operation (tho most la!Jour-lnloni;lvc part of ty1·0 manuract11.ro) apocinl 

new machiAcry lms been ius tnl lcd to r<.'<luco ll1P. labour' input. such 

IWChlnory has not l>ccn inslall<.-d in any of tho Laun AA<'rie<an planta 
I 

visited whereas there is ov ltlcnco of old-typo, sccond-l>Uud lyre 1.Jo~ildi11i: 

111lchincs havini: been 111staLlcd. U l11hour cos ls a1·e the <-Illy fnctor 

doturmi11in1: tho ui;o of old 1tnd s<:cond-ha1d ma<;hi111•r)', tl"'i.c phcuo<aouu 

are somewhat dUfi"'-llt lo t;xplain, gh-ora tbe dlfft:n>r•CPS 111 lalNur 

costi; botw<:c-11 countries sho1>n in Table G. 

ID. our vie,.· this is ltccau~u Lat·ou1· cou t t .. "-a>l:.ana t ions uf ~1chi1u.:r)· 

ueacc and trade nrt: ir1cum11.lute in a mo1·c Cumlau1t~•-.~11.l .,-.... y than is 

aui:1,'Csl<:d l>y Jawo11, in lh:\l they fl.Ill to lilt.<' account uf the i:e..-,r •• l.lr 

hil:hcr level o( tariff 11rutt:C\J:o!\ Qfliridw;try Jn 11ml~rdo\clci",a th .. n 

dcv<>lop<'ll countrlr.t0, and the 1u1pl1-:at1un:. or ir .. 11••r!cct capital :r..>rl:cts. 

Thr.ao (Uclor~ Ul"t-, iu fnct, ca1Jahlc or t.)\.plu1n11.£: lhl~ trun.ifCr o{ 
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if il ia nasUll>Cd thnt thc.re nrt> no dif!erencca in labour coKlM liolwcen 

thu two •. Aa i11 woll knO'ooll 1 1011•ort aulJ .. tiluli"ll' 1uduatrioa in uudor-

developed countrJt>a a1·0 uormally hea.ily prolecled, and the tyro 

industry la ""exception in Lhi11 rt>spect60• Let ua 011aumo lh11t tbilil 

ta rcflccte11 1 at lenal in part, Jn o hii;tier rnto of pro!ll in 

Um u1ufordcvclo1u.-d counld.c .. , "hich mullin:olional companies oft.en 

aay they seek, !or cxawpl<> to off11ct hibbcr r111k" in thci<c counlric11. 

Now, 1iup1>0se luhour-an\ iug im1ovu Lion,., such as lhal rcprcsent"d 

by lbe llal:'-o-lintl.c press, tako piac.,, that lbc <".On11llious for Lii<> 

roplaccmcnt or uld machincJ·y by mochin<>ry t>mLo.lyJ ni: th" new lcchuology 

arc met 61 ond lha t price in lhe develop._..i countries fallll >iU!Clcicnliy 

(ln rcol torms\ to mak<t 1>l1111ta cont11jninl:' out11odell <'quipmcnt un-

protltablo. Plnula contnining such oquipmcnl could allU !Jo proCU-

ablo in lho ~.nclcrduvolop«•I counlrioa, h""ovur, duo to lorJU protoclion, 

and tboro would henco bo no lnhoronl 11ccca111ty to rcplu.cu l110 

cquipmontr oa 111 Lbo dovulopod cow1trica. ~vorll1cl1111a, pror1 t-

1111xlmlzlnic lloll11\'lour wt.ould at111 cull for rvpluuu1111>11t, ft 1l J11 

aaawu«d lhal in.-oalm<:hl ru11d11 nro readily D\"hi lut.lo to U10 coiupo11y 

lllarkela :ire far fro .. pc1·rcct, mcauiui: lhat a fir.11 1 11 i11vcslmr.r.t runda 

aro Umit<'d, ci thi>r in at.aolulo tcrma or ln thu li~•u•o ll!u l_ !'_l<_t_1·a 

finance can c.11ly ho obtained al an Jncrcasi11;:ly hil:'hor .i11tcro11t ralo. 

60 
ln ,\rgcnliu:l, for <'xamplc, the C•?llL•:al lc•··l or dutins is 22~ 
on l)"l"<>s ic;porle<I f1·o:i 1~\l'l,\ counlrh:;;, a:.11 I IO~•On 1mpc.rta from 
all C.lhcr couutr i<.•>1. 

61 ' ...... .'.!i_ • ~~ ·" 
·J.ianu~ly, th."\l lhr. future- savin.;::1 in op .... 1-atUl;.:" .:osts ar•· suf/1cJcnt 
to CO\."t.•r Jn::::.l:ill:.t1c,ca co:il nml <:•1rn a uor~· .. t r;..tc ol rt.·lurn. •·or 
an C::\.t'•"ll1•:al :ilMlJ: lff uf ti•'· inu·'->cluL..tior. •.>f •1>.~"t-1.ractlc-c• 

1cchuJq1n_•3 \ 0 Cll•oJ1cd 111 hCW 1a:u:t11ucr.) thn1u,.;.n lllo rcplo1c1·:m~n1 01k.1 
11crn[•tUJ•! uf olcl :.1.u·h111u1·\·, t:c•,t: \\". £. G. Saller., •P1·udu,·t1\litv 
!!.!_"1:__~!,: 1~~:..!:_:.!._l_Ec.!r_-:_ 1 Cua;•hl id.;o t•ni\•c1·~•l) J•r-.•iiill• 19~•i1. 
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Suppose, for sia1plici\y or uri.'\uocnl, that. tho firw• .. Jnvcsto>llt 

rcsourc<"s llrc limllL"I tn nn 11bsolulc bcm;c n1>d lhat tho cxt.r11 profl.t.a 

rcaulli11s: frum th" t1u;lallaliu11 of n<.·w '""clLin.,1·r must J,c cou.,:u·c<J 

with Uao;ic resulting from some other use of the extra tnvcsts:il'nt 

fumls rcquircJ. Investment wi 11 then <mly wke place if the rato 

of return is hi1:lwr thun fo1· l111>se nllcrnnthc u:o<.•li. 

It has uot been claimed tha.t Ul.?'sc factors nlono uccount for the! 

u sO or old uud 1,cco11<.J-hn1ld raal!h itu~r)' in u11tlC"r:h.:\·1·lopod countru·.:1., but 

only tlu1l l'!lcy net in ('0011.Jination with di!fcrcncc11 in fnclor 1•rlcca. 

Uoroo\."l'r, !iltacc hii;h tur~ff ral<"s ur<• a rcnlur" of und.,rdl!\Clopc..'tl 

countries only, thcllc fnctoru do allo1r u:s lo c>.pluin the 11ppare11t 

arao:nalics of cxpln11ations hnsl'd exclusively on fnctor price 

d u;rcrc11tinls. 

I 
FJn11lly, there nre 1:1·ou11ds for supposini: thnl the t.rnnsfcr 01 

aeco11d-lu1nd cqulplloC.'nt will '!<> grcnk•r when ~ t. tiskea 11Inco wi lhin 

l11e mullin:.tional CO:ilJ>any than "'hen it oc<·ur» on the 011c11 .-.arl:et. 

Certain co:.ta of the mar~ct. such .ns i11tcrmed1urJ(,>11 profits ar.d 

•tora&c COiils, nrc rcduc<-d resulting in a .luwer crrocUvo price of 

•ccood-hnnd m.-.ch I ncli to the • bnrcr •. .Al so, cert.a In i ncr C ic 1enci«:11 

of the market nri> uvoid<•d, in lint tlacro h little •lnni:cr thnt a 

tr111111action will fail to occur because 'buyer• nn•I '•eller• do 110\ 

·come lntu contact. llolb the cosls nnd incfficienc<"s oC the markut 

•CCIII to be pnrticularl; icport.anf:. J!J ,..Uic calie of .. ccontl-h:1111l Coluipr.uwt. 

IU\rk<?ts, DJcnuing- tbat lhclr 1·c1l..action or n\."ul_,1a11cc wrrill .:lvo u, 

~-. 
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Jn concluliiou, 1 t 1• to be noted that the fuel ti.at Glo,;t 

aajor Pi:oduct innov11lions in lbe tyre i1oduslry in the 1.ost-Wnr 

boa been iuoporlllnl in pcndt Ung t.rro c0111p<ll•ie6 lo ti.kc nd.-antu1:u 

ot lbc coat advi111lng<~s offered by the use or old und suco11d-hond 

•achlncry, 

.... ___ )._.Ji 
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CH1\PTER TWO----

.sr~\J.., ~,~~-~ s~ 
Se~ \~er,> 

TRANSFER OF TECHNOLOGY FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
FERTILIZER AND THE PAPER INDUSTRIES IN BANGLADESH 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

The technology for ~he development of the fertilizer 

and paper industries was initially imported into 

Bangladesh. To a large extent these imports were 

associated with the investment projects through which 

production capacity of each industry was developed. 

These projects took two forms. One group involved 

the establishment of new plants - separate new units 

of production capacity. The other involved projects 

to expand output by adding substantial physical capacity 

to existing plants, or to implement major modifications 

in existing plants. The thesis examines the extent to 

which the technology introduced by the first of these 

routes was subsequently assimilated in Bangladesh. 

This chapter describes aspects of the initial process 

of introduction through both routes. In particular the 

chapter examines the extent to which dependence on 

imports of technology changed over time. This issue 

is examined in section 2.2. This introductory section 

outlines the framework which will be used. It outlines 

how the transfer process will be disaggregated in a way 

which allows the analysis of dependence on imports and of 

57 



the way that may change over time. A number of 

illustrations of different patterns of import dependence 

are than outlined. 

A Framework for Analysing Dependence on Technology Imports 

An investment project incorporates a wide range of technical 

knowledge and this is drawn into the investment process in 

different ways. Part of this knowledge is embodied in 

capital goods required for the production process. 

Another portion appears in the form of drawings, . 

specifications diagrams and manuals The remainder is 

directly delivered as the various services provided by 

the engineers and technicians who participate in the 

design and execution of the project (Kamenetsky: 1979}. 

Thus the technology needed for a new chemical plant may 

be 'disembodied' (or rather embodied in specifications 

etc), or 'embodied' in services of various kinds 

and in capital goods. These different kinds and forms 

of technology do not arrive in a single 'package'. The 

technological dimension of an investment project 

constitutes a process which involves an interconnected 

series of activities. Different kinds of 'technology' 

58 
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in different forms will be drawn in at different stages, 

and perhaps from different sources. Examination of 

dependence on tecnnology imports therefore, requires 

a disaggregated analysis of the degree of participation 

by·domestic and foreign sources in providing these . 
different technological inputs·to the process of investment. 

Previous studies have used various. kinds of disaggregated 

framework for the analysis of technology transfer processes. 

For example, Teece (1975) has identified one preliminary 

and four major stages during the process of technology 

transfer. Cortes (1976) has identified nine stages 

for petrochemical plants, whereas Amsalem tundated) 

has identified five stages for pulp and paper mills. 

Again, Bell and Hoffmann (1981) have suggested.four 

simple groupings (not for any particular industry) while 

discussinq questions about. the management of technology 

transfer projects. This framework is used in this 

thesis. The four categories of activities are: 

1... Pre-investment and 
feasibility studies: 

Examination of general proposals 
for possible investment, 
identification and evaluation 
of alternatives. 

2. Design and Development of the detailed 
Engineering activity: specifications; fcfi: .the proposed 

production system. 

3. Capital goods 
production: 

I 

Transformation of the specifications 
of the hardware components of the 
system into the realities of 
machinery, equipment, buildings 
and the related infrastructure. 
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4. Installation, testing, 
commissioning, and 
start-up: 

Assembling of the various 
components of the system into 
a functioning operational 
facility, training of the 
operatives, etc. 

Bell and Hoffman (1981) describe the sequence through these 

stages as involving a succession of technology transformation 

steps. Generally applicable knowledge and principles are trans 

formed into a particular set of specitications. Some of these 

are then transformed into items of plant and equipment; 

and these capital goods are then integrated with operating 

procedures and skills etc. into a functioning production 

plant. In.addition to these technological activities 

which 'occur during almost any investment process, there 

is also a stream of overall decision making and management 

activities (for example, see Amsalem: undated; Bell and 

Hoffmann: 1981). The main function of that 'stream' 

of activities is to control the technology transformation 

process described above. These activities have been 

labelled as 'techno-managerial' activities by Bell and 
' 

Hoffmann (1981), and they have broken these activities 

down into four broad categories as follows: 

1. Defining the term of reference for any particular 

stage in the transformation process. 

What is done at each stage in the process will be 
determined by the output of the preceding stages. 
However, there will often be considerable flexibility 
about what should be done at each stage. In fact 
what is actually done will depend in large part on 
the terms of reference set by those who have overall 
responsibility for the project. 
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2. Identifying and deciding upon the agents who will 

carry out the various activities at each stage in the 

process. 

This task is concerned with the search for; and 
the selection of the suppliers of the relevant knowledge, 
services or goods. There are usually a wide range of 
possible agents for each technological activity in the 
investment process. These agents may vary widely in 
terms of what they can do and what they are prepared to 
do. Moreover, the: terms for undertaking these activities 
may vary widely. The execution ot this set of techno-
managerial activities will usually, therefore, be 
critically important for the outcome of the investment 
project. 

3. Negotiation and acceptance of the terms upon which 

activities will be carried out at each stage in the 

process. 

The terms upon which the.technological inputs are 
provided. usually cover far more than the financial 
price to be paid for the knowledge, service and goods. 
While the price-related terms are usually important 
so also are the associated 'non-price' terms. 
Negotiation over the nature of these packages of 
conditions can often be complex; and the decision 
to aecept a given set of terms can have major implications 
- not merely in the short term and in relation to the 
specific project, but also over the long periods of 
time and in relation to wider areas of the economy. 

4. Monitoring each stage of the process and the evaluation 

and acceptance of its 'output'. 

Ensuring that ilnplementation actually matches 
requirements will usually involve a distinc~ set of 
techno~managerial activities. However, it may also 
involve detailed evaluation of the output of particular 
stages in the process. Also, the output of some stages 
in the process may not provide a single definitive 
basis for proceeding automatically to the next stage. 
Thus, key techno-managerial decisions about the 
'outputs' from particular stages in the transformation 
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process may constitute critical 'links' between such 
stages - links which can only be made by those with 
overall techno-managerial responsibility for the 
project as a whple. · 

All of these four sets of techno-managerial activities 

wiil usually be necessary in relation to each of the 

stages in the main stream of the 'technology-transformation' 

process within investment projects. They. therefore 

constitute a parallel stream of tasks within these 

projects. This stream of techno-managerial activities 

will usually be critically important in determining the 

nature of the transformation process and hence the 

nature of its ultimate conseqµences for the user of the 

final system and for the economy within which that system 

is loca·ied (Bell and Hoffmann: 1981) • These two streams 

will here be described as the 'Technological Dimension' 

of the investment process. Figure 2 .1 illustrates this 

technological dimension. 

International technology transfer will be involved when 

the new production plant is located in one country and 

some of the technological and techno-managerial inputs 

to.the investment process are imported from suppliers 

in another. Thus, different sets of things may be 

transferred depending on where relocation cuts accross 
·' the transformation process. The various' possible 

combinations of relocation and transformation can, 

therefore, give rise to several .forms of technology 

transfer, and hence to different degrees and types of 
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dependence on technology imports. Some of these 

possibilities have been outlined by Bell and Hoffmann 

(1981). For example, Figure 2.2 illustrates the case 

in which the technological dimen~ion of investment in 

the country B (i.e. the technique-using country) draws . 
almost totally on inputs from the technological resources 

of country A (i.e. the technology supplier). For a 

substantial part of the process, the technology transforming 

activities are not even carried out within country B. 

When relocation does become necessary, only the knowledge 

that is already transformed into 'capital embodied' 

technology, product specifications, operating procedures, 

~tc. is transferred - not the original disembodied technical 

knowledge. Even when these elements have been transferred, 

the services subsequently required to assemble them into 

an integrated system and to commission that into an 

operating facility are also imported from country A~ 

Also, all the decision-making and managerial services are 

produced by the resources of pountry A and imported to 

country B. Thus, although some part of the process is 

necessarily carried out within the technique-using economy, 

the whole process is_ 'exogenous' to the economy. It 

depends 'totally' on imports of technology in various 

forms to carry out investment. 

A completely different type of transfer process is 

illustrated in Figure 2.3. In this case, only the 

basic and very general system-related technical knowledge 
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is imported to country B. Thereafter, the system-

related knowledge is transformed by dra~ing on the 

services of country B's technological resources -

engineers, equipment producers, plant builders, etc. 

At ·the same time, the parallel s.tream of decision making 

activity is also carried out by the techno-managerial 

resources of country B. Thus, although ~ternational 

transfer is involved, all that is transferred is the 

initial 'disembodied' system-related technical knowledge. 

The result is that the technological dimension of 

investment is largely 'endogenous' to the technique-using 

economy. 

In between these two extreme cases, there are a large 

number of options in which technology may be transferred 

accross international boundaries with different degrees 

and structures of dependence on imports in the importing 

economy. 

Some Examples of the Patterns of Dependence on 
Technology Imports: 

There are very few micro-level case studies which provide 

Information on the domestically supplied proportion of 

the total of technologica~ and techno-managerial inputs 

used dur.ing investment projects in developing countries. 

There are even fewer which provide information about 

change over time in the size and the composition of that 

proportion. There are, however, a few fragments which 
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relate to the chemical industry in developing countries 

and these are outlined below. In addition, as part of 

the study reported in this thesis, enquiries were made 

about the sourcing of inputs for investment projects 

in a number of paper and fertilizer companies in the 

U.K. These concentrated not so much on the balance 

between supplies of inputs from inside and o~tside the 

national economy, but rather on the role of the user-firm 

itself in supplying inputs for its own investment projects. 

Illustrative material from these enquiries is also 

presented below. 

Brazil 

Sercovich (1980) reports that in Bra~il between 1972-82 

the domestically supplied proportion of engineering services 

for the construction of a series of ethylene plants increased 

from negligible to 61 per cent. For the same industry, 

the share of capital goods increased from 30 to 70 per cent. 

Table 2.1 shows the plantwise increase of 

domestic content of services and capital goods during 

the period. It is perhaps interesting to note that the 

local supply of capital goods preceded the emergence of 

local supply of engineering services in this case. 

South Korea 

Seoul National University (1979) report that when the 

first petrochemical plant was built in the early 1970s no 
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TABLE 2.1 

GROWTH OF DOMESTIC CoNTENT OF CAPITAL GOODS AND ENGINEERING 
SERVICES DURING SUCCESSIVE INVESTMENTS IN ETHYLENE 

PLANTS IN BRAZIL 

Percent share of domestic 

Date of Capital qoods 
Plants start-up and materials 

No. 1 1972 30 

No. 2 1978 65 

No. 3 1982 70 

Source: Sercovich (1980), p. 21 
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Korean engineers participated either in basic design 

or in detail design. All the equipment and parts were 

imported, and the·prime contracting services were also 

imported. Domestic engineering companies participated 

only as sub-contractors. But during the construction of 

the second plant, four Korean engineers participated 

in basic design and five in detail engineering. Local 

manufacturers supplied about 16 per cent of equipment 

and parts used in the plant. The prime contractor was 

a local engineering company while a foreign engineering 

firm participated only as a supervisor. Table 2.2 

summarizes this information about a significant degree 

of change over only a seven year period, and between only 

two plants in one industry. 

India 

Since 1947 India has been accumulating design and 

engineering capability in the chemical fertilizer 

manufacturing industry. In the eraly 1950s they had very 

little capability for providing the necessary services 

for the construction of fertilizer plants and used to import the 

services. By the mid-1960s they were providing one hundred 

per cent of the process design and engineering services 

from within the country for the construction of Ammonium 

Sulphate and Super Phosphate plants, about 90 per cent 

for Nitric Acid plants, 80 per cent for Ammonium 

Nitrate or Nitro Limestone plants, 50 per cent for 



TABLE 2.2 

CHANG& IN TBE DOMESTIC SUPPLY OF TECHNOLOGICAL AND 
TECBNO-MANAGERIAL SERVICES IN TBE KOREAN 

PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY 

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFORMING 
SERVICES 

Pre-investment and 
feasibility studies 

Desiqn and Engineering 

- Process Design 

- Detailed Design 

capital Goods Production 

Procurement 

Installation, testing 
and start-up 

Techno-managerial 
Services 

N.A. Not available 

Plant No.1 
(1970) 

N.A. 

0\ 

0\ 

0\ 

0\ 

N.A. 

1. Faur ICorun Enqineers Participated 
2. Five ICorean Enqineers Participated 

Plant No.2 
( 1977) 

N.A. 

1 Some 
2 Some 

16\ 

100\3 

100\ 

100\ 

3. Provided by the prime contractor (lCorean) but one 
foreiqn firm was enqaqed as supervisor. 

·' 
source: Prepared based on the information provided in the 

report of the Seoul National University (1979), pp. 6-7 
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Ammonium Phosphate plants, 10 per cent for Urea plants, 

but none for the Ammonia plants. In respect of other 

engineering services they were providing services ranging 

between 80-100 per cent. More than a third of total 

plant and equipment was also being supplied from indigenous 

sources. By the 1970s most of the technological 

inputs for investment were being provided from within 

the country ( Ahmed: 1982), although there has been 

some criticism of the 'quality' of these inputs relative 

to the importable equivalents. 

These three case studies suggest that it is possible to 

increase the domestic supply of technology transforming 

and techno-managerial services during successive projects 

for investment in petrochemical and chemical fertilizer 

plants in industrializing economies. The rate of change 

and the structure of emerging local production of these 

inputs may vary between countries, but progressive 

development of the capacities to supply these inputs 

does seem to have occured. However, one should also 

note that all these examples are drawn from the experience 

of more industrialized.developing countries, although 

they also relate to quite complex technology • 

The U.K. (Fertilizer Company A): 

In the mid-1960s this larqe U.K. company constructed three 

Ammonia plants, each with a daily flow sheet output 

rate of 100 MT. In 1977 they constructed another ammonia 
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plant of 1100 MT per day capacity. In the mid 1960s 

the company was entering an area of per~ormance where 

it had limited familiarity with the specific technology 

involved. During the construction of the first three 

plants, most of the t~chnology transforming and techno-

~agerial services were provided by an international 

contractor. Involvement of the company Rersonnel was 

marginal·- limited to the negotiation and acceptance of 

terms for supply of the various inputs needed. At the 

end of the construction they only took over the operating 

plants from the contractor. However, about a decade 

later during the construction of the fourth plant a 

substantial proportion of technological and techno-

managerial inputs were provided from within the company 

itself. The rest of the services were supplied by a U.K. 

based contractor. 

The nature of the participation between the company and 

the contractor was considered unique. The salient features 

were: 

a. Before going to the contractor4 the. basic flow sheet 
was developed. by the engineering department of the 
company. 

b. A project team was set up to progress the design with 
the contractor. The project team constituted process 
designers, project engineers, functional engineers 
(i.e. those who deal with the vessels, instruments, 
etc), ammonia works personnel, engineering personnel 
from all the departments (i.e. electrical, mechanical, 
etc), plant managers and plant engineers (of existing 
plants). 

c. The flow sheet was then handed over to the contractor. 
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d. Remaining process details were then completed jointly 
by the project team and the contractor. 

e. After receiving the flow sheet, the contractor took 
the lead in all- the activities and the company personnel 
checked the work and asked for change/adjustment when 
found necessary. · 

f •. During the detailed engineering phase, major work 
was done by the contractor at their office. Company 
engineers monitored the wor~. 

g. Procurement was carried out jointly,· but the major 
responsibilities were on the contractoc. Areas of 
joint decisions were specifications of equipments, 
major supplier, and materials of construction. 

h. The company carried out the o.n-site detailed checking 
of the specification of equipment. 

i. The company undertook the responsibility for checking 
the materials of construction of equipment, parts, 
pipes, and fittings. 

j. The contractor engaged sub-contractors for the 
construction of the plant. 

k. A construction management team of the company 
supervised the construction. 

1. The companr established a plant team (consisting of 
process technicians, process foremen. and engineers) 
for pre-plant training and familiarization. 

m. After the pre-plant training and familiarization, 
operating instructions were prepared by the plant 
team under the supervision _of the plant manager. 

n. Start-up and commissioning of the plant was carried 
out jointly by the company project team and the 
contractor. 

This 'qualitative' information about the participation 

of the company in its own investment projects has been 

organized into the broad classification of technology 

transforming and techno-managerial services discussed 

earlier in this chapter. On the basis of this classification 

a comparative picture of the proportion of services 
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provided by the contractors and the company during the 

construction of the earlier plants and the plant No.4 

is presented in Table 2.3. From this it can be observed 

that the firm entered production on the basis of this 

unfamiliar technology with a very high degree of dependence 

on sources outside the company -(and also largely outside 

the national economy) for the supply of' technology 

transforming and techno-managerial services needed to 

establish its plants. From~this_ it moved to a very 

high degree of 'technological self reliance' over a 

decade. The company itself played a very significant 

role in the technological dimension of the investment 

project which set up the fourth plant. It initiated 

the whole process itself., carried out its own 

preliminary and feasibility studies, and carried out 

many of the subsequent activities. In particular, 

decision making and managerial control was totally in 

the hands of the company itself. Moreover, even when 

other firms were engaged to carry out some activities 

(e .• g. detailed engineering design, civil engineering 

and installation) company personnel were deputed to 

participate in the activities and monitor progress. 

It is also important to note that this significant 

degree.of involvement and,control by the ultimate user 

of the plant seems. to have been critical in ensuring 

that the sourcing of inputs which it did not supply 

itself was within the national economy rather than 

outside it, as in the case of the first three plants. 
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TABLE 2. 3 

SERVICES PROVIDED BY DIFFERENT PARTIES DURING THE CONSTRUCTION 
OF AMMONIA PLANTS (U.K. COMPANY A) 

Services Plants 1-3 Plant No.4 
(1965) (1977) 

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER SERVICES 
1. Pre-investment and feasibility 4 1 

feasibility study 

2. Design and Engineering 
Services 
- Process Design 3 1 
- Detailed Design 3 3 
- Building and other Design 4 4 

3. Capital Goods Prod~ction 3 3 

4. Plant Construction 

- Civil Engineering 3 3 
- Installation 3 3 
- Testing, Start-up, etc 3 3 

TECHNO-MANAGERIAL DECISION 
MAKING SERVICES 
1. Defining the terms of 4 1 

reference- for any particular 
stage in the transformation 
process 

2. Identifying and deciding 3 2 
upon the agents 

3. Negotiation and acceptance of 1 2 
terms 

4. Monitoring and evaluation 4 1 
and acceptance of output 

CODES: 1: From within the company, 2: jointly between company 
personnel and contractor, 3: by contractor, 4: information 
not available. 
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U.K. (Fertilizer Company B) 

During the 1950s and 1960s, this company invested in 

a succession of new plants: two Sulphuric Acid plants, 

one Phosphoric Acid plant, and one Monoammonium Phosphate 

(compound fertilizer) plant. Available information 

about the sourcing of technological inputs for these 

plants is not as detailed as in the case of Company A, 

but the rough outline of what was involved is reasonably 

clear. 

The first Sulphuric Acid plant was constructed in 1955. 

During the construction of the plant none of the technology -

transforming services was supplied from within the company. 

Process design, detailed design and procurement services 

were provided by outside firms. Feasibility study, civil. 

engineering design and installation, commissioning and 

start-up were however, carried out jointly by the company 

personnel and the contractor. 

The Phosphoric Acid plant was constructed in 1956. 

As with the Sulphuric Acid plant, none of the technology--

transforming services were provided independently from 

within the company. All the design services and 

procurement service were provided by outside firms. 

Only the feasibility study and installation, commissioning 

and start-up services were provided jointly with outside 

con tractor. , 

The Mono-Ammonium Phosphate plant (MAP) was constructed 
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in 1963. In this case most of the technology transforming 

services, i.e. feasibility study, design and engineering 

and procurement services were provided from within the 

company. Plant erection, commissioning and start-up 

se~vices were provided jointly by the company and the 

contractor. Only the capital goods production was carried 

out by the outside firms. 

The second Sulphuric Acid plant was constructed in 1964, 

only a year after the constructi.on of the MAP plant. But 

as in the Sulphuric Acid plant No.1 and the Phosphoric Acid 

plant,. none of the required services were provided '. 

independently from within the company. Process design, 

procurement,. and capital goods production was carried 

out exclusively by outside resources. Again, however, 

feasibility study, civil engineering design, and 

installation and commissioning services were provided 

jointly with the outside contractor. 

Table 2.4 summarizes this information about the different 

patterns of input sourcing for these investment projects. 

As with Company A, there was a radical shift in the degree 

of dependence on exte·rnal sources between the first two 

plants in the mid 1950s, and the third one in the early 

1960s. The reversal of ~is trend in the case of the second 

Sulphuric Acid plant was also very marked. It is not 

clear why this occurred, but discussions with the company 

suggested two issues which were important - (i) that 

the company's own technological resources were heavily 
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TABLE 2.4:SERVICES PROVIDED BY DIFFERENT PARTIES DURING THE CONSTRUCTION OF 

NEW CHEMICAL AND FERTILIZER PLANTS(UK COMPANY B) 

Pre-Investment and feasibility 
Studies 

Design and Engineering Services 

Process Design 

- Detailed Design 

- Civil Engineering 

Capital Goods Production 

Procurement Services 

Plant Construction 

- Installation, Commissioning 
and Start-up 

CODES: 

Sulphuric Acid 
Plant No.1 
(1955) 

2 

3 
3 
2 

3 

3 

2 

Phosphoric Acid 
Plant (1956) 

2 

3 
3 
3 

3 

3 

2 

Mono-Ammonium 
Phosphate 
(1963 

1-

1 
1 
1 

3 

1 

2 

1. From within the company; 12. Jointly between the contractor and the company. 3. Contractor; 

Sulphuric Acid 
Plant No.2 
(1964) 

2 

3 
3 
2 

3 

3 

2 
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engaged in dealing with the Mono-Ammonium Phosphate 

plant, the design and construction of w~ich overlapped 

with the period of design and construction of the 

second Sulphuric Acid plant, and (ii) that the process and 

equipment for the Sulphuric Acid plant was so much 

standardized that it was cheaper to buy from outside 

sources. 

This company also undertook a number of substantial 

investment projects to modify and expand its plants 

after they had been built. Some information is available 

about the sourcing of inputs for three of these projects.: 

1. Replacement of Acid Coolers of the first Sulphuric 

Acid plant ( 1981 ) 

2. Replacement of Acid Coolers of the Second Sulphuric 

Acid plant (1979) 

3. Installation of new reaction vessel in the Phosphoric 

Acid plant (1982) 

Table 2 • 5 summarizes this information. From this it 

is clear that the company itself played a major role in· 

these projects. In particular,it effectively controlled 

both (i) what was done (by carrying out its feasibility 

and related studies), and1 (ii) who did it (by carrying 

out its own selection of equipment and procurement 

activities). The capital goods were produced by outside 

suppliers, but again the company's own personnel 
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TABLE 2.5: SERVICES PROVIDED BY DIFFERENT PARTIES DURING 
INVESTMENT PROJECTS IN EXISTING PLANTS 
(UK COMPANY B) 

Feasibility Study 

Machinery Selection 

Production of 
Capital Goods 

Installation and 
Start-up 

CODES: 

sulphuric Acid 
Plant No. 1 

Replacement of 
Coolers 

1 

1 

3 

2 

Sulphuric Acid 
Plant No. 2 
Replacement of 
Coolers 

1 

1 

3 

2. 

Phosphoric 
Acid Plant 
Installation of a 
new vertical 
Vessel 

1 

1 

3 

2 

1. Services provided from within the company 
2. Services provided jointly by the company and outside sources 
3. Services provided from outside sources 
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participated actively at the stage of installation and 

start-up. 

The U.K. Paper Mills (Technical change projects in 
three mills) 

Mill 1 

Information on two technical change projects was available: 

1. Rebuilding of paper machine No.1 (1980), and 

2. Installation of computer control production 

system (1978-80) 

During tPe r~building of the paper machine, feasibility 

study and the selection of machinery were carried out 

by the company personnel whereas the installation and 

start-up services were provided jointly with the outside 

contractor. Machinery was also purchased from outside 

sources. 

During the installation of the computer system, only 

the selection of machinery (i.e. computer) was done by 

the company personnel. All other activities related 

to this project were provided by outside sources. 

Mill 2 

Two technical change projects will also be analysed 

here: 

1. Speeding up of the paper machine, and 
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2. Computerization of Boiler operation 

During the speeding up of the paper machine all the 

activities related to the change were carried out by 

the company personnel. On the other hand, in the case 

of the computerization of Boiler operation only the selection 

of machinery was done by the company personnel and all 

the other activities were provided by resources outsied 

the company 

MILL 3 

Three technical change projects will be examined in 

this case: 

1. Use of waste paper in the process (De-inked stock) 

(1967 and 1978) 

2. Speeding up of the paper machine (1960) 

3. Installation of a moisture controller (1979-80) 

During the installation of the De-inking plant (in 

order to use waste paper) and the consequent modifications 

of the preparation plant, most of the technological 

services were provided from the mill's own resources. 

Erection and start-up of the de-inking plant and the 

modified preparation plant were carried out by outside 

contractors but under the mill's supervision. Capital 

goods were supplied by other firms. 

During speeding up of the paper machine, as in the 
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case of mill 1, all the required services were provided 

from within the mill. 

In the case of the installation of the Moisture Controller 

most of the activities were carried out by the manufacturer 

of the system. However, the decisions on technical points 

were taken jointly by the company personnel and the 

supplier of the (computer) system. 

The information about the sourcing of inputs for these 

seven technical change projects is summarized in Table 

2 .6. The degree of 'technological self-reliance' of 

the mill.S: is evident. Most clear is the fact that the 

firms themselves controlled what was done: they carried 

out the feasibility and related studies themselves or 

jointly with the outside suppliers, and they controlled 

all decisions about the selection and procurement of 

equipment-carrying out this activity independently in· 

most cases and jointly in one case only.. Also in nearly 

half of the cases, the firm undertook the final installation 

and commissioning stages either independently or jointly. 

with outside suppliers. In most cases where this was 

not so, the changes involved the installation of specialised 

an~ relatively complex instrumentation (e.g. computer 

control system, or moistu~e control devices). 

These few examples illustrate some simple points about 

the sourcing of technological and techno-managerial 

inputs for investment in new plants or for major technical 
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'l'ABLE 2. 6: 

SERVICES PROVIDED BY DIFFERENT PAR'rIES DURING TECHNICAL CHANGE EVEN'rS IN THE UK PAPER MILLS 

Mill No.1 Mill No.2 Mill No. 3 

Rebuilding Installation Speeding Computari Use of waste Speeding Installation 
of M/C No.1 of computer up of -zation of paper (De inked up of of moisture 

control paper the boiler Stock) paper controller 
system Machine machine 

Feasibility 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 
Study 

Machinery 1 1 1 1 2 
Selection 

Production of 3 3 3 3 3 
~ Capital Goods 

Installation 2 3 1 3 3 1 3 
and cowJDissioning 

CODES: 
1. Servic~s provided from within the company 
2. Services provided jointly by the company and outside finn(s) 
3. Services provided by outside firm(s) 
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change projects in the industries examined in this 

thesis. 

i. In an industriali·zed economy, firms entering 

areas of production and technology which are 

relatively unfamiliar to them many depend very 

heavily on external sources for the inputs needed 

to implement projects for investment in new plants. 

These sources may be external to the national 

economy as well as external to the firm itself. 

ii. In such cases,firms may shift quite rapidly to 

provision of these inputs by their own technological 

iii. 

and techno-managerial capacities. In particular, 

they supply many of the decision making services 

which determine what is done in the projects and 

by whom. This may be associated with the procurement 

of inputs from within the national economy rather 

than from outside it. However, in particular 

situations, firms may choose to organize investment 

projects with ·a greater degree of dependence on 

external sources of inputs, even though capaci~ies 

for internal supply are in principle available. 

For implementing technical change projects after 

plants have been established, firms appear to be 

substantially 'technologically self-reliant'. In 

particular they seem to initiate such projects 

themselves. They define the nature of the problems 

involved and outline and evaluate possible solutions 

,.:i:.-o:' .. -;-"·:.:-;::. --·.-· ••• s • ·_~_.. ·;- • 



by carrying out their own preliminary and feasibility 

studies. They control the select~on and procurement 

of inputs from outside the firm; and they often 

execute, or participate actively in, the installation 

and commissioning of new systems. 

iv. At least with respect to investment in new plants, 

some developing countries have demonstrated 

significant shifts from dependence on input sources 

outside the national econ0my towards a greater 

degree of 'self-reliance'. 

Section 2.2 reviews the extent to which such shifts have 

occurred in the fertilizer and paper industries in 

Bangladesh. This will examine the input sourcing 

patterns in investment projects both for building new 

plants and for undertaking substantial modifications 

or expansion in existing ones. 

·' 
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2.2 CHANGE OVER TIME IN THE DEGREE OF DEPENDENCE 
ON IMPORTED TECHNOLOGY IN THE FERTILIZER AND 
PAPER INDUSTRIES IN BANGLADESH 

This section wi.11 examine the change in the degree of 

dependence on imported technology over-time in the 

two industries studied in this thesis. The use of imported 

technology for two types of projects will be considered 

(a) for investment projects to establish new production 

units, and, (b) those for implementing major modifications 

or expansion in existing plants. The analysis examines 

the transfer arrangements for building four new fertilizer 

plants and two new paper mills, and for implementing 

seven major modification projects (four in the fertilizer 

~lants and the rest in the paper mills). 

Change in the Degree of Dependence During the Investment 
in New Fertilizer Plants 

Although, the pattern of investment in the new fertilizer 

plants was discussed in Chapter 1-, a brief summary of 

the same is presented again in Table 2.7. out of the 

eight plants shown in the Table, necessary information 

was available for only five (i.e. plants 1, 2, 4, 5 and 7), 

and only these five plants will be covered in this 

analysis. I 

Plant 1 

This plant was established by PIDC. A contract was 

siqned between them and a Japanese contractor in May 1958 
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TABLE 2.7: SUMMARY INFORMATION ON INVESTMENT IN FERTILIZER PLANTS IN BANGLADESH 

Plants 

Plant 1 

Year of 
beqining 
construction 

1959 

Plant 2 Sept.1967 

, Plant 3 
TSP I (38) 1966 

TSP II(3b) 1968/69 

Year of 
commercial 
production 

July, 1962 

Sept.1972 

April 1977 

Sept.1974 

Plant 4 Jan.1976 Dec.1981 

Plant 5 July 1980 Dec.1984* 

Plant 6 End of 1982 N.A. 

• Plant 7 End of 1982 End of 1985 

* Expected dates1 + Estimated cost 

Annual Design 
Capacity (MT) 

106,000 

340,000 

32,000 

120,000 

528,000 

95,000 

569,500 

569,000 

Total Investment 
(million Rupees/ 
Taka) 

244.0 

330.0 

75.74 

257.47 

6495.0+ 

3084.45+ 

Not Known 

+ 
6825.0 

Product 

urea 

Principal Contractor 

M/S Kobe Steel Works Ltd 
Japan 

Urea M/S Toyo Engineering 
Corporation, Japan 

Triple Super M/S Techni Chem! and 
Phosphate Impex, France 
(TSP) 

TSP 

Urea 

Urea 

Urea 

Urea 

M/S pitachi Zonsen, Japan 

M/S Foster Wheeler, U.K. 

Jointly by Bangladesh Chemical 
Industrial Corporation (BCIC) 
and Chinese Technical Team 

·swedyards Corpn, Sweden; 
and Holder Topsope, Denmark 

Overseas Firm (not yet selected) 



for the construction of this fertilizer plant. The 

contractor was given the responsibility. to build the 

plant from process design to start-up and commissioning. 

Very limited responsibilities were taken. by PIDC. The 

contract document indicates that responsibilities of 

the contractors and the PIDC (owner) were as follows: 

Contractor's Responsibilities 

1. Performance of soil investigations and surveys 
of the factory site. 

2. Collection of all the necessary data and information 
for the satisfactory designing, construction, 
erection, and operation of the plant. 

3. Submission to the purchaser of all layouts, plans, 
designs, drawings, technical reports and operating 
mannuals prepared for the construction, erection 
and start-up of the.factory. 

4. Supply of all plant machinery, equipment and materials 
necessary for the factory. 

5. Transportation of the plant, machinery, equipment 
and materials from the place of the origin to the 
place of installation and use. 

6. Execution of all civil engineering and building 
works including the construction of the buildings, 
offices, laboratories, change houses, canteens, etc. 
and provision of all utilities such as roads, 
drainages etc. 

7. SeC\lring shipping and transportation, insurance, 
patent rights, and all other rights. 

8. Construction of complete water supply system for 
the factory and the power station. 

I 

9. Erection of machinery and equipment together with 
necessary wiring, piping works and other necessary 
services. 

10. Starting-up of the individual units and the 
whole of the factory. 
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11. Performance of guarantee tests. 

12· Deliver to the purchaser on 'Turn-key' basis, 
a completely constructed, erected.and fully 
commissioned fertilizer factory. 

PIDC was responsible for following activities: 

1. Construction of railway ~iding and heavy duty jetty. 

2. Laying the natural gas pipeline from the gas field 
to the specified point in the facto.ry site. 

3. Supply of consumable materials required during 
the construction and start-up of the plant. 

4. Furnishing office and accomodation for the contractor. 

5. Construction of the drainage outside the factory. 

From the examination of these listed responsibilities, 

it is clear that almost all the technology transforming 

services were provided by· the contractor. Services 

provided by PIDC were mostly civil engineering in nature 

and were outside the scope of the 'core' plant itself. 

Laying the pipeline from the gas field to the site was 

the most complex task performed by local resources. 

Information is not available about who performed the 

preinvestment and feasibility studies. However, in 

the 1960s most major feasibility studies were contracted 

out to foreign. consultants, 1 and that was probably so 

in this case. As the overall responsibility for 

constructing the plant wa~ with the contractor, it is 

probable that the main managerial decision-making services 

were also provided by them. The responsibilities of 

1. See BIDC, BIDC in Figures, 1972. 



PIDC may have involved selection of the contractor 

at the begining, but this may well have been largely 

pre-determined by· the preliminary studies (or by the 

foreign source of finance 2). The PIDC executives were 

required to approve drafts of tenders for civil engineering 

works, but these were prepared by the main contractor. 

Final selection of the local civil engineering sub-

contractors involved the participation of PICC staff, but 

even here the main contractor played a major role. 

In effect, then, the PICC purchased and took over a 

'ready-made' plant after commissioning and the guarantee 

tests. Local technological and techno-managerial resources 

played very little part in the activities which brought 

that plant into use. 

Plant 2 

This plant was established by EPICC. A contract was 

signed with a Japanese contractor in September 1967 

for the construction of the plant. As in the case of 

plant 1, the contractor was given the overall responsibility 

to build the plant. From the contract document, 

responsibilities of the contractor and of the EPICC 

are listed below: 

2. See Malawa (1983) for an example of the way in 

which finance-sourcing may influence technology sourcing -

in this case in the Tanzanian Textile Industry. 
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Contractor's Responsibilities 

1. Collection of all necessary data and satisfactory 
information for the design, construction, erection 
and operation of the factory. 

2. Submission to the buyer of all layouts, plans, 
drawings, technical reports, operating manuals 
and necessary drawings and documents. 

3. Transportation of the equipment from the place 
of origin to the factory area. 

4. Execution of all civil engineering works including 
all foundations and sub-structures, the construction 
and erection of the factory buildings, offices, 
laboratories, change house.s, warehouses and storages, 
control rooms, canteen, etc. and the provision of 
all utilities such as roads, drainages, etc. 

5. Construction of a complete water supply system 
for the factory. 

6. Starting-up of individual units and the whole 
of the factory. 

7. Performance of guarantee tests. 

8. Transfer of the completely constructed and fully 
commissioned factory on a 'Turn key' basis to 
the buyer. 

Responsibilities of EPIDC were limited to the following: 

1. Construction of the railway sidings, heavy duty 
roads and jetty. 

2. Supply of natural gas. 

3.. Supply of consumable materials during construction, 

4. Providing housing accomodation to (overseas) 
contractor's personnel. 

I 

S. Building a housing colony for the employees. 

6. Making arrangements for the provision of sufficient 
supply of 'suitable' skilled and unskilled labour 
required for the execution and completion of 
construction work. 
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The listing of responsibilities indicates a very similar 

pattern to that involved in constructing the first plant 

about ten years earlier. With the exception of the 

pre~investment and feasibilities studies (again probably 
' . 

conducted by overseas consulting firms), all the 

technology transforming services were provided by the 

contractor. Services provided by EPIDC were limited 

to the peripheral civil engineering and construction 

areas - although EPIDC was responsible in this case 

for ensuring a supply of skilled labour for the 

construction work. 

Again, from the design stage onwards, all the decision 

making services were provided by the contractor. 

Whether EPIDC played a significant role in identifying 

and selecting that contractor in the first place is 

not clear. With a minor 'approving' responsibility 

from that stage on, the role of EPIDC was limited to 

taking over the plant after commissioning and guarantee 

tests. 

Plant 4 

The government of Bangladesh created a separate limited 

company for the execution of this project. This company 

was headed by a Managing Director (who was responsible 

to the Ministry of Industries). Senior executives and 

engineers were mostly drawn from the two existing 

fertilizer plants. 
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The nature of execution of this project was different 

from those in the earlier plants. In this case a 

'general contractor' was engaged (from the U.K.) to 

provide specified services on agreed terms and conditions. 

The responsibility of the General Contractor was as 

follows: 

1. Overall coordination of the project' to effect 
implementation within budget and schedule. 

Coordination of desi.gn of different units, 
utility balances, layout of the overall 
project, and s~art-up and normal emergency 
shutdown of the project. 

2. Design Services: 

Process, engineering and detailed design 
including specific studies (where noted) 
and any other studies required for economic 
implementation of the project. 

3. Procurement Services: 

Preparation of specification and requisition 
for all equipment, sub-contracts, materials, 
etc. 

Procurement management: purchasing, expediting, 
inspection and shipping. 

4. Construction Management: 

Provision of cons.truction management 
(excluding vendors representatives) for 
erection of the entire project. 

5. Start-up Services: 

Providing operating staff and arranging 
for attendance vendors' and process 
licensors' representatives for start-up 
of the project. 

Direction and supervision of the start-up. 

6. Documentation: 

!.!C&i&k@J.,.Al4MJI S. 

Supplying lists of all documents including 
vendors drawings. 
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Supplying all drawings, documents and necessary 
information to enable the project to be erected 
and started up and subsequently to allow 
owner to operate and maintain the project. 

In effect the general contractor was required to provide 

all project management, design, procurement, construction 

management, start-up and operating assistance, and other 

services required for building a complete~y operatable aQd 

reliable plant capable of producing the designed quality 

and quantity of product. 

The responsibilities of the local executing company 

were limited to the following activities: 

1. Providing approvals/disapprovals to the 
contractor with respect to 

a. Design and Engineering 

b. Purchases and sub-contractors 

2. Supply of materials necessary for production: 

- Natural Gas 
- Electricity (for start-up) 
- All other materials and operating and maintenance 

supplies for the production of ammonia and urea. 

3. Construction of a Housing Colony. 

For the implementation of the project, two overseas 

design and engineering firms were jointly engaged as 

Technical Advisors at the begining of the project 

execution (Feb. 1974). Major tasks performed by the 

Technical Advisors included: 

t. Preparation of tender documents. 
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2.. Assistance during the selection of General 

Contractor and Management Assistance Firm !MAF) , 

3. Review and approval of the General Contractor's 

and Process Sub-Contractor's Design and Engineering 

specifications, etc. of the factory equipment and 

machinery, and 

4. Review of technical and cost evaluation of the 

General Contractor and the Process Sub-Contractor 

(in association with MAF and the owner). 

The tasks of the MAF included primarily providing 

assistance to the owner in respect of management and 

training during implementation and initial operation 

of the plant. The services of one overseas legal firm 

were also hired for assistance during the execution 

of the contract with the general contractor. 

Thus, from the above information, it appears that during 

the establishment of plant 4 almost all the technology 

transforming and a large part of techno-managerial 

services were imported. Techno-managerial services 

concerning selection of the general contractor, defining 

the terms of reference of negotiation, and acceptance 

of terms were provided by the owner. However, about 
I twenty years after the first plant was built,execution 

of these decision making tasks still depended heavily 

on assistance from overseas technical advisors and 

management assistance firms. 
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Plant 5 

As noted earlier, _this plant is under construction 

and is expected to go on stream by the end of 1984. 

The plant is being constructed by the Bangladesh 

.chemical Industries Corporation with Chinese assistance. 

According to the project document, the following technology 

transformation services will be provided by the Chinese 

team: 

1. Feasibility study. 

2. Process design of the production and auxiliary 
sections. 

3. Detailed design of production and auxiliary 
sections. 

4. ~reduction and supply of machinery which have 
been designed by them. 

5. Providing necessary number of engineers and 
technicians to render technical guidance during 
the construction, erection and commissioning 
of the plant. 

Technology transforming services which will be provided 

from within Bangladesh are listed below: 

1. Design of raw water intake system, 33/6 KV 
Electric sub-station, Effluent Drainage System, 
and tele-cornrnunication facilities. 

2. Supplying machinery and equipment which are not 
being supplied by Chinese side (e.g. tanks, steel 
structures, and non-critical items, etc). 

3. Supplying raw materials and fuels. 

4. Carrying out all civil engineering construction. 

S. Erection and commissioning of the plant (under 

the guidance and supervision of the Chinese team) . 
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From the above information on plant 5, it may be observed 

that the responsibilities of the Bangladesh side include 

some independent technology transforming tasks. These 

are: (a) design of a portion of the utility system, and 

(b~ supply of a small proportion (less than 3 per cent 

of the total estimated cost) of machinery, equipment 

and materials. They also have the responsibility for 

erection and commissioning of the plant under the 

guidance and supervision of the Chinese experts. 

The BCIC does have overall formal responsibility 

for the execution of the project. However, with the 

Chinese suppliers responsible for all steps from 

feasibility study through to the supply of all equipment 

· (and supervision of construction, etci it is evident that those. 

suppliers have detailed practical responsibility for the 

main decisions involved in building the plant. 

Nevertheless, there is one significant difference 

between this plant and the previous ones. There is very 

substantial participation by BCIC staff in these decision-

making processes. Bangladesh managers and engineers 

are constantly engaged in detailed discussions with 

the Chinese about the technical definition of the plant, 

about sources of major inputs, about progress and adequacy 
.1 

of specifications and work completed. This participation. 

in managing the technological dimension of the· project 

is so siqnif icant that many of the Bangladesh staff 

involved indicated that they are not merely 'observers' 
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or formal 'approvers', they play an active role in 

actually determining what is done and how it is done. 

Plant 7 

This plant is at the very early stage of its construction. 

The BCIC has created a private limited company (called 

CUFL) for the execution of the project. The information· 

which is presented below is based on the author's 

interview with the General Manager of CUFL in August 

1981 and the published information in one of the daily 

newspapers while inviting applications for pre-qualification 

of 'General Contractors•. 1 Accqrding to these sources 

the General Contractor will have the following 

responsibilities: 

1. Provision of: 

2. 

3. 

4. 

- Process Licences 
- Basic and Detailed Engineering 
- Procurement services in respect of equipments 

and materials 
- Supervision of construction and erection 
- Commissioning and start-up 

To function as construction and engineering managers 
for the entire project. 

To bear overall responsibility for timely 
completion of the project. 

Meeting the specified production and guarantee. 

1. The Bangladesh. Observer, June 25, 1981. 
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From the interview with the General Manager and the 

information contained in the pre-qualification notice 

it was understood ·that the CUFL had already engaged 

an overseas Technical Advisor for assistance during 

the selection of a General Contractor. From these 
. . 

sources it was also understood that the responsibilities 

of CUFL would be very much similar to those in the case 

of plant 4 - (a) providing approvals/disapprovals to 

the contractor with respect to Design and Engineering, 

and purchases and sub-contractors; (b) supply of materials 

necessary for production: and, (c) construction of the 

housing colony for the project. 

As with all the previous plants, it appears that all 

the main technology transforming services and the main 

items of capital embodied technology will be imported 

for this plant. The pattern of responsibility for 

decision-making seems likely to be much more like 

that in the case of plant 4 than plant 5. CUFL has 

already engaged an overseas technical advisor to 

provide assistance during the selection of the general 

contractor. The latter will be responsible for virtually 

all the decision making tasks from initial design through 

to handing over the plant. Within this, CUFL will 
·' 

have formal responsibility for 'approving' the contractor's 

proposals with respect to design and engineering, 

purchasing and sub-contracting. Discussions indicated 

that this participation in decision making will be 

much less active than in the case of plant 5. 
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Table 2.8 bUmmarizes the information on the sources 

of technological and techno-managerial inputs for 

investment in the -five fertilizer plants in Bangladesh. 

From this and the previous discussions, it is clear 

that there has been only a very limited shift towards 

the local supply of these inputs over a period of 

about twenty-five years and through a series of eight 

plants. There was no shift at all with respect to the 

main technology transforming tasks (i.e. the various 

stages of design, equipment production, installation, 

commissioning, etc). By the 1980s locally supplied 

inputs of this type were still limited to the peripheral 

civil engineering and infrastructural components of 

the investment projects.· Even the preliminary studies 

were carried out by foreign resources - clearly for the 

projects begun in 1976 and 1980 and probably for others 

as well. Some shift is evident with respect to the 

various decision making services, but this is not 

substantial. Selection of the main contractor for 

the last plant in the series still involved the use of 

imported consultancy services. · For that plant, involvement 

in decision-making from initial design stages through 

to plant commissioning was still to be limited to 

the formalities of 'approving' the decisions proposed 

by the contractor, although, it is not clear whether this 

will still involve the assistance of imported 

consultancy services as in the case of plant 4. 
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TABLE 2.8: SOURCES OF TECHNOLOGY TRANSFORMING AND TECHNO-MANAGERIAL 
SERVICES DURING INVESTMENT IN NEW FERTILIZER PLANTS 
IN BANGLADESH 

Services Plant 1 Plant 2 Plant 4 Plant 5 Plant 7 
(1952) ( 196 7) (1976) (1980) (1982) 

TECHNOLOGY 
TRANSFORMING SERVICES 
1. Pre-investment and 4 4 3 3 4 

feasibility study 
2. Design and . 

Engineering services 
- Process Design 3 3 3 3 3 
- Detailed Design 3 3 3 3 3 

Building and 3 3 3 3 3 
other designs 

3. Capital Goods 3. 3 3 3 3 
Production 

4. Plant Construction 
- Civil Engineering 3 3 3 1 (3} 3 

- Installation, 3 3 3 10) 3 
Testing, 
Commissioning, 
and Start-up 

TECHNO-MANAGERIAL 
DECISION MAKING SERVICES 
SERVICES 
1. Defining the te:rm 3 3 3 (1) 2 3 (1) 

of reference for any 
particular stage in 
the transformation 
process 

2. Identifying and 3 3 3 ( 1) 2 . 3 (1) 
deciding upon the 
aqents 

3. Neqotiation and 3 3 3 (1) 2 3 (1.) 
acceptance of terms 

4. Monitoring and 3 3 3 (1) 2 3 (1) 
Evaluation and 
acceptance of output 

CODES: 

1: From within the economy, 2: jointly between Bangladeshis and 
International Contractor/Consultant, 3: by International Contractor, 
4: information not available. 

1(3): From local sources with supervision/guidence from external 

3 (1) 

UL 

source~. 

Main services by foreign contractor/consultant, 
but with some involvement of Bangladeshis. 
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Within this pattern, plant 5 seems to be exceptional 

in some respects. Local execµtion of t~e main technology 

transforming tasks was a little less peripheral than 

in the other cases - including, for example, design of 

the electrical sub-station, and supply of some 'non-

critical' items of the plant. At the same time, although 

responsibility for decision making is cla~sif ied in 

Table 2.8 as similar to that for plants 4 and 7 (jointly 

carried out by the contractor and client), it is evident 

that there was much more active involvement by Bangladesh 

staff in this case. However, these small steps towards 

increased technological 'self reliance' were not continued, 

or even maintained in the early 1980s. The pattern for 
3 plant 7 (and probably for plant 6 ) marks a step backwards, 

not forwards, from the degree of 'self reliance' attained 

in early 1980s in the case of plant 5. 

Change in the Degree of Dependence During. the Investment 
In New Paper Mills 

The pattern. of investment in paper mills in Bangladesh 

was discussed in chapter 1 , but for ready reference 

a brief summary is presented again in Table 2.9. 

out of the three mills shown in the table,necessary 

·' information was available for only two mills (i.e. 

3. Very li~tle evidence could be obtained about the supply 
of technological and techno-managerial inputs for the 
construction of plant 6. Indications are that the 
pattern will be very similar to plant 7. See for 
example, Nitrogen No. 135, Jan/Feb. 1982, p. 12. 
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TABLE 2.9: SUMMARY INFORMATION ON INVESTMENT IN NEW PAPER MILLS IN BANGLADESH 

Mills Year of Year of Annual De~ign Total Product Principal Contractor 
begining of commercial Capacity {MT) Investment 
construction production {million Rs.) 

Mill l 1952 1953 30,000 112.01 writing, print Not known 
printing and 
wrapping paper 

Mill 2 1957 1959 35,000/54,0002 1453 newsprint, M/S Sandwell and Co. 
mechanical Canada 
print and 
tissue paper 

~ Mill 3 1966 1973 15,000 136.9 writing and R .. 
printing M/S Krauss Maffie, paper 

West Germany 

l. Includes the cost of chemical plants 
2. capacity after expansion in 1965 
3. Includes the cost of expansion 



Mills 2 and 3) and only these two mills will be covered 

in this section. However, available information about 

the sourcing of technological and techno-managerial 

inputs for these mills is much less detailed than for 

the fertilizer plant. 

Mill 2 

This mill was established by PIDC. A contract was 

signed between a Canadian Consultancy Engineering 

Company and the PIDC for the construction of the first 

newsprint mill in Bangladesh. This company was given 

the entire responsibility to build the plant - from 

feasibility study to commissioning of the mill. Due 

to non availability of contract documents, listing of 

responsibilities of the two parties is not possible. 

However, as this was the first newsprint mill in the 

country and from the nature of responsibilities assigned 

to· the overseas . engineering company, it may be argued 

that 100 per cent of the technology transforming and 

techno-managerial decision making.services were imported. 

Mill 3 

This mill was established by EPIDC. Although this was 

the second integrated pulp and paper mill in Bangladesh, 

the pulp mill was different (as this was based on 

bagasse - a new type of fibrous raw material which 

had not been used before). A ('turn-key') contract was. 
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signed between EPIDC and a West German firm for the 

construction of the mill. The firm was given the 

overall responsibility of building the mill (i.e. from 

process design to commissioning). Feasibility study 

for the mill was carried out by a Japanese firm. Again, 

as in the case of mill 2, it may be said that 100 per 

cent of the technological services were· imported during 

the construction of this mill as well. 

This scanty information is adequate to indicate that 

the proportion of local supply of inputs for these 

projects was very low and probably did not change 

over the period 1952-1966. 

The Degree ot Dependence on Imported Technology 
During Investment Projects in Existinq Fertilizer Plants 
and Paper Mills 

This section examines . the sourcing of technological 

inputs during investment project in existing plants/mills. 

SO far,one such project has been implemented (in 

fertilizer plant 1), and six othe~s (one each in 

fertilizer plants 1-3 and paper mills 1-3) are being 

implemented. These seven projects will be examined 

here, 
,I 

Fertilizer Plants 

Plant 1 (Project 1) 

This project was implemented during 1978-79 and involved 
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the following tasks: 

1. About 64 equipment items. SO items of electrical 

eauipment, SO electrical pannels, and S instrument 

pannels were installed replacing old ones. 

2. A large number of valves,. about 5000 were replaced/ 

repaired. 

3. Old pipes and electrical cables were renewed. 

4. The plant was thoroughly overhauled. 

Technological services concerned with carrying out 

technical studies, design and engineering were imported,· 

as were all the capital goods. Installation, commissioning 

and start-up services were provided. jointly by the 

external and. local sources. Techno-managerial decision 

making services were provided by the local sources but 

with assistance from the overseas contractor. 

Plant 1 (Project 2) 

This project is concerned mainly with replacement/repair 

of wornout equipment of ammonia and urea plants, power 

station and other related units. Replacement of 

deteriorated electrical cables and underground water 

pipes are also included. 

Technical studies, design and engineering, and the 

production of capital goods are all being provided by 

foreign technological resources. Also it is apparent 
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that BCIC is being assisted by overseas experts on· 

techno-managerial decision making aspects of the 

project. Installation, commissioning, and start up 

will be undertaken by the local resources but with 

supervision and guidance from the overseas contractor. 

Plant 2 

This project involves repair and modification of some 

of the equipment , replacement of some old items anC!. 

installation of some new ones in the ammonia, ur.ea 

and power plants. 

As in the case of other two projects in plant 1, technical 

studies, design and engineering, and production of capital 

goods will be carried out by foreign resources. As 

indicated in the earlier cases, BCIC will be assisted 

by the overseas contractor on the techno-managerial 

decision making aspects.. Erection, commissioning and 

start up will be carried out by the local resources 

with supervision from the overseas contractor. 

Plant 3· 

This project involves modification of some of the 

equipment, repair and replacement of some and addition 

of some new items. 

As in the previous cases, technical studies, design 

and engineering services and production of capital goods 
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will be imported in this case too. For techno-

managerial decision making, BCIC will be assisted by 

the overseas contractor. Installation. commissioning 

and start-up will be carried out by local resources 

with supervision from overseas exports. 

Paper Mills 

Mill 1 

The objectives of this project include the removal of 

production bottlenecks, increasing equipment efficiency, 

reducing maintenance costs, producing higher grade 

paper, and bringing down production cost. Major 

physical works involved in this project are: 

1. Setting up of new chipper house. 

2. Installation of washing and screening plant. 

3. Modifications of digester blowing system, stock 
preparation system, paper machine drive system, 
and Fibrous Raw Material (FRM) handling system. 

4. 

s. 
6 . 

Reconditioning of S.R.Boiler, Electro-static 
precipitator and roller grinding machine. 

Instrumentation. 

Re-alignment of lime kiln. 

From the project document it is observed that technology 

transforming services like technical studies, engineering 

services, and a large proportion of the capital goods 

production are being imported. All the techno-managerial 
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the consumption of imported chemical pulp has been 

done independently by the technical te~ of the mill 

itself. Installation, commissioning and start-up will 

be carried out by the local staff with supervision from 

external sources. It is also understood from the 

project documents and discussions with the chief engirleer 

and Executive Director of the Mill that some external 

assistance in ~egard to techno-managerial decision 

making services· will be required in implementing the 

project. 

Mill 3 

The objectives of this project are ·to increase the 

production of t~e mill to its desi~n capacity, improve 

the operational efficiency of mach¥1ery and equipment 

and improve the quality of paper. Major physical 

works involveqin this project are: 

1. Install~tion of Roller Grinding Machine. 

2. Commissioning of Surface Sizing Plant. 

3. Revamping of Pulp Mill, -Powe;; Boiler, Turbine 
etc. 

,_ '. ~ 

4. Modificat'ion of Soda Recovecy Plant. 

5. Improvement of Bagasse Handling and Storage 
Syste. · 

6. Maintenance and minor modification of all plants. 

The project document reveals that from amon~st the technology 

transforming services technical studies were carried out 
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b.y foreign resources. A large proportion of the capital 

goods (about 85 per cent of the estimated cost of total 

capital goods required for the project) is imported. The 

rest of the services of this category are provided from 

local resources. Again, however, no significant design 

and engineering tasks are involved in this case. 

As in the case of mill 2, installation, commissioning 

and start-up services will be provided from local 

resources with supervision from overseas erectors/ 

contractors. For the techno-managerial decision 

making services BCIC will also require assistance from 

external sources. 

Tables 2.10 and 2.11 summarize the information presented 

above regarding the sources of technological inputs 

during investment in existing fertilizer plants and 

paper mills respectively. From this a definite pattern 

is observed. In· all the cases, the basic technical 

studies, which defined the scope of technical change 

to be undertaken, were carried out by foreign firms. 

In most of the cases, especially for the fertilizer 

plants, these were the original 'turn-key• contractors 

who had been involved in building the.plants. 

Feasibility assessments, based on these technical 

studies were usually carried out by local staff • 

However, when further design engineering was involved, 

this was carried out, with perhaps one partial exception, 

by foreigh personnel. Civil engineering construction 
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1'1\RJ,E 2 .10: 

SOURCES OF TECllNOLOGY-TRANSFORMING AND 1'ECHNO-Ml\Nl\GERJl\L SERVICES DURING .TNVF.STMF.NT IN 

1'HE EXISTiNG FERTll,17.ER Pl•l\NTS IN 01\NGl,l\DESll 

Services 

TF.(~INOLOGY TRnNSFORHING SERVICES 

I. (al Tec-nical Studies 
(b) Feasibility Studies 

2. Design and Engineering Services 

- Process Design 
- Detailed Design 
- Bulldlng and other designs 

J. Caplhl Goods Production 

4. Plant. Construction 

- Civll EngJ.neering 

- Installation, co111111sst.onlng 
ftnd start-up 

TECllNO-MNnGERinL DF.CISION 
Hl\ICING SERVICES 

l. Defining the terms of reference 

2. Identifying and decidlng upon 
agents 

J. Negotiation and acceptancP. 
of terms 

4. 14onitoring and Evalunt.ion and 
acceptance of output 

From local sourc~s 

rlant No. 
Rehabilitfttlon 
SchP.me 
11970-79) 

3 
]. 

5 
3 
5 

3 

l 
1 (3) 

1(3) 

1 (3) 

1 (3) 

1 (3) 

rroduction 
Improvement 
Programme 
( 1901-

3 
r 

5 
3 
5 

3 

1 
l(J) 

1 (J) 

1(3) 

1 (3) 

1 (3) 

l'lant No.2 
rroductJon 
Improvement 
Progranwne 
(1901-

3 
1 

5 
3 
5 

J 

1 
1 (3) 

1 (3) 

l (3) 

1 (3) 

1 (3) 

Plant No.J 
Produc~ion 

lnt'rovement 
Programme 
(198 l-

3 
1 

5 
3 
5 

3 

1 
1(3) 

1 (3) 

l (3) 

1 (3) 

1(3) 

CODE.Si. l 

2 
3 I 

1 (3) t 
5 ! 

Jointly betwe11n Rangladesht & International Contractor/Consultant 
From Extern;il Sources 
From loca.1 sources wt.th supervlslon/q11ldence from external so1.1rcei< 
SeirvicP nr1t requl r('<i 
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TABLE 2 .11: 

SOURCES OF TECHNOLOGY-TRANSFORMING AND TECHNO-MANAGERIAL 

SERVICES DURING If.l'VESTMENT IN THE EXISTING PAPER MILLS 
IN BANGLADESH 

Services 

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFORMING SERVICES 

1. (a) Technical Studies 
(b) Feasibility Studies 

2. Design and Engineering 
Services 
-Process Design 
-Detailed Design 
-Civil Engineering and 
other design 

3. capital Goods Production 

4. Plant Construction 
-Civil Engineering 
-Installation, commissioning 
and start-up 

TECHNO-MANAGERIAL DECISION 
MAKING SERVICES 

1. Defining the terms of 
reference for any particular 
stage in the transformation 
process 

2. Identifying and deciding 
upon the agents 

3. Negotiation and acceptance 
of terms 

·' 
4. Monitoring, evaluation, and 

acceptance of output 

CODES: 

Mill 1 
(1981-

3 
1 

5 
5 
3 

1 
1 (3) 

2 

2 

' 2 

2 

Mill 2 
(1981-

3 . 
l 

1 
5 
1 

3 

1 
1(3) 

1 (3) 

1 (3) 

1 (3) 

1 (3) 

Mill 3 
( 1981-

3 
1 

5 
5 
5 

3 

1 
1 (3) 

1(3) 

1 (3) 

1 (3) 

1 (3) 

1: From within the economy, 2: Jointly between Bangladeshis and 
and International Contractor/Consultant, 3: by Intrnational 
Contractor, 4: information not avaiable, 5: service not required 
in the project,1(3): from local sources but with supervision/ 
quidance from external sources. 
* Proportion of locally made capital goods not available. 



was carried out by local resources independently. 

Installation, commissioning and start-up services were 

provided from local resources, but with supervision 

from the overseas contractors'/vendors' representatives. 

Clear evidence was not obtained about responsibility 

for carrying out the various decision making tasks. 

However, it may be argued that the overarl control over 

the 'core' aspects of these projects rested with 

foreign personnel who carried out the initial technical 

studies, carried out the design and engineering when 

needed, and supplied (or organized the supply of) almost 
I 

all the capital goods involved. In most cases, where 

local personnel were involved in aspects of decision-

making, this usually seems to have also involved 

supervision, guidance or assistance from external 

sources. 

All these major technical change projects in existing 

plants and mills occurred over a very short period, and 

in principle can indicate very little about change over 

time. However, the very low level of local involvement· 

in these projects in the early 1980s indicates that there had 

been no significant shift towards 'technological self-

reliance' • Not only were,1few of the 'core' technology 

transforming tasks carried out by local resources, but 

the low level of independent involvement in the decision 

making tasks indicates that Bangladesh was not in ful1 

control over what was done. This is in contrast with 
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what was observed in the technical change projects in 

the U.K. fertilizer and paper companies. 

2.3 SUMMARY 

The examination of the pattern of sourcing of technological 

and techno-managerial inputs for the construction of new 

fertilizer plants and paper mills in Bangladesh indicated 

that no significant shift towards 'technological 

self-reliance' took place over twenty-five years. 

Almost all the techpology transforming services are 

still being imported,but some degree of participation 

! 
" 

in the techno-managerial decision-making process has, 

however, been observed in the case of the plants 

constructed during the late 1970s and early 1980s. 

This observation contrasts quite markedly with the 

information orP.sented in secrion 2.1 about the dynamic 

pattern of growing 'technological self-reliance' in Brazil, 

Korea, India and the U.K. (especially Company A). 

Moreover, the progress towards increased technological 

self-reliance demonstrated in these later plants does 

not seem to have been maintained through the 1980s. 

The last fertilizer plant in the series exami~ed showed 

a reversal to greater dependence on imported technological 

inputs. 

From the analysis of the projects relating to the 
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implementation of technical change, no significant 

shift towards 'technological self-reliance' has also 

been found. Bangladesh staff were dependent on foreign 

resources for the preparation of the initial technical 

reports which identified the scope of the projects. 

The techno-managerial decision making services for the 

projects examined were also not being provided independently. 

Thus, by the early 1980s, BCIC was not in full independent 

control of what was done and who did it. This observation 

is in contrast with what was observed in the technical 

change projects in the U.K. fertilizer and paper companies. 

In all the seven U.K. cases, it was found that the 

companies thems<"lves were in control of these key issues 

about the n~ture of technical change and about the 

sourcing of inputs needed to implement these changes. 

They achieved this mainly by conducting their own 

technical and feasibility studies and by using their 

own managerial and engineering resources to take the 

key decisions. 

The proportion of the foreign exchange costs within the 

total project cost for an investment project provides 

a rough indication of degree of dependence of the 

importing economy on imported technological and techno-

managerial inputs from external sources. Table 2.11 

presents the total project cost and the proportion of 

foreign exchange costs within that for the investment 

projects discussed in this chapter. From this it is 
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TABLE 2.12: PROPORTION OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE TO THE TOT&. PROJECT 
COST REQUIRED TO IMPORT GOODS AND SERVICES FOR INVESTMENT 

PROJECTS IN BANGLADESH 

Investment Projects Date of Unit Total Proportion 
Investment Project of foreign 

Cost exchange 
(at current (%) 
price) 

New Fertilizer Plants: 

Plant 1 1959 Million Rs. 244 56 

Plant 2 1967 Million Rs. 333 49 

Plant 4 1976 Million US$ 433* 60 

Plant 5 1980 Million Tk. 1747* 54 

Plant 7 1982 Million US$ 455* 64 

New Paper Mills: 

Mill 3 1966 Million Rs. 75 67 

Technical Change 
Projects: 

Fertilizer Plants: 

Plant 1 1982 Million US$ 4.0* 69 

Plant 2 1982 Million US$ 18.2* 69 

Plant 3 1982 Million US$ 16.3* 63 

Paper Mills: 

Mill 1 1979 Million TK • 305.3* 69 

Mill 2 1981" Million Tk. 363.9* 74 

Mill 3 1981 Million Tk. 192.0* 75 

* Estimated costs 
source: Respective Project/Contract Documents. 
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found that the proportion of foreign exchange cost 

in case of the investment in new plants varied between 

49 to 67 per cent .and the proportions appear to be 

increasing over time rather than decreasing. In the 

case of the technical change projects, the proportions 

of foreign exchange were still higher and varied between 

63 and 75 per cent. 

T~ese project cost figures are based on current prices. 

As the price of local inputs for construction has 
4 

increased at a faster rate (about 50 % per year) in 

Bangladesh than the imported capital goods (about 14% 

per year)5 during 1970s, one would have expected to observe 

a falling foreign exchange component (or rising local 

component) within total project costs over time, even 

if the proportion of actual physical inputs remained 

unchanged. In reality the picture is different 

i.e. the proportion of foreign cost within total project 

costs were rising. Although it is not possible to use 

these figures to suggest that the domestic contribution 

of technological and techno-managerial input for investment 

project was, in fact, declining over time, this evidence 

does support the earlier conclusion that there has not 

been any significant shift towards technological self-

reliance over the long 30 year period examined in this 

chapter. 

4. B.B.S., Statistical Year Book of Bangladesh, 1980 
(p. 142) 

5. World Bank, Current Economic Situation and Review 
of the Second Plan, Vol.1, Feb. 1981 (p. 103) 
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CHAPTER THREE 

THE ACCUMULATION OF TECHNOLOGICAL CAPACITY THROUGH 
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER PROJECTS IN BANGLADESH 

This chapter is concerned with the way in which technological 

capacity was accumulated in Bangladesh through the technology 

transfer arrangements associated with investment in new 

plants and mills in the fertilizer and pape~ industries. 

First, it presents a framework for analysing the types of 

skill, knowledge and experience which may be acquired through 

the international transfer of technology (section 3.1). 

Section 3.2.uses this framework to examine the extent to 

which technology transfer in selected investment projects 

contributed to the technological capacity of Bangladesh. 

A summary of the findings of this analysis is presented in 

~ection 3.3. 

3 • 1 THE ACCUMULATION OF TECHNOLO.GICAL CAPACITY THROUGH 
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER PROJECTS : AN ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK 

The previous chapter described the dimension of investment 

as two parallel sequences of technology transforming and 

techno~raanagerial activities. These activities produce 

various kinds of goods (capital embodied technology) and 

services. In some cases~these activities may be carried 

out by the resources of one country in order to implement 

investment in another. In such cases, the 'technology 

transfer' that is involved consists of transfer of goods 

and services that are to be incorporated into the new plant -
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the various flows illustrated in figure 2.1 above. In 

figure 3.1 these flows are aggregated as Flow A. 

However, as discussed by· Bell (1982b), international 

technology transfer projects may also incorporate other 

flows besides this flow of the goods and s~rvices which 

contribute to expanding the production capacity of the 

technology importing economy. These are flows of skill, 

knowledge and experience which add to its technological 

capacity. Farrell (1979) has emphasized the importance of_ 

distinguishing between 'static' and 'dynamic' technology 

in developing countries, and Bell ( 1982·c) makes a corresponding 

distinction within .the set of skills, knowledge and experience 

that may be acquired through transfer projects. This is 

illustrated in Fig. 3.1. Flow B corresponds to Farrel's 

concept of 'static' technology. It includes skills and 

know-how required to operate and maintain the production 

system being established by a technology transfer project. 

Flow C corresponds to Farrel's concept of 'dynamic' technology. 

It includes the skills, knowledge and experience required 

to implement technical change - either by altering the 

particular production system created by a specific transfer 

project, or by investing in further new plants based on 

similar technology. 

At a detailed level, this distinction becomes blurred. 

Some kinds of 'static' (Flow B type) skills and knowledge 

may be indistinguishable from those required to implement 

change. However, at a broad level it is clear that what is 
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Fig.3.1: Illustration of Different-'Flows' in 
International Technology Transfer Projects 

COJNTR'f A COJNTR'f 9 

FLOW A 

Technological Operating 
Capacity Production 

LEGENDS: 

Ft.JYW B System 

' 

: 

Technologica: 
FLOW c Capacity 

Flow A : Technqlogical Services and Capital Goods 
Flow B :·Skill and Knowledge for Operation and Maintenance 
Flow C : Knowledge,Skills and Experience to Manipulate· 

and Change the Production Systems 

Source: Adapted from Bell(l982c),p.6 
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relocated by Flow C is quite different from what is 

relocated by Flow B. It adds to an economy's capacity 

to implement, manage-and control the use of technical 

knowledge for changing production. Flow B adds to a 

capacity to use a specific and technologically 'fixed' 

production system. 

FlowsB and C may be generated in a number of different 

ways, but Bell (1982c) has suggested four kinds of mechanisms 

that will be important for this purpose. With particular 

reference to Flow C, these are briefly examined below: 

a. The Relocation of Technical Information 

Transfer of technical principles, knowledge, 

specifications, etc. may be affected in ~isembodied' 

form. If such transfer takes place, then, these 

will be readily accessible to domestic engineers, 

technicians,and managers. However, this does not 

gurantee that they will constitute an effective 

component of domestic technological capacity. This 

will depend on the extent to which those flows of 

'disembodied' information are absorbed into the stock 

of domestic technological knowledge. 

b. Training 

To contribute to effective absorption of imported 

technical knowledge various forms of training may be 

incorporated into transfer arrangements. It is 
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usually possible to distinguish between types of 

training designed to augment 'static' capacities 

for plant operation and maintenance, and those designed 

to add to more 'dynamic' technological capacities. 

c. Learning-By-Doing 

By carrying out technological and techno-managerial 

tasks involved in investment projects, it is possible 

to acquire both knowledge about the particular 

production system and the skills and experience 

required to carry out these tasks. This is what has 

been described as 'learning-by-doing' in technology 

transfer pro)ects (e.g. Cooper and Maxwell : 1975, 

Cortez : 1976). However, Bell (1982C) emphasises 

that it is important to recognize that learning of 

this type may also be acquired through 'learning-by-

participating' in transfer projects even if that 

participation does not involve full responsibility 

for executing the tasks involved. Opportunities to 

observe others carrying out tasks or to take partial 

responsibility for their execution may generate . 

valuable skills and experience. Such opportunities 

for 'learning-by-iparticipating' may be deliberately 

built into the organization of transfer projects and 

carried out in ways which merge into more formal 

types of training. 

d. Reverse Engineering 

When technical knowledge relating to a production 
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facility is transferred in relatively embodied 

form,and without significant components of training 

and learning, it is often possible to extract the 

underlying knowledge by running the transformation 

process in reverse. By this process substantial 

additions can be made to the domestic stock of technical 

knowledge. However, investment projects may not 

incorporate such arrangements for augmenting the 

technological capacity of the importing society. 

The analysis in section 3.2 seeks to identify the relative 

significance of Type B and Type C flows of skill, knowledge 

and experience generated by international technology transfer 

within investment projects which established new plants 

and mills in the fertilizer and paper industries in Bangladesh 
, 

between the 1950s and 1970s. 

3.2 THE ACCUMULATION OF TECHNOLOGICAL CAPACITY IN THE 

FERTILIZER AND PAPER INDUSTRIES IN BANGLADESH THROUGH 

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER PROJECTS 

The main.focus of the analysis in this section will be to 

identify within the total flow of skill, knowledge and 

experience generated by these projects the components 

which added to dynamic technological capacities - the 

capacities to use and transform technical knowledge in order 
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to implement change or to manage the implementation of 

change (i.e. Flow C as discussed in section 3.1). 

Reverse engineering does not seem to have been involved 

in any of the projects examined (and did not seem to 

occur after these projects during the subsequent 

operating phase). Nor has it been possible to identify 

the ways in which disembodied technical information 

was relocated during these projects. The analysis will 

therefore, focus on only two of the mechanisms outlined 

above: explicit training and 'learning-by-doing'. 

However, within the second of these, attention will be 

given mainly to 'learning-by-p~rticipation' rather 

than learning from sole execution of particular tasks. 

As will be evident from the previous chapter, this is 

the only form of 'learning-by-doing' that could have 

been at all significant. Sole execution of particular 

technological or techno-managerial tasks by Bangladesh 

staff was so limited that there could have been little 

or no learning from that kind of doing. 
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The information fo~ this analysis was obtained only 

for investment projects in the fertilizer industry 

(Plants 1, 2, 4, and 5) and for one project in the 

paper industry· (mill 2). This information was obtained 

from two sources: (a) Interviews with managers of 

the plants and mills, and (b) the contract/project 

documents. 

Fertilizer Plant 1 

During the construction of this plant, the 'turn-key' 

contractor provided various types of training for 

Bangladesh staff. Eighty-four engineers, chemists 

and technicians were trained in Japan for periods of 

3-9 months. In addition, about 350 operators and 

technicians were trained in Ba~gladesh. This was 

carried out partly by the engineers and chemists who 

had been trained in Japan, and partly by instructors 

provided by the contractor. 

The nature and purpose of these training activities 

can be indicated by the clause of the contract which 

covered the training issues: 
.I 

"During the effective period of this Contract, 
the Contractor shall at his own cost, give all 
necessary training to the Purchaser's personnel 
selected by the Purchaser with the assistance 
of the Contractor, at the plants and/or workshops 
of the contractor or of his major sub-contractors 
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in Japan, or elsewhere at the factory site as 
the Contractor may deem fit so that the Purchaser's 
personnel may be in a position to maintain arid 
run the Factory satisfactorily." 

The sectionsunderlined in this clause make two points 

clear. First, control over the nature and location 

of training was to be determined not by the PIDC in 

the light of any Bangladesh objectives about manpower 

development. Rather, control over these issues was 

virtually handed over to the contractor. Second, 

the purposes were to enhance 'static' technical capacities~ 

those needed "to maintain and run the factory satisfactorily~ 

The flow of skill and knowledge to be generated within 

the terms of this contract was clea~ly confined to the 

Flow B category discussed in the previous section. 

There is no mention of systematic training in the more 

detailed technical knowledge embodied ~n the plant. 

Nor was there to be training in the skills required to 

use such technical knowledge in order to define and 

implement technical change either by modifying the 

existing plant or by replicating that system (or parts 

of it) for investment in subsequent plants. 

This 'static' nature of the training content of this. 

transfer project is also evident from the characteristics 

of those trained and the functions they carried out 

afterwards. Of the eighty-four staff trained, only 

three were relatively senior technical staff. The 

remaining eighty-one were junior engineers, chemists 
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(designated as Assistant/Sub-Assistant Engineers and 

Chemists) or foremen. Following their training, these 

junior staff were-given responsibilities for direct 

plant operation as heads of sections and departments. 

The same pattern was evident for the more senior engineers. 

One of them, a Chemical Engineer, was appointed a 

Production Manager of the entire plant. Another a 

senior Electrical Engineer was appointed to be head 

of the plant power house. 

After the plant was commissioned, the contractor, as 

part of the original contract, supervised the operation 

of the factory for a period of two years. This involved: 

1. Upkeep and maintenance of the factory 

2. Supervision of factory's operation 

3. Training of technicians and operators. 

The nature of the intended training component of these 

responsibilities has already been indicated, and this 

was evident in practice. There was very little further 

formal training. Those who had been trained in Japan 

and Bangladesh worked under close supervision of the 

Contractor's personnel. Skill and knowledge acquisition 

was largely limited to 'learning-by-doing' within this 

framework, but the 'doing' was exclusively concerned 

with operating and maintaining the plant, and the 

learning derived from that would have been similarly 

restricted. 
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By 1965, most of the contractor's staff had left, 

handing over entire responsibility for the plant to 

local staff - although a small number of the contractor's 

personnel remained for a year or so under a separate 

contract with EPIDC. 

Thus the technology supplier was associated with this 

plant for a period of about seven years (1959-66). 

During this long period, training effort was exclusively 

on operating and maintaining the plant, but formal 

training for these purposes was limited to periods of 

about 3-9 months. Oppurtunities for learning were 

available, but these were restricted to opportunities 

for learning to operate and maintain the plant; and 

apart from the initial short periods overseas, these 

oppurtunities were restricted to experience within 

the particular plant in Bangladesh. No arrangements 

were made to provide learning oppurtunities in the 

form of participation in the evaluation of technical 

Studies, in design engineering, or in capital goods 

production, etc. - either in relation to the construction 

of this or any other plant. Finally, 

of course, local resources played virtually no direct 

or managerial role in the technology transforming 

process which created this plant; so there could 

have been no significant learning from doing those 

kinds of activities. 
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Fertilizer Plant 2 

The training effo~t associated with the technology 

transfer arrangements for constructing this plant 

was significantly different from that involved in 

Plant 1. EPIDC was responsible for both plants, and 

it was decided to use the personnel resources of the 

first to provide training for the staff of the second. 

As a result almost all the technicians and operators 

were trained in Plant 1 by those who has passed through 

the limited training processes outlined above. 

The contractor's responsibilities for training were 

limited to a total of about 30 persons. However, 

thecontract indicated that there was in principle a 

PJSSibility that the training might cover activities 

other than only the operations and maintenance of the 

plant. 

"The SUPPLIER shall train abroad at least 30 
(thirty) of the BUYER'S technical personnel 
in the design, testing, operation and 
maintenance of the FACTORY". (p. 45) 

In practice, the content of the training provided 

was almost entirely limited to operation and 

maintenance. This is evident in two ways. First, 

a further clause in the contract stipulated that: 

" •••• Such training may not exceed 10 (ten) months 
for each person, provided total man-months do 
not exceed 200 months ••..•.. " (p. 45) 
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Thus, there was a maximum upper limit to the duration 

of training that could be provided for any one individual. 

Given the existing low level of technological skills 

in Bangladesh, this effectively ~r.eclud~d the possibility 

·of acquiring the kinds of extensive training that would 

be necessary to develop, for example, detailed knowledge 

of the fundamental technical knowledge incorporated in 

the plant, or to acquire design engineering skills and 

practical experience. 

Second, even within that ten month limit on the duration of 
~raining, very little attention was given to the design and 

testing elements mentioned in the contract. Interviews 

with BCIC executives indicated that the training activities 

undertaken were almost exclusively concerned with the 

operation and maintenance of urea fertilizer plants. 

For example, the contractor arranged for the training 

of three instrument maintenance men in the shops of the 

instrument manufacturer, and fo·r four maintenance 

mechanics in the shops of the compressor manufacturer. 

However, this training was exclusively concerned with 

maintenance and had virtually nothing to do with the 

'design' or 'testing' elements of the contract. 

One possible exception to this pattern is indicated 

in the contract: 

" •••••• the SUPPLIER will utilize the BUYER'S 
trainees in the inspection and ~esting of the 
EQUIPMENT". (p. 4 5) 

However, the contract also indicated that this was a 
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severely constrained opportunity for training/learning. 

It was to be undertaken: 

"To the maximum possible extent as long as such 
training does not interfere with the progress 
of construction". (p. 45) 

Being solely responsible for the "progress of construction" 

and for interpreting "the maximum extent possible", the 

contractor retained full control over what was done to 

enhance local capacities for inspecting and testing 

equipment. It has not been possible to identify what 

(if anything) was actually carried out under this clause 

of the contract. 

In the case of this plant there was not even a possibility 

that further training might be provided by the contractor 

after the plant construction phase. The contractor was 

not engaged in any capacity after final commissioning 

in 1972, and all the contractor's personnel left immediately 

after the guarantee tests. 

Clearly, then, the skills and knowledge acquired dµring 

the technology transfer project we~ limited to the 

'Flow B' category, with the exception of whatever 

training/learning oppurtunities the contractor chose 

to provide in relation to the testing and inspection of 
equipment. Within the B - Type Flow, the 'quality' of what was 

provided to the staff of Plant 2 was heavily dependent 

on the capacities of the staff at Plant 1; and, as 

indicated above, the training provision and learning 
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oppurtunities for those staff had been quite limited 

over the period 1959 to 1966. 

Fertilizer Plant 4 

In some respects, the training activities during the 

construction.of this plant were significantly different 

from those in earlier plants. During the construction 

of this plant three different categories of people 

were trained - {a) middle level engineers .and chemists,. 

{b) operators and technicians, and, {c) plant construction 

staff. In the first category about 150 persons were 

trained both within Bangladesh {about 110) and abroad 

(about 40). Training within Bangladesh was again given 

at fertilizer plant 1 - but in this case by staff who 

were provided by the General Contractor. ·The length 

of the local training periods varied between 3-12 months. 

overseas training was arranged ·in a number of countries 

Austria, Indonesia, Europe, U.S.A. and Japan, and was 

for periods of 4-12 months. 

In the second category about 350/450 operators and 

technicians were trained locally by the general contractor 

at the project site and at other existing plants for 

a period of 3-12 months. ,,In the third category, about 

800 Bangladeshi technicians were trained in Bangladesh 

on plant construction by the general contractor. 

These general features of what was undertaken indicate 
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a much more thorough and p~rposeful approach to 

training within the transfer project. Larger numbers 

were involved, the technology supplier took active 

resp<?nsibility for training in Bangladesh, even when 

carried out in other existing plants, and the diversity 

of training effort· was greater4 This thorough and 

purposeful effort is indicated in the contract: 

"The contractor shall designate a person responsible 
for the co-ordination of training of owner's staff. 
He will be resident in Bangladesh for a minimum of 
one (1) year before Mechanical Acceptance. He 
shall have prepared an overall training programme 
for owner's approval concerning training of 
personnel in contractor(s) offices(s), vendors 
shops operating plants using similar processes, 
and at the project site". (p. 12-13) 

This seems to mark a distinct shift from the pattern 

in the earlier plants.. Responsibility for training 

is clearly defined, it is to be taken up in Bangladesh 

at least a year before completion, and a diversity of 

training locations is specified rather than being left 

totally open to the discretion of the technology supplier. 

Still, however, AFCC (the Bangladesh company managing 

the project) is relatively passive - the training plan 

is prepared by the general contractor and merely 

approved by the owner. 

I 

Details of the training provided to plant construction 

staff could not be obtained However, it is clear that 

a combination of formal training and oppurtunities 

for learning-by-doing were involved. The analysis in 
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the rest of the section refers to the first two categories 

of training discussed above. 

The nature a~d objectives of the operator's training 

were.clearly spelled out in the contract document; In the 

case of the Ammonia unit operators, urea unit 

operators and utility operators the document records 

the nature of the tasks to be performed: · 

" assisting in day-to-day operations, including 
start up, shut down, change in rate, preparation 
for tum-around, operational analysis, efficiency 
calculations and optimization of performance and 
such other operating procedures as are necessary 
to qualify them as supervisors for the new 
facility". (pp. 13, 14) 

From the above clause it may be observed that the 

objectives of the training of these operators are to 

transfer sufficient skill, knowledge and experience 

to be able to operate the plant and monitor the 

efficiency of operation satisf~ctorily. 

The objectives of the training of the maintenance staff 

are spelled out clearly in the contract document: 

"observing and assisting in the production and 
assembly of all centrifugal compressors, pumps, 
and/or turbines in the manufacturer's shops, 
including final assembly, testing, inspection 
procedures, running and operating clearances, 
setting, balancing procedures, critical speed 
determination and such other procedures, including 
field installatiomand assembly that will assure 
reasonable competence in over-hauling_and maintaining 
this equipment•. (p. 14) 

From this it may be observed that the objective goes 



beyond the usual notion of maintenance. Skill and 

knowledge about overhauling the equipment was also 

to be transferred· in addition to normal day-today 

maintenance skills. 

In the case of training of the instrument maintenance 

staff a further shift from the day-to-day maintenance 

aspect is observed. The part of the appropriate 

clause reads: 

"This training shall include primary, intermediate, 
advanced and special training in instrument service, 
calibration and repair equal to that offered by 
major international instrument manufacturers. These 
personnel will be made available after training to 
assist in the installation of instruments in the 
new plant". (p. 15) 

Thus, it may be seen that some opportunities for 

learning·by-participating in the installation, and not 

merely the use, of instruments were to be provided. 

Another interesting aspect of this training programme 

is that the trained maintenance engineers ·were required 

to develop sufficient skill and knowledge to 

be able to comment on spare parts recommendations, and 

su~sequently to take over the entire responsibility of 

the spare parts management. 

This information makes it clear that a substantial 

effort was made in this project in the mid 1970s to 

develop more than the bare minimum of skills and 

expertise needed to operate and maintain the plant. 
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It is also clear that almost all these efforts were 

confined to generating skills and knowledge in the 

Flow B category. _Except for the involvement in 

instrument installation, the objective-was to assure 

efficient operation and maintenance of the new facility. 

Even that exception seems to have had that primary 

objective, though there may have been a 'spin-off' 

acquisition of knowledge and skill that might be used 

for subsequent activities concerned with technical 

change - either in the particular plant itself or 

through subsequent projects for investment in new 

plants. 

However, there was one element of the training 

arrangements which went beyond these limitations. 

The overall plan for the project included two other 

training arrangements: 

(a) It was planned to station at least eight 

Bangladeshi engineers at the design off ices 

of the general contractor and some of the sub-

contractors. The purpose of this was allow 

local engineers to participate to some extent 

in the design process, and to be involved 

in the review and approval of sub-contracted 

elements, etc. Although the review and approval 

role was to be carried out with the assistance 

of the technical advisors, this arrangement 

potentially opened up opportunities to participate 
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in, and learn about, important phases of the 

technology transformation process. 

In practice, however, only two engineers (one 

senior and one jun~or) were sent to the contractor's 

office in the O.K. This had nothing to do with 

restrictions on the part of the technology supplier. 

For various reasons AFCC was unable to meet the 

full quota of eight engineers for secondment -

they could only provide two. 

(b) It was also planned to send a number of Bangladeshi 

engineers to the contractor's office to participate 

in the procurement process. Although it is not 

clear how many staff were to be included, it is 

evident that the arrangement allowed for more 

than the number sent: two again. The difference 

between possibility and practice resulted from 

the inability of the AFCC to send more, not from 

constraints set by the technology supplier. 

Within this transfer project there were, then, 

opportunities for substantial learning by participating 

in two aspects of the plant construction process - design 

and the management of procurement. If fully exploited, 

those opportunities could have added significantly to 

the dynamic technological capabilities in Bangladesh 

relating to the fertilizer industry. The project 

would have generated a significant 'Type C' flow of 
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knowledge, skill and experience, which could have been 

used to play a larger role in subsequent investment 

projects. In effect, Bangladesh failed to take full 

advantage of this op~ortunity, and the magnitude of the 

'Type C' flow associated with this transfer project 

was limited to what was learned by the four persons 

(three engineers and one generalist) involved. This 

flow must have been substantially smaller than it might 

have been. 

Nevertheless, there were probably other opportunities 

for acquiring elements of 'dynamic' knowledge and 

experience, and perhaps particularly in the area of 

techno-managerial capacities. For example, during 

the implementation of the project Bangladesh executives 

were actively involved in the management of the project. 

Although responsibilities lay formally with the general 

contractor, involvement of Bangladesh executives were 

necessary at almost every stage. for consultation, 

approval, progress monitoring and the like. Although 

these activities were carried out with assistance 

from the Technical Advisors and Management 

Assistance Firm {MAF), some experience was almost 

certainly gathered by the Bangladeshi engineers and 

managers. 

Thus it is evident that during the construction of the 

plant, which came on stream in early 1982, the 'quantity' 

and 'qualitity' of 'Flow B' skills and knowledge were 

probably substantially greater than in either of the first 
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two projects. ·In addition, significant elements of 

'dynamic' knowledge and experience were also acquired. 

However, the magnitude of this 'Type C' flow was 

probably far less than the available oppurtunities 

allowed. 

These features of the training and learning processes 

of plant 4 relate to the construction phase. The MAF 

has been engaged to assist AFCC/BCIC with plant management 

for three years after commissioning. This management 

contract also involves some training elements, but it 

has not been possible to obtain details about this· 

Fertilizer Plant 5 

This plant is still under construction and it has been 

possible to obtain only limited access to available 

documents about the training components of the project. 

The review of skill and knowledge acquisition is necessarily 

less detailed than for the previous plants. 

The project document reveals that about 60 personnel 

will be trained in China for periods of 3-6 months. 

In addition about 450 people will be trained in Bangladesh 

over a three years period. Some of these staff who will 

receive training in China will then be responsible for 

the local training, but it is not clear whether 

external resources will be employed (as in the cases 

of plants 1 and 4) or whether local training will be 
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~arried out solely by local staff (as in the case of 

?lant 2 )_. 

~s with plant 4, the scope of the overseas training 

will be wider than in the case of plants 1 and 2, but 

will cover different types of skill and knowledge. 

Staff will be trained in plant erection and commissioning, 

and not only for plant operation and maintenance. 

Following this overseas training, the staff will be 

employed in the construction and commissioning of the 

?lant. Some of the 450 staff to be trained in 

3angladesh will also pass through this two-stage process 

of training in erection and commissioning skills 

followed by extensive opportunities to acquire experience 

(learning-by-doing). 

Experience will also be provided in carrying out one 

other part of the overall technology transformation 

?rocess involved in creating a new plant. In that 

process technical knowledge is transferred and embodied 

in physical equipment (by design engineering, construction, 

erection, ~tc.), in ~eople (by various forms of training), 

and ~ in documentation which codifies the procedures 

for operation, maintenance and so forth. In the case 

of this plant, Bangladesh staff will be engaged in the 

preparation of the operation and maintenance 

mannuals. This provides not only an opportunity to 

learn about that task itself, but to learn sytematically 

about the overall technical principles involved in the 
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plant. Thus increased knowledge and skill for efficient 

operation is likely to be generated, along with experience 

in carrying out part of the overall process of creating 

a new fertilizer plant - a combination of 'Type B' and 

'Type C' flows of knowledge, skill and experience. 

In this case there appears not to have been an element 

of training/learning concerned with detail design 

engineering and procurement (as was the case with 

plant 4). However, as noted in·the previous chapter, 

local staff are to participate in significant ways in 

many of the techno-managerial tasks involved in building 

the plant. These learning opportunities should provide 

further elements of 'Type C' experience. 

Thus, as in the case of plant 4, it is clear that the 

skills, knowledge and experience which will be acquired 

during this technology transfer project will not be 

limited only to those in the 'Flow B' category. Beyond 

that, through both formalized training and various kinds 

of opportunities for learning, some elements of more 

'dynamic' technological capacity will be acquired. 

Paper Mill 2 

During the construction of this mill five chemists and 

engineers were trained in Canada by the principal contractor 

for periods of 3-6 months. In addition to this overseas 

training, 70 engineers, chemists and technicians were 
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trained within Bangladesh. Responsibility for training 

the Bangladesh staff lay fully with the contractor. 

Both the overseas and the local training were focussed 

on maintaining and running the mill. After the mill 

was commissioned, the contractor was awarded a five 

year contract to maintain and run the mill. Throughout 

this five year period, all the seventy Bangladeshi 

staff were being given on-the-job training (called 

understudy) by the contractor's. personnel. This provided 

Some scope for learning-by-doing, but that was 

largely limited to the static skills and knowledge for 

operation and maintenance (i.e.'Flow B' type skills 

and knowledge) • 

During the five-year operating contract, the original 

technology supplier was.also engaged to implement 

the expansion of the mill (installation of the third 

paper machine) • Local staff may have acquired some 

experience of the tasks involved in this mill expansion 

project but no information could be obtained about the 

degree and nature of local parti~ipation. 

During the implementation of the initial project no 

significant role was played by the Bangladeshi staff 

in the technology transforming and techno-

managerial tasks· Therefore, learning from this 

kind of doing was almost certainly insignificant. 
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Clearly, then, the skills and knowledge acquired 

during the technology transfer project was limited to 

'Flow B' type, wi~h a partial possible exception at 

the time of the implementation of the expansion project 

3.3 SUMMARY 

Table 3.1 summarizes the information involved in this 

chapter. Type C flows of skills and knowledge within 

technology transfer arrangements were associated with 

only two of the projects. These concerned investment 

in fertilizer plants that were constructed after the 

mid 1970s. Although information on this issue about 

plants 3(a) and 3(b) [TSP I and TSP II] is very limited. 

The pattern in these cases seem to have been very 

similar to that of plants 1&2 - the transfer of skill 

and knowledge only of the 'static' (Type B) category. 

Similarly, the pattern associated with paper mill 2 

seems to characterize all the investment projects in 

that industry. Thus it seems reasonable to conclude 

that until the late 1970s, the fertilizer and paper 

industries were developed on the basis of technology 

transfer projects which added virtually nothing to the 

dynamic technological and techno-managerial capacities 

of the industries. 

No systematic strategy for the acquisition of Type C 

skills and knowledge seerrsto lie behind the appearance 

of these elements in the two later fertilizer plant 
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during the technology transfer project was limited to 
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and knowledge only of the 'static' (Type B) category. 

Similarly, the pattern associated with paper mill 2 

seems to characterize all the investment projects in 

that industry. Thus it seems reasonable to conclude 

that until the late 1970s, the fertilizer and paper 

industries were developed on the basis of· technology 

transfer projects which added virtually nothing to the 

dynamic technological and techno-managerial capacities 

of the industries. 

No systematic strategy for the acquisition of Type C 
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of these elements in the two later fertilizer plant 
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TABLE 3 • 1 : SUMMARY OF FLOWS OF KNOWLEDGE SKILLS ETC DURING THE TECHNOLOGY 'l'RANSFER 

PROJECTS IN BANGLADESH 

Overseas Training Local Training 
Plants 

Number Type 

Fertilizer 
Plants: 

Plant 1 84 OP,MNT 

Plant 2 37 OP,MNT 

Plant 4 32 OP,MNT 

4 MNT/INS 

4 DG and PROC 

Plant 5 60 ER,COM 
OP,MNT 

Paper Mills 

Mill 2 5 OP,MNT 

Duration 
(MOnths) 

3-9 

10 (max) 

4-12 

12 

12 

3-6 

3-6 

Number 

350 

N.A. 

110
1 

350/4501 

800 

400/450 

70 

Type 

OP,MNT 

N.A. 

OP,MNT 
OP,MNT 

CONS 

COM,OP, 
MNT 

OP,MNT 
(understudy) 

1. Includes people of supervisory and managerial positions 
2. Operators and technicians (approximate number) 

Legends: OP - Operation; MNT - Maintenance; CONS - Construction 
INS -.I~stallation~--~ - Erection; CM - Commissioning. 

DG Design PROC Procurement 

Duration 

3-6 

N.A • 

3-6 
3-12 

3-6 

over three 
years 

Over five 
years 

Cowmen ts 
Flow B/Flow C 

Flow B only 

Flow B only 

Flow B only 

Component of Flow C 
Component of Flow C 

Flow C 

Flow B + Component of Flow C 

Flow B only 
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projects. What was acquir.ed in the two cases differed 

significantly: design procurement and plant erection 

skills in one case; erection and commissioning skills 

in the other. The acquisition of Typs C skills and 

knowledge seems to have been incidental to other 

objectives in many cases. It arose as a 'spin-off' 

from efforts directed primarily to other objectives -

development of skills for efficient operation by 

participation in some of the tasks involved in the plant 

design-to-commissioning process. In one case when 

opportunities were available for more purposeful and 

extensive acquisition of 'Type C' skills, those were 

not fully exploited. In addition, the duration of 

those opportunities which were taken up was usually 

quite short: never longer than one year, and usually 

in the range of three to six months. 

With respect to the 'Type B' flow of skill and knowledge 

there appear to have been significant differences 

between the plants. The total volumes of training 

efforts directed towards the transfer of operating 

and maintenance ?kills varied widely. The 'quality' 

of that effort also seem to have varied widely. In 

terms of both 'quantity' and 'quality', the efforts 

seem to have been much lower in the earlier plants 

(i.e. fertilizer plants 1 and 2, and perhaps paper 

mill 2) than in the later ones (i.e. fertilizer plant 

4 and 5). Within the former group, the development 
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of operating and maintenance skills appears to have 

been particularly limited in the case of fertilizer plant 2: 

the total quantity of overseas training was low, the local 

training was carried out solely by the staff of plan:t 1 

who had themselves passed through a very limited training 

process some ten years earlier, and there was no follow-on 

management-cum-training contract for the post-commissioning 

phase. As between fertilizer plants 4 and 5, the 'quantity' 

and 'quality' of the training effort seems to have been 

greater in the case of plant 4 - although with plant 5 

still under construction, it is difficu6t to assess 

that case. 

Thus, technology transfer associated with investment 

in these industries seems to have contributed very little, 

if anything, to the 'dynamic' technological capacity 

available in Bangladesh during the period covered by 

this study. Fertilizer plants 4 and 5 were partial 

exceptions to this, but the for:ner came on stream 

at the end of the period examined, and the latter is 

still under construction. During the 1950s, 1960s and 

most of the 1970s, Bangladesh capacities to use technical 

knowledge for carrying out the technological and 

techno-managerial tasks involved in investment in new 

Plants was probably augmented very little, if at all, 
by these technology transfer arrangements. 

With that pattern of non-acquisition of dynamic 

technological capacity, it is perhaps not surprising 
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that the previous chapter indicated little change between 

successive plants in the degree to which technological and 

techno-manageria~ inputs for investment were drawn 

from resources in Bangladesh. However, this study 

is concerned less with that aspect of assimilation and 

more with examining the assim~lation of imported 

technology within plants in their post-investment 

phase. This chapter provides an important part of the 

background for that examination • Again with the 

marginal exception of fertilizer plant 4, the technology 

transfer projects by which the production capacity of 

these industries was expanded seem to have contributed 

little or nothing to the development of 'dynamic' 

technological capacities for undertaking technical change 
~ . within the plants. At the same time, the contribution 

made to capacities to operating and maintaining the 

plants was highly variable. In parts III and IV of the 

thesis we will suggest that these patterns of skill 

acquisition associated with technology transfer probably 

contributed significantly to the pattern of assimilation 

that will be examined in part II • 
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PART II 

THE ASSIMILATION OF IMPORTED TECHNOLOGY IN THE 
BANGLADESH FERTILIZER AND PAPER INDUSTRIES 

INTRODUCTION 

This part of the thesis is concerned with the levels and 

trends of production efficiency in the two industries in 

Bangladesh. As indicated in the introduction, measures of 

production efficiency in the fertilizer plants and paper 

mills are considered as reflections of the extent to which 

the initially imported technology has been effectively 

assimilated in Bangladesh. The level of efficiency in 

production, and the rate of change of that overtime, will 

reflect the extent ·to which initially imported techn~cal 

systems have become viably rooted within and not merely 

located in, the technology-importing economy. This focus 

excludes other reflections of the rate of assimilation of 

imported technology, e.g. the adjustment of import•sourcing 

which establishes closer links between the imported production 

system and the local economy, or the development of 

increasing amount of local supply of technological and 

techno-managerial inputs for investment in new plants based 

on technology that is similar to that embodied in initially 

imported system. 

As also indicated in the introduction, the aspect of 

technology assimilation which is examined here has considerable 

significance for central concerns about industrialization 

policy. The level and rate of change of production efficiency 

will have a considerable influence on the costs of 

infant industry development. 
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influence on the costs of infant industry development. 

For both the industries a number of different indicators 

of production efficiency are used: the rate of capacity 

utilization, the ratio between output and inputs of 

materials and energy, the level of plant downtime and 

the productivity of labour. In addition, in the case of 

the.paper industry a number of additional indicators are · 

used (e.g. rate of fibre loss, broke and chemical recovery). 

Performance in terms of these indicators is described 

in chapters 5 (fertilizer)· and 6 (paper). The precise 

measures used are described in more detail in the 

introduction to each of these chapters. 

On their own, the data on these indicators of production 

efficiency mean little - for example, does an 80 per cent 

rate of capacity utilization indicated good, adequate 

or unsatisfactory performance ? Where possible, therefore, 

the data about levels of efficiency are set.against 

.standards specified for the particular plants. These 

are generally the standards set by the technology 

suppliers as the norms which should be achieved by the 

particular plants. This allows an assessment of 

actual performance against at least one set of expectations 

about the levels which 'should' have been attained. 

However, the study is also centrally concerned with 

the rate of improvement in production efficiency which 

was experienced in these industries. The efficiency 
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standards mentioned above define static levels and do 

not provide a basis for evaluating the rate of change 

in production eff~ciency over time. For example, does 

the attainment of a level of efficiency of 105 per cent 

of .the specified standard after ten years reflect a 

satisfactory or unsatisfactory .rate of improvement or 

technical progress ? It has not been possible to obtain 

information which would allow the specification of 

norms for the dynamic performance of these industries 

in Bangladesh. Chapter 4, therefore, provides a substitute 

for such yardstics. It reviews the results of other 

studies of the dynamic performance of industrial firms, 

particularly in the context of developing economies. 

It also presents data about the dynamic performance of 

a small number of roughly similar plants in one 

ndustrialized economy - the U.K. This background 

information does not provide the basis for any kind of 

detailed comparative analysis. However, it does provide 

a context for the case studies and allows the development 

of a reasonable set of expectations against which to 

set the Bangladesh experience. 

The evidence about that experience is presented in 

chapters 5 and 6. Even with all the qualification~ 

that must surround the very loose comparison, it will 

be evident from these chapters that the dynamic 

performance of these industries has fallen far below 

what · might be expected on the basis of the experience 

of similar plants and industries elsewhere. While 
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it is not possible to identify precisely the 

difference between what did happen and what might 

have happened (or .'should' have happened), this part 

of the thesis will suggest that· Bangladesh probably 

incurred very substantial costs as a result of the 

limited assimilation of the technology which was imported 

to establish the plants in these industries. Part III 

will examine some of the reasons for that limited 

assimilation - hence both the reasons for the substantial 

costs incurred, and the areas towards which policy and 

management concerns might be directed. 
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INTRODUCTIOtl 

In an earlier essay prepared for and presented in this seminar 
1 ~ series, I drew attention to the fact that t.he textile industry in 

Tanzania shows evidence of 'unlearning' rather than of 'learning' having 

occurred during the 1966-80 period examined. This was the case with respec• 

to both: 

{i) 'Learning': increasing degrees of 'self-reliance' in the 

supply of technological and techno-managerial inputs required 

to implement technology-transfer based investment projects 

which create sub~tant1al new units of production capacity in 

the industry during the 1966-80 period; and 

{ff) 'Learning': use of technology for improving prod1Jction 

efficiency and productivity during the ongoing operation and 

management phase of production facilities which are initially 

set up on the basis of imported technology . 

It was also pointed out In that essay th~t the most plausible 

proximate cause of that pattern of progressive 'unlearning' {in both of 

the senses used above) seems to have been the unavailability of relevant 

types and qualities of resource stocks (e.g. technological and techno-

managerial skills, expertise etc.) in-house and around the mill units and 

the industry for the efficient execution of a 11lde range of technical, 

techno-managerial and production-related tasks, activities etc. This 

essay seeks to examine the main methods which have been used for the 

acquisition and subsequent accunt1lation of technological and techno-

managerial capacities in the industry. The emphasis is, however, on 

two such methods: {i) The 'learning-cum-training' components incorporated 

'Technological Learning': The Case of the TeKtile Industry In 
Tanzania • 

; ·'I . .. __ 
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within the investment-related technology transfer process, and (ii) 

Domestic efforts i.e. efforts made by the recipient firms to invest 

for the accumulation of capacities outside the 'learning-cum-training' 

arrangements incorporated within the technology transfer process related 

with the implementation of production capacity expansion in the industry. 

Section I of this essay examines the extent to which the investment-

related technology transfer process has been us~d as a means for the 

acquisition and accumulation of technological and techno-managerial 

capacities for the industry. Section II examines the nature and extent 

of domestic efforts that have been made and pursued for the accumulation 

of capacities in the industry. A brief sunnary of the main findings of 

the issues discussed in the essay is given in Section Ill. 

- 2 -

SECTION I 

Use of the technology-transfer process as a means for the accumulation of 

technological and techno-managerial capacities in the industry. 

A number of studies focussed on international technology-transfer 

and industrial development in industrialising economies emphasize the 

importance of 'learning-by-dolng• 1 during the process of investment-related 

technology transfer as an important source of increments of technological 

and techno-managerial skills, knowledge; expertise, etc. to the domestic 

stocks of capacities in the importing user f•roductive units (e.g. Cooper 

and Maxwell, 1975; Sercovitch, 1980, amongst others). The 'quantity' 

and 'quality' of the flow of these Increments or additions of skills, 

knowledge etc. to the importing economy is likely to be important in a 

number of ways: 

(i) They may well provide a basis for progress towards increasing 

levels of technological 'self-reliance' with respect to the 

supply of technological and techno-managerial inputs required 

for implementing successive rounds of transfer based investment 

projects In the importing Industry. It is often suggested 

that the amounts and kinds of the 'technological and 

techno-managerial learning' acquired from the technology-transfe· 

process will be greater the more domestic technological and 

techno-managerial inputs are brought in to bear in the investmen· 

process. The suggestion made hereis that there exists an 

accumulative.process whereby 'learning' in one investment 

project contributes to a greater capacity to acquire 'learning' 

in subsequent transfer/investment projects. If there is any 

significant validity in the assertation made above, then, the 

Hore precisely, 'learning-by-participation/involvement' during the 
process of investment-related technology-transfer. 

J -.. 



accumulative Increments to domestic stocks of technological 

and techno-managerlal capacities will progressively reduce 

both the costs of dependence on Imported technological Inputs 

for investment and the costs of production In the post-

investment phase. 

(II) They may well be significant for the efficiency with which 

the new production facilities are subsequently operated. 

Production efficiency and productivity of a given productive 

unit Is not determined solely by the nature of the physical 

equipment and the associated components of 'capital-embodied' 

technology which are set up by the process of Investment. 

But, It Is also Influenced by the 'amounts' and qualities of 

the flow of technical and managerial skills, knowledge, 

expertise, etc. brought Into the production process by 

operatives, technicians, supervisors, engineers, technologists, 

managers, etc. 

(Iii) They may also add to the domestic stocks of capacities which 

are r~levant for the processes of conceiving, effecting and 

achieving Incremental technical changes on the imported 

technical systems. Such flows of skills, expertise, etc. 

may augment the capacities In the recipient economies In such 

departments as 'trouble-shooting' departments, 'technical and 

engineering' departments, R & D departments, etc. Typically 

such skills and knowledge will most probably be about how a 

particular system is manufactured, how It operates, etc. 

- 4 -
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It Is evident from the discussion In the earlier paper1 to this 

seminar series that the flow of skills, knowledge, expertise, etc. 

acquired through Involvement/participation In the technology-transfer 

process during the expansion of the Industry must have been dismal, (if 

not virtually non-existent). Tanzanian personnel and institutions did 

not undertake any of the technological and techno-managerial tasks, 

activities, etc. Involved In Investment projects associated with the 

expansion of the Industry through the 1970s. Nor did they participate 

In the supply of engineering services or Items of 'capital-embodied' 

technology {with the partial exception of building and civil construction 

Inputs In a few of the projects Implemented). At the same time, 

Tanzanian Involvement In decision-making and managerial control over 

matters relating to technology was limited to minor administrative tasks and 

to formalised 'approval' of proposals made by various foreign agencies. 

Quite simply, then, with virtually no participation/Involvement In the 

'doing' of these technical tasks, activities, etc., there could have been 

little or no 'learning-by-doing' at all. 

The nature of 'doing' Is, of course, variable. Although not wholly 

responsible for the execution of particular tasks, activities, etc., 

Tanzanian personnel and Institutions might well have participated to a 

certain degree In the execution of at least some of these tasks - all of 

which were largely executed by foreign agents. In Interviews with managers 

and T[XCO personnel we were unable to Identify any Instances where this 

type of 'learning-by-doing' through Involvement In the process of 

technology-transfer had occurred. Thus, ft was only through more 

formalised training arrangements that the process of technology-transfer 

See 'Technological Learning': The case of· 
especially Section I. 
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could have contributed at all significantly to auament the existing 

domestic stocks of technological and techno-managerial skills, knowledge, 

expertise, etc. It is to this aspect of the technology-transfer process 

associated with the expansion of the industry that we now turn: 

Formalised training within the technology-transfer process related with 

the expansion or the industry. 

Two aspects of the formalised training 'c0mponent' within investment-

related technology-transfer process are examined here: 

( i) The categories of training which were incorporated within 

the technology-transfer arrangements related with the 

investment projects tn the industry, and 

(ii) The adequacy of what was carried out wtthtn these categories. 1 

(i) Categories of training which were incorporated within the technology-

transfer arrangements. 

Formalised training ltke 'learntng-by-dotng' within the transfer 

process may be directed to the acquisition and subsequent accumulation 

of skills, knowledge, expertise, etc. relevant for: 

(a) the efficient ongoing operation and management of the 

prowction facilities which are established on the basis of 

imported technology, 

Information on these two aspects ts derived from: (i) a number of 
contracts for the supply of technological Inputs, (it) Interviews 
carried out on a number of people who were involved tn implementing 
some of the projects examined. Although the coverage of the 
industry's expansion is not comprehensive, the unsystematic sampling 
of the evfdence gathered provides a basts for reasonable generalisation. 

------=-6 -

(b) the execution or technological and techno-managerial 

tasks, acttvittes, etc. within successive rounds of technology-

transfer based investment projects in the industry, 

(c) 
.·S 

the conception, execution and achievement of incremental 

technical changes on the imported technical systems installed 

in the productive units. 

In none of the contracts examined was there any specific 

reference to the second and third type of training. Nor did interviews 

tndtcate that thts had been undertaken in any instance. Thus, the 

absence of any kind of 'learning-by-doing' during the implementation of 

transfer based investment projects was not offset by any other more 

formalized training arrangements. Indeed such arrangements were not 

even undertaken to provide the basic levels or skill needed for 

parttctpatton in future projects on a 'learning-cum-traininq' basis. 

Thus the pattern of continuing dependence on imported 

technological and techno-managerial inputs for investment is not 

surprising. This pattern of dependence over fifteen or more years 

was indeed self-perpetuating. It did not seem to incorporate any 

component which would generate the resources of skill, knowledge, 

exp~rtence, etc. that might be used to change that pattern and shift 

towards increasing degrees of 'self-reliance'. 

However, it is not possible to substantiate any arguments that 

this self-perpetuating technological dependence was 'imposed' on 

Tanzania. As far as we could ascertain, no demand for these types 

of skfll, knowledge, experience had ever been expressed formally and 

systematically by Tanzanian agencfes. Certainly there was no evidence 

of tnstances where such demands had been expressed, but not met through 

- 7 -



obdurate 'monopolistic' or restrictive behaviour on the part of 

suppliers. If such instances had occurred, they would almost 

certainly have been widely known and readily conwnented upon by those 

fn the industry, and probably by others as well. One can only 

conclude that acqufsf tfon of those resources as a basis for achieving 

higher degrees of technological 'self-reliance' fn the industry was 

a very low priority for those concerned with the development of the 

industry. Indeed, it fs not even clear that !!!l concP.rn about the 

value of these resources existed at all. 

A reasonably clear pattern fs also evident wfth respect to 

training concerned with the ongoing operation and management of 

the mills. Host contracts did include clauses relating to this type 

of training but usually wfthfn a lfmfted range of skills. It fs 

difficult to define this range since the trafnfng clauses of contracts 

are usually expressed fn vague terms. For example one supplier was 

required to implement a training prograrmie • ••• wfth the vfew to 

ensuring that Tanzanian cftfzens ••• acquire adequate skills and 

·knowledge to 'enable them to run the factory effectively, efficiently 

and independently.• 

Moreover, drawing from more specfffc contract clauses and from 

interviews, ft fs possible to conclude that trafnfng was at best 

lfmfted to the minimum required for basic operation of the mills. In 

all cases, trafnfng for mfll operatives was covered. In most, but not 

all, trafnfng for mafntenenance staff, technfcfans, and supervisors 

was covered. In very few cases was trafnfng for higher level mf 11 

or industry management covered, and fn none (as far as can be 

ascertained) was there provfsfon for trafnfng fn skills lfke textile 

engfneerfng or textile product design etc, 

- 8 -

Thus, the technology transfer projects associated with 

investment fn new production capacity were barely used as means of 

gafnfng access to 'higher level' technological and managerial skills, 

knowledge, or experience. 

(if) The Adequacy of Training Actfvltfes 

In a number of cases ft fs clear that even the limited types 

of trafnfng activity noted above have not been satisfactorily 

undertaken - even to the extent fndfcated by contractual co11111itments. 

A number of examples1 illustrate thfs point. 

Example 1: Project A 

In thfs project suppliers of roving frames were also required 

to undertake trafnfng for Tanzanian personnel. The contract 

provided for the suppliers to • •.. train a total number of twelve 

Tanzanian technfcfans and eight supervisors fn appropriate technical 

fnstftutes fn (the Suppliers' home country) for a period lasting nine 

months" for each of the groups of personnel. The contract did not, 

however, indicate when the trafnfng would begin, nor did it outline 

the content of the training to be pursued. Moreover, the total 

number of trainees who were actually sent for training (to the 

supplier's home country_) was reduced from twenty to only eight. Of 

these, five were technfcfans and three were supervisors. Likewise, 

the trafnfng perfod was reduced from nine to three months only. 

Much of the fnformatfon relating to the training clauses for 
the projects cited here fs classfff~d as 'confidential'. 
To avoid identity the projects cfted here are,thus, anonymfz!d. 

- 9 -
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Example 2: Project B 

In this project the Project Engineering Agent had agreed to 

undertake by the terms of the contract, amongst other things, " .•• 

to design and implement a comprehensive training progralllllt!" for the 

project. The training clause did not, however, provide any details 

of items such as the content of training, duration of training etc. 

These were left to be defined by the PEA in a subsequent plan which 

would be submitted to TEXCO for approval. Table 1 (Column I) 

indicates the number of trainees in various broad categories, who were 

specified to undergo training in the plan drawn up by the PEA and 

approved by Texco. 

The table also (Column II) gives the number of employees actually 

trained at the time when the project was c011111issioned and handed over 

to Texco - less than half the number indicated in the plan and approved 

by Texco. It is also interesting to note that the plan did not include 

the training of managerial and supervisory staff. 

Example 3: · Project C 

In this project the Project Engineering Contract required the 

PEA " ••• to prepare and submit to the Board of Directors (Texco Board 

of Directors) for their consideration and approval a comprehensive 

training progra111111! for the mill within three months after this 

agreement has come into force". As with the other contracts 

discussed above, the 'training clauses' within this one did not 

provide details on items such as the broad categories of employees 

and numbers for training, the content of the training, duration of the 

training etc. Moreover, even two years after the agreement has come 

Into force an official of the PEA Indicated that they had not designed 

the tratning programne for the project. 
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These examples suggest two simple conclusions. First, 

training requirements even for basic mill operations were seldom 

specified at all clearly. Second, even when some specifications were 

included in contracts, managerial control over project Implementation 

could be so 'loose' that suppliers could choose to carry out much less 

than was specified - or even to carry out virtually nothing at all. 

As noted in my earlier paper1 to this seminar series, the 

Tanzanian client (TEXCO) seldom exercised direct managerial control 

over project implementation - usually engaging a Project Consulting 

Agent to monitor implementation on its behalf. Clearly that system 

could easily break down leading to a divergence between Tanzanian 

objectives about training and what was actually undertaken. However, 

I~ would be too simple to suggest that the weaknesses of the training 

component of transfer projects resulted merely from dependence on 

foreign managerial services. Perhaps, the non-fulfilment of 

contractual specifications might have been limited by direct Tanzanian 

provision of the managerial services concerned with project monitoring 

and supervision. On the other hand, Tanzanian agencies presumably 

'approved' those contracts which failed to specify training requirements 

at all precisely and which usually limited training to the basic 

operative skill categories. Clearly, these matters were of low 

priority to TEXCO and its PIU. A more 'self-reliant' Involvement In 

the management of technology transfer-based investment projects, if 

accompanied by such low valuation of skill acquisition, might well 

have resulted tn little change tn the nature and/or adequacy of the 

training components of these projects. 

See "Technological Le~rntng': The case of op ctt. 
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SECTION II 

Nature and Extent of local efforts made for the accumulation of 

technological and techno-managerial capacities for the Industry. 

The previous section outlined the very limited development of 

technological and techno-managerial skills, knowledge, expertise, etc. 
tliro"')h 

which occurredt\learning by doing-cum-formalised training' within the 

context of technology-transfer associated with investment for the expansion 

of the industry. This was the case for the kinds of skill, knowledge, 

expertise, etc. relevant for: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

dealing with the technological aspects involved with 

technology-transfer/investment projects in the industry, 

the efficient operation of the production facilities which 

are Initially established on the basis of imported technology, 

conceivtnq, and effecting incremental technical changes on the 

technical systems introduced in the importing economy through 

the technology-transfer process. 

This section focusses more specifically on the technological and 

techno-managertal skills, knowledge, expertise, etc. relevant and required 

for the efficient operation of the Industry's production capacity. Within 

this, the ~hasis is on examin,ng the nature and extent of local efforts 

that have been made (outside the technology-transfer arrangements associated 

.with Investment tn the Industry) to develop and accumulate these skills, 

expertise, etc. Moreover, the purpose is not only to describe the nature 

and extent of these efforts, but also to indicate that this aspect of the 

Industry's development had a bearing on the pattern of declining production 

efficiency outlined tn Section II of my earlier essay to this seminar series. 1 

See 'Technological Learning': The Case of op cit. 
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Fm·thermore, given the overall similarity in performance (both mean and 

trend) between the mills examined, analysis of inter-mill performance 

differences has been ruled out. 1 This section thus explores only one 

possible source or cause of that pattern of operating performance: the 

limited efforts made to invest for the development and subsequent 

accumulation of technological and techno-managerial skills, knowledge, 

expertise, etc. in the industry. 

11.1 Overall Strategy for the Acquisition ~nd Accumulation of 

Technological and Managerial Capacities in the Industry 

Prior to 1977 there were no explicit and formalised guiding policies 

to provide all the mills in the industry with a standard basis for the 

formal training of technical staff (viz. line operatives, maintenance and 

supervisory staff etc.) as well as for managerial personnel (viz. sectional 

managers, production managers, mill managers etc.). Mills within the 

industry pursued programmes and schemes for the training of their personnel 

independent from each other. It has been possible to obtain very little 

information about the nature of these activities in the period before 1977. 

One can only record the impressions (derived from discussions with individuals 

in the industry) that these efforts were very limited. Host of the training 

carried out seems to have been associated with the initial establishment of 

the mills and, as suggested in Chapter 5 that was restricted in scope, numbers 

and intensity. Nevertheless, in the light of the comparisons in the previous 

section, it may be significant to bear in mind that a number of those 

associated with the industry hold the opinion that the training efforts 

associated with establishing Urafiki 1 and 2 were more thorough and intensive 

than those associated with the establishment of the other mills. Yet even 

in this case, although Urafiki had a formal traininq Unit since 1971, this seems 

For llKlre about this consult Hlawa (1983), Chapter 7 pp 238-244. 
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to have done little work towards in-house training of its personnel before 

1977. An indication of the limited attention given during this period to 

investment in 'human capital' for the industry is provided by the fact that 
•• no formal document about training policy In the industry seems to have been 

produced before 1977. Another significant Indicator is the fact that until 

1979, with the exception of Urafikl mills and 1'1watex during the 1974-1975 

period, direct operating management in the other mills was still contracted 

out to foreign companies. 1 Almost fifteen years after the establishment 

of these mills, and more than ten years after the Arusha declaration had been 

pronounced, senior level technical and managerial skills to run the mill~ 

still had to be i~rted. In most mills this involved the General Manager 

of the plant, the Production Manager, Sectional Managers (i.e. spinning . 

manager, weaving manager, processing manager) and so forth. Moreover, as 

was suggested in Chapter 5 the contracts for provision of training services 

included only very vaguely stated requirements for the provision of training 

and the extent to which even those were actually met seems cpen to question. 

In 1977, ten years after the pronouncement of overall strategies and 

objectives about self-reliance and well after completion of investment in the 

physical capital of all the mills examined in the previous chapter, TEXCO 

produced the first policy document about building the industry's human 

capital. 2 This outlined a localisation and training strategy which provided 

a basis for formulating and implementing training prograrnnes and schemes on 

an industry basis. Intentions to approach higher-level training on an 

industry-wide basis were matched by proposals for the implementation of 

training activities at the mill level. The document, for example, proposed 

the setting up of training units or schools in each of the mills to help 

implement and co-ordinate the training and learning functions at the mill 

level. These units were to be placed under the mill personnel departments 

1 
2 

See Hlawa (1983) especially Chapter 3. 
TEXCO (1977) - 14 -



and were required to work closely with the technical departments (e.g. 

production.department, quality control dP.partment etc.), as well as with 

the sectional departments within the mills (spinning, weaving and processing 

departments). Each of the training units in the mills was to be headed by 

a training officer who would be in charge of the daily administrative as well 

as training matters in the mill. In carrying out his duties the training 

officer was to be helped by three assistant training officers (one for each 

of the main departments). A number of instructors were required to work 

closely with the assistant training officer. These were to be responsible 

for the preparation of training materials. as well as for the actual conduct 

of the lessons and for the associated activities within the training and 

educational functions in the mills. The document also proposed the 

establishment of a workers' education and adult education branch to be set 

up arid attached functionally to each mill training unit. These were to be 

headed by a workers' education officer. In carrying out his daily 

administrative and educational functions in the mill, the workers' and 

adult education officer is to be helped by two workers' and adult education· 

instructors. These proposals were almost all implemented by 1981, and 

the for111o1l structure for training in each mill now resembles the standard 

structure called for in the 1977 proposals (See Figure 1). 

Thus, although it has not been possible to distinguish clearly the 

proposals which called for new activities from those which simply formalised 

what was happening already, the very basic nature of what needed to be set 

out as proposals for new action may give some indication of what did not 

exist already (e.g. training units within mills, policies for the training 

of personnel in the industry etc.). 
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11.1.1 The Training of High Level Technical and Managerial Personnel 

for the Industry. 

The previous section of this essay Indicated that little or no 

training in higher level technical and managerial skills were Included 

in the training component of technology-transfer based investment projects. 

Prior to 1 g71, other means of acquiring these skills do not appear to have 

made up for this deficiency. It was not possible to obtain reliable 

statistics relating to the numbers of high level local personnel who had 

undergone technical and managerial training, but some indication of the 

limited amount of previous training Is given in a study conwnissloned by 

TEXCO: 

"There Is no doubt that Inadequacy of trained workforce and 
management personnel, besides the very low degree of 
industrial and technical culture .•• are amongst the basic 
and serious problems of Tanzania. Considering the 
ambitious plans, progranrnes and projects of the Tanzanian 
Government for developing the various sectors of their 
textile Industry, the availability of trained personnel 1 3 i t " p •• in the textile field must assume paramount mpor ance 

Star Engineering Works Limited and their Associates (1976). 
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The main ideas of this study were accepted by TEXCO and 

incorporated in the "Localisation and Training Strategy for TEXCO 

group of companies". This later document also included projections 

of additional technical and managerial personnel requirements 

for the Industry over the lg77-82 period (see Table 2). 
• 

Table 2 Projections of Additional Technical and Managerial Personnel 

Requirements for the Industry, 1977-82 

Category of Pro- Uraflki Mwatex Klltex-Oar Sunguratex Tota 1 
fesslon and Training and 2 and Arusha in 
Level lndu~t 

la) Textile 
Technologists 16 16 22 14 68 
B.Sc. Level 

b) Textile 
Technologists 25 25 30 20 100 
Diploma Level 

TOTAL 41 41 52 311 168 

2 Textile Chemists 2 5 

Total In the mill 42 42 54 35 172 

Source: TEXCO (lg77), p.27 

The basis for these estimates is not clear and the numbers may 

overstate reasonable requirements as well as overstate the scale 

of training effort that could be undertaken In five years. Nevertheless, 

even If one halved the total number shown, that would still be 

almost eight to ten times the number of qualified technologists 

17 -
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already In the industry in 1977. Moreover, only a fraction of 

this .training effort was actually undertaken. Dy June 1980, 

of the 168 additional technologists planned to be trained, only 

16, i.e. less than 10 per cent of the initially proposed number 

had actually been or were being trained. Three of these were 

pursuing Textile Technology courses at 8.Sc. level and the remainder 

were pursuing Textile Technology courses at Diploma level. Five 

of the 13 training at Diploma level had completed their courses hy 

June 1980 and were then working in the mills. The others had not 

yet returned then. None had been sent to train for Textile 

Chemistry by June 1980. 

In addition to the training of personnel In Institutes outside 

the country, training of technical and managerial personnel for 

the industry also takes place locally In a number of training 

institutes within the country. These include: 

The Vocational Training Centre at Changonrbe in Dar es Salaam 

- The Dar ~s Salaam Technical College 

The Institute of Development Management (lllM) based at'Morogoro 

- The Institute of Finance Management (IFM) based In Oar es Salaam 

- The University of Dar es Salaam (Faculties of Engineering, 
Arts and Social Sciences, Conmerce and Administration) etc. 

One particular limitation associated with the training of 

Personnel for the Industry In the local training institutes is that 

the courses offered by these are not specifically tailored ror 

lnmediate and direct applfcatfon In the production sheds within the mills. 

---- --~--18 -

For example,(as will be shown later) the artisan and crafts skills 

and knowledge that an operative acquires at Changombe Vocational 

Training Centre.a~ not all usable directly in a spinning shed or 

weaving shed. It ls simply not tailored to that end. The course 

content ls of a general industrial nature. Full development 

and subsequent exploitation of the general Industrial skills, knowledge 

etc. that are acquired at the training stages within these institutes 

require the Implementation of carefully worked out complementary 

on-the-job,experlence-related schemes at the production floor- level 

within the mills. In the absence of these (as w)ll be indicated later) 

much of the general Industrial skflls, knowledge etc. that are 

acquired within these Institutes cannot be effectively utilised at the 

production floor level and,lndeed,may easily and quickly be forgotten. 

Perhaps partly because of this, TEXCO officials do not 

regard existing local training Institutes as an Important means 

for the acquisition and accumulation of various kinds of technical 

skill, knowledge etc. relevant for the efficient production of 

textile products. 

• 

The above limitation .not~fthstanding,graduates of the Int, the IDM and 

of the various faculties within the University of Oar es Salaam 

have been recruited In the industry. However, most of these have 

joined the top and middle level managerial and professional 

positions within TEXCO and not the production sheds within the 

mills. As at June 1980 the number of senior personnel 1 within 

These include Senior Operations Officers, Senior Planning 
Officers, Heads of Departments (I.e. Operations, Planning and 
Finance, Research and Development, Manpower development and 
Administration, and Legal affairs). 

- )9_-
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lEXCO was 14 of whom 10 were graduates from the University of 

Oar es Salaam. 1 The remaining 4 were graduates of M.1kerere 

UnhersHy - Uganda, and Nairobi University - Kenya. 

It ls worth noting that all of these senior TEXCO officials are 

trained in economics, public administration and management 

and similar disciplines. None of these had trained in such 

textile-related disciplines as textile technology, textile engineering, 

textile chemistry etc. A number of middle level managerial rersonnel 

within TEXCO have graduated from the JOH and IFM. Again, all of 

these did general economic, public administration, accountancy 

and management-related courses rather than textile related 

technology or engineering courses. 

More significant, for purposes of this essay, is the role 

of the Changombe Vocational Training Centre, Oar es Salaam 

Technical College and of the Engineering Faculty of the University 

of Oar es Salaam. The roles of these are described below. 

The Vocational Training Centre at Changombe started to train 

personnel for the industry (largely llne-operatfves,mafntenance 

staff etc.) only from 1977. As indicated above the courses 

offered are general industrial crafts ranging across machining, forging, 

carpentry etc. Moreover, often they are of short duration lasting 

between six weeks to one year. Appendix A gives the number of 

operative personnel fn each main department of the mill who have 

These Include the Managing Director, Director of Operations, 
Director. of Planning and Finance, and Head of the legal Section. 

attended these craft courses at the Centre during the 1977-80 period. 

The Appendix also gives the total number of direct operative personnel 

in each of the sheds in the mills. Appendix B gives the percentage 

figures of operatives who have attended courses at the Centre to the 

total number of operatives in the mills during the 1977-BO period. 

Until very recently there has been virtually no training of 

high level technical personnel viz. textile engineers, textile 

technologists, textile chemists etc. for the industry locally. 

The Technical College at Dar es Salaam and the Engineering Faculty 

of the University of Dar es Salaam had trained a few middle level 

technical personnel for the industry ln the recent past. During 

the period 1977-80 four employees of the industry graduated in 

engineering subjects at diploma level at the Dar es Salaam Technical 

College. Two of these studied Electrical Engineering and are now 

working wfth the Engfneerfng Department of Urafikl. The other two 

studied Mechanical Engineering and are now working with the 

Mechanical Department of Sunguratex. In 1978 TEXCO recruited two 

mechanical engineering graduates from the University of Dar es 

Salaam. One of these ts working with the Department of Mechanical 

Engineering In Mwatex, and the other fs working with the Department 

of Mechanical Engineering In Ktltex-Arusha. 

Thus, ft was only at the very end of the period examined 

in our earlier essay to this seminar series that technical skills 

•• 

began to flow to the lnd~stry from local institutions. Even then, the 

numbers were small, none of the individuals had training specifically oriented 
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to textile production and none had acquired working experience of 

textile production before entering the focal industry. 

Although the textile industry had been seen as a leading 

sector in industrial development plans from the earliest days of 

independence!, steps were not taken to develop institutional means 

for dealing with those kinds of problem until the early 1980s. 

Plans for the setting up of a textile training Institute have been 

'on the drawing board' since 1977 but constn1ctlon did not begin 

until early in 1981, and will not be completed until, perhaps, 

mid-1983. The Institute is designed to comprise thirteen main 
2 departments and carry out three broad functions. 

2 

The main departments proposed In the Institute are: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Fibre production 

Spinning 

Weaving 

Processing 

Knitting 

Sewing and garment manufacture 

Make-up fabrication 

Waste (i.e. cotton waste, synthetic waste, woollen 

waste and worsted waste) 

See l!lawa (1983) Chapters 2 and 3. 

Star Textile Engineering Works Limited and Associates (1976). 

- iz -

9: Tr;ide testing (i.e. material testing to include physical, 

chemical, mechanical and metallurgical) 

10. Services and utilities (e.g. boiler attendance, 

humidification, air conditioning etc.) 

11. Maintenance workshop (mechanical and electrical mainly) 

12. Research and Development (to Include product design and 

development, product quality etc.) 

13. Consultancy services. 

The Institute Is proposed to have three broad functions: 

The Institute Is proposed to offer courses to textile craftsmen, 

operatives, jobbers, repair and maintenance personnel, supervisors, 

foremen etc. The courses offered will be at Certificate, Diploma 

and Degree levels; and the main lines for training will include 

textile crafts, textile technology, textile engineering, textile 

equipment repair and maintenance, textile design, mill management 

(including production management, marketing etc.). 

The proposed Institute Is Intended to carry out test and 

quality control work on fibres, yarns, grey cloth, dyed cloth 

etc. of the products of the mil ls in order to achieve and maintain 

acceptable quality standards of the materials. It is hoped that 

the testing and quality control functions would he extended with 

time to cover related Industries within the local economy e.g. raw-

cotton production etc. 

- 23 -
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The proposed Institute is also intended to act as an inrormation 

and documentation centre compiling statistical data and information 

on various aspects of textiles (e.g. technology, production etc.) 

which may be useful to the mills. It is also planned to execute 

techno-economic studies on various aspects of the Industry. It Is 

hoped that the information and other related statistical data will 

provide useful inputs for the provision of consultancy services, 

guidance and advice to TEXCO, relevant government departments and 

associated sectors in the economy over a wide range of aspects e.g. 

designs and qualities of products to be produced In the industry; 

policies, strategies and prograrrmes for raising production efficiency 

within mills in the industry; etc. 

11.1.2 Training of Personnel within Hills in the Industry 

As noted earlier, each mill in the industry has an In-house 

training unit or school. The primary function of these units is to 

train mill personnel. The training ts heavily concentrated on line 

operatives (along with repair and matntenanc~) personnel with the course 

content being very much geared towards textile crafts. A standard 

syllabus for textile crafts has been prepared and subsequently approved 

by TEXCO and now forms the basic material for training tn all the mills 

in the Indus try. The training syllabus ts organised tn three grades 

(i.e. Grade Ill, Grade II and Grade I) and is planned to be covered 

over a three year period i.e. one year for each grade. 

- 24 -

Furthermore, the material in each grade i~ divided into two 

components - theory and practical. Appendix C provides the main 

topics of the approved course syllabus of textile crafts. Appendix 0 

gtye~ the number of operative personnel from each main department 

(spinning, weaving and processing) who have attended textile craft 

courses within mill training schools during the 1977-80 period. 

The Appendix also gives the total number of direct operative 

personnel in each of the sheds in the mills during that period. 

Table 3 gives the percentage figures of operatives who have 

attended textile craft courses within mill training schools during 

lg77-80. Although the data collected during the field research and 

as presented (In the appendix and the table) are not broken down 

tnto grades, It nonetheless provides a general picture of the nature 

and extent of training at the mill level. Only a small fraction 

of total operative personnel tn the sheds have gone through 

training within mtlf training schools In any given year during the 

lg77-80 period. Moreover, a number of additional shortcomings 

may be observed with respect to the training effort at the mill 

level. 

firstly, the syllabus for the craft course (as sumnarised in 

Appendix C) is too long to be covered adequately during the period 

allocated. The theory part of the course syllabus for each grade 

is planned to be covered over six months. Within this PP.riod, the 

time allocated for training ts three hours a week. For operative 

trainees undergoing Grade Ill textile craft courses,many of whom 

are new to the profession, to expect that the course can be satisfactorily 

covered In a planned total face-to-face training time of 72 hours 

ts not a practical proposition. This applies also to craft courses 

In the other two grade~. 
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Secondly, the number and quality of instructors in the mil I 

training schools is below the standard required for the efficient 

handling of the training tasks. None of the mill training schools 

at the time of this study had more than one full time instructor 

for each of the main departments in the mill (i.e. spinning, weaving 

and processing etc.). Kiltex-Dar, for example, did not have full 

time instructors for weaving and processing, as was the case in 

Kiltex-Arusha. The lack of instructors and its impact on training 

effects 1s well summarised in a report on training schrnies 

in Kiltex-Dar and Arusha as follows: 

the effects of training are not very much marked on 
departmental working and perfonnance. One reason for this 
is the absence of training officers, assistant training 
officers and instructors."1 p.4 

Hwatex did not have a competent instructor for spinning and 

weaving. Only in the Urafikl Training School was there one full 

time instructor for spinning, weaving and processing, hut not for 

qua 11 ty con tro 1. 

Thirdly since there is a shortage of competent instructors in 

most mill training schools, as a bridging measure, 'practitioners' 

in mill departments are often brought in to help in conducting 

training courses to mill trainees. The 'practitioners' include 

supervisors, assistant managers, and managers etc. of the main 

sections in the mills (e.g. spinning, weaving, processing, 

quality control etc.). While this practice is not necessarily a 

bad one in itself it ls, however, associated with some problems: 

Sa lqo 1 s 1.imited {1980). 

- 26 -
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(i) largely because of the many production-related problems 

that sheds in the mills face, good 'practitioners' 

spend a lot of their time in efforts to sort these 

out. They do not have enough time to spare for the 

preparation and actual conduct of training courses for 

operatives. Perhaps as a result of this, it has been 

reported that more than half of the training sessions 

that are scheduled to be offered by mill 'practitioners' 

are cancelled; and if held at all, tend to be poorly 

done. This, in turn, may have adverse effects not only 

on what is learned in such sessions but perhaps more 

significantly, on the attitudes towards the training 

process which trainees build up over time. 

(ii) Some of the mill 'practitioners' who are called upon to 

help in the training of operatives are not professionally 

competent. They do not conwnand mastery of detailed 

tech~ical skills and knowledge for the operation of 

even the machines they directly work on. In some cases 

they are themselves a 'product' of a poor training 

system and have been habituated to defective machine-handling 

practices. The use of such inadequately trained mill 

'practitioners' has the danger of imparting the bad 

practices to the operative trainees. This may have 

nothing to do with the motives of the trainers; but it 

is simply what they know. 

- 27 -

Fourthly, the formal educational background of the trainees 

at the time they are recruited in the mills may mitigate against 

effective absorption of much of the technical material taught in 

the training schools. Well over go per cent of the trainee 

operatives in the mills are primary school leavers. They went 

through an educational curiculum which teaches only very elementary 

mathematical skills and no scientific or technical subjects. The 

absence of prior expasure to basic mathematical skills and 

technical-related subjects is likely to limit the capacity of 

operative trainees for absorbing much of the craft skills, knowledge 

etc. taught in the mills. 

A major problem also arises from the use of English as the 

primary medium of instruction in the courses offered within the 

mill training schools. One reason for the continued use of 

English language seems to be to allow oarticipation of 

expatriate staff working in the mills in the teaching of the courses. 

Host primary school leavers in Tanzania cannot follow English. 

This, in turn, affects the extent of absorption of the course 

content by the trainees. 

A further shortcoming relating to the training effort at the 

mill level is the apparent absence of any form of assessment of the 

effectiveness of the training offered. Since the course syllabus 

has been introduced in lg77 neither the mills nor TEXCO have made 

any attempts to assess the course content or the effectiveness 

of the training methods in terms of the skills, knowledge etc. that 

trainees going through the course acquire and accumulate. At the 
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moment the only method used for assessing the training efforts in 

the mills and in the industry is through quoting numbers of trainees 

who have gone through the course over a given period of time. 

This method is too crude and provide~ no information about 

the kinds and levels of skill, knowledge etc. that have been 

acquired by those who went through the courses. In the absence of 

any form of objective assessment of the effectiveness of the 

training effort, particular limitations in the training progranme that 

could well have been identified and dealt with continue to be 

carried forward year after year. 

tl.l.3.lnitiatives made within the Hills for the Implementation of 

On-the-Job Experience-Related Progranmes 

As indicated in the previous sub-sections.formal training or 

technical and managerial personnel could constitute, in principle 

at least, an important means for the acquisition and acc1111K1lation 

of particular kinds or skill, knowledge etc. in the industry. 

However, formal training by itself would probably be inadequate. 

Full development and exploitation of the skills, knowledge etc. 

acquired at the training sta9e would nrobably require \he 

implementation of complementary on-tte-job experience-related 

progranmes. In this case on-the-Job,experience-related progranmes 

would be, in principle at least.associated with the following 

benefits. 

( i) They would offer opportunities to operatives for putting 

into practice the skills and knowledge that have been 

learned and acquired during training, 
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(ii) They would offer opportunities to operatives for developing 
further the skills, knowledge etc. that have been learned 

and acquired during training. 

The field survey for this study indicates that since they were 

established none of the mills had systematically implemented on-the-job 

experience related progranmes. A number of factors seem to be behind 

this phenomenon. 

(a) Line-Operative Conditions in the Sheds 

Effective learning requires conducive conditions in the 

production sheds. In the case of a textile mill this may mean, 

amongst other things, that operatives have initially acquired at 

least basic skills, knowledge etc. relevant for the efficient 

execution of the production tasks in the sheds, availability of 

basic equipment, tools, materials etc. essential for setting the 

production process in motion and sustaining it on an ongoing basis. 

There should also be available a team of senior technical and 

managerial personnel within the mills capable of organising, 

co-ordinating and initiating the production-related tasks. In 

other words, for learning to occur production should take place 

in a manner which generates some positive challenqes. In turn 

these challenges should trigger off some positive responses for 

finding solutions and trying them out. However, as we noted 

elsewhere!, the conditions in the production sheds in the mills 

are such that they constrain the possibility of learning. To 

begin with, the bulk of the operatives are inadequately trained, 

the level and rate of production stoppages in the sheds 

Consult, for Instance Hlawa (1983) Chapter 6 
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is hiqh. 1 In consequence, the actual scope and potential for line 

operatives to learn and develop further the skills and knowledge relevant 

for the efficient execution of production-related tasks within the mills 

is limited. Moreover, whatever learning that happens to take place under 

these kinds of situation tends to be faltering and discontinuous. 

(b) Frequent Inter-Departmental Transfers of Operatives within the Hi 11 s 

Transfers of operatives between departments and sections within mills 

are frequent. A case was reported of some operatives in one of the mills 

who were transferred from the carding section to the drawing section and 

later to the weaving-shed, within seven weeks. This problem is particularly 

acute in Hwatex and Kiltex-Dar. It is probably the case that the skills, 

knowledge, expertise, etc. required for the efficient operation of one 

type of equipment (viz. a carding machine) will be different from those 

required for the efficient operation of another type of equipment (viz. 

a ring-spinning frame or a loom). A carding room operative who is 

transferred to operate a loom cannot, thus, operate the loom efficiently 

within a short time of the transfer being effected. To operate the new 

machine efficiently the operative _has to acquire and accumulate knowledge 

about how the n~chine works; acquire and accumulate the skills, experience 

etc. relevant for the running of the machine etc. This takes time; 

perhaps, much longer with operatives who are initially inadequately trained. 

The data and information presented in this section of the essay 

suggest one plain fact: very limited systematic efforts were made to invest 

in the'human capital' component of the textile industry in the ten or so 

years period prior lg77, Even after that, the scale and 'quality' of such 

investment seems to have fallen below what was identified as necessary for 

efficient operation of the mills. 

Stoppages of this kind In the production process are a result of a 
variety of causes e.g. equipment breakdowns; lack of materials and 
inputs (e.g. dyestuffs, chemicals etc.): interruptions in the supply 
of basic utilities (e.g. electric power, water): humidity; etc. 
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SECTION Ill 

Hain findings of the essay 

This essay sought to examine the main methods which have been used 

for the acculll.llation of technological and techno-managerial capacities 

in the textile industry in Tanzania. The focus, however, was on two 

such methods: 

( i) The 'learning by doing-cum-trainin9' arrangements within 

the technology-transfer process associated with the 

establishment of new production facilities in the industry; 

and 

(ii) Scale and 'quality' of domestic efforts made and pursued 

(outside the technology-transfer pn>cess). 

The essay (Section I) indicated that the technology-transfer process 

for the establishment of new mills during the 1970s was hardly used as a 

means for the development and acculll.llation of technological and techno-

managerial capacities in the industry. This contrasts with the findings 

of Sercovitch's (1980) study. 

The essay (Section II) also indicated that domestic efforts (e.g. 

deliberate,consistent and focussed investment) for the development and 

acculll.llation of technological and techno-managerial capacities in the 

industry have been very limited. 

The above findings of this essay suggest that only a very low stock 

of technological, techno-managerial and operative (includinq repair and 

malntenenace) skills, knowledge, expertise etc. was available to the 

industry during the 1973-79 period. With only very minor variations, this 

was co111110n for all the m111s. in the industry as was the low level and 
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declining trend of production efficiency. 1 The argument put forward 

here is that these two phenomena were related to each other: the low 

stock of 'human capital' was a significant cause of the industry's 

poor techno-economic performance. However, it is worth emphasizing 

that the validity of this argument cannot be systematically tested on the 

basis of available evidence. Nevertheless the following points needs 
to be stressed: 

2 

( i) The efforts made to expand higher level technical and 

techno-managerial training which were described in Section 

II of this essay were only made towards the very end of 

the 1973-79 period. The nature and scale of what was then 

identified as necessary reinforces the fragmentary evidence 

about what was not done before then. Furthermore, the 

information about the1imitations and problems associated 

with mill-level training is based largely on evidence about 

the period after efforts were made in 1977 to improve on 

what had been done over the previous decade. 

·(ii) The performance measures used in our earlier essay2 to this 

seminar series are very 'tight' measures of production 

efficiency itself. First, they are based on physical 

measures of outputs and inputs. The possibility of errors 

in the adjustment for input and output price changes is 

therefore eliminated, while the stock of physical capital 

remained virtually unchanged in the spinning sheds and 

increased only marginally in the loomsheds (even then, with 
' no change in technical 'quality'). Second, the indicators 

See 'Technological Learning': The case of. 
II; and also Hlawa (1983) Chapter 6, 
Ibid. 
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relate very precisely to the internal operation of the 

mills - i.e. to the productivity of workin~ labour and 

operating equipment, and to the efficiency with which 

operating equipment was actually ~ept running. Exogenous 

factors such as material shortages or limited markets could 

have had little direct influence on these measure5. Indeed 

with 'performance' defined in these ways there is little room 

for explanations of low and declining performance other than 

those which relate one way or another to the 'quality of 

labour'. The performance data alone would point to 

weaknesses in the technical, managerial and operating skills 

of the industry. The further evidence in this chapter abou~ 

the limited efforts made to acquire such skills should perhaps 

be seen as simply corroborating what would probabiy be obviou~ 

to an observer familiar with the requirements for efficient 

textile mill operation. 

In short, this essay suggests that, although Tanzania acquired the 

physical 'skeleton' of a textile industry in the 1960s, she failed to 

'clothe' that with very much of the human capital 'flesh' needed for 

efficient operation and subsequent improvement. Indeed, for lack of 

that flesh, the skeleton became a rapidly wasting asset in the 1970s. 

However, this general conclusion must be qualified. It is unlikely 

that all of the low level of production efficiency relative to 'benchmark' 

norms can be attributed solely to the inadequate development of human 

capital. It appears that some of the older P.quipment in some mills 

had substantially deteriorated by the mid-1970s; and some of the mills 

had Imbalanced structures of equipment and so forth. These kinds of 

inadequacies in the physical capital would probably have held production 

efficiency below the 'benchmark' norms, however great had been the 
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investment in human capital. In addition, not all of the decline in 
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The Table shows that the pattern of productivity decline is evidently 

not consistent with the operation of a 9eneralised 'unlearning' effect 

of the type outlined above. In spinning, manhour productivity in the 

group fell at about twice the rate of machine-hour-productivity, but 

this is the net effect of widely divergent patterns in the individual 

mills. In Urafiki 1 for example, the two rates are similar but in 

Mwatex and Kiltex-Arusha the rate of decline in manhour productivity is 

more than five times higher than the rate of decline in machine-hour-

efficiency. These patterns are reflected in the changes in machine-

manninq level. Overall this rises by 20 per cent, but only marginally 

at Urafiki 1 and very substantially at Mwatex and Kiltex-Arusha. In 

the case of weaving, the pattern is different in some respects. Overall 

machine-hour-efficiency and manhour productivity fell at roughly 

comparable rates ~with the rate of decline in the latter actually 

less than that of the former. Again, however, there are substantial 

differences between the mills. In the two Urafiki mills (especially 

Urafiki 1) manhour productivity fell less rapidly than machine-hour-

efficiency. The reverse was the case in the two Kiltex mills. Thus, 

the machine-manning level fell in the Urafiki mills but rose in the two 

Kiltex mills. 

Thus, a substantial effect overlies the generalised 'decay' of 

machine and manhour efficiency. Although it varies between the mills, 

this effect involv·ed adding more labour inputs to the 'decaying' system. 

This may reflect a deliberate effortto maintain output in the face of 

declining efficiency. Management may have chosen this particular strategy -

in effect, one of throwing quantities and not qualities of labour at the 

problem. However, the rising manhour/machine-hour ratios may also reflect 

a tendency to use the textile industry as an absorber of otherwise 

unemployed labour. Probably, social and, perhaps, political (explicit or 

implicit) objectives about employment may have overridden economic 

objectives about efficiency. In consequence, other socio-economic 

objectives on the consumption side were overridden. The output of 

the industry was far below its potential and per capita consumption of 

textiles (goods which meet one important 'basic need') remained very 

low and even declined over this period. At the same time, the price 

of these basic goods was probably higher than it could have been with 

higher levels of production efficiency. 

•• 
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Notes: (a) Figures within parantheses indicate total operative 
personnel in the respective sheds. 

(b) Given the frequent inter-departmental transfers of 
operative personnel within mills, the total nunber 
of shed operatives should be treated with care. 

Appendh A 

NlDTiber of operative personnel who have gone through industry craft 

courses at Chang'ombe Vocational Training Centre, 1977-80. 

YEAR Production Urafiki Hwatex Kiltex- Ki ltex- Sungura te< 
shed 1 and 2 Dar Arusha 

19 3 11 5 11 
Spinning ( 1545) (937) (491) (277) (681) 

31 4 14 3 10 
Weaving (1190) (827) (612) ( 166) (613) 

1977 
14 - 9 1 7 

Processing ( 512) (610) (231) (128) ( 197) 

Total in 64 7 34 9 28 
the mi 11 (3247) (2374) (1334) (571) 1491) 

29 7 12 2 14 
Spinning (1652) ( 952) ( 543) (294) 723) 

28 1 3 3 7 
Weaving (1273) ( 767) ( 631) (165) 653) 

1978 
11 9 6 1 11 

Processing ( 451) ( 511) ( 286) (142) 214) 

Total in 68 17 21 6 32 
the mil 1 (3376) (2230) (1460) (601) 1590) 

14 12 9 4 13 
Spinning (1886) (1121) ( 537) (319) \ 812) 

27 9 11 - 9 
1979 Weaving (1314) ( 801) ( 693) (197) I 641) 

16 8 7 2 17 
Processing ( 623) ( 631) ( 301) ( 136) 189) 

Total in 57 29 27 6 39 
the mi 11 (3823) (2553) (1531) (652) 1642) 

24 4 9 9 6 
Spinning (1826) (1271) ( 601) (330) I 821) 

16 12 13 3 16 
1980 Weaving (1286) ( 763) ( 684) (182) : 631) 

6 3 7 - 5 
Processing ( 575) ( 627) ( 276) ( 161) ( 181) 

c-
Total in 46 19 29 12 27 
the mtl 1 (3687) (2661) ( 1561) (673) \ 1633) 

-
.5011~ •'1111.M ""int 

,. 
Total 
in the 
Industry 

49 
(3931) 

62 
(3408) 

31 
(1678) 

142 
(9017) 

64 
(4164) 

42 
(3489) 

38 
(1604) 

144 
(9257) 

52 
(4675) 

56 
(3646) 

50 
(1880) 

158 
10201) 

52 
4849) 

60 
3546) 

21 
1820) 

133 
10215)· 
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Qp_cra_t_j~___l!.~r:_sonnel who have gone through industry craft courses 

~~~l~'ombe Vocational Training Centre 1977-80. 

(Figures given as percentage to total number of operatives in the sheds). 

YEAR Production Ura fl k I Hwatex Kil tex- Kiltex- Sunguratex Total 
shed 1 and 2 Dar Arusha in the 

Industry 

Spinning 1. 2 0.003 2.2 1.8 1.6 1.2 

1977 Weaving 2.6 0.004 2.2 1.8 1.6 1.8 

Processing 2.7 - J.8 0.007 J.5 1.8 

Total in 1. 9 0.002 2.5 1. 5 1.8 1.5 the mi 11 
--

Spinning 1. 7 0.007 2.2 0.006 1. 9 1.5 

1978 Weaving 2 .1 0.001 0.004 1.8 1.0 1.2 

Processing 2.4 1. 7 2.0 0.007 5 .1 2.3 

Total in 2.0 0.007 1.4 0.009 2.0 1.5 the mi 11 

Spinning 7.4 1.0 1.6 1.2 1.6 1.1 

1979 Weaving 2.0 1. 1 1.5 - 1.4 1.5 

Process Ing 2.5 1.2 2.3 1.4 8.9 2.6 

Total in 1.4 1.1 1. 7 0.009 2.3 1.5 the mill 
--- ---

Spinning 1.3 0.003 1.4 2.7 0.007 1.1 

1980 Weaving 1. 2 1. 5 1. 9 1.6 2.5 1.6 

Processing 1.0 0.004 2.5 - 2.7 1. 1 

Total in 1.2 0.007 1.8 1. 7 1.6 1.3 the mi 11 

SOURCE: Derived from Hill training schools 

Appendix j: __ 

Syllabus for textile craft courses offered in Hill Training Schools 

This appendix provides some notes on the main topics of the 

course syllabus offered on textile crafts within Hill Training 

Schools. The notes are based on a detailed course programme 

prepared by a task force formed for the purpose and as approved 

by TEXCO in 1977. The course syllabus is divided into three 

parts: spinning, weaving and processing. In turn each of these 

parts are sub-divided into two components - Theory and Practice. 

1. Spinning Craft Course - Grade Ill: (I) Theory. 

Hain topics: 

(a) Raw materials used in textile production: 

- Classification of various textile fibres used in textile 

production (eg cotton, wool, silk, synthetic, fibres, etc). 

- General characteristics and use of natural fibres as well 

as synthetic fibres. 

(b) ~ning Machines in General use i.e. 

- General characteristics and functioning of machines c0111110nly 

used in various sections of textile production (eg blowroom 

equipment, carding machines, drawframes, roving frames, 

spinning frames etc.) 

(ii) Practical 

.Main topic~: 

(a) Introduction or main methods for identifying fibrous materials 

(eg by visual examination, burning test, microspic test, 

melting point test, moisture regain test, specific gravity test, 

refractive Index test; touching and feeling test etc.) 



llppendlx D 

Number of persor.nel who have gone through textile craft courses 

_(Grade Jil,11 and i) within Hill Training Schools, lg77-80. 

--
YEllR Production Urafi kl Hwatex Kil tex- Klltex- Sungura tE'C 

shed I and 2 Dar llrusha 

81 4J 2J 16 4J 
Spinning (1545) ( gJ7) ( 4g1) ( 277) ( 681) 

74 61 J2 2J J4 
1977 Weaving (1190) ( 827) 612) ( 166) ( 61J) 

21 52 17 g 20 
Processing ( 512) ( 610) K 2J1 > ( 128) ( 1g7) 

-
Tota I in 176 156 72 48 97 
the mi 11 (3247) (2J74) JJJ4) ( 571) (J4gJ) 

89 6J 49 2J 61 
Spinning ( 1652) ( 952) ( 54J) ( 2g4) ( 72J) 

112 57 J7 14 JI 
1978 Weaving (I 27J) ( 767) ( 6JI) ( 165) ( 65J) 

41 21 28 lg 14 
Processing ( 451) ( 511) ( 286) ( 142) (214) 

Tota I In 242 141 114 56 106 
the mi JI · (3J76) (22JO) (1460) ( 601) (1590) 

g1 67 53 1g 53 
Spinning (1886) (JI 21) ( 5J7) ( 31g) ( 812) 

105 5J J6 21 24 
1979 Weaving (1314) ( 801) ( 693) ( Jg7) ( 641) 

71 61 2J 14 16 
Processing ( 623) ( 6JI) ( JOI) ( 136) ( J8g) 

Total in 267 181 112 54 g3 
the mi JI (3823) (255J) ( 1531) ( 652) (1642) 

121 84 33 21 67 
Spinning (1826) (1271) ( 6DI) ( 330) ( 821) 

5g 32 26 16 Jl 
1980 Weaving (1286) ( 763) ( 684) ( 182) ( 631) 

73 21 17 g 21 
Processing ( 575) ( 627) ( 276) ( 161) ( 181) 

Total In 253 137 76 46 Jig 
the mil I '3687) (26611 (15611 ( 673' ( 163.l' - - -- - ·-- --

Total 
In the 
Industry 

206 
(3931) 

224 
(3408) 

11g 
(1678) 

54g 
(9017) 

285 
(4164) 

251 
(3489) 

12J 
( 1604) 

65g 
( 9257) 

283 
('1675) 

23g 
(36116) 

185 
(1880} 

707 
(10201) 

326 
(484g) 

164 
(J546) 

141 
( 1820) 

631 
(102"" 

(b) Introduction (by demonstrations and Illustrations) of the 

main equipment used in the different sub-sections within 

ring spinning (I.e. blowroom, carding, drawing, roving, 

spinning etc.) 

(c) Demonstrations on the functioning and use of the machines 

within the sub-sections In spinning (as above). 

•• 



2. Spinning Craft Course - Grade II: (i) Theo')'._. 

Main topics: 

(a) Main processes taking place in the various sub-sections 

within spinning (eg opening, blending, drafting, drawing, 

twisting etc.) and their importance in yarn manufacturing. 

(b) Importance of ma·lntainlng right degrees of temperatures and 

amounts of humidity In the production sheds. 

(c) Elementary calculations and setting of speeds of the 

different machines in the sub-sections within spinning. 

(ii) Prac tlca 1 

Hain topics: 

(a) Identification of the main parts of the equipment used in 

the different sections within spinning. 

(b) Demonstrations of the workings and inter-relationships 

amongst the various machines within spinning. 

(c) Demonstrations on the main processes that take place within 

spinning (eg opening, blending, drafting, twisting, etc.) 

I' : 

Spinning Craft Course Grade I: (i) Theory 

Hain topics: 

(a) Detailed objectives and functioning of equipment used In 

the different sub-sections within spinning. 

(b) Detailed mathmetlcal calculations and setting of speeds 

of the different machines within spinning depending on 

the count of yarn to be produced. 

(ff) Practical 

Hain topics: 

(a) Detailed identification of the principal parts within 

equipment in all the sub-sections within spinning. 

(b) Demonstrations and illustrations on adjusting and setting 

of principle parts of equipment within spinning. 

(c) Detailed study of the processes and motions involved in 

all equipment within spinning. 

...... ---·- ·-·-----~~--~----1· 
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2. Weaving Craft Course Grade Ill: (i) Theory: · 

Main topics: 

(a) Introduction to different methods of fabric construction. 

(b) Principal parts of equipment used for fabric construction 

(eg cone-winders, warpers, looms etc). 

(c) Yarn faults and their effects on cloth quality. 

(d) l~troduction to cloth structure and basic weaves. 

(Ii) Practical 

Hain topics: 

(a) Methods used for the Identification of yarn counts received 

from the spinning shed. 

(b) Methods used for the identification of yarn faults, their 

causes, and possible remedies. 

(c) Demonstrations on simpler mathmetlcal calculations for the 

various machines used in the loomshed depending on the type 

of fabric constructed. 

Weaving Craft Course Grade II: (i) TheorY.: 

Hain topics: 

(a) Detailed Identification of the main parts of the equipment 

used within weaving. 

(b) Setting of equipment within weaving and tracing their 

operational sequence. 

(c) Examination of the mechanical motions (eg picking motions, 

beattng motions etc.) involved in the different equipment 

within weaving. 

(if) Pract tea 1 

Hain topics: 

(a) Demonstrations and illustrations of main parts of equipment 

used within weaving. 

(b) Practical exercises on settings of the different machines 

according to the type of fabric to be constructed. 

(c) Practical exercises on mathmetical calculations for the 

various machines used in the loomshed. 



3. Weaving Craft Course Grade I: (I) Theory: 

Main topics: 

(a) Detailed examination of the main equipment used in the 

different sections within weaving. 

(b) Detailed examin~tion of the main processes that take place 

within the different machines within weaving. 

(c} Detailed procedures for setting equipment within weaving, 

tracing their operational sequence etc. 

(ii) Practical: 

Main topics: 
(a) Demonstrations and illustrations in greater detail, of the 

main parts of equipment used within weaving and their Inter-

relationships. 

(b} Detailed practical exercises on setting of the different 

machines according to the type of fabric to be produced etc. 

J. Processing Craft Course Grade Ill: (i) Theory: 

Hain topics: 

(a) Introduction to the main equipment and processes involved in 

textile processing of pure cotton systems (eg de-sizing, 

singeing, bleaching, scouring, dyeing, printing, resin-

trea tment etc. ) 

(b) Introduction to main Inputs used in textile processing 

(eg dyestuffs, bleaching agents, preservatives, detergents etc.) 

(c) Physical and Chemical testing of various types of fibres 

(eg cotton, woolen, silk, nylon, polyester, acetate fibres etc.) 

(II) Practlca 1: 

Hain topics: 

(a) Demonstrations and exercises on principle parts of main 

equipment used within processing and their functioning. 

(b) Demonstrations on methods used for testing fabric, fibres 

and dyestuffs. 

(c) Demonstrations on dyeing and printing using various methods 

(eg screen dyeing/printing, pad dyeing/printing etc) using 

various types of· dyestuffs (eg basic dyestuffs, acid 
dyestuffs, etc.). 

-'_ -~ 
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Processing Craft Course Grade 11: (i) Jheory: 

Hain topics: 
(a) Detailed introduction to the main equipment and processes 

involved for processing fabrtcs. 

{b) Introduction to ·chemical operations Involved in de-siztng, 

singeing, bleaching, dyeing, printing etc. 

{ft) Practical 

Main topics: 
(a) Demonstrations and exercises on dyeing and prfnttng of 

various fabrics using different methods (exhaust method, 

padding etc) and ustng different types of dyestuffs 

(eg 

(b) Oemonstrat1ons and exercises on various ktnds of 'after 

treatments' of dyed and printed fabrics (eg steaming 

process, batching process, thermofication, resin-treatment, 

pen11anent crease treatment etc.) 

Processing Craft Course Grade I: (i) Theory: 

Mat n topics: 

(a) Detailed description of the main equipment and processes 

involved in textile processing. 

(b) Methods for detennfning cloth fastness properties (eg ltght 

fastness, wash fastness, seafastness, water fastness, etc.) 

(c) Various types of 'finishes' applfed on processed cloth 

(eg crease-resistance: shrink-resistance: rot-proof etc.) 

(ii) Practical. 

Hain toptcs: 

(a) Demonstrations and exercises on dyeing of fabrtcs using 

various methods (eg exhaust-dYelng, pad-dyeing etc.) 

(b) Demonstrattons and exercises on printing of fabrics using 

various methods (roller printing, screen printtng etc.) 

(c) Demonstrations and exercises on the application of various 

finishes on dyed/printed fabrics. 



SOURCE: Derived from Hill Training Schools 

Notes: (a) Figures within parantheses indicate total operative 
personnel in the respective production sheds. 

(b) Given t~e freqientinter-departmental transfers of operative 
personnel within mills, the total number of shed operatives 
should be treated with care. 
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SUMMARY 

Technology is knowledge of how to do all those things associatld 

with economic activity. Thus, the acquisition of technology is as importan~ 

to the development process and as essential an aspect of the process of 

investment as the accumulation of financial resources. Moreover, because 

technology is continuously changing, with new products and processes being 

developed year-by-year, the need to acquire technology is also a continuous 

one, and one. that expands with expansion in economic activity. 

Two basic facts underlie the process of international technology 

transfer. First, the origin of the vast majority of technological develop-

ments is concentrated in a few developed countries. Although some developing 

countries are beginning to promote local technological dl!velopment, they 

remain dependent on the developed countries for most of their technology. 

Secondly, a large part of the market for technology has been commercialized 

with proprietary rights acquired in the technology. Since technology has many 

of the characteristics of a public good, s•Jch that the marginal cost of 

communicating it to others is very low com~ared with the initial costs of 

development, the commercialization of the technology market has involved 

imposing restrictions - legal and other - on the free cormnunication of know-
1-

ledge. The result is. that the technology market is highly imperfect, the 

price charged for technology tends to be oligopolistic, and consequently there 

is considerable scope for abuse,and potential for bargaining on the part of 

buyers. The transfer of technology consists, in part, in the transfer of the 

required knowledge; in part, in the transfer of various marketing rights 

associated with the knowledge. These include the right to use trademarks, 

access to specified markets, and so on. In many cases, the ~wq are inextricably 

connected, so that if a buyer wishes to purchase the knowledge he also has to 

purchase the market rights, and vice-versa. 
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Technology is transferred in a number of different forms, ranging 

from formal (technology cont!acts) to infortnal (meetings, people changing 

jobs). The process is often differentiated according to the degree of 

packaging involved in the transfer with the most packaged transfers consisti~g 

of the bundle of services associated with direct foreign investment, and the 

least packaged in the direct purchase of ciachinery and other inputs. There 

are various intermediate forms including joint ven.tures and contracts involving 

associated management services ~nd knowhow. In any particular case, the 
; 

mechanism of transfer depends on the willingness of the supplier to supply 

the technology in different forms and the desire and ability of the buyer 

to buy it in a particular form. There is considerable variation in the way 

different countries acquire technology reflecting differences in national 

policies, in national capacities and in the industrial composition.of the 

tecnnology transferred. In some countries, e.g., historically Jar,n and 

· currently the Andean Pact countries, the most packaged forms of technology 

_ transfer, notably direct foreign investmen,, are severely restricted. The 

degree of development influences the extent of packaging because less developed 

countries may lack the capacity to put the package together for themselves. In 

general, more sophistilated (technologically) industries show a greater 

degree of packaging than less sophisticated. Despite recent support by some 
• LDCs for less packaging, no definite world~ide trends towards d~pac~ging can 

be discerned empirically. 

Developing countries' objectives towards technology transfer have 

evolved. Immediately following independence, most countries were keen to 

industralize quickly, and to maximize the technology inflow. Hencr!, they 

introduced a host of tax incentives to encourilgc technology inflow. As time 
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proceeded, it emerged thnt the indiscrinina~e import of technology had involved 

high cus ts, had led to dualistic pat terns of developrnE nt, had ac.centua ted 

dependency and had inhib_ited learr.ing effects. Consequently. new. objectives 

evolved: in particular, many developing countries wished to regulate the 

inflow of technology to reduce the costs of transfer, to increase the in-

dependence of decision making and to promote local technological innovation. 

In addition, in response to employment and other problems, some countries 

recognized a need for more app~opriate technology. 

Costs of Technology Transfer 

The nominal declared costs of technology transfer need bear little -

relationship to actual costs because companies which supply more than one 

service may choose the form in which they receive payment. For example, 

payments. for_ technology may appear as royalty payments o~ as pr-0fits or as 

ove~invoiced import prices. The problems of disguised payments arise in 

most acute form for the most packaged forms of transfer, but are also present· 

to some extent in pther forms, such as joi~t ventures. The high proportion of 

int~a-firm trade and pf intra-firm technology flows gives rise to the possibility 

J-t .... o""':.h -I;\.,°! .,.,,...,;'f':..,L-a..ho'-" ~( i:T"~VlS f~....- p..-i.:iVI~> t-l U!«,,•el 
1'Y\~e,.,'4\"ao.~\o~ .... \.. \ .. ,co·'"' flb'Als. ..1 J 

of disguised payment, _There ~s considerable evidence of overinvoicingof import! 

~nd underinvoicing of qxports. While the evidence suggests that this 

occurs to the greatest extent in pharmaceuticals, there is strong evidence of 

simil.:ir practices in many 'other industries.• Evidence of such practices has been 

collected in a nun\ber of L.:itin American countries,· and in I,idia and Greece. 

The industries covered include pharmaceuticals, chemicals, met.:il products, 

minerals and rubber products. It is difficult to know how much of the 

dit>guised pnyw:mts should be attributed to technology transfer and how much 

to other facLorn. The need for technology transfer normally.gives rise to 

th.~ poi>s i bi lity of !;UCh pay1i1rnt~, but their extent is influenced by rc~cipient 
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governments' economic policies as well as by lack of competition in the 

world industry. 

The process of technology transfer imposes additional costs as 

the result of restrictive clauses associated with it. In the case of direct 

overseas investment, the restrictions are implicit. For technology con-

tracts between independent parties, they are an explicit part of the contract. 

There· is evidence of widespread restrictions embodied in technology contracts. 

The restrictive clauses include limitations (or total bans) on exports, 

tied purchase of inputs, machinery and parts, limitations on competing supplies, 

and constraints-which limit the.dynamic-effects of transfer by req .iring excessive 

_use of expatriate personnel· and discouraging.local r. and d. 

·UNCTAD estimated the overt costs of technology transfer to be 5% 

of non-petroleum exports of developing cou~trie.s in 1968, and estimated- that 

this proportion would rise steadily over the subsequent 10 years. While 

other evidence suggests that the UNCTAD estimates (particularly in relation 

to the rate of increase after ·1968) may be -overestimates, adding some .~stin1ate 

of ·the implicit and indirect ·costs would ·substantially increase the costs. For 

example, to add 10% of the· costs of imported ·capital equj.pment and chemicals 

and one-fifth of ·the declared profits ·on foreign investment to the UNCTAD 

estimates would more than double them.· The high costs do not necessarily mean, 

of course, that the price is not worth paying. But they do suggest that there 

may be considerable gains to be made from bargaining, especially in view of the 

non-competitiveness of much of the market. 

Indcpend<'nce 

Technoloey transfer limits the independence of decision making. This 

is most obvious in the case of direct invost:ment, but occurs to a considerable 

extl.!nt wlth respeC't to tranr.fcrs between 111d£'pl.!ndcnt parties where tcchnolocy 
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contracts include very heavy restricti~ns on freedoo of tl~cision making. 

It has been claimerl that technology transfer has come to rep~ace ownership 

as a mechanism of control. 

Learning 

The ability to make independent technological choices. to adapt 

and improve upon chosen techniques and products, and eventually to generate new 

technology are essential aspects of the development process. Relatively little 

is known about the process of ~ccum.ulation of technological capacity. Broadly, 

three stages may pe identified: in the first, the ability to make independent 

te.chnol~rical choices is developed; in the second, minor innovations occur 

locally; and in the third, the capacity to create new technology is developed. 

In general, the stages occur sequentially.· There is a complex relationship 

between the import of technology and the development of local technological 

capacity, and one that encompasses both complementarities and conflicts. 

Some import of technology is required as a basis for learning. But highly 

packaged imp~rts tend to limit the development of the ability to make 

independent choices. Minor technological change may occur on the basis of 

imported technology - this seems to respond to a mixture of technological 

capacity and competit~e and other pressures. The third stage - local de-

velopment of technology - ma~ be inhibited by indiscriminate imports - partly 

because of restrictive clauses involved in technology contracts which limit 

the <lyn.:illlic effects; partly because the foreign technology associated with foreign 

trademarks tends to have a strong market advantage over local technology; hence, loc 

technology, even when developed, is often not used, and thus the incentive to devclo 

it is much reduced. The most successful examples of technolo~ical development 

I have combined sC'.lective import of foreign technology with positive measures 

to promote local technology. Thus the local developments are provided 

with the (or~ir,n knowhow they need and the protection and promotion nl'cessnry. 

I 



subsidies and incentives to r. and d. and government procuremant practices that 

favour local technology. Japan's technological development is a very success-

ful case of this sort of policy: technology was imported, then adapted do-

mestically and promoted in both public and private sectors. Other successful 

examples, involving a similar combination of policies, have been observed in 

a few cases in Mexico and India. 

Policies Towards Technologv Impor~s 

Relevant policies vary.according to objectives, although there is 

considerable overlap with some policies serving more than one objective, and 

the objectives themselves being mutually reinforcing. For example, policies 

which eliminate restrictive practices will also increase independence, reduce 

costs and may contribute to the learning effects of the technology. 

The set of relevant policies varies with the stage of de~elopment, and 

particularly the technological and administrative capacity of the country con-

cerned. Policies aimed at improving the terms of technology transfer are rele-

vant to most countries. Although they involve administrative costs, the potential 

gains are laree, as shown by the experience of countries which have followed thet:1. 

However, policies of selectivity towards imported technology require a greater 

degree of technological 1Sophistication and administrative judgment. These 

policies are only worth pursuing where there exists fairly considerable local 

technological capacity; they may best be introduced on an industry-by-industry 

basis. 

The general economic strategy of the count~y is of relevance to the 

effectiveness and outcome of technology policies. The terms of technology 

trJnsfcr arc likely to be more competitive., the more competitive the general 

environment is, and the less government policies (e.g. of protection) give rise 

to quasi.-rcuts. nut non-coinpctiLivc "lcmC!nts in the world industrial structure 

r.1r-.111 th.-:1t ~.qwd.nl tcchnolorw policies are re-quired in addition to general 
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competitive policiea. As far as lC>c.i.i ted1nol.()gic;:il dP.velopment is concerned, 

the relationship between r,eneral e~()nomic policies und local technological 

developments is les~ clear.· While it is often argued that heavy protection 

and "distorted" factor prices remove incentives for local adaption, there 

are a number of examples of local ter.hnological"innovation occurring in a generally 

protected environment. Thus, India and Argentin.~ have developed technology 

locally,in a few cases sufficiently to export the technolo~y to neighbouring 

countries. The sort of pressures which lead to local technological innovation 

are of many kinds, e.g., absence of particular raw materials, and not confined 

to cost pressures associated with pri\..a and exchange rate policies. 

A number of countries have trie~ to reduce the packaging element in imported 

technology. A major reason is to secure greater independence of decision 

making: this is desired in itself, and also as an essential part of the 

learning process so that countries may develop the c~pacity first _o make 

independent technological choices, and subsequently to develop their own 

technology. The policy is also related to the question of costs, since it 

appears that costs tend to be higher the more packaged the form of transfer. 

The policies may be mandatory - e.g., forbidding majority foreign owner-
t. 

ship in some or all industries - or rely on incentives. An essential 

complement to policies towards depackaging is the introduction of some 

sort of regul.ntion over technology transfe&: between independent parties; 

otherwise, as indjcated by empirical evidence, many of the problems associated 

with direct investment re-emerge via technology contracts. A number of countries 

have introduced National Registers of Technology, permitting registra-

tion only if the contracts fulfill various criteri;:i with respect to terms and 

restrictive clauKes. In &cneral, restrictive clauses (e.g., with respect to 

export bans Hnd tylng inputs) arc outlawed. Investigations of the results of 

the~;(' pol.ici C!; in two ~ount:1· i cs - Colomhi.ti ~md Hcxico - hnve shown very 
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subs.tnntinl forcjgn cxchani;e gains, and the outlawing of a large number of 

-restrictive clau~cs at relatively low administrative cost. But it hns not 

yet been thoroughly established how far such policies have had de facto 

as ar,ainst ~ jur:·success, as many of the explicit and formal restrictions 

_may have been replaced by informal implicit ones. 

Changes in the tax system may be designed to improve the terms of 

- technology transfer. In particular, if cor~orate taxation is made independent 

of the degree of underinvoicing o~ overinvoicing (either by formula apportion-

ment or by a uniformity of rates appro~ch), the foreign exchange and revenue 

loss caus~J by these practices· will be much reduced. The removal of tax 

incentives towards overseas investment, which have been shown·to be ineffective, 

_would als~ improve t~e terms of technology transfer. 

Policies to protect and promote local technological developments involve 

the selective import of foreign techno~ogy as well as promotional measures towards 

domestic de.velopments. Industries in which there is substantial local potential, 

and some likeli~ood of long run comparative advantage in technological develop-

ment, should be selected; in these industries technology imports should be 

permitted where they are complementary with and conducive to local technological 

dcvelopn1ent and restrictEfd where they are competitive with local developments. 

Technological development is an infant industry, with strong externalities, 

which according~y requires protection. There are numerous - and fairly well 

known - promotional measures, including government subsidies, training and 

education and so on. None of them have proved to be particularly effective on 
1/ 

their own;-but at both macro and micro levels a combinntion of protection and 

p~omotion docs seem to have been effective. 

Tl~ system of p~tcnts and trademarks in effect gives strong protection 

to foreign technology a~ agninst local tcchnolo~y. ~y so doinc, it also tends 

]_I Sec the I.R.U.C. study 1nto Science o:md Technolo!;Y Policy .Instrument~ 
in 10 Countric~; (S.1psti, 1978). 
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to raise the cost of t:he forei~n techn0logy. Five-sixths of patents are held 

by foreigners in LlJCs, and of these, OV•!r ';)0% are unexploitec:. International 

discussion and negotiation aoout -che reform of the system is currently under-

way. Trademarks ·.-ict as a powerful protective device to foreign technology because of 

the market~ng power they bestow. LDC trademarks are relatively undeveloped; they 

formed half of new registrations in 1974, but this was substantially less than some 

ten.years before. Various reforms are possible, including complete outlawing 

of trademarks, outlawing foreign ·trademarks only, requiring joint foreign and 

local trademarks, and imposing a heavy tax on trademarks. The main problem is 

to combine consumer protection with a r~duction of the role of trademarks. 

Trademarks tend to be heavily concentrated in a few industries (notably 

pharmaceuticals) and action could be restricted to one or two sectors, initially. 

Any restrictive policies need to be acc0mpanied by consumer education and pro-

motion of alternative methods of guaranteeing quality, e.g. by deveJoping government 

standards. 

Local technological capacity in t:l.ird world countries is of critical 

importance: it is a vital part of the development process, it is necessary for 

independence , to improve bargaining power in relation to the import of 

technology, and to generate appropriate technical change. While 

there appears to be a certain amount of technological choice today, the continued 

concentration of technical change on advanced country technology is likely to 

result in increasingly inappropriate techniques. Unless developing countries 

undertake r. and d. in alternative directions, the choice of technology available 

in the future will be increasingly circumscribed and irrelevant to the needs of 

the world's poorest. The development of a continuous process of technological 

change - new techniques and products - in an appropriate direction in the 

dcvt>lopine countri<!s is essential if the choice is to be widened. 
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Appropriate Technologv 

Technology recently developed in advanced countries tends to be in-

appropriate, in many respects, ·for many I.Des. This is because it is. designed 

to meet the needs of the advanced countries; it tends for example to be in-

creasingly capital intensive. Its use in poor countries involves a concentration 

of investment resources-in the modern sector, exacerbating differentials and 

contributing to the problems of unemployment and underemployment. Products 

designed for advanced country consumers are ill suited to meet the basic needs 

of poor people. However, the high productivity of much modern technology and 

the efficiency and economies of scale a·.sociated with advanced country products 

may make the technology the best choice, given the absence of efficient al_terna-

tives. Appropriate technology consists of technology more in line with develop-

ing country needs and resou1ces; it consists of more labour intensive processes 

in the· modern sector, and the development of new and improved techniques and 

products for the traditional.. sector. The promotion of more appropriate tech-

nology includes the selection of more approp-iate technology among known tech-

nologies (including "old" techniques from ad11anced countries and secondhand 

_machinery) and the development of new appropriate technologies. 

The developmen~ strategy a country adopts strongly influences its 

technological options. If a country's consumption patterns are similar to those 

of developed countries, and if its main trading or.ient~tion is with developed 

countries, then the main body of technology it uses in the modern sector will 

need to be that of the developed countries. Consumption patterns are likely 

to be similar to those of developed countries among countries with an unequal 

income distribution •. an "open" policy towards technological imports, and lack 

of ~ndigenous culturnl factors which inhibit the demonstration eff~ct. Some 
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modific:ition of technology is clearly possible - and indeed hC'ppens - even in 

this sort of situation, but modifications are likely to be largely a matter of 

time lags in adopting the latest advanced country technolog~, more labour 

intensive ancilliary activities, and modifications rendered necessary by 

differences in the size of the market. 

With more equal income distribution and with obstacles (cultural, 

economic or legal) preventing the domination of advanced country products, the 

potential for appropriate and se~f-generated technology will be greater. Trade 

in manufactured products with advanced countries has generally involved the 

import of technology from advanced countries, at least in the initial stage. 

Trade between developing countries is more likely to be consistent with the use 

of locally generated appropriate technology.. Appropriate ·technology consists 

both in modification in "monern" sector products and techn~ques a,nd in up-

grading "traditional" sector technology. Even in countries with adva·nced country 

oriented modern sectors, there is potential for ap~ropriate technology in the 

traditional sector to help raise productivity and incomes and meet basic needs. 

Policies to promote appropriate technology consist in policies 

determining the demand for (or selection of) different products and techniques, 

and policies determining,. the supply of technologies. On the demand side, the 

policies concerned are ·chiefly national; they include determinants of income 

distribution and consumption patterns, tradit'l'b strategy, policies determining 

control over investible resources by different types· of decision makers, and 

relative factor prices. On the supply side, they include the collection of 

information about different technologies and its diffusion, and research and 

development and the creation of new technologies. Potentially, there could be 

an important role for international institutions on the supply side assisting in 

infol."'Tllation collection and d~ffusion, nnd in (unding appropriate research. 
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Technology transfer between developing countries col·ld have an 

important role to pl~y in increasing developing countries technological 

independence and bargaining power and in promoting appropriate technology. 

There are some indications that such trade is expanding; third world MNCs 

are developing as is thirJ world consultancy and. trade in capital goods. 

As with similar developments, there is a danger that new imbalances and 

dependencies within the third world will arise as a result. 

There is a complex syst_em of relationships between past policy 

towards technology, policy makers and policy making. Countries which have 

been heavily dependent on foreign technology, particularly in the form of 

foreign investment, find it more difficult to regulate it than those which 

have relied on it to a lesser extent and have maintained an arm's length 

relationship with foreign suppliers. Similarly, patterns ~f productio~ and 

consumption which are broadly inappropriate set in force strong forces making 

for similar inag,propriate choices in the future. The extent of current free-

dom of d~cision.making depends in large part on past policies. Today's policies, 

then, will partly determine future opions. Ln this context, radical delinking 

might be a tactical and temporary move to strengthen a country's position in 

future linked relationshlps. 



~-· __. __________________________________________ _ 
-1/ Intern~tional Technology Transfer: Issues and Policy Ontions 

Technology is knowledge - knowledge of how to do and make useful things •. ~/ 

At the heart of any form of economic activity from the least to the most sophis-

ticated lies the technology or knowledge of how the activity is carried out. Be-

fore initiating any economic activity then the first prerequisite is the acqui-

sition of this knowledge. But technology is not randomly and freely distributed 

throughout the world, as would appear from some economists' models. Rather, as 

part of the process of historic~! development, the development of technology 

has been heavily concentrated in certain parts of the world, notably the developed 

countries. Moreover, much of this tec~nology has been commercialized with pro-

prietary rights acquired in it so that it is not freely transferred but is sold 
. 

commercially. The international transfer - in many cases involving the international 

sale - of technology is thus an essential precondition fqr economic development. 

Since technology changes continuously, with new or improved products, new mater-

ials or new uses of old materials, and new techniques of production, the need to 

acquire technology is not once for all, but a continuing one. Thus the question of 

technology transfer - how it is transferred, the terms of transfer and the effects 

of the transfer - is at least as critical to economic development, as the ques-

tion of transfer of capd..tal resources. In recent years this fact has been widely 

recognized, as shown by the many international conferences, resolutions etc. on the 

subject. This paper attempts to summarize s~me of the main issues that arise in 

connection with the international transfer of technology to developing countriesl.1 

l/ I am grateful for comments on an earlier. drafc to a number of people 
in the World Bank: I would especially like to.mention Howard Pack 
and Larry Westphal. 

y Merrill defines it as 'skills, knowledge and procedures for· making, 
using and doing useful things.' 

ll Tht're are many problems that arise in connection .... 1th internal technology 
transfer-Le. the transfer of technology or its diffusion within a nation, 
but the~e arc not ~onsidcrcd in this paper. 
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I. Why TcchnoloFjY is Transferred 

The international transfer of technology takes place when knowledge in 

one country - which may have been developed there or acquired from somewhere el3e -

is communicated to people in another country, for use there. The communication 

may occur freely outside the market, or may be a commercial transaction. Effective 

communication of knowledge for economic activity is not norm.ally just a matter of 

communication of design sheets and formulae, but also involves an essential soft-· 

ware element, the communication of ~ to use the information, which may raquire 

the transfer of skills, manag~rial knowhow and so on.11 The sale of technology 

occurs when some essential paTt of the package which constitutes the technology 

is in the commercial possession of srnne agent, who will only part with it for a 

price. This 'possession' may take the form of monopolization of the desired 

knowledge, which may occur naturally when it is first developed, and befo-re others 

·have caught uP with the technological developments, or .Dl8.Y be the result of legal 

restrictions protecting the owners of the technology, a1lawing them to sell it, and 

preventing imitators, as with the patent la\lS and those related to trademarks. 

In either case a lllQnopolistic element enters the market enabling the o\lners of the 

technology to earn some monopolistic ren:s - i.e. to charge a price in excess of the 
2/ 

actual costs of colllll1unication.-The monopolistic element may pervade a much wider 

area than that specifically covered by legal protection, because of the bundled as-

pect of much technology, so that some element of the bundle which is apparently free-

ly available without legal restriction 1s 0 in practice protected by restrictions af-

fecting some other element in the bundle. The actual costs of communication are 

];/ "Technology, used in this study, refers to the package of pr~duct designs, pro-
duction and processing techniques and managerial systems that are used eo manu-
facture particular industrial products." (Baranson, p. 13). This paper adopts 
this definition, but does not confine attention to industrial products. 

2/ The juscificntion for commercialization of the market for technology is that it 
providr.s the necessary appropriability to induce private R. and D. Part of 
the excessive price (over and above costs of corrJ11unicacion) conscit.uce normal 
rc:turns to R. and D. and shollld not, therefore, necessarily be classified as 
monopoly profits. 

l 
I 
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l/ 
by no means negligible.- Technology transfer may command a or:fc~ tC\ co•.rer these 

costs in the absence of any mO\lOpolistic elements in the market: for technology. 

Technology was defined above as knowledge of how to do and make useful 

things. But in practice examination of the market for technology suggests that 

in the process of commP.rcialization of this r.1arket, the content of technology 

transfe·r has become more complex than this. A major element in technology trans-· 

fer is the acquisition of the right to use certain trademarks and/or acces.s to 

certain markets and inputs. For shorthand we may describe the acquisi,tion of 

trademarks, and privileged access gained to 111Z:.rkets and/or to inputs (which may 

include an assurance that the.firm will be kept up to date with later technical 

developments) as marketing rights. These may be highly valuable to individual 

firms in helping gain markets or inputs. While they are often associated with the 

communication of useful knowledge, and fot:11l a significant part of technology con-
2/ tracts,- they are not themselves accurately described as c.onsisting in the cornmuni-

cation of useful knowledge. Nonetheless, in the context of discussion of inter-

Jj 

~/ 

Teece (1976) estimates the costs involved in trans~itting and absorb-
ing all the relevant unembodied knowledge, and finds that these costs range 
from 2 to 59% of total project costs. 

1. 
Trademarks were an aspect of 48% of technology contracts examined in Mexico 
and 58% in Arecntina. But the estim.:ites are very sensitive to the methodology 
used. In a study of Brazil where each contract was divided into as many agree-
ments as there were contractual elements, trademarks formed 13.24 of the total. 
But in Brazil trademark licenses are not allowed betYeen parent and subsi-
diary company. See UNCT~ (1977b) (paras. 1Z6 an4 127} 
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national technology transfer, the acquisition of marketing rights forms an im-

portant element of costs and i~ also a significant aspect of.motivation. Dis-

cussion of the international transfer of technology thus covers both the communi-

cation (or sale) of knowledge and the sale of marketing rights. 

The internation~l transfer of technology takes place when three condition~ 

occur. First, decision makers in one country wish to use a certain technology;· 

secondly, that technology is not available locally; thirdly, they believe it is 

cheaper for them to transfer the technology than to reproduce it locally. These 

three conditions explain the quite substantial amount of technology transfer be-
'l. / tween developed countries.- But they are present to a much greater extent in 

relation to investment decisions in developing countries, such that a very large 

• proporti'on of investment in developing countries involves international technology 

transfer chiefly from developed count•ies. The three conditions ~ply to a 

de(inition of technology which encompasses the' marketing element just described. 

Condition one: investors wish to use a certain technology. For some observers it 

appears almost a.~iomatic that countries should wish to, and would benefit from, 

use of the latest technological developments: "Whatever the source, the increase 

in the stock of useful knowledge and the extension of its application are of the · 

essence of modern ecopomic growth •••. No matter where these technological and social 

1/ See the analysis of eg. Posner (1961 ~nd 1970) describing the 'technology 
gap' conditions which give rise first to trade, and subsequently to technology 
transfer between developed countries. A full explanation of international 
technology transfer should go further than the above, first explaining why 
a deci~ion is made to produce a particular product in a particular country, 
as against importing it:. Technology gap, product cycle, and import subs ti-
tution cum jumping tariff barrier hypotheses provide explanations of the 
initial decision to produce. See eg. Posner op. cit., llufbauer (1966) Vernon 
(1966) and Uirsch (1967), and (1§76) SPRU (1972) 
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innovations emerge - and they ar~ lu·gel:r th~ ;>rodu·::t of th.:! developed countries -· 
11 

the economic gruw th of any 11ation depends upon their adoption." (Kuznets, 1966 )-' 

From the point of view of the e.ocial interest and long run development 

prospects of developing countries, there are three reasons why one might question 

or at least qualify this view. First there are biases in the development of 

technology: the characteristics of any technology are heavily influenced by 
2/ the economic and social conditions in the economy in which it is developed.-

Thus technology developed for advanced societies often has characteristics ~hich 

are ill suited to much poorer economies: for example, technological advances in 

rich societies tend to be incre.asingly capital-intensive, of increasing scale 

of production and designed to produce products intended for high income consumers. 

As we shall discuss more below, if imported unadapted into poor societies, these 

characteristics have various· undesirable eff~cts. The Kuznets view of the un-

questionable superiority of the latest technology wou~d only be invariably cor-

rect if this bias did not exist and technical advance were neutral with respect 

to factor use and product design, raising the productivity of all types of tech-

niques equally, and enhancing the efficie~cy of all types of products equally. 

Nonetheless, recent technological advances do involve great gains in productivity 

in resource use and' this fact may compensate for biases in characteristics, but it ,_ 
does not do so inva~iably. Secondly, there are significant learning effects. 

3/ 
The Japanese case-- illilstrates the way in. which restricted import of technology 

aay permit the local development of technological.capacity. Again learning as-

pects will be discussed more below. Thirdly, as already stated the technology 

that ia transferred involves more than the most recent technological advances;· it 

1/ See also Gerschenkron (1962) and Spencer (1970). 

3/ This point is discussed at much greater length in Ste"1art (1977) 
Chapters 1 and 3. 

11 Sec O~awa (1966) 'and UNC:'An (1978a), 
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also involves the transfer of marketing rights. While the knowledge itself may 

be worth acquiring from a national point of view, marketing rights may not be. 

These qualificatio~ a_re made from the point of view o'f the national in-

terest of developing countries. They do not apply directly at the level of 

the individual firm, where most technology decisions are made. It is not their 

concern that amalgamati~g all the micro-decisi~ns, the free import of advanced 

country ·technology may cause biases in development patterns; individual firms 

respond to thi.s sort of consideration indirectly if differences in conditions 

affect factor prices and consumer tastes. Long run learning effects are 

externalities not allowed-for in individual decision making while considerations 

related to marketing rights enhance the individual decision maker's assessment 

of the value of the technology in.question rather than the reverse. For the 

most part then, individual decision makers wish to acqufre recent technology -

not necessarily ~he latest, the exact vintage depending upon technological 

alternatives and the factor price/market situation in the country in -

question. At a national level too, governments, keen to industrialize, wish 

to have the 'best' technology, which is often identified with the latest. 

Condition 2: the technology is not avail,ble locally. During the past two hun-

dred years technological innovations have been dominated by a handful of countries. 

A study by O.E.C.D. (1970) identified 110 significant innovations in the twentieth 

century. All emanated from developed countries with the U.S. responsible for 

60%, the U.K. 14% and Gertn<ln firns 11%. As"these figures indicate innovations are 

not evenly spread among developed countries, but largely concentrated on a very 

few countries. Only the U.S. and the U.K. are net creditors in terms of rn~Plty 

i.iay11.11::nts. Th<! U.S. accowtte~ !or nearly two thirds of the gross receipts of royalty 
1/ p.:iyments among the_ major recipients- in 1977; the main European countries accounted 

1/ Fro::i the cfat.J fund of the I .H.F. Countries included .:ire the U.S., Jcipan U.K., 
Austri~, Belgium, France, Germany, ltaly, Netherlands, Sweden, Aust:rali.:i, 
S. Africn, New Zealand, Norway, Finl.:ind nnd Sp:iin. As a group these countries 
are in crcclit to the rest of the world, in tet-ms of royalty payments, to 
thP. tune of 1,06'..i million SDRs. The U.S.' O\.rn net credit: is far greater 
than this - 3,662 million SRDs. 
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for nearly 30Z, and Japan for 3%. ':"hese figures t'eflect the past history of 

tech~ological domination by a tew developed countries. But much of this demi-

nation remains. The developed countries are responsible for 97% of world re-

search and development expenditure!/. 2 / 6 nations- employ nearly 70% of the 

world's research and development manpower ahd spend nearly 85% of Rand D funds; 

only 6% of an estimated 3 1/2 million patents issued in 1972 were granted by 

developing countries, and less than one sixth of those issued by developing 

countries were owned by developing country nationals. ?_I 'With the exception 

of Brazil and India, developing countries imp~rt a high proportion of their 
4/ capital goods-- ; over 90% of LDC plant and machinery imports come from developed 

countries. In recent years there has been· some increase in the technological 

capacity of developing countries - ar.. increase which, as is to be expected, has 

been unev~ly spread among developing countries. This is indicated ~y rising 

expenditure on research and development and, by some. evidence of incipient ex-
5 / 

ports of technology by some developing countries;-and by increases in the export ,, 
of capital goods by some developing countries.- But while these developments 

. I 

are potentially significant, particularlj in relation to policy. they are of 

relative insignificance in the general picture. The developed countries retain 

a massive preponderance in technological innovation which is a fundamental 
'· 

fact which must underly any discussion of technology transfer: it is this pre-
. .,, 

ponderance that is sometimes described as technological dependence.-
• 

l I -· 
~I 
11 
':_I 
2.1 
y 

'!_I 

Annerstadt (1978). Expenditure figures are a bit misleading because of dif-
ferences in salary levels: developing countries account for 13% of world 
scientists and engineers involved in research and development. 
USA, USSR, Japan, Federal Republic of German, France and the UK • 
L'NCTAD, (19751'). 

Sec Haizels (1963) and Stewart (1977), Table 5. 2. 
Described by Wells (1977), Diaz-Alejandro (1977) and Lall (1978). 
Exports of machinery and trnnsport equipment were 177. of developing market 
economy expcn:ts in 1976. 
See UNCTAD, (1976) 
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Despite the fact that most innQvations occur in the developed countries, there 

are - to an increasing extent - local LDC sources of technulogy. In the first 

place, although small in re_lative extent, R. and D. in the third world is in-

creasing, and third world innovation (which extends, as in all economies, well 
1/ beyond formal R. and D.) and adaptation is rising.- Secondly, when a certain 

techno~ogy has been transferred once, internaI transfer - from the initial re-

cipient to other users - could, in theory replace international transfer. How-

ever, in practice both these potential sources of internal technology tend to 

be underutilized in many countries. Much LDC R. and D. tends to be misdirected, 
2/ from the point of view of._ generating usable technologies.- A considerable por-

tion of it is basic research, which '.iU1Y be nece'ssary to build up a scientific 

capacity, but which many observers believe has been overemphasized. Moreover, 

there are weak-links between R. and D. and local productive activitie~ with a 

notoriously small proportion of total R. and D. being aonducted by firms.-~/ It 

is· noteworthy that of five countries which have developed Technoi.ogy Plans, four 

specified explicitly that a significant weakness of existing efforts was wealt 
4/ links with the productive sector.- Evei. where local research efforts do gen-

5/ erate viable technologies, there is a strong- tendency for these technologies 

to be rejected in favour of foreign sources. This rejection is largely due to 
t. 

!I The five countries which have Technology Plans are all planning to raise the 
proportion of GNP devoted to R. and D: significantly, to around 1%. Most re-
cent figures collected by Annerstadt show a significant increase in R. and D. 
expenditure in LDCs in 1973 as compared with.earlier figures, Adaption and 
innnvRtion have been identified in Korea and Taiwan (see Ranis 1972 and 1973), 
and in Argentina(see K.3tz (1978) and Maxwell (1978)). See also other sources 
cited in Lall (1978). While a certain amount of LDC innovation has by now been 
established its quantitative significance is not clear. 

_2_/ This was the view of the USAID Report (1970); Cooper (1972), Herrera. (1972) 
and Reddy in Bhalla (cd) (1979). 

11 See eg. Subrahmanian (1972), Carlsen (1975). 
!!_/ UNC'l"AD (1978 b) • The countries were India, Mexico, Pakistan and Venezuela. 

See Kidron, (1%5) Subrahmanian (1972), Sercovich (1975), Lall (1975). AurnrR 
Morehou~e (1974). 
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the market power bestowed by foreig~ trademarks, which is ln turn engendered by 

consumer belief that forei&n is best, and by some bad experiences with local 

technclogies. ·Foreign technologies may also involve a greater marketability on 

world markets, and in some case access to markets which have been cartelized by 

foreign sources. The second potential source of internal technology is the 

internal transfer of techniques which have been initially imported. Both Japan 

and China have pursued this as a conscious policy. In the inter-war period, 

Japanese technology policy was summarized by the slogan: "The first machine by 
1/ 

import, the second by domestic production".- In China, Baranson reports that 

a U.S. "process team was shown an e>..~ct duplicate of its own - albeit, an eight-

year old model - catalytic cracker and platforming refinery of a 3,000-barrel-

a-day capacity apparently copied from one that UOP had previously sold- to Cuba". 

(p. 118). But Japan and China are exception~. Until ~ecently many countries· 

have followed a laisser-faire policy towards the import of techn~logy permitting 

the duplicative import of technology. Restrictions in technology contracts limit 

the possibility of internal transfer, whjle it is often in the interests of the 

individual firm to acquire a foreign technology from the original foreign source, 

despite the fact (or indeed because of it) that some other local firm has already 

acquired it. Thus eufpirical investigations find that very similar technologies 

are sold to the same country a number of times, and sometimes that the identical 
• 2/ 

technology is sold a number of times. A ~tudy of Danislrforeign investment in 

India found that every single technique transferred was already in use somewhere 

1:/ UNCTAD (l978a) 

3/ Sec Neers~ Cl975) 
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in India. The potential internal sources of technology a~e thus underused and the 

extent of international transfeT exaggerated, as a result of a laisser-faire 

policy towards the transfer of technology, and the market power bestowed by 
' foreign technology. 

Condition 3: decision makers believe it is cheaper to import the technology 

rather· than reproduce it locally. Despite the real costs involved in technology 

transfer, costs of local reproduction - particularly at the level of the in-

dividual firm - are likely to be greater. This is in part due to the lower 

levels of technical sophistication and of R. and D. capacity in LDCs as com-

pared with DCs, and in large par~ to economies of scale associated with R. and 

D., and particularly with its use. Thus it is not surprising that once a particu-

lar technology has been developed, the reduplication of the devel<Ji>mertt process 

should be more expensive than acquiring it. Moreove!, _given that many inves-

tors wish to acquire the marketing rights as well as the knowledge, and that lo-

cal R. and D. cannot generate this, foreign technology may be bought even when 

local reproduction would be as cheap. 

The three conditions necessary for the international transfer of tech-

nology are thus ver, often present in investment decisions in third world countries. 

This is particularly J;.he case when the market situation is such that foreign 

trademarks enhance profitability, and governments pursue a passive policy 

towards technology imports. 



s. 

II. Transfer Mechanisms 

Defining technology l/ very broadly to ~ncli..de all knowledge related 

to economic activity naturally means that it encompasses a very wide range of 

types of knowledge, and that there are, correapondingly, very many mechanisms 

of transfer associated with it. In content, technology includes knowledge about 

infrastructure and services, agriculture as well as industry; it includes speci-

fication of what is produced as well as how it is proJuced. The how of pro-

duction is not merely a matter of technical specifications but also includes 

managerial techniques, forms of orga~ization and so on. 

Much. technology is. transferred informally through reading books, 

journals, sales literature, through personal contacts :i.n meetings and conferences 

and so on and through th2 movement of trained people f~Olll one job to another. 
. ·21 . 

Within more formal categories of transfet·, a distinction has been mad.e- bet:Yeen 

direct and indirect mechanisms: direct mechanisms are those used when the 

recipient enterprises are in direct cont~ct with the suppliers of techno~ogy; 

indirect transfer occurs when a company in an advanced country plays an 

intermediary role packaging the technology for the developed country. In 

practice, this distirtction is ,too firm: there are a large variety of types of 

transfer involving varying degrees of packaging. 

ll The literature abounds with definitional discussions of exactly what is 
involved in the process of technology transfer, and of.the various elements in-
volved, e.g.,•, the distinction into "general technology," "sys tern-specific" 
technology, firms-specific-technology" and so on (Quinn 1969). See the dis-
cussion in Cooper and Sercovich (1971). Here we avoid this type of ·discussion. 

!: . ./ Cooper and Sercovich. 
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Direct forms of transfer include dir.ect contracting of individual expertz 

and consultant companies• en~aging engineering d.esign and plant construction 

enterprises, training IUltionals for specific production projects, technical 

information activities and transfer of the process technology embodied in capital 

goods by 
c • r·1 • .. ~ 

importation of e~uipment purchased directly from machine manufacturers.!L 
i"'' po-r+eo F"""'~c+ J.. 

Indirect mechanisms range from the completely packaged in the form of direc 

investment overseas in a wholly-owned subsidiary. through joint ventures, turnkey 

arrangements and license and management contracts between independent pa~ties. 

License agreements encompas~ a considerable range of contracts which vary 

in what they cover, in the restrictive provisions involved, and in the form and 

rate of payment. Some license agrer:nents contain provisions for some equity 

participation; some include management contracts, or the right of the licensor 

to appoint man.agers and/directors; licensors may sometime~ appoint quality control 

ezperts, and occasionally control marketing· through vholly-ovned subsidiaries. 

License agre..ents often contain restrictive clauses in relation to the right~ 

of the licensee to export, to conduct and/or use independent research, and tie-in 
2/ clauses, whereby the licensee has to purrhase inputs from the licensor, and so on.-

The determination of the mechanism of transfer in a particular case 

is the outcome of the willingness of the supplier of technology to supply the 

technoloSY in a part~cular form and thP. desire and ability of the recipient to 

acquire it in a particular form. Generally. indirect mechanisms tend to be 

adopted where a country lac~s the capacity"to under~ake direct purchase, where 

proprietary technology is involved which ~11 not be released, or where (for 

..ark.etiug or other reasons) the recipient wishes to acquire trade marks.1/ nut, 

!/ Cooper and Sercovich. 

~./ Cooper .:ind Sercovich provide a comprehensive discussion. A considernhlc amount 
of research has been done cxamininc the nature of transfer mechanisms in par-
ticular countri£~·s - Ree e.g., UNCTAD (1975a), Asian Productfvity Orgnnization 
(1976), S.P.lt.l!. (1972)., UNC"rAD (1974), Marga Institute (1975), Sercovlch (19711), 
Vailsos (l 974). 

11 s.r.K.u. (197~). pr. 19-20. 
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as just suggested, there remains con::iclerable ·~hoict. .as 1:0 the nature of the 

I indirect mechanism. 

I 

I 

') . 
I 
1 

Where the interests of the recipient country differ from those 

of an individual recip~ent enterprise, the ou~come may depend on ~ho is responsible 

for the negotiations - government or enterprise - and how far enterprise freedom · 

is restricted by government regulations. 

The quantitative significance of different ::iechanisms varies as 

between countries, as between industries, and over time. Country variation, 

illustrated in the Table below for 1970, is partly a matter of national policy 

towards technology transfer and private overseas investment, and partly of the degree 

of development, and in particular the technological and managerial sophistication 

of the co.untry concerned. The less developed - in terms of this type of sophistica-

tion rather than per capita income - the more·packaged the transfer is likely to be. 

because the country may lack the capacity to put the package together itself, and 
1/ because it may lack the bargaining power to insist on so doing.- But independently 

of stage of development, the question of aational technology strategy is of critical 

importance: some countries, such as Japan and many of the socialist countries, 

only permitted licen!:\~ agreements or direct transfers; many others have encouraged 

1/ But, taking the ratio of intra-firm tQ total technology payments to U. S. 
companies as a guide to the degree of packaging, in 1976 developed countries' 
packaging (with the exception of Japan) was not dissimilar to that of the 
developing countries (see footnote, p. 18). This may in part be due to the 
non-regulatory/interventionist policies of most developed market economies 
permitting packaged transfers. It also may be due to the fact that as 
countries become more developed, the technology they need to acquire from 
overseas becomes more sophisticated, and the tendency for pnckaging in 
sophisticated industries to be greater than in less sophisticated out'W'eighs 
the effects of greater technological sophistication in reducing packaging. 
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1/ direct foreign investment; - while a few follow an intermediate policy 
?/ (e.g., India).~ The content of licensing agreements also varies between 

countries: as is to be e~pectcd, countries with little independent managerial 

capacity are likely to 

This was illustrated in 

have agreements which ~nclude management contracts. 
3/ a study of technology transfer to Ethiopia,- which 

found that the majority of agreements contained ~anagement contracts. 

The nature of the tTansfer mechanism adqpted varies with the industry. 

The more technologically sophisticated, the mere difficult it is for countries 

to rely on direct transfer. The extent and nature of property rights over 

technology vary with the industry, as does the significance of trademarks. UNCTAD 
I 

(l975a) classified industries into "modern" (requiring ·heavy research and develop-

ment and with a recent record of· technological innovation), "traditional" and 

"other" - ~oth of which use well-established technologies. They found that 'for 

13 countries, 57% of the contractual an-angements were in the "mod~rn" classifica-

· tiori in manufacturing. but there was a wj.de dispersion between countries. Relatively 

sophisticated countries, like South Kore~, had as much as 80% of contractual 

arrangements in the modern industries, presumably indicating that direct transfer 

occurs in mature in~ustries with well-established technologies; but in Dahomey, 

80% of contracts were outside the research intensive sectors. A comparative 

study of pharmaceuticals, chemic:ils and eicctrical engineering in Latin America !:./ 
found significant differences in preferences of supplying firms for different 

mechanisms of transfer. Broadly, these differences in preference were reflected 

in the actual arrangements. In the pharmaceutical industry, there was a strong 

preference for transfer via wholly-owned subsidiaries, and also for patent 

l / As shown by the tMssivc tax inc en tivcs provided. 

?:_/ See S .l' .R .U. <1972) Oz:iwa (1966). Subrnhmanian (1972), NeerseS (1975), UNCTA.D 
(1978), Mycelka ~1977), UNIDO (1978). 

2/ UNCTAD (19 74) • 
!:_I S. P .R.U. (1972) 
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T.ible 1 

OWNERSHIP CHARACTERISTIC:-~ OF THE CONTRACTING ENTERPRISES 

IN THE TECHNOLOGY RECEIVWG COUNTRY, ElID 1970 

% of Contracts in Enterprises with 

Country 

Cyprus 
Colombia 
Brazil 
Sri Lanka 
Peru 
Rep. Korea 
Pakistan 
India 
Yugoslavia 

Majority Foreign 
Ownership 

48 
45 
36 
29 
28 
13 
12 

3 

Minority Foreign 
• Ownership 

44 
12 

ii 
42 
19 
I 
8 

12 
5 

Source: UNCTAD (1975) TD/B/AC.11/ ;.OiRev. 2, Table ·3. 

I Minority foreign ownership treated as whoil} n<a:tional. 

* SpecifieC. as "100% government controlled.'' 

Wholly Nationally 
Owned 

8 
43 
6411 
29 
55 
8711 
79* 
85 
95 

protection of the technology transferred. In chemic::.ls, the majority of firms 

preferred joint vent~res or pure licensing arrangemL.nts - the preference being 

greater the smaller the size of the sttpplyi.ng firm~ · In eiectrical machinei.-y -

which on the whole is a mature technology which has b<?en widely dispersed - by far 

the largest m.unber of preferences was for licensing agreements. In a study of metal 

working and chemical firms in three Andear. Pact countr:! · 3, Mytelka (1978) distinguis:-.~. 

between technology transfer via licensing and direct acquisition through exp~rien~e 

of personnel, non-negotiable means (e.g., copying); the purchase of machinery and 

processes, journals e.nd professional meetings. "Ownership .>tructure, product 
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sector and firm size ••. correlated highly wi t"h the decision to license." 

Foreign firms clustered in indus~r..!.t..::; wi.th complex and volatile technologks: the} 

together with mixed firms overwhelmingly licensed their technology, even wht>re 

the technologies were simple and mature. Nationally-owned f.4rms were dom.in,.nt 

in simpler (technologically) indt.::stries: 61?. 'of nationally-owned firms ncquired 

technology through direct means, a5 compared with 17.6% of foreign firms, 12.S~ 

of State firms and 25% of :iixed fL-ms. The firms were asked why they decided 

to license: 51% gave br;;Ld name acquisition as a reason; 47% the complexity of 

the technology, 30% prio1· 1elationship to the technology supp liar, 26% cheapness, 

and 17% 'other' which int 1udes Jdvau~ageous bargaining conditions, reduced costs, 
I 

few restrictions. Returning to the earlier distinction between that part of 

technology transfer which ,..onsist~ in the communication of useful knowledge, 

and marketing rights aspects, it appears that for this sample, of the total 

reasons given, one-third "'1•:r.-t> of the kno.,ledge communication typ:- (complexity and 

cheapness), while l:Tr!c- th:il" :!~; were other reasons, much of .whi.ch could be classified 

as marketing rights. 'i'his does not mean, of course, that licenses obtained for 

e.g., brand name reasons, did not bring with them useful knowledge and quality 
'/". 

guarantees which l.t wc.uld have been· costly to obtain in other ways. 
I 

A study of suurces of technology in S. Korea l/ found that formal 

mechanisms of transfer - licenses and te·~hnical agreements wi· th • foreign 

technology suppliers - accounted for o~ly a small_p~oportion of the total. 

Formal mechamisms from forei"••n s li f ~ upp ers were o greatest significance in the 

modern sector - accounting for 21~. of 11 · ~ a important technology sources. This is a 

smaller proportion than other sources of =oreign technology, which included tech-

nology embodied i.n Kor~an labour anad ( r"<iriagement. 18. 6i.), foreign suppliers of 

capital equipment or raw matcrfals (8.2'J ind foreign buyers (6.6%). In 

lf Pursell and Rhea· (1978). 
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the traditional and resource based sectors formal machanisms play~d a sig-

nificantly smnl ler role. While the1·e may be ::;pecie&l factors in S. Korea 

accounting for some of the importance o! informa~ mech&nisms - for example, 

buyers <:an only play a significant role in an export-oriented economy - the 

study suggest~ we may often overemphauize. the role of formal mechansims in 

technology transfer. 

In recent years, there have been various forces making for less packagec 

forms of transfer - both in recipient an~ supplying countries. Growing industria! 

sophistication among recipients has increased their capacity to provide elements 

of the package for themselves; but they have also moved into more sophisticated 

(technologically) industries, where packaging is more dominant. Increasing 

political and economic sophistication, combined with the accumulation and spread 

of knowledge about the technology transfer process, has increased countries' 

intervention in technology transfer, sometimes involving a search for unpackaged 

alternatives. 1/ In some·of the supplying coun~ries, government regulations 

curtailing investment overseas, and fears of the riskiness of overseas investment 

in the ligh:: of moves among recipients to reduce equi.ty participation, have 
2/ contributed to more arms length forms of technology transfer. -

The evidence, however, is rather mixed. Baranson claims that "the , 
most dramatic of the new strat~gies has been the adoption by some U. S. firms 

of an explicit policy to shift from equity investment and managerial control 

of overseas facilities to the sale of technology and management services as a 

direct means to earn returns on col'.'porate assets." 1./ He cites examples in fi\"e 

major research-intensive industries. In the parts of the world where policies 

have been most explicitly directed against packaged forms of technology inflow, 

}:_/ See UNIDO (1978) and Mytelka (1977). 

11 Baranson (1978) discusses the reasons, particularly from the point of view o( 
the supplyin~ countries, nc greater length. 

]_/ narauson, op. cit., p.S. 
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e.g. India and the Andean Pact Countries, there is evidence of a move towards 
1/ But as Table 2 shows for the world as a whole, and less packaged forms. -
· other than Latin America, there has been a signif ica~t for developing countries 2/ 

f U S technology receipts which are intra-firm:-increase in the proportion o • • 

n ... F. s. accounted ror 7::z of gross receipts for technology among the t!. s .. 

Japan and Europe in 1969; the proportion has declined to 68% in 1977. J_/ 

It appears that U. S. technology supplies are more often intra-firm than supp:ies 

from other countries. !!I 

No definite conclusions can be drawn on the basis of this evidence -

which is not surprising, perhaps, given the 111any factors that contribute to the 

S/ overall breakdown, including recipient country policy, industrial composition,-
6/ 

country source of supplies_, etc:-. But it does appear that there are a range "f 

alternative mechanisms for technology transfer in many industries. 

!/See Mytelk<l (1977). 

2/ As discussed in de tail below, royalty payments ·are not necessarily an accurate 
- guide to payments for technology transfer. Over time, changes in the environ::~nt 

may leac' cotnpanies to change the form (proportionately) in which they receive 
differe1 r. fonns of payment. This may be one explanation of the declining i~tra
firm ra~io for Latin America, where the Andean Pact prohibited the payment of 
royalties between subsidiary and parent companies. 

!:./ 

These figures are for receipts from technology transfer to all countries. 
Evidence for payntents by particular developing countries als;-&uggests the 
declining role of the U. S.: for example, in South Korea, the U. S. acco~ntec 
for 407. of technolor,y imports for the years 1962-66, and 217. in 1973-77; :apa~ 
accounted for 337. in 1962-66 and 537. in 1973-77. In Peru, the U. S. and Canaca 
accounted for 607. of the royalty payments in 1971 and 357. in 19i4. A stucy of 
license agreements in the Philippines for ar,ree:ments before 1970, showed th.:it 
67% were with U. S. firms, Bi. with Japanese firms; for the period 1971-73, 347, 
were with the U. S. 127. ""·ith Japan. (UNIDO, 1978). 

This is suggested by the fact th.it intra-firm payments for particular countrie:!:: 
to all sources are subst:rntially lower than those shown for U. S. payments: 
e.g., for Brazil intra-firm payments t<>crc 527. of total payments in manufac_tur_ing 
1965-70; in Arr.entinn they were 427. in 1972. (Chudnov5ky 1978). 

See Chudnovsky (1978), 1"alile 2 for variations in th~ ratio of inter-firm 
to intra-firm royalties according to industl."y in Arr,entina. 

2_/ TIH'! proportion of tot.11 pnymcntn of royalties and mmiag,.,ment fees to U.S. 
companies, which WP.rr- inrra-ftrm, rose sh•11·ply OVC'!r the per:fod 1960 to 1976 
in the d£'velopcd countries, a~ well as the 'other devPloping': Io Japan, 
it rose from 13 to 50~;. in the U.K., fro::i 56 to 84i:, .in Western Europe, 
from 44 to 82%, C.1n.1d.:.1, 80 to 947., in Australia, New Zealand n11<.J South 
Airicn fro1n 65 to B4i.'.. 



1'atle :? ---
PROPORTION OF TOTAL U.S. RECEIPTS FROM ROYALTIES 

AND MANAGEMENT FEES WRICH ARE INTRA-FIRM 

World Latin America Other Developing 

1956 64 88 n.a. 

1960 62 83 72 

1972 76 85 80 

i 
1976 82 82 90 

l 
Source: 1956 Hymer (1976), Table 2.2. 

Rest - Chudnovsky (1978), Table l. 

t-

l 
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III. Significant Dimensions of Technology Transfer 

Objectives of LDCs in relation to technology transfer have evolvP~ 

in response to experience in relation to technology transfer over the last 2C yea=s. 

Initially, keen to industrialize rapidly and thereby, as they thought, acquire 

wealth and economic independence, most countries main aim was to maximize the 

quantity. of technology transferred. Hence, they introduced a host of incenth·es, . 
such as tax incentives, duty drawbacks, protection, and the provision of infra-

structure, designed to encourage the inflow of technology from overseas, mair.:y 
1/ in the form of private overseas invesonent. - In other respects, a broadly 

laisser f~ire policy was followed with respect to technology transfers so that it 

was left to individual firms to decide the form and nature of the technology 

transferred. However, as the consequences of unrestricted inflow became apparent, 

new objectives evolved: the laissP.r-faire policy has therefore given way to a 

much more interventionist strategy at both national and international levels. 

First, the high and rising cost of technology transfer drew attention 

to the neec.; to introduce policies which would improve the terms of technology 

transfer. This was initiated by the Andean Pact group of countries, then UNC7AD, 

by now the need for policies in this area has gained very wide acceptance amocg 

LDCs. 

Secondly, in many countries a dualistic pattern of development was 

associated with the unrestricted import of advanced country technology. The 

capital intensity of the investment, the heavy underemployment, and the elitist 

!/ See Lent (1967), Reuber (1973) and U.N. (1972) for a description of the in-
centives. 
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consumption patterns in many counttie:i led to emphasis on the need for appropriate 

technology: i.e., technology 1n li.nc with the needs and reso11rces of poor 

countries. Although the need for app~opr1ate technology was la~gely initiated 

in the advanced countries, it has achieved increasing support among LDCs. J:./ 
Thirdly, the dependency sch~ol of development suggested that neither 

political independence nor industrialization was sufficient to achieve economic 

independence, and· that at the root of the dependency relationship exhibited between 

periphery and center lay technological dependence. A more modest approach. which 

does not rest on acceptance of. the whole dependency analysis, shows that techno-

logical dependence did indeed impose restrictions on the freedom of decision 

making that were scarcely compatible with economic independence. Hence, the 

creation of independent technological capacity became an aim. 

Fourthly, it was increasingly felt that unrestricted import of techno-

logy inhibited the development of local technological capacity which in turn 

reduced long-run development prospects and engendered further technological 

dependence. 

The new' objectives towards technology transfer, which have been 

accepted and pursued with varying degrees of enthusiasm, are in many ways in 

conflict with the ini~ial obj~ctive of maximizing the inflow. !/ They each 

suggest a much more interventionist policy on the part of governments, and in 

general a more restrictive and selective policy towards technology transfer from 

abroad. They each support (from different points of view) the need to develop 

1./ 

2/ -
See the findings of the feasibility study into "A New International Mechanism 
for Appropriate Technology." (1978). 

There ~s a (non-coincidental) parallel between chAn~in~ 0~jPcs{v s t~arcs 
econom:i.c development and those towards technology transfer. \~ tfi the 
dethronement of GNI:' has gone, after a timelag, a corresponding ctetrocl<.ing ot 
associated (instrumental) objectives such as maximizing technolocy transfer. 
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Third World.tachnologic::il c~p::icity. In other respects, the new objectives ::ire 

sometimes in conflict, .lnd often di£ft?r in ea:ph::isis and policy conclusions. 

In the rest of this p::iper, we e:cill:line the policy options indic::ited by the new 

objective.&. The ~aper takes four dimensions of technology transfer: 

I. the terms of the transfer, or the ~; 

II. the effects of the transfer on indc~endence of decision oaking; 

III. the effects of the transfer on local technological capacity, or the 

learnin5 effects of the transfer; and 

IV. the characteristics of the transfer. 

Each of these corresponds with one o~~the 'new' objectives described. The 

paper considers past experience in relation to eacµ of these dimensions, and 

policy options suggested (and in some cases adopted). The next sections consider 

the first. three dimensions, "1hich are grouped a::iturally together in cer::is of 

policy. The que~tion of characteristics raises somewhat sep~rate issues and 

is dealt with in Section VI. 

I 

• 
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IV. Cos ts of Technology Transfer_ 

(i) Actual costs: It is difficult to ascertain actual costs of 

transfer. Apart from the fact that data is weak and sparse. the packaged 

aspect of much technology transfer and the indirect costs imposed raise 

problems. Where there is any degree of pack.aging the supplying firm is, 

by definition, supplying more than one service. This means that the firm 

has some choice in how it receives its return for each element of the package 

e.g., whether it receives payment for technol~gy as royalties, as profits, 

or through the transfer pricing mechanism. Declared payments nominally 

attributed to any one item may therefore bear no relationship to the real 

charge levied. To get at the total charges levied is.difficult; but with 

rough and ready means, estimates have been mane. But this does not solve 

the problem of how to ·allocate the items among the elements of the pack.age. 

This is peculiarly difficult in connection with technology transfer because 

there is often some monopoly element involved, enabling the total charges levied to -

exceed the competitive charges. But the ~ource of monopoly is not always 

the possession and sale of the technology; it· may involve access to markets, 

or raw materials or so on. However, if we define the technology transfer ,. 
to include marketing rights, as we have above, then it can be claimed that 

in large part monopolistic charges may be attributed to the technology transfer • 
• 

But we should not include, as many seem to have d~ne, competitive payments 

for other services which form part of the package, as costs of technology 

trans fer. 

These problems, that arise from the packaged nature of technology 

transfer, are most acute for the most packaged rorms oi transfer - viz., that 

of the TNC to wholly owned suhsidiar,ies. But joint ventures also have 
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considerable scope for manipulating payments. Wholly owned national 

companies often receive technology and inputs from the same source -

again it is ndt possible to know to what extent particular forms of 

payment represent the payment for technology. 

A further problem is that restrictions on activities form a 

normal part of many technology·contracts~ But these impose costs, which 

can be substantiu. For example, tied sources of inputs is similar to' 

tied aid in increasing costs, but worse because with aid tying normally 

takes the form of tying to a particular country whereas with technology 

transfer the tying is to a particular firm. Even for aid, the costs have 
1/ 

been estimated to be as much as 30% of the cost of the equipment. The 

costs are likely to be greater for private technology transfers. Other 

.forms of·restriction also impose costs which are difficult to estimate, such 

as restrictions on exports and on local innovation. The extent of these 

restrictior. ~ has been established by a number of studies, but not their 

_ costs. 

In view of these problems, it is perhaps not surprising that none ,_ 

of the (quite numerous) studies on technology transfer to developing countries 

_have come up with satisfactory estimates of costs. 

The most systematic estimates of direct costs were made by UNCTAD 

(1975). For 1968, they estimated that direct costs to LDCs of technology 

transfer were around $1,500 million for royalties and consultancy payments, 

which w<J.s equivalent to Si. of non-oil exports and around 0 .5% of GDP. They 

1/ Bhagwati. (1968). 
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estimated that these payments were likely to grow et arounC. 207. p.a. on 

i f the basis of questionnaires to·recipient countries. However, the technology 

( 
i 

·.-. 

' 

receiving countries expected a lower rat£: of increase. If we assume that 

in fact technology payments grew by 15: p.a. from 1968-1977, they would 

amount to ~~,-·7~m. in lu77.l:./ T ble l h s th u~c.:·•·AU ti t t vJ ~ J 7 a s ow e " • es ma es ogetner 

with technology related payments. As suggested above some element of these. . 
related pavments are likely to be due to technology. 

In addition to these direct costs, overinvoicing of imports and 

underi.~voicing of exports represents an additional cost. The very substantial 

proportion of international trade that occurs within the transnational corporation-

gives scope to these practices. 

ll The data are derived from questionnaires to recipient countries. More 
recent data collected by the IMF is too incomplete to provide much guidance. 
It excludes management/consultancy and the cover~ge is very incomplete. 
'nle estimates for royalties are far lower than those of UNCTAD (generally 
of the order of 1/2: to 1% of exports). It is likely that· a good deal of 
intra-affiliate payments have been omitted in the IMF data. However, the 
Fund data suggest that the UNCTAD estimates overstate the costs. Accordirig 
to the Fund data, gross royalty receipts among the main technology suppliers 
from all.countries grew by 99i. p.a. ·qetwcen 1969 and 1977. Net receipts 
grew by 10.97. p.a. · 
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TABLE 3 

Dircc:C enus o( lnns(er o( 1..-c:hnnlugy In c:omp:uisnn wirh 01her refcnnc 
(oieia;n exclunge nu"·s u( 1h:velupi11g C:IJllllUio:s, 1968" 

0utfl1JWI 
1. Direct ·p:a~n • .:nts tor rr:anslcr· or tc:"'hnology 

(p:atcnts, liccns.:s, know-how, lr:adcm:arks, .1nd 
m:an:ir.:cmenc :ind other ccchnic:aJ services) 

.. Technoloa;1·rcb1c:d p.1)'ments: 
(o/ l!nrorls (c.i.(.) or m:ac;hincny :and cquip111cnt 

(excludi~ p:asscn~r v.:hicl"-s) :and o( c:hc111k.1ls 
(b/ rrotic on direct ford;n inYCSlmcnt (excluding 

oil·producini; c:ounlri.:J)b •••••••••••••••• 

3. Service p:iymcnls on cxlcrNI public debt 

Jnflowr 
4. Non-petroleum e:<ports (f.o.b.J ••••••••••••••• 
$. Total oflio:i:al no,.,·s •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
6. Direcc (orci;n invcstme11t (incJuding reinve~red 

c:irnur.;s) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

&011 :e.1: 

Line t: '· . ICT AD sec:r.ic:ari.u cslimarn (see lexl). 

'·'-(nrilliu111 of 
dolhln/ 

l,500 

18,420· 

1,721 

.C,021 

29,JSO 
6,710 

l,700 

l"Ptrporr/,.,, t1/ Ji¥rl 
P•)•111r11t• /•" 1ro1111/rr 

of tuh"'"''',. 
frrr rrnrJ 

100 

I 

17 

37 

$ 
ll 

$6 

Lino 2 (•}: Unilcd Nalic>ns • • \fontlrly Oullctin of Stati11ic•. vol. XXVI. No. 7 (July 1972). 

Linc 2 (bJ: "The out<luw or financial resoutc:cs from Jcvelopinc counlries: note by 1he UNCT AD 
11CCre1:arial" (TD(l I 5/Supp.S) 0 loc. t:it. 

L•nc l: IURD/IDA.A11n11al/lcpo,t. J972. 

Lines 4. S and 6: UNC"rAO, lla11dbook of /111rmatio114/ Trodr and D.:11.:lop111.:nt St.;t/Jtlcz, 1971 
(U11i1t:d Naaions puhlio:.Jliu11 0 s . .ics No. l::/l-".72 .11.0.J). 
• Data do not incluJc Sourhern Europe.Jn c:uunlrics. 
b lneludin& oil·pro'dui:fos c:ounrrics: S4,934 milllo11. 
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It is estimated t~at roughly one-third of total US exports were 

on an intra-firm b~sis in i97o.1/ In manufacturing three industries accounted 

for 70% of that trade: transport, equipment, non-electrical machinery and 

chemicals. Fifty three percent of manufactured exports to developing countries 

was intra-firm, arid for developing countries other than Latin America the 

proportion was 65%.-~/ Intra-firm trade is here defined as trade between 

a parent and a majority-owned.affiliate. If joint ventures were included 

the proportion would be higher. A detailed study of Brazil and Mexico showed 

that the intra-firm share of export~ was high and growing: in 1960 it was 68% and 

54% respectively; in 1972, 73% and 82% )./ Imp~rts from the parent company 

accounted for 50% (Brazil) and 58% (Mexico) of the affiliates' total material 

imports in 1972. Again, intra-firm trade was found to)>e particularly concentrated 

in· technologically sophisticated industries. For the UK, a survey suggested 

that about one-quarter of all exports were intra-firm, and one-quarter of · 

recurrent imports of affiliates in develc•ping countries were supplied by other 

units within the corporation. Data for ~Iorway and German firms also show a 

significant proportion of trade is intra-firm; generally speaking the proportions 
4/ (of both imports and iexports) are lower than for US firms.-

11 Lall (1973) and UNCTAD (1977c) summar!ze the evidence. 
J:./ T~ble 1 U:~CTl.D (1977c). 
1_/ Newfarmer and Mueller (1975) quoted fn UNCTAU (1Y77c). 
!:/ ~ e~ JThTCT.A.!' ( 1a77 c) • 
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The evidence thus. shews that a very significant p~oportion of trade 

is intra-firm, giving rise_ to the possibility of a quantitatively significant 

element of costs of technology- transfer being disguised through the manipulation 

of transfer pricing. Intra-firm trade tends to be highest in the 

technologically sophisticated firms where the.costs of technology transfer 

are likely to be greatest. Intra-firm trade appears to be of substantially 
.• c 

greatest significance for US companies. However, the US is by far the largest 

source of technology transfer, although its predominance is declining.l/ 

The existence of a high proportion of intra-firm trade is necessary but not 

sufficient to indicate the existenc~ of transfer price manipulation as a 

sizeable source of income transfer between countries. There are obvious 

difficulties in getting hard evidence on the existence and extent of such 

prac·tices. But a growing body of evidence has now accumulated..~/ showing that 

in some industries, it forms a significant element in internatic; .1al income 

flows. 

One approach has been to try t·.:i establish the extent of such practices 

indirectly by regression estimates. Kopits (1976b) found he was able to explain 

the breakdown of income transfers as between royalties and transfer payments, 
/. statistically, by the tax incentives for the different types of remittances. 

But he was primarily concerned with developed countries. An econometric analysis 

or export prices in Latin America suggested underpricing of e~ports of, on 

average, 407. of the value of exports.11 Other indirect evidence has been less 

conclusive. 

]:/ See page 18. 

1/ Summaries are contrtinPd in LAU (lq71), Knn:its (1Q7nA) ?ncf PNCTAT' (1~77c) 

ll Morgenstern and Miller (1974). 

I 
- - i 

i 
i 
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Direct estimates have been o;:>tained by comf>uing 1.ntra-firm prices wit:h 

ma~ket prices. Detailed studies have been done for ~ol~mbia and Greece - when 

che government instituted machin.?ry to check on transfer pricir.g practices of 

international finns. In Colombia between 1967 and 1970, overpricing was great-

est in pharm~ceuticals "the absolute amount of overpricing for the foreign 

finns 

cheir 

studied amounted to a figure of six times their royalties and 24 tiu.es 
1/ declared profits":- overpricing was greatest for the pharmaceutical 

-

industry, (on average 155%) where the fQreign exchange losses due to overpricing 

of inputs were estimated to be--as .sreat as the total industrial royalties paid 

by all industrial sectors for technology. In electrical goods overpricing was 

estimgted to be 54%, in rubber goods 44%, and chemicals 25%. 
2/ In Greece- two groups of products were studied. In metals, metal products 

and minerals a sample investigation showed overpricing of imports of between 5 

and 88%, with a weighted average of 19.4%; for chemicals the range was between 

12 1/2 and 229%, with a weighted a~erage of 34.5%. In the first group of prod-

uct:s 95% of the underpricing was the responsibility of foreign owned firms; in 

the chemic~ls groups it was all in the foreign owned firms. For the mineral 

product group the total foreign exchange cost was estimated to be about 2 1/2 

t- times the size of declared profits. The Greek study also invest1gated 
f" t ' 

three export products and found underpricing ranging from 8.3% to 16.9%. The 

extent of underpricing was equivalent to 35% of the preceding year's profits for 

a 907. foreibn O'Wtled firm, 26% for a joint venture and 13% for a locally owned 

ll 0 aitsos (1971). 

11 Roumeliotis and Golemis (1978). 
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firm with foreign connections. 

Evidence of substantial underpricing of imports in the pharmaceutical in-

dustry has been obtained in India, Ecuador, Peru and Chile • .!/ The evidence for 

extensive use of transfer pricing to secure international income flows has been 
21 long established in the petroleum industry.-

The evidence collected so far indicates that transfer pricing forms a . 
significant source of international.income flows in intra-firm transactions -

at least as great as declared. royalities and often as great as declared p~ofits. 

While the evidence, in terms of country coverage and of magnitude, is greatest for 

the pharmaceutical industry, the practices are not confined to this industry but 

extend (in lesser amount) to all industries examined, such as rubber and mineral 

products, as cited above. In view of the strong incentives that firms face to 
. 3/) 

price in these ways (which include the tax system and restrictions on remittances--
the results are not ~urprising. 

It is difficult to assess with fairness and accuracy how far these prac-

tices inflate the costs of technology transfer - partly because the evidence 

though growing is still very incomplete, and partly because, as alre.·dy suggested, 

it is difficult to know how much of the addit-ional cost should be attributed 

to technology trans~er and how much to other factors. However, without trying to 

form an accurate estimate certain conclusions follow: first, the declared 

royalty payments cannot be taken as a guide to the costs of technology transfer. 

Some element of the income transferred as overinvoiced imports/underinvoiced 

exports should also be attributed to technology transfer. In so far as it is 

technological dominance (including marketing rights aspects) which gives rise 

]j 

~/ 

1/ 

See UNCTAD (1977c) paras. 94 to 98. 

Jenkins and Wright (1975). 
The various motives arc surr.marizcd in Vaitsos (1974), Lall (1973) and Kopits 
(1976a). 
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to the market d:)Jd.nation of a few firms and the possibility of tra!'!E' ~ 

manipulation, then it is correct t.:> .fltt'tibute t:he income so transfcrr.'"'" i·· 

large part to the process of ter.hnology transfer. Secon.dly, th.e form or '!ll"Ch 1 

of the technology transfer influences the ~xtent to which this sort of !nt~=-

national income transfer is possible. Manipulation of transfer prices can only 

occur, in fully fledged form, ·where trade is intra-firm. But some possibilities 

exist in less packaged forms than the wholly owned subsidiary. Joint ventures, 

indeed, may have as great a possibility, and a greater (at least from the point 

of view of the foreign partner) reason for transferring income in this way. But 

the (limited) evidence suggests.. that joint ventu·res pay slightly less for inputs 

than wholly owned subsidiaries.!/ -:::ie possibilities are clearly less for locally 

owned firms, but even here where they have strong connections with overseas firms, 

or where purchases of inputs (and/or access to markets for output) are effectively 

tied to the foreign firm, part of the costs of technology transfer may appear as 

inflated prices of imported inputs. However, both .!. priori reas':'ning, and the 

limited empirical eVi:dence on this, suggest that the more packaged the transfer 

mechanism, the greater the flow of inten.ational income that occurs via transfer 

pricing. Thirdly, irrespective of the total sums involved, the existence of 
. . 

sizeable. international income flows associated with technology transfer, in the 

form of transfer pri~~ manipulations, suggests a number of directions for policy. 

These will be discussed below. 
• Indirect costs: as already indicated the process of technology tran~cer often 

imposes restrictions on the activities of recipient enterprises which impose real, 

alb~it indirec~, costs. In the case of wholly owned subsidiary these restric-

tions are often implicit. But in transfers between less closely associated 

enterprises, they are explicit clements in technology contracts.·~/ 

11 Stopford and Wells (1972) p. 161 - 162 

lJ Ul:CTl\D (1975a) found t.hat in both India anci the l'n1lippines provision for 
tied purchnse of inputs was subfitantially greater in technology transfer 
ht>tweC'n indC'pcnrknr c>11lerprjscs (20(.'. in India, 587. in the Philippine~) thnn 
lwt\U't:n ~1s~;0c:1 <tt.ed r-nt.crpriscs (10% for Lotl1 1.;holly owned subuiui.nri.:!s CJ.LlCl 

1dnr,i-iry •«111lt;/ 1n Tndia; 'l~ for ;1 \'1111lly 1" .. 11,:d :;ub:dJL:ry ;md 2~'i:'. mi.nori.ty 
'·r:uit~/ 111 ll1t Pli11 it•J·ita:~.): (T.tbJ~ G). Vdi.L~.(,,,:-, (1911) fol111<l !;in~ll4JJ." clif1'-~t,:11ccu. 
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Table 4 provides a useful summary of the sort of restrictions to be fo, 

TABLE 4 
, 

' PaUrr• ol limilalimaa oA acc...ss lo 1n:l1111*>c7 b:r do:ttli•rin1 cuunlrl~ 

Tyl" P/ li ... IMlldrt 

I. Ti\"d ltU"'ha..,., ur imrurtc:d 
inpu&•. c:c1ui1n1ll"nl ;ind 11MtC 
~tis 

2. Rmrii.:ciun uf elll"Hh (lo•:al 
prulubi&iun. r:at1i.tl litni· 
blinn, r:ctti:r.arh~-;al 
con!llr.ai111J 

J. Rcquir~"1ucnt nf i:wr.auh:cs 
apinlloC d1.111p."'S in uses, 
lilrilT•and t::\l:ltanp ralcs 
:irrc:c&intE rrolics. roy:illics 
and rcmiua~"Q 

4. U1ni1;i&ion of c:ompe&ins 
supplit::s by: 
/•} rcs&riccion or 

co111pcd11s: nnpor:a. 
/bJ p11:vc:n1ins: c:om,..:1i1ion 

for ll>C:ll lt:SOUIQ."S 

/o:J obtaininc h'l\.':11 p:alcn&:s 
to eliminate cumpc:lilors 

5. Conslr:iinls limi1in; the 
.:lyn:imie c:Uc:c:t:s o( 1he 
U:ansfcr 
/•} cx..-.:ssiv,• use or 

cxr:itri;atc: pcrwnnc:I 
(b/ disi.:our:i;.:n11m1 u( the 

di:vclu111m:n1 o( lcxal 
1c:c:h11ii.:.al and t\.-st::Ut:h 
and dc:v1:lopmcn1 
t:111;il>ili1ics 

R ,.r1w1 •• ru wltrtlwr ,,., rw-trr /tKr.J '"' •twc•firil litHit.111"'' 

re-a No 

Arl:\"n&ina, Chile:, ("ypru•, l~i.:u;a. 
dut, G••"'-.:t:, lr:an, M.alca, !\tc::1.~"&>. 
H~ri.a, r .aki:i.t;in.; P..:ru, Sri 
Laeaka, Turkc:y 

At~n&ina, C"hil•·· C':rrru1. 
f.t:u:tdor. Cl\"1:1."1.", lr;ua. !\lalt;a. 
Mcllio:O, Ni~.:ria, P.akbl:an, 
l'cru, Sti Lank:a, Turko:y 

Cypnn. Crcccc, Mc.,i\:O, 
Ni;o:tia. Pc:ru 
Crc:1.~-.:. Malta, r.111.,ic:o 

At(:Cn&in:a. M:ilt:a, Mcxic:o 
Nii:cti;i,. l'c:ru, Turlco:y 
A1r.c:n1in:1, F:cuaclur, Crccce, 
M:illa, M.:xic:o, rfii:.:ri:a. 
Tu1kcy 

Rc:rublic: of K:uu 

Sinppol• 

C•~~. lr:an, M:illa, J.lcxic:o, 
Sinppore 

Inn, ltblt:i, P:ikist:an, Republic 
of K~n:a,. Sincaporo:. Turley 
lr:an, Nii;o:ri:a, r:ild)(~n. 
Rcrublic of Korc:i, Sin;:ipore 
Crcc.:c, lr:an, Sinl!:Jporc .. 

Sini;:iporc 

t 
! 
I 
~ 

f 
I 
~ 

t 
I 
l\ 
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t 

The first two items are of greatest relevance to the question of costs 

of technology transfer. 

Detailed studies of 

nre widespread. The 

J/ SPRU (1972) 

technology 
1/ 

SPRU-study 

transfer have revealed that restrictions 

of Latin America found export restrictio: 
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in 12 out of 19 firms in the pharnmc.eutical ir.dustry, 8 out of 10 cc'.'.'lp.-,rd~c:: 

in chemicals and the majority of fitms in electronics. 
1/ A study- of the Andean Pact countries experience showed that of contL? ·. 

examined 77% in Bolivia, 77% in Colombia. 75% in Ecuador and 89% in Peru con-

tained a complete export prohibition. For nationally owned firms the per-

centage which prohibited exports was 92%.1./ No major differences were found be-

tween sectors. 

The efiect on countries' export potential varies with industrial strateg· 

and the type of technology tr~sfer as well as the strategy of the technology sup-

plier. While these studies found significant export restrictions, technology 

transfer associated with multinat_;lonal companies provides access to export mar-

]J 
y 

TABLE 5 
Prorisions Cor tied inputs in contr:ic111:il :ign:cmcnrs 

for Che transfer oC h:chnolu;y 

Co1111try 

Boliria .••.••••••••••••••.•• 
Colombia ..••••••••••••••••• 
Ecu;idor •••••••••••••••••••• 
Peru ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Philippines •••••••••.••••••••• 

India: 
April 1961 - M:irch 1964 
April 1964 - March 196? 

rrrttnl•!J:t of ll!frtrrntnU 
"111t11it1it1t nu:J1 prowMl16 

13 
77 
67 
62 
26 

IS 
s 

t 
Sourt!r11: Colnmbi:i. Ocr:111:tmcn1u Nlcionll de r1.ine:icio11, Tran:i-

/rrtncio dt t•••·110/1Jg1il (Uncuc~. June 1910); (', V. V•il•os, 1"ht 
Prt>cf'11-t of Cn1111111'rcio11i:nrim1 rf T.-c-h11nl<•1'\' i11 riot A nclc-an Patt 
(OAS. \Y:t•hineinn l>.C., I 971 ); •nd R1·111ici;, . .- b11:.i11rs11 pracrit:r11: 
/11ttri111 "r"'' b.•· ll•f' UNCTAJ) sc.·r,·tllriar (Unin:J Natiuns publi· 
c:iriun, S.il.:s No. 1-:.12.11.n.1O),1.ibl.: 2. 

NOTI:. t"or llnlivi:i, "•u.iJnr 3nd p,.,u lhc r.:rc.:nl3&•'s ri:l:iu: 10. 
Ilic lol•I 11umb.:1 of 3i;r.·c1n..-,.1s l."c>nC31n111c rrfrr\.'llC•'S '" in1•uls. 
Jo"or lnJi.l, lh.: ,,..,c.,111.1cc for 1961·196-' r.:f.:n to ch.: rncal number 
OI c((.:ctiv"" .JCf~,·uu:nCS; tht.• rt:fC't.:Hl:t .. .,. fur l 'Jb4· I ?tt'> h·(.:1s tu 
those ai;1ccmcn1s ubla111111c Gov.:rnmcnc appruval .ind cvc111u3Jly 
contioc into furcc dwinc the pcriud. 

Vaitsos (1971) 

,". 

In Japan, 1n 1962. 53% of t h 1 • ec no ogy contracts contained export restrictions, 
wj th much a higher proportion in some i d i (907. ., n us tr es • in metal ;>roducts, 857. in 
non-trnnsport machinery, 80 ... in transport machinery and 654 in paper products) •• 
0.E.C.D., (1967). 
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kcts in other case£, as for example with the processing technologies associated 
l/ 

with export zones.- For this sort of technology transfer the wholly owned sub-
. . 2/ 

sidiary is more likely to gain·access to international market than joint ventures.-
The Table, on the previous page, based on answers to an ~~~TAD questionaire 

snows cne propurc:i.on uf contrK~ta wn1cn 1uc:l.uu~u a ~ie-iu c.l.ause fur iuput~• 

The study of thr. Andean Pact group of ~apers showed that tie-in clauses 
were experienced in all sectors studied, but were greatest in the pharmaceutical 
industry. 

Adding up the costs: as already stated it is impossible to be accurate 

because of lack of data and conceptual and theoretical problems in estimating 

and attri.buting costs. However, it does seem clear that the overt charges for 

technology transfer - royalty paymeu~s etc. - are way below the total costs of 
tin~ transfer. For ~1.ilc, to ca<ici lOZ of ti1~ cut:it~ uf importea cavital. 
equipment and chemicals and one fifth of declared profits on overseas investment to 
the.~!Cl'A~ esti~ates of technolo1r7 costs would core than double the costs in 1968 

~~ 12.1/2? of.non-petroleum eXtJorts). Yet in.viev of the evidence on intra-finns 
trade, transfer pricing practices, tied purchases of inputs, and .:?xport restrictions, 

these ~dditions are extremely modest. For. example, suppose we assume that tied 

purchase of capital goods adds 30% to coses of capital equipment, as might be sug-

gested by the evidence on tied aid, then for countries with around three quarters -~ 

of their inputs tied by technology contracts, the additional cost would be over 

twenty percent of theicost of capital equipment. 

It would be interesting and useful to have accurate estimates of total costs, 

but even without these, it is clear that the total cost is verY. significant, and 

LDCs could make important foreign exchange savings if they were able to reduce 

the cost of technology transfer. 

1:,,1 See eg. Helleiner (1973). 

];,,/ "One of the importnnt differences bctveen the two types of· equity arrangement 
appears to lie in the different access to export markets. The foreign con-
trolled suhs:i.diacy is more likely to ba offered access to the i:;lobal channels 
of distribution of :he foreign firm than is a joint venture" Chudson (1974), 
Some reasons and evidence is contnined in Stopford and Wells (1972). 

. ; 
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peculiar one - even within devel"JpeG countries; peculia::it:les a~e gr~a:ec 

in relation to technology transfer bet-ween develop~.i and dP.veloping count::-i~s. 

The marginal cost of supplying information that has already been dev~l~: ;· 

are low: 

"once new knowledge has been created it has the character of a public go<.>C. 

in the sense that the use of such knowledge by one person does not preclude its 

use by another so that optimality requires that it be made available to all poten-

tial users without charge" (Johnson) 

However, since the costs of the initial research and development may be 

substantial, marginal cost pricing would not provide enough incentive for its 

development by the private sector. To this dilemma, two solutions are possible: 

first, that the public sector should be respo.nsible for, or subsidize, the pro-

i'.. duction of knowledge. This raises problems i.n securing the necessary linkS with. 
!:. 

? .. 

f. 

usecs (problems widely encountered ·in developing countries, where much research 

is publically financed); although experience with defence research suggests the 

problems are not insuperable. The second solution is to provide legi.l and other 

protectio.n to the owners/developers of technology so that they may acquire some 

monopolistic control over their technology, and consequently sell it at a price , 
above its marginal cost. This has been the system adopted for much technological 

developo1ent in developed countries. It is often justified as necessary to secure 

a continued flow of research and development. Es&entially then with this system 

the price charged for technology is a monopolistic/oligopolistic one. The non-

competitive pricing of technology can be viewed as a mechanism adopted by devel-

oped country firms to gen;rate returns to innovative l!Ctivity in an area where 

r.o~pc~titive appropriability is low. 

Oevcloping countries have control over how they wish to finance or pro-

t:heir own rcs~arch, but i.n ac11uiring technology from abroad, they hnve to 

"-~. '1( t'lw !·:yAtcm as they f:!nd it, In this conLcxt 1t makes little sense to 
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talk of the 'right', 'optilllal' or 'appropriate' price. Two extreme positions 

have been put forward. On the one hand, it is sometimes suggested that the develop-

ing countries are so marginal in relation to the technology sal~s of advanced 

countries, that they should make a minimum or zero contribution to the research and 
. 1/ development costs of t&'e technology they acqu:;re.- On the other hand. others have· 

suggested that even a small inroad into the current price of technology, will re-· 

duce the flow (the flow being variously interpreted as the flow of research and 

development and/or the flow of technology transfer) .1:./ Both common sense and 

evidence suggest that the latter position is loo extreme. Developing countries, 

taken as a whole, do provide a considerable portion of the expenses of technological 

development, as evidenced by··the costs summarized above. But they are normally 
. . 

quite a way down the line, as users of new technology,' frequently acquiring it not 
3/ - from the first develope~s but subsequent owners,- after a considerable time lag. 

saies to developing countries, then, probably.form only a small part of the moti-

vation behind the development of most technologies. Another question is how far the 

transfer, as agair.st the development of technology woul_d be affected by a reduced 

price. Tne answer t.o ... this is unknown _bere can be no single answer covering 

all countries and all industries, but the experience of countries which have tried 
. . . ~I 

to bargain toughly svggests a low supply elasticity.-

An essential· feature of the market for technology then is that it is non-

c0mpetitive; consequently there is considQrable (extent unknown) area for bargain-
. 

ing, as the price nmy vary between an upper limic determined by costs of repro-

ducing the technology and a lower limit determined by costs of imparting the in-

formation. The important potential role of policy arises from this indeterminacy. 
...... . '. .. : ' .... , :1-c::; ••• ,.,. t;f 't\0\1- ~.,)\~· 

-· _. -· _ .• _, -----~ -·-· -----~ -· ·-·...-~t>-'..;.,'·'-'-·;;..·" _. _..;;j : f ~ ~ .... ~ .. ~- ; .... :-\ 0 ¥" • 

1/ Vairsos (1974) 

11 Carlsen and Hufbauer (1978) 

1/ Vnitsos (1974) 

!:!,! See cv:idence of Mytelka. (1977); experience of Japnn. 
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Technology Transf P.r and Indep1mdenS!:_ 

Independence of decision making is valued in itself by some - hence 

the resentment of foreign ownership of a larse proportion of a country's assets. 

But it is also necessary for the achievement of other aims. Restrictions on 

freedom of decision making tend to in~rease costs and reduce the firm's ability 

to be selective about technological choice, and to learn and to generate an 

independent technological capacity. 

Independence of decision making is obviously absent in the case of wholly 

owned subsidiaries of foreign companies. Nationalization of assets, joint ven-

tures and restrictions on the shares of equity that foreign compc..:.lies may 

hold are policies that have been adopted in large part in order to preserve 

independence of decision making. But close scrutiny of technology contracts of 

joint ventures or national £inns has revealed-a very "considerable degree of 

restriction on independence of decision making. A typology of restrictions 

was shown in Table 4. 

Vaitsos' research in the Andean Pact showed - in addition to cestrictions 

on exports and tie-in clauses already discussed - restrictions on prices, on volume 
1 2/ of sales, on quality control and on the sale of technology.- A study- in Argen-

t 
tina showed that licensing agreements with wholly locally owned firms included 

clauses such as: source of inputs of machinery, materials, spare parts; prices 

and quantity of output; export outlets permitted; restraints on the dynamic 

effect of the transfer - e.g. non-transference of patents, restrictions on local 

R and D. Similar restrictions were found in a study of Indian firms .11 For 

example, 23 percent of the agreements examined involved some restrictions on local 

sales (type, quantity, price) while over half involved restrictions on exports.~/ 

1/ Vaitsos (1971) p. 20. %1 Sercovich (1972) 

ll Suhr ailr.1md..:in (197 2) 

!!_/ Set.: al:,o M;.1tovcllc.: (1974); 0>.."Tll~n and S~gn~to (1972). 



Changing the ownership stTUcture is thus insufficient to secure 

independence of decision making. Indeed technology contracts have been 

described as "a mechanism of control of the recipient firms." l/ Direct 

purchase of technology, through, e.g., use of.the experience of personnel, 

purchase of machinery, copying imported products, avoids this sort of re-

striction. But for most countries, this is a possibility only for the . 

simpler products and techniques. As noted earlier, even emong the simpler 

technologies, a tendency has been observed fol foreign m."tled and mixed firms 

to purchase technologies via technology contracts. A different approach -
. ., I 

now followed by an increasing number of cotmtrier is to outlaw restrictive 

clauses. But outlawing cannot al.ways ensure~ facto eli.J11ination of the practices. 

J:/. Vaitsos (1971), p. 21. 

See UNIDO (1978): 
see below. 

e.g. South Korea, the Andean Pact Countries, Brazil -

• 
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Learning Effects of Technol::igy~.!'~.!.. 

lbe ability to make independent technological choices,.to adapt and 

improve upon chosen techniques and products, and eventually to generate new 

technology endogenously are essential aspects of the process of development. 

Tiie process may be described as the accumulation of technological capacity; 

it is at least as important to economic development as the accumulation of 

capital. 

lbe accumulation of technological capacity is the outcome of a complex 

series ~f forces. One significant P.lement is 'learning by doing'; another is 

an educational, infrastructut:tl_ancLinstitutional setting which both permits 

and encourages the learning process. Both aspects are crucial, although in 

the past policy has ten~ed to overemphasize the instit~tional side, which is 

mo~t obviously amenable to government policy, and underestimate the 'learning 

by doing' side. Weak links between an elaborate institutional structure and 

industrial and learning by doing activities have tended to 'marginalize' the 
1/ 

activities of the scientific institution~.-

lbe accumulation of technological capacity is not a simple, easily 

described activity. 1It cannot be measured in a straight forward way at either 

macro e;r micro levels. At a macro-level, residual methods of measuring technical 

change, suggest the substantial significance o_f increases in productivity 

~hich are not explained by increases in inputs. ·But these methods are highly 

dubious because of the problems of attributing increases in output to increases 

in input. Moreover, in a developing country context they exaggerate the extent 

~f indigenously ~enerated technological change, since in part the technical 

~: See Herrera (1973), Cooper (1973) and Sagasti (1978). 
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·change identi!ied is due to improved imported techniques; on the other hand, 

the measure in no way captu~es the development of independence of decision-

making which is an important element in the accumulation of technological 

capacity. Micro-case studies throw more light on the process. Again, precise 

measurement is not possible, but micro-studies of technological change do 

pinpoint the significance of such change and also suggest the myriad causes. 

Maxwell's study of a steel plant· in Argentina, for example, showed that 

(endogenously generated) technological change, was responsible for over half 

the increase in output capacity. The causes of the technological change he 

attributed to exogenously determined changes in demand (leading to the need 

to diversify output), exogenously determined changed in operating conditions 

(e.g., deterioration in the quality of available scrap), and endogenousl,y 

generated changes arising from routine activities of engineers, etc. The 

exogenous causes were of the greatest significance. The fonn the technical 

change took varied - from major changes in process, to minor changes in procedure. 

The aeents 'Jf the changes included people transfer from elsewhere in Argentina' 

the employment of foreign consultants and the firms'own engineering department. 

There is a complex relationship bet'lo:een the import of technology 
~ 

and the development of local technological capacity - one that encompasses 

both conflicts and complementarities. The import of technology is a necessary, 

or at the very least helpful, part of the learning process in many countries 

and for many industries --either by providing an essential input into the 

learning process or by permitting the country to bypass the slow process of 

reinventing the wheel. On the other ·hand, the unrestricted inflow of foreign 

technology may severely inhibit the learning process. 
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The development of l~cal t~chnological ca~acity may be roughly classifi€d 

as a three stage process. In th~ first stage, the capacity for independent ~ecir.:!1 

and choice is developed; in the second, minor technical changes (which may acd 

up to major changes in terms of quantitative impact) are generated locally; :~ 

the third, new technology is developed indigenously. The third stage is unl!.~:ely 

to occur unless the first two are well estabiished. Different types of capacity 

are necessary for each of the stages·; iii the first two entrepreneurial and 

engineering capacity are required rather than formal R. and D., while formal.~. 

and D. may be n'ecessary, in many cases, for the generation of new technology. 

Government policy which has concentrated on formal R. and D. in government 

financed research laboratories has tended to neglect the first two stages alc~ough 

they are necessary precursors to the effective use of the results of the fon:al 

R.. and D. 

The impact of foreign tec..mology inflow is likely to be different 

according to the stage reached, local scie~tific and technological capacity, 

the form w11ich the foreign technology inflow takes, and the industry concerned. 

Unregulated technology inflow in packaged form may inhibit or delay 

each stage, but particularly stages 1 and 3. ·Yet, ~ import of technology 
1. 

is likely to be an essential input to each stage. 

In relation to stage 1 - the capacity for independent technolo~ical choice -

use of foreign technolosy, in packaged form, tends to limit ~ndependent choice. 

In the case of wholly-owned subsidiaries, decisions about choice of techniqccs 

remain those of the foreign company. Where technology is licensed, there is 

more freedom of choice but, as is to be expected, the parent company (of mixed 

firms), or the licensor determines the source of machinery to be used in mar.y 
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cases. ];/ Limitations on ~ecision making, which as already described form 

part of many technology cont~acts, limit the freedom to make a choice and 

consequently the possibility of learning how to do so. The effects are not 

confin~d to the immediate decision covered by.the liceru::e but tend to carry 

forward to the next set of decisions: thus, Mytelka found that firms that licensed 

their technology were overwhelmingly likely to expect that they would acquire 

future technology in the same form .. _In contrast, and not surprisingly, firms 

2/ that acquired technology by direct means - generally were expected to be able 

to generate nev technology in the SC-Ile way. 

The second stage of accumulation of technological capacity - minor 

changes ar.d adaptations generated locally is largely unrelated to the extent 

of foreign technology inflow. It occurs in respon3e to local pressures f9r 

Cldaptation and change. Imported technology may provide the basj~ tec.~ology 

subject to this kind of technological chanse. Local changes are generated as a re-

sult of the need to expand and diversify output, and in response to cost pressures. 

Bot!. l<At"?. ~.!'1rl M:a:v:u .. 11 Rhnw R:f.gnificant chc'lnges of this type occurring in subsidia-

rit~s of mul tination.'ll c.:impani.P.!;, "'""1Pre th~ basic technology uas imported. The 

changeH required c'.l certain initial enginP.ering capacity, but in turn the 

learning process generated through the changes created additional technological 
• capacity. We haw~ much too little evidE>nce on change of this type to know 

"7he.thcr there is an1• systematic r~lationship with quantity or form of technology 

tr1u.!;fcr, P.ny systP.matic relationship with competitive environment (n<ltionnl 

1/ l·iytelkil (J.970). or tho:;e licensing, 67: did not choose their own machiuery -
these inc11icled 91~~ of foreign firms, 1007. of State firms and 4!17. of nntional 

• firnis. 

2/ N1n~::y-Sev.:>n perct•nt of firms which Uccnscd their technology said thc:y would 
he unabl~ to develop· t~1eir. u;,.;11 technology fo-:: new product!>; 737. of firms whi~h 
ricquiced r~cli>1o!c.1gy in othc1 \·:a.ys, said they would lJe able to deve:lop their 
0...,11 t:ec!:no.!.o;;y ·fer n~w produc c:s (dcfi ned as a~quiring it other thcln through 
J ! '-1.'.ll'd ""'). 
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· · international, althoueh ~~ prior;~ reasoni.ng leads one to e:-:pect son·-;, 
1/ 

'.'.'l" with other variables-:- No.r can WP- say, at this ;>oint, how far the re;:. .. :..: 

are cumulative leading to acceleratir:g technical change of this type, to the 
2/ 

next stage of technological development, or to technology exports.-

The third stage - generation of new techniques - is likely to be 

inhibited by weaknesses in the earlier stages. One outcome of we:ikness in 

decision making capacity is inability to generate technology autonomously.1/ 

To some extent, development of local technological capacity is an infant 

industry, requiring prot~ction from out.Ude competition if it is to be establ:she::!. 

111e free import of technology inhibits its development in a number of ways: it 

provid~s a reliable (and sometimes relatively cheap) source of technology as 

compared with the risks of own development. These risks are not just scienti:ic 

ones, but include marketing risks •.. Techniques with a foreign trade-mark have 

•• m.:11 .~ rertain market compared with techniques deve.loped indigenously. Formal 

restrict.ions on local development of technology and/or the use of locally-

rlcvel-'l'•~d techniques form part of some technology contracts.~./ Most foreign-

owned t·1nru; prefer to rely on their central research and development laboratcries, 

and do not conduct R. and D. in the developing countries.2/ Recently, it has ~eer. 

the policy of some large U.S. companies to shift some of their R. and D. 6; 
overseas,-' 

but th•: shift has been almost exclusively to developed countries. 
/. 

1/ Sercovich (1978) has suggested that. the extent of such change will depend in 
part on the initial design (whether 'underr.lesigned' or 'overdesignri') which 
in turn depends on initial conditions. 

y 

).1 

; .. -; 

Katz and Ahblin (1978) suggest a sort of product cycle in technology: the 
L~port of technology leads to the development of loc~l technology in respcnse 
to environmental pressures, and then to the export of technology to count:- :•.;!S 
with similar environments. They illustrate with a few cases in Argentina. 

A::;:iin, the Mytelka study supports this showing a close connection between 
fr2c<lom of choice of machinery and a belief in the firms ability to gencra:e 
ics own technology in future. 

3ce UNCTAD, (1975), TD/B/AC.11/10/Re'.t. 2, paras. 83-89. 

"1i1c Sl'RU stu<ly showc.d that fore:ign fjrms did little or no R. and D. in 
LiH in AmC'r1 en. 

See rnnscaJt (1977). 
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Sagasti reporting on the !DRC study of science and technology policy 

instruments which included research in ten leos developed countries. concludes 

that "Although technology imports do not always hamper the growth of domestic 

science and technology capabilities, the wholesale importation of technology 

without efforts to screen, control and absorb it usually stunts the growth 

of domestic sci.ence and technology capabilities." (My underlining) 

While a selective approach to the import of technology may be necessary 

to protect and encourage local technological development. positive. promotional 

policies are also required. The most successful examples of technology promotion 

have combined selective imports of foreign technology with many positive promotional 

measures: at a macro-level Japan's policies provide a very good example. Micro 

examples include PEMEX in Mexico and f ertiliz~r developments in India • .!/ 
It is clear that the appropriate set of policies will vary according to 

the industry as well as local technological capacity. In some technologically 

complex industries. most LDCs will need to continue to rely on impor~ed technology 

for some time, and at this stage are in a position only to learn to ,·hoose and to 

adapt in minor ways. In less complex industries, many countries may be in a 

position to generate tecltnology themselves.~/ 
t. 

Giving special promotion (plus protection) to local technological 

developments may involve (as with other such promotional policies) short run 

costs, in terms of reduced efficiency. Tilis is in part a question of the 

.!/ Roberts (1973) 

~/ Cooper (1976) provides a classification of industries along these lines. 
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opportunity costs of the resources .ievl)ted to tecfo1ological developmenti:i, 

and in part of any inferiority of the local techn~logy as compar~d with the 

foreign alternative. Exclusive ~se of promotional policies (with no restriction~ 

on foreign technology) will avoid the second kind of loss, but, it seems likely, 

at the cost of making local efforts more ineffective. 

There are three different types of reason why countries may consider 

these costs justified: first, because technological independence is an aim 

in itself. Secondly, because there are externalities of local technological 

developments which are not captured by the firm, but which benefit the economy 

(e.g., as a result of the learning experience, which individual& take to other 

firms). Thirdly, because short run losses are believed to be outweighed by 

long run gain~/- the infant industry.argument. 

f. 

JI It must also be assumed that government objectives differ from those 
of indi.vidual firms either because of externalities or because of attitude 
towards time. 
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V. Policies Towards the Import of Technology 

Relevant policies vary according to the object~ve, but there is 

considerable overlap: some instruments serve more than one objective, while 

the objectives themselves are interrelated and mutually enforcing. For 

example, policies which increase independence also tend to improve bargain-

ing strength. The effectiveness of different policies depends in part on 

the general economic strategy of the country; it also depends on other poli-

cies towards technology. This-is particularl/ true with respect to the 

promotion of local technological development, where policies towards foreign 

technology are only a small part of the total effort needed. 11Relevant and 

appropriate policies will vary according to the stage ·of development of the 

country, its administrative and technological capacity, and according to 

the industry. 

As seen above, the free and unselective import of foreign tech-

nolob'Y has involved a high cost (directly and indirectly), has limited 

independence of decision making and, to :.ome extent, the learning e·ffects 

of the technology. Policies towards the import of technology are designed 

to reduce these effects.±! 
t 

Many of the policies considered below are primarily aimed at 

reducing the~ of imported technology:, this may be secured by changing 

the form of technology inflow towards less packaged alternatives, by 

'};_/See the many policies described in Sagasti (1978) ... 

]:_/ "Although there is recognition of the country's dependence on foreign 
technology, an important objective of this legislation is to gain a 
degree of control over this major import, both in terms of cost and of 
technolor,icul impact." (UNIDO, 1978, p. 3). This staCl?ment of the 
Mexican Government is representative of the intentions of many govern-
ments active in this area. 
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avoiding duplicated imports, ~y outlawing restrictive clause~ of technology 

imports, and by reducing the value attribut~d to the marketing aspects of 

'" technology. To date, most concentration - at UNCTAD and in developing 

countries - has been devoted to the question ~f the direct cost of tech~ 

~· nology transfer, although few countries have effective policies. The 

balance. of the discussion below on specific policies reflects this, despite 

the fact that the question of .accumulation of technological capacity is 

probably of greater long run significance than the costs of any particular 

transaction. However, many countrie~ are not yet in a position to generate 

their own technology to a significant extent - nor do they have the administra-

tive and technological capacity to pursue the kind of screer.ing policies 

required. For these couutries, the policies towards costs are the most 

relevant. While it may be argued that the administrative costs C'f such 

policies are high, the 'success' stories have shown that the cost savings 

are also high and in most cases easily outweigh administrative costs. 

However, more research is needed on the real effectiveness of ~egulatory 

policies, in the long run, including an inves~igation of the extent to which 

formal restrictions replace formal ones. 

Some of the policies aimed at reducing the costs of technolc3y 

imports will also contribute to increasing technological capacity: for 

example, less packaged alternatives tend to involve less costs, and also 

more freedom of decision making. Outlawing of restrictive clauses normally 

.:1:so outlaws restrictions on learning and research. Policies reducing the 

s~gnificance of ~orcign trademarks will help protect local technology. Bue 

~[fective policies cowards promoting technology capacity extend well beyond 

::i.u~~' 1·t:latcd to co5t reductions. Selectivity tO\·.'.:ll"ds fo;eign technology i.!:iports 

-:t!<>:i~nc-J co prot1~ct local devl'lup:!lents requires an assessment of local potential 
.; ,. 
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in each area, pe~itting technology imports where these are likely to induce 

local innovations but preventing them where they are likely to inhibit them. 

This clearly is a delicate task involving considerable judgment on the part 

of policy makers. Many countries lack the administrative capacity and 

technological awareness to pursue this type of policy across the board. 

However, screening policies can be adopted on an industry-by-industry basis, 

starting with the industries where there is most local potential. Policies 

to promote local technological developments must also contain a strong 

positive promotional element, pursued simultaneously with screening poli-

cies towards foreign technology. _Thus, as indicate4 by the varying ex-

perience in this area, policies towards technology imp~rts and promotion 

are not all-or-nothing, but rather can be pursued at a different level; 

according to the objectives of the country and its administrative and tech~ 

nological capacity. 

Economic Strategy and Technology Policy 

The general economic strategy rf a country strongly influences 

technological developments.!./ This is most obvious - and most significant 

in relation to the question of appropriate technology, where policies 
I 

towards income dist.ribution, trading stratesy, factor prices and credit 

availability are critical in determining the choice of products and tech-

niques. These relationships will be discussed more below. But the general 

economic strategy is also of significance in relation to the other dimensions. 

l/ "Explicit science and technology instruments are those intended to 
affect direct.ly the decisions having to do with the gro'"1th of local S 
and T capabilities; implicit ones are those that affect decision making 
indirectly through second-order effects. The great weight, both in 
number and infltwncc, of the latter limits the potential imp.:ic t of the 
former." (Sagas ti). 
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Thus, the potential for charging excessive prices for techr:ology is much 

greater in a non-competitive en,,ironment. Hence the worst exa-;nples of 

under-invoicing tend to occur in induo;tries which are heavily p1:otected, 

and in which, as a rer.ult there is considerable potential for making ex-

cessive profits. Lack of competition is partly a national problem, partly 

an international one. Industries which are technologically sophisticated 

often lack effective competition on a world basis, and in such cases 

national policies alone cannot be effective iA eliminating the source of 

non-competitiveness and, therefore, the excessive prices. An important 

source of non-competitiveness occurs via trademarks, advertising and product 

differentiation. In economies, in which this type of market structure is 

predominant, excessive costs of technology i~ports are likely. Technology 

policies may be designed to offset these effects (e.g. by regulating the 

prices paid, investigating invoicing and so on), but so long as the funda-

mental causes remain, the policies may well prove to be only nominally 

effective. 

The general economic and technological environment is also of 

significance in determining the rate of accumulation of technological , 
capacity. But simple generalizations about the relationship between trade 

and pricing policies and indigenous techn~cal change are not possible at 

this stage. It is necessary first to distinguish between protection/ 

competition in the market for goods and that in the market. for technology. 

As already suggested, some protection in the market for technology may be 

necessary to protect local technology, and this will extend to those goods 
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(notably capital ·goods) in which technology is embodied. But this is the 

reverse of the form which.protection normally takes, wher~ capital goods 

and technology are subject to very little or no protection, while consumer 

goods are subject to hc-avy protection. 1/ It h~s been claimed that "in general, 

import ·substitution policy and full-scale protection of consumer goods 

industry have tended to promote a passive attitude to the u"tilization and 

development of indigenous R and D efforts during the early phase of indus-

trial development. "2/ This claim seems to be bc.rne out by case studies of 

Brazil and Ghana. 31 Yet micro-studies of technical change suggest that 

trading policies may not be of major significance. Examples of quite 

substantial indigenous technical change have been found in both open and 

closed economies. 4/nie success of countries such as Argentina and Ind_!.a -
5/ 

bo~h heavily protected economies - in developing technology exports-

challenge the view that an open trading strategy and undistorted factor 

prices are necessary for the generation of technical change. 

Technological developments are wost likely where there already 

exists a certain amount of technological capacity, in the form of engineer-

ing resources and an 1~nnovative attitude on the part of entrepreneurs, 

'J:../ For example, in Indonesia the amalgamated tariff trade and sales tax on 
capital goods and basic industrial inputs is 5%, that on intermediate 
inputs 25~ and on manufactured consumer goods,. 50-707.. (See World Bank, 
Indonesia, Basic Economic Report, 1979). 

!:./ Nam Kee Lee (1975) 

1/ Beranek and Ranis (1978) 

!:_/ Sec the work of Katz and others in the IDB/ECI.A Research Programme in 
Science and Technology. 

1/ Sec Katz Dnd Ablin (1978) and Lall (1978). 

• 
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manager!: :.ind workers. Given this sort of background. local i~no·,;ation i.3 

more likely the graater the 'pressu=es irom the local environment which 

make local technological change necessary er worthwhile. Such pressures 

incluie 'natural' pressures occ1Jring as a result of differences in physical 

environment, market size, resource availability and cost as compared w~th 

the environment for which the foreign technology was designed and 'artificial' 

pressures created, for ex.ample, by restrictions on technology imports. 

The general proposition that local technology change responds 

to such pressures in the environment is well documented in the empirical 

literature. 11 This would suggest that a competitive environment (both 

nationally and internationally) and factor prices broadly in line with 
_/ 

factor availability would be more conducive to technical change than an 

environment in which firms are highly protected and are able to survive 

and prosper without innovation or adaptation.1'However, internal competition, 

difference in market size and the non-availability of certain parts and 

materials may be at least as effective a~ international competition in 

creating the required pressures. lbis explains why technical innovation 

and adaption does seem to occur in 'protected' economies as well as in 
/. 

open economies. More systematic comparative data is necessary, at both 

macro- and micro-levels, before further and mo~e confident generalizations 

is possible. 

];./ Many studies have suggested that adaption and innovation tend to occur 
in response to necessity (e.g. the absence of particular materials, the 
disappearance of markets, major differences in size of market) to a 
greater extent than in response to less dramatic incentives offered by 
cost differences. 

l/ See Ranis in Beranek and Ranis (1978). 
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Polici~s Towards the Terms of Transfer: 

Policies towards foreign investment: direct overseas investment 

provides the greatest potential for hidden costs of technology trnnsfer, and 

~cncrally also involves the hi.ghest overt costs and the greatest loss of 

independence in decision making. Policies which permit only a minority of 

equity ownership on n~w investments, and a divestment on old are designed to 

reduce these effects. 

Many countries regard foreign direct investment as the only means of 

securing the technology; but_-some· have introduced restrictions on onwership 

in order to meet their technology objectives. In some,majority foreign owner-

ship is only permitted in 1imited '~ophisticated' industries; in others it is 

prohibited altogether. In general, the aim seems to have been to regulate 

permitted equity ownership without adversely affecting the inflow of foreign 

technology. 

U.S. l)IRl!C:r JN\'r:..VrMf:"-"TS IN ANDEAN l\11\~UFACTURISO 
in Millions oC U.S. S 

.. 
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The Andean Pact, decision 24, provideci. for divest·nent as well as minority 

foreign O':JTlership in new investments. According to the study by Mytelka the 

divestn1ent requirements had only had very limited effects by 1975. The 

inflow of U.S. direct invest~ent doea not appear to have been markedly affected 

by the decision, as shown in the chart. 

Transfer pricing and foreign investment: the terms of t~chnology 

transfer may be improved by enforcing arms length pricing on the inter-

national transactions of transnational companies for the purpose of customs 

and taxation. In practice, this is difficult to achieve because arms length 

prices are unknown and because of the administrative burden involved. 

Kopits argues that "with the exception of the United States, most countries 

have neither the willingness nor the adminis;rative machinery to enforce· 

arms length prices ..... 11 

Taxation policy: the tax system may be used to deal with the transfer -

pricing problem more directly, by introducing taxes which will be the same 

irrespective of the prices of imported inputs or exported output;. 'l".ro 

approaches are possible: one is to impute the profits a company is making 

in a particular country by assuming them to.be the same ratio to some known 
t-

variable (e.g., turnover or.employment) as world wide profits are to world 

wide turnover or employment. To be effective, this obviously requires that 

world wide accounts are reliably known, which is not always the case. A 

second approach is to introduce a uniform tax on all items, so that irrespec-

ll Kopits (1976a); the anns length solution has proved difficult to 
administer in the U.S. See O'Conner and Russo (1973) and Musgrave (1969). 

' 
; ~ 

'.i 
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tive of price manipulation, the same tax will be paid. A uniform tax rate 

levied on profits plus imported inputs plus royalty payments plus management 
1/ fees less exports would achieve this.- It would remove the tax incentive 

(but not other iI).centives) for transfer price manipulation, wnile eliwi11¥ti11~ 

the· tax cost of such manipulation, and consequently improving the teJ:ms of 

technology transfer in the case of direct foreign investment. Some countries 

have prohibited. subsidiary companies from deducting royalities in paymen~ 

to parent companies in calculating tax liability, which is a first step 

in this direction.1/ 

Raising tax rates and/or removinR tax incentiVP.~ (hnli~~ys, invPst-

ment grants etc.) would also improve the terms of technology transfer. ~n 

some cases the terms a country pays would be.improveJ without any deteri-

oration in the term~ received by the company. This is the case where the 

LDC effective tax rate is below that of the DC from which the investment 

comes, and the DC uses the credit method of double tax relief, and de.as not 
3/ permit tax sparing agreements.- In such cases any tax loss as a result of 

low tax rates/tax incentives offered by LDCs simply increases DC tax revenue • .!/ 

- Since many LDCs offer extremely generous tax incentives,2./ and since the 

J/ 

1:.1 

See I.L.O. (1972) for discussion of a similar proposal. The proposed 
tax base is similar to the European value added tax, except that it 
excludes payments for local labor and materials. 

An obvious objection to the uniformity proposal is that it unuJ...i reY"n"o ,. c-n•intry 
freedom to vary its rate of tariff on different items, since the tariff 
on imports Yould be incorporated into the uniform tax. 

}./These arguments are elaborated in Stewart (1978). 

!:../ Apart from gains the company makes by deferring tax payments; these may 
be substauti.:il and long lived if ta~ havens are involved. 

1./ See e.g., Lent (1967), Reuber (1973). 
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U.S. uses the credit method of tax relief and does not allow tax.sparing 

relief, this is the situation for a large proportion of investment in LDCs. 

In such a ·situation,· the LDCs should bring their tax rates into line with . - . 

those ruling in the DC country from which the bulk of their investment 

comes. If they wish to give special incentives, 'they should do so in the 

form of subsidies (e.g., to employment) which would have the added advantage 

of encouraging the sort of i~estment they wish for. 

There have been numerous studies testifying to the extreme ineffective-

ness of tax incentives in LDCs- in encouraging investlftent.!/ "The 1r10st 

striking conclusion of the survey was that the foreign investors, almost 

without exception, stated that taxation concessions played no role at all 

in bringing them to Singapore"):/ Studies in ·Argentina, Mexico, Jamaica, 

Guatemala and Nigeria come to similar conclusions. Not a single study 

suggests that tax incentives have been effective. They persist, nonethe-

less, increasing the cost of technology transfer to the countries concerned. 

One reason is that each country believes it is on a kinked demand curve, 

such that if it raised its tax rate and re~oved incentives it would lose 

a large share of inv,estment to neighboring countries. To get roun~ this 

belief (which may well be a'miscon~eption) regional agreement is required 

in removing tax incentives and raising tax rates. Alternatively, countries 

could act individually but ~.aintain incentives by giving subsidies instead 

of tax allowances. 

11 E.g., King (1970), Hinricks (1974), Chen-Young (1967), Phillips (1968), 
Hughes and Seng (1969). 

lf Hughes (1969) 
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Taxation may also be used (as di.scussed more belov) to encourage 

research and development and labor intensive techniques of production. 

International Codesof Conduct: recent !nternatioua.l initiatives 

have been to negotiate International Codes of Conduct both with res~ect to 
1/ multinational corporad.ous aud. to the transfer of technology.- These 

codes are intended to set stand.arcis for behaVior in the case of MNCs in 

relation to disclosure, taxatiou, employment behavior etc.; in the case of 

the Code of Conduct for Teclmol.ogy Transfer ill rela.tion to payments for 

technology, restrictive practices and. so ou. A cajor issue is whether the 

Codes should be ma:a.datoT;- or volunt~; if volunta~ their 1mpac1: is likely 

to be minimal, although they may perfo-rm au educational role and encouFage 

__ national action where czajor de~artures from the Code are noted. Some have 

argued th.at mandatory Codes might iml'ede progress in LDCs "si:lce. a ge.neral 

·and widely accepted Code would have such a low common denominator tha1: it 
2/ •.rould act:Ua.lly retard certain changes i.r.. the third .,.,orld" .- It has been 

l 

suggested th.at these Codes should for.n par~ of a wider interuational 

investment regime; the ail:1 of such a regime •..rould be to provide au inter-

national framework in which foreign invest:ent would be regulated. The 

regime, it is argued, would reduce uncertainty (and.might include features 

such as guarantees, insurance etc. that· would ensure this), would provide 

.. , _, 

Tile U.~. resolution on the establishment of ~I!O (197u) called for a code 
of conduct in relation to ntCs. A draft International Code or Conduct on 
the Transfer of Technology has been pt'e~·ared i:i. GNCTAD and is due to be 
discussed shortly. The U.~. center for !rar~nat!onal Co!"porations is in 
the process of drawing up a Code for r.lCs . 
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for t.he fairer J:lstributioa cf_ benefits and cos ta, and would th1is encou~age 

the regulated flow of C:echnology arsd ·finance, benefitting al:i. three pa:rtie.:; 

TNCS, developed countries and developing countries. 

Policies towards technology contracts: the policies just discussed 

are concerned with technology transfer in the form of direct investment. 

But as ownership restrictions become effective, technology transfer· 
• 

in~reasingly becomes an arms .length transac~ion between national (or joint) 

companies and f_oreign suppliers. It then becomes important to regulate 

this PO as to prevent this form· of technology transfer having the undesirable 

effects described. To this end, a number of countries have begun to intervene 

actively in the inflow of technology by establishing national registries of 

technology, reviewing and renegotiating technology contracts, and outlawing 

v~rious restrictive practices. These poli~ies may be designed to have the 

joint effects of increasing the bargaining power of national companies, 

reducing c~sts of technology transfer, protecting local technological 

developme~ts, increasing the learning effects of imported technology and 

reducing the loss of independence in decision making. As suggested above, 

some of the objecti'\lles are mutually reinforcing. 

There are National Registries of Technology in the Andean Pact 

countries (established in 1971), Argentina (1971) Mexico (1973), S.Korea 

(1976) and India (1977). In other countries, other parts of the government 

machinery may effectively act as a national registry (e.g., Portugal). 

National registries require the registration of all technology contracts 

with foreign suppliers; this registr£tion may' only be permitted after 

;. 
I 
I 
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government approval, which may only be given if the contract fulfills 

certain conditions and is on reasonable terms: The Andean Pact Decision 

provided for the exchange of information between regi~tries thus strengthening 

the potential of each national registry. 

It is worth investigating one country's experience in some detail 

in order to illustrate how registration may contribute to objectives. In 

Me_xico the legislation prohi,bits technology agreements as follows: 

1. whe~ the purpose is to transfer technology already freely 

~vailable in the country (objectives: cost and protection of 

of local technology); 

2. when the price is unjustified (cost); 

3. when provisions are included which permit the supplier to 

regulate or intervene in the administration of the transferee 

(independence); 

4. when there is an obligation to assign to the supplier of the 

technology the patents, trade marks, innovations or improvements 

received by the transferee (le~rning and independence) ; 

5. when limitations are imposed on technological research or develop-

ment (learning·and independence); 

6. when there is an obligation-to acquire inputs from any given 

source (costs and independence); 

7. .when exports are prohibited against the best interests of the 

country (costs and independence); 

8. when the use of complementary technologies is prohibited 

(costs, independence nnd learning); 
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9. when chere is an o~ligation to sell exclusively to the supplier 

of the tcchnoloey (costs and independence); 

10. when the transferee is requirP.d to use permanently,personnel 

designated by the supplier (independence, learning and costs); 

11. when the volume of production is limited~ ~r sale or resale 

prices imposed (independence and costs); 

12. when the transferee is requ:f:red to appoint the supplier as exclusive 

sales agent in Mexico (independence and costs); 

13. when unreasonable terms of duration are established (costs 

and learning); 

14. when the parties shall submit to foreign courts for decisions 

in interpreting contracts (national independence). 

Since the law came into effect in 1973~ the Registry has examined about 4,600 

agreements. 35% were rejected for excessive payments or restrictive clauses; 

607. were rejected if one excludes majority foreign owned enterprises. Tile 

table indi ates the most frequent reasons for negative resolutions. 

As % of Rejected 
Agreements 

f. 

1. Excessive or unjustified payments 

2. Excessive duration of agreements 

3. Prohibition to use non-patented technology 
or to manufacture goods, at the end of the 
agreement 

4. Submission of agreements to foreign laws 
or courts 

5. Grant-back clauses on innovations produced 
by licensee 

6. Export restrjctions contrary to the 
int~rest of the country 

68.5 

31.6 

30.7 

18.5 

16.8 

14.5 

:i 
; 
I 

,.! 
:C ., 

I : 

.(•.! 
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It is claimed that the policy has substantially reduced foreign 

exchange costs of techno·logy, opened export markets, increased tax revenue, 

reduced prices of capital. goods and produced "growing consciousness among 

Mexican entr~preneurs, who have understood better the importance for 

productivity and profits, of obtaining full information on technological 

alternatives, conducting a careful evaluatio~ and selection of products, 

processes, and licensors, and negotiat~ng terms of contracts from th~ 

strongest possible position."1/ 

The Mexican experience appears to confirm the pioneering efforts 

in Co~ombia where a Comit: de Regalias was established in 1967. Between 
, 

1967 and 1971 the Comite de Regalias of Colombia evaluated 395 contracts 
• 

of which 334 were negotiated, modified and eventually approved and 61 were 

rejected. In the process of negotiation, payments of royalties were 

reduced by about 40%. Between th· latter part of 1970 and the beginning 

of 1971 the Comitl reduced by 90% tie-in clauses, eliminated export restrictive 

clauses, e!tndnated by 80% minimum royalty payments, prohibited tax deduc-

tion for royalties and established maximum percentage royalty rates.~./ 

For most part these policies have been directed at reducing the 

'· cost of technology transfer. Experience of these and other countri"es suggests 

considerable foreign exchange gains can be made by national policies to 

regulate th~ terms of technology transfer. ' It should be noteq, however, 

that the gains be in large part only nominal. Registries and other rer,ula-

tions determine the formai contract~, but informal arrangements may 

]J UNIDO (1978) p. 53. 

1) Vaitsos (1971) 
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negate their effects • .!/ Efforts to regulate t!1e transfer could be st::-engthene:c 

in their cont£.nt (e.g. some cour.tri.?s prohibit the duplicated t:ransfer of 

the same or very similar technology) and through an internatiunal dimension. 

With international exchange of information on technology bargains, each 

nation's capacity to regulate the te1-ms of the inflow would be strengthened, 

as would its knowledge about alternative sources of technology. Such inter-

national cooperation could best be started on a regional basis. The Andean 

Pact contains provisions for- such coope1:ation. International cooperation 
• would be particularly useful for countries with a weak administrative 

structure, which can do little on their own. 

The effectiveness of such regulatory measures depend largely on two 

factors: first, on how fast technology suppliers replace their formal res;ric-

tive activities by identical informal activities; secondly, on how toughly the 

local administrators pursue the policies. In the context of an' economy which 

relies heavily on the import of te·hnology, local administrators very often 

become embroiled in the interests of the technology suppliers and are then un-

able to trut them with the arms length objectivity that. is required. The piece-

meal dismantling (or weakening) of some of the efforts to regulate the inflo~ of 

technology (of which we see signs with respect to the Andean Pact and Mexico, for 

example) suggest that early successes may exaggerate the full impact of regula-

tion. We need more information on these areas. 

Promotion of Technological Accumulation 

The main purpose of most of the policies just described - and the 

way in which they tend to be interpreted by those countries which carry 

!:_/ According to Sai;:isti, Registries only control the formal contract: "A 
potential licensee who needs technology is in fact at the mercy of the 
licensor who has the tcchnolocr. No amount of government intervention 
cnn restri.~t the prt:'ssurc!'l imposed by n 11.ccnser, nnd most licenaces 
submit voluntarily to the dcmnn<ls, although the forrn~l contrnct may not 
reflect nny controls." (p. 19). 

I 

I• 

: :j 
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them out - is to control and· improve the terms on vhich forei.gn. technology 

is transferred, rather than to ·promote local technological developments. 

Some of the policies would ~so contribute to this objective as shown, for 

e~ample, by the details of the ~~exican provisions. But more comprehensive 

policies are necessary if the promotion of technological developments 

locally is the main objective: inde~d for countries which have the capa-

city and intention to pursue this as a major objective the cost issue - on 

which so much attention is currently foc~ssed - becomes of subsidiary importa~:e. 

There may be, as· already indicated, many routes to the achieve-

ment of a sustained process of indigenous technical innovation. Contrast, 

for example, the different paths pursued historically bI the UK, the US, 

Germany and Japan • .!/ Moreover, there is considerable uncertainty as to 

either necessary or sufficient conditions in developing countries today. 

- But the following.seem to be the types of policies likely to be cond~cive 

to techni:>logical change: 

1/ 

a. Policies which protect local technological develop-

ments by permitting.only selective import of foreign 

technology; 

b. Policies which remove legal restrictions on local 
1. 

developments, and reduce the excessive market value 

attributed to foreign as against local technology: 

i.e. policies towards patents and trademarks. Trade-

mark policies may also contribute to the cost reduc-

tion objective. 

c. Policies which promote local technological develop-

ments by providing the required infrastructure, 

education,· institutions, incentives and so on. 

For an excellent overview see Ranis in Beranek and Ranis (1978); 
see nlso the individunl ess~ys in that volume and Landes (1972). 
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(a) Sel~ctivity towards technology imports. Most successful 

'second comers' technologically have rP.lied on th~ selective import of 

technology from abroad. Accoreing to Rosenberg the U .s. was "highly 

discriminating in borrowing patterns and highly selective in the uses 

to which imported technologies 1/ were put."- In 19th Century U.S. this 

was achieved without deliberate.government intervention, as a result of 

relatively high levels of local mechanical and innovative abilities, 

reacting with the very substantial differences in resource availability 

compared wi.th technology supplving countries, notably the U .K. Japan's 

policy of selectivity was a much more conscious and deliberate part of 

government policy. Between 1868 and the 1950s, Japan regulated and 

restricted technology imports ruthlessly, while P.romoting local technological 

·capacity by education and learning by doing~ The aim was to import 

technology from abroad only once, and then lea~ to develop and adapt the 

technology herself. The import of technology was "effected by diverse 

means ranging from sending missions overseas to seek and purchase machinery 

to more sophisticated technical licensing agreements with foreign 

technology suppliers" ••• "the importation of machinery ••• immediately 

became the object of imitation and trial manufacture, and eventually 

of domestic production. 1121 

'lbe net effect was a steady rise·in the level of technology 

imports and a change in their composition to ever more sophisticated 

industries. 

'J:J "The Role of Science and Technology in Arnericnn National Development," 
in Beranek and Ranis (1978.) 

'l:J llNCTAD (1978a), para. 17. 

[: 
'· 

1: 
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In some ways, devP-loping countries today face a more difficult 

situation and have more need for protection of locsl developments than 

the early latecomers. The scientific and technological gap between 

their own capacities an~ that of the advanced countries is greater, and 

the commercialization of technology and the domination of the technology . 

market by a small number of transnational corporations has gone much 

further. Successful protection and promotion requires a dual policy of 

selectivity towards imports-and promotinn of local developments. · 

Selecti~ty inv~lves some form of control over technology 

imports which may ba.. achieved in a variety of ways: the centralized 

purchase of all technology imports provides one.model (involving obvious 

administrative problems - it is probably a better model for socialist 

than mixed economies); an alternative is for some form of compulsory 

registration (as with the National Registers descx-ibed above), where 

permission for technology imports is given only if the technology import 

can be shown to be complementary i~ (rather than competitive with) local 

rechnological effoTts. An efficiency criterion may be added to prevent 

excessive protection leading to very inefficient technology: 
t. 

Mytelka' s research into the Andean Pact country experience 

suggests that the development of local capacity to choose and generate . 
technology may require unpackaged non-con;ractual technology transfer • 

. This is difficult to induce; however, promotion of local consultancy 

finns, specializing in packaging, would redur.e dependency on foreign 

sources for packaging. · 



For the most part, a~cording to Sagasti, ucreening of foreign 

technology has been weak because the agencies involved lack firm and 

clear criteria for select~on.11 South Korea has recently introduced 

selectivity permit~i..,g the input. of technology only if it fulfills 

various criteria; technologies·which duplicate existing technologies, 

or which would easily be developed locally are not to be imported. 

However, it seems in practice that a very liberal interpretation is 

adopted and most requests for technology imports are granted. Whilu , 

the import of technology is in theory, subject to regulation, the S. 

Korean Technology Transfer Centre conducts an active survey.to identify 

foreign technologies that are needed, and has specified 1958 technolo-

gies needed o~er the next five years necessary for the production of 
. 

l,500 items in the machinery, electronics, metal and chemical 

industries .. ~/ 

(b) Two types of legal restriction provide an espec~al 

handicap to local technological developments - patents and trademarks: 

Patents: the international patent system was intended to protect 
t 

and encourage innovations. But the sys:em does not appear to work in the 

best interests of developing countries. Of the world total, 67. of patents 

were granted by developing countries, and of these 5/6 are held by 

!/ Sagasti (1978) 

!/ UNIDO (1978a), pp. 57-64 
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foreigners, mostly TNCs,-and· only one sixth by developing country nationals. 

The commercial value of those held by nationals is relatively small. 

·Among patents issued to foreigne~s by LDCs, the vast majori~y (over 90%) 

are not exploited. Patents thus, for the most part, tend to prevent 
lJ competition and local innovation, rather than encourage it-:" Currently moves 

are under way to secure reform-of the international patent system: the 

proposed reforms include the-introduction of investors certificates, 

exclusion of some productsfprocessed from patentability, limitations on 

patent duration, stricter provisions for compulsory licensing and revocation 

as remedy for non-use, removal of restrictions on imports of articles and 

products manufactured by a process.which is patented in the 

.country, and strengthening disclosure requirements. 

International reform along these lines is preferable to individual 

national initiatives, but if it fails, or proves insufficient each country 

(or group of countries) has the power to enfor-ce their own system, as 

have a number of· countries including Japan, Italy and the Eastern block 

countries. ,. 

J:,/ See Vaitsos (1972). and UNCTAD (l:975b): "patent practices of 
developing countries, following international standards, 
have legalized this peculiar situation which has come to act as a 
system of reverse pref crences granted to foreign patent holders in 
the markets of developing countries". 



Jradema!:'ks: tradE:m.:i:-ks act as a c~1·~if:!cnte of o~igi.' ·1 .-:. 

a guarantee or quality. llut tl:e ~oats to Lt Cs :.ire high. While the priV<' .:.: 

benefits of acquiring a trademark to a particular entrepreneur, in terms 

of market powe::, may be gr2at, the:re are social costs. The system encourages 

the import of foreign technology from companies responsible for ~ell known 

trademarks, even where there are alternative sources of technology, 

domestically or from less well known and less costly sources overseas and thus 

reinforces foreign technological do~ination. It tends to favor the 

established and well known, making it more difficult for newcomers to 

compete. It leads to expenditure -on advertising, some of which is infor-

mative, much persuasive, which developing countries can ill-afford. 

According to one estimate a group of developing countries spen~, on average, 

0.77% of GNP on advertising,11 (which is more than expenditure on R. and D.). 

Moreover, products originating in developed countries tend to be most 

heavily advertised which means that inappropriate products tend to be 

overpromoted in relation to traditional and appropriate produ~ts.1/ In 

_general, the question of trademarks is mos.t critical for consumer goods, 

and of lesser signif~cance for capital and intermediate goods. 

In developing countries 50% of new trademarks issues in 1974 were 

registered by foreigners (88% in Africa, 65% in Asia and 34% in Latin America), 

a sizeable increase'over 1964 (when 27% of new trademarks were registered 

by foreigners). 'nle vast majority of trademarks registered by foreigners 

are from developed-market economies (95%); 1% are owned by n~tionals of other 

developing countries. Chemicals, food, tobacco and textiles account for 

607. of the new registriti~ns.j/ 

1/ ~™<"!'1\D (ln77b) p, 58, 

l:/ The situation is notoriously bad in the drug industry where brand name/ 
advertised drugs are widely prescribed, althoui;h the costs are sometimes 
50 tiines or more those of generic equivalents, See Lall (1975), 

l/ UNCTAD (1977b). 

. . . 
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Xr.ademarks are said to be a powerful tool for the promotion of 

exports. However, developing countries have not, for the most part, used 

this tool to promote their own trademarks: insofar as ·trademarks have 

been used, they have been mainly of foreign origin. 

Policies Towards Trademarks: some"of the abuses associated with 

trademarks would be eliminated by policies which eliminated restrictive 

practices in technology contracts. But other action would be required 

to reduce this source of monopolistic power, to protect the development 

of local technologies, and to reduce other undesired effects of the 

trademark system. The followinb represents a broad range of possibilities. 

~. Total abolition of trademarks in all sectors, or in selected 

sectors. The major problem here is the need to provide alter-

native systems of protection for consumers: these are difficult 

to devise and costly to administer. One possibili~y would be 

to provide govennment 'utility' certificates to products ful-

filling required standards. 

For political and administrative reanons, this does not seem to 

be a likely policy for most countries in relatio~ to all sectors. However, 

selected sectors a~e especially suitable for such policies. In particular, 

it is a possibility for the drug industry and has been recommended by the 

Hathi Committee in Indi3, which propos;d that India's basic drug needs 

could be met by 116 generic drugs, as against 15,000 drugs currently 

_marketed .. !/ Since there is sectoral concentration of trade mark registra-

tion, action of this sort in one or two sectors might do much to prevent 

ll Policies to replace branded drugs with generic drugs were introduced 
in Sri Lanka in 1972. TI1e State Pharmaceutical Corpor.'.ltion purchased 4 7 
drucn at an avcr~ge cost of 287. of the price quoted by the former trann-
nntional suppliers. But after a major campaign, the policies were p.'.lrti.'.llly 
revcr~ed fn 1977. In Af~1anlstan a recent ntatute imposed the use of generic 
naines for pharmaceuticals. 
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abuses. 

For most sectors, however, we ~ay assume· that the system is 

likely to remain, and there£or~ policies need to be devised tc reduce 

abuses: 

ii. Limitations on permitted advertising. 

111. Consumer education. 

iv. Alternative sources of quality control, such as government 

approval certificates, and legislative standards. 

v. Compulsory licensing of trademarks such that all who wish may 

produce with the trade;.&ark on payment of some specified fee. 

vi. Raising the fees for registration of trademarks, particularly 

in relation to rene~als. 1/ 
These policies are applicable to all trademarks, foreign or nation~l, 

Other policies may be devised to give special protectic:.1 to local 

trade marks: 

vii. By a differential system of charging fees. 

viii. By banning foreign trademarks, totally or selectively. 

. . 

ix. By the development of joint trademarks. In both Mexico and Brazil 

policie~ to encourage joint trademarks have been introduced. 

In Mexico joint trademarks are mandetory, in Brazil optional, 

the option to be exercised by the licensee. Joi~t trademarks 

permit the sharing of the benefits from good will created 

by the marks, and assist in the development of the local 

~rademark. But they are unlikely to have majo~ effects on 

consumption patterns or local technological developments. 

1/ Fec.~s charccd for rcgintr.:ition in developing countrtcs are on average 
half thane charged in developed countries. In developed countries 
renewal fees <ire as hif',h or lt:!:gher than initifll fees; in d~velopini; 
countries m;1ny ·countric·s ch.'.lrr,c: n lowe1· fee nnd some charge no fee 
.'.lt .:ill. 
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The que~tion of trademarks is one of the most import~nt issues in 

relation to technology transfer in the area of consumers goods and medicines; 

it is closely related to the question of costs, since consumer preference for well 

known trademarks permits technology suppliers to earn quasi-rents; it is related 

to the question of the development of local technolog~cal capac~tv, as esta- .•. 

blished trademarks provide an obstacle to the development and use of local tech-

nologies; and it is also relevant to the question of appropriate products and 

techniques. Yet is is a relatively new area, in terms of policy. Few 

policies have been tried and partly as a consequence many have not been 

fully developed. Policies here are closely tied up with many other 

areas of policy - towards consumption patterns, and international trade 

as well as technology. In this area (as in others) it is fairly easy-to 

$ee the direction in which countries should.go if they are to share the 

rents earned,but more difficult to see how to protect local de~elopments. 

International action to develop agreed LDC product standards and systems 

of quality control, independently of t .. ·ademarks, is one possible way forward. 

(c) l/ Policies to promote local technological innovation.- Policies 

to promote local technological developments are clearly an essential counter-,. 
part of policies towards technology imports. The range of.policies adopted 

to promote technological development are well known. On the supply side, 

];./ The main focus of this paper is on the international trnnsf er of 
technology. Consequently. the sections devoted to local technological 
developments are shorter than a balanced treatment would require. Hore 
discussion is contained in the section on Appropriate Technology below. 
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they include building up scientific aud techrical infrastructure, providing 

general and technical education and training, prcmotin& local· consultancy 

firms and developing Technology Plans. On the demand side, they include 

government procurement policies, tax and incentiv~ policies and industrial 

policies. In addition to these 'explicit' science and technology policies 

there are also - as discussed above - general economic policies which 

influence the rate of local innovation. Unfortur.atcly, while the relevant 

promotional policies are well known, there is considerable controversy 

surrounding almost every one of t~ em. Sagasti's survey of science and 

technology policy instruments concludes that "evidence gathered in the 

Science and Technology Policy Instruments project shows overwhelmingly that 

the explicit S and T instruments (with the exception·of personnel training) 

have little impact on technological change particularly at the early stag~s 

of industrialization." The major impetus in most LDCs has been towards 

building up institutions for basic rest.arch, seeing these are the first step 

in the innovative chain: but whether this is an essential part of technical 

innovation, or a sensible way of developing countries to spend scarce resources 

is now subject to c:!onsiderable controversy:· "the less developed world is s trcwn 

with scientific institutes and other expensive white elephants which contribute 

neither to science nor to technology. u]/o T~chnology Plans are becoming 

increasingly fashionable, but like general economic plans, their effectiveness 

depends on the polici,..s and projects they produce rather than the Pl~n document 

itself, which may often prove a waste of scarce administrative resources. 

1/ Ranis in Beranek and Ranis (1978). His paper summarizes the arguments for 
and against hasic RciencP. in LDCs. 
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Many tax incentives have proved redundant:lf the most successful are the 

most specific, as in Peru and S. Korea. But as with most tax incentives, 

there 1s a strong possibility that they will simply induce firms to categorize 

expenditure as 'R. illld D.' in order to qualify for the incentives, without 

making any real changes. Moreover, such incentives tend to leave out the 

more mundane minor innovative activities, which may have at least as much 

to contribute to the innovative process, and may be an essential precursor 

of major innovation. 

Government procurement policies represent one of the most powerful 

tools available ~or promo-ting the use of local technology. 

Four conclusions appear to stand out from experience with respect to 

promoting local techn~logical change: first, that l~s with industry are 

.essential, if promotional efforts are not simply to add to the zoo of 

white elephants. Such links may be achieved through.contract research, 

in-house research or strong informal links bet:W'een the scientific and 
2/ technological activity.- Secondly, that there has been some tendency to 

overdo basic science as against applied science and technology. Thirdly, 

that there is a cr,itical mass of scientific and technological activity 

necessary before the work has any substantial effects. Some of the apparent 

failures of many LDCs may be because this critical mass has not yet been 

reached. It has been suggested that certain countries - notably Argentina, 

India, Brazil, S. Korea and Mexico - have now achieved the minimal critical 

J:./ Sagasti (1978) 

lJ Japan provided such links by developing 'model' gove·rnmcnt owned f actorics 
and then selling them to the private sector, when they were successful. 
In S. Ko:rea, KIST has manifold informal links with industry. 
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1/ mass for ind!.gcnous technological dr.v-elopme-r.t .- :Cout•thly, countries 

should specialize in science and technology, consciously choosing the 

areas which they intand to develop, and concentrate promotional activities 

and selectivity towards foreign technology imports, in these areas.1:./ 

Administration 

The discussion of policies has briefly reviewed a large number of 

actions LDC governments might take, if they adopt an active technology 

policy. Some of them would impose heavy aG~inistrative costs 

since they involve investigating technology contracts one by one: policies 

towards costs and those involving screening foreign technology imports 

would be especially costly from an administrative paint of view; they would 

also (particularly the screening policy) requi.re considerable technical 

_expertise, which is especially scarce in most LDCs. Thus the administrative 

costs involved are by no means trivial; it is therefore necessary to 

establish that such resources are available, 0 and that their use in this 

respect would be worthwhile. Here one needs to distinguish between policies 

directed towards improving the terms of the transfer and those towards screen-

ing imports to promote local developments• 
t 

Many countries are not yet at a 1'tage in which veey much sct .:?ening 

makes sense. For this there must be a certain.amount of local technological 

I capacity. l'he development of such capacity requires the sort of promotional 

I 1/ Sagasti (1978) 

2/ Cooper (1976), Saga:=Jti (1.978) and Ranis in Beranek and Ranis (1978) 
all come to thls conclusion. 

;.:. 
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policies just discussed, and is likely to take place initially on the basis 

of imported technology. Hen~e, countries which are particularly weak 

administratively (especially in relac.ion to the special skills required 
• 

of technology administrators) are also those where screening policies are 

premature. They may be desirable in one or two industries but screening 

for these cases would not require excessive administrative resources. But 

these countl;'ies, which rely heavily on imported· technology and lack much 

capacity themselves, are precisely those where policies towards controlling 

the terms of transfer are- likely to generate the greatest gains. Moreover, 

the established magnitude of the ~ains are such that even quite heavy 

administrative ·resources (which may themselves be bought from abroad, 

for example from more advanced LDCs) would be justified. But where the 

administrative base LJ weak there is much to be said- for introducing 

·general policies - SUch as taxation and policies towards prOtPCtion and 

trademarks - which reduce the foreign exchange loss through technology 

purchase and therefore the need for a~inistrative policies to control it. 

As already suggested, regional and international cooperation may ease 

the administrative burden. 

Countries w~ich are more developed, in technological terms, are those 

for which the screening policies are more relevant, but they also have more 

techn~administrative resources to support them •. Moreover, as they gain in 

technological strength, the importance.of ·policies towards the terms of 

transfer diminishes because the individual enterprises become increasingly 

capable of striking a satisfactory bargain for themselves and hence the 
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1/ terms tend to -improve without sc much goverrilllent inte:":"Vention.-· An 

effective sc1·eening policy ~oes require considerable e'°:pcttise and 

judgement, but given that the 1•olicy m.11y be initially concentrnted on 

a few industries, the costs need not be excessive. 

Aspects of Political Economy 

Many o( the policies described involve challenging very powerful 

interests: some of these interests are outside the developing countries, 

but in ma~y cases they have been internaliz~d and are well represented 

within the country concerned. 'Iha·history of attempts to control the 

terms of technology transfer is strewn with failures. of 'will,' which is 

a somewhat amorphous way of describing successful resistance, on the part 

of the interests involved, to attempts to control them. The following few 

examples provide indicatio11s of what can happen. 

In both Sri Lanka and Brazil, plans to replace brandname drugs 

with generic drugs were diluted after powerful political campaigns which 

had strong foreign support.1/ 

In Mexico, the near monopoly position of a successful national firm 

in the steroid hormone industry, which led in research and development, ,. 
was hroken as a result of strong protestations by U.S. Companies, and 

];/ Sa&asti concludes that countries which are.more technol6gically 
sophisticated "suffer less from the restrictions that normally 
accompany the imports of technology and pay less for knowledge 
than do firms in countd.es where these capabilities have not been 
developed " (p. 49). But the experience of the U.K. both in relation 
to oil and natural gas technology, and to pharmaceuticals (La Roche) 
show that eternal vigilance is required. 

1/ See Agar.wal (1978) 
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pressure from the U.S. Government. As a result shortly after the industry 

'll:'<tS domin:itcd by forci~n subsidiaries, which secured the plant barbasco. 

on ten:is which mcrnnt that much of the rent from this rare plant was taken 

out of ~!exico. Later, government attempts to regain control c-ver the 

industry for Mexican firms failed partly due to political opposition.11 

Mytelka (1977) illustrates aspects of political economy with respect 

to three Andean Pact countries, following their common policy of Decision 24. 

Peru, with a stronger national bourgeousie, succeeded in divesting in 

accordance with this policy between 1970 and 1975, while changes in Ecuador 

and Colombia, where foreign interests were relatively stronger, were 

negligible. 

Certain conclusions are suggested by taking the political economy 

dimension into account: first, from a political point of view the abil'ity 

to control the terms of technology transfer is likely to be greater the more 

arms length (and the less) previous relationships with technology suppliers. 

Thus, p~~adoxically, from this point of view, less developed countries with 

little technology transfer may be in a stronger position than those where 

interests are firmly entrenched. Secondly; certain types of policy may be 
I 

easier to secure, from a political point of view, than others. General 

promotional policies are likely to be more accep~able than specific restricti.ve 

policies. This is not just because they are likely to be less effective 

(although doubtless this is part of the story) but also because their effects 

are normally more widely spread and therefore specific opposition is less 

likely to be aroused. Thirdly, discretionary policies are more subject to .. 
1/ Cereffi (1978) 
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abuse (and to thwarti:r:g by t.:.g.> bri.l:ery) than general polici.as. This 

sug£ests that general tax changes may be more effective tha~ particular 

contract-by-contract negotiations. But, although they may be more effectin~ 

J!. properly conceived and intr~duced> for this very reason, they are likely 

to be subject to very great opposition. 

'Ihe political economy aspects do not provide a reason for not 

trying to ~ntroduce desirable changes: they suggest that political forces 

should be taken into account in formulating policies and the need for strong 

'will' to carry them out, needs to be emphasized. 

'· 
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VI. The Characteristics of Technology 

The characteristics of technology are largely determined by the 

nature of the economies for which they are designed. The most significant 

determinants of the characteristics of new technology are the income levels, 

resource availability and costs in t~e society in and for which the technology 

is designed, and the system of. organization of production, and the .nature of 

the technology in use in the society. In each of these respects, societi~s 

of advanced countries differ f~om-those of poor countries. Consequently, 

technology designed to suit advanced countries tends to be ill adapted (or 

'inappropriate') to the conditions prevalent in poor countries. The transfer 

of such technology to poor societies tends, as a result, to cause various 

_distortions and inefficiencies. 

In discussing 'characteristics' of technology, one should include 

all :·he relevant features which determine its resource use, productivity. 

and impact on production and consumption patterns. These features inr.lude 

the nature. and design of the product, the scale and organizational sy~tem 

for which the technology is designed, its resource use, including capital 

and labor intensity, materials and fuel use, skill requirements, and the 
1-

inf ras truc tu ral and compleme~tary inputs it requires. The traditional 

economists' characterization of techniques according to their capital or 

labor intensity forms only one, and quite often a relatively ipsignificant, 

aspect of the total characterization. 

The income levels of a society broadly determine consumption 

patterns, both as to the type of products consumed and as to the nature of 

_products within each broad category of need. Countries with the same 
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average income 1cvel may differ in cJns~mption patterns b~cause 0£ diffe-

rences in incoma distribution sud cultural and institutional differences. 

Nonetheless, average income levels are an important determinant of con-

sumption patterns. The design of products in- advanced countries, then, is 

. broadly in line with their income levels. When products are transferred to 

poorer societies, their characteristics tend to be out of line with average 

income levels. This results .in imbalances in cons~mption patterns: the 

imbalance partly takes the form of maldistribution of income and consumption, 

so that a small proportion of the-p-:-pulation earn incomes similar to those 

of rich societies, an~ have correspondingly similar consumption patterns. 

Another form of imbalance is that which occurs in expendit~re patterns at low 

income levels: a high proportion of expenditure may be devoted to goods 

designed for higher income levels, while other needs are relatively neg-

lected.·!/ 

The view that products are des:'-gned for particular income levels, 

and may be inappropriate for societies with much lower incomes, does not 

mean ;uch products confer no net benefits on these societies and should be 

rej~cced. In some cases, this may be the situation. But in others, the 

produ<.ts may extend choice and increase welfare. Given the massive research 

and development devoted to new product~ i•n advanced i Anc ~tie~, the near 

--·------------
ll A recent study bv J. Wells (1977) quotes a survey in Sao Paulo, Brazil, 

which found that between 1959 and 1969/70 'there was a significant rise 
in the share of household expenditure devoted to domestic appliances ••• 
an a.1alysis of (physical) per capita food consumption shows that there 
was ~ do\mwarq trend, indicating that levels of nutrition among the work-
ing class deteriorated absolutely. • 

!._/ Al.1. 1nvestigations into motives and outcome of R. and D. in advanced 
countri~s show that much the largest proportion is devoted to new products 
or i'llf r·.vemcnts in old products• See Gustafson (1962) and Mansfield (1969). 
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complete neglect.of research into Froducts specifically appropriate to poor 

societies, and the economies of scale associated with the mass production of 

many of these new products, many modern products increase the efficiency of 

need fulfillment, even for low income consumers, as compared with the pre-

vious ~ange of choice. There are cases where the modern products may 

-decrease welfare. But the main argument about appropriate products is not 

that new Products from advanced countries-decrease welfare abaolutelv,11 but 

that they tend to have high-income characteristics, and result in consump-

tion imbalances compared with new products specifically desiJnied for the 

_conditions-and income levels of poor societies. 

In general, it is to be expected that new products would increase 

welfare by increasing the range of choice open to consumers. But if the 

new products completely-.dispiace (or raise the costs substantially) of old 

products with more appropriate characteristics, or if consumer choice is 

distorted by advertising exclusively devoted to one class of products, con-

sumers in poor societies may actually be ~ade worse off than before the new 
. 2/ 

_products were introduced.- This is particularly likely to be the situation 

-y 
t. 

Because of their .high income 
benefit higher income groups 
tive deterioration in income 
captured by the statistics. 

characteristics, new products do tend to 
disproportionately thus leading to a rela-
distribution,. but not one that is normally . 

~ In my study of maize milling, ! found that the most recently developed 
product was more expensive, less nutri~ious and required a more capital 
intensive and large scale technology. It was the only branded product 
and the only one advertised._ Consumers were switching to it in a 
substantial way. This was not only due to advertising. It lasted lon~er 
and many consu~ers preferred the taste. Similar examples are to be 

·-

found in the drug industry where new products, which are much more expensive than 
the old generic equivalent, are heavily advertised, and also have some additional 
benefits (e.g. in tel-ms of reduced side effects). See Speight (1975). 
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where there are·major in~ivisibilitiP.s, so that decisions are.non-marginal. 

Very of ten this appiies to decisions involving government expen:iiture such 

as majo~ irrigation projects, hospitals, toad and transport systems, military 

systems and so on. 

The higher level of incomes in advanced countries also influences 

resource availability and costs. The labor fore~ tends to be highly 

educated; real incomes and the opportunity cost of employing labor is high. 

Thus techniques designed for these conditions tend to involve high levels 

of worker education and skills, and high levels of productivity. Moreover, 

the high incomes generate a. corresponding high level of savings per head, 

and theref.ore of investible resources,,_ In comparison with average per capita 

resource availability in_LDCs, the tecbnolo~, therefo~e, requires savings 

per workplace far in exc~ss of those available and makes education require-

ments greater than those the country can afford. If the technology is 

transferred ~nmodified to poorer countries, investment resources and ex-

penditure on the development of human resources have to be disproportionately 

devoted to a small proportion of the population. 

The organizftion system of advanced countries - wi;h large units 

of production managed by a professional managerial class - influences the 

type of technology that the system produces. ~nevitably, new techniques 

that fit in with this structure tend to be developed, rather than techniques 

designed for a radically different system. But the system is very far 

removed from traditional societies in most LDCs: to adopt the technology -efficiently, the advanced country productive system has to be reproduced • 

·,·; i 
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·-This involves dependence o~ imported managers, heavy expenditure on manageri~: ... . 
education, and leads to a., apparent dearth of managerial and entrepreneurial 

talent, and, qften, a scale of production that is disproportionate to 

_market size leading to oligopoly/monopoly and excess capacity. 

Another important determinant of th·~ characteristics of new tech-

niques is the technology already in use •• This imposes demands on any new 

technique, in terms of scale and characteristics of output, if the ~utput is to 

serve as inputs-elsewhere in the system, and determines the availability and 

nature of inputs. The technology in use in most advanced countries demands 

standardization and reliability. The net result of the many connections 

between different parts of the productive system is that there is (within 

broad l.Jmits) technological determinism; techniques which do not fit in 

become i~efficienc, not because th"·/ are absolutely inefficient, but because 

they are inefficient within the context of the technology in use. As far 

as LDCs are conceraed, this means that their choice is much more circumscribed 

than might appear. Having made an initial decision to adopt some part of 

modern technology, this often dictates that other parts should also be 
1. 

adopted. Hence, while a careful study of available choice of techniques 
•. 

suggests that the choice is reasonably extensive, the real choice in the con-

_text of a p~rticular technology and market system may be muc~ narrower. 

To summarize briefly: techniques designed for modern advanced 

countries tend to produce high-income productc, require high levels of 

investible resources per employee, high levels of education ar.d skills, be 

of a large scale and require sophisticated management techniques, be asso-

ciated with high levels of labor productivity, and be linked, through inputs 
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and outputs, with the rest of _the aJvanced techn,·logy syHtem. If these 

techniques are transferred u11Jllodif ~~d to LDCs, the result will be a co~-

centration of resources, ~f savings and expP.nditure on human resources and 

infrastructure, on a small part of the economy. Iucomes wil~ tend to be 

concentrated in this area, leading to markets for the high-income products 

the system produces. Resources available in.the lcn.-income country wiil 

tend to be underutilized, ~eluding raw materials as well as labor. 

Many of the well-established characteristics of the dual economy 

can be seen as following from the characteristics of advanced country tech-

nology: the capital-intensity of productive techniques, the heavy reliance 

on imported managers, skill defi-ciencies, un and underemployment and a rela-

tive (often absolute) deprivation of the economy outside the modern sector. 

Only economies which are growing very rapidly and are selective about the 

choice of techniques and adept at modifying them are able to overcome this 

dualism, by absorbing a growing proportion of their workforce into the 

modern sector. South Korea and Taiwan provide the obvious examples. In 

other economies, dualistic tendencies have.been partially offset by a 

deliberate attempt tie protect the non-modern sector, providing it with 

resources and protected markets to prevent it being undermined by the 

modern sector. This is the policy of 'walking on two legs' pursued most 

extensively by China (and to a less marked extent by India). In China 

employment expansior. in the modern sector has been similar to that in many 

other developing economies, lagging well behind gro~th in output, while the 
I 

technology adopted has tended to be capital intensive,.!/0verall employment 

1/ ~ee ~1gurdsor. (1977) and Ra~ski (1978). 

· ~}L;,·.~ ::.~ ~~:;:'-:: / '.~c:-;· ::_.,;, '.:; ~~·J::~: :f.~1';;\iW~~Tif 11£'"".f'~":t~~~\\~?::'ft;t~t~~~Zf~ 
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- policies have succeeded because of the absorption of labor in the agricultural 

_ and rural non-agricultural sectors. 

There.. is a growing body of literature that questions the rather 

simplistic technological determinist argument advar.ced above. It is argued 

that in many industries a wide choice of efficient technologies has been 
. l/ established by empirical research.- Recently, Pack has argued that countries 

could make significant· gains at the macro-level in terms of employment, out-

put and savings, by policies leading to the adoption of the most appropri£te 

techniques in existence. It has long been established that there is con-

siderable potential for labor intensity in ancilliary processes. even if the 

core technology is more f"1Jl.ed. 2/ Old techniques fr~ advanced countries 
. 

off er more labor intensive and small-scale alternatives than the most recent 

techniques. While this sort of argument supports the view that there is 

a wider range of choice than the completely determinist view implies, other 

considerations suggest that the potential for.selecting labor intensive tech-

niques may be exaggerated by calculations based on the micro-case stuJies. 

In the first place, many of the studies show that considerations of product 

standards/characteriftics may rule out the.labor-intensive technologies.~/ 
Secondly, the labor intensive techniques are often only economic at small 

_scale.!/ Thirdly, entrepreneurs do not have information about the complete 

1,/ See e.g. Bhalla (1975), Jenkins (1975). Pack (1978a)r White (1~7R). 

'lJ See Ranis (1973). 

1./ See Stewart (1977), p. 199. 

f!/ Ibid. See Boon (1964, 1975), Pack (1978a) • .. . 
.: .. 
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'shelf' of techniques in existence; thei• acc~ss to information about d~fi~- -

rent techniques de~ends on thei~ channels of infoxmation. There tends tc 

be a biLS in channels of information towards technology ~urrently in use in 

the supplying countries - i.e. the advanced count=ies. Appropriate tech-

niques, which are often older techniques frO"tn advanced countries, or tech-

niques recently developed in LDCs are less well promoted. 

Fourthly, many of the studies neglect the ~eterminants of choice 

or selection mechanisms. It is often assumed that the only relevant selec-

tion mechanism is the relative price of capital and labor, and t~tat is in 

the control of the government. In fact. the determinants of choice are far 

more complex. The nature and scale of the market is one critical deter- . 

minant. Products sold on the international market or to high-income consumers 

may ~eed to use th~most recent technology in order to compete • .!/ Because --

scale of production and the nature of the market are of i.Biportance in deter-

mining choice of product and technique, the factors detennining thesP are 

significant. Income distribution and trading strategy help determine the 

nature and scale of markets for different· types of product. The distribu-

tion of investible r~sources between enterprises of different size and type 
2/ 

is also of relevance.- The very substantial wage differentials between 

enterprises of different sizes suggests that the real wage level may be 

outcome as well as (partial) cause of technologi~al choice. Moreover, a 

ll Cooper et. al (1975) show that the more labor-intensive techniques may 
have to be ruled out for 'certain quality demanding segments of the market'. 
Sercovich shows in case studies in Argentina that firms were frequently 
forced to abandon attempts to use local technology by the need to compete 
in product differentiatiort·to maintain their share of the market. High 
quality products are not invariably produced with capital intensive technology. 
In E!!,ypt, El-Karanshawy found that it mis the capital-intensive methods of 
producing carpets that found it difficult to find an international carkct. 
The processing zones use modern but labor intensive techniques to produce 
exports. 

Sec eviut'nci:: on how choice of tec;hnique varies with size of enterprise in 
World Bank (1978). 
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number of recent studies of technological choice have shown that the moat 

rational choices - both· in· terms of profit maxim:l.zation and app~opr1ate-

nesa of techniques are sometjmes rejected in favor of less profitable and 
1/ less appropriate techniques.- Thus investigation of the decision mechanisms 

.involved is required if choice of technique is to be altered in a more appro-

priate direction. 

Fifthly, the studies establishing a range of choice are essen-

tially static, depicting the situation at the point in time when they were 

made. But the so-called 'shelf' is moving as technical change p.·oceeds, 

and some parts of the shelf are moving much faster than others •. In parti-

cular, with the current world ba-lance of a. and D., the modern capital 

intensive part of the shelf is moving forward_, in te:.111s of new pro.£ucts and 

efficiency of technique, as compared with the labor intensive part; and the 

'modern' end is also getting increasingly capital-intensive, larger scale, 

and the products more sophisticated as incomes rise in the advanced c~un-

tries. Thus while there may be scope for some push in the direction of 

labor intensity and other dimensions uf appropriateness in some products, 

the aggregate effects are likely to be swamped by dynamic changes in the 

opposite direction. 

Policies to Secure More Appropriate Technology 

More appropriate technology may be roughly defined as technology 

whose resource use is more in keeping with LDC resource availability, and 

whose products are more suited to low-income consumers. This means that 

more appropriate technology will be more labor intensive, less skill intensive 

1/ See studies of Timmer et. al (1975), and Pickett et. al (1974). 
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smaller scale, use more local ~~erials, and produce simpler low-inc~rn~ 

products than tnost of advanced country technology curren~ly beir.g transf e~~s~ 

to low-income countries):./ Te~hnclo~~r mny be more appropriate in one respect, 

and no more so in others; or more in so~e respects, less in others. It i3 

then a matter of judgment as to whether it is to be preferred. More appro-

priate technology may be less efficient, either in the economic sense that 

it is less profitable, (socia~y and/privately), or in the stricter sense 

(which has been defined as technical inefficiency) that it uses more of all 

resources to produce the same outpu~. If it is socially or technically 
2/ 

inefficient-as compared vi.th the 'inappropriate' alternative, then the 

economy would suffer from some output loss in adopting· it. In such a situa-

tion it would only be WC'rthwhile adopting if it were b~lieved that learning 

ef£ects would be such as to outweigh initial· inefficiency, or that incOJie · 

distribution and similar effects are such as to outweigh the loss in output. 

If we assume that these effects may be incorporated into the measure of 

social efficiency (and that we can give ~ome meaning to this concept), then 

an economy should only adopt more appropriate techniques if they can be shown 

to be socially efficient. In discussing ways in which appropriate technolvgy 

!/ Some of the characteristics of 'appropriate technology' briefly described 
above (for a fuller discussion see Stewart (1977), Chapter.4) have beeu 
subject to considerable debate; probably most·controversial are t'liTC - the 
question of scale and that of 'appropriate' products. The Strathclyde 
research believes that scale is irrelevant to apprn?rinteness. Above it 
i~ defined as one criterion among others, on the grounds that small-scale 
productive units are more in keeping with the entrEpreneurial and manager~al 
abilities and mar~et size of most I..DCs. The appropriateness of products 
is also left put of the Strathclyde discussion - and of mqst of the case 
studies examining choice of technique. It is included here for reasons 
discussed above. · 

'!:./ Both these concepts pr~sent problems - which may be extremely serious in 
deciding whether a particular techno1ogy is efficient in one or other 
senses. But it i~ a useful shorthand here, to indicate that efficiency 
is an important consideration, but one that needs to be qualified to 
include income distribution and learning effects. 

1' 
I , I 
! : 
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may be promoted, it is assumed that what is in question is the promotion of 

socially efficient appr~priate technology. 

Broadly, one may distinguish two types of appropriate technology: 

appropriate technology for the 'modern' sector, which consists in the adap-

tion of modern sector advanced country technologies in more labor intensive 

directions; and appropriate technology for the traditional sector, which 

,upgrades and improves traditional technologies. Both have been neglected 

in terms of information collection and dissemination, research and ~evelop-

nient. Promotion of more.-ap.propriatL technology in both categories may 

involve improvements in information dissemination, minor or major modifica-

tion of existing techniques, or the development of entirely new techni.ques 

~d pro~ucts. F.or complateness perhaps a third categoi:y s~ould be included: 

more.appropriate systems of public services, including mo~e apprnpriate 

_products and delivery systems. 

It is difficult to establish orders of priority for the various 
.... : -~ =~::.:. . - -

-.categories, and perhaps unnecessary to do so. The potential for imp~·ove~ 

ments in the traditional-technology area are great, given the almost com-

plete neglect in the'past; this area is likely to help those. in greatest 

pov~~ty m~re .directiy ~~~~ ~~dif icati~~; 'in ~~d-~~ -s.~ct~r- -t~c~ology .'· 
Successful innovations in this area should im~rove.the productivity of the 

poorest and, if videly disseminated, could reach.very large numbers of 

people. Appropriate innovations in the modern sector would speed up growth 

of employment in this sector but are unlikely to improve the lives of most 

_of the very poor-, in the short run: in essence they are likely to expand 



the numbers in middle-income occupaticr.s.. Inno~ations ::.n this ar:?a have to 

compete with simultaneous R. ~nd D. in developed cocntries, which .nay. render 

the results obsolete - particulatly where: there is pronuct inno•.rl!tion and 

competition in trad& - and may also make it difficult to ensure that the 

appropriate techniques are widely adopted. On the other hand, if a process 

.of innovation were engendered in this sector, it could become self-sustained, 

leading to learning by doing and further innovation. 11 In so far as LDCs' 

ultimate future lies in the modern sector, then innovation here may be 

critical. Since the bulk of investment is likely to remain in the modern 

sector in middle-income countries, innovations related to this sector would 

be likely to affect a larger proportion of investment. Appropriate innova-

tion in the modern sector is also vital if developi~g countries are to 

avoid having to follow futurr technological developments in the advanced 

councries, which are likely to be in an increasingly inappropriate direction. 

Policies to promote appropriate technology may be roughly categorized 

into those that affect the demand for different types of technology awl those· 

that affect the supply. 

A different set of policies, with respect both to demand and ,. 
supply, is relevant to promoting appropriate technology according to the 

sector being considered: this :i:s becnusc the three sectors - tradit:...onal, 

modern industrial, and public sector - cc>ntain different types· of decision 

maker, vith different objectives, constr<1ints and capacities. Among obvious 

differences, the na1.urc» uf 11.clI ~·'!ts servnl d lffers between traditional and 

1/ As appP.ars to lt;.ve happened, for , 
tractor - ~ec Morehouse (1978). 

.1 le, in the case of the Swaraj 
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- Modern sectors and consequently the type of product in demand; the size of 

investible resources and·managerial capacities differ so that different 

scales of production occur; factor prices and access to technology differs, 

with ~he traditional sector facing low labor ~osts and high capital costs, 

while of ten in the modern sector capital is subsidized and labor costs 

(relative at least to the traditional sector) are high. In the modern sector, 

there are normally strong links with foreign sources of technology. The 

links are weak or non-existent in the traditional sector. All these·factors 

-affect the selection of technology. 

In the modern sector in many countries, as many studies suggest 

as well as much casual evidence, -changes are needed in selection mechanisms· 

as well as in information/development related to appropriate techno_!ogy. In 

th!! traditional sector, information, education a?d credit is reqnired. The 

sectors also differ in their potential capacity to generate the information 

search and technology development themseJves. For the most part, the tradi-

tional secto~ lacks the capacity for sel!-generation and new technologies 

must be developed from outside, but with strong links with the potential 

users.!/ The need for,outside institutional support applies to information 

collection as well as technology development. But the modern industrial 

sector in many countries is potentially ca~able of ~oing a considerable por-

tion of the search and research itself, and would.benefit in terms of take-

up of the results and learning effects by so doing. In this sector, then 

what is needed is an incentive structure and support system for internally 

.· 
!.f As for example in the ~ork of ASTRA in Bangalore. 
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gene·rated activities. Efforts ·of it1deper.c!ent in!'ti!;uticns financed fror.1 

outside often fail because they are nut t~seci by local en-creprenl.!yrs. 

Most of the policies affecting demand are internal to particular 

countries. They include changes in income. distribution, which affects the 

monetary demand for different types of product; changes in trading strategy, 

which similarly affects•demand for different types of product; changes in 

credit/tax policy affecting t~e control over investible resources of different 

types of decision maker; and changes in factor prices. Govermnent policy 

towards consumer demand - e.g. educ~tion of consumers, limitations on advertis-

ing, policies towards trademarks - also affect choice of products and tech-

nique; and in the very large number of decisions over which government has 
. . -- . . . l/ 

·direct control~ the government may directly affect the_ choice of technology.-

Most 6f these ~~nges, as stated, are internal: only trading strategy has 

a direc't international dimension. Here there are a number of options: ....... ···-. --~-.: ---- -
a. 1he·classic import substi~~tion strategy. This normally 

: . . . ... .. - . 

~ounts t~ import reprodu~tion rather than import substitu-

tion, and since it involves complete replication of goods 
.:. ~ ~ -. : . . . . : . . . . ·. - : · .. ;~ - - ~.. - : . : -· .. ·. . .. . .. . . 

previously imported, it also involves replication of methods . ' . .. 
_of pr_oduction. The consequence is capiti'il-intensity of pro-

duction and inappropriate p-roducts. 
·- - -- --·-·· -··· ----- ·-·-

!/ Little systematic research has been done comparing state and private 
sector decision making tJ'l.th respect to choice of technique. The limited 
evidence available suggests that state corporations in mixed economies 
choose at least· as inappropriate technology as the private sector (see 
El-Karanshawy for a study of carpet weaving in Egypt where the State-owned 
firm was introducing mechanized methods to compete with traditional hand-
woven methods in the private sector). It also appears that the State 
sector is more likely to depend on foreign sources nf tPchnn1n~v th~n 
private nationally-ow-ned firms see Hytelka (1978) and Morehouse (1978). 
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- b. Export orientation, particularly towards the North. This, 

at least in the short run, should involve a more labor 

intensive technology (although not the production of more 

approt>riate products) than the straight I-S policy. As 

time proceeds, so long as innovation•remains the virtual 

monopoly of the North, the policy is likely to. require 

continual adjus"tment and increasing capital-intensity, 

but of a--lesser extent than a policy of progressive I-S, 

which keeps up with the latest product developments in · 

the North. 

- c. Appropriate mport substitution - i.e. the substitut;ion 

of locally produced 'appropriate' goods for those pre-

viously imported. To some extent, this was the policy of 

Japan in the t!U.rties, and of China in the 1960s and 1970s. 

The technology and products should be more. appropriate, 

but there may be losses in inefficiency because of the 

aasence of modern research into appropriate products!' and 

' because of.re~trictions on trade. It is really on1y feasible 

for large countries. 

'l:./ Japan was able to avoid this. source of inefficiency by taking 'lilodern'·. 
products and.modifying them. See UNCTAD (1978a). 
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d. South-South trading links ·:o;ubined with .i p.:>lic}• to promote 

appropriate products and tech~iques and to restrict the import 

of inappropriate products and techniques. This is likely to 

involve reorientation of tradine strategy in manufactures away 

from North-South to South-South. The option is similar to 

appropriate import substitution but it is on a South basis, rather 
1/ than that of a single country. - It thus enables the South to 

exploit the advantages of international trade, while maint~ining 

South protection, and increasing the appropriateness of technology. 

The South-South trading relationship would include trade in technolog:,' 

and capital goods. There are various degrees of stringency with 

which this option may be pursue~. At one extreme, it requires com-

plete delinking with the North; apart from primary production. At 

the other, it involves greater preference on a South-South basis 

but without further restrictions on North-South trading links. 

Current moves to promote South-South links are in line -Tith the 

latter strategy. 

I Paul Streeten drew.my attention to the pertinent quctation from D. H. Robertson: 
(Robertson was discussing· trade between the U. S. and the U.K.). 
"The simple fellow who, to the advantage of both, has been earning a living 
by cooking the dinner for a busy and prosperous scientist, wakes up one day 
to find that his master has invested in a completely automatic co~ker, and that 
if he wants to remain a member of the household he must turn shoe-black. He 
acquires a kit and learns the techniques, only to find that his master has 
invented a dust-repelling shoe, but would nevertheless be graciously willing 
for him to remain on an empty the trash-bins , Would he not do better to remove 
himself from the orbit of the great man and cultivate his own back garden? And 
if he can find some other simple fellows in the same boat with whom to gang up 
and practice the division of labor on a less bewildering basis, so much the bett~ 
for him." 

I ,. 
I 
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The supply of different technologies: a false, but.nonetheless 

helpful distinction is oft~n made between information/research and development. 

The distinction is false because· information collection merges into search, 

and search into research. l/ There are weaknesses, absolutely and relative 

to what is happening at the inappropriate end of the technology spectrum, in 

each of these activities in relat:ion to appropriate technology. 

Information 

Commercial channels provide the main sources of information to 

entrepreneurs in the Third World: for the most part, these are developed 

country sources - TNCs, consultants, machinery salesmen - all of whom are 

far more familiar with, and are more likely to benefit· from investment decisions 

incorporating fairly recent techniques designed in and for advanced countries.11 

There are a growing number of voluntary bodies who try to "provide information 

services in relation to appropriate technology, but their efforts are small, 

-· somewhat amateurish, and they are not incorporated into the main stream of 

1/ For example, the Strathclyde study in collecting information about the 
existing range of technical change devoted a minimum of two people for one 
year to the process. As they devised 'synthetic' alternatives to those 
techniques alread~ in existence- (i.e., new combinations of existing processes)p 
their efforts came closer to research than search. To establish the viability 
of some of the new synthetic combinations would require testing, etc., essentia.ll1 
a development activity. • 
See Roberts (1972) and Bhatt (1~7~). 
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entrepren~ur.lal decision maki '\f~ in Lhe 'L'tir.:i we rld. The dc:vel::>\!!" .. .-

Third \Torld coneultancy "=inns, soue 1hird World n~c~ a.nd mac.h::.nery :>~:;p ~ ! ' ~ 

are beginning "Co provide more appropriate sources of informatic.•n. 2/ But t1:<:! 

total level of theae efforts are small, and ~hile it seems that the infor.nati.: 

provided does tend to be related to mo~e appropriate technologies than most 
3/ of the advanced country resources, this is not alwayu the case. - A few con-

sultancy firms in the advanced countries are beginning to specialize in this 

field. 

It is clear that there is a need for a more systematic system of 

information collection and dissemination in relation to appropriate technology. 

A number of proposals for such-a system have been put forward.~/ Some are of 

the d&ta bank variety. Others consist of an information cum consultancy service. lt 

seems the latter are more likely to be effective, as data banks are difficult to 

use, and do not provide .the essential software advice which is needed. The 

moat promising proposal for international action was that developed in the World 

Bank: the technology referral service. 2/ Promotion of Third World sources 

of technology is another important aspect of policies to promote information 

sources of more appropriate technology. Although Third World capital goods 

1/ Some of these are described in Stewart (1979) 
' 1J See Lall (1978), L.T. Wells (1977) (1978),(1979) and Lecraw (1977). Lecraw 

does a detailed.comparison of Indian and other TNCs and finds that their 
technology is more appropriate (i.e., more labor intensive, on a :·maller 
scale and produces simpler products) •• Wells (1979) fincis LDC firn1s' invest-
ment in Indonesia are considerably less capital-intensive than developeu· 
country multinational investment; they are arso concentrated in less research-
intensive industries and in industries with less product differentiation. 

1/ It is widely claimed that the capital goods industries in Brazil, India 
and also South Korea show very little adaptation as compared with capital 
goods industries in advanced countries. See Pack (1978b) and Stewart 
(1977), Chapter 6. 

!!_/ Summarized in Stewart (1979). 

1/ This proposal, in abeyance at the moment, linked the provision of information 
to financial screening institutions in :ieveloping countries, thus providing the 
important tie-up with decision making, which is lacking in most proposals. 
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industries have been castegised for failing to be 'appropriate' and to innovate, 

on balance they-are probab~y more appropriate than most advanced country 

technologies; and they may become more so in the future, as innovation is 

encouraged. 

The promotion of Third World source~ nf technology is largely a matter 

of internal policy of developing countries and of their trade and technology 

regulations vis-a-vis other Third World countrie,. Developed countries may 

assiRt h~ s11ppn?'t fol' c~riitRl ~ot"ffs inffuatrles an".t Third t.rorld consultancy in 

their aid policies, and br relaxin~ aid tying to include machinery boug!it from 

Third World sources. 

• 
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The Development of Appropriate Technology 

Some 3pp:opriata technologies have been developed in th¥ developed 

countries, while much current It. anc! D. in LDCs is not directed.at the 

development of appropriate technology. Hence, one c~ul~ conclude that R. and D. 

in LDC~ is neither necessary nor sufficient for the development of appropriate. 

technology. Nonetheless, there are very strong argum~nts favoring developing 

appropriate technology~ LDCs; first, because the learning effects would then 

be generated vi.thin the developing countries; secondly, because links with LDC 

entrepreneurs are easier to maintain; thirdly, because resource costs and 

availability of developing countries are more likely to be incorporated in the 

design of the new technologies. P'or example, althoug~ there was no explicit inten-

tion to develop appropriate technology, the iDcligenous development of an Itidian 

tractor involved far lower capital costs tha~ advanced· country technology. The 

aim, therefore, should be to promote a process of research, devt.lopment and 

technical change in developing countries which will produce more appropriate 

technologies. This aim is in line with t:he objective of creat.ing technological 

capacity in i.DCs. While this does not exclu4e all efforts in developed countries, 

it indicates where the main thrust should be. The best way of generating this 
t 

process of technological change will vary according to sector and to ~~untry. 

Among LDCs there are very marked differences in current technological capacity • 
• 

Some countries - particularly among the human.resource ~ich middle-income countrie~ 

(but also including India) - have many of the inputs required to generate suer. 

change. 
.- 1/ 

Others lack institutional capacity, and human resources. - Given these 

marked differences in capacity, there is a dilemma: one possibility would be to cc 

centrate efforts in those areas where the resources are already present, encouraging 

ll For a discussion of obstacles to tecl1nical change for appropriate technology 
in LDCs, see Reddy (1979) and I¥J\T (1978). 
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the export of apP,ropriate technology from them to other less well endowed 

countries. Unavoidably, this will form one aspect of a strategy to promote 

appropriate technology; but in order to at0id new forms of dependency emerging 
..... ;;~ 

with.in the 'third-World, and to generate the technological capacity essential 

for loQg-run development, efforts to promote appropriate technological change 

should also be promoted in the resource-deficient areas. 

Clearly, relevant policies will differ in the two cases, as may 

relevant technologies. In some ways the distinction is similar to\that made 

earlier between developing technology for the modern sector and that for the 

traditional sector. In the middle-income human resource rich countries, for 

the most part the technologies may be developed using ~nternal resources. 

International assistance may be required in a catalytic way to induce curTent 

institutions to redirect their efforts to app~opriate techriology. 1/ Much 
. . 

of the earlier discussion on the development of technological cai-acity is 

relevant here (see pp. 61-73). It was suggested there that a three pronged 

pol4.cy was required, consisting of selectivity towards technolc;>gy imports, 

changing the legal and marketing system so.as to favor local technology, 

and promotion of local developments through provision of infrastructure govern-

' ment subsidies, incentives and so on. Especial attention needs to be placed on 

securing strong links with the productive sector preferably by getting the 

research and development carried out with.ln firms. · Specific t;ax and incentive· 

policies may be effective. For example, 1n Peru, a tax of 2% is levied on 

net pre-tax income of industrial fir.ns which is used to finance central researcl 

The tax is repaid to firms who use it to finance R. and D.; the net proceeds go 

J:./ See IMAT (1978) for a definition and description of the type of catalytic 
effort required. 
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tc finance a ceqr.ral fund f Jr R. and 'JJ •• !/ A recen!': sur•,rey~:' found that 6'1;: 

of the Peruvian f!.rms sampled engaged in R. and D. compared w:i.th 11% of firms 
;, 

in.Rcuador and 23X of Col01Dbi~n firms, which may indicate the effectiven~ss 
- .:~~J. •. 

:. ,:"\:~;d;;~•~ncen tive • 
~ .... ~-.· .. 

The results of such R. and D. may not be appropriate according to 

all, or even sometimes any, of the criteria discussed above. But as argued 

above, it is likely to result in more appropriate technology than much importea 

unmodified technology. 3/ This is because local costs and resource availability 

unavoidably influence technology-design, even when there is no conscious 

intention to do achieve this. But-much depends on th~ structure of incentives 

and markets within the economy... If the market is protected, market share 

depends on differentiated modern advanced co~ntry products, and factor prices 

are 'distorted,' then locally-generated technologies may not ·be substantially 

·different -from imported technologies. - This is'especfally-1ikely if the import 

·of foreign technology is not.restricted. "But with a mare appropriate set of 

-selection-mechanisms, more appropriate results· are likely. 

·international assistance may be needed to 'help provide· ·resources of 
I 

both finance and m~npower to create.institutions 
4/ 

technology in the traditional sector.-

J:.I Sag~~i_{l~75) 

1f Mytelka (1978) 

• 
. . .:.:.. 

to promote appropriate 

~ In the case of the local development of technology to make a tractor in India, 
the capital costs were estimated to be about half that of the imported 
technology, "tor the same level of output. An indigenously designed casting 
process involved Rs. 1,000 in contrast to Rs. 500,000 in imported equipment. 
(Morehouse, 1978). 

~/ See suggestions in IMAT (1978). 
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In countries lac&ing.institutional or human capacity for technical 

change, much more outside assistance will be required, initially, to generate 

local appropriate technologies. In these countries, the immediate prospects 

may not be very good, but the efforts are worthwhile to generate the local 

learning process. 

Many proposals have been put forward for international assistance for the 

development of appropriate technology. l/ The most developed proposal,· at this 

stage, is the proposed Intenmtional Mechanism for Appropriate Technology. The 

feasibility study on this. defines IMA.T's activities as essentially catalytic, 

raising funds and providing assistance to national efforts in LD~s. 

Efforts to develop appropriate technology need to be accomp~nie~ 

by improve~nts in the d:l.ssemination of information so that the results may 

b~ widely commuicated. 

Development and communication of appropriate technology hardware f o:rms 

only a small part of the changes needed: as already suggested, changes in 

s~lection mechanisms are essential, so that newly.developed appropriE-~e technology 

is used. Moreover, there is what is known as the software element in the use 

of technology, i.e., all the managerial and associated services which may be 

' ill-adapted to the new techn~logy, and which must be adapted or it will fail •. 

Social/cultural and political obstacles to the use of appropriate technology are -

sometimes argued to be of greater importance than the availab~lity of hardware. 

'1:./ Eg. Austin Robinson's proposal to U.N.D.P. (1976) 
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VII. Some Cunclusions --
l. In recent years, there has cevelopad «ide.>pread recognition of 

the need to regulate the inflow of foreign technology into developing 

countries from advance:d i:ountr:!.es. !his recogn~tion has arisen from the 

growing .Widence that unrestricted transfer has i!ivolved high costs, 

has.restricted the independence of decision makers, has limited the 

learning effects of technology transfer, and has inhibited the development 

of local technological capacity. An active policy regulating the inflc.·w 

of technology is necessary to mitigate these effects. Recognition of the 

need to regulate the inflow has been largely independent of the question 

of appropriate technology and is shared by many countries which place 

little emphasis on appropriate technology •. 

2. Despite some overlap, policies designed to improve the terms 

of technology transfer should be distinguished from those designed to 

protect and promote local technological developments. Most emphas:ts, 

to date, has been placed on policies to regulate the terms. 

J. An essential feature of the technology market is that it is 

imperfect - natural and legal imperfections enable the 'owners' of 
I 

technologi~al knowledge to appropriate returns to this knowledge. These 

imperfections - which are normally justified as necessary to gene.:"'1te 

adequate returns to research and development - mean that the price levied 

tends to be oligopolistic and subject to bargaining. 

4. Policies designed to improve the terms of technology transfer 

may be mandatory, or rely on incentives and persuasion. There are 

broadly two areas of policy: one, is aimed at decreasing the packaging 
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of technology transfer so as to increase local bargaining power, to 

reduce dependence and learn hew to put the package together locally, 

and to make control-over terms easier; the other is improving the terms 

of transfer of each form of technology transfer. As policies towards 

depackaging become effective, regulation of the terms of unpackaged 

transfer becomes important. The taz system may be designed to improve 

the terms of transfer, in both packaged and unpackaged form. Nationa1 

reg;i.stration of technology contracts, together with requirements regulating 

the terms and outlawing restrictive practices before registration is 

permitted,and prohi.biting dup~icative imports,improve the terms of 

unpackaged transfers. Some countries have made very siguificanc foreign 

exchange gains by such policies which would appear easily to just:~ 

- the administrative costs involved. However, it is not yet clear that 

the~ jure regulations (e.g. outlawing various re~trictions) are always 

carried out i!. facto. Regulations do not cover the many infprmal transfers 

- mechanisms, which may be of greater total significance than formal mechanisms. 

- 5. Policies which regulate the terms of technology inflow will :·e 

insufficient to promote local technological development. Countries 

which have loca1 tephnological potential need an active policy to promote 

local technological change; Such" a policy includes positive promotional 

measures - such as the provision of infrastructure, subsidies and tax 

incentives, education and government procurement policies -·and a selective 

_policy towards t~e import of foreign technology. Such a selective policy 

involves the discriminating import of foreign technology in those areas 

~here local potential exists, by encouraging the import of technology which 

is likely to generate local learning and innovation and is complementary 
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··with local efforts, £:.nd restric~:'..ng_ it whera it is compet"ltive w-lth ~.ncal 

capacity· and 1.s likely tu in!tibit it. °n'e combination of P•">&itj_ve 

· incentiveR end selectivity towards foreign t.!chnology was the successful 

strategy of Japan; similar policies ar~ nrJW being initiated in s. Korea, 

although regulations towards technology imports appear to be libera:.ly . . 
interpreted. This combination of policies bas been adopted successfully for 

particular technological deyel~pments elsewhere. But many LDCs which have 

the potential (i.e., human.resource rich countries) for technological capacity . . . 
are underusing it, and· continuing to rely primarily on foreign· technology, . ... . - .. 

: which is .allowed_ free e:ntx:r_, __ so l~ng ·as ~e costs are not excessive. There is .. ~-. 

·: .. a sharp contrast ~ the .protection given the local r· ... :tuction of goods by 
. . . -· .. .. - . . --.... 

··:. .. many ~ountries with the lack of protection to local technology. Selectiv-= poll.-- .. ..... .. 

:.:;:_~cies of .. this kind .need· ~o~i.derahle administrative and .t~chnical expertise; they 

:: : :·: · a.nould .be .. introciµ~ed on an industry-b~industry basis, where strong potential 
.• - .· ···-····: ~--··· ·... . .. 

~:.:::i~cal ·technological capacitr:~~~ts. 

::·.:: :6. The·.~_ys;~m o~_pat::~~ts and ~rademarks tends to give protection '.'"o foreign --··- ..... ---- .. 
·.·;:-~. technology:~uppliers. Internat~onal reform of the paten:.~ syo>tem to avoid this 

.. -.... - " ... ""'"- ...... •· 

-: :~· : is C\lrr~~tly-_ in pr~~~ss ?f negotia.~ion. But the question of patents is 
I -............... .. .- -·· ....... 

-~ ~ probably: of. less signific~nce than that of trademarks. Trademarks tend to· 
~ . . . . .. . - .. .. -...... ·- - .... : .......... - - . .. .. 

: · :- . :- reinfprce the _technological dominance of foreign suppliers and contri,,ute to 

-· .. .inapprop~ia~~ consu111pti~~ patterns. LDC trademarks are relatively undeveloped. 
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- although they formed half new registrations in 1974. To promote local technology 

it is necessary to reduce the dominant position of foreign trademarks. A vari-

ety of policies are possible ranging from total restrictions to financial in-

centives. It.is difficult to devise a system which preserves the benefits -

_as quality guarantor - of trademarks~ while reducing the costs they impose. 

7. Although many of the policies towards technology inflow must, in the final 

analysis, be pursued at the national level, there is considerable potential for 

-international cooperative action. International cooperation in the exchange 

~of.information may strengthen each country's knowledge of alternatives and 

practices elsewhere. The international (or regional) ha:rmonisatiou of practices 

with respect to transfer pricing, taxation and regulation of technology 

·contracts will prevent any single country losing a disproportionate share of 

_foreign technology inflow, which might occur if they act alone. International 

action may w~rk to identify alternatives to well known sources of technology. 

Thi· may be i.· .irticularly valuable for LDCs at an ·early· stage of development, 

wh~ch lack the capacity to search for alternatives and package the technology 

for themselves. The ability to regulate the inflow of technology depends 
I 

on the level of development ~f the country concerned. Countries which have un-

dertaken active policies have been mainly middle income, with considerable ad-

ministrative and managerial capacity and local entrepreneurship. 
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8. Local technolo1~1.cal capacity in thi:rd world coUii.tries is o;; critical i:r.D?c•-

tance: first i·;: iH a vital part of the developmer1t process. Secondly, it is 

necessary for independenc~ anc to in.prove bargainiug power in relation.to the . 
import of tech.nology. Thirdly, it is nec_ess~ry to gt!nerate appropriate technical 

change. While there appears to be a certain amount of technological choice 

today, the continued concentration of technicai change on advanced country 

technology is likely to result in increasingly inappropriate techniques. Un-

less developing c~\:ntries undertake R. and D. in alternative directions, the 

choice of technology available in the future will be increasingly circumscribed, 

and irrelevant to the needs of the world's.poorest. The development of a con-

tinuous process of technological change - new techniques and products - in 

an appropriate direction in the developing countries is essential if the choice 

is to be widened. 

9. Technology recently developed in advanced countries tends to be inappropTiate, 

in many respects, for many LDCs. This is because it is designed to meet the 

needs of the advanced countries; it tends for example to be increasingly capital 

intensive. Its use in poor countTies involves a concentration of investment 

resources in the modepi sector, exacerbating differentials and contributing to 

the probleips of unemployment and,underemployment. Products designed for ad-

vanced country consumers are ill suit.ed_ to meet the basic needs of poor 

people. However, the high productivity.of much modern technology and the ef-· 

ficiency and economies of scale associated with advanced country products may 
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make the technology the best choice, given the absence of efficient alternatives. 

-Appropriate technology consists of technology more in line with developing coun-

try needs and resources; it consists of more labour intensive processes in the 

modern sector, and the development of new and improved techniques and products !or 

the traditional sector. The promotion of more appropriate technology includes the 

selection of more appropriate technology among known technologies (including 

'old' techniques from advance~ countr1.es and second nand machinery) and the 

- development of new appropt:iate -technologies. 

-10. The development strategy a country adopts strongly influence· its technolog-

-ical options. If a country's consumption patterns are similar to those of 

developed countries, and if its main trading orientation is with develope? 

countries, then the main body of technology i~ uses in the modern sector will need 

to be that of the developed countries. Consumption patterns are likely to be 

similar to those of developed countries among countries with an unequal income 

distribution, an 'open' policy towards technological imports, and lac~~ of in-

di!' ... .Jus cultural factors which inhibit the demonstration effect. Some modi-

fication of technology is clearly possible - and indeed happens!/ - even in this 

sort of situation, bttt: modifications are likely to be largely a matter of time-

lags in adopting the latest advanced country technology, more labour - inten-

sive ancilliary activities, and modifications rendered necessary by djfferences 

in the size of market.]/ 

}./ See evidence nf Pack (1976) on adaptation in Kenya, 

1/ Scale has been established as the main source of adaptation among TNCS 
(Reuber (1973). 
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With more equal income distd.bution and with obsr.aclr:s (cultural, econcntlc :J= 

legal) preventing the domination of advanced country prod•.icts, ·:he potential 

for· appropriate and self-generatad technology will be greater. Trade in 

manufactured products with advanced countrie~ has generally involved the impo~~ 

of technology from advanced couutrias, at least in the initial stage. Trade 

between developing countries is more "likely to be cot".sistent with the use of 

locally generated appropriate technology. Appropriate technology consists both 

in modification ~n 'modern' sector products and techniques and in upgrading 

'traditional' sector technology. Even in countries with advanced country 

oriented modern sectors, there is·potential for appropriate technology in tbe 

traditional sector to help raise productivity and incomes and meet basic· needs. 

11. Policies to promote appropriate technology consist in policies determining 

the demand for (or selection of) different products and techniques, and policies 

determining the supply of technologies. On the demand side, the policies 

concerned are chiefly national; they include determinants ~f income distribution 

and consumption patterns, trading strategy, policies determining control over 

investible resources by different types of decision maker, and relative factor 

prices. On the supply side, they include the collection of info:cmation about 

different technologies and its diffusion, and research and development and the 
' creation of new technologies.· Potetitially, the~e could be an important role for 

international institutions on the supply side assisting in information collection 

and diffusion, and in funding appropriate research. 

12. Technology transfer between developing countries could have an important 

role to play in increasing developing countries technological independence 

and bargaining power and in promoting appropriate technology. There are 

some indications that such trade is expanding; third world MNCs are developing 
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as is third world consultancy and trade in capital goods. A8 with similar develop-

- ments, there is a danger that: new imbalances and dependencies within the third 

_world will arise as a result. 

13. There is a complex system of relationships between past policy towards 

technology, policy makers and policy making. Countries which have been heavily 

dependent on foreign teclmology, particularly in the form of foreign investment, 

find it more difficult to regulate it, than those which have relied on it to a 

lesser extent and have maintained an axms length relationship with foreign 

suppliers. Similarly, patterns of production and consumption which are broad-

ly inappropriate set in force strong forces making for similar inappropr.late 

choices in the future. "The extent of current freedom of decision making depends 

in-large part on past policies. Today's policies, then, will partly _ _determine 

- future options. In this context radical deli~ki.ng might be a tactical ana tempo-

ra:Y_~ve to strengthen a country's position "in -future linked 
.. . l/ 

relationships.-

_ J:l~ China's. recent history c~-o~~o~l! _bC:. ~-~terpreted in this light. 

~ .. 

.:. .. I 
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This report has been prepared within the framework of subparagraph 6 (a) of 
Conference resolution 101 (v)~ which requested the Secretary-General of UNCTAD to 
undertake a study "on the impact which new policies and legislation in the field of 
industrial property and related matters have on the developmental process o! . 
developing countries". It is submitted for the consideration of· the Group of 
Governmental Experts on the Economic and Developmental Aspects of Industrial :property 
in the Transfer of Technology to Developing Countries, to be convened in accordanc·e 
with resolution 14 (III) of the Committee on Transfer of Technology. 

In preparing the report, the UNCTAD secretariat was assisted by a number of 
consultants participating in their personal capacity. C. Correa (jurist, Buenos Aires, 
Argentina) and L.K. }zy'telka (Associate Professor, Carleton University, Canada) took 
a direct part in the work. A.K. Bagchi (Centre for Studies in Social Science, 
Calcutta, India), G. Zarate Tristain (Director General de Invenciones y Ma.rcas, 
Mexico City, Mexico) and E. White (Jurist, Buenos Aires, Argentina) made written 
contributions. The UNCTAD secretariat is grateful to all who have assisted in the 
work, but it alone is responsible for the· content of the report. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

(1) The patent system and its ):ole in developing countries has. been a major 
subject of controversy in intern~tional forums. This report .reviews some of the 
changes introduced in the patent system by a number of developiPg countries. 
The patent system is one· of many policy instruments at the disposal of governments !or 
promoting innovation, transfer of technology on fair and reascinabie terms, and 
indus'trial development. Changes in the patent system alone will not suffice to 
attain these objectives. 

'• 

(ii) A number of developing coun~ries have introduced changes ip. the patent system 
during the last decade. These c~anges have generally tended to: reinforce the 
provisions governing the aetual e:Xploitation of '.!?a.tents. 

(iii) Some of the changes made in the patent system·have attempted to reduce·th:.e 
scope of the exclusive rights con::t:erred on the patentee. The e~imination or 
reduction of the import monopoly in Colombia~ Peru, Ecuador and Mexico represents 
a change in that directiono At the same tiriie, the wider applic~tion of · 
nQn-volunta.ry licences, as in the Andean countries, Mexico· and the Philippines, 
has also affected the scope·of the exclusive rights traditionally conferred by 
patents .• 

(iv) Working obligations have also been the subject of legislative changes. The 
reinforcement of the provisions on working of patents has taken several forms.-*/ 
A more precise definition of what constitutes exploitation (e.g. in Decision 85-' 
and in the Mexican Law) ha,s been combined with a recognition that importation 
should not be deemed to constitute exploitation. In some cases, the easing of the 
conditions for granting non-voluntary licences, a narrower definition of the 
grounds on which the patentee may be legally exempted from the working obligations, 
and the greater importance attributed to revocation have contributed to increasing 
the working requirements of registered patents. Recent changes have also affected 
the duration of patent protection. 

(v) The legal changes introduced in the patent system in some developing countries 
are too recent to permit an assessment of their effects. However, selective 
evidence available for Argentina, Colombia, India and Mexico has been used for 
consideration of some of the issues arising from such changes, particularly in the 
behaviour of would-be patent applicants and the working of patents. 

(vi) The fall in patent applications in the period 1969-1978, particularly by 
foreigners, in Argentina, Colombia, India and Mexico, in contrast to the rise in 
such applications in other developing countries during the ~a.me period, suggests 
that patent reform has had an effect on would-be applicants, although this does 
not mean that there have not been other influential factors. The fall in patent 
applications by foreigners in the countries mentioned can be explained by changes 
in the requirements for working, in particular the exclusion of importation as a 
means of exploitation. The report suggests that the drop in foreign patent 
applications has not been accompa.m.ied by a decrease in imported technology to those 
countries. Trends in transfer of technology agreements (Argentina and India) or 
direct foreign investment (Colombia, India !and Mexico) suggest that foreign 
technology has continued to flow into these countries. 

! "!./ Decision 85 of the Commission of t~1e Cartagena Agreement (Andean Group). 
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(vii) Although no conclusive evidence is available on the local exploitation of 
patents, the policies followed by the Governments of India and Mexico have been 
devised to promote such exploitation. The more stringent working obligations and 
the discouragement of patents·not intended to be used are manifestations of such 
a policy. The increasing number of patents granted to nationals in India, the 
relatively higher percentage of patents exploited by nationals, and the more 
active policy of the Mexican Patent Office regarding the stock of unexploited 
patents, are factors which may suggest a higher probability of local exploitation 
in these two countries. 

(viii) One of the sectors often excluded from patentability in developing 
countries is the pharmaceutical sector. Nearly 40 developing countries do not 
confer protection on pharmaceutical products and a few of them do not even extend 
protection to pharmaceutical processes, although Mexico grants inventors' 
certificates to such processes. In addition to the developing countries that have 
limited patent protection, others (Costa Ric~ and the Philippines) have qualified the 
effects of such patents. · 

(ix) For those developing countries which depend on imports of pharmaceuticals, 
the absence of product patents would, in principle, allow them to import from 
whate"1ar sour.oes they considered most convenient. However, the extent to which 
this option is used will depend on the tYJ?e of drug procurement policies followed 
by the government, and on the degree of domination of the domestic market by foreign 
firms. Where patent reform had not been undertaken, as in the case of Costa Rica, 
the fulfilment of other objectives, particularly in relation to the procurement of 
drugs, ultimately required the introduction ·of such changes .in the patent law. 
On the other hand, the mere change in the patent legislation for pharmaceutical 
products in many of the countries where foreign firms dominate the local market, 
and where the government has not implemented an active procurement policy, will 
hardly modify the current situation with regard to pharmaceutical imports. 

(x) The absence of product patents in developing countries where drugs can be 
formulated by domestic firms may facilitate the development of a local industry, 
as the Argentine and, to some extent, the Brazilian cases suggest. Whether this 
development would lead to the domestic manufacture of drugs in bulk, a reduction 
in drug prices, and greater research and development efforts would appear to depend 
upon a number of economic conditions and public policies in this industry that are 
not necessaril~ related to patent policies. 
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Il.1TRODUCTION 

1. During the last· two decades the role of pat~nts as a stimulus to innovatio~, 
transfer of technology and industrial development has been a controversial subject, 
particula·rly as regards devel~ing countries. In an earlier report 11 it was pointed 
out that, in itE! tra.ditional form, the patent system has not functioned as a policy 
instrument for the development of. developing countries and that the rights conferred 
by patents are often used to preserve import monopolies, without an effective 
exploitation of the. inventions·, or to impose restrictions in licensing agreements. 
It was observed that the granting of patents, overwhelmingly owned by foreign 
enterpri:;ies, oould, in fact, hinder the establishment of local industrial and 
technological capacities. 

2. The report, in its general sununary and conclusions, indicated the main lines 
of the future revision of the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial 
Property and nation?l laws i~ developing countries. It stated: 

11407. The set of practices of the international patent system and its 
specific impact on the developing countries are closely related phenomena. It 
is in this context that a future revision of the patent system will have to be 
considered. 

"408. Such a consideration would therefore require a revision of "the 
current patent laws and administrative practices of the developing cour..tries. 
The purpose of any such revision will have to be that of making patent laws 
and practices capable of effectively complementing other instruments of policy 
for national development. Of particular relevance in this connection are, 
among others~ the following aspects: ·treatment of nationals and foreigners; 
independence of patents; rights conferred by a patent; policies concerning 
subjects of patentability; duration of patent grants; adequate and effective 
provisions to prevent and correct the abuses resulting from the exercise of the 
rights conferred by the patent;· using patent fees as a flexible instrument of 
patent policy; introductior.. of inventors' certificates, utility models anC. 
other relevant means for promoting national.scientific and technological 
capapili ties. 

"409. The. issues involved in a future revision of the international patent 
system are complex and therefore heed to be considered very carefully. It is 
important to ensure that the main lines of such a revision are pursued without 
creating a great deal of misunderstanding, confusion, uncertainty and possible 
major conflicts of interpretation of national laws and international standards -
the very conditions which are highly prejudicial to an orderly acceleration of 
the transfer of technology from developed to developing countries". Y · 

. . 
11 See The role o:t_ the~tent system in the -g_a~Jer of tec:qp.ology to deve~ 

_£.ountries (TDJB/AC.ll/19/Rev.l) (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.75.II.D.6). 
Y Ibid., paras. 407-409. 
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;. ~e reappraisal of patents in the light of the economic circumstances and 
particular'needs of developing countries led a number of them to; introduce changes 
in their national law. .P...t the same time, specific action was ca1led for in order 
to revise· international conventions, in particular·the Paris Convention for the 
Protection of Industrial Property. l/ In the light of ·e~rlier inquiries by the 
UNCTAD secretariat and recommendations of governmental experts, ~he United Nations 
Conference on Trade and Development, in resolution 88 (Iv), reaffirmed that "the 
process of revision of the Paris· Convention for ·the Protec·tion of Industrial P~operty, 
as well as of the Model Law for Developing Countries an Inventions, should take full 
account of the responsibilities and competences of the World Intellectual Praperty 
Organization and DUCT.AD and should be guided, inter alia, by the1 following 
considerations: 

11 (a) The need to impro.ve the conditions for adaptati~n o'f technologiJ and 
for development of indigenous technology in developing coun:tries through, 
inte~ alia, the training of personpel and the provision of access to relevant 
do.cumentation; 

11 (b) The need to promote an effective transfer of te'chnology to those 
countries under fair and reasonable terms and conditions; 

"·(c) · Tl'.!at the impo~ta'bion of th~ patented p~oduct is: not as a general 
rule a substitute for the working of the patent in· the developing country 
granting it; 

•11 (d) That more adequate provisions are .·required to a.void abuses of patent 
rights and to increase the probability.a~ patents being worked in the developing 
country granting them; 

11 (e) That the introduction of forms of protection of inventions other 
than traditional patents (e.g. inventors' certificates, industrial development 
patents, and technology transfer patents) should be examined; 

" (f) That the need for technical assistance to devel'oping countries in 

_..J 

i __;, 

_J 

J 

I 

I 
~ 

I 
J 

the field of industrial property, and in particular for exp;anded access to and 
utilization of patent documentation by developing countries,, in order to facilitate ; 
the transfer, absorption, adaptation and creation of suitable technology, should be_J 
recognized; 

11 (g) · That an in-depth review of the provisions on trade marks should be 
carried out; · 

" (h) That there should be new and imaginative studies of possibilities of 
giving preferential treatment to all developing countries; 

2/ See "The international patent sy:Jtem: the revision of ithe Paris Convention 
for the Protection of Industrial Property" - report by the UNCT.<i.D secretariat 
(TD/B/c.6/Ac.3/2), 28 June 1977. 
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"(i) That an ultimate aim of the on-going process of revision should be 
to provide reasonable conditions for. u~versal membership in the Paris Union". A/ 

4. Between 1970 and 1"975, fi.ve developing countries introduced changes· in their 
patent legislatio-:is: India and Peru in 1770, Brazil and Colombia in 1971, and the 

.Republic of Korea "in 1913. j/ Since December 1975 at least nine developing countries, 
of .. whioh three ·(Mexico "§/, Philippines ]} , and Sri Lanka §}) are ·members of the Paris 
Utiion, have introduced substantive changes in their legislation •. In two cases 
(Costa Rica 2/ and Honduras 1£/), the reform was basically relate~ to specific 
industrial sectors, mainly pharmaceuticals. Thailand 11/ establish~d its first law 
on the subject. In Colombia, Ecuador and Peru changes emerged as a consequence· of 
the incorporation into their national ;Legal. system of Decision 85 of the Commissic.n 
of the Cartagena Agreement (Andean Group). 1£1 Further, in Argentina, interpretation 
of the 1864 patent law by the courts has reaffirmed the exclusion of .import 
monopolies based on process patents, and the enforcement of the sancti9n provided for 
by the nationa1·1aw in order to avoid non-working of registered patents. 

5. T.he changes referred to have in general followed a similar patte;'tl, particularly 
as regards the emphasis given to working obligations 9n patentees. Significant steps 
have been taken towards adapting the patent system to· the needs of economic 
development. 

6. Having as a background the previous work of the secretariat in this field and 
the international debate on the subject, this report reviews the chang~s introduced 
in patents in a number.of developing countries~ and, on the basis of available 
information, it considers some issues resulting from the changes describeq. Chapter I 
discusses the main asp.acts of the reforms introduced into patent laws by developing 
countries in the second half of the 1970s. Chapter II looks at the possible effects 
of the changes introduced in patent legislation, on the basis of the .liwi.ted evidence 
available, for J\rgentina, Colombia, India and Mexico, particularly as regards the . 
behaviour of would-be patent app·licants and the actual working of registered. patents. 
Chapter III examines the evolution and likely effects of patent protection in 
developing countries in the pharmaceutical sector: it reviews the current situation 
on the patentabil.::. ty of pharmaceutical pr: 1ducts and processc.3, analyses the recent 
trends, and attempts to highlight some of the effects in the light of the experience 
of Argentina, Brazil·and Costa llica. 

.4/ Conference resolution 83 (IV), para. l • 
5./ For the main lines.of reform of the legislation of InC.ia, Peru, Brazil and 

Colombia, see "Promotion of national scientific and technological capabilities and 
revision of the patent system" - report by the lJllTCT.iill sec.retariat (TIJ/B/C.6/AC .. 2/2), 
29 July 1975. .. 

&/ Law on inventions and mar!<:s, 30 December 1975. 
]} Presidential Decree 1263, .Amending portions of Act No. 165, 13 February 1978. 
~/ · Code of !ntellectual Prope:;-ty 'Act, ~Iv. 52 of i979. 
:1/ Decree 6219, 4 ·April 1.978 •. 
1Q/ Decree 31,-~, 4 February 1976. 
11) Patent Act B.E. 2522, 12 Septer.:bcr 1979. 
W Decision 85 was adopted by Ecuador on 10 March 1977, by Colombia on 

26 June 1978 and by Peru or! 15 Ma:,- 1979. 
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.Chapter I 

REVIEW OF MAJOR CHANGEs INTRODUCED BY DEVELOPING COUNT~S 
I 

7.. This chapter reviews some of the major changes introduced in' the national patent 
· system of a number of developing co'Untries during the second half' of the 1970s. 'JJ./ 
It describes these changes under the. following broad headings of. pa tentabili ty, scope 
of exclusive rights, obligation to exploit registered pat!9nts, a.nd dura.tion of the 
patent protection. 

A. Patentability 

8. The existence of an "inventive step" as an essential condition for patentabili ty, 
already required in most developed couritries as well as in the WIPO Model Law for 
Developing Countries on Inventions (1979), 14J has gained acceptance in recently 
enacted or refo:rmed patent. laws (Decision 85 of the Andean Group; relevant laws of 
Mexico, Sri Lanka and Thailand). 1!i/ ·This requirement for more stringent criteria 
for patentability may help to ensure that the protected invention represents a 
genuine contribution to the stock of useful knowledge. 

9. Considerable attention has been paid to certain kinds of products, or to· 
processes for the maJ1ufactu:re of such products, that may be excl~ed from patent 
protection. In 1970, India excluded the patentability of drugs, other chemical 
products and food. · Colombia, which first changed its patent la,J in 1971 through 
Decree 1410, and again in 1978 with the formal incorporation of D'ecision 85 of the 
Andean Group, excluded drugs, beverages and food. from protection.: It permitted the 

· protection for manufacturing processes of these substances, but only when the applicant 
could prove, within a year, that he was able to use the process in the country and 
supply the market on reasonable con.di tions of quantity, quality and price. 
Decision 85 and, in particular, the ne\v Mexican law, have considerably enlarged the 
list of inventions which are excluded from patentability for reasons of public 
interest. 

10. Under Decision 85, plant varieties Jr animal breeds, or ess~ntially biological 
processes for their production, as well as pharmaceutical produc~s, medicaments, 
therapeutically active substances, beverages and foodstuffs for human, animal or 
vegetable use are non-patentable. Ecuador, in adopting Decision 85, further 

TI/ An earlier study by the UNCT.AD. secretariat considered the main changes 
introduced in the patent system in some developing countries in ~he late 1960s and 
early 1970s. See "Promotion of national, scientific and technological capabilities 
and revision of the patent system", op.cit. · 

.li/ World Intellectual Property Organization publication lfo. 840(E) and 
No. e41(E). · . 

12/' Decision 85 refers to "creation" which is deemed to be .an "original 
solution" for the production of 130<0ds (art. 1). In Argentina arid Bra.zil, though it 
is not expressly stated, the existence of an inventive step has been required in some 
judicial decisions and in administrative practice. In Colombia the "inventive 
ac ti vi ty" requisite was in troouced in 1971 by Deere e 1410. 

~· . 
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established that the processes foz: the manufacture of such products are al.so excluded 
from patentability. ];§/ The MexLcan law has added to the list of exclusions alloys; 
chemical products,. fert~lizers,·pesticides, herbicides, fungicides and the processes 
for their manufacture. Furthel"lllo+e, Me:tico does not grant pa tent protection to 
inventions relating to nuclear energy and safety, anti-contaminating ap~liances and 
ecuipment (including the processes for their manufacture or applic~tion), and 
c~mputer programmes. However,. ~he process for the production of chemical prcxiucts, . 
alloys·, chemico-pha.rm?-ceutical products, beveracres, food fertilizers, pesticides, 
herbicides and fungicides may be .protected by "inventors' certificates", a. new type 
of industrial property prot"9ction created by the Mexican law~ In the. case of' an 
"inventor's certificate" the holder of such title has no exclusive. rights·, but is 
entitled to receiv~ royalties from any person vho works the invention. 

11 ... The Thai law excludes from pa tentabili ty food, beverages, pharmaceutical products, 
varieties of animals or plants (and essentially biological proc~sses for their 
production), computer :tJrogra.mmes and "any machine particularly made for use in 
agriculture" (art. 9. 2). . . .. 

B. Scone of exclusive rights 

12. Rights conferred by pa.tents may vary considerably in accordance with the 
applicable law. Tradi tiona.lly patents have included, when related to products, 
the exclusive right to impqrt> sell, stock~ produce and ~se the product. When 
related to processes, they have conferred the ex.cluoive right to use the process; 
and, in certain cases, the protection has also eJttended to the products obtained 
directly by means of the protected process. The extension of these rights, coupled 
in general with the lack of appropriate measures on working of inventions, has led in 
many developing countries to Rbuses in the e:,ercise of the exclusive right conferred 
by the patent. The main manifestation of this has been the use of patents as a means 
of ensuring an import monopoly in the country where the patent has been granted. 

13. The following sections e:<amine some of the recent trends in patent reform in two 
areas directly related. to the extent of the exclusive ri{3'hts conferred by patents·: 
the degree of the import monopoly and the granting o.f non-voluntary licences and other 
related measures, and its effects on the scope of exclusive rights. 

l. Imnort monopoly 

14. Colombia, Ecuador, Peru (on the ba.:ais of Decision 85) and Mexico have excluded 
the import monopoly from the rights conferred to the patentee. 11/ The suppression 
of the import monopoly should meen that the :pa tent holder will not be in a position to 
prevent a third party from introducing and selling in the country the product covered 
by the patent, although he could certainly prevent the manufacturing of the relevant 
product in the country. This important change puts emphasis on the specifically 
industrial function of patents and limits their use as mere instruments for :private 
regulation of trade. 

15. rhe elimination or. reJuction of the import monopoly conf'erred tr?nitiona.lly by 
patent~ subjects the patentee to competition by suppliers from abroad a.~d prevents 
him from legally obtaining ~onopolii;;tic rents thr.Ol,lgb higher prices of imported 

1§./ Ecuador, Decree ~51 (1977). 
1J./ See art. 28 of Decision 85 and art. 37 (2) of the Mexican law. 
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products. It may be asked whether the lack of import monopoly itjay hinder the 
development of incipient industries by na tionaJ,s or foreigners.. ,. •rhe answer lies 
with the policy-makers, who should judge the merits of prote~ting1 infant industries 
through more flexible instruments of commercial poli~y rather than through the grant 
of a patent monopoly. JE./· i 

16. Though the dete:tmination of the scope of exclusive rights is 1 a 'ma.tter of national 
law, there is one case where the present international patent sy~~em, as a result of 
the pres~nt article 5 guater of· the Paris Convention, incorporated in its 
Lisbon Act (1958), leads to an import monopoly. This is the cas~ where, according 
to the rtational·law, the protection of a process is extended to the·product 
manufactured by me·ans of the process ("product by process protection"). In this 
hypothesis, the elimination of the import monopoly may conflict with article 5 guater 
of the Convention,. the outright deletion of which is one of the proposals made by 
developing countries in the process.of revision of that Conventipn. 12/ 

2. Non-voluntary licences and other measures 

17. Al though many legislations in force recogniz·e diff·erent forms of non-voluntary 
licences as well as other related meastires, recent changes in som~ developing . 

.. .. countries stress the need for a new and wider application of such licences in order 
to satisfy economic and other objectives of national policies. Some of these 
changes are examined below in connection with'remedies against non-exploitation 
(see section c.4 below). It is pertinent to outline here, however, some important 
reforms that are intended to limit the scope of. the rights of the pa tent ovmer, even 
when the patent may be adequately exploited, through a 1·rider use of non-voluntary 
licensing. 

18. Under Decision 85 of the .Andee.n Group the pa.ten tee enjoys, prbvided that he 
exploits the patent, the exclusive rd.ght to 'use the invention dU!.'i:hg an initial 
period of five years from the granting of the patent. Patents which are exploited 
continue in force for an additional period of five years (i.e. a total of ten years), 
but during this second period of ·five years they are ipso jll!'e subject to non-exclusive 
compulsory licenc6J. 

1§) In the WIPO Model Law for Developing Countries on Invention (Geneva, 1979) 
the following comment is made on the subject: "••• • Furthermore, if the·otmer of 
the patent had no means of prohibiting the sale of imported prodUb~s, he would be · 
less incli~ed to manufacture the· product in the countrJ since he w~uld be less able 
to withstand the competition of the importers; unrestricted imporiiation would in 
fact be a very effective means of cliscouraging local working of thei invention. 
Therefore, if the owner of the patent is to work the invention in the country, it is 
essential that he be protected against the sale by others of imported products. If 
he does not meet his obliga.tion to uork the invention in the countr<J, the sanctions 
provided for should be adeqtia.te to prevent him using his patent as a means of ensuring 
an importation monopoly for himself. For all these va.rious reasons, therefore, 
importing is included in Section 135 among the acts which require ti1e agreement of .. 
the owner of the patent." WIFO, Hodel Law for Develo in<z Countries on Inventions, 
vol. I, Patents (WIPO publication Ho. 840 E ), Section 135 d p. 84 • 
~ See WIPO, Diplomatic Conference on the Revision of the Paris Convention, 

Geneva, 4 February to 4 March 1980, "Basic Proposals" (PR/DC/3). 
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19. This means that, under the sole condition of paying a royalty (determined by the 
competent authority if no agreement bet\rnen the parties is reached), any interested 
person may ask for an authorization to utilize the patent •. In other words, during 
this second period, the owne~ship of the patent and its exploitation does not imply 
the exclusivity of use, which the patentee may hc:.ve to share with any interested 
party that succeeds in obtaining a licence as provided for in Decision 85. Further-
more, according to the same Decision, the Government of a member cou~triJ may make 
a patent subject to compulsory licenslng at· a:ny ·time in case of pa tents a£fec.ting 
pub~ic heal th or where the national development so requires (art. 39 ) .• 

20. Non-voluntary licences, not directly related to non-working, have also been 
provided for in Colombia by Decree 1410, prior to the incorporation o~ Decision 85, 
in Mexico and in the Philippines. 

21. According to the Colombian Decree 1410, patents relevant to public haalth or the 
needs of economic development could be subject to "licences of right". In- Mexico, 
the Ministry of Industry and Trade may, at any time, decide th.at, for reasons 
affecting.the public interest, certain patents may be exploited by means of· the grant 
of licences of "utilidad publica" (public interest). · 

22. In the case of the Philippines, special compulsory licences are granted in order 
to meet investment requirements.. All products or processes involved in any indu'.3trial 
project approved by the Board of Investments under the Investment 1Incentives Act 
shall be deemed products or processes "vital to the national defence or economy or to 
public health" (art. 34.B). Therefore, whenever the proponent of the project is 
neither the holder nor a licensee. of .'the rospecti ve patents, a compulsory licence 
may be granted. - In this c2se tha applicant is, moreover, exempted from complying 
with terms and other condi·~ions re('luirec1 for other types of compulsory licences 
(including for the general category of "vital products and processes" under 
article 34.A), and, in addition, the maximum acceptnble royalty (on net wholesale 
price) is 3 per cent instead of 5 per cent as i~ the general case. · 

23. Section 156 of ~he WIPO Model Law for Developing Countries on Inventions (1979) 
contains specific provisions for .the exploitation by a government agency or by third 
parties authorized by the government of the patented invention where the public 
interest - in particular, national security, nutrition, health or the development 
of other vital sectors of the national economy - so requires. 

C. Obligation to exploit registered patents 

24. The -effective use of registered.patents has been one of the major issues in the 
process of the revision of the p~tent system at th0 international 3.lld national 
leve:is •. 

25. At the international level, a distinct trend can be observed in the evolution 
of article 5A of t:pe Paris Convention, in its successive revisions up to 1967, towards 
diluting the conditions, extending the ti!:J.e limits and weakening the sanctions related · 
to the exploitation of patents. 'flle main result of ~his trend har- been to make 
revocation of non-worked patents a subsidiary ramedy. 

. .. 
26. A numbe·r of .. deve'ic;>p~fig countries have made attempts to. find. the right .lee;al 
approach in c;>;r:.der .. ~.ci. en.sm;e. i;he effective working of patents. ·:Che ra.tionale 
underlying this trencl is well reflected in article 83 of the Indian Patent Lmr: · 
"Patents are granted to encourage inventions e..nd to secure that the inventions a:ro 
worked in India on a commercial scale and to the fullest extent that is rea.sonabiy 
practicable without undue delay, and[ ••• ] they are not ,'.3ranted merely to ena1Jle 
patentees to enjoy e. monopoly for thc:i importation of the pa.tented article". 

' 
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27. The reinforcement of working th,rough legal reform has include?-, in general, the 
following measures: (a) fomulation ,of explicit clefinitions of what is deemed to be 
"exploitation" of a patent; (b) Q.efining the extent to which impo~ta.tion means 
exploitation; {c) limi tetion of the grounds of exemption; and (d:) strengthening 
the various remedies provided for aaainst non-exploitat~on. 

l. Definition of exploitation 

28. Decision 85 and .the Mexican law include specific definitions .on e:x,loitation. 
In accordance with article 31 of Decision 85: "Working shall mean the permanent 
and regular use of the patented processes or the manufacture of th~ product covered 
by the patent in order to put the en,d result on the market under reasonable marketing 
conditions, provided that such acts have occurred on the territory

1 
of the member 

country which granted the patent, ~·Ti thout prejudice to the provisions oi the sectoral 
industrial development programmes re.i'errecl to in articles 33 and 34 of the Cartagena 
Agreement". For the ,pu.rpo se of the Mexican law: "expl oi ta ti on $,all be the 
permanent use of the patented process or the manufacture of the product covered by 
the patent, either directly by the patentee or by his successors in title or 
licensees, in quai!tities that amount to effective industrial exploi~ation and on 
satisfactory conditions as to quality and price" (art. 43). 

i . 
29, It is worth noting that, besides the element of "perma..."l'l.ent" and "regular" 
exploitation (which prevents interrdption thereof), the provisions! quoted above also 
set out conditions for the supply of the product resulting from the use of the _; 
invention. The supply must be "reasonable" or "satisfactory" in the circumstances 
of the market. In the Me:xica."l'l Patent Law, moreover, as in the Indian Patent Law 
of 1970, the market may not only include the domestic one, but also export markets 
that are not adequately covered by the exploitation of the patent i{art. 50 (iv)). 
Failure to meet export demand "to an. adequate extent and under the. right conditions" 
may constitute an abuse of pa tent rights under the pa tent law of tJ:ie Republic of !Corea 
(article 52, (iii)) • . 5:Q/ In Argentina, national courts have construed in various 
decisions that, in order to consider an invention as e:q;iloi ted, its use ought to be 
"substantial and effective, and worked adequately and appropriately in accordance 
with the exigencies of public needs and requirements". il/ 

2. Iru.po!lts and exploitation 
i 

30. The fact that importation should not be deemed as constituting working has gained __, 
some recognition. The defi!li~ions referred ~o ab9ve, as well as article 83 of the 
Indian Patent Law, make it clear thri.t imports are not to be regarded as a form of 
working of a pa tent, This is e,lso e:xplici tly stated by the Mexic;m Patent Law 
(art. £1,3 in fine), by the Presidential Decree lfo. 1263 of the Philippines· (section 34.3), -.'" 
and by the Brazilian Code of Industrial Property (art. 33.2). It should be noted, 
however, that the WIPO Hodel Lav for Developing Countries on Inventions (1979) 
includes importation in. the definition of 11 e:r.ploitatim!' (section ;i.35). jg/ __,~ 

S2/ Law 950 of 1961, as amended in 1963 and 1973. 
W "Serio y real, practicado .en ;iusta y conveniente medida determ.inada seP,'6n 

las exigencias de las necesidades y demanda C.el publico". ~ A. Gabrielloni, . 
Camara Hacional de Apelaciones de Rosario, 31.3. 78, en Revista del. Derecho Industrial, 
T.I. No. 2. 1979, P• 399. 

W See footnote. 18 above. 
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31. One key element that may-determine the effectiveness of the measures against 
non-exploitation (compulsory licences, revocation, etc.) concerns the grounds on which 
the patentee may be legally exempted from the obligations to work the patent. 
According. to the Paris: (Jonvention the patentee may justify his inaction by 
"legitimate reasons". This very wide concept may cover any. possible legal, techili.cal 
or economic justification for non-exploitation in a particular country. 

32. The Brazilian Code of Industrial Property (art. 23), as well as the Argentine 
Patent Law, as reinforced by recent judicial decisions, only admit force majeure 
as justification for non-working. This is a concept that may provia.e a· more 
adequate· and precise means of protecting the public interest. Sl} In Decision 85, 
the legitimate reason has to be recognized as such by the competent national 
office (art. 34). In Thailandt·s Patent Law, the concept of "legitimate reasons" 
has been adopted (art. 46). · . 

33. The Mexican Patent Law has transformed the exemption into a positive requirement 
imposed on the patentee: when a compulsory licence is applied for by a third party, 
the patentee is allowed an opportunity, before a licence is granted,- to remedy any. 
deficiency in exploitation by means of a preferential right granted to him. to 
expand his exploitation so as to cover domestic consumption or international demand 
adequately. Should he fail to· do so and to submit an appropriate production plan, 
the licence may be granted by the competent authority (art, 50). 

4. Remedies against non-exploitation 

34. Despite its limited us~~ compulsory licensing still plays a· prominent role 
as a primary remedy against non-exploitation, Recent changes in patent law have 
attempted to encourage the granting of compulsorJ or non-voluntary licences, in 
general, and to make greater use of· revocation. The WIPO ·Model Law for 
Developing Countries on Inventions (1979) devotes its Chapter IX to the question 
of non-voluntary licences, 

35. India has provided that the duration of ... .Patents covering. processes for 
manufacturing drugs and food is seven yea.rs from filing or five years from granting 
of the patent. Three years after granting, a licence may be applied for if the 
pa-tented article is not manufactured in India to an adequate extent and supplied on 
reasonable terms. On the same grounds, and after the same period, patents may be 
endorsed with the words "licence of right", with the effect that any person is 
entitled to a licence upon terms decided, in the absence of agreements, by the · · 
Controller. Two years after the date of granting of a compulsory licence, a patent 
can be revoked if the "reasonable requirements of the public" (art. 90) are not 
effectively met • 

36. In Qolombi~, prior to the incor~ora~ion of Decision 85, non-working could give 
way to the granting of cbiiipulsory licences ( tll.r".le years after the granting of the 
patent). · The. law also .made i t .. clear that "exploitation" existed when the :pa tented 
pr.ocess was used or the patented product was manufactured in Colombia (art. 558). 

SJ/ See "The international p~tent system .••• 11 op.cit., PC!.ra. 32 •. 
~ The insignificant number of compulsory licences granted in several countries, 

on which information was available for the 1950s and 1960s, was reported in 
"The role of the patent system ••• " on.dt., table 13. 
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37. According to Decision 85, a cdmpulsoriJ licence may be applied for three xears 
after the granting of the patent. As mentioned above (para. 18 ):, the expldi~ation 
of the patent is a condition for.the extension of its validity from five to ten 
years. 

38. In the Mexican Law compulsory licences can be granted three years after the 
registration of a patent. If within one year after the end of this period the 
patentee has not begun to exploit the patent, or no applications for compulsory 
licences have been made, the patent lapses (art. 48). . 

39. One "of the ··main objectives of the Philippines Patent Law reform of 1978 has been 
to broaden the grounds a,nd shorten the term for obtaining compuls;ory licences. 
According t~ Presidential Decree 1263, such licences may be applied for two iears 
after the granting of a patent (before the reform, three years were requi·red) when 
the patented invention is not worked within the Philippines on a commercial scale, 
without satisfactory reasons, or if the demand for the patented article in the country 
is not being adequately met on reasonable terms (for this latter case, no exemption 
in favour.of the patentee is provided for by the law (section 34 (b)). 

40. In Thailand., a compulsory licence. may be grantecl when the product prodU.C.ed 
under the patent is being sold at tinrea.sonably hiB'h prices or does not meet the 
pub-].ic....dema.nd, without any legitimate reason (art. 46.2). 

41. In 1972, the Supreme Court of Argentina established that a patent was subject 
to automatic revocation, accordine tQ article 47 of the patent law, when the invention 
was not effectively exploited within two years of being granted, i:J A number of 
other.decisions by lower courts dealt with the applicability of article 5.A of the 
Paris Convention (Lisbon. Act). They declared the enforceabili tY; of the revocation 
provided for by the national law, on the· grounds that article 5.A of the Convention 
was not self-executing and that compulsory licences had not been reg.ulated in·the 
country. :?:§./ A recent decision by the Supreme Court nJ confirme1d this interpreta-
tion, thus stressing revocation as a primary sanction against non-working, of 
foreign as well as of na tionally-o\med pl:'.-bents. 

D. Duration .of the patent protection . 
42. Another aspect of the reform undertal~en in developing countries relates to the 
du:ration of the.patent protection. 

43. As mentioned above, Decision 85 provides for initial grants 1of patents for five 
years, extendable for an additional five years provided that the patent is adequately 
wo:rl<:ed. Before ·~he introduction of this Decision, patents could last up to 12 years 
in Ecuador and Colombia, and for ten years in Peru. 

gj/ See Franco Duranti ''• Supra'!lar S.A. 15.11. 72, Fallos, T; 284, p.197. 
26 One of these decisions stated that "si se aplica el arti. 5 del Convenio de 

Paris Acta de Lisboa • se sunrime le caducidad esta'blecida or et!. art. L!. de la le• 
111 coma ins ti tuci6n, lo cual. sino fuera, un absurcl.o es, por lo memos, un suicidio 
econ6mico nacional. poroue bastaria. coma en el caso, el registro de una patente 
extran.iera para garantizar su inex-dlotabilid.ad en el pa.ls a perpetuid.ad", in 
Junkers G.m. b.H., versus Far.al S.A.C. I., Juzse.do Nacional Federal de la Instancia, 
Capital Federal, 4. 7. 76, r-=prcduced in Re~rista del Derecho Industtrial, T .I. N'o. 1 
1979, p. 75. 

'.?:1) In re Gabrielloni, 9.12.ao, in Revista del Derecho Indu_strial, T.II, No. 6, 
1980, p. 76. 
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44. The change in the duraj;ion of the paten.t protection has been more drastic in the 
case of Mexico, where it was reduced from 15 years to 10 years from the date of 
granting. In Costa Ri9a, Decree No. 6219· of 1978 provides.for the grant of 
pharmaceutical patents for one year provided that the products are made in Costa Rica. 

45. In the: refo:rm of its patent law of 1979, Sri Lanka :provides protection for 
15 years. · .. According to the previous Pa.tents Ordinance, patents lasted for 
14 years .from .. the date of application, but extensions could be granted for 7 or 
14 years, or a new patent could be granted if the courts found that the patentee had 
been inadequately ~emuiierated by his patent (section 28) •. 

46. The WIPO Model Law for Developing Countries on Inventions (1979) suggests a 
15-year period after the filing date of the application that may.be extended for 
an extra period of five years (section 138). 

E. Summary and conclusions 

47. -The major changes introduced in· patent law in developing countries during the · 
1970s have centred .. on .. various measures dealing with: higher standards for 
patentability; a broader scnpe of. exclusions from patentability; the elimination 
or reduction of the monopoly of .iniportation traditionally conferred by patents;. · 
and the duration of the patent protection. 

48. Another area of major reform has been the question of exploitation of patents. 
Changes have included a more pr.ecise definition of "exploitation", the explicit 
or implicit exclusion of importation a~?- means C?.f.w<;>:i:-lcing of p~tents, the limitation 
of the grounds for exemption from sanctions in cace of non-working, the easing of the 
conditions for ·granting non-voluntary licences and, in some cases, the application 
of revocation as a primary remedy .against ncin-worki!l(;". 

49. As a whole, the changes outlined in this chapter seem to correspond to the 
concern expressed by developing coilntries that the patent system ·should strike a 
fair balance between the need for econonii.c and social development and the rights 
granted. by ·industrial property. Although it is uncertcdn whether the changes would 
suffice to attain. this goal, it seems likeJ...v tha..t they r.iay help to reduce some of 
the cost.s of· granting monopoly ri,'.!hts and to increase the degree of exploitation· of 
registered pa.tents. The extent to which this objective has peen achieved is 
examined in the following chapter. 
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Chapter II 
.• • I 

.. CONSIDERATION O;F SQME ISSUES . .ARISING FROM TEE c~s 
INTRODUCED ~PATENT POµrcms : THE: CASE OF .ARGENTI;tu, 

. COLOMBIA., INDIA AUD :MEXICO 

50. This chapter.discusses issues a.rising from the changes in paterit policies 
described in chapter I, with the £o"cus on the behaviour 0£· would-be: applicants and on 
the working 0£ regis:tered patents. An assessment 0£ the e££ects· and the impact of 
those changes is not possible at this stage, partly because 0£ the ~ery limited time 
that has elapsed since their implementation. Information available: i"or .Argentina, 
Colombia, India and Mexico, however, allows a very tentative and limited examination 
of some issues arising from the changes described above. 

51. Obviously, the content 0£ patent legislation is only one of a set of £actors that 
are likely to influence the si~e a.nd ~ature of _patenting in a given period a.11d in a 
given country. Structural a.nd conji.ufotural" variables in' the registering countries may 
also.· strongly affect the behaviour of b.oth would-be pat~ntees and actual patentees. 
Without neglecting this £act, the ~xa.mination that follo-WS .considers some· specifi~ 
issues a.:uis ing from. the changes intl'oduced in pa.tent policies. A more complex a.nd 
deeper analysis' for .\'1l.licP, inf orma. tion is not readily available' would be neces'sa.ry to 
determine the extent to which such issues a.re a.lso related, to changes in other factors, 
such a.s investment patterns, industrial development, and performance 0£ the 
manufacturing indus t:t'.ies • 

A. Trenqs in foreign a.n.d nati0nal patenting ... 

52. An examination 0£ the nature of some of the changes referred to in ~ha.pter I 
suggests tha.t, a.t lea.st in the short term, it- is reasonable to expect a. certain decline 

i· 

in the number of applications for pa.tents in the countries concerned. ·· · -" 

53. On the .one ha.nd, new exclusions froi:i ,Pa.tentability and higher 1stand.a.rds for 
qualifying as a patentable "inventioE.11 1:§/ could l~ave out .i.rulovat±o~s that, without 
such changes, might have been the subject of patent applications. IThis devel:pment 
would have affected, in principle, bvth national a.n.d foreign would..:.be applic'ants. The 
reduction, in some cases, of the life-time of patents may also have discouraged 
patenting in both cases. On the other hand, new and more stringent conditions on 
working, and especially the exclusion of importati9n a.s a means of 'exploitation, as 
suggested by the changes described above, a.re likely to have affected foreigners more 
directly. 

54. In this section it is suggested that, while a generally declining trend in patent 
applications could have been e:ii:pected as a result of patent reform, the drop was lilcely 
to be significantly higher in the case -of foreign applications, and that this was mainl.;i· 
due to changes in the monopoly of importation a.nd iri. working requirements. 

:?:§} This is the case of Colombia, Mexico and .Argentina, :L.11 accordance with 
decisions of the courts handed dm·m during the last decade. L11 India, more st=ict 
exa.mihation procedures were also put into practice after the 1970 :teform. It should 
be noted that, given the rela~ively lower technological capacity of developing 
countries, the requirement of higher standards may affGct relatively more national 
would-be applicants tha.n foreigners. 

~·-
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55. In order to consider the impact which changes. in Argentina, Colombia, India and 
Mexico have had on foreign and natiGJnal patenting, a baseline against which data from 
these countries 9a.n be- compared must be established. World trends in patenting 
activity provide such a baseline. 

56. Vetween 1925 and 1973 the ~umber·o£ countries with patent legisl~tion increased 
from 73 to l20;.-·l2,/ but not all coun.t~ies report their patent statisti".~. tSJ. ~e World 
Intellectual Property Org.anj_za tion (1-TIPO). · ·Nevertheless, by selecting a ~et ?£ 
developed market-economy countries, socialist countries 0£ Eastern Europe~ and 
developing countries, and.recording their statistics £or each of the ye~~ from 1969 to 
1978, an approximation ~f these trends can be ascertained. The data is present,in 
table l and it represents over 60- per .cent of total patents for all reporting countries 
over this period. 

57. .As the data ;in table l reveai.,;· world patenting has not significantly:.cha.nged 
throughout the 1970s, although there has been a small decline since 1975 iin.d some 
variations among the different groups of countries a.re apparent. In the ~elected 
developed market-economy countries, a£-ter a marked drop in 1971, the number of patent 
applications rose.again in 1972and1973, levelling off at the higher range until 1976, 
but declining thereafter. Given that 9.4 per _cent. of: totp.l patent applicaii.ions :i;ecorded 
in this table a.re £iled in the developed market-economy countries, it.is this :trend 
which heavily influences total world patenting activity. Among the soci~lis~ countries 
0£ Eastern Europe: the data trace a ~ery different course. The level of patenting 
activity rose £~om a total 0£ l4,83p applications filed in 1969 to a peak 0£ 17,958 in 
1974 and then dropped back to the 1969 level in 1978. Patenting activity in selected 
developing countries, jQ/ on the. other hand, had a moderate increase in 1969-1973 and 
jumped significantly in 1974·, remaining at th.is higher level in the latter half 0£ t:Pe 
decade. · 

58. Table l also provides data on the share 0£ foreign patent applications in total 
applications filed in each of these groups ·of countries. In both the developed market-
economy countries and the socialist countries 0£ Eastern Europe, the percentage share 
0£ foreign patent applications fell during this period, with the decline in £o'reign 
patent applications being somewhat sha.:;-per in. the socialist ccu.ntries of Eastern Europe. 
In contrast, the percentage share 0£ foreign patent applications rose s·ignific1antly in 
the developing countries over the some period. · 

59. Table 2 compares the total number 0£ patent applications filed and the percentage 
share 0£ foreign and national patent applications in this total in Mexico," India, 
Argentina and Colombia, to the 21 developing countries selected for inclusion in table l. 
Whereas from 1969 to 1979 the tota°l number 0£ patent applications in the selected 
developing countries· incre.ased by. 59 per cent, the drop in patent appli·cations a.piounted 
to 45 per c~nt in Mexico and in India, ·67 per cent in the case of Colombia., and : 
39 per cent in Argentina. Hence, it is conspicuous that in the four cpuntries where 
information is available, patent applications have followed a behaviour pattern which 
differs fro~ the other selected develo~ing countries • 

60. Furthermore, while .in the other selected developing ·countries patent a!Jplic::i.tions 
by foreigners ·increased 78 per cent in<the period under study, the drop in such 
applications by non-residents in Argentina, India and Mexico have been larger than the 
fall in all applications. 

12/ See "The ·role 0£ the·patent system .~. 11 op.cit., table 4. 
"l!2} These exclude India, Mexico, Colom15ia· and .Argentina, the relevant statistics 

for which are presented in table 2. 



Table 1 
Patent applicatioris filed in selected reporting countries a/ - 1969-1978 

Reporting Developed marlcet- Socialist countries Developing 
economic economv countries b/ Eastern EuroJ>e c/ countries· d/ Total groups Total-2./ % non-. Total y % non- Total 2./ ·%non- .. 

Year resident resident resident 

1969 _?10 726 46 14 836 57 5 992 76 391 554 
1970 397 674 43 15 655 57 5 7p6 74 419 035 
1971 372 569 46 15 834 58 5 848 73 394 251 
1972 391 914. 44 15 890 58 6 027 .72 413 .831 
1973 409 889 43 16 640 59 6 207 €i8 432 736 . 
1974 404 716 - 42 17 958 56 9"317 84 432 051 
1975 402 896 39 16 859 54 9 570 82 429 325 
1?76 406 473 39 15 915 48 9 266 78 431 654 
1977 402 892 39 15 054 48 8 366 81 426 312 
1978 400 516 38 14 981 45 9 527 85 425 024 

Source:_UNCTAD secretariat based on data from WIPO, Industrial Property Statistics, annual issues 1969-1979· 
~ The selected countries represent on average over 60 per cent of the patents for all reporting 

countries. 
E./ Developed market-economy countries: Canada, France, Federal Republic of Germany, Japan, Netherlands, 

Turkey and the Unitea States. 1972 data for Turkey estimated on the basis of data for 1969-1971 and 1973-1978; 
.Y ~ ~oci~list ~01i~t!'-'i~s_ ~~ Eastern -~ope_: ~ungary ~_Poland ~d Union o_f ~oviet S_oc:i_~li§!t R~publi~s. _ . 
§} Developing countries: Algeria, Egypt, Iran, J;rag, Ken.ya, Republi.c of Korea, Morocco, OAP! {Benin, 

United Republic of Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Congo, Gabon, Ivory Coast, Ma~ritania, Niger, . 
Senegal, Togo and Upper Volta), Philippines and Sri Lanka. 1978 data for Sri Lanka estimated on the basis of 
data for 1979. . . 

2./ Total of all resident and non-resident applications fileq during the yea:r. 

{_ - - L L L L--

;. 

I 
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Table 2 
Patent applications filed in Mexico, India, Argentina and Colombia as compared 

. with other selected developing countries, 1969 and 1979 

I 1969 I 1979 l:Jlqrease or decrease 
1 q69-1979 ( %) 

I All Resident Non- All Resident Non- All Resident Non-
resident resident 

< 6/z/J,) I resident 
(1) (2) (,) (,/:1) (4) (I)) (6) 

I 
Mexico 8 227 823 7 404 90 4 485 692 3 793 85 -45 -16 :..49 
India. 5 446 1 231 4 215 76 2 932 1 114 l 818 62 -46 -10 -57 
Argentina 7 330 1 832 5 498 75 4 440 1 598 2 842 64 -39 -13 -48 
Colombia 1 269 152 1 ll7 88 420 37 383 89 -67 -76 -66 
Other selected . -
developing , 

countries 5 992 1 438 - 4 554 76 9 527 1 429 8 098 85 +59 -0.6 +78 

Source: For other selected developing countries and Argentina, Colombia and Mexico, WIPO, op.cit. 
For India: Government of India, Annual Reports of the Patent Office, 1972-1973 to 1979-1980. 

l 
' ·I 
! 
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61. The fall iil domestic patent appl.icat~oris in Argentiiia, Me:icic.o a.nd India has been 
£a.r less pronounced than the drop iin foreign applications. This suggests that in 
a.dd.i tion to changes tha. t may explain'. the reduction in both national a.nd foreign 
applications, the latter have beep f~ther discouraged by measures that do not equally 
affect the former (e.g. measures discouraging the u~e of·pat.Jnts to gain an import 
monopoly) • . , · ~ · '. : 

62. Data on domestic a.nd foreign: p,atent applications in India 'we;re available £or each 
of the twelve years from 1968 to 197~· The appa.rent res~lt of In4:i,a.n patent re£ormj!/ 
in the level of patent activity has been a slight_£all o~ national ~pplications 
immediately after the reform (they slowly recovered the~ prev:i,ous.:,I.evel). Foreign 
applications'· on the contrary, have 9ontinued to decrease over "time'.• The combination 
of these trends is reflected in ~he drastic reduction of the perce~t~e.share of 
foreign patent applications i..~ total applications recorde;d_for India.· \s~e table 3). 

63. While time series data 0£ the -~Y.Pe used for India ~e· not ~vai~a~li for Mexico, 
a similar shift in the share of foreign p~t~nt applicatio;ns,.coupie~ wi~h a sharp 
reduction in over-all applications, points to the same process at 1 work there. The 
share of foreign patent applications :dropped from 90 per cent ib. 1969·to 85 per cent 
in 1979. w . . ! . . : . 
64. The case of Argentina also see~'. to support the _hypothesis set out ·above. The 
share of foreigners in total pat.ent applications fell from 75 per 1cent in 1969 to 
64 per cent in 1978 (in 1976, it reached its lowest level~ with.6Q per cent) • .After 
a.n impressive fall in the total number of applications in:1971, .a declining trend 
clearly manifested itself from 1973 onwards. The drop ininationa.l; applications in 
Argentina has also been considerably lower than that' of foreign applicatiorts. W . ~ . . . : ; . 

65. In Colombia, the distributii::>n <ii patent applications 'between rat~onals· and 
foreigners remained - except for 1971·- almost constant throughout the t~n-year period 
considered. If' the number of applications £or 1969-1972 ..:. the perd.od ,prior to the 
entering in.to force of Decree 1410 - is compared with the. data for 1973-:1978 (this la.st 
one being the year of incorporation of Decision 85), it is observed tha~ a pre-reform 
average number of : ,124 fell to a po·st-reform average of 637 - that ·is·, a drop of 
43 per cent. Applications for 1979 - after Decision 85 was incorporat.ed - further 
decreased with respect to 1978 (17 per cent). The Colombian cas.e sugg.es~ts that the 
decrease of foreign patent applications has been parallel to a simil:ar decrease in the 
number of those filed by nationals. , . 

21/ Aggregating.the data into four-year periods pernlits a compar,ison between the 
pre-reform years (1968-1971) with the immediate post-reform years (1972-1975) and the 
most recent (1976-1979) period. rn· t:q.e pre-reform period a yearlyi a.verage of 1,144 
patent applications were received from Indians and 3,929 from foreigners:. In. the first 
post-reform period, the yearly average nmnber ·o~ applications by Indians; fell slightly 
to 1,112, but the yearly average number of applications from foreigners dropped by 
38 per cent to 2,446. In the most recent period the yearly average humber of 
applications from Indians rose to 1,110, wheJ;'.eas that for foreigners: fell still further 
to its lowest point, 1,806. 

31}' If applications for inventors' certificates are added for 1979 the share of 
foreigners rises slightly to 86 per- cent. In that year 655 certificates were applied 
for, out of which only five per cent 'vere by nationals. The total n't,lillber of 
certificates applied for since 1977 has also shown a decreasing trend. The figures are 
as follows= 1977; 895; 1978; 885; 1979~ 655. : 

jj/ If the period 1969-1977 is considere~ (and not 1969-1978 as in table 2), the 
dxo:p would be only 7 per cent. 

-.) 
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Table 3 

Trends in patent applicati6ns and in forei€P. share of j,atent applications in 
,India, Argentina and Col~mbia 

-
India Argentina 

[---- f { . . . 

Colombia 

Total Resident Non- % of Total I Resident · Non- % of Total Resident Non-· ~~of Year resident resident resident (1) (2) (3) (;): (1) {l) {2) (3) {3): (1) (1) - {2) (3) {3): {l) 
.. -----·---·-·---. 

1969 5 446 1 231 4 215 76 7 330 1 832 5 498 75 ·l 269 152 1 117 88 . 
1970 5 142 1 285 3 857 75 7 078 1 902 5 096 72 1 193 ~55 1 038 87 

1971 4 345 1 434 2 911 67 3 408 1 091 2 317 68 1 012 0 1 012 100 

1972 3 695 1 330 2 365 64 6 029 1 809 4 220 70 1 023 113 910 89 

1973 3 639 1 128 2 511 69 5 830. 1 749 4 081 70 785 78 707 90 
1974 3 491 977 2 514 -72 5 389 1 671 3 718 69 650 45 605 ?3 
1975 3 406 1 158. 2 248 66 4 653 1 629· 3 024 65 643 71 572 89. 

. 
1976 2 996 1 138 1 858 62 4 262 1 705 2 557 60 622 68 554 89 
1917 3 104 1 335 1 769 57 4 504 1 712 2 792 62 618 68 550 89 

1978 2 870 1 091 1 179 62 4 440 1 598 2 842 64 504 55 449 89 
1979 2 932 1 114 1 818 62 NA NA NA 4?0 37 383 89 

'------·--- --

Source: As for table 2. 

r--- r--., - . . . ___ , 
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66. Patent reform, while appea.ril!g to have reduced the number of p~ten~ applications, 
particularly fro~·zionO::re_s.:idents", has a.pparently ... not hindere4. t.."1e flO'tJ' Of new teci:mology 
il1to the countries under considera.tiQn. Direct foreign investment, long regarded a.s an 
important channel for the transfer of technology, provides one prozy indicator of the 
flow of technology to these countries. Table 4 reveals thai; the stock of direct foreign 
investment il1 Mexico, India and Coiombia increased in the period 1967~1976. 
Interestingly enough, 'the increase wa.S 'substa.."ltia.lly greater in :the ·per~od 1971-1976 
when compared with the per~od 1967-1971. The fa.ct that in .Krgent±..11a; the increase has 
not been significant can pe.rhaps be attributed to a. number of other !actors prevailing 
in the country which did not stimt1la.te new flows of foreign investments, especially in 
the first part of the la.st decade. 1 

I 

67. The continued inflow of technolo5y can also be illt1s~ra.ted by ;some aggregate dnta 
on transfer of technology agreements. Table 5 presents such data. for I.11dia. arid 
Argentina. The data. suggests tha. t the number of fo1·eign collaboration agreements 
approved in India has not fal~en throughout this period. ~eements. approved iin 
.Argentina. averaged J.22 contracts per year between 1973 and 1977' with a noticeable 
increase since 1978. ~ · : · 1' 

68. Though available information does not permit the assertion that patent changes 
have been the ma.in cause of the decline in over-all pa.tenting and ...: in the case of 
India, Mexico and Argentina. - the drop in the foreign.share 9f total patent appiications~ 
it certainly suggests that such changes have been a relevant factor explaining' t..qose 
trends. , 

69. Obviously, the characteristics of the economic and policy framework in which such 
changes occu:rred may have had varying degrees of influence either· by reinfo~oing or 
weakening their li.~ely effects. Thus, the performance of Indian industry during -the 
1970s - cha.racterized by a slow ;;rowth of investments and under-utilization ·of ca.pa.city -
may help to explain the figures on :patenting in India. Likewise~ tl;le slow ~owth of 
direct foreign investment in A:rge~tina mccy- also constitute a main factor justifY,ing the 
trends observed there, especially talcing into account that the· patent la.w was p.ot 
formally reformed .in this country. In a..."1.y case, although a deeper and integrated 
examination of all these fa_ct~rs ~s calle.d :for, it seems that legal reforms ;;-;.re likely 
to have played a role in the trends examined. 

70. In the cou11tries where this process has ta.ken place, and given the fa.ct -that 
foreign technology and investr.ient seem to have continued to flow, patell:t ref~rm may 
have helped to avoid patent applications that presUJUably would not have contributed 
technologically to the host country. It could be argued, on the contrary, that 'the drop 
in patent applications might have affected the host country's access to the technical 
inf'ormation contained in patent applica.tio11s. It should oe mentioned· in this respect 
that patent documents,. by their very ·nature, are available to the public from t+1e 
respective pa.tent offices or thr?ugh appropriate international networks. 

B. Degree of exploitation of patents in India and Me:xi_.£Q. 

71. This section, on the basis· of· i."lfo±mation available for India and Mexico, examines 
the question of the extent to which a.omestic exploitation of pa.tents has i..71.creased, 
given the decline in patent applice;!iions:, particularly by foreicrners, and the formal 
reinforcement of the provisions dealing with wo:rkiJ.1g obligations in the two countries. 

2A/ UUCTAD, 11The implementation oi transfer of technology regulations, a 
preliz:;inary anaj.ysis of the experience of Latin America, India a..11.d tha Philippines" 
(TD/B;C.6/55 and Corr.l), pa:ca. 30. 

_,.,:="'" 
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Foreign direct investment stock: in Me:Xico, India., Colombia. and Argentina. 

... 
Colll!?ound annual 

!3 million growth rates 
· (per cent) 

1967 l 1971 1976 ~ 1967-71 I 1971-76 I r 
MeXico l 800 i 2 400 4 650 7.4 I 14.l 
India l 300 1 600 2 400 5.3 8.5 
Coiombia. 728 900 l 4oo!/' · 5.4 1.GEi 

. ~ . 
Argentina. l 800 i 2 200 2 250 5.1 0.4 

' 

Source: UNCTAD, "The implementa. ti on of transfer of technology 
. regulations: A p:relimina.r.r a.nal.ysis of the experience of Latin America, 
India. a.nd I'hilis>~illes 1 l_ O;). ci "!i., table 3 • 

.!I 1977. 
:El 1971-1977. 

Table 5 

N~ber· of new tra~sfer of technolosr agreements approved 
in Indi~. and Argentina 

Year 

1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
.1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 

India. 

135 
183 
245 
257 
265 
359 
271 
277 
267 
307 
267 

Argen tins. 

N'.A. 

N.A. 
N.A. 

N.A. 
l~ 

125 
lll 
.126 
120 
323 
510 

Source: Ul:TCTAD ~ "The 
implementation of transfer .technology 
regulations" ••• op. ci'~., table 2 
and paras. 25 et. r,eo. 
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7 2. In India, al though the new l:egisla tion has expanded the grounds upon which 
licences may be gra~tec;!_ 9-Ild ea~ed the procedure for ~Qing _so, o~y e.4:zh~ ~ain'P.ulso:cy 
licence applications·· were rergistei"S'd in the 1ie'rio"d 1973-1977 • This seems to 
con:f'im that thi_s. ~YJ'-~ o.:f. l.;i.c~.:gsing h.p.i;;_.no:t; .bt!en .a . . ver-J e:f':f:ective.-.:r:amedu-··to -ensll:?'E! 
t1ie W'Ork:ing ·Of patented inventi9ns in· developing countrieso l2/' The automatic 
endorsement of patents with the words "licence of right", as the figures in 
table 6 indicate, has been used more frequently. Over the six-year period 
(~97~/7\;~ 197?/80)_, 2,~~~- p_?.-t~nts w~~.!3 .endprs~d..J·lith :the wa:cds ·.'.'licence of 
right" • ~ · · ·· . . . . . 

73. Ttiere are no statis.tics cn7"the. effective working of patents in India, either 
in the pre-reform or"post-r~form periods. With regard to the latter, information 
is available, :in accordance .with section 146 ( 2) of the Law·, J1/ on pa tents not 
being lmrked "on a commercial; scD.J,.e (see Table 6). However, it is most unlikely 
that· these data actually reflect the degree of non-1forking (non-e::cploi ted,. patents 
would only represent .on average 9. 7 per cent of all pa tents in force over the 
year§! J.974/75 -to 1979/80)·• -.-::·· ··: : ... · · · ..... · · ... - ... --·· ... · ... · 

Table 6 
. . 

India: Patents mnted and in force, "licences of right" and 
patents notd.fie!i as not being worked 

Patents I 
j Total number of Number of patents Number of new Year patents granted patents in e.ndorsed "licence notified as not I 

l 

force .. of r~ght". . being lmrked 
..... • r·., 

1973-74 2 545 32· 218 . . .. N.A • N.A • 
1974-75 2 sos 27 797 ~7~ 1 776 
1975-76 2437·:.,-~ ~ 26 444 .. ... 273 1 627 
1976-77 2 940· 22 526 91 2 905 
1977-78 2 507 .. 22 a6r 

.. 
862 2 113 

1978-79 ~ 070 16 435 684 l 794 
1979~0 i - 1 210 17 868 386 2 143 ! : 

Source: Indian Patent Office, Annual Report of the Controller General, 
several years. 
~: "N .A. 11 means "not available". 

I 

I 
I 

I 2i/ See UNCTAD, "Promotion of national ccientiific and technological cayabilities 
and revision of the patent system", op. cit., (TD/B/c.6/Ac.2/2), para. ·91. n might 
be argued that the existence of compulsOI"J licences may have l~d to spontaneous 
agreements between the int erected pa.rtie~ without the ·intervention of the public 
authority. However, the available information does not prove or suggest this 
ponsible interpretation. 

2E./ This endorsement does not nececr.arily lead to eArploitation of the patent 
but only reflects the interest of the government in the a9tual use thereof. 

21./ Section 146 ( 2) of tbe Indian Lm·r :provide::i. that the patentee and every 
licensee shall furnish statements as to ·the' e:=tent to ·which the pe.tented invention 
has been worked on a commercial scale in India.o 
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. .7 4. There a~ two £actors which, in, the frameworlc oi' the pa tent law enacted in 
1970, might .have led to a higher degree of lrorl~ing than before the reform. On th'e 
.one hand, consistent with the increaoe in the cha.re of national applici;'.tions in 

. the total nUI11ber thereof, and though the rc:?.te of rejection is higher for national 
applications. than for foreigners, 3§1 the share of patents granted to Indians hao 

. .. aJ..so g1'cnm over time. It rose from 14 per cent in 1968-1971 to 25 per cent in , · 
· 1975~1979. At the- oame time, the·· percentage of Indian. patent application::;' mo.de· · 

by enterprises and research institutions (including the Government) grew from 
4l per cen:i; in 1967-1968 to 63 per cent in 1976-1979, '~bile applications made by 
individuals fell" from 59 per cent to 37 per cent. If it is assumed that firms o~ 
other institutions are more :)..ikely to pi;_t their inventions into actual practice them 
individuals (who mey have more d.iffici.tl. t'<J in obtaining capital or producti \re 
facilities, or in developing the lmow-hou neceooar.1 for the adual utilizo..tion of 
a patent)' the change in the origin oi' inventions mc:l arc;i.mbly re1Jresent c higher 
possib~lity of effec~ive workincr of re(;istered vatents. 

· 75. On the other hand, the reinforcing of J~hc worlting obligations and. the fact 
that importation cannot be used as a means of justifying worlting, is liltely to have 
discouraged patenting by forei(;Il firms· '~hich did not intend to either licence or 
invest in the country in order to e::::ploi t the procecs or pr.:ducli·covered by the 
patent. ·If this is so, the percentage of foreii;n-owned :patents to be eff!9ctively 
worked is al so likely to increase in time. 

76. In Mexico, the competent authority· baa, in s.ccorc1.ance wHh the lc.w of 1975, 
taken some 3teps in connection '·1ith the working obliGBticns establii::hed. thereby. 
As mentioned above, revocation has been given a certain prominence in the new 
Mexican Patent Law. According to .article 48 .. of.· the. Law,. if a. patent reno.ins unworked 
at _tpe .. end. .of. three_years from __ J~.he_ i!im'? of the pe-.ten·~. grant, and. if during the .. 
fourth year no applicationa for cornpulsol"I/ licences exe receiveu, then the patent 
expires. The Direcci6n General de -Invenciones y ~Iarcas implemented this provision 
of_ the patent· 1a.w in Feprua.r.r 1980~ 

77·. The Direcci6n General sent a questionnaire to all pa tent holders requesting 
in!o:rJ11atiPn .. ~!n .:tlle. worlting o.f t~;i,r patent - the. nrune, Iki.ti.one.],ity And ad~es~. 9f the 
licencee ·or of their o'·in factory if the patent ~-1as being exploi tee!. directly. l2} 
The survey e~tablished that, of the 22, 736 pa tents registered in Mexico as of 
Februar/ 1980 that were supposed to be ,.iorkecl, only_ 1,951, tha.t i::: 8.6 per cent, 
were declared by their miners to be industrially exploited. Of tbe 20, 785 rmtento 
which were net being work.eel, a.nu in view of· the lack of interest e::q1resset1 °b'J the 
pa.tent holder in keepin8 the pa tent in force, lL~, 133 ,.,er~- revoked. in ::;iursu.o..nce 
of article 48. This left 8,603 patents in force. 

:!' -::··- - ·- •• • 

· .. J.§J . '.l'he percentage of pationa.l a:r:>plic;:~tions rejected i~ ";he :veriod 1975-1~79 
may be estimated at about 50 }.ler cen-~, while it 'ms arom1tl 7 pe:c cent in the case 
of fc:reign applica ti ohs. ·· · 

'23_/ It .i.s 1·1orth mentioning ths.t one of the objective~: of the 1·1e:::ican Pate·nt 
Office in collecting the inf orma ti on on the .?.ct"Uc.l -:.-1orldng of po. tents wo.a to 
channel the patented inventions to sectors ~nd regions in<lic~ted in the National 
Plan for Industrial Development. 
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78. Ta"ble 7 presents do.ta on the distribution of the a,603 patents which :remained 
in force by country of origin of the patentee. Of the total registered patents, 
61.l per cent were held by United States residents, 9 .3 per cent! ~J Mexican residents, 
20.6 per cent by residents of i'our European countries and Japan, which are the largest 
patent holders after Mexico, anu.a further 9 per cent b-J residents of other countries. 

79. Of the 8,603 patents which remained in force, at least 6,652 were not bei?l8'· 
exploited. Table 7 also presents Cl.a.ta on the distribution of these· non-wor~ed patents 
by country of origin. Patento registered by non-residents show a higher percentage 
of non-exploitation. A9J In marke9- contraot are tbe Me::dcan held patents. Of 
797 patents held by Mexican nationa~s only 18. 7 per cent were declared not being 
:worked. This suggests the e:xi::itence of divergent interests in seeking pa tent 
protection as between nationals and foreignero. Data on 1,049 ~i:»tents registere<l. 
since 1976 and whose exploitation had to be proven between February 1980 and 
March 1981 also confirm this clif.rerence in behaviour - 79 per· cent of the 58 paten·iJs 
registered by nationalo were reported to be e~q;>loi ted, \'1hile the percentage of 
exploitation wa.s only 4 per cent in the ccse of the 991 foreign-owned pa tents. 

80. As in the case of India, the information for Mexico is not conclu3ive on the 
actual effects of the changeEl in patent policies on the °t'rork:ing df the patenteCJ. 
inventions in Mexico. However, a combinaUon of factor::i seem to susgeot tho.t an 
increase in tbe actual e::::ploitation of patents is ·to be e::iq:>ected, due on the . 
one hand to the policy of tli~couraging foreign patents which are not intended.to be 
effectively exploited, and on tbe other han~ to tho considerably higher rate of 
patent utilization by reoidentc, cs reported to the }fei..ican authorities. 

Table 7 
Mexico: Non-1'1'orkecl naitents 1.i;r count:i:x of natent bol1der 

I (1) I I 
~ Total regiot.ered I (2) . .. 

! 

I patents I Number of (2) as a I 

l Percentage I non-worked percentage of (1) 
Number of total I patents i 

I ; 
U'nited States j 61.l 4 256 81.0 5 257 I 
Mexico 797 9.3 149 I 18. 7 
Federal Rep'ublic I 

' 
of Gennan;y 454 5.3 382 84.l 

Uni tecl. Kingdom 333 3.9 276 82.9 
France 355 4.1 327 92.1 
Ja.pan 327 3.a 309 94.5 
Switzerland 303 3.5 277 91.4 
Others 777 9.0 676 37.0 

I 

! I Total I 8 603 I 100.0 6 652 I I 
Source: Info::rma tion supr::ilied. by the Direcci6n Gene.raJ. de Invencione~ y 

Marcas, Mexico. 
~: The countries have been '1,rranged in decreasing o:i+cler according 

to the total number of registered patent8. 

jQ/ The questionnaire of the 11exican Pn.tent Office nade reference, as posoible 
reasons for non-exploitation, to article 5 A(3) am:. (~.) of the P2.rio Convention 
(Stocl<:holm Act), to a recent grant of a licence, or to va.rious economic ::cea!:lons (such 
as insufficient market, lack of inpo..1.ts, lack: of financing, etc.). Eight~'-cne per cent 
of the holclers of the 5,386 non-i-rorl:ecl patentr; save the first rea.son a::: their excuse, 
14hile the rest giwe economic reai::on::i. Only 10 p2.J.;ent !1olcle:cs st2.tecl thci.'~ they had 
only recently granted ~ licence. 
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81. The information availa:G;i.e for Argentina, Colombia, InCi.i.a and Mexico indicates 
that a v;sible decline in patent. aJ?-plications bi'Ls .taken place, while in other 
developing countrie.s appl:j,ca.tions in.qreased significantly cluring the same ·period·. 
These different ·trends ·Could have been influenced by a number of rele.vant factors, 
one of these being changes in the patent system. Available information aloo chows 
that the decline of foreign patent applications hao been far more pronounced - except 
in Colombia - than that of national applic~tions. This trend cnn be explained by 
certain ·aspects of' the changes. introduced in th~ countries examined. While some 
ch~s (e .•. g,; e.:icclus;ons f'ro.m.patentability) could be expected, in principle, to 
equally affect µa.tional and foreign would-be applicants, others are likely to have 
influenced almost exclusively foreign would-be applicants. This is particularly the 
case of the eliI:lination of' importation ac a meano of exploitation anu the atrengthening 
of' the provisions related. to the exploitation· of' pa tents. · Other""C:harige·s, generally, 
might have affected relativel:r more national than foreign would-be applicants, such 
as the higher standards for pa~entabilit-J. 

82. It can be suggested, therefore, that at least in three of the countries 
considered, the impac.t of patent reform on the behaviour pattern of vroul~-be foreign 
applicants has been importan·i:;. The drop in pa tent a.pplico. tions by forei(5Ilers haf:l 
apparently not reduced the inflow of neir technology to the coi.mtries in question, 
measured either by transfer of technoloi:;:y agreements (Argentina and India) or by 
direct foreign investmentc (Colombia, Mexico and India). 

83. Al though no conclusive evidence i~ available on the qi.1.estion of local 
exploitation of patents, the. policief:l followed by the Governments conce:i."'!lec.l. hllve 
been devised to promote ~uch exploi ta ti on. In this re ope ct, mori:i · otrincent l'rork:illb 
provisions for regi~tered pa tents o.nd the di flcoi.i.ragemenJ~, o'f E!.pplice. tions for pa tents 
that are not intended to be used, are exprescions of these policiec. The increasing 
number of patents gra:t).ted to local :i;'irms e.nd inoti tutions in Indin, the rele.ti vely 
higher percentage of' patents exploited by nat:ionals, cmd tbe mo::.·e active ;?Olicy of 
the Pc.tent Office in Mexico regarding the s·tock of tmused patents, o.re factors 
•~hich may suggest a higher probability of eXJ:Jloi tation for these _co·o,1.Il.tries. 

84. The examination of some of the iDsues arisi?l8 from the changec in patent 
legislation in a number of develo9ina countries indicatec that the question c:.eservea 
further detci.iled analysis. A proper evaluation of the effectf.' of phanges in paten~ 
legiclation upon the behaviour of technolosr supplierc and recipients is not an easy 
exerc;i.se. More data will.have to be collected froID: specific quostionnairec and 
important methodologj!cal problemc "Will have to be resolved in o:rrier to JJeasure 
the effects of theoe chCl.llgefl. s·~ud.ies of this °t'Jpe would require careful research 
and long-tem planning • 
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Chapter III 

PAfillTTS ~ TEE PHABNACUETICAL nrnuSTRY 
i 

85. The industrial property syst~m, in i::-;enera,l, plays an important role in 
the pharmaceutical industry. The. leadin~- firms in this sector,, mostly 
transnational companies, have been particularly active in obtaining patents 
on processes and products. One area. on \-rhich policy makers in ~evelopin~ 
countries have concentra·l;ed ·their attention is the existence and extent of 
patent protection in this vit~l sector. This chapter reviews the role played 
by patents :in .the pharmaceutical industry, considers the pres~nt status and 
recent trends in the protection of pharmaceuticals, and finally discusses some 
policies followed by a nur.11Jer of developing countries in this area. 

A. Patenting on pha:rmaceuticals 

86. The growth of the pharmaceutical industry has substantially depended upon 
the discovery and use of new processes and products. The large, amounts devoted 
to research end development constitute - jo:intly with an extensive product 
differentiation through brsnd names and advertising - the basis on which a 
limited number of transnational corporations have built up tlie enormous 
worldwide market power they exercise. 

87. Expenditure on research c:nd development accounts for a si~ificant 
percentage - one of the hichest :in the manufacturing sector .£1 - of 
transnational corpore.tions• sales. Hany of the fruits of these R & D efforts 
are protected by patents, an activity which is. largely concentrated in a 
relatively small number of firms, as shown in table 8. Patents

1 
offer such· 

firms the possibility of regulating the use of :inventions, charging prices 
and requiring other conditions that a more competitive market situation would 
not allow. Research-oriented i:iharmaceutice.l firms have therefore sought the 
longest and largest possible }.Je.tent protection. "Without it, [ ••• ] there 
would be no i.ncertive for innovation, esnecially in view of the. time and money 
required today for the develol?ment of a. Liew product and the high level of 
risk involved". W 
88. The rate of innovation in the phe..rmc:.ceutice,l industry has,, however, 
declined considerably clur.il1t;· the le.st two decades. Between 196!1 and 1973, -
the number of new druge:: introdi.tced in the market fell by.about a third. 
The United States of A1.1erice. (which alone we.s responsible for 27 per cent of 
all new pharmaceutical e.zents introduced in this period), the U~i ted Kingdom, 
the Federal Republic of C::eI'iJeny and Switzerland (which also counted among those 
who made the greates·~ nwu~o:c of innova·(;ions) have been affected the most by this 
process, while France end Itn.ly (where neither product nor process protection 
for pharmaceuticals has existed since 1939) have been the least affected. W ~· . 

.ill See Business We8k, 7 July 1980. 
W OECD, "Impac"G of multinational enterprises on national scientific and 

technical capacities. Pharmaceutical industriJ" (Paris, 2 December 1977) p. 62. 
W ~·, p. 44 end table 8 on Italy. See also para. 98 below. 
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·Concentration of patents issued to leading firms 
in.therapeutic fields, 1965-1970 _________________ ....,.. __ .. _____ ..;_ __ -r------------, 

Therapeutic field 

Anti-infectives 
Antibiotics ·········~··········· 
An tipa.rasi tio · ~ •••••• · •••••••••••• 
Antibacterial ••••••••••••••••••• 
An ti viral ......................•. 

Number or com-panie s 
obtaining 10 or 
more patents 

9 
11 
15 

6 

Percentage 6! total 
patents issued to 
the four·leading 

!inns 

' 53 
52 
49 

' 46 
--~ Cardiovascular 

......... . . 
I 
I 
i 
-~ 

Vasoaot·i ve ............ , ••..•••.•• 
HypotensiVes ···•············•··· 
An tianginal ........................ . 
Antiarrythmic ••••••••••• ~ ••••••• 

Blood .. ·· 
Coagulant·s and anticoagulan-ts 
IIYIJOlipemic •••••••.•..••••.....•• 
Hypoglycemic ..... • . · .... • • • · • · • · 

Neurological 
Tranquilizers and sedatives ••••• 
Stimulants and antidepressants •• 
Anticonvulsants ••••••••••••••••• 
Analgesics ..•••.•.••••.•.•.•.•.• 

Hormones 
Pro staglandins ••••••••..•••••••• 
Corticosteroids •••••••••••••.••• 
Estrogens, androgens and. 

'Pro ge sto gens .•........... .-..•. 

Other 
Antihistamines •••••••••••.•.•••• 
Anti-inflammatory and 

an ti pyre tic ................. . 
Immunosu.ppressants .••..•.•.•••.• 
An ti canoe r •........••.•...•...•• 
Gastrointestinal •••••••••••••••• 
Anorexic ....................... . 
Diuretic ....................... . 

1 
7 
1 
2 

1 
6 
3 

13 
10 

3 
9 

1 
1 

15 

1 

15 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 

,.. 

57 
62 
78 
55 

38 
58 
59. 

70 
56 , 
69 
54 

94 
50 

48 

26 

56 
48 
44 
42 
30 : 
63 

So·urce: D. Schwartzman, Innovation in t:r..e harmaceutical indust , (Jc>'hn Ho.pkins 
University Press, Lona.on, 1976 , tables 6-8 and 6-9. The original source· w~s . 

'- DeJ:T,;ent Central Patent Index. Patents were listed the first time they were granted 
in one of the following countries: United States, United Kingdom, Netherlands, Belgium, 
France, South A'frica, Canada, Federal Republic of Gef:'!llany, Gennan Democratic Republic, 
Japan, S1·ritzerland and th~ Soviet Union. Patents were for pha.rmaceutfoal compounds 
and -process prim'arily. · 

\ 
I 

·~ 
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89. Pha.rmaceutical.·firms .. ~~~o.sp~Ad large S!~S Qn·.sales prolll.Otioh. Brood narae 
promotion can acc6U.nt !or . .l!~~;y ~:i:;;i.pfe the an1otµlt :.spemt by the largest 
pharmaceutical firms on research'.a."'id development. As fewer entirely new 
.prod~S·· :COW0 • on .. tO·"the IH·aZ'ket-,- inc:reas:ing efforts ··are made ••to" aifferentiate ... 
:between-'exist~g ·products. l\dvert~sinr; is used :to create brand l~yal ties 
,:which segment the user m:::.rl::et and. reduce the likelihood that doctors or 
:consumers will use generically identical !lroducts as substitutes for each 
other. · 
.. .........,._-.... ,. --· •• •• • • • • • ' •jo• • 

I 90. The market power of trt?nsnational corporatipns in this indus:try thus 
depends e ssen tia.lly upon· two factors: expenditure <::>l'l re search and d.evelopraen t 
and expenditure on sales !)ro1;1otion. Profits gained through the exercise of 
such market power have con·cributed to world-wide expansion of sales· of 
pharmaceuticals. · 

91. As these firms expi;-nded into the markets of· developing countries, they 
tended to reproduce the range of products which had been developed for their 
home market in the advanced, industrialized societies. These profiucts are 
promoted in the developing countries following marketing.policies similar to 
those practised in the developed market-economy ~ountries. · Research and 
9-evelopment activities, in contrast, remain concentrated in the parent 
corporations and local subsidiaries purchese their inputs from this source. 
With the exception of Arcrentina, Egypt and the Philippines, sales by domestic 
-pharmaceutical finns in developing countries represent less ·than a third of 
~otal sales, as sho'Wll in table 9. The market for. pharmaceutical produ9ts in 
most developing countries is dominated by fore ie;n f'inns, mostly wholly owned 
subsidiaries of transnatione..l corporations. 

92. Given the dominance of foreic;n firms in d.eve1oping country p~armaceutical 
markets, and given the ol~sopolistic structure in this industry w~th its 
cpncentration of R & D o.crbivi ties Bnd active component manufactur~ by a small 
nµmber of transnational corporntions, the extent of the protection of patents 
in pharmaceuticals in developing countries may contribute to reinforcing such 
features. 

93. The impact of patents in a developing country- depends upon the extent of 
the protection and the degree of industrial development reached.or desired. 
Where domestic production:ncithor exists nor is envisaged, the crucial problei;1 
is the existence o~ e. 1:1ono:_Joly of importation, either on the basis of product 
patents or of process ~1a:~e11·i;o which extend the prot.action to products produced 
by means of the former (the so-callod "product by process protect;ion"). The 
exclusive right to iu11;ort, ~ra.11 ·~ed traditionally to ·i>a ten ts or products, can 
be used to prevent drucs °JG.ing purchased from aHernative international sources. 
a~ more competitive price::i, !&;' ,.;hus £rustre.ting the possibility of.ensuring, 
with limited financial rc::iources, wider e.ccess by the population .. 'to. require.d 
medicines. 

~ See, for instci.n:ct!·; ·~he· "dif:te·rence·s·-in iL1port prices cha:rged for 
ampicillin in a paren t-subsidic;.;,.7 transaction, vis-a-vis the prices obta:ined · 
by. the holder of a ccr.1pttlao:cy licence in the Philippines, in UNCTAD, 

·"Technology policies in the !?harmaeeutical sector in the Philippines", - study 
prepared by E. Bantista. a.i1c1 H. Clemente, in co-operation with tb.9 
UUCTAD secretariat (utTCTAD/TT/36), table 11. See-also s. Lall antl S. Bibile, . 
"The political econoti1y of controlling trcinsnationals: the pharmaceutical :industry 
in Sri Lanka (1972-76)", in 1:forlc1De·Jeloument, vol. 5, 1977, ~ro. 8, p. 687. 
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'-Cable 9 
The pharmaceutical industry in selected dev~{opi!lg countries 

Total drug Total drug Production as Market share of Number foreign 
production consumption percentage of foreign fi1-ms production 

{$US million) ($US million) consumption ~ (%)El units~ 

.Argentina (1978) 1 059.0 1 ll4. 7 95 59 22 sJ 
Brazil (1979) 1 301.5 1 5}..6. 7 86 88 75 
Colombia (1978) 285.0 300.0 95 90 65 
Costa P..ica (1977) 21.0 El 35.1 60 82 3 ~/ 
Mexico (1980) 973.9 1 004.0 97 85. 30 II .. 
Egypt (1980) 273.9 320.0 83 14 . 4· 
Kenya (1978) 8.0 32.5 24 90 6 
Sierra Leone (1976) NA NA 1'TA 95 1 
India (1977) 022.5 980.0_ 84 70 70 
Nc:-,laysia (1978) 34.0 124.0 27 90 6 
Thailand (1979) 250.0 335.0 75 NA 11 
Peru (1977) . 128.2 l'TA NA 79 103 
Venezuela (1977) 171.5 !IA HA 70 :>;R 
Philippines (1976). 240.7 NA HA 54~ - i3 El 

Sources: United Nations Cammi ssion on T:ransna tional Corporations ,"~:ransna tional corpcra tions in. t~e pharmaceutical 
indust:ry of devel-:iping countries" (E/C.10/85) Table 1. Ii'or Peru and Venezuela, FifaI'Ill'.'1 and national pha.rmateutical 
chambers; for the Philippines, "Technology policies in the pharmaceutical sector in the Philippines" {op.cit.) 

~ The percentages refer to finished drugs and not their imported inputs. 
"'§! This refers to the sales turnover of foreign subsidiaries, including locally manufactured drugs and 

importea products. 
y The figu:i.'es refer to foreign subsidiaries wholly-0\med by their parent companies (except in Egypt w:tiere 

they are joint-ventures) and engazed in the manufacture of drugs. 
y Out of $US 21 million produced in Costa Rica, half was exported. 
y Three largest foreign firms only. Two additional firms produce fo:c e:>..-port to CACM. 
I/. Largest pharmaceutical firms only. 
fj Based on 16 leading drug manufacturers whose sales in 1976 amo-unted to 1,381 million pesos or 

77 per cent of total drug· sales. Twelve major drug importers and distributors accounted. fo-r the· remaiID.-ng 
410 million pesos of sales. 

E/ Eleven ·of the 13 foreign-owned finns were wholly owned subsidiaries. . 
\JI 
~ 
\>J 
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94. The existence of a patent granted in respect of a product is also likely 
to deter or drastically hinder .the developm0nt of en industry able to make 
formulations of dosage fems frcnu im:i;>q.rted raw rnaterials in thosE;i d.evelop.ing 
countries that have attained the" capacity to undertake it. This 1 is not 
necessarily the case if a patent· has.only beGn grE.nted in respect of a process 
which, .in. tum, may become a hind:i::ance if the local production of raw materials 
is envisaged • .!2/ . , · ' . '. 

. . 
95. The range of effects of patent protection .in the pharmaceutical ·sector 
clearly s11ows tlie serious policy implications of the degree of the protection, 
the impact.of which will vary acco~d.ing to the circumstances prevaiiing .in 
each develop.ing countr;Y. '!'he present status and recent trends in develop.ing 
countries as to patentability of phaxmaceuUcals indicates, as d~sc:r~bed·in! . 
the follow.ing paragraphs, that in fact many of tl).~m have already sought po1:icy1 
options more. appropriate to their interests and needs that will ri.ot necessarily· 
co.incide with those of large pharmaceutical firms. · · 

.. . ............ ··- .. . 
I 

.!2/ Only a small .. nuuJber of developing countries aru currentl~r in this 
position, namely India, k:'gen t'ina and Brazil. . 
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B. Present st~~--~~_g. recent trends in the protection of 
pha.rma.ceutico.ls 

96. As table lO indicates, nearly 40 developing countries do not confer 
protection on pharmaceutical products. The large majority of these countries 
a.re almost completely dependent upon importation of pharmaceuticals. The lack 
of protection for products therefore allows them, in principle,· to select 
freely sources of supply for drugs imported into the country. However, the 
extent to which.this freedom is used will depend u.pon the type of drug procurement 
policies followed by the government and the degree of domination by foreign firms 
in the local market. 

97. It is also noticeable that in the period considered in table lO, no 
developing country has revised its policy in the direction of granting protection 
to pharmaceutical products. One country (Honduras) has enlarged the group of 
countries which exclude patents. for pharmaceutical products and Peru made such a 
policy explicit through the incorporation of Decision 85. Moreover, Ecuador and 
Mexico ~ have uow followed Brazil, where since 1969 pharmaceuticals (products 
and processes) have not received patent protection. 

98. In addition to the significant number of countries, both developing and 
developed, that do not grant product protection, the size of the markets involved 
is also worthy of notice. They include all the main pharmaceutical markets in 
developing countries, ranking among the 15 leading world markets, i.e. 
Brazil (sixth), Argentina (eighth) Mexico (tenth), South Korea (eleventh) and 
India (fourteenth) • .fZ/ If attention is drawn to the developed countries included 
in table lO it is clear that although a number of countries do not grant product 
protection, the trend seems to be towards the full patentability of pharmaceuticals. 
The opposite directions in which developed market economy and developing countries 
seem to move a.re clearly related to the differences in economic and technological 
circumstances prevailing in each group of countries. Developed market-economy 
countries, as in the case of France in 1958, the Federal Republic of Germany in 1968, 
and more recently Japan in 1976 and Italy in 1978,~ introduced product protection 
once their domestic pharmaceutical industries had attained a considerable level of 
development. Socialist countries of Eastern Europe do not grant protection for 
pharmaceutical products and in some instances they grant inventors' certificates 
for processes. 

99. In addition to the developing countries which have excluded pharmaceutical 
products or processes from patentability, some other developing countries have 
severely limited the effects of patents in this sector. In Costa Rica, 
Act. No. 6219 of 1978 introduc~d a major reform with respect to pharmaceuticals. 
That Act specifies that pharmaceutical products and processes can be protected only 
if and when all phases of the production process a.re carried out entirely in 
Costa Rica. In addition, the Act prescribes that patents shall be valid for one 
year. In the Philippines, Presidential Decree 1263 of 1978 provides for the 

~ Inventors' certificates may be granted for the protection of processes, 
(see para. lO above). 
~ The ordinal in brackets indicates the position of the respective market 

in 1979. See Scrip, No. 441, 24 November 1979, p. 9. 
4§1' In 1978 the Italian Constitutional Court declared the illegality of the 

non-patentability of products and processes in pharmaceuticals, as established by 
Decree ll27 of 1939. 
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Table 10. 

COUNTBIES EXCL1JDING PA!l'ENT PROTECTION TO E'HARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS 

l>evela.'$18 Co~*'i.es-.:-.~~ _'. : It74fz,:,:. ·-1979/ao·. 
I•'•",• 

:.;_12z~Lz~ .. ·. Develo:e~d ·market-
e52Il0lll'T countries ·: · . ' 

Argentina x . x .Austria. .. x 
Benin x xr li'i~ .. x 
·Bolivia"· x x .. '. Greece x 
·Brazil x§:/. x. !/.. . Ita.:ijr x §:/; 
Cameroon (United Re:eublic) x x .. ... Ja.pmi x 
Central -African Republic x x NorWa;r x 
Cbad x : x Portu8a.J. x 
Chile x x Spain x 
Colombia. x x Switzerland x 
Coll80 x x Turkey x 
Ecua.dor x x gJ 
Egypt x x 

· Ga.ban .. .. x x 
Gba.na x x. 
Gu;ya.na x :X ·Socia.list Countries 
Honduras ·x of Ea.stern Euro:e2 
India x ·X 
Indqnesia x "El x El Albania. x Y. 
Iran x x Czechoslovakia. x II 
Iraq x x German Dem. Rep. x 
~VO:t'.Y' Coe.st · x x Hungary x 
Korea. (Republic .of) x x Poland x 
Ril.wa.i t . x ~ . Romania. x Y. 
Lebanon x x USSR x II 
Libyan ~b a'ama.hiriy'a. x x 
Mexico' ' x x g/ 
Morocco x x 

. Niger x x 
Pa.ra.gu.a;y x x 
Peru xy x 
Senega.l x x 
Sy:r.-ia.n Ara.b Re'.Public x x 
·Tha.il.8.nd". . : x~ x 
Togo · x x 
Tunisia. x x 
Upper Volta. x x 
Uruguay x x 
Venezuela. x·. x 
Y-ugosla.via. x x 

.1979/00 

x 
·x 
x 

·x 
x· 
x 

x 

x Y. 
x II 
x 
x 
x 
x Y. 
x._II 

Sources: The role of the a.tent s · te.m in the tra.nsfer of technolo ; to develo i countri"es 

,. 
l• 

--'~ 

_) 

..._) 

_, 

__, 

(United Nations publica.tion, Sa.lea No • . E.75.II.D. , ta.ble 14, and Pa.tents .throughout the World.-
Trade Activities Inc. (New York: Ed.. Mme Mari~ Green, 2nd edition, 1980) ~ ..._) 

No'!Jes: (x) Products a.re excluded from "protection. 
(-) Products a.re granted.protection.· y Pba.rma.ceutica.l processes a.re a.lso excluded f:t'OJll pa. tenta.bility. 
~ There i;:i . no pa.tent la.w in :):~onesia.. 
"EJ. Processes a.re not pa.tenta.ble1 but they ms;r be protected under inventor's certifica.tes. II Before the introduction of Decision 85, the Peruvian Patent Office refused produ._ct 

pa.tents on the grounds tha.t a. pa.tent is to be granted 11sie.mpre que sea. de interes 
social" (a.a long a.a it is in the public interest) (a.rticle 461 legislation 
Decree Ne)'. 183501 of 1970) • · 1 • y Pa.tents were introduced in Thailand in 1979. II On'.cy' inventor's certi~ica.tes a.re granted fon inventions relating to medicines. 

...,_)• 
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granting of compulsory licences two years after the .gTanting of -the patent, in 
conneotion with patents on medicines and substances used therein, and.;n1en 
necess'a.:cy for public heal th and safety .w 
100. In .Argentina, the law excludes pharmaceutical pro0.uc-Cs fr~m patent protection, 
although it· does not refer to the protection of pharmaceutical processes • 
However, in practice, the law has been construeQ so a8 to permit patenting of 
pharmaceutical processes, but' the issue of whether such patent, protection extended 
to i1llports was not resolved until 1970. In that ye2.r '· the fiuprer.ie Court decided 
that-the protection of pharmaceutical proceRses could net he ex~er.ded to .imports 
without indirectly protecting pharmaceutic::al pr'Jducts. 'i'he: Coixr'!; clso hi:::ild the 
cons ti tutiona.l validity of the prohibition to :;_-:<:,tent phe,rma:::euticaJ. :products cm 
the grounds that paten"!:abili ty is to be excluded when th(~ esta.0lished raonopol;y 
may impair the State's objectives as reg?..xds "seg.J.ridg.C;., mor~::.idad c ealti.bridad 
publica" (public security, morality or health).jQ/ 

c. Consideire.ti•Jn. of 3oi:.1i::i issuP.13 rasul tinp: i'rorn. l'.lolicies p1.U'SU':!rl in 
Argentina, Brazil and Cos~a Rica 

101. Changes in patent protection on the structure and dynarni.::s of the . 
pharmaceutical industr-J is not &n issue· easily separable from p0licies such as 
government procurement and distribution of drugs, public sector pharmaceutical 
production and industrial policies 1tlU.ch include public financing of production 
facilities and invest~er.ts in technological development. The size of the 
domestic mci.rket, the degree of local manufac+,uxing~ the extent of ~irect foreign 
investment in the industry, and the general econord.c and incluutrial policies of 
the country, will be important factors in determining the 11xtent -to which local 
firms will be able to take advantage of the oppyrtunities tha~ may be available 
as a result of patent reform and other policy ir..i. tiatives in "'::he pharmaceutical 
sector. Patents are one of the instruments that rei'!"lf'Jrce the :narket power of 
the leading firms - but they are not the so'ie er main source of tha.t power. 'Tu.e 
elimination or limitation of patent rights may promote the development of local 
industry but cannot alone lead to such development if other appropriate circumstances 
do not exist or are not created by pertinent. governmental policies. 

102. Some issues resulting from the application of more specifi8 policies in the 
area of pharmaceuticals are examined below i~ connection with three cou.ntries i:: 
Latin 1\merica for which sone information is ave.ilable, i.e. Argen·dna, Brazil and 
Costa Rica. ·:rhe case of Costa Rica illustrates the cor.flid of pa·cents with the 
implementation of State purchasing policies aimed at improving the conditions of 
importation of ~gs. The cases of Argentir.a and Brazil, on the other hand, 
consider some implications of patent policy on the industrial development of the 
sector. 

1. ..:i.rgen tina 

103. In Argentina, domestic firms ha.ve challengeC.. ~he ('i.omina;tion 'JI ~:he loca:J_ 
pharmaceutical market by foreigr. fir~8. Their challenge bas consisted of·~ 

· W In the period January 1'978 tc Mar.:!h l'.:179, 15 a.p~licatons for compulsory 
licences were filed by six different pharmaceutical f.:..rr.is \ '-'f T:rhic:-. t'·TC', filing for 
one licence ee.ch, were .!'oreigr,. firms) , b1.4. t as of .~p:!:'il 1979 ~,,, compulsory licences 
had been granted. 

jg/ In re .Americar:. Cy.s.nar.1i::'!. v. 'C'ni£'a, '21.2.70. ~~roe .?.lso :.1.; ... LE-.quis, 
"Indis:!Jensable rcconsideraoic5n de la le:y- 17011 de 9.r2hesl6n al Ccnvenio cte Paris", 
La Ley, Buenos .~.ires, T.1,,n, p. 1165. 
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strategy aimed a.t: (a.) opposing pa.tent protection in order to p~rmit access to 
active components more cheaply from non-pa.tented so-q.rces and, a.t' a further stage, 
to initiate loca.1 production of ·raw materials; (b) developing J$.rketing skills. 
in the differentiation of new products, reproducing the forms of competition 
pursued by transnational corporations in the pharmaceutical industry; (c) using 
licences to enter into some difficult sub-product markets; and (d) engaging, to 
a,certain extent, in local research and development • .21/ In 1978 national firms 
controlled 41 per cent of total pharmaceutical sales in Argentina (see table 9). 
In connection with their patent nolicies, it should be noted that the decision of 
the Supreme Court (iilnerican Cyan8.nu.d v. Unifa) ..2£1. created conditions that permitted 
domestic firms to continue increasing their share of the market and, in some cases, 
to start local production of pharmaceutical inputs by impeding restraints on 
competition through use of patents and .further limitations on the growth of 
national firms in the local market. 

104. For domestic pharma,ceutical firms, the non-pa~ent.?.bili ty of pharmaceutic.al 
products constitutes· a." 'condition o.f survival of the. market and o~ further progress 
in the loca.1 production of raw materials. · ~a.tent.protection woUJ.d.prevent or make 
uncertain and·more expensive the access to required intermediates, ensuring the 
control of the national market by foreign subsidiaries. 

2 Brazil 

105. The elimination of process patents for pharmaceuticals in Brazil 2J/ has not 
yet showe~ significant effects on the structure of the industry •. 1 This is prqbably 
largely due to the great dominance of the Brazilian pharmaceutical industry by 
foreign corporations. In 1975 these corporations controlled almost 88 per cent of 
total sales in the Brazilian market • .i4/ A long history of denationalization of the 
Brazilian pharmaceutical industr-.r has reduced the market share a.nd transformed the 
role of private nationally-owned firms, whose goodwill and distribution networks 
ma.de them a,ttractiv-e for transnational takeovers • .22/ 

,, 
!• 

106. Until the 1930s, Brazilian pharmaceutical firos were on a par with those of 
more industrially developed countries. The upsurge of drugs based on chemical 
synthesis, such as the sulfana.mides in the 1930s, and of a broad spectrum of 
antibiotics after World War II, created a scientific and technological gap between 
national and foreign firms • .2.§i .._) 

107. By 1957 the five leading pharmaceutical firms were foreign and three were 
firms which have been taken over by foreigq companies. In the period 1966-1969, 
five of the largest remaining Brazilian firms were bought out by transnational 

.21) See D. Chudnovsky, "The challenge by domestic enterprli.ses to the 
transnational corpora-cions' domination: a case study of the .Argentine pharmaceutical 
industrJ'', in World Development, vol. 7 (1979), pp. 45-58. 

21/ See para. 100 above. 
2l./ Brazil eliminated product patents in pharmaceuticals in 19L15. 

patents were zabolished in 1969. 
Process 

~ 3ee FilifEP, Tecnologia e Competi9ao na Industria Faroaceutica Brasileir~, 
~Jovembro 1978, p. 76. 

22/ P. Evans, "Foreign investment and industrial transfor4!1ation: a Brazilian 
case study", in Journal of Development Economics, No. 3 (197t), ~P· 119-139 and p. 121 • 

. 2..§/ Brazil, Camara dos Deputados, Comisao Parl1::.m.eutnr de Inauerito Destinada 
a Investigc=.r as Atividades ligadas e. Industria Far:naceutioa en Toc1,; o Territorio 
Nacional (CPI), Relatorio Final (Brasilia-DF: 1980), p. 47. 

--', 
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corporations, Nevertheless, a number of medium-sized nationally owned firms 
still remained. They were profitable and were among the first firms to 
introduce new products, such.as an artificial sweetener, onto the Brazilian 
ma.rket • .21/ 
108. From 1969 onwards patents on phaxma.ceutical processes were·no longer protected • 
Between 1971 and 1979 direct foreign investment in the pharmaceutical industry rose 
from $ll.4 million to $646.5 million ~ 9-nd 15 national laboratories were taken 
over.2j/ This fact would appear to suggest that, in the case .of Brazil, the lack 
of patent protection did not constitute a discouragement for foreign investment. 
On the contrary, as the case of Italy also suggests, it seems to increase -~he need 
for direct foreign investment, which becomes indispensable for establishing or 
preserving a position in cou~tries with important domestic markets. 

109. On the other side, patent reform has not prevented foreign subsidiaries from 
continuing intra-firm trade on the basis of high levels of over-invoicing as a 
means of diluting subsiC!.iari·es 1 profit levels and transferring .funds to the parent 
firm.§Q/ Local manufacturing of inputs by subsidiaries has a~prently ceen limited 
to the very last step of elaboration. Thus, while the value of pharmaceutical 
sales rose by 137 per cent in the period 1972-1977, the value cf pharmaceutical 
imports rose by 191 per cent • .2b-' Furthermore, subsidiaries of foreign firms seem 
to re.fuse to supply some inputs to national firms, which IiIUSt therefore import them, 
paying a higher import tariff which has resulted in protection for the small local 
production undertaken by subsidiaries. It is worthy of notice, finally, that 
only ·0.4 per cent of the costs·of producing pharmaceuticc..l products in 1975 was 
spent in Brazil o~ research and development by foreign firms,.§.g/ 

110. Notwithstanding the subordinated role to which national firms have.been 
relegated, a number of firms have been able tQ survive and grow, mainly on the basis 
of successful marketing strategies.. The total non-patentability of pharrca.ceuticals 
has eased the access by Brazilian firms to raw ~aterials and intermediates from 
sources different from those of transnational corporations. 

111. The worldwide decrease in the rate of innovation in the pharmaceutical industry, 
linked to the greater opportunities available to import inputs from cheaper sources, 
has diminished the gap between foreign and national firms in terms of market 
performance. .A comparison between the rate of growth cf sales of the ten largest 
foreign firms and the ten largest Brazilian firms in the period 1974-1978 revealed 
that Brazilian firms have enjoyed a rate . of growth that e:cceeded that of foreign 
firms.fill 

21/ Evans, loo, cit.~ pp. 123-12~ .• 
:&./ C. Correa, "Limitaciones al desarrollo y control de n:ercado en la industria 

farmaceutica del Brasil", Revista del Derecho Industrial, 3et-Dic. 1980, p. 618. 
22} Ibid., p. 617. In 1977/78, however, .fou.r denationalized firms tu.med to 

national owners. 
fill Ibid. s p. 619. 

fill 
fill 

See Came.re. dos De:putados, op.cit., p.26. 
FINEP, op.cit., table VI-14s p. 150. 

fill During this perield, these ten Braz.il~an firms would have increased their 
market share of 7 ue:r cent at the expElnse of the ten foreign fir!:'.s. 
See Correa, c., op:cit., p. 625. 
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;. Costa Rica 

112. Governni.ent piirchasing,- dia.tribution atid manufacture of llha±ma.ceutical products 
is carried out by the Costa Ric.an· Social Security Fund ( CCSS) e~tablished in 1941. 
By 1979, 85 per cent of the population was covered by the ~'und and a large.number 
were taking advantage of the CCSS hospital and medical facilities system. 

113. Largely because CCSS distributes 50 per cent of the national d;rug consumption 
and makes use of' public tenders and other forms of' direct purchase, ·it can affect 
prices. ·"A comparison of' the prices paid. by CCSS in 1978 and the. private seator 
pri-0es in 1979, after taking into account the maximum increase in drug pr~ces over 
the period 0f one year, the import ta.riff and. the mark-ups of' the distributor and. 
retailer, showed that the manufacturer charges the private sector almost three 
times what the CCSS pays him for the same products." g/ 

114. Savings by CCSS in the purch~se 0£ druga on the basis of' public.tend.er assumes 
significant proportions. If' savings a.re measured. as the difference.between the 
cost 0£' the highest bid quoted ana the cost of tlle bid accepted~ then almost 
$6 inillion·were saved on the orders placed. in 1978. "The greatest savings ·were 
realized in tne ·purchase of drugs from Italian and Spanish based lahorator.ies 
manufacturing generic drugs ••• 11 -§2/ 

115. That CCSS has been able to secure such savings is.largely due to the 
provisions of the General Health Act of' 1973. According to this Act all dru.gs, 
in order to be sold. in Costa Rica, must be registered by the Mitlistry of Health. 
The.Ministry of Health, however, is·under no obligation to consider whether a drug 
is patented. or not when reviewing an application for registration. The CCSS, 
moreover, does not include patent rights among its criteria when analysing the 
offers made. Its terms of reference authorize ·it to. award the contract.to the· 
lowest bidder, provided that the product passes the required quality tests • .£§/ 

D. Summa.:t'Y and. conclusions 

116. A considera~lle number of developing countries have ex..:ludeq. pharmaceutical 
products from patent protection and a few countries have extend~d the exclusion to 
pharmaceutical processes. 

117. Given a number of interrelated factors, changes in ph~c~utical patent 
policies alone will not necessarily produce the same effects in:t..~e countries 
introducing those changes. For the countries relying heavily on imports to meet 
their pharmaceutical requirements, the exclusion of pharmaceutical products from 
patentabilitiJ can facilitate the implementation of an active government policy.. to 
procu:re drugs from the most convenient sources in the world marl~et. · 

., ' I 

118. However, the mere change ir- patent legislation regarding p4a.rma.ceutical. 
·proqucts in count~ies where foreign firms dominate .th~·local ma~ket may not affect 
such dominati,on and prices 'Jf p:b.armaceutical imports may not be reduced • 

.full UNCT.iill, "Technology policies in the pharmaceutical s~ctor in Costa Rica" 
(forthcoming publication). 

§2/ ~ • 
. §/ ·~he General Heal th Act rTo. 6219 (1973) declared as a Liatter of "public 

interest" the man.ufacture, sale ar::d. importation of substo.nces having a therapeutic 
effect. In addition, Article 4 cf the ii.ct stated that "·· •• the mere difference in 
price level of a product protected by a patent shall authorize the Government or 
public institutions to award a purchase order to the best offer ••• ". 

i• 
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119. In countries where a domestic sector exists for the formulation of drugs, 
appropriate patent policie~ may create a favourable environment in which 
nationally-owned firms can.grow, as suggested by the cases of ~\.rgentina and 
Brazil. Whether this growth is accompanied by the domesti,) manufacture of 
bulk drugs, a reduction in final consumer prices and an intensified research 
and development effort by local firms, however, appears to depend upon a complex 
set of economic circumstances and public policy attitudes. Moreover, the degree 
of control by transnational corporations in the domestic market can be 
consolidated by other means even in the absence of patent protection, as is 
indicated by the Brazilian case. 

120. As illustrated by the three cases mentioned above, patent reform, mainly 
in the form of the elimination or reduction of protection in pharmaceuticals, is 
a necessary base - though not sufficient in itself - upon which other policy 
initiatives in the pharmaceutical sector can be built. 
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ECONOMIC, COMMERCI.AL AND DEVELOPMENT ASPECTS OF TEE IlIDUSTRIAL 
PROPERTY SYSTEM m THE CONTEXT OF ITS ONGOING REVISION 

UNCTAD 1 s work on the economic_) comniercial and .. develo-pmental 
aspects of the industrial property system 

Progress report ]?y the UNCTAD secretariat 

Introduction 

1. The present note consists of a progress report on illfCTAD's activities on the 
economic, commercial and developmental aspects of the industrial property system. It 
briefly describes UlTCTAD's activities in relation to the revision of the Paris Convention 
on the Protection of Industrial Property and it refers to the studies on the economic, 
commercial and developmental aspects of industrial property und_er way. Annex I to 
this note contains basic decisions, resolutions and recommendations adopted in UlTCT.AD 
in relati©n to the ongoing revision of the industrial property system. Ann.ex II contains 
a selecte'cl list of reports prepared by the secretariat in this area of its activities. 

I. Revision of the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property 

2. Conference resolution 101 (V) reaffirmed Conference resolution 88 (IV), operative 
paragre.ph 4 of which recommended that 11·.,. in view of the importance attached by the 
developing countries to the implications of the international field of industrial 
property for their economies and development, IDfCT.AD should play a prominent role wHh 
regard to the economic, commercial and developmental aspects of a review of that field, 
in particular the ongoing revision of the Paris Convention. UNCTAD, within its sphere 
of competence, should continue to contribute to that review." 

3. In pursuance of the a"bove m~ntioned resolutions., the UNCTAD secretariat has 
followed closely the ongoing process of the revision of the Paris Convention ta.king 
place in the World Intellectual Property Organization. In its report to the 
fifth session of the· Conferenpe l/ the secretariat· reviewed the recent work carried 

l/ See "Restructuring the legal and juridical environment: 
negotiation". (TD/237) 
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out· in 'the field of industrial property and outlined the main steps which tiave 1ed.,-to 
the present current revision of the Paris Convention. The Diplomatic Conference on 
the revision of th~ Paris Convention met in Geneva from 4 February ·to 4 March 1980~ 
:t han b~fore it th~ basic proposals approved or forwarded· to the Diplomatic 
Conference by the Preparatory Intergovern;;1ental Cammi ttee and the proposals referred 
to in the provi·1;3;i.onal Rules of Procedure of the Conference. 

4. The. Co,n.fer~nce succeeded in agopting. the Rules of Procedure, pa~ticulp.rly on 
.the key ~~sue of the'required majority for the adoption of the revised' text of the 
Convention. y The new· teJct seems to constitute a departure from the unanimity 
principle which prevailed in the revision of earlier acts of the Convention. "i./ The 
Diplomatic Conference is to resume in the first half of 1981 •.. 

5. The Conference had only a limited opportunity to consider the subs.~~ntive 
proposals. A preliminary exchange of views took place on article. 5 A o.{,_~he Conventior~ 
A group of countries made a number of detailed observations on the revis.ed text of this 
article as submitted· by the Preparatory Committee • ..4/ Article 5 A deals with cruci.a.l 
issues such as importation of articles, abuses, failure to work and-expl.oi.tat.ion.:..of 
patents in the. publio _int~rest. 2J · · 
II. Studies referred to in Conference resolution 101 (V) 

6. Conference resolution 10~ (v) §./ ih~ited.the·Secretary-General of UNCT.AD to 
continue his studies on the economic, commercial and develqpmental aspects of 
industrial property, and to undertake, as soon as possiole,-·studies: 

(a) as· requested in resolution 3 (I) of the Committee on Transfer of· Technology_ 
on the impact wh;i.ch.new policies and legislati?n, in tP,e f~eld ~f industr;i.al property 
and rela~.ed ma~te.rs have on the developmental proces~· ?f develo~ing co~ntries.; 

Y· 'l\he Rules of Procedure .. of the Diplo~atic:Con.f'erenc~ were adopted without a 
vote but.with one· statement .of: o.pposi tion. The question of the majority required for 
tlll:j final adoptton ofthe"r.ev.ised -text is contained in. l'.'Ule 36 (1) which reads as· 
.follows: "The Co::.ferenc-e,,- meeting. in Plenary Session,. shall endeavour to achieve 
final adoption of the Revised Text by conseasus. However~. if .consensus cannot be 
attained, the final adoption of the Revised Text shall require a majority of 2/3, 
prm.rided that- the number of Stat~s voting against .. iiis. approva]. shall not exceed· 12 
(twelve). In case the Revised Text is not approved on a first vote as. prescri beo. 
abov~,. a second vote under the .. same rul~s wi],.l take place not .less. than 48 hours 
later. If, in the .second vote, the.Revised ·Text is not, approve4, a third vote will 
take place not. less than 48.. hours- later i?han th~ ·secqnd -voi;e·. The· third vote shall 
be taken· und,er the same.,.rules .but )Jy means. of a se.c,re-f? .ballot-.'.' . · .. 

2./ The ·report by 'the UNCT.AD. secretariat on "The internatibnal patent. system: 
the revision of the Paris Converition for the Protection of ·Indu.strial Property" · 
(TD/B/C.6/Ac.3/12) dealt with.'the requ±rement.o:f iiri.artim:i'.ty, whioh was quaJ.ified as 
"excessively stringent" and which "would bar alterations which were desired by an 
ove~;helming majority of th~ members.". (see paras·. 92...;.95). ~ 

.1/ Se~' vi~PO docuni~~t ·:PRiDc/INF/13 of .. 4 March 1980. . . . , . . . ' 

2/ The. DNCTAD .-secretariat had, in earl·ier reports, dealt with this ·ki:iy 
provision of the Paris Convention and its impact on developing countries. 
(See TD/B/c.6/Ac.3/2 (op.cit.), paras. 26-49). 

§/.:. ·for. details see annex· I. 
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(b) as requested in decision 4 (II) of the Committe~ on Tran~fer of Technology 
on the role of trade mark protection in vital sectors of the· economy, in consumer 
protection .and in promotion of exports • 

. . 
7. The studies referred to in resolution 101 (V) are under preparation and will be 
submitted to the Group of Governmental Experts on the Role 0£ the Industrial Property 
System in the Transfer of Technology, recommended by decisio~ 4·(II) of the Committee 
on Transfer of Technology and to be convened some time in 1981. The following 
paragraphs briefly describe the·main focus of these studies.· 

A. The impact of new policies and legislation in the field of industrial 
property and related matters in selected developing countries. A 
preliminary assessment · 

8. The study on the impact of new policies and legislation will attempt to review 
the main changes introduced by a number of developing countries in their industrial 
property policies in .. recent years, with particular emphasis.on the. pharmaceutical. 
sector, in which patents. have a high "incidence. 

9. Policies encouraging the working.of patents in developirig countries will be 
analysed through a review of recent develoi?ments in this area (e.g. Decision 85 of 
the .Andean Pact, the.Mexican Law on Inventions and Trade· Marks of 1976, and 
Presidential Decree 1520 (1978) in .the. Philippines). A preliminary assessment of the 
impact of such policies will be made on the basis of the available evidence on 
revocation of patents, non-voluntary licensing, duration of patents related to 
exploitation, and on transfer of technology agreements where the·subject matter is 
patents and ~rade marks. 

10. The study will review new .policies in the pharmaceutical industry as regards 
patents on products and on processes of production. One important issue to be 
discussed will· be the effects of non-patentability or weak patent protection in the 
pharmaceutical field on the development of locally ovmed firms. For that purpose the 
performance of such firms in some countries will be examined, talcing into account 
market shares~ pro:ourement practices and technological development. 

11. In studies submitted to the Committee, at its third session, on the effects of 
regulations on technology transfer, 1.) attention has been given to the question of 
licensing of patents and trade marks and the policies followed by some developing 
countries in this area. 

B. The role of trade marks in the promotion of exports from developing countries 

12. In assessing th·e importance of trade marks in the promotion of e.,'{ports from 
developing countries two main aspects should be discussed. First, the importance of 
trade marks originating in developing countries in the promo.tion of their ~'J)orts, 
particularly of.manufacturing products. Second, the impact in export promotion of 
foreign trade marks.used under licensing agreements. 

13. In discussing the first aspect a statist'ical analysis_ of trade marks registered 
in foreign markets by some developing countries in the last ten years, and. e~{ports 
to those markets, will be made on the basis of the information published by WIPQ · 

1.) "The implementation of. transfer of technology regulations·. A preliminary 
analysis of the experiences of Latin .America, India and the Philippines. A report 
by the UMCTAD secretariat" (TD/B/c.6/55); "Transfer of technology regulations in the 
Philippines". Study prepared by Lilia R. Bautista at the request of the UNCTAD 
secretariat (TD/B/C.6/53). 

.-....... 
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arr trade· marks registration and by UNCTAD on e:::ports. An attempt will be .made to 
assess the relativa importance of trade niarks as a means of'. e:>::port promotion 
vis-a-vis other factors (e.g. marketing network, price, subsidies 1 etc.). In 
addition to the statistical trends, some qualitative evidence.on the role of export 
promotion throug:1 the use of trade markc will be· considered. 

14. The second aspect - foreign trade marks - will be discussed in terms of 
transnational corporations' policies of e:::porting certain products from developing 
countries through their o~m subsidiaries or subcontractors. After reviewing the 
evidence available on such exports from developing countries, a conceptual discussion 
of the costs and benefits of such developments will be made. 

c. Some aspects of trade marks and consumer protection in vital sectors 
of the national economies of developing countries 

15. In the report prepared by the UNCTAD secretariat, The role of trade marks in 
developing countries, United Nations (TD/B/c.6/AC.?/Rev.l) §_/ a general discussion 
of the economics of trade marks and· their influence on constliller decisions was made. 
In analysing the costs and benefits of trade marks in developing countries the report 
concluded t_hat ·'·'consumers pay higher prices for trade-marked goods because of the 
advertising effort behind them. This extra price seems not to he compensated for by 
the quality identification provided by trade marks" (para. 253). One of the policy 
suggestions for increasing the welfare of consumers through priQe reduction was to 
shift from trade marks to generic names in some key sectors (paras. 259-269). 

16. The focus of the study under preparation will be the issue of generic names in 
the pharmaceutical industry and, to a lesser extent, in the food processing sector. 
The available evidence will be reviewed not only to discuss the economics of 
competition via generic names and its impact on consumer protection, but also to shed 
light on the problems that may a.rise in implementing such policies. In doing so, the 
experience of some developed market-economy and developing countries will be examined 
for the purpose of illustrating the main issues. 

17. The study will centre on one important but limited asr0ct of the problem bf 
consumer protection in developing countries. It will be one of the UNCTAD 
contributions to the report being prepared by the Secretary-General of the 
United Nations to the Economic and Social Council on consumer protection, in general, 
in developing countries. 

D. Possible action by the Committee 

18. The Committee at its second session, in decision 4 (II), recommended that the 
Secretary-General of UNCTAD should convene a meeting of governmental experts on the 
economic, commercial and developmental aspects of industrial property in the transfer 
of technology. The Cammi ttee, at its third session, might consi.d.er the possibility 
of advising the Secretary-General of UNCTAD on the specific terms of reference for 
such a Group of Experts, its composition and th~ dates for its meeting. It should be 
recalled that earlier meetings of experts (in 1975 and 1977) dealt in general with the 
role of the industrial property system in the transfer of technology to developing 
countries, 2/ and their membership was open-ended. · 

Q/ United Nations publication, Sales No. E.79.II.D.5. 
2/ For details see pertinent resolutions included in ann~c I ·of this note. 
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Annex I 

Decisions, resolutions and recommendations 
on industrial property adopted within UNCTJJ) 

Conference resolution 39 (III), para.10. 

Resolution 2 (III) adopted by the Intergovernmental Group on Transfer of 
Technology at its third session, on the role of the patent system in the 
transfer of technology to the developing conntries. (TD/B/520, anneJc I) 

Agreed conclusions and recommendations of the Group of Governmental Experts 
on the role of the patent system in the transfer of technology 
(1-12 September 1975). (TD/B/c.6/o, annex I) 

Resolution ·3 (I) of the Committee on Transfer of T0chnology on the role of 
the industrial property sy~tem in the transfer of technology to developing 
countries. (TD/B/593, annex I) 

Conference resolution OS (IV) on industrial property. 

Agreed conclusions and recommendations of the Group of Governmental Experts 
on The Impact of Trade marks on the development process of developing 
countries (6-14 October 1977). (TD/B/C.6/24, anne~c I) 

Decisions t:'.dopted by the Group of Governmental Experts on the role of the 
industrial property system in the transfer of technology ( 6-14 October 1977). 
(TD/n/c.6/24, annex II) 

Decision 4 (II) of the Committee on Transfer of Technology on the role of 
the industrial property system in the transfer of technology to developing 
countries. (TD/B/736, annex I) 

Conference resolution 101 (V) on the contribution of UNCTlill to economic, 
commercial and development aspects of the industrial property system in the 
context of its ongoing revision. 
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The role of tm nu te:'.1.t · s~1 stem iµ,. th;; transfe;r of 
teichnoTogy to developing countries. Report 
prepp,red jointly by the United lfations Department 
of Economic and Sociu.l :,ffairo, tl1e UlTCTAD 
secretariat and the International Bureau of. the 

.1\'forld Intellectual Property. Or,ganizati9n 
{UlT Publication Sales No. E. 7 5. II.D. 6). 
May 197 5 . (ELI'S). 

'l1he role of the patent oystem in the transfer of 
technology to developing countries: Principal 
revisions of the natent le.isl2.tion of 8eloctec1 

countries. April 19H EPR;:J .• 

Promotion of national scientific 
ca abilities and revision of the 
Ileport by the UNCT.AD secretariat. 

The international patent system as an instrument 
of policy for national development. Report by 
the UNCT1ill secretariat. July 1975 (EF:L;.O). 

Systems, including industrial property s;:,1stems, 
for improvinf! national scientific and technological 
infrastructures of the developing countrieo. 
Report by the UNCTAD secretariat. 
August 1975 (EF11S). 

The patent system and the development procens: 
summary of replies from governments to the Note 
Verbale of the Secretary-General of UHC'.l.1,\D of 
30 October 1974. July-October 1975 (EPRS). 

Report of the Group of Governmental Experts on 
the Ilole of the Patent System in the Transfer of 
Technology, Geneva~ 1-12 Se9tember 1975. 
October 1975 (EFRSJ. 

The role of the patent c::ystem in the transfer of 
technology to developine countries. Conclusions 
of exnerts from develo in<t countries. 
November 1975 EFR3 • 

Mote by the UNCTAD secretariat transmittinG a 
study by INTAL, "Industrial property in 
Latin America and its role in development and 
economic integration". December 1975 (EFRS). 

The international patent system: The revision 
of the Paris Convention for the Protection of 
Industrial Property. Report by· the UNCTAD 
secretariat. June 1977 (CEFns). 
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This raport has boon prepared in pu:rsuance o:r paraa:raph 6 (b) of Con!erenc'e 
re~olution 101 · (y), ubich raquasted the Secretary-Geno1~a1 of UHCT.AD to undertake, 
among .othe;t'.s~ .. ·)i·: otudy on tho "role of trade mark protection ••• in promotion of 
e:::por.{;s". The· report, togethe?'-' wi'th. the .~tpe.:i;- tt.~o. s:tu~ies refe~ed .to in .. ~e progress 
:report by .the .UJ.TCT.AD secretariat, !} ·is· submitted .. ·to· the grou!f·J~f· 'g<fveri'lmental eXperts 
convened· .. in ... accoroa11ce ... with resolution -14· -{llI-) .. ~£ .. the Committee. on Trans-£el' .of. 
Technoloe;y- "to continue to excminc the economic, colllDlercial .~d develoPI!lel,'ltal .. CJ.spects 
of industrial propert<.r in the transfer of technoloG:Y to dev~·lqping" coun'trie'srt ~ ·.-. '· 

·: ; ":· .· .. ' : 

I11 preparing tho present report, the"UtfGTAD ~t:!ci~e.ta:riat t·ias assis.ted' by.'~·.. . 
consultant, Hr. Raj iv Kumar (lTew College, Oxt'oi:-d'.~ En5la.nd), but it· alone· is. responsible 
for the content of the l~port. · · · · · ·, · 

. - . :;- ~ 
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- ~ :· ... ~ j .~ ll" 
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'!!} 11UUCTAD 1 s uork on tho economic, cOtlniercial and developmental aspects of the 
i."ldustrial property system" - proa:reos report by the UlfCT.AD secretariat 
(TD/n/c.6/54 and Corr.I), para. 6. 
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page l 

1. The e::-.."Perience of dev~loped market-economy countrieo, and particulurly tha:t of 
post-war Japan, is often cited. to emphaoiZe the? pooi ti ve role plcyed by ti~ade marks 
in facilitating and e::qJe.n_dinG' e:c,orts of manufacturec1 goods. The i.IaportQ!lce of 
trade marko in the dcvelopi;ient of industriali~ed COtU1trips_ 1 exports has often led to 
suggestions that developing countries should aloo eotablish their o'm trade marks in 
foreign markets to help· the e:::pcmsion of. their ruaqufactured e:::ports. ·;; 

2. Out.' of the world total of about 106,00Q trade lllarks rcgiotercd iii 1~79, only 
about 21 000 (less than 2 per cent) neu trade marks oric-inatfag ii1 de~eloping countries 
were· reffistered .obroac1 ·in 1979· Houever, the e1:1ercencc of 1i muuber of developinff 
countries as substantial e::::porters of .110nufo.ctured goods in '·1hich ,~rade oorks might 
piay a role calla for an e~::auino. tion of this is1me. 

3. While the available otz. tistical infor1aa tion on i:timufactu.rcd e~orts front 
developincr countries io fairly comprehensive, data on trr\de 1:mrk regi:.Jtration abroad 
by developing· countries is scanty. Of the seven developing countries for '1hich such 
data are available for a reasonable title period, g/ on;Ly fom· - ll.rgentina, Brazil, 
India and H~xico - have both oubstantial raanuf'actured e~::]_Jorts and tradG 1:1ark activi "bJ 
abroad. 2/ Iforeover, the data on trade lila.rks registration· :tor dcvelopincr c~t-.cies is 
available only a·!; an acr.grcaa te level, makintr it verJ difficult to reach firoer 
conclusions on the role of trade marks in promo"Ging the c:::ports of part.icular producto. 

4. Hence, the annlysfo in this study is confined to the :info:mation available on 
trade lilarks and e::ports at acrgregate level. This cxercioe ·is co1:1plomented by an 
e:::amina tion of the st-"'""Ucture of· the aanufactured e:::ports of developi,ng cotmtrieD in 
teri:w of groups of products in Hhicrh trade JJarks miaht have playec1 a positive role. 
Special attention is paid not ohly ··to new trade mnrks oriainr..tinG" in developincr 
countries but also to established trade i;mrks, mostly mmec1 by non-residents. These 
trade marks are often used to channel e~::ports from c1eveloping countries. i·li thin the 
filarketing outle-ts of trononutional ente!']?rioeo. The poooibilitfoo of.co1apetiJ.1rr with 
the established trade n1arlrn in i)roducto in w·hich non-price cora:petj, ti on r>revails are 
also outlined and the role to be played by t:radiJ.18' enterprises owne(l by developing 
c6unt:ries. is e:::plored. 

5. The report contains five cha)?ters. Chapter I points out the role of trade marks 
in general a11d di.stincuishes their ftmctiona in different Wlrkets. Chapter II 
discusses the available evidence 011 trade marko activity nnc1 manufactured e::cporto from 
selected developing countries. It also £21alyses the s-Gl-v.cturo of developing countrieo' 
utanufacturod e::J?ort~ .. in .. ora.er to bl'll1£3' out the role that trade marks 1:1ight have played . 
in the <3-:_::pa11.;:iion of' such eJ:J?orto.~.- . The c_:uestion· of· e::::yorts from developing countries 
of products tmdor foreicn-owned ·brad.e ruarl::s is analysed in chapter III. · The role of 
tradinff coupanies origi .. 11a ti;.15 iJ.1 c1evelor>inc; countries is e:i::plorec1 in chapter. IV, und 
the stwnna.ry am1 conclusion are contained iJ.1 cha.pter V. · 

J} . In so far. ao' trade ti.arks lw.ve their laiy~ust incidence on manufa,ctured goods, 
this report concentratea on the role of trade marks· in the exports of sucl::l GOods. The. 
role ·at· -~£ade .. i;iark1J~ ~11d particularl3r of appelations of oriGin, in the e:q>Ol·ts of 
prilaary col'ilillodi tieD, a. question that ia ~loo of intcraot to devel.oping cotmtrien, is 
not de.alt ui th liere. 

y' The r.iain Gotu.·ce foi• such iJ.1forma·t~on is 'thG Uorld_ IPte~i.G~ti.i.al PropertiJ 
Organization, ('·/IPO), uhich publisheo annually the Incl.us trial Property Statiotics, 
(Geneva). This rrives, o.111oncr other thincra, troclc -riarke ·o.pplica'i;ions and rec;·istrations 
abroad by cotmt:;.'Jr of oricrin anc1 ropo:;;tinlj' countr~r, 

2/ Pa.nruua, Dc.hui:w.o and Isrnel are the other developinc- countrie::i included in the 
1'Tii?O stn:!;iatics on tllfo subjec·i;. 
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Chapter I 

'.! ~ ROLE OF' TRADE MARKS nr D~J'T MARKETS .4/ 
6. Modern trade marlcs ha'O'e, .. to. a ,great extent, lost. their ft:ua.ction of indicating 
the source or origin oL a product, which was. the most important. function, of their 
medieval progenitors. j/ This. ftlnction Wi;tS predominant in: perfectly competitive 
markets. With the phenomenal° "expansion of markets and changes in the structure of 
production and distribution of.goods and services, trade marks came to identify 
products and today theY. are not always an indication of source • .§./ Product markets 
today are generally.characterized by product-differentiation and non-price competition 
carried on by monopolistic producers. 'Two.of the original funct:i,ons of trade marks 
have remained in these. markets. These are: (i) quality identification, and (ii) sales 
promotion. 

7. Within nroduct differentiated markets, two. further segments can be distinguished. 
The first ma;ket segmerit .. consists of goods which, although they satisfy the·same 
broadly defined consumer:need,, can differ widely in qua+.ity. Products in these 
marlcets can be divided into .d.;i.fferent groups according to the number and quality of 
characteristics they poi;isess~. ·Thus, depending upon the number and quality of different 
characteris.tics. - like sp$ed, comfort, safety, running costs, etc.- cars can be divided. 
into different groups. There· is an intrinsic quality clifferential beti'reen products 
of different gxoups, as products from one group may have only a few and not all of the 
characteristics contained .tn products of a higher ranked group. Those characteristics 
can be identified before· purc~ase or consumption. Once the consumer has decided on 
the characteristic best.suit~d to his needs, he searches for the relevant product 
group. This could be temedas the "search goods" segmell'I; of the product 
differentiated market and:··comp:r:ises generally p:,roducer goods, consumer durables, 
appar~l, etc •. 

8. The other m~ric'et ~egment. ·consists ~f goods which, becaus~ of their very nature 
and th:e· specific and rather simple consumption needs they satisfy, do not have a 
wide ·variety o.f characteristics. Products in these markets are near perfect 
substitutes for 0:1e another; intrinsic qu::::i.lity differences ".Jetween such products is 
only minimal. 1/ Drugs offer the most telling examples because each drug is 

!.,/ This chapter is based mainly on chapters I and II of The role of trade marks 
in develo in coilntries ~" re ort b the UNCTAD secretariat (TD/B/c. 6/1lC.3/3/Rev. l) 
United Nations publication: Sales No. E.79.II.D.5. . . j/ .Thi£., paras. 6-7 • 

.§./ Today the indication of· origin· i'unction is reducecl to: "It should indicate 
not necessarily through the company itself but through the channel the origin so that· 
people can go to that place and get the $ame thing." Observation by Mr. W.G. Werner 
of Proctor and Gamble as in United States Trademark Assoc.i,ation, The ·Management team 
method (New York, 1960), p. 7. . · . . ; " · · 

1/ It could har9.ly be asl'l.ied that .. ~trinsfo quality differentials. ~~ist in 
fruit juices, shelled peas, fluoride toothpastes, soaps, toothbrushes; analgesics, etc. 
All of these are sold under a. great many brand· names. Thus in Swea.en a toothpaste 
launched with the prosaic "iabel of '"toothpaste" had captured 21 per cent of· the 
retail mark.et. in l.91!).> s~.e:Busiriess :Eluro11e,, 2l1ay:.198o', p. lLlr6• · 
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d~sease-:::ip.e~i.fic. an~ hence single-need spec:i,fic. Yet pharmaaeuticals have the 
greateS'.t number o( t.,rade maz:k registrations;'. . Th;i.s formal quality diffe:i:entia], 
" ••• may be be.s.ed on certain characteristics of the product itself .. sueh as •.. trade 

.. ma:i;-~s·,, ·~rade nar~e.s, peculiarities of package .or conta:i.ller if any; or singularities in 
design,. co~o1:1r· or ·style." §../ This market can be terD,J.ed as "experience 1goo.ds" segment 

: ~._.the.;p.ro.duct market because the characteristics or utility contained in such 
produ,.?t,~ can :be ascertained only after the consumer has expe·rienced. (purchased) these 
pr~l.1-c,ts., ."This segment consists of .food stuffs, pharmaceuticals, household goods etc. 
No .. pre-purohase search for i~lentification· of characteristics is possible for these 
prociU.:cts. .. . 

9. The guality identification role o:f trade. marks is predominant in "search goods" 
markets. 27 Trade marks help to locate the different goods more precisely in 
relation to others in the market.:. Tb,is is made possible by previous consumer 

.. expe:J;"ience and, .1iiiore important,· through advertising. In such markets, ,advertising 
is .¥ormative, and at.tempts to. highlight the features co?J,tained in a:ny _product" .. and 
its differep.ce £rom the others~ Trade marks·; on which such- advertising is ... 'based;. 
thus r~duce search .costs. Fair competition', often used synonymously: -wi'\!h ~on-p.rice 
compet.i tfon, .exists in only such prodµct markets. It allows price compe.ti i;ion a . · 
maj~~ ... role ·betwee~ produ~ts w;Lth iJ:1trinsic quality differentials _as there.,·i~ a 
trade.-o;ff between the. characteristics that can be commanded and willingµ:e~s to pay 
the minimum possible pripe • 

., .... 
• 10. In "experience ·goods." market the_ role· of trade marks . is limi tecl almos·t; exclusively 

to that of sales promoti:On. Advertismg on _su".h products is predominantly persuasive 
and concentrated on brru.1.d promotion. The. quality identification function of. ·trade 
marks is strongly relesa,ited cu1d often their.Only role is one of sales .promotion ... 
Trade marks are used to bause rather than not.to convey the quality.d~ff~rentials in 
these markets. Trade mark based advertising expands rather than as.sis.ts the · 
consumer's search through brand prqli.feration. In some cases (pharmaceuticals, 
foodstuffs, fashion, household products, etc.) the search is abandoned. Enormous .. 
brap.d p.ro.li.fers,tion makes a search impossible and the consumer reacts simply to 
persuasive adve~tising, which emphasizes brand names. Substantial.costs·of commission 
are thus incurred and search and commission costs also increase. 10/ Brru.1d competition 
replaces fair competition in these markets. 11/ 

§./ E.H. Chamberlin, The theo of mono olistic com etition: a reorientation of 
the theo:cy of value (Cambridge, Muss., Harvard University Press, 1947 , p. 5 • . .. 

2/ For further discussion on search and experience goods and th~ir 
characteristics; .see .D.F. Greer,. "-The- '.economic benefits and costs of ~rade marks: 
lessons for the.developing count·ria.s", World Development (September 1979), pp. 68·3-704 • 
Also see R.H. Holton, "Consumer behaviour; market imperfections and public policy" in 
He,rkham, J.W. and Papai1ek, G.W. (ed.) Industrial Organization and Economic Dev·elopment 
(Boston, Houghton Miff ill, 1970), l?P .•. 10.2 .. 145. 

, .. ·10/ For the distinction behrecn errors of commission and ·omission, see UNCTAD, 
The role of trade marks ••• (op.cit.), para. 38 • 

11/ The fact of brand competition ·is demonstrated unambiguously by two examples 
of the pharmaceutical and breakfast cereal indus·t;ry, In the former it was estimated 
that there 1"Tere 20, 000 bra.ncls for merely 700 drugs Rnd that one clrug (meprobamate) was 
sold under 32 different brand names. See United States Burean of Consumer Protection, 
Staff re ort to the Federal '.frade Commission - Drug Product Selection (Washington, DC, 
January 1979 , p.29. In the breakfast cereal industry, the six largest companies 
introduced 51 new brands between 1956 and 1970 after the last new product (sugar-
coated cereal) had been introduced in 1956. See F.H. Scherer, "The ·welfare economics 
of product variety~ an application of the ready to eat cereals industry", The Journal 
of Industrial Economics, (December 1979), pp. 114-115. 

. --- ------..--. .•• , .... _ --- ...---l 
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ll. In ''brand competitive" markets, trade marks, coupled with the advertising effort, 
become the primary agents for acquiring,- retaining or expanding market share for a 
brand. s·ales are dependent on brancl image~ adequate shelf' exposure; ·suitability of 
the trade mark :for. the. communications media; a constantly renewed image, which 
necessitates-.new. trade marks for the same product of the same company; retainability 
and memorability of a mark; the consumer's subjective identification with the 
mark; etc. jg/ The importance and predominan·b role of the trade mark :in such markets 
ijl brought: out by the -observation that it helps to create "• •• no·b just a v±sual 
image but a mental image •.. it could well produce a demand image and people will 
refuse to buy substitutes". JJ./ This also brings out the .fact that price may .:play a 
very secondary role in either entering such markets or expanding the brand's sha;re 
in such markets. On the other ha.i.1d, once the trade mark is established, an even 
'higher price can be charged without affecting demand "!;09. mµch. . . . 

12. The role of trade marks (foreign or doinestically owned) for developing country 
exports can thus be pointed out for markets where either "fair" or ''brancl" competition 
prevails. " In the former - . generally producer goods markets and some consumer durables 
markets - entry can still be effected. t~rough p'rice competition and informative 
advertising, given the necessary product qualities. Consumers in these markets 
either possess or seek technical assistance before purchasing such goods, so that 
once intrinsic quality differential is ascertained, price differentials can· ini'luence 
market penetration. Established trade marks enjoy some advantages and can charge 
higher prices. However, the important fact is that these markets are not :inaccessible 
to new products; once these markets are entered, the trade marks can be used to convey 

" the various qualities of the produ9t. Developing country firms have successfully 
competed in such products in third. developing countries and even in developed 
countries' markets. In products sold in markets where ''brand competition" is in 
force· ·entry is far more difficult. Price competition is not sufficient to overcome 
the advantages of the established trade marks and, therefore, intensive brand~ 
specific advertising.efforts are needed to penetrate these markets. 

13. The follow.i11g chapter analyses the export performance and. s~ructure of some 
developing countries and uses the above· differentiation to ·understand the role of 
'trade marks in silch exports. 

... - ~ .. . . 
·· ... 

12/ See United. States Tradema;k Assoc:iation, ·Trademarks in Advertising and. 
Selling (New York, 1966). The importance .cif trade marks in creating a corporate 
image and the role it plays ~ .. long-'term.· (l.iy_ersification is well brought out in that 
l::ltudy. 

li/ United State,~ ·ir;;;:a:e;arlc".A~~~~iat"ion, op.cit., 1960; p. ll. Comment made by 
Mr. A.G. Laufer, Assistant Director of Marketing Development, Abbott Laboratories, 
acting as Marketing Director on the panel. . 
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14. As shown in -h~bie··1·~ tp.e ~ajoflfy: ·~i th~-~~~~ tr~de: ~arl(;s .. (85, · 71, 67 and 
76 per cent of total trade marko register0d abroad respeetively) _originating in the 
four developing countrieo for 1·1hich informa-tion- is available (.Argentina, Brazil, 
Naxico and India) 11ere re13'iotored in· other developing countries, and particularly 
Jp n~ig:t"il?9uring d~vel9ping. countries. In. cont:r:-ast, th~ share .. of 9..eyeloping_ .......... . 
countries as a· destination ·market for the tQtal manufactured exports of these "fo'lu" · 

_ c;:<_:>un~ri~s ~~ ~ch _smalJer, p~rt;i..cularly in. the case of Me;:ci.co ancl. :qi_dia (59, 44, 31 
and·34 .per cent of total manufactured exports respectively). In other words, 
w~er~as. tra<J,~-~rkf? regis.:tra tion abroa9.. has .. peen copcei;:i:tra ted in other. dev~lop.ing . 
countri~s, manuf'ac~ed exporto frolll the same cotmtrioo h2ve been destiiied'· for 

. developed market-ecori'c;m~y countries • 

.J..5.'. ~+tP,91,lgh ... the 9.ata .in. -P~ble l do not sugges:t a very posit:j..ve correl,ation between .. 
=tirade marks and manufactured exports, it is worth eJramining the issue in greater 
detail. It may be that the level of manufactured goods eJ::ports from developing 
countries to a particular market is directly related to (if not dependent on) the 

·1evel of trade-mark registrations in that market • 

16. A positive rela_tionship between trade-oark registrations and exports from 
developing countries in neighbouring markets may be considered as a crucial test for 

: any role that trade marks may be expected to have in promoting the exp,ort of · 
manufactured guods from developing countries. As pointed out il1 chapter I, such a 
relationship needs to be examined for different segments of manu:factured product 

·markets in these countries. The actual role of trade-mark registrations in promqting 
exports ~y not be readily apparent, even if the relationship is positive in broad 
market segments, because ~ successful trade marks may raise e:i..-ports in these 
markets. This may, on the one hand,· hide the fact that most trade marks may not have 
played any role in export promotion and, on the other, understate the role which 
successful trade marks may have played in exports of particular products. Such an 

·examination·of tho ro1e of trade· marks ·could. only be made on the'basis of case studies • 

17. Given that such studfos are not yet avail~b-le, the only approach possible is to 
eJmmine whether a positive relationship exists between· aggre·gn te trade..:.mark 
registrations in certain markets and exports to those markets from selected developin& 
countries (see section A below. This is then supplenented by an l:'.ll'laJ.ysis of' the 
strµcture of µanufo.ctured goods 0xpor.ts f'rou these c.:>untries (see section B). This 
analysis is based on the available data for 50 most important products in manUf'ac'-tu.red 
exports ·from developing countries. 
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Origin 
'• 

Destination 

Developing 
countries 

of which 
neighbouring 
countries 'iJ 

Devel ope~ 
marke t-e conon\y 
countries··.· 

: 

Socialist 
countries of 
Eastern 

Table 1 

Share ·of· ma.i'or economic 'regions as de,EJtina·tion of 
trade-marks registrations and manufactured e2EJ2orts 

1 :· · } .fJ:!Olll ·selecte~ cl.evelo.n.inr,r ·countries E./. · . 
. (in percenta~s) 

'. 
I Average, for 1.999 ... 1978 

I 

' ·Ar gen'. tin a Brazil I Mexico I 
I 
I I .. , 

I : . ! . 1-la.nufac- i I 

Trade Tradej Manu.fac-1 T ade I !lanu.fac-
mark tured 

I mark tu.red · r tl:l.red · 
ei'J.)orts mark 

t exports . exports 
·! . I . , 
I I I I I 

85 59 71 44 61 I }l 
' .. 

(78) (:45) (63)' (26) (44) (2.3) 
: .. 

; I 
15 38 .. 29 ... 55 . 33 69 
: 

- .. ... . . 
.... 

Europe 
... 

.. ·l l. I 3 1 - - I -
!100 

.. 
World . 100 100 10.0 .100 100 

: I I 
I 

India .. 

1· Hantifac-
Trade til.r·ed:. 
mark I exports .. 

I 

76 34·. 
•. 

(28) (16Y_ 

22 6'2 

2 4 
100: 100 

Source: UHCT.AD secretariat estimates on the basis of the UHCTAD .data bank and 
WIPO, Iudus.trial ·Property· Sta tis ti'cs·• 

. ·! 

y 1'Ia11.~actured exports are s~irc ·?, 6, 1 and 8 l'ess" 67 and 68. 
·El Heig~bo~ing countries· ar~: Ar~ntina, Bo1i1/ia,'nrazil, Chile, Colombia, 

Costa Ri'ca, Ecuador, Glio tema~a ·'· ~1e;:dco, · Peru, Uru~y and Venezuel.<rl .for the three 
Latin American countries; and Bangladesh, Hong Ko!!g, .. ;rran, Iraq, .KuNait, Philippines, 
Sri Lanka, Hcpal, Halaysia and Singapore for India. 

A. Aggregate trade marks and exports: some results 

18. The data on trade-marks registration abroad by Argentina, Brazil, L1dia and 
Me~~ico are available only in an aggregated form, with no disaggregation according to 
product or firm. 14/ This weakness of data cannot be compensated by the use of any 

14/ The lack of sectoral disagGTega tion in t:rade marks between manufactured 
and primary commodities is not very constraining. It can be reasonably assumed that 
trade-mark activity by developing cmmtries pertains mainly to manufactured goods. 
Over-estimation of trade-mark registrations for manufactures is thus marginal. 

I 
~ 
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proxy: variable either. Thus the role of trade marks can only be estimated on the 
basis of the positive relationship that might exiot between aggre&ate export performance 
and the total number of trade::..mark registrations abroad. Further, while these trade 
marks can be assumed to be indigenous trade.marks, a large ohare of ·certain manufactured 
goods exp°orts is accounted for by the activity of transnational .corporations in these 
countr1es, as is shown in c~pter III. .Given these limitations, the empirical 
results of the correlation.exercise - discussed in the appendix - are oeverely 
restricted • 

19. The result elf· the correlation exercise demonatrates that trade-mark registration 
by the four registering developing countries is not related to the export performance 
of these four countriea in the morkets. of neighbouring developing countries. This 
is also true generally for trade-mark registrations in, and manufactured. exports to, 
other. devel9ping regions. Since trade-marl:: registrations from the four countries · 
are heavl~y concentrated in developing countries, any role that trade marks may have 
in promoting manufactured exports to developing countries cannot be assumed on 
available evidence. On the othe~ hand, this relationship is quite strong and 
unambiguous for developed market-economy countries. This relationship, as is 
revealed by the analysis of the structure of manufactured e~::ports given in section B 
below, seems rather to result from data aggregation than to point to any positive 
role of trade-mark activity in these markets by developing countries. 

B. Structure of manufactured ggods exports 

20. A recent UUCT.AD survey highlicrhts the predominance of a few products in 
manufactured goods eJqJorts from developing countries to developed market-economy 
countries. 12] Fifty produets (at SITC four-digit level), out of a total o:f 422 
surveyed, accounted for' 63 per cent of industrial eA1>orts from developing countries 
to developed market-econonzy- countries in 1970. Their share went up to 75 per cent 
in 1976. The Republic of Korea and. Hong Kong have been the leading e::.."Porters of 
such products, followed by Mexico, Brazil, Singapore and other countries ml.ch as 
India and Arsentina. In 1976, these 50 products accotmted for 65 per cent of Mexican 
and Argentine exports of manufactures to developed market-econo1zy countries, and 
68 and 71 per cent respectively of the Indian and Brazilian manufactured goods 
exports to the same countries. Their shar~ iri e::.."Port increment between 1970 
and ·1976 was 64·, 74, 86 and 68 per cent for Argentina, Brazil, India and Ue:ld.co 
respectively. 1§./ 

21. Table 2 classifies these 50.products into three groups. The classification 
is based on the prop~ble importance o.:f:'· trade-mark acti vi t'<J, by developing countries, 
in the eJ::pansion of exports of these products. 1J.) Group I contains six products 

12/ See UUCTAD, Trade in manufactures of develo in countries and territories, 
1977 Review (TJ!/B/C.2 187 .:United Mations publication, Sales Mo. E.80.II.D.2 , 
especially.Pa.rt Two. · 
~ For all the developing countrieG these 50 products accounted for 79 per cent 

of the e~qJort increi;1ent in manufactured goods exports to developed market-econom;y 
countries (cf. ibid., p. 49, table 6). 

KI) For a similar classification used for manufactured exports, see 11. Frakena, 
"Marketing, characteristics and prices of exports of en&incering goods from India 11 , 

Oxford Economic Papers, Narch 1973. 
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1~hich are expqit'.ted from developine countries ao finished consumer. durables and which 
.compete in prodµ.ct-differentiated markets. where the -role of trade marks is important • 

·Trade-mark activity. by developing countries could ~1ave had a positive influence on 
the expansion of.such.eJ::ports. Group II group comprioes largely producer goods . 
(six again) llhe're 11fair" coi:ipeti tion might. have prevailed and trade-mark activity by 
c"ompetincr firms io rela.tively less important •. 1§) Indigenous trade:..mark activity 
may o:C. may not hav.e played. a role in their export e~::pansion, depending on whether · 
those croods 1·1ere destined primarily for the producers 1 goods i:w.rket or were in 
reoponse to international tenders, based largely on price competition coupled 1·1ith 
technical quality opecif'ica tions, by consuming agencies in developed economies, 
The 38 producto in the group III are those 1~hich wcra generally exported from 
devol,opinG· coim tries in bulk nnd in undifferentiated form. These are exported: · in 
somi-proces.cGd f'oi·m ns induotrial i.:.-iputs or for final finishinB' in dei.teloped 
marl::ot-oconofizy" countries~ ao ports and equipment to be fur,tiher assembled and sold; 
in. bull:: to illlportincr agencies (retail chains, wholesalers or trading companies in 
de.veloj]ed ma:i;-ket-econofizy" comJ.trieo) which sell them under their own trademark; or 
ao supply contj;'acts to firms from developed market-economy countries. ·Given the 
forr:i in which these are OJqJorted, trade marks originating in developing countries. 
may be eJqJOCted to have a negligible, if any, role in eJqJansion Of exports· Of SUCh-
products • 

22. It tranopiros that only 12 e::q>ort products, less than a quarter of tlPtotal, 
could be positively influenced by indigenous trade-oar!;: activity by developing 
country firms in developed market-economy c·ountries. These accounted for ·15.5 per cent 
of the e:xport increment in the '..)O products, while .the six most indigenous trade mark 
amenable products (consUru.er clt1;rableo) acc,ountecJ. :for only.7 .5 per cent. Thus, between 
1970 __ and 197<?~ :67 per c0nt of'·. th<? total increase· Jj/ in manufactured goods exports 
from ·Clevelop.:!.ng. coui1trieo to d~veloped rnarket-econO!lzy" countrieo come from goods not 
amenable .to indigenous traclG,-mark activity. 22./ . 

..!.§/ See D.F. Greer, Industrial orgn.riization.and public policy (Macmillan, 
lfow Yo~l:, 1980)", chapter 4, yp." 59-84, and W.S. Conumor and T.A. Wilson, Advertising 
and market nm-1er (GambridGre, Hnos., Harvard University Press, 1974) pp. 169:-193· 

12/ The 38 products of eroup III accounted for 54. 5 per cont of the e::qJort 
increment by the 50. Thej,r ohuro in the total wao calculated by adding their . 
increment anc1 dividing it by the total· increase be"tween 1970 and 1976. If tho value 
of three food product's - vi::;. tinned fish, meat products and fruit juices - is excluded 
from the third group, the sh.ure of' the remaininc- 35 goes down to ~:a3, 493 .8 million, 
which is still 81. 5 per cent of' the c:::port increment by the 50. · · · · 

2:£/ If this ohare of ·:!'non-trade-marked e::..rports 1'. is assl.:liiJ.ed for the four 
countries considered earlier, it ·becomeo clear that· the increase in trade-mark 
rogiotra tiono and export grim-1th to developed market-economy countries Has concentrated 
largely in differer:.t proclucts. The significant pooi tive relatiomihip between 
trade ... mark recistra tions in, and eJ::port performance .to, developed market-economy 
countries would thuo seem to be L.lore a rosul t of tho data aggrega~io;1 • 

. ··· 
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-· The 50 products· which contributed most to the increase in. 
the.developing co1.Ultries 1 exports of manufactures to 
developed market:..economy cotUltries between 1970 and 1976 

Description 

Radio broa~cast receivers 
Watches,. movements, cases 
SotUld recorders, etc. 
Domestfo electrical equipment 
Television receivers 
Ships and boats 

EX:port 
growth 
rate 2/ 

6.9 
34.6 
40.0 
14.7 

6.0 
3.2 

Expor~·increase 
1970-1976 

( ~~ million) 

561 
290 
166 

.134 
. 99 

98 

l 253 

· .. -'.) Group II 
:~' 

. ~: 1 
I 
I 
1,-
l 
·) 

... :i 

, . r 
. ! --' 

;,.-
' ' ·1 
r .... , 
L... 

: ··J 
.. 1 • 
.• •i 

\ 
I 
L 

. . :~ 

.-.. , 
' L 

I 
I..... 

724.9 
722.2 
729 •. 9 .. 
714.2 

. 722.l 
714.9· 

Group III 
841.l 
041.4 
729.3 
851.0 

Telecommunication equipment, n.e.s. 
Switchgear 
Other electrical machinery 
AccotUlting machines, computers 
Electric power machinery 
Office ma·chines ·11.e.s. 

Textile clothes, not knitted. 
Clothinli ac.cessories,. lmi tted 
Transistors, valves, etc. 
Footwear 

243·3· 
841.3 
671.5 

· · "'Lumber shaped,- non-coniferous 
Leather clothes 

6'.)7 .5 
894.2 
652.2 
831.0 
631.2 
652.1 
072.3 
611.4 
611.9 
893.0 
732.8 

. 821.0 

Other ferro-alloys 
Carpet~, etc., knotted 
Toys, i,ndoor games 
Uoven cotton bleached 
Travel. goods, handbags 
Plywood 
Grey woven cotton fabrics 
Cocoa butter and paste 
Leather bovine n. e. s. equine 
Leather, n.e.s. 
Articles of plastics 
Motor vehicle parts 
Furniture 

9.5 444 
11.l 200 

4.7 105 
26.2 184 
9.3 182 
3.4 115 

l 310 

6.5 3 027 
4.8 l 708 

.. 7.8 l 065 
7.5 752 
3.5 )94 
9.7 411 
4.4 356 
3.1 346 
3.0 :;:;6 
6.4 330 
6.4 327 
2.9 318 
2.7 311 
3.2 

I 
239 

4.5 213 
3.3 209 
3.1 ·209 

10.8 207 
4.6 193 
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Table 2 (Cont'd) 
- ' ~-.- -

SITC '.~~: :~.:::::::£~~~r~~~:· . ~~ ~ :.~ ::;-/• ·::l-'~;t~// Export increase 
sub- 1970-1976 
group e~ million) ~~ 

' - . ' . ·--·_ .... -~ -- --:-·-... .- .......... " .. - ·-~ ,.._ ...... ,• .............. _. __ ·>:i- .. . _... ...... ,. .... __ ,.._ . -- . -.. -.. - ·- -·- ·. -· - .. ' . -· .. 
-651.3. " Grey cotton- yarn 4.9 "'19) 
·03_2.o Fish, tinned 3.4 ' 192 _, ·. 
711,5 .Piston engines, non-air 9.7 184 

: 071 .. 3_. : .. ..C9ffecf ess~nces, .. extracts. ·- .. ' . - . .. : 4.7 184 
841.2 Clothing accessories, non-knitted 4~0· 

...... '""182 
513.6 Inorganic bases (incl. alumina) 1.8 176 
684.1 Aluminium alloys 2.5 

.. 173· .. ., 

656.9 Other textile products 4.4 170 
013.8 Heat prepared .i.8 15,7 
053.5 li'rui t juices 3.1 '148 
653.l Silk fabrics ' .. 4.7 142 
653.5 \'!oven s;inthetic fabrics 7.6 142 

.a42.o_.· FUr clothe a 18.3 122 
897.1 Real jm·1ellery 9.2 115 

-:894.4· :. : Other sporting_a-oods 6.8 11:::; 
651.l Silk yarn and ,:threads 52.7 94' 
651.6 Yarn of synthetic fibres 6.3 07. 
055.5 Vegetab~es presarved .. 3.9 ·85 
897 .2 Imitation jewellery 4.1· 83 .• 

' 
' 13· 991 ' '" ., 

~. ... : : ·-· .···;, .. . . . ' 
' 

· .... S"ource: Calculated from UNCTAD, Trade in manufacturers ••• (op.cit.). 
.. _ -.. ·. :!/ 1976 export value as multiple of 1970 e:i::port value 

23. The great majority of manufactured goods exported from developing coi.Jntries 
to develop~d market-economy countriea belong to group III, i.e. they are no:t' products 
amenable to indigenous trade marks but goods ··sold under trade marks owned by firms 

i - \ . _j 

I 
_J 

.. 
( 

I 

..J 

based in the importing l)larkcts. Here, entry an0- m<i!!:'ket share depends on the product _, 
imaGe and the establishment of a trade m<:irk in these maricets is a prerequisite for 
entry. The established trade marks mmed: by· transnational corpo;rationo and other 
foreicn companies· (with their massive sales promotion outlays),~ the e::r..istence of a 
multitude of tra.de-· marks already in the market, and the. highly concentrated natt.µ-e 
of the international advertisin13· industry together form hich .barriers to e~t.ry for 
new trade marks. ·These barriers are insurmountable for.the relatively small 
exporting ~irms _f-rom developing countries, because of the heaviJ costs of selecting 
and dstablishing -trade marks in developed ·market-economy countries; ·the f.i:J~ed nature 
of such costs which have to be incurred before exports can corumence; the·high degree 
of risk and uncertainty of returns attD.ched to these outlays; and tho hicrh level of 
skills and investment required to establish an indigenous advertising agency which 
could compete with the international advertising C'iants. )1/_ The general.inability 
of most developing country firras to incur such costs of-t~n forces the developing· 

' ( 

country eJ::porters to rely on the foreign-trading companies and others with .established _ 
trade marki:J for sellincr their products in these markets. It is, therefore, pertinent 
to examine the role of foreicn-mmed tr<:ide marks in the eJ::pansion of dovelqping 
coun trl.e"s-1 "eJ::j;Jorts. . -

ZJ} For the role of international advertising agencies, see 11The role of trade 
~ ••• (op.cit.), paras. 224-251, 
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Chapter III 

FOREIGN-OWNED TRADE MARKS AND EXPORT· EXPAJ.\JSION 
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24.. Given the ad·,·antage cained by established trade marks .:.~1 markets where comp~titi6n 
via produc:t.dif'f'erentiation prevails, two means have been practised by developing 
countries to use this intangible assot. The f'i:;:-st is· to allow domestic producers to 
obtain a trade mark licence, usually· as ·a part or· a teclli"1olog;,r transfer ug-..ceoment. 
The second is to induce eJ::ports through the. activi tiea of' subsidiaries of trl2msnational 
corporations ·opera ting :Ln developing coi.m tries or to u.se the serviceo of transnational 
trading :companies to channel· their exports, includinrr their trade marks, lJhen 
x1ecessary • 

25. Trade mark licensinG' agreements eenerally hc.ve te1~ri toricl restrictio113 011 the . 
exports of' the' licensee. J;.?/ The licensor'.s advanta{5o lice in limiting the licensee 
to his local lllD.rket and having sir.rilar agreements in neighbourinrr countries. Uhon 
exports are permitted, the licGnSO!' often acquires the sole ri[lhts for marketing thefil 
in foreign markets, on terms which do11y the local firm an· adequate share of' the value 
added. The restrictions on parallel imports and the licensor's strategy of' avoiding 
parent-licensaa ciompeti tion implies that foreign marke·bs, ·especially of' developed 
countries, are often inaccessible to the local producers. The eff'ic~c7 of "such a 
strategy in expanding manufactui·ed goods eA"':ports is rather dubious. ];]./ 

- / 

26. The subsidiaries of' transrn:itional firms, with their established trade marks and 
international marketing i1et1rnrks, have participn ted in the m::pansion of' the 
manufactured eirporto .from so~o developing countries. ''lhile the share of' transnational 
manufacturing f'iros in· the eJ::ports of manufactures from most Asian countries (with the 
exception of' Singapore where nearly 70 per cent of' total exports were made by such 
f'irmo in 1970) has.been relatively lcn~ (e.g~ in India only 5 per cent), this is not 
the case. in La tin .American co1u1trics. Bet1·1eo11 JO and 43 per cent of' the Argentinian, 
Mexican, Colombian and Brazilian iaanufacturecl exports uere accounted by f'oreicn 
subsidiaries in 1969-1970. W 
27. More recent evidence, thoucrh incompln·~e, is available f':::r foreign participation 
il1 the manufactured exports of' the three ln:z::gest La tin .fune:dcan ,countrico. From a 
sample study of 306 foreign companies (af'I;ilia tes or subsidiaries) it was estimated 

£1/ Cf. ibid. and Restrictive business ractices: ·interim re ort b1 the UNCTAD 
secretariat "Vffiln/c.2 104 · ev.l United Hc·i;ions publication, Sales No. E.72.II.D.lO), 
parao. 80--111, especially table 1 (p.19). This report gives details of restrictions 
imposed by the licensor on exports by domestic producers in various developing countries. 

n./ In ci study macle on the Colot1bian clothi~1g CJ::ports, it uas pointed out that 
the fashion information a:.1d the technical assistance 1-1hich are p:rovia.ed in some 
tradG-mnrk licensing· arrangements might compensate, to some extent, tho cos ts dori ved 
frora the ·eJ::port ·restrictions and might help domestic producers in exporting under their 
own branc1s.. .Seo D. llormietz, r:rnw the Emperor's Heu Clothes are not made in ColoLlbia", 
\forld ~ank .Staff' Working Pnper, lTo. 368, January 1980, pp. 69-74. 

W See D. Hayyar, "Transnn tionnl . corporations and nmnuf'a ctured cD::ports f'rolil poor 
countrieflli, in The Economic Journal, vol. 80, March 1978, p. 62. 
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that 24 per cent of .Argentine, 2) per cent of Brn7~iliD.n, nnd 18 J:>er cent of Nc:x:ican 
induotrial e::...-porto cluring· 19T; .• 1575 came from such companies, gjj' This ::ieemo to be 
nn undercstima te, especinlly in the licht of othex• otudies, such ao an unpu.bliohed 
study by n. C. Jenldna on trnnsnational corporations ~md Nc:~ioan mcnuf.:icturcd exports. 
From n much larrt'Cr saraple (1,008) of foreign companies operntinG in He:dco (e:ccluding 
"maquilndo:i:.'non Csub-co11tractinc/firms)),it '·ms eotimatecl that 34·per cent of l,'lexican 
manufactured G'Ood::i e:r:porto in 197 4 uere made by foreiGU com;;ia11ies, This sho.re had 
declined .. from 1970 \1h0n foreit:sn nffiliateo o.ccountecl foi..· )8 per cent of £1exican 
mnnufactured goods e:q;orts. :?iJ Tu a study lilnde on the .Arcr<mtina 0:~)ort;:; in 1973, 
it '·ias fom1d thnt foreign-01mecl firms (in '..ihich foreign oun0rs:i1ip hnd JO per cent or 
more of the equity) accounted for ~.2 per cent of manufacturecl exnorts (o::clucling · 
processed meat).11/. A ree•mt e~=nmina-bion.of 8. samr:ile of ::;,2,iz·"firL10 of which 531 
were foreign owned (25 per cent or more of ,choir cqui ty mmecl by non-residents) in 
Brnzil gives additional information. The 531 foreign firrar, accounted for 
37 per cent of· the mnnufacfored e:::porto in 1978 1·1hilc ct tho same tine they h<:1d 
received 42 i)er cent of the fiscal incentives given to -promote such e:::ports. :?!2.} 

20, A major sha:::.•e of these e:::ports was routed to the neiehbourine; i.inrketo. Using 
the data for 211 foreign firms 'ihich acco1111tecl for 96 per csnt of.' totnl cxporto by 
Mexican foreign affiliates, it Has f01.mcl thnt 35 ~J8r cent of their exports \'tent to 
the LAFTA, Central lunerican and Cc:cib0oan cotmtries, uhile 32 pe::c cent wont to the 
United Otates. It wns further estimated th2.t 77 par cent of Brazilio.n, nearly 
90 per cent of Argentine m1d about 75 per cont of iie:dcan e=::-poi..·tr.: from foreicn .sffilia tes 
'Jent to neighbom·il1G coW1tries. l2} 

29. Owing· to this behaviour of foreign affilin tes, a uiajori t;y of ·i;otal manufactured 
exporto f'rom the three lar·g0st fotin American count:d00 to neighbouring c01111triofl is 
accounted for by foreign o.ffilia. tez G:-::ports. Fo:;:o llexico, :l.'01' c=m.:.1ple, 50 po~~ cent of 
i. to total munufactu.recl goodo e:::-_porto to ncighbom•ing cotmtrieo came from foreif;11 
companies. 1l1he fore ic,11 affiliates e:::-11ort u;.1dei..· tho traclo raa~ck o:c t::c2.do name retri.s tered 
by tlloir parent organi:;e. tiona. Thooe li1arl~s c;·enorally orig-inn te 'in dov0loped market-
econowy countj'.'ieo where the foreign compnnios c:.1·e hao:::id and not in th': country from 
which e;:ports are actually ;;1ade. ~ 

:;;.j) The role of tranm1n·i;iom1l entei•priseo in Latin iu;10:dcan i.nte_g;;:"ni;ion offortn, 
renort prGparcd for tho UITCTPJ) c.:ecretnria t by V. C. Vc:li tcoa (forthcor;in,J public<..1 tion 
to-be im:med uncle:r tho oym~)ol TD/'-D/c.7/3a), tc.bles ~i and 16. 

1:§./ Jenkimi c1eulonstrc,teo that tho sectors in \·1hich foroiG11 _o::~J:Jorts .HP;r"e 
concentrnted ucre those ilhe1·e .multfunt.ior{r;:,13 hnd eotablishecl their :mbsidini..0 iP8 ·t.o 
tnke adv an tnGB of the impo1'°G ou1m i;j_ tu ti on T:JOlicies follouetl h~" l:b::ico. Thur.: 
G6. 5 ~Jer cent of ·~he enjinee:ri~lC' industry' o o~::-9orts came f::c0i:1 foreign affilin tee, 
~.1.8 per cent of the othGr induct:cics, )1.5 i10r ct.:mt of inte1·1:1et1iate nml only 
G per ce11t of the traditionc.l 1:m:nufac"tt··:in13' nccto:r.. Tl10 lnot accmmted for noarly· 
one third of tot8l Hc:dcan nanufactcu•ed o:c-.!.1ortc. 

nJ See i':Iiniotorio de Jicono1;1.fa; Insti·Gu'.;o Iic. cionc l clc :21i::nifica ci6n Ecor~61uicD, 
11I.as o::riortcciones arc'G:ri;inC!s m-1 l'.)7~ 11 (Buenos Ai!:cr;, l~bj~j_l 1976), table 10, 

!':§) IfoJ.son C. Drn13D, :1Aoi1ectos clistri'Jutivos do ea·.uo;:1a clc ou1)cic1ios ficcoio 
21, e~::porta9ao de 1;1c.nufnturadi:rn 11 (r,1imoo) (Rio, 1901), j).lO. 

23} Vnitsos Jhe role oi' tranonq_t:Lonnl entc:c'1~t'.'ioc!.1 in Latin·J~:1c-:..·:i.ct.":1 i::.1tCf'.r'O.tion 
effortc (on. cit.)' t<1bl0 16. The fic,1ui..•ea c.r·o n11p:;,:oxiw1. t..:. ~)eCDl.l8() Vc,itoo:::; ct vec. the 
c.verngc oha1•0 of total c~::;:,):.•t;, '·1ith c::;tir.mtc.:i fo1· stamkrc1. t'L:nri2,tiou 11llich are often 
hiGh• 
' JS}) This hcl!Js to explain the insignificant o::.· n0Gat.i.v0 ::colationship demonstrated 
in the statis·Gical evidence (G0e nppendi:d bet\;een trado· ·li1C1·l: ::?egistrl:ltions by 
dcvelopinff countries in, ancl their c:;;:po:ds to, neighbotl.ring countx·ie3. 
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30. Given the high proportion of fore·iG'rt''·affiiiates' m .. -ports going to nei@hbouri.ng· 
regional markets,. 'it is difficult .to sec their role in l'lenetrating developed co'LU1tr-<J 
markets and e::q)andinff developing cou11t::.:-ies 1 _ ~::~orts ii1 develo:Ded cia1'ket-economy 
countriqs.as has been sometimes sucrcrcsted. ]l/ On the other hand, tne intra-firm 
trade needs to be.:. taken into accotU1t. In 1972, 73 per cent of D:tazilian and 
82 per cent of Me::dcan manufactur~d e:::::ports by transnational 0otipanies. were done 011 
an intra-firrl basis. Horeovor, 96 per cent of liexican and 9.J i')er cent of Brazilian 
foreign affiliates 1 e::::ports to the ·united States uere through intra-firfil trna.e. 
Tho lllEljorit"lJ of theoe semi-finished products were for further fabrication in the 
parent,~s .home co'LU1try. 21f Trade rua1•ks have hardly any role in such e::::porto. 2lf 
31. _~be disc:ussion on the bas_is of tho available evidc:.~ce for .Latin America 1 s big~st 
cour;i.tries does point to the rather l.ilili ted role of foreicn trade marks il.1 proraot~g 
d.ev.efo11i:rig .. co'LU1tries 1 filctnufnctul'ecl gooclo e::::::ports to clevelo9ed market· ~co11oray co'LU1tries. 
This role becomes even more limited \·1-l:1cn the practice a of transna tiona~ trading 
com:!_'.lanies are taken into acco'LU1t • .l1f' The transnational trading· companies, 'I.Ji th thei:i:' 
established marketing no~-10rk and trnde murks, often use theil' market power to 
colllll!er.c~~lize the e::..rports of developing count~~ies in the developed rnarket-econowy 
po'LU1tr.ie.s .. to their advanta(}e. The d~pendence 011. the transnational trnding· cotipanies 
mean~. that .the value added in- e::::ports, and often in production ao \'/ell, is partly 
lost for the aeveloping countries.· 

\ •· I 

32. A more proiilising way of penetratil.1g e::::port markets in uhich trade marks are 
important is to use .. other marketing· channels such as the trading enterprises of 
developing co'LU1tries. · 

"" w se.e,R. Verno1~,. Sovereignj;y at bay (London, Penguin~ 1973), PP• 101-108, 
and especi~lly T. de la Torre, 'lffu.rketins- factors il.1 rnanufactm:ed eJ:::ports from 
de'veioping cotµitries 11 , in L.T. '\'Tells, (ed), Tho Product life cycle and il.1ternational 
trade {Cambridge, Ho. ss. , Harvard Uni ve:coi t'<J, 1972) • 

J1} All the above fiGLtres ancl tho ostiruatc for f'tu,ther fabrication are taken 
from R.S. 1Tm·1fa:rmer, and U .F. Ifaeller, IIul tinational cornorations in Brazil and· 
lieJd.co: structural sources of economic and n.on-oconolllic pow or: report to the 
Subcollllili tto'<:: on Hul ti.national Corpora·cions, United :Jta tes Senate, Washil.1gton~ D .c., 
Augus~ 1975, pp. 76-78 and J.28-129. 1 

i2J It mic;ht lxi arcued that foreign affiliates 1 eJ~:por'j;s fro11! a.evciop.ing co'LU1tries 
through any means - viz. intra-firm,. subcontracting, or bonded e::q:iorts - e::::p~~i.ds . 
their exports to developed lilllrket-econo~r cotmJi;ries. · This has ·very little ·'to do 
with tr9-de liUlrl<s and is a broader argtllile11t for an nouen arms 11 strategy to foreign 
companies. Costs' and benefits of such~ stratoczy- hive been discussed quitG thorougly 
in the literature .. · References cap be. found in Vaitsos (1975), op.cit.,. .. 
G.IC. IIelleiner, A Uorld dividecl: the loso develo eel 0otmtrioo ·in the· International 
econogy (Cambridge, 1976 and D. lfoyynr, o·µ •. cit., pp. 5~-84 ... 

W Cf. 1::t;1arketing and distribution a:crEmgcr.ionts in respect of m::port and 
import tranoactions: otructure of international tradinrr channelsn - study by the 
UNCTAJJ secretariat (forthcofiling· publication to be issued tmdei' the s;y1llbol 
UHCT.AD/ST/HD/25), nnd~o and teJ:tilcs: diJuensions of cor-1Jorate marketing· st1"1.10ture -
study by the UJ:TCTAJJ sccretarfat (TD}D/c.1/219) (Unitecl iTaticns public£l.tion, 
Salos Uo. E.81.II.D.l). 
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Chapter rv 

TRADING COMPANIES ORIGINATING IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES. 

33. As noted above, an interesting alternative to transnational trading compa:r{i.es is 
to use trading companies originating in developing countries for promoting.the 
exports of such countries ·into markets where non-price competition is predominant. 
It has been pointed out that the manufactured exports from developing countries are 
mainly concentrated in products where potential exporters often face high barriers 
to entry. Such barrie·rs to entry are very difficult to overcome for individual . 
firms originating in developing countries, and the attempt is not worth the high · 
costs and risks involved. In most cases, only when the high costs of penetration 
are· spread over a· much larger output of a number of producers d'oes such an efTort· 
become feasible'. Further, the required market studies, organization of distribution 
outlets, after-sales services and advertising efforts can be far more than individual 
firms can bear. These trading companies can help to overcome most of these· 
difficulties. · 

34. · In fact, ·in some developing countries general trading companies have been · 
created in recent years. In Brazil, the Republic of Korea and Thailand government-
promoted trading companies· hav'e already been in operation, while in Ind'ia State-
trading organizations occupy a dominant position in foreign trade. :ti/ 
35. The development of such trading companies in developing countries which 
concentrate the export activi tie.s of a number of domestic producers in one 
organization and under few trade marks is probably an efficient means of surmounting 
the established trade mark barriers. The Brazilian example of manufactured exports 
made under single trade marks by the trading company INTERBRAS (a subsidiary of the -
oil company PETROBRAS) is a step in this direction. The most important experience· 
of nrrEBBRAS has been with the trade mark TAMA, which was applied for or granted in 
23 developing countries, and covers a div.ersified.range of domestic appliances. In 
the case of the most successful experience in Nigeria, a strong advertising campaign 
was made to launch the T.AMA electro~omestic product line which is manufactured by 

:ti/ See "Organization and ·structu.re.-of marketing and dist:i'.-ibution chann:els'in 
intemational trade", op.cit., chapter II. 6n S:tate.-trading organizations see, 
among others, "Co-operation among State trading organizations of Asian developing 
co'ilntries", report prepared at the request of the UNCTAD secretariat by 
Mr. Basant Raj Bhandari (TD/B/c.7/17); "Co-operation among State trading 
organizations of developing countries in English-speaking Africa 11 , report prepared 
at the request of the UNCTAD secretariat by Mr. s.B. Rutega (TD/B/c.7/18/.Aild.l); 

· "'Co-operation between State trading organizations in Latin .America" report prepared 
at the request .o.f. the UNCTAD secretariat by Mr. F. Sanchez Albavera and 
Mr. J...B •• Est.evez Ostolaza (TD/B/C. 7 /16). 
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a I>OOl of 21 local firms and commercialized by INTERBRAS. Similar efforts are 
being made by INTEBBRAS to export under single trade marks like BRASMAR for lobster 
and HIPO for shoes (mainly exported to the United States). ')j/ 

36. The idea of. combining the marketing muscle of a trading company with an 
advertising effort concentrated on a·single or a few trade mark~ seems promising and 
is I>erhaI>s one of the few realistic alternativ~s that developing countries may 
have to get the full benefits of their manufactured exports when. sold in markets 
where non-I>riqe 'comI>eti tion 'Prevails •. 

2§/ Information 'Provided by the company and mainly reflected in the INTERBRAS 
.Annual Report for 1978 •. · 
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Chapter v· . 

SUMMARY .AND CONCLUSIONS 

37. As developing countries have begun L1creasingly to pal.'ticipate in the manufacture 
.1md export of goods that have to compete in markets where "fair" o.r "brand" 
competition prevails, it is generally argued that registration of trade marks may 
facilitate the marketing activities of the producers.and.that manufactured e:x:ports 
should therefore follow the registration of trade marks in the same mar~ets. 

38. Al though the available statistical information on manufactured exports and 
trade-mark registrations for Argentina, Brazil, Mexico and India is not appropriate 
for testing the relationship between trade marks and exports because of its aggregate 
nature, the data have been carefully examined. The results of the correlation 
exercise fall short of the expectations for the positive role of trade mark~ in 
expanding developing countries' manufactured exports. The statistical relationship 
between total trade marks and total manufactured exports is insignificant or 
negative in the case of neighbouring countries, where most trade marks are 
registered. It is worth bearing in mind that the available evidence for Argentina, 
Mexico and Brazil shows that it is precisely in neighbouring countries that exports 
made by foreign subsidiaries under their own trade marks have been particularly 
concentrated. The relationship between trade marks and exports in developed 
market-economy countries is generally positive. However, it is important to bear 
in mind that an examination of the 50 products which contributed most to the 
increase in the developing countries' exports of manufactures to developed market-
economy countries has shown that 67 per cent of the total increase between 1970 and 
1976 came from goods not aw.enable to indigenous ~rad.e-mark activity by individual 
firms. Thus the positive relationship between trade-mark registration in, and 
export performance to, developed market-economy countries seems to be a result of 
the data aggregation because trade-mark registrations and export growth was 
concentrated largely in different products. It seems that firmer conclusions 
about the role played by trade marks in the promoticn of mantifactured exports could 
be reached if the data were available at a more disaggregated level. 

39. As most manufactured exports of developing countries to developed narket-economy 
countries are in products which are sold under established trade marks owned by 
trading houses or transnational firms, the role of established foreign-owned trade 
marks in export expansion has been examined. Regarding the first meens to take 
ad.vantage of established trade marks, i.e. licensing agreements of foreign-owned 
trade marks for export markets, they generally have a variety of market restrictions 
and therefore are of limited value in export expansion. The second means, i.e. the 
export activities of subsidiaries of transnational firms, has been mostly used for 
exports to neighbouring developing countries. In this way the role of foreign 
affiliates in penetrating developed market-economy countries has been very limited 
as well. 

40. On the basis of the available evidence, it can be tentatively concluded that both 
indigenous and foreign trade marks have been playing a limited role in eJSP,ap.d:\ng . 
manufactured exports of developing countries. This is largely due to the existing 
inter.national marketing arrangements by which exports from developing countries are 
mostly purchased in undifferentiated or in bulk form by transrfational manufacturing .. 
and trading companies which commercialize .them under established trade marks. 
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41. In order to reduce the high cost of entering markets in which non-price 
competition prevails the developing countries should use their own trading companies 
and concentrate their marketing efforts on a few trade marks. The experience of 
:Brazilian manufactured exports - made by a leading trading company - of a number of 
household products sold under a single trade mark is an important step in the right 
direction. This is clearly a policy alternative which deserves· careful consideration 
if the full benefit of the export of manufactured goods by the developing countries 
is to be enjoyed. 

42. The more general policy approach suggested in a previous UNCTAD report, 2J} 
which aimed at enhancing the quality-identification function of trade marks, will 
not only reduce the social costs derived from brand competition in the importing 
countries but will also facilitate the promotion of manufactured exports from 
developing cOtllltries. kny benefit for developing countries' exports to developed 
market-economy countries obviously depends on the measures taken by the importing 
countries to emphasize the intrinsic quality content of the products, thereby 
eroding the basis for the subjective appeal of trade marks. From the recent 
experience of some developed market-economy countries it is clear that such a 
practice is quite feasible for a large number of household and food products, as 
well as for consumer durables. 2§/ · . 

43. The developing countries themselves can initiate such measures in their own 
economies. This would reduce the welfare costs associated with brand proliferation, 
promote and standardize trade in manufactures among them, and prevent established 
trade marks owned by transnational firip.s from establishing monopolistic control in 
their domestic markets. Moreover, the possibilities of co-operation among developing 
countries in these activities should certainly be explored and studies could be 
undertaken on the means of promoting the exports of manuf'actured goods among 
developing countries on the basis of a few trade marks originating in such countries. 

2J} See The role of trade marks ••• (op.cit.), chap. IV. 
2§/ The United States is probably the best example for efficacy of such 

measures. The most important for the present case is the law for Specific 
Performance Disclosures for automobiles, enforced since 1977, which requires fuel 
consumption - stated in dollars per annum - to be disclosed on all models. The 
United States Department of .Agriculture has been using simple grades for various 
food products since the 1950s, and the evidence is that such gradation has 
intensified competition, helped smaller producers and related price more closely to 
quality. The classic case of dramatic changes in consumer's choice and valuation 
of automobile tyres, when some quality specifications were given to them along with 
the trade marks, demonstrates the feasibility of such a measure. See L.P. Bucklin 
"The uniform grading system for tyres: its effect upon consumers and industry 
competitors", .Antitrust Bulletin (Winter 1974), pp. 783-801. For such evidence on 
detergents, see S.R. Cox, "Consumer information and competition in the synthetic 
detergent industry", Nebraska Journal of Economics and Business (Summer 1976), 
pp. 41-58. 
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1. Two measures of export ·performance are used .in this study, namely the share of 
ma.nufac;:,tured exports fr9in_.country A in the· total. inan.¢'actured impor_ts of the 
reci¢:ent country (coun:/;:r;'Y, :S). ~d. the share of ~J_Cpbrts of the. co'l:llltry registering 
the trade m;q,rk (i.e. countzy A). in the .. dOI!lestio_.JIJB.rket (for that product) of the 
country in which the marks ·.a.:re regist.ered·. (i..~ •. country B). These are considered 
to be Qetter measures ·of export performance.than~ mere rise.in exports, especially 
with reference to trade marks whose role is·primarily that ·or expanding the market 
share for the pr.-oducts •. The lB:.tter measure- reflects the advantages of trade marks 
vis:..a~vis domestic production as well. 

2. ~th~ context of developing oountcy"_exl>orts, three-hypotheses can""be . 
~mp~ric~iY.. ~ested: . (i) that ~r~e-mark registrations aQroad are po9itively related 
to tne· spare of country A's e~ports· in _the'"·total manuf~ctured imp0rts of country B 
in ~h~ followi.r;i.g year; (ii) that this positive relationship also ex~sts between . 
tra.Ci.e~mark 'registration and share of col,Ultry A's exports in the total manufactures 
output of country B; (iii) that this relationship is' stronger (positively) for 
n~ighbouring developing countries. · 

3. . The exports are as~umed to follow the registration of their trade marks, with 
a time 'lag which might .:qe .fairly long. This lag, .howE;iv~r, cannot be spec~:ti.ed·w;~hout 
ac~ual).y studying.the beqaviour of the ·firms involved. The reverse situation·~ that 
c>"f trade marl<:s. being registered after export.s have· been effected - is unlikely to 
ex.:i,st. ~- . . · · . . . : ·. . . . . . . ,. . ·. ' .' ..... : . -. . . . - -

'"4~ .· .. :~,For the p~pos~s b:f: this st~dy, t~o. i~s '~f one .yea:r and two years are as~ed 
be.t~E!en trade.:.maxk 'f'egi strati on and the expe>rt. . 

".:" 

5. Tables I and II give the correlation coefficients between the aggrega:·te '.Q.Ulllber 
o:f' 'trade-mark regis.trations and the two measures of export performa.rice of the . . 
four selected countries (A). £/ Both these -exe:r::oises ·Were carried out with a lag 
of one and two· years between trade-mark registration:;; and ~xports. In general,. the 

.... results are better with the two-year lag.. Only the neighbouring countries (B) .were 
taken individually, and the rest grouped by ge.ograplµca;L. regiqns. .The. distinc~ions 
_between .developing and developed Jilarket-econoniy countri"Eis: (B) :~rer~, howerve.r~·.. . 
ma.in:ta.in~d.. ·The reSu.l ts of each of the exporting countries (A) '.can be dJ,scussed · 
for thi--~e ·. se'j;iara:te groups of countries (B): namely neighbouri·ng. co:untries, 'oth~r 
d.~veloping regions, and developed market economies. · · 

~ A firm which exports without a trade mark must have its products marketed 
under an established mark. The market share thus belongs effectively to the mark 
and not to the producer. The latter will have to begin from scratch when exporting 
under his O'l>m mark, and there is no pre-established market share that the trade-mark 
registration will retain or protect. 

£/ In table II, the data on GDP were available only for 1968-1976 • 
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6. In all 22 neighbouring recipient countries (B) considered, 12 of these in 
Latin America were common neighbouriµg markets (B) for Argentina, Brazil and Mexico. 
A significant positive relationship. (o.5·and above) between trade-mark registrations 
and share of manufactured exports in total imports of recipient countries existed 
only in 7 of the Latin American markets. Indian trade marks showed no positive_.·. 
relationship with this measure of export performance ·in neighbouring countries. · 
Thus, of the possible 43 cases, only 7 showed .a significant positive relationship·. 
The results remain broadly unchanged when correlation bet,·ieen trade-mark · 
registrations and the share of exports in domestic manufactured goods markets is 
considered (table II). !2/ Again, 7 out of a possible 43 cases have a signific~t 
positive relationship. · There is one· difference. With the second measure of export 
performance these registered countries (A) demonstrate a significant relationship 
between trc:.de marks and export activity in one important neighbouring market (B) • 
This relationship was absent in the previous exercise •. There is thus no case where 
an unambiguous relationship, demonstrated by ·a significant positive relation.ship, 
between-trade-mark registrations and~ measiires of export performance exists in 
any·important neighbouring· country market (B) for any of the four selected . 
countries (A). Apparently, trade-mark registrations and export performance are 
unrelated in neighbouring developing countries (B). . . · 

7. For other developing regions (B) the- same general picture emerges. A significant 
positive relationship exists for relatively unimportant markets, like developing 
Asian and ·African Countries, for Argen~ine and Bra.zilian trade marks· and export · 
activity. There is one major exception: developing countries (B) ~n the two 
Americas sho-vi- an unambiguous and significant positive relationship for Indian trade 
marks and exports. For the first measure this relationship exists in these 
countries (B) for Argentine and Brazilian exports' as well. Over-all, however, the 
evidence points to a rather weak relationship between trade-mark activity and export 
activity of developing countries (A) in other developing markets (B). Given that ·a 
large majority of trade-marks are registered by developing countries (A) in other 
developing economies (B), the relevance of trade-mark activity in promoting 

·manufactured exports in these countries cannot be assumed on available evidence. 

s. A strong positive relationship exists in a relatively larger number of 
developed market economies (B) •· Developed market economies of Europe (B) show a 
clear positive relationship·be·tween trade-mark registrations and manufacture.d exports 
fromAr5entina and Brazil and.a positive relationship, according to one measure of 
export ·performance, fqr Mexico· and India as well. Brazilian trade marks and exports 
to developed Americari economies· are also positively related for both measures of 
export perforinance, while Argent'ina and Mexico have their share of manufactured goods 
market in developed American economies (B) positively related to trade-mark activity. 

EJ' ·,rhe two Brazilian cases with Ecuador a.nd Guatemala, which show a significant 
positive relationship with a one-year la.g but insignificant and negative with a 
two-year lag, are not considered and can be treated as exceptional or odcl. 
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Correlation coeffici€nts between trade-mark registrations by registering developing 
countries and the ratio of thei~ manufacturing exports in the total manufacturing irqports 
of recipient c_ountries and regions, 1968-1976 • 

1 ·- ·-· .... - .... 

I~- .. ·· ···· Countcy 

I~.· 
I 

or 
territory · 

. 
... --- ' - ... - ___ .. _ 

.Argentina ·-· 
.. 

I 1 year' 2 year 
' 

Trade mark registering exporters 
I ...... 

- :Brazil Mexico India 

year I 
.. 

1 2 year 1 y~ar 2 year 1 year 2 year 
lag lag lag lag ! lag lag lag lag 

; ' 
...... j1--~_;,_~~~.:__~-J--~~~~--+~--'--~~~·-l-~~-+-~--il--~--t~---i 

I 

I' Argentina 
:Bolivia 

i :Brazil 
i Chile 
; Colombia 
· Costa Rica 

I: Ecuador 
i,.Guatema;La 
. 

1

. Mexico 
Peru 

·'Uruguay 
·Venezuela 
· :Bangaladesh 
·Hong Kong 

India 
\ 

Iran 
Iraq 
Kuwait 
Malaysia 
Nepal 
Philippines 

. Singapore 
Sri Lanka 
Developing America 
Deve_loping· Asia 
Deve+OP.ing' Africa 

' Developing' Oceania· 
: ; DevelOP,ing' Europe 
·; Socialist countries of· 
; A·sia 
: All developing mar~et 

economies 
Developed America ·· 

1 
Developed Africa 
Developed Asia 
De.veloped Oceania · 
De'velop ed Europe · 
All developed market 

economies 
Socialist countries of 
Eastern Europe 

World 

--
o.oo 
0.31 
0.02. 

-0.13 
0.34 

.. 0.03 
0.32 

-0.52 . 
.0.89 
0.80 

-0.,~2 

0. 6L'r 
0.67 
b.63 
o.oo 
o.oo 

0,00 

o.oo 
-0.06 
·o.oo 
0.62 
·o. 74 
0.52 

Q, 5!r 

-0.59 
o.oo 

I -- 0.08 
0.19 0.05 
0.33 ---

-0.44 0.40 
0.08 0.28 
0.10 0.33 
o.oo 0,45 
0.41 0.59 

-0.46 0.4~, : 
0.89 0.58 l 
0.72 0.70 

-O.tr4 . -0.40 

0.52· b.56 
0.67, -b.28 
0.63 0.57 
b.oo -0.08 
o.oo 0.50 

o.oo o.oo 

o.oo o.oo 
·0.18 0.87 
o.oo o.oo 
0.75 0.29 
0.33 0.61 

-0.07 0.75 

o. 33' 0,87 

-0.63 0.67 
o.oo o.oo 

0.11 
o.66 ---
0.19 
o.66 
0.30 
0.45 

. 0.78 
~ 0• 55 
o.68: 

· o.68 
;.o. 38 

0.46 
-0.29. 
0.29 

-0.07 
o.oo 
o.oo 

o.oo 
0.92 

. o.oo 
0.33 

. 0.62 

. 0~66_ 

0,85 

0.07 
o.oo 

I 
I 

0.36 
-0.64 
-0.04 
· o·.66. 
-0.47· 
-0.07 
0.43 
0.34 -. 0.26 

. O.L~3 
0.23· 

'-0.01 
-0.55 
0.18 

. o.oo 

. o.oo 

. o.oo 

. o.oo 
-0.12 
o.oo 

-0.35 
' 0.10 

.'. 9.07 

-0.46 

0.15 
o.oo 

0.30 
-0.52 
0.04 
0.67 

-0.59 
-0.09 
-0.06 
0.67 
---

0.24 
o.oo 
0.18 

-0.02 
-0.66 
-0.06 
o.oo 
o.o.o 

o.oo 

o.oo 
-0.03 
o.oo 

-0.56 
0,08 

"" 9.33· 

-0.01 
0,08 
0.29 
0.19 
o.oo 
0.12 

-0,15 
-0.24 
0.64 

-0.03 
-0.23 
-0.21 
0.17 

o.oo 

o.oo 
-0.23 
o.oo 

-0~18 

0.47 
·~·2.2· 

.. 

o.oo 
. 0.39 
0 .. 09 
0.14 
0.29 
0.18 
o.oo 
o.oo 

-0.22 
-0.09 
0.60 

-0.02 
-0.20 
-0,23 
0.1~~ 

o.oo 

o.oo 
-0.12 
o.oo 

-o.o:i 
0.46 
0,83 

-0.33 0.55 0.38 

0.03 .. -0.43 -0.41 
o.oo o.oo o.oo 

· Source: UNCTiffi Secretariat calculations, based on data on trade marks from WIPO, 
Industrial Property Statistics (annual issues) and data on trade from the UNCT.till data bank 
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Table II 
Correlation coefficients of trade-mark registrations by registering 
developing countries and the ratio of their manufacturing exports in 
the total man~fa9tu:i:-ing components of GDP of recipient countries and 
regions, 1968 - 1976 

.. 

. ·- Trade-marks registering exporters 
· ·countg'or ., 

territog .Axgentina. Brazil Mexico India 
.. 

l y~rxr I 2 year 
r l year l yea:r I 2 year l yea:r 2 year 2 year 

lag lag :)..ag I lag lag lag lag lag 

Argentina I - I - I -0.01 I -0.06 0.341 0.16 
I Bolivia 0.37 I 0.31 i 0~53 r. 0.23 -0.09 -0.05 
I Brazil I 0.50: 0.46 ~ - 0~43 o.66 

Chile -0.861 -0.38 i -0.10 I 0.47 0.01 0.60 I 
Colombia -0.11 I -0.49 I ·o.66 ·o~ 79 -0.69 -0.69 I 
Costa Rica o.oo ! . o.oo I o.oo o.oo I o.oo o.oo 
Ecuador 0.10 I 0.07 I 0.65 0.32 0.03 -0.01 I 
Guatemala 0.33 0.32 0.69 -0.34 0~54 0:481 Mexico -0.42 -0.49 0,39 0.60 -

j Peru 0,94 0.97 0,57 0.75 0.13 0.30 
Uruguay o.oo . o.oo o.oo; o.oo o.oo o.oo l I Venez~ela -0.67 -0.60 -0.19 -0.47 0.21 0.29 

I Bangladesh o.oo o.oo 
. Hong Kong ' o.oo . o.oo 

India - -
Iran .. 0.17 0.12 
Iraq · 0,60 -0.22 I Kuwait · -0-39 -0.62 
Malaysia · 0.38 0.45 
Nepal 0,00 o.oo 
Philippines .. 

o~oo o.oo 
Singapore· -0.48 -0.71 I s:r::i Lanka. . 

0.851 
0.50 0.45 

J Developing 1\.merica 0.29 0-32 -0.04 -0.09 -0,02 0.77 0.78 
Developing, Asia ; 0 •. 69 0.691 -0.14 0-.03 -0.66 -0.83 0.26 0.41 I Developing:Africa 0.80 0.81 0.13

1 
0.77 0.51 0.50 I -0.55 -0.47 

; .Developing Oqeania o.oo o.oo 0.39 0.36 o.oo o.oq -0.19 -0.50 
I Developing.l!lµrope o.oo ~-00 I o.oo o.oo o.oo o.od o.oo o.oo 
I Socialist cquntries of 

Asia o.oo 0.00 I o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
All developing mark~t 

o.oo ! o.oo I economies o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo . 
Developed .America 0.59 0.96 0.93 0.91 0.33 ~.59 -0.37 -0.27 
Developed Africa o.oo o.oo o~oo I o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
Developed Asia I 0.72 0.71 0.40 0.60 -0.'36 -0.61 I -0.25 -0.20 
Developed Oceania l a.35 0.48 0.741 0•90 0.14 I 0.63 0.12 -0.16 I Developed Europe I 0.53 0,74 I 0.67 0 .. 64; 0.56 I 0.80 0.33 0.28 

I I I __ ...__ 

Source~ UNCTAD secretariat calculations, based on data on trade marks from WIPO, 
Industrial Property Statistics (annual issues)· and data on trade and GDP fror.1 the 
UUCTAD data bank. 
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